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2 SUMMARY OF CHANGES 

Throughout these two months Trópika has gone through several changes mainly because the 

lessons learn and the modifications applied in the construction of the prototype. This could be 

translated into mayor changes in narratives and drawings for almost all sections. The most 

significant list of changes is the following: 

 Architectural Narrative 

 UDTA Narrative 

 Cost Estimate 

 Water Budget  

 Site Operations 

 Dinner Party Menu 
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4. RULES ANS BUILDING COMPLIANCE CHECKLIST 

 

Rule Description Content Requirement(s) Drawing(s)/Report(s) 

3.2 Team officers and 

Contact Information 

Team Officers contact 

information completely fulfilled 

in Table 1 (SDE WORKSPACE) 

 

H&S Documentation 

4.1 Lot Conditions and 

Attributions  

Drawing(s) showing the storage 

and unloading areas and 

corresponding load’s 

calculations 

 

Site operation 

4.3 Lot Conditions Calculations showing the 

structural design remains 

complaint even if there is a level 

difference, and drawing(s) 

showing shimming methods and 

materials to be used in case 

 

PD#6 

4.4 Footings Drawing(s) showing the 

locations and depths of all 

ground penetrations on the 

competition site 

 

N/A 

4.4 Footings Drawing(s) showing the location, 

contact area and soil-bearing 

pressure of every component 

resting directly on the ground 

 

Structural  Design 

Narrative 

4.7 Construction Equipment Drawing(s) showing the 

assembly and disassembly 

sequences and the movement 

of heavy machinery on the 

competition site and 

specifications for heavy 

machinery 

 

Site Operations 

4.10 Spill and Waste Products Drawing(s) showing the 

locations of all equipment, tanks 

and pipes containing fluids 

during the event 

and corresponding 

specifications 

Site Operations 

5.1 Solar Envelope 

Dimensions  

Drawing(s) showing the location 

of all house and site 

components relative to the solar 

envelope 

 

PD#6 

6.1 Structural Design 

Approval 

Structural drawings and 

calculations signed and 

stamped by a qualified licensed 

professional 

Hard copy send 
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6.1 Electrical and 

Photovoltaic Design 

Approval 

Electrical and Photovoltaic 

drawings and calculations 

signed and stamped by a 

qualified licensed professional 

 

Hard Copy send 

6.1 Codes Design Approval List of the country of origin 

codes complied, properly signed 

by the faculty advisor 

 

Hard Copy Send 

6.2 Max. Architectonical 

Footprint 

Drawing(s) showing all 

information needed by the Rules 

Officials to digitally measure the 

architectural footprint 

 

PD#6 

6.2 Max Architectonical 

Footprint 

Drawing(s) showing all the 

reconfigurable features that may 

increase the footprint if 

operated during contest week 

 

PD#6 

6.3 Min. & Max. Measurable 

Area 

Drawing(s) showing the 

Minimum & Maximum 

Measurable Area 

 

PD#6 

6.4 Entrance and Exit 

Routes 

Drawing(s) showing the 

accessible public tour route, 

specifying the entrance and exit 

from the house to the main 

street of the Solar Village 

 

Public tour 

7.3 PV Technology 

Limitations  

Specifications and contractor 

price quote for photovoltaic 

components 

5.3.5 PV 

7.4 Batteries Drawing(s) showing the 

location(s) and quantity of 

stand-alone, PV-powered 

devices and corresponding 

specifications 

N/A 

7.4 Batteries Drawing(s) showing the 

location(s) and quantity of hard-

wired battery banks components 

and corresponding 

specifications 

N/A 

7.6 Thermal Energy Storage Drawing(s) showing the location 

of thermal energy storage 

components and corresponding 

specifications 

5.3.8 Solar Thermal 

7.7 Desiccant Systems Drawing(s) describing the 

operation of the desiccant 

system and corresponding 

specifications 

N/A 

7.8 Humidification Systems Specifications for humidification 

systems and corresponding 

certifications of the different 

elements. 

N/A 
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8.1 Containers Location Drawing(s) showing the location 

of all the water tanks 

PD (PL-001) and 

Water Delivery 

section on 5.3.1 

Plumbing System 

Design 

8.2 Water Delivery Drawing(s) showing the fill 

location(s), quantity of water 

requested at each fill location, 

tank dimensions, diameter of 

opening(s) and clearance 

above the tank(s) 

PD (PL-001) and 

Water Removal 

section on 5.3.1 

Plumbing System 

Design 

8.3 Water Removal  Drawing(s) showing the quantity 

of water to be removed from 

each fill location, tank 

dimensions, diameter of 

opening(s) and 

clearance above the tank(s). 

PD (PL-011) and 

grey water section 

on 5.3.1 Plumbing 

System Design 

8.5 Grey water reuse Specifications for grey water 

reuse systems 

PD (PL-022) and 

rain water section 

on 5.3.1 Plumbing 

System Design 

8.6 Rainwater Collection Drawing(s) showing the layout 

and operation of rainwater 

collection systems 

N/A in Versailles 

8.8 Thermal Mass Drawing(s) showing the 

locations 

of water-based thermal mass 

systems and corresponding 

specifications 

5.3.8 Solar Thermal 

8.9 Grey Water Heat 

Recovery  

Specifications for grey water 

heat recovery systems. 

PD (PL-011) and 

grey water section 

on 5.3.1 Plumbing 

System Design 

9.1 Placement Drawing(s) showing the location 

of all vegetation and, if 

applicable, the movement of 

vegetation 

designed as part of an 

integrated mobile system 

5.2.1 

9.2 Watering Restrictions Drawings showing the layout 

and operation of greywater 

irrigation systems 

5.3.3 Plumbing 

10.2 SDE Sensors’ Location 

and wire routing 

Drawing(s) showing the location 

of bi-directional meters, 

metering box, sensors, cables 

and 

feed-through to pass the 

instrumentation wires from the 

PD#6 
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interior to the exterior of the 

house 

11.2 Use of Solar Decathlon 

Europe Logo 

Drawing(s) showing the 

dimensions, materials, artwork, 

and content of all 

communications materials, 

including signage 

Yes 

11.3 Teams’ sponsors & 

Supporting Institutions 

Drawing(s) showing the 

dimensions, materials, artwork, 

and content of all 

communications materials, 

including signage 

5.7.4 

11.4 Team Uniforms Drawing(s) showing the artwork, 

content and design of the team 

uniform 

5.7 

12.4 Public Tour Drawing(s) showing the public 

tour route, indicating the 

dimensions of any difficult point, 

complying with the accessibility 

requirements 

5.7.2 

20.0 Contest 6: Drying 

Method 

Drawing(s) showing the drying 

Method. 

(ie the place where the clothes 

wire will be located) 

PD#6 

20.0 Contest 6: House 

Funtioning 

Drawing(s) showing the location 

of all the appliances and 

corresponding technical 

specifications. 

PD#6 

36.5 Photovoltaic systems 

design 

Specifications of PV generators, 

inverters, wiring, cables, 

protections, earthing systems, 

interface with the electricity 

distribution network 

5.3.5 

36.5 Photovoltaic systems 

design 

Inverters’ certificates 5.3.5 and PD#6 

36.5 Photovoltaic systems 

design 

Maintenance plan for PV 

generators, supporting 

structure, 

inverters, wiring, cables, 

protections, circuit breakers in 

case of fire and earthing system. 

Fire protection systems for PV 

DC wiring 

5.3.5 and PD#6 

36.5 Photovoltaic systems 

design 

The corresponding table “design 

summary” must be filled out 

5.3.5 

51.3 Fire Safety Specifications for Fire Reaction 

of Constructive elements, 

extinguishers and fire resistance 

10. H&S 
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of the house’s structure. 

51.3 Fire Safety Drawings showing compliance 

with the evacuation of 

occupants’ requirements and 

fire extinguishers location 

PD#6 

51.4 Safety against falls Specifications of compliance 

with the slipperiness degree 

classes of floors included in 

House tour 

10 H&S 

51.4 Safety against falls Drawing(s) showing compliance 

with conditions for uneven 

flooring, floors with different 

level, 

Restricted Areas stairs, Public 

Areas Staircases, Restricted 

Areas Ramps and Public Areas 

Ramps 

10 H&S  

51.4 Safety for avoiding 

trapping and impact risk 

Drawing(s) showing compliance 

with conditions for avoiding 

trapping and impact risk 

10 H&S 

51.4 Safety against the risk of 

inadequate lighting 

Specifications for level of 

illumination of house 

tour areas light fittings 

10 H&S 

51.5 Accessibility Interior and exterior plans 

showing the entire accessible 

tour route 

Public Tour 

51.6 Structural Safety Specifications for the use of 

dead loads, live loads, safety 

factors and load combinations 

in the structural calculations 

5.3.1 

51.7 Electrical and PV 

Systems 

Specifications of the wiring, 

channels, panels and 

protections of the electrical 

installation 

5.3.4, 5.3.5 and 

PM#6 

51.7 Electrical and PV 

Systems 

One-line electrical diagram and 

drawings showing the grounding, 

execution and paths 

5.3.4, 5.3.5 and 

PM#6 
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5.1 URBAN DESIGN, TRANSPORTATION AND AFFORDABILITY REPORT 

5.1.1 URBAN DESIGN STRATEGY 

LOCATION 

Localization is a fundamental aspect to ensure adequate adaptation of the proposal to the needs of 

users, so it should be considered that our proposal is based on a flat topography and a climate 

ranging between 10 °C and 35 °C, which are given according to the dry season or rainy intrinsic of 

tropical climates. Under these conditions our proposal has systems to take the most of resources of 

both sunlight and ambient temperature. 

Given the above context the TEC Team makes the decision to select the country's capital San José, 

specifically the district of La Merced, as the study site for future implementation of the urban model 

of our proposal, such a decision is justified because it is located in a tropical area with an altitude of 

around 1,100 m which softens the effects of tropical climate and meet the above characteristics to 

have temperatures vary between 17 °C and 28 °C, with an average of 22 °C and has an annual 

rainfall of 1,773.9 mm, and there is a large number of facilities in terms of food, health, recreation 

and personal development. In addition, San Jose as the capital of the country has the highest needs 

for housing and specifically for economically accessible infrastructure. 

As we mentioned before, we want our participation in Solar Decathlon 2014 to be more than a 

contest, we want it to be a statement that promotes the rescue of neglected sectors in Costa Rica. 

The projected impact area of San Jose is an area declared of public interest by Decree 31,730 for 

the repopulation measures set by the Government of Costa Rica. These initiatives set for the 

rehabilitation of the country’s capital goes aligned with rural social security, insecurity, and harm the 

visual landscape of the city with a direct impact on tourism one of the key economic pillars of the 

country. 

Geographically as according to CONAPAM (National Council for Older Persons in Costa Rica), about 

two-thirds of older adults living in metropolitan distributed in a few cantons and where most of them 

are part of our capital and area study (La Merced, San José). 

San Jose is a capital that offers a variety of attractions to tourists who visit it, this makes it through 

the preservation of their culture, art, gastronomy, museums, buildings, theaters, hotels, commerce, 

homes, sports adventure and national parks, which undoubtedly reflects as shown in the following 

figures1 the history of development and preservation of a town. 

                                                      
1 Provided by the newspaper “La Nación, Costa Rica”. 
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Image 5.1.1. “Teatro Nacional” 

 

Image 5.1.2. “Mercado Central” 

 

Image 5.1.3. “Edificio de Metal” 
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Image 5.1.4. “Correos y Telégrafos de Costa Rica” 

However despite this is a principal problem facing such as urban decay, saturation of roads, 

increased pollution, migration of its inhabitants to the periphery and ensuring universal accessibility. 

It because of that Trópika assumes one of the biggest challenges facing Costa Rica, to promote the 

whole development proposal towards radical and integral to the benefit of all people and most 

importantly our city, our capital. 

 

LOT SELECTION 

As presented previously, we want a real challenge that would help us regain our city throughout our 

proposal. The following is an explanation on the area we chose to project our living proposal to be in, 

from the macro in the urban configuration to the micro aspects of our infrastructure design. 

At first we dedicated plenty or hours to research to come up with the perfect location to launch 

Trópika. We made a deep analysis on the city to search the zone not only to find the right location, 

but also to find the one that would have the highest impact on the surrounding areas. 

As a first parameter we set our goal to be located within one of the four core districts of San Jose. 

This area was established, as it was already explained, as a repopulation zone by the government. 

This shows the efforts made to change this space into a useful and beautiful zone. 

Besides being in the core of the city, we wanted our lot to be close to all services needed in terms of 

transport systems, education establishments, leisure, recreation, education, churches, and health 

facilities. In the maps presented, we determined the exact place of every of the previous facilities 

and we determined an area of influence in a radius of 300m. The objective was to identify the 

location that concentrates the sufficient amount and diversity of services so the potential user can 

mobilize walking according to their needs. 

At Tec-Team we determined that the car is an inefficient object in our society, because it is an 

individualistic approach to the mobilization need. We want our housing solution to promote 

alternative ways of transportation, but specially walking. Walking is nature´s millions of years of 
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evolvement for the topic mobilization.   We should take advantage and exploit this way of 

transportation by building infrastructure that incentives walking. It is not only the best approach for 

energy efficiency, but also for personal and collective health, and socio-economic impact. The more  

population walk to get to places, the less we have to buy oil from other countries, and the highest the 

savings on the country for lowering our oil bill. 

We need a model that would serve as a proof of concept; this is why the selection of the zone we are 

going to pick for our project is crucial to determine if our building model is successful. In order to 

identify the better area, we selected some services that are necessary to support housing and 

determined an influence zone of 300m around the location of each service. On the following 

paragraphs we explain the zones of influence by category. 

 

Transport: The first service we are going to explain is the transport service and infrastructure, giving 

special mention to walking boulevards, train stops, bus stops and the future tram that is going to be 

built in the city. This tram will be the infrastructure with highest relevance because it will be electric, 

work all day, and will connect the major parts of the capital. 

 

Image 5.1.5. Map Transport. 

Supply Stores: Another fundamental service is the supply industry, in which our user will be able to 

buy common items they need like food, medicines, or clothing. In this diagram there are 3 main 

focus points highlighted which represent the 3 major markets of the city, a place where people could 

buy from fruits and vegetables to clothing and medicines. These places are specially frequented by 

senior citizens.   

Churches: Although as a team we represent and respect different religious preferences, we decided 

that an important part of the study would also be analyzing the churches and religious facilities. 

Costa Ricans as Latin Americans have been highly influenced by the Catholic Church, which 
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represents almost 83% of the population. All religious facilities could be seen in the diagram as the 

black zones.    

 

Image 5.1.6. Groceries and Religion. 

Parks and Health: Health is associated with being an active person; this is why we explain these two 

concepts together. Being a healthy person is not easy and it requires good eating habits, but also 

physical and mental recreation.  We are analyzing parks and health facilities in the capital. In this 

diagram is highlighted the hospital San Juan de Dios, one of the biggest hospitals in the country and 

one of the most important in our public healthcare system. We can also see the great amount of 

parks in the capital, especially near churches. The traditional building mentality during the 

colonization was building a church, a park of soccer field in front and a police station or guard station 

in the opposite side of the soccer field. This configuration led to a lot of parks in the city and towns in 

the periphery of San Jose.  

 

Image 5.1.7. Parks and Health. 
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Education and Government: Costa Rica stands out in the world for our educational quality and the 

percentage of literacy, just in San Jose it comes close to the 97.7% of the population whom received 

some level of education and is able to write and read. San Jose has 60 centers of elementary 

education, 89 primary schools, 39 high schools, and 21 centers of higher education. Although we are 

proud of our educational matrix, it has a problem. As we explained before the city has a low 

percentage of people living in it, so the high volume of students have to come to the capital to get 

their lessons, traveling long distances from their homes. This situation presents a problem due to the 

mobilization needed, with our proposal we want to help alleviate this by attracting families back into 

the city and closer to their education and working environments.  

 

Image 5.1.8. Education and Government. 

Inter-influence: To choose the best possible site we proceeded by overlaying the different circles one 

over the other to find the zone with the best suited services and facilities to incorporate our proposal. 

Following our research we successfully identified the best area, located in the district of La Merced. 

This zone was studied further to find possible lots in which we could project our housing proposal to 

be constructed. 

 

Image 5.1.9. Intervention Zone. 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE INTERVENTION ZONE 

Economy 

The intervention zone is located in one of the most popular trade areas of the capital, especially 

because the influence that Central Avenue generates on its surroundings and the great tradition that 

keep  Borbon, Coca Cola an Central markets. Products like fruits, vegetables, meats, flowers, grains, 

spices and even hardware equipment characterize the trade of the zone. 

Street vending is another kind of trade that supports the economy of the place. Walking down the 

streets is easy to find items that go from vegetables and fruits to illegal DVD or stolen watches. 

The trade’s dynamic that has define this place through years generates temporality issues, because 

the zone is used only when the stores are opened and at night, when everything is closed, people 

avoid passing around and paupers take the place for themselves. 

 

Image 5.1.10. Zone Products. 

Actors 

● Merchant: As we mentioned before, this area is known for the localization of three important 

markets and the commercial activity that they generate around them. For this reason, is that 

merchants and peddlers are one of the most significant actors that take place in the zone. 

They differ from another sellers of the capital for their products and because they use to 

come from a lower social class, especially peddlers. 

● Clients: People who visit this place usually come from a middle-low social class because of 

the cheap price of the products. However, unhealthy conditions and the raising insecurity 

make that people avoid going to this place to do their shopping. Another kind of client that 

frequents the zone is the people that use public transportation to mobilize, this situation is 

important to stand out because there is a considerable agglomeration of buses terminals 

around markets. Other important thing to mention is that elderly population represents an 

important amount of the costumers that visit the zone. 

● People who live in the zone: Despite the fact that the intervention zone is mostly commercial, 

there are people who still live in this place. According with the last census, made by the 

Government in 2011, 1347 people live there, just 7.13% from them own a car and 10.48% 

have some type of disability. The census also details that the mayor group that resides 
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nearby the markets are from 20 to 40 years old, and the second group goes from 40 to 65 

years old. 

● Paupers: The disorganized activity on the markets and the street vending, make that 

homeless people gather in the area in order to get some food or to steel any good that can 

be sold lately.  

 
Image 5.1.11. Zone Actors. 

Natural Resources 

Even though Costa Rica has a worldwide image of forests and environmental conservation, the 

selected area totally lack of green places that help to clean air or give more quality to the public 

space. Instead of them, parking lots are the traditional use given to the non-constructed lands. This 

situation can be taken as an opportunity of renew the city without spending money on unnecessary 

demolitions. 

Infrastructure 

The lack of public investment in the zone has made that population migrate to better areas, 

increasing the eventual abandon and damage in infrastructure. 

Great investments 

In order to reach the goal of been carbon neutral by 2021, Costa Rican government is about to make 

an investment in the construction of a Tram that cruces San Jose from East to West.  This project 

also tries to improve public transportation and create a good reason for the population to return to 

San Jose. However, there is no living intervention planned in Merced district. 

According with previous analysis, we decided to take the challenge of a urban revitalization in the 

intervention zone with the purpose of consolidate the commercial activity and introduce housing as a 

way of saving San Jose. 

Tec-Team has detected two main causes for all the issues that affect this territory: 

● The first one is that this place has being used only for commercial activities and need a 

balance of uses to link it with the rest of the city. 

● The second one is the little intervention that Government and privet investors have made 

around San Jose’s markets. 
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Due to this situation, is that Tec-Team believes that an eventual urban intervention must tackle 

problems promoting activities diversification and involve Government since the begging. Besides, the 

kind of population that Trópika is promoting needs a diverse of services in order to propitiate a better 

quality of live in the future tenants. 

For this reason, Tec-Team suggests four backbones that have to be worked for an integral 

intervention: 

 Public space: If municipality does not spend money on giving maintenance to the public 

structure, it gets damage, and eventually this situation causes that privet investors go to 

some better place. Because of this is that government must invest in repair sidewalks, roads, 

improve public lighting and increase cleaning services. An important aspect to considerate is 

that costumers are used to visit the zone by walking, so exclusive pedestrian spaces are 

necessary to guarantee comfort. A better public space will also guaranty that new tenants 

can own the neighborhood and develop activities outdoors. 

● Trade: This is one of the main reasons why Tec-Team chose this place and, away from 

changing its original personality; commercial activity must be consolidated in order to make 

easier the neighbor’s access to the different services. 

● Recreation: Elderly population is getting older and bigger in our country, and if we want a 

healthy society we must create places where they can do some exercise, distract themselves 

from problems and interact with other people. This point is also a key if land uses 

diversification is required with the objective of increase the period of time that people visit 

the zone. 

● Housing: San Jose population is going out of the city and we need to create projects that 

bring back people to revive the capital.  

 

 
Image 5.1.12 Backbones for urban intervention. 
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Urban treatments  

There are two types of land in the intervention zone: the one that is being used for commercial 

activities and the one that is vacant usually used as parking lots. 

For projects that are proposed in occupied land, Tec-Team advises to revitalize those buildings that 

are in regular conditions but need a minimum or medium intervention to warrant users’ safety. 

In case of developing projects in vacant land, the idea is make interventions under the concepts of 

urban renewal and build new constructions that help to create a stronger image for the zone. 

PROJECTS 

TEC Team does not only seek to find a new look for the zone, the plan encompass a series of 

proposals to reinforce each one of the previously established core ideas. 

Nine projects are proposed in the area, below a short explanation of each one of them and a map 

that shows their location and the backbone that try to cover. 

 

Image 5.1.13. Action Plan. 
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PROJECT 1: OUTDOOR MARKET 

The purpose of the project is to organize informal trade. The intervention area is located in First 

Avenue, between 2 Street and 16 Street. 

Objectives: 

● Improve infrastructure to attract the investors' attention. 

● Recover public space conditions turning the zone into a more pleasant place for pedestrians. 

● Provide permanent commercial places in the public space to consolidate the activity. 

● Connect Central and Coca Cola markets with a commercial passage. 

The intention is to increase sidewalks, so sellers and clients can interact properly in the public street, 

just as they do it now. 

PROJECT 2: BOULEVARD STREET 8 

Located in 8 Street, between 2 Avenue and 5 Avenue, this project seeks to create better conditions 

for the activities that already exist in the zone. 

Objectives: 

● Improve infrastructure to attract the attention of investors. 

● Recover public space conditions turning the zone into a more pleasant place for pedestrians. 

PROJECT 3: CENTRAL MARKET COMPLEMENT 

The proposal is intended to be located in the north block of the market. By urban revitalization 

strategies, the project strengthens commerce and recreation activities using the existing 

infrastructure to diversify the actual demand of uses. 

Objectives: 

● Complement the Central Market commercial activity providing external spaces that give 

quality conditions to users. 

● Consolidate the area as a tourist attraction. 

● Create more recreational options to diversify the area and help combating the social 

problems related to the low permanence of people in the site. 

PROJECT 4: CULTURAL CENTER 

The project is placed in the intersection between First Avenue and 12 Street. It will solve temporality 

issues that affect the zone by bringing customers to the place when all the stores are closed. 

 Objectives: 

● Produce new activities in First Avenue in order to combat social problems caused by the low 

permanence of people in the site. 
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● Give cultural spaces to the actual and future neighbors of the surrounding areas. 

PROJECT 5: URBAN PASSAGE 

It is situated in 16 Street, in front of Atenas bus station.  The urban passage´s approach is public 

space and recreation. 

Objectives: 

● Create a green space that break off the overcrowding present in the area. 

● Provide an open multipurpose space to attract tourism. 

PROJECT 6: RESIDENTIAL COMPLEX 

After have invested in the zone, attracted investors, increased the users and diversify the local 

activities, it’s time to focus on residential complexes. 

The first project would be located in “Pasaje Jimenez”, in First Avenue near the National Bank. 

Objectives: 

● Repopulate the capital with vertical proposes, oriented to users around 55 years old. 

● Generate a mixed community among residential complex and commerce, directly related to 

San Jose’s urban dynamics. 

● Create self-sufficient residential infrastructure, using solar energy. 

● This project is going to be developed for the Solar Decathlon 2014. 

PROJECT 7: BORBON MARKET 

One of the action plan most ambitious projects is the intervention in Borbon Market.  The activities 

from this market could negatively affect the capital investment in the zone. The reason is that it is a 

private market, where the state doesn’t have interference in their organization. 

The project would reinforce the commercial line proposed in the action plan. 

Objectives: 

● Get rid of the bad social habits generated by the market activities. 

● Recognize with fiscal incentives the renovation of the market and its immediate context. 

● Consolidate the Borbon Market as the capital principal fruits and vegetables shopping 

center. 

PROJECT 8: RESIDENTIAL COMPLEX AND PLAZA 

The projects intention is to generate an open space that break with the confinement sensation 

produced in the zone and attract more population. It’s located in 10 Street, between First Avenue 

and 3 Avenue. 
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Objectives: 

● Repopulate city’s center though vertical proposes, oriented to users around 55 years old. 

● Generate a mixed community among residential complex and commerce, directly related to 

San Jose’s urban dynamics. 

● Counteract the zone’s overcrowding with the extension of public spaces options. 

PROJECT 9: RECREATIONAL CENTER 

Situated in the intersection between 12 Street and 3 Avenue, the project attempts to cover the 

recreational line. 

Objectives: 

● Create new activities in the zone to combat social problems generated by the actual use in 

the site. 

● Give cultural and recreational places to be for the actual and future neighbors in the area. 

● Generate recreational spaces from unoccupied properties. 

 

Trópika, the housing solution 

To save the urban memory of the people is also an interest of TEC Team, this is way we chose a site 

that many years ago was an important trade center of the city but that has being forgotten. Its name 

is “Pasaje Jimenez”. 

This place is a little street in the middle of a corner, just next to the National Bank, and it was turn in 

a parking lot in the past decades. 

TEC Team’s intention is to stand out the urban passage as a connection point and give it back to 

pedestrians in order to generate a linking area between a new housing activity and cultural or 

commercial shops that can be develop in this place.    

The housing complex that TEC Team is working for the Solar Decathlon Europe 2014, consist in mini-

towers of medium height that propitiate social sharing by the generation of public and common 

spaces.   

 

Image 5.1.14. Mini-towers composition 
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In our proposal, the whole first lever is going to be given to the city by transforming Pasaje Jimenez 

into a boulevard and living privet spaces free to locate restaurants, shops or other interesting activity 

that motivates  people to go through the passage. As the project is being design for the elderlies, one 

of the buildings is going to house son complementary services for tenants, such as gym, healthy 

control and a multi-purpose hall. 

 

Image 5.1.15. Urban project - Level 1 

Costa Rican law obligates developers to include a percentage of parking spaces in their projects. For 

this reason is that, even when we encouraging tenants to walking around the city or taking the bus, a 

parking lot is place underground, just below the encounter plaza and it will be access by a secondary 

entrance, locate on 4th street. 
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Image 5.1.16. Urban Section 

In the living levels, Mini-towers will be connected by gangways and vertical circulations. A vestibule is 

located between apartments, in order to generate common terraces for the tenants. 

The goal of TEC Team is to demonstrate that people and San José can coexist again, no matter your 

age.  

 

Image 5.1.17. Urban project - levels 2, 3, 4 and 5 
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Image 5.1.18. Views of the housing proposal in “Pasaje Jimenez”. 

5.1.2 MARKET 

This section detail aspects of our proposed target market, location and appealing characteristics 

related to the proposal, which aims to provide people with a new housing proposal based on the 

actual context of Costa Rica. 

The viability analysis facilitates the decision making process in a proposal and is determined from 

the evaluation and co-relationship of a series of data that surround the context of the project and its 

market, included internal as well as external factors. Among other factors, can be mentioned, 

feasibility analysis; market needs; political, social, economic, financial and operative conditions; 

resources consumption. 

According to the above, Tec Team presents a proposal that considers and adapts to those factors, in 

order to develop a project with a high level of accessibility, inclusion, replicability, versatility and 

sustainability, linked to economic feasibility and viability based on the context of the market. Since 
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we expect the home to be economically attractive in a short-medium term, we understand the 

challenge lies on innovation in building processes and materials. 

Market 

In line with the analysis of CONAPAM in its National Strategic Plan the aging is conceptualized as a 

universal process that all human beings go through and that lasts a lifetime. However despite the 

universality of this topic is recognized, its phenomenon is not uniform process but rather shows 

variations as people get older as a result of their specific physical, psychological, economic, social 

and cultural factors. 

Moreover to be presented as a multidimensional process is closely determined by the characteristics 

of the historical, socio-culturals of a country, this situation forces that government policies present a 

strategic plan to solve its deficiencies for the proper care of the population. 

Costa Rica, according to PNUD in 2013 is the country with the major life expectancy of Latin America 

with 79.4 years old, where the current survival rate between 0 and 65 years old is 83% to men and 

90% to women, besides Costa Rica has a mortality constantly reduction that currently is in 10 of 

10.000 born. This information are some of the reasons why in recent years the elderly population is 

growing, according to Costa Rica’s National Statistics Institute “INEC” official data there are 

approximately 316.000 seniors and there is an estimate to 2025 of 600.000 that represent 11.5% 

of the Costa Rica’s population. Additionally, for the intrinsic conditions of the country and the 

constantly growing, the predictions to 2050 are more than 1.200.00 seniors, in accordance to CCP-

INEC. 

 

 

Graph 5.1.1. a) Total population in the country and population of 65 years old and more (1950-

2050) b) Population aging’s speed. 

A demographic process characteristic is that generations have become increasingly large, but the 

number of children has decreased and thus the families are smaller. The reduction in the number of 
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children by family indicates a global fertility rate from 7.1 children in 1961 to 1.69 per woman these 

days. This reveals that elderly population despite of growing rapidly in number, have and will have 

even more, a long life, which will generate significant demand for services. 

The information above evidences a need for solutions to attend and assist this growing population. 

Even though Costa Rica is the fourth country with the best quality life in Latin America, according to 

the Quality of Life Index 2012 of The Economist Intelligence Unit, solutions for this people is one of 

the most important challenges that must be solved in the short and medium term, and clearly is a 

replicable situation in another countries around the world. The new house construction market that 

Costa Rica will face in the coming years should confront this population evolution. Trópika is taking 

this challenge in order to offer a better quality life to elderly population. 

To achieve a success model for the senior citizens, we are not focus only in their need as a user, also 

we take into account projects, laws and actual economic situation to in order to align with reality. 

Law 7600 

“It is of public interest the comprehensive development of people with disabilities on the 

same terms of quality, timeliness, rights and duties as all other citizens.” 

(Law 7600, Article 1, Public interest) 

 

One of the aspects to take consider for the solutions development to the seniors, is the 

fulfillment of the laws that contribute with the improvement quality life like the Costa Rica’s 

law 7600, that consist in the opportunity equality for the people with disabilities, condition 

that are common in the seniors population, and the assurance of universal accessibility, to 

the normal daily activities. 

 

National Strategic Plan for the care of Elderly 

The Action Plan is the basis for actions and politics formulation in favor of older people in 

three priority areas: Elderly and development, promotion of health and well-beaing in elderly 

and creation of enabling and supportive enviroments. Meanwhile, in the political declaration 

goverments are established commitments to face on aging challenges in ways of social 

organization, economic and cultural. 

 

We guide our prototype development and urban design in line with this Strategic Plan. 

 

Neutral Carbon 2021 

Related to sustainability country’s strategies, there is the government initiative to convert 

Costa Rica in the first country with neutral carbon for 2021, this proposal is not only based on 

simply reducing our carbon footprint, also in development of new strategies to to keep 

neutralized. Thus, our proposal become in a great project to contribute with this country’s 

goal and also is a great opportunity to embark in a new amazing market. 

 

Population Economics 

Regarding the population broader, the middle class, in accordance with National State the 

average income of this population is ¢853.700, so as according to OCDE, the Costa Rica’s 
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middle class is situated in these homes with average income between ¢430.000 and 

¢1.280.550, additionally to this information and related to the green trend, the 30% of the 

middle class people make sustainable purchases and another 30% are aware to the situation 

in accordance to Deloitte’s study. 

 

All the above information is the base to the following sections; it will be the justification for the target 

market and product’s features in a Costa Rica’s context as a developing country with significant 

population needs. 

Target Market  

Given the context analyzed our proposal is based on meeting the need that Costa Rica has in the 

coming years to a population that over the years it is becoming more and more longevity. The 

following figure shows precisely this target market by establishing key features are detailed below, in 

turn you can display a second market which attracted product characteristics becomes a potential 

customer for our proposal. 

 

Our main target market is elderly or is close to it, this means population aged greater than or equal 

to 55 years old. The population is characterized by being pensioned or close to it, they are in the 

middle or upper class and willing to use technology to facilitate everyday tasks and collaborate with 

environmental sustainability. A fundamental aspect of this population is the ease of access and 

mobility within the housing, so our product is concentrated in compliance with laws guaranteeing 

equal opportunity for people with disabilities and universal accessibility as it is the law of our country 

called “Law 7600”. According to INEC this market today represent 6.3% of Costa Rica population, 

53% of this is located is urban area. 

On the other hand, our second target market is established for the population that despite not 

having the old main market have need or interest in our product aspects such as compliance with 

the Law 7600 or the use of technology to everyday tasks and environmental sustainability. This 

population is within the age range of 30 and 55 years old, professional and belonging to the middle 

or upper class of the country. In contrast, the next elderly generation will increase the percentage to 

11.5% where urban population will increase 58.1% looking a better access to services offered in the 

country. 

According to the above types of potential users for our proposal was developed, these are senior 

citizens, technological and environmental users. Each has unique characteristics that affect the 

configuration of the house, which is detailed below. 
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Image 5.1.19. Target Market. 

 

Users Technological and Environmental share a market segment which is broken only by tastes and 

preferences.  

Value proposal by user 

The different tastes and preferences by user is exposed in this section. 

Technological 

Directed to the public enjoys and lives with technology, love the ability to control everything around 

them possible and maximize the possibilities of automation control available. 

 Tastes and preferences  

o Automation  

o Sparing in their daily tasks  

He or she is a user with a strong interest in innovation and technology, who is always at the forefront 

of the latest technology. They want to take advantage of these innovations to simplify tasks and 

make their life easier and more comfortable. For them, Trópika offers everything a home automation 

system that will facilitate the functionality of the entire house. Environments can be chosen with just 

one click and that will fit your mood or your needs. Also control of spaces, security, privacy and time 

for recreation and relaxation, will be part of the proposal. 

Eco-friendly 

According to the public interested in environmental protection and reduce the waste we produce 

every day, focuses on the possibility to minimize its waste, and natural mechanisms to harmonize 

the environment inside your home.  

 Tastes and preferences  
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o Reduction of waste 

o Reuse 

o Energy saving 

The eco-friendly user worried about the environment, and is concerned about the environmental 

impact of what they consume and produce. He knows that the world urgently needs a change of 

consciousness and adopting environmentally responsible practices are the key to preserving the 

home of his descendants. For them, Trópika offers the possibility of environmentally friendly 

systems, water reuse, clean energy, lighting, CO2 absorption, natural lighting, cross ventilation, 

among many other things of interest. 

Senior Citizens 

Regarding to Senior Citizens we can summarize that they seek a place that meets your mobility 

needs. Also, facilitate everyday tasks in a simple and practical way. 

 Tastes and preferences  

o Universal accessibility 

o Sparing in their daily tasks  

They want to take advantage of the technology innovations to simplify tasks and make their life 

easier and more comfortable. For them, Trópika offers everything a home automation system that 

will facilitate the functionality of the entire house. Environments can be chosen with just one click 

and that will fit your mood or your needs. Also control of spaces, security, privacy and time for 

recreation and relaxation, will be part of the proposal, besides being easy handling and easy to 

understand. 

 

Potential  customers  

The only way to adjust the model to the needs and possibilities of our customers will be through a 

direct communication channel with each of them. Trópika’s proposal as a product will be offered as 

a possible custom composition of the interest of each population. 

Thus, if a person is interested in acquiring the raised housing solution (Trópika), you can customize 

your home and Trópika will convert your choice into a reality. 

Users will be contacted by digital media such as web page and social networks especially, since 

according to the strategy of e-business which is more suited to the capabilities of the TEC Team. It 

will be one of the most dynamic and interactive media, allow provide clear, timely and handy target 

market information. 

However, one of the most important channels will be the "Word of mouth". When people buy a 

product or service that really meets their expectations, they become the best channel to reach other 

users. Efficiency, quality and value delivery will be key to achieve the reputation and prestige 

necessary to convert Trópika into fashion and favorite among Costa Rican users. 

With the aim to have a clear potential market, we summarize and add important information in the 

following table that will allow us later quantify our market. 
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Senior Citizens Future Senior Citizens, Technological and Eco-

Friendly users 

As we mentioned before there are 316.000 

senior citizens and there is an estimate to 

2025 of 600.000. In this segmentation will be 

our potential customers all located in high 

and medium classes. 

According to the state of the nation the 

number of employed persons in the country is 

1,957,708, these are divided into social 

classes which will be our potential customers 

the following: 

 High Class: represents 2.7% 

 Medium entrepreneurs and experts: 

representing 13.1% 

 Intermediate Class: represents 24.4% 

 Age: Between 30 and 55 years old. 

 Revenues 

o High Class: €1950 euros. 

o Medium entrepreneurs and 

experts: €1430 euros. 

o Intermediate classes: €780. 

 

As a new concept in Costa Rica and based in previous information, we estimated that 10,8% in 

Senior Citizens and 30% in Future Senior Citizens, Technological and Eco-Friendly users have an 

interests and values related to Trópika and our whole concept. Based on that, we have a total of 

299.560 potential customers in Costa Rica. 

Appealing Characterist ics  

Our proposal is based on meeting the needs identified above, under a defined structure that will be 

the basis to build both a building and a housing proposal. The key product in addition to the 

structure, have a number of components that are part of the packages offered for different target 

markets. 

The following figure specifies the components that have proposed two principal packages, basic and 

full. The other three options that are variants of the full package, consists in the Technological and 

Eco-friendly users, and of course our main target the Senior Citizens, we detail it later in the 

Affortability strategies section. 
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Image 5.1.20. Module Configuration or packages. 

Although Trópika offers different packages is intended that the following main features are always 

met: 

 Integral attention (High quality services). 

 Personal Fullfillment (opportunity to fully develop their potential, capabilities and skills 

according to your preferences). 

 Independence (maintain their independence by balancing the physical, intellectual, social, 

emotional, mental and spiritual well-being that allows them to fend for themselves). 

 Total accessibility (Answering the needs depending on the user's physical location from the 

mobility and flexibility of spaces). 

 Security (opportunity to feel safe and comfortable). 

 Low maintenance (easy maintenance of each module under a lower cost in order to respond 

to the economic situation of the user). 

 Participation (users integrate new initiative to save our environment from home). 

Based on these principles, Trópika can offer prospective clients a better quality of life that allows not 

only to enjoy old age but also collaborating with environmental care. 
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5.1.3 INDIVIDUAL OR COLLECTIVE HOUSING BUILDING CONCEPT 

When we decided to project Trópika in the urban context, we wanted to show to the general public 

the benefits of living in the city and give a tangible solution that could be implemented in the coming 

years. Under this premise Tec Team decided to bring the concept of micro buildings, this in order of 

maximizing the resources while giving a commercially viable option. It is important to mention that 

Costa Rica characterizes by developing through horizontal construction or medium size building, this 

due to our history of strong earthquakes. 

San José has also decreased its population since 1963. In that year, around 40.000 people lived in 

the central area (3.38 km2), but nowadays, and according with the census made by the Government 

in 2011, just 19.207 persons live in the same area, in other words, the capital has lost more than 

50% of its habitants and, for obvious reasons, density has decrease continuously. Therefore, our 

objective is to create a middle density – low height model that allows us to incorporate a progressive 

density in San José, but in a way that we do not contrast abruptly with the city landscape. Tec Team 

is looking for a more natural and feasible form that adapt to elderly necessities.  

As it is mention on the communication section, we developed some workshops with elderly 

population last year in order to get to know them better and to understand their needs. An 

interesting point that stands out is that as Costa Rica has never apply a high density policy, they are 

not use to live around to many people and they prefer a retired place to spend the rest of their lives. 

San José indeed offers too many possibilities, so they would accept to return to the capital as long as 

they have a pacific option with green spaces and that were not too crowded. Is for this reasons that 

Tec Team decided that a high density format is no viable right now (taking into account our target), 

and that a middle density project would have more success in the market. 

As it is shown in the architectural narrative, Solar Decathlon represents more than a contest for us, it 

represents an opportunity to bring a real solution to our fellow citizens, this is why we are not just 

developing a living module, and we are developing a full intervention plan to make our city a cleaner, 

safer and more useful space. 

Just to present the magnitude of our plan, the first of the idealize interventions is building a complex 

composed of thirty of our living modules. This would be one of the actions. On the long run, our 

model is planning to be replicated in another block of La Merced as a tactic to strengthen our 

concept an increase the density on the district.  Other middle density projects are being developed 

around the central area, so the idea of making an intervention such as the one we are projecting on 

our action plan is to make the zone more appealable to developers, and with this, reach our goal to 

bring people back to San José. 

Trópika also think about what users are going to do during their stay. People used to see a nursing 

home as a place where elderlies are attended by some gentle ladies, but also, where our beloved 

grandfathers forget the society, but we want a totally different concept, with active people that even 

at their age can develop strong social and professional relationships.  
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For this reason is that a whole mini tower is going to home a gym and a social salon where tenants 

can spend their free time in the activities that are specially prepared for them. We also want to 

promote entrepreneurship among the users, so the first level of each building is going to be available 

for them to star their own local business.  

It is also important to mention that La Merced district was declared by the Government as a 

revitalization zone of San José, with the intention to turn it in to a mixed area in the coming years 

(trade and living sector). Trópika is the first housing project located in this district and the goal with 

our action plan is to invite other proposals to establish there and create together a better place.   

At the end this complex will enhance living in community while trying to be as friendly to the 

environment as possible. Tec Team is reframing the contest to bring a holistic approach for our 

reality. 

5.1.4 MOBILITY STRATEGY 

Mobil i ty  Strategies  

Mobility is an enormous problem in Costa Rica, specifically in the Metropolitan Area. This problem is 

not only because the lack of urban planning in the last 30 years, but also because the increasing use 

of cars in a limited road infrastructure. 

As in many cities around the world, with the insertion of the automobile to our society, people could 

go to every corner in an easier and faster way than in an oxcart or by riding a horse. Cars fulfilled 

their promise of taking mobility and communication to another level. 

The Colombian architect German Samper describes really well in his book “Recinto Urbano” (Urban 

Enclosure) how cities started to grow and limits became reachable. San José was not an exception 

and suburbs appeared as a tempting option for those who were buying a house. 

This is how San José’s population migrated to more exclusive neighborhoods and how it pass from a 

living capital to just a station in the way from work, because in Costa Rica, every path goes through 

San José. 

Now, our capital seems to be living what Harry W. Richardson says in his book “Urban economics” 

when he sets out that many of the transportation issues are far away of finding a solution and the 

Government's only give palliative solutions. 

San Jose is a relatively small city, where you can find variety of products and services over short 

distances, this is a characteristic that can be used for encouraging nearby residents to walk or make 

use of friendly transportation.  

As it was explain previously Trópika’s location was sustained in an analysis of how services are 

distributed in the city. This investigation allowed us to find a site placed in the middle of San Jose 

and just far enough of what tenants would need. 
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According   with the Metropolitan Reorganization Plan (Plan GAM), which was developed by the 

Government and our university, living projects should consider the time that a person spend going 

from his home to another place. If services are well located, this person is not going to feel the need 

to use his car every time he goes out and this situation reduces pollution, energy costs and time of 

transportation. 

 

Image 5.1.21 Distance from home to different services. Plan GAM 2013 

Trópika facilitate tenant’s transportation by having everything they need just a couple of minutes 

away, the ones that already exist and those that are projected in our action plan. The following map 

shows the connection that our project has with basic services in San Jose.   
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Image 5.1.22 Urban connectivity 

In order to combat traffic jam, stress and pollution, Trópika encourage their tenants to use three 

mains of transportation: Tram, busses and walking. 

Walking 

There is no better way of moving through the city than walking. When you do it, you make exercise, 

have contact with other people, reduce fuel consumption and get to safe the context from social 

issues. That is way Tec Team promotes walking as the best main of transportation in a city where you 

can get everything you need just right next to your home. 

The Tec Team takes this feature as an opportunity to encourage the prospective project users to 

walk to get what they need instead of using cars; for this Tec Team is mapping the whole area to 

identify places and services that could meet possible necessities of the users, all this within 300m, 
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some of the infrastructure and services spotted are: public transport, health centers, hospitals, 

parks, shops, supermarkets, religious centers, education and recreation, among others. 

As it was presented in the architectural narrative, Trópika is part of a proposal to rescue this 

forgotten part of the city, and for that, we are projecting options to intervened the public space and 

return it to pedestrians, but keeping the trade activities that takes place in the zone. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image 5.1.23. “Intervention Avenue 1” 

San José was a city to walk, and Tec Team wants to inspire people to stop using the car and just 

enjoy all the surprises that our city can offer. We also know that this could be a difficult task if people 

do not have a strong reason to do it and that is why Trópika become so important, because the only 

way for making people care about the city is making them love it, and no one learns to love a place 

more than when they live in it. 

Busses 

After the tram service was suspended in 1951, the Government implemented a public transportation 

system based on busses that remains valid until today.  

Although this system has the problem that turns our city in a big station where people walks from 

one side to the other just to make a bus transfer, it is easy to use and really connects San José with 

the rest of the Metropolitan Area and even the rest of the country. The facility of this main of 

transportation makes it the principal system in the Capital and a fundamental option for Trópika’s 

users to move through San José.  

Our project is located between 1st and 3rd Avenues, two important flows that are fundamentally 

used by busses and that links downtown with the occidental sector of the city and other provinces as 

Heredia. Trópika is also located four blocks away from the final stop of the buses that connect San 
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José with the north neighborhoods, and two blocks away from the 2sd Avenue and the stops that 

connects the city with oriental and south sectors. This situation turns our project in an ideal housing 

option if connection is what customers are looking for.  

 

 

 

 

 

Image 5.1.24. “Busses” 

Tram 

The electric tram in the hands of the company "Costa Rica Electric Light and Traction Corporation" 

was able to inaugurate the April 9, 1899 with an area of 11 km and 896 meters, making for more 

than 50 years as the main means of transport capital. 

 

Costa Rica began to rise among the pastures, coffee plantations, tile roofs, adobe walls and roads, 

while the electric tram was consolidated with great success in the Costa Rican population, as 

evidenced by the work “Costa Rica Railways” written by Manuel Saenz Cordero in 1911 , mentions 

that by 1909 the tram was able to transport 1.159.398 passengers , where they had months like 

January, October, November and December were able to travel more than 104.000 passengers and 

the population of Costa Rica was just 379.000, reflecting that this service not only not caused not 

pollution or noise, but also came to use about 30% of the Costa Rican population. 
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Image 5.1.25. Taken by Rónald Pérez. “Traveling on Rails, Sandy”. 

The lack of sight prevented our leaders have an independent service continuous improvement in the 

quality of service in terms of speed, trams and innovation synchronization undoubtedly subscribers 

aspects advent of automobiles and buses, made the Costa Ricans were losing interest and charm of 

the tram. And thus the profitability thereof, caused by the year 1951 with more than 20,000 vehicles 

traveling on our roads you take the decision to suspend the service, this event brings with it great 

nostalgia and reflection, as it not only gave a tram, but is resigned to a sustainable transportation, 

successful, with its own identity and sense of belonging in the population. 

Today the electric tram Costa Rica is a distant memory that only have our seniors, however the 

return of the electric tram can go beyond dreams, since the country context is very different, to move 

more than 300,000 vehicles only in our capital (according to information provided by the Ministry of 

Public Works and Transport "MOPT") not only increases pollution every day, but traffic congestion 

becomes a nightmare for anyone, affecting your mood, character and health. In strengthening the 

above is highlighted that currently the Costa Rican Railroad Institute “INCOFER” is conducting 

feasibility studies point to unify a possible tram current and future projects in the country 

(landscaping, cutting routes, trains, etc.), as well by March 2012 received consulting firms French 

SYSTRA and EGIS technical study2 funded by the French government in the amount of $ 650.000, 

resulting in a feasibility positive for the construction of a tramway in the capital of San Jose, with 

projections 150.000 passengers daily. 

                                                      
2 Animation done by consulting firms EGIS and SYSTRA 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BJs5JrKe8Lw 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BJs5JrKe8Lw
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It is for this that Trópika starts to dream and reflect the Costa Rican population through an integral 

proposal, where available, easy access to different bus routes, while the tram is rehabilitated and is 

motivated to exercise by walking short distances to the different spaces for recreation and/or 

services, all from our most important city, our capital San José. Trópika more than a house or a 

building of up to 4 floors, is a medium-term solution looking for a better quality of life, urban 

planning, and vehicular traffic.  

Scenario of use 

We already saw the different options that a Troika’s tenant is going to have to move through San 

José. Now it is time to imagine and prove how project’s location facilitates transportation and 

improve user’s quality of live. 

Scenario 1: Mr. Mario and Mrs. Rosario 

They are a couple that has just arrives to Trópika. They are in their 60’s and left their house because 

the last  of their children got married and they felt that, now that they live along,  a smaller space 

was needed.    

They are both retired, and take care of their grandson while his parents are working. The little boy is 

7 years old and he loves to ride his new bicycle. His father decided to send him to a school that was 

located nearby Mr. Mario and Mrs. Rosario, so they can pick him up after class.  

Mrs. Rosario enjoy having fresh fruit for breakfast, a reason why she goes every Monday and 

Thursday to the market and buy watermelon, mango pineapple and papaya, which is her husband 

favorite fruit. Of course, she does this very early in the morning, even before Mr. Mario is awake, 

because she likes to get the best fruit to her family. 

This couple also loves art and modern dance, and enjoys going to watch some presentations to the 

Cultural Center that is just a few corners away. Every Friday night there is a new presentation in the 

center and they do not miss it for anything in this world.    

Daily schedule 

 Borbon Market is the place in San José where restaurants, supermarkets and even informal 

sellers buy their vegetables and fruits because of their quality and low price, and it is located 

two blocks west from Trópika. Mrs. Rosario won’t last more than 5 min to get there by 

walking. 

 A school is located 6 blocks west from Trópika. In the center of San José, blocks measure 

100 x 100 vara (a unit used by Spain during colony period). This minds that each side of a 

block has a measure of 83.8 m, situation that make distances smaller than in other cities. 

Mr. Mario and Mrs. Rosario would last 10 min to get to the school by walking. 

 A recreational center is going to take place next to Borbon Market, so Mr. Mario can take his 

grandson there to ride his bicycle. This center is the last one of the projects proposed for the 

zone, and exist the possibility that when Mr. Mario and Mrs. Rosario arrives to Trópika, this 

center remains in plans. Fortunately, there is still other option in San José to do some 

exercise, for example La Sabana Metropolitan Park. They have to ways to get there, by bus or 

by tram. Bus stop to La Sabana is going to be located in front of Trópika, on 1st Avenue, and 
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Tram stop is going to be two blocks south from the project. They would last less than half 

hour to get to the park. 

 Cultural Center is located three blocks west from Trópika. And even when it is closed or have 

no interesting options, Mr. Mario and Mrs. Rosario can walk 5 min to get to the Central 

Avenue or the Melico Salazar Theater, located in front of the nearest tram stop. 

Mr. Mario and Mrs. Rosario have everything they need in their daily rutting just around them. Thanks 

to Trópika’s location, they do not have to expend money in gasoline for the car or even to pay public 

to transportation because they can get almost everything by walking.  

 

Image 5.1.26. Scenario 1. Mr. Mario & Mrs. Rosario. 

Scenario 2: Mr. Pedro 

He arrived to the project because he felt lonely in his old house after his wife´s death. Their children 

offered him to move with one of them, but at the age of 71 he feels healthy, secure and does not 

want to disrupt his children live. 

Even when he is feeling all right, he suffers of high blood pressure and hyperglycemia. For this 

reason is that his children agreed to  let him move to a place where he can be assisted by a doctor or 

a nurse in case that he needs it, and to a place that was closed to the hospital so Mr. Pedro does not 

have to travel long distances to attend his appointments with his doctor. 

Their children also pay to a lady to take care of his father and his apartment. This lady is in charge of 

buy food, clean the apartment, do the laundry and prepare the meals. Other activities depend on the 
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oldest granddaughter, Rebeca. She is 20 years old and always pass by to see his grandpa and, in 

order to help him, takes care of his medicines. She lives in Alajuela with her parents, but studies in 

San Jose. 

Mr. Pedro is very active and always waits his granddaughter to go for an ice cream, walk on the 

Central Avenue or just sit in the nearest park to breath fresh air.  

Daily schedule: 

 There is a supermarket almost next to Trópika. This situation makes easier to the domestic 

helper to go quickly to by what is needed in the house. She won´t spend more than 2 min to 

get there. 

 There is already a healthy center in the project. But when he needs to attend his 

appointments with his doctor, he can walk 6 blocks to get to the hospital. Even by the time 

he cannot walk to the hospital, he can be easily transport by his family. 

 Alajuela Bus Terminal really closed to the Hospital. Rebeca won´t have the need to walk 

more than 10 min to get there after she visits his grandpa. 

 Mr. Pedro loves “sorbetera” ice cream, a traditional dissert that is sold at the Central Market. 

He is lucky to live diagonally to the market and that a lovely park exists in front of the Mail 

Building. He can cross the street with his granddaughter, go for an ice cream and then walk 

two blocks to get to the park to watch people passing by.  

In Costa Rica, every path leads to San José, so even when Mr. Pedro’s family live away, they can 

easily come in public transportation to visit him and they do not need to worry about  his healthy 

because if anything happened, a drugstore or even the hospital is around the corner and Mr. Pedro 

would get help immediately.  
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Image 5.1.27. Scenario 2. Mr. Pedro, Rebeca & Domestic helper. 

Scenario 3: Mr. José and Mrs. María 

He is 65 years old and retired; she is 52 and works as a teacher in a privet high school at the other 

side of the city. They live with his only son, Esteban, that is about to graduate from college. 

Mrs. María still uses her car since she always carries to many things for his students, but she is 

thinking in changing her car for an electric one because all of the facilities she would get, for 

example, a especial space will be saved for her, she would have the chance to charge the car in the 

parking lot and would stop going to the gas station every time is needed, and she would pay  less for 

electricity than what she spend on gasoline (Gasoline price in Costa Rica is one of the highest in 

Latin America). She tries to be at home before 4:30 p.m. to spend time with Mr. José and to prepare 

a snack for Esteban that almost every day arrive from college between 5:00 and 5:30 in the 

afternoon. 

Mr. José loves football and he is spending his new free time going to every game he can. He is also 

known for his neighbors as MacGyver because he fixes any machine or any problem in the 

apartment.  
 
Esteban is the one that is enjoying more to live in San José. As his father, he loves football and go to 

La Sabana every Saturday to play with his friends. He is also a party boy, and spends his Friday 

nights in bars, and even some days after class.  Esteban studies in San Pedro, a place located at the 

east side of San José. 
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Daily schedule: 

 As it was already explained, supermarket is really closed to Trópika. Mrs. María can go really 

quickly and by what she needs to prepare the snack. 

 National Stadium is located in La Sabana, so Mr. José can walk for less than 5 min to take 

the Tram that would live him just in front of the stadium. Esteban can take the Tram on 

Saturday to hang out with his friends or even take the bus, which stop is right at the entrance 

of Trópika. 

 San Pedro bus station is located around 7 blocks east from Trópika.  It does not bother to 

Esteban to walk 10 min to get there. 

 Tram service would connect La Sabana and Paseo Colon (both places with fancy restaurants 

and exclusives bars) with Barrio la California (a place with pubs and clubs more accessible to 

young people). Esteban is delight to live in the middle of the Tram line, so he can last 

approximately half hour to go from home to any party he is invited. He also goes sometimes 

to a pub that is located on Pasaje Jimenez, at the first level of Trópika. It is a nice place to 

talk, drink, and watch football games with his father and friends. 

 Coca Cola Market is known in San José because it is practically the biggest hardware store 

downtown. Mr. José is happy to have every tool or accessory he needs just 10 min away. 

Trópka’s location facilitates transportation no matter the age and links housing with several services 

that provides comfort to the tenants, invites to use public transportation and live the city like it was 

lived many years ago.  

 

Image 5.1.28. Scenario3. Mr. José, Mrs. Maria & Esteban. 
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Trópika: a link with the city 

As it was already explained, the location of Trópika gives it advantages that will increase the quality 

of life of the future tenants. The proximity with important locations, stores, institutes and parks make 

it a connection point in San José; this situation also allows our project to bring some options to the 

users and neighbors that has not been applied in Costa Rica yet: 

 Green Parking Lots: Costa Ricans are getting more attracted to electric and hybrid cars as 

time goes by, but there is not public infrastructure that encourages people to buy this kind of 

cars. For this reason Trópika is going to give special parking lots to those tenants that own an 

electric vehicle.  

 Green charge: Costa Rica has one of the more expensive fuels in the region but there is no 

alternative in the city for the people who want to stop using a gasoline car. Trópika is the very 

first construction in the capital with the capacity of producing energy, a unique situation that 

turns our proposal into an example for everyone in the country. We want to make conscience 

about the use of clean energies and change the way citizens  travel through San José, for this 

reason Tec Team  propose to create spaces to charge electric cars using the energy 

generated by Trópika.  Green charge spots can be located on 4th street because of its low 

use. 

 Public lockers: The alternatives above bring solutions for those who travel in car, but what 

about if someone travel in bicycle o scooter? What if they don’t have a place to change their 

sweaty cloths before work? For the Tec Team is more important to walk or ride an alternative 

transport than using a car, is because of this that  a local on Pasaje Jimenez is going to home 

a public locker where people can change their clothes and keep their belongings. This 

system has never been implemented in Costa Rica, but for a place 
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According with the Ambient and Energy Ministry of Costa Rica, the country spends 46% of its energy 

in transport and 26% supplying constructions. To use the sun trough Trópika as a source of energy 

would benefit the environment because it reduces the generation of pollution that cars leave free in 

the atmosphere. 

User’s wallets also take advantage of Trópika. Electricity, in Costa Rica, is cheaper than other type of 

fuel and using solar energy to charge their vehicles would reduce drastically the cost of 

transportation. What is important of our project is that we share energy with the community, so that 

impact of our proposal can reach people in a way that no other project has done it before. We 

represent a change of paradigm for the country and we really hope that self-sufficiency and sharing 

becomes the base of our social model.  

The way Trópika mix with San José impacts tenant’s quality of live and, more important, the way 

everyone is related with a building. 

5.1.5 AFFORDABILITY STRATEGIES 

For the Tec Team, Trópika’s project is more than an idea. Trópika represents a viable business 

model, feasible and a huge opportunity to the team, the environment, the Costa Rica population and 

the economic progress of the country. 

There are three important aspects that an affordable business model should contain: 

 Clarity of the value proposition offered to the target market.  

 At least one revenue stream. 

 Provide attractive returns for investors. 

Trópika’s business model consists on a stepwise process. In the short term, is aimed to selling 

houses to provide the user a comfortable, safe, innovative, cost effective, accessible and 

environmentally friendly experience and overall a value proposition within the reach of their budget. 

In a second step, is projected the generation of sufficient investment capital to build condominiums 

projects in line with the urban project proposal. Where spaces of recreation, social interaction and 

health care, among others, will be key in the designing of that model, that will be sustainable through 

apartment rentals and service, as part of a proposed larger value will be offered at this stage. 

As part of the third stage, it is expected to venture into a business model that allows to include the 

regional market, in countries with similar climate of Costa Rica tropical conditions. Trópika is a 

replicable business model in areas where climate, social and economic conditions occur in a similar 

way, for this reason the vision of TEC Team goes beyond the borders of our country. 

 

BUILDING INDUSTRY 

According to Costa Rican Chamber of Construction “…the construction sector plays a key role in the 

processes of growth and national development. Its importance in the costa rican economy is not 

limited to its direct effects as the contribution to the growth of domestic production and immediate 

job creation, but also encourages activity and employment in many productive sectors of the same 

suppliers”.  
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However, it’s important to keep in mind that while this industry is affecting the economy, it is 

affected by it. The behavior of prices of inputs used, interest rates and access to credit, among 

others, are the variables involved on the construction of new buildings. 

Josue Bravo, journalist of La prensa.com, said in his article “Growing construction sector in Costa 

Rica” that during the 2012 construction in Costa Rica increased by eight million square meters, 

compared with 2011, when growth was 11 percent; after the crisis of the sector started in 2008 by 

the global recession.  

Nowadays, main housing option is rent, because of the lack of real opportunities and resources. 

Nevertheless, Tec Team in aimed to offer a new integral option, which more than a house, it is a 

home. This proposal includes a mixture between selected materials and processes, and a real value 

proposition. 

Trópika moves a local chain with the mission of to influence the economy sector of the construction, 

involving the other actors, like local suppliers and outsourcing of some ensemble process. 

In Costa Rica, the construction industry is really aggressive, due to Tec Team is proposing a business 

and financial model willing to fight for market positioning. 

In order to identify the competition and analyze the advantages and disadvantages of each, as well 

as assist in the strategic planning process of the value chain and the marketing mix, among other 

important decisions; we have made  the following classification of competitors: 

 According to the type of product offered:  

o Prefabricated houses  

O Smart homes  

O Eco-friendly homes  

 

 According to type of business and business model  

O Company dedicated to construction 

O Business consultant  

O Business developer  

O Business developer-consultant  

O Business developer-builder 

Among the most important characteristics obtained by analysis of the sub-market competitor, the 

following conclusions were obtained: 

 There are many companies dedicated to consulting and construction, especially in the 

prefabricated housing sector. 

 

 Almost all construction companies implicitly offer consulting services, in some cases for free, 

as a hook to attract customers.  

 

 The website should be fairly complete.  

 

 You should create funding agreements with various banks and financial institutions. 
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 San Jose and central cities are good options to be located, based on trend tracking location 

of competitors 

The tech team did some research to know the competitors positioned in the mind of potential 

Trópika market, in order to study further the service and communication strategies implemented by 

these companies. In this research were interviewed 300 potential clients. The brands mentioned by 

respondents were: 

 Van Der Laat y Jimenez 

 Urbanizadora La Laguna 

 Fomento Urbano 

 Constructora Brenes y Salas 

 Edica 

 Edificar 

 Kirebe 

 Constructora Volio y Trejos 

 Constructora Eliseo Vargas y Asoc. 

 Concasa 

 P&P Construcciones 

 Constructora H&G 

 Constructora Galvez & Volio 

 Constructora Hernán Solis 

 Constructora Monte Ayarco 

 

 

BUSINESS MODEL 

To further explain the business model we use in our first step, we used the methodology of the 

canvas system, which is shown and explained below: 
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Image 5.1.29. Business Canvas Model. 

This business model takes into account customer segmentation, based on their beliefs, tastes and 

special needs: 

Value proposal 

In addition to the features discussed in the Target Market section, the proposed integrated value 

Trópika includes aspects that matter for the three types of users. 

While it is true the Accessibility is an attractive proposition for the elderly, is an area of interest for 

any of the target markets too. Likewise, innovation and comfort are benefits to be responsible for 

improving the quality of life of any user and filled with comfort and versatility their life styles. 

Additionally, of the value added focus on developing and strengthening the local production chain, 

which directly impacts the development of the national economy and represents a great social value. 
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All of this is joined to the Costa Rican Government's commitment, to convert our nation in a country 

committed to carbon neutrality, where the Trópika project consolidates that commitment by 

reducing the carbon footprint. 

Channels and customer relationships 

The evolution of information technologies worldwide have revolutionized the way we do business in 

all industries. Trópika raised as a product of the house construction industry does not escape this 

reality, and is also influenced by the different ways of the market in this industry. Traditionally in this 

industry as in others the graphic design and web technologies are very common to market its 

products, mainly houses. Companies rely on home style and then start to offer its customers 

different models that vary in number of rooms, bathrooms, garages, and more. However, their 

models are strict and inflexible, some do not have others extras as furniture, appliances, home 

automation systems and components of universal access, to name a few. 

 

Contrary to the above, Trópika breaks the traditional scheme and propose a more oriented towards a 

model of e-commerce such as having some computer manufacturers, where potential customers can 

modify to taste the product to their needs, interests and economic possibilities, all of this in a web 

application that will illustrate and inform the customer about the different features that can be 

incorporated into the product. 

 

The architectural design of Trópika and independence of the different modules, allows us to offer a 

customizable and adaptable e-commerce product. Starting from a model with base modules, the 

customer will be incorporating those that are their liking, getting details and cost for each. 

 

 
Image 5.1.30. E-commerce Application. 
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Besides the possibility to attract customers in this way, the application will also be used in business 

to bring the different cases, since there is an interest on the house until the construction thereof is 

completed.  

 

Once the customer go to the web application, will see Trópika with base modules (Solar, Lighting, 

Passive systems) and cost, as his interest will be incorporating the modules required. In that moment 

he will get more information from both each module and house itself, such as drawing, real spaces, 

among others. Once done, the customer would enter his personal data to then be contacted by one 

of our sales agents who will be responsible for selling and finish customizing the house. All the 

monitoring process can be monitored within the same application, once the purchase is formalized 

and defined terrain detail the process is complete and will be possible through the application to get 

relevant information to improve the process. 

 

Incorporating this way of selling, Trópika provides transparency and flexibility of purchase that 

combined with social networks, fairs and exhibitions, will allowing have a consolidated business 

model that serves the interests of the potential customers.  

Key resources and activities 

Some of the key resources in the consolidation of project are the financial and intellectual resources. 

In addition to constant innovation and continuous improvement, the pre-assembled equipment will 

be an important part of the model of strategic action posed for Trópika. 

Research and development and marketing strategy to be implemented, will be key activities in the 

constant improvement of the value chain, so that at all times be able to maintain a sustainable 

competitive advantage, above the actual and potential competition. Finally, the supplier 

management will be one of the axes to improve times, processes, materials, competitive 

advantages, quality, costs and hence a market differentiation and consumer perception. By this way, 

you can ensure to the customer at all times, a real commitment to the value chain that includes both 

Trópika benefits, as the benefits to the final user, in a clear win-win relation. 

Key partners 

The business life is made of alliances and contacts. For our business model suppliers are 

fundamental for the success of the model. A good relationship with them, affects the quality of 

materials, cost and response time, among others. 

Investors will be important in the consolidation of investment capital figure and, developers of similar 

projects to Trópika could be excellent possibly allies. 

The banks are intermediaries by which the user canceled the money for the cost of the house, while 

the bank provides times and preferential interest rates. Strategic alliances with these financial 

institutions will provide a steady cash flow and liquidity needed for the sustainability of our business 

model. 

Cost structures 

The cost structure for the business model is based on three major areas:  

 Costs related to technology (research and development, pre-assembly equipment).  
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 Cost of marketing (advertising, communication, brand positioning, market penetration, 

customer tracking).  

 Administrative costs (wages, office supplies, business relationships, transactions costs, 

permissions, policies, etc.). 

Significantly, construction processes, transportation, electronics and elsewhere, will be conducted 

through strategic outsourcing where confidentiality agreements and quality standards are met.  

 

FINANCIAL SYSTEM 

To explain the financial system visualized by the Tec Team, it must start by presenting the three main 

actors in the system: 

 

              Image 5.1.31. Financial System Actors. 

The process starts when the customer decides to purchase a Trópika house. This customer will go to 

"Trópika" (Trópika such a company) to make the purchase. Once in the business, he or she will select 

the set of features that wants in the new home and then, will signed a purchase contract with the 

company and the Bank.  

The company immediately will initiate steps to launch the construction of the house.  

The bank will transfers the full value of the house to the company (Trópika), so construction process 

will carry out immediately.  

The customer will have special terms and rates of interest, and must pay to the bank according to 

the terms agreed in the contract. 

So, why this system is profitable? 

In the Image 5.1.31 below, the advantages are explained. 

Trópika will use the outsourcing model to reduce costs and time; nevertheless the quality supervision 

will be one of the critical tasks of the business system. Also the negotiation with suppliers will require 

signing exclusive agreements possibly. 

 

Trópika 

Bank Client 
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Image 5.1.32. Advantages of the Financial System Actors. 

Among the options to configure the house, according the tastes and preferences of the client, this is 

the product configuration: 

Product configuration 

According to the sections above, here we specify users’ configurations. Each profile or package has 

three basic modules: 

1. Passive Systems 

2. Lighting 

3. Solar 

4. Default Universal accessibility 

The following table describes users’ configurations and final modules to each profile. 

Module / Package Technological Eco-Friendly 
Senior 

Citizens 
Full 

Vegetation and water treatment  X  X 

Home automation systems X   X 

Furniture and Appliances X   X 

Pets   X X 

Universal accessibility *   X X 

HVAC    X 

Heating    X 

•Helps to modernize the lifestyle of Costa Rican society 

•Helps support the commitment of carbon neutrality of the 
country 

•Promotes the development of local producers 

•Rapid recovery of the cash flow to pay suppliers, growth and 
business expansion 

•Financial liquidity that allows greater market coverage 

Trópika 

•Ability to acquire own house 

•Access to advanced technology 

•Minimizes its environmental impact 

•Special interest rates and payment terms 

Client 

•Business relationships with new clients 

•Projection of products such as "green loans" 

•Recovery of interest 

•"Green" image to the bank 

Bank 
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*: Consists in extra parts to satisfy special conditions. 

The above configuration is only a beginning proposal for customers; each module can be obtained 

separately or be added to one of the packages already established. 

GLOBAL COST 

Details of the costs generated by Tec Team in their participation in the Solar Decathlon Europe 2014 

are presented in Appendix 5.1.1.  

It should be noted that there were many donations from sponsors, as is the case of consultancies, 

automation materials, electronic components, crane, flexible tank, roof, and wood, among others.  

The appearance in the media was 100% free advertising, which is valued at more than EUR 300 

000.  

The main categories of costs incurred by the Tec Team were “Development phase cost estimate” 

and “House construction cost estimate”.  

FINANCIAL PROJECTION 

Details of the relevant financial projected scenarios such based, optimistic, pessimistic and investor 

stage can be observed in the Appendix 5.1.2. 

The graph below shows the comparative trend of annual cash flows for each scenario. 

 

Graph 5.1.2. Net Cash Flow per Year, according to different scenarios 

As you can see scenarios that show the best annual flows are the optimistic and the base stage. 

Also, all annual flows in all scenarios are positive. 
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Cumulative flows allow obtain some important indicators, and the graph below, can see how all the 

stages have positives scenarios, where optimistic and the investor stage protrudes. 

 

Graph 5.1.3. Cumulative Cash Flows, according to different scenarios 

In the following graphs, there are comparisons between different indicators of profitability such as: 

 Net Present Value (NPV) 

 Internal rate of Return (IRR) 

 Payback period projected 

Indicators of financial projection period to 20 years and 50 years are included in each graph. 
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Graph 5.1.4. Net Present Value, according to different scenarios 

 

Graph 5.1.5. Internal Rate of Return, according to different scenarios 
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Graph 5.1.6. Payback period, according to different scenarios 

Some of the relevant information is: 

 For all scenarios, the projected inflation of 5% (costs and selling prices) was handled. 

 Income tax by 30% every year.  

 Capital cost rate of 13% was used.  

 Stage base with sustained growth in demand for homes in 5 units annual. 

 Optimistic stage with growth of 3 units in annual demand and a decrease of 10% of 

production costs, relative to the base scenario.  

 Pessimistic stage with a decrease of 3 units in annual demand and an increase of 10% in 

production costs compared to the base scenario.  

 Stage Investor with 80% of the initial investment through bank financing. 

Finally, some of the important conclusions are: 

 In all scenarios considered, the annual cash flows are positive. 

 In all scenarios considered, the IRR is greater than the cost of capital, therefore, the project 

is considered profitable. 

 NPV is positively increasing trend in the long-term projection. 

 Investment is recovered faster if funding is obtained to cover part of the initial investment as 

shown in stage investor. 

 The indicators reflect the great potential of the Trópika project in the Costa Rican market as 

a profitable investment opportunity 
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5.2 ARCHITECTURE DESIGN NARRATIVE 

5.2.1 DESIGN CONCEPTS 

CONTEXT SITUATION 

Costa Rica is a small country located in Central America. According with the INBio (National Institute 

of Biodiversity), our country poses 4% of all the living species on Earth. This is a situation given by 

having two oceans around us, a mountain range that creates different environments along the 

territory and our position in the tropics that provide stable climate conditions. 

The IMN (National Institute of Meteorology), in its web site, specifies that Costa Rica is divided in two 

climatic regions: the first one has an influence from the Pacific Ocean and it is known for having two 

established seasons: a dry season that goes from December to March, and a rainy one that goes 

from April to November, being April a transition month.  Instead, Caribbean region is extremely damp 

and has a rainy season that last almost the whole year. 

The central zone of the country, for having more altitude, has fresh temperatures between 16.5°C 

and 27°C, according with IMN. This land is fertile and, because of its favorable conditions, shelters 

the biggest amount of population. 

These situations made that constructive strategies brought by the Spanish conquerors worked really 

well in the new structures that they built. This is how the central patio takes place as a solution for 

ventilate and illuminate interior spaces. 

As years were passing by, Costa Rican houses were adding other ways to adapted to the weather, 

such as surrounding corridors and terraces that allow people gather around after work or when the 

day was too hot to remain inside the house, and big windows that let the wind ant light enter in to 

the internal space. 

In houses of a middle or low social class, where there was no money to build a big structure, the 

central patio was changed by a central hallway known as “zaguán”. This central aisle conducted to 

the different rooms located in the perimeter, where they could concentrate natural light and fresh 

air. 

An important aspect to point out is that even when open the house was a solution that were thought 

to refresh the interior, it promote social contact with neighbors and with the rest of the family 

members. Social harmony was all over the place. 
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IMAGE 5.2.1. TRADITIONAL CORRIDORS AND TERRACES. TAKEN BY YENDRI ELIZONDO 

AND ENMANUEL SALAZAR 
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In the pass decades, this situation completely changes. The increasing social insecurity, the 

introduction of other material such as concrete and the influence that other cultures have over our 

society, have made this architectonic tradition to be forgotten and replaced for another one that no 

necessarily respond to our needs. 

This is way Trópika become so important for Tec Team, because it is our chance to make conscience 

about the important of promoting coexistence instead of individuality. It is a way to rescue our values 

through the architecture. 

SAN JOSE, THE CAPITAL CITY 

Cities are the place where the biggest concentration of social, cultural, economic and political events 

takes place; therefore, is the site where most of the population gathers to live in; San Jose, the 

capital of Costa Rica, is no exception to this. 

San Jose great metropolitan area (GAM) is the result of the urban mixture between different urban 

areas which got united due to the rapid development.  San Jose could be seen as the economic and 

social epicenter of the country. Due to this development the residential places turn into commercial 

zones, making our city to change from a place to live to a place to pass on the way to work. This is 

why we choose our project to be idealized for San Jose; we want to rediscover our city through our 

architectural intervention. 

SPATIAL CONFIGURATION 

             The architecture in our city is characterized by medium size buildings, in a dense 

configuration dating from the time of the colonization. At the beginning of last century the city of San 

Jose was composed by four different neighborhoods. At the north was occupied by wealthy citizens 

and at the south was the working class. In the mid-1900s the city suffered big changes due to the 

train infrastructure and the sudden growth of commercial activity. Since this time the city continue 

growing without a planned structure, turning our capital into the place we have today, a place where 

nobody wants to live but almost everybody has to cross every day.   

IMAGE 5.2.2. PASEO COLON. IMAGE TAKEN BY ENMANUEL SALAZAR 
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Nowadays the buildings are deteriorated, parks and green areas work to create social spaces where 

people gather around; although this spaces are becoming fewer due to the amount of parking lots 

done in the last years; nevertheless, it also gives some permeability to the city and some spaces to 

take advantage and build energy efficient proposal like ours.  

We want Trópika to function as urban acupuncture, a term used in the concept of regaining spaces 

through architectural interventions that have great impact on the surrounding areas.  

MOBILITY STRUCTURE 

Transit infrastructure was designed in a radial configuration where the center is San Jose, this is the 

main reason why is such a heavily congested city, is a place you have to go through to get from north 

to south and from east to west. This problem added to the fact that we have a high ratio of cars per 

capita, a totally inefficient public transport system, and a high commercial activity, adds up to form a 

chaotic city.  

The city has a vibrant commercial activity during the day, but at night this activity closes up and gives 

space to another problem of our city, the desolation and social issues related to it.  

Right now, the municipality is trying to foster people to repopulate San Jose as a living area in an 

attempt to regaining the city and helping to alleviate the mobility problems: Tec-Team wants to bring 

Trópika as a new model to take our city back. 

IMAGE 5.2.3. PEOPLE PASSING THROUGH SAN JOSE. IMAGE TAKEN BY ENMANUEL SALAZAR 
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ARCHITECTURAL TREND  

There are plenty of materials used in the architecture of San Jose, this depends on the decade in 

which buildings were constructed, but we can generalize that brick and wood where the favorite in 

early 1900s edifications; this trend changed around the 50s with the use of concrete. It is important 

to mention that Costa Rica was and is a country located on-top of two tectonic plates and the seismic 

activity is always present. This is why the founders of the country were always searching for quality 

materials that qualify to resist a strong earthquake. This mentality was passed into new generations 

and at this moment our country hold the second most rigorous seismic codes in the world, after 

Japan.  

It is important to mention that the trend has always been simple with orthogonal esthetics. The 

architecture in the capital tends to be simple and some people would categorize this as in the fields 

of sobriety.  

HOW WE SELECTED THE ZONE 

As presented urban narrative, our project is more than a sustainable house solution, is the chance 

propose an intervention that helps San Jose stays alive. 

At first we dedicated plenty or hours to research to come up with the perfect location to launch 

Trópika. We made a deep analysis on the city to search the zone not only to find the right location, 

but also to find the one that would have the highest impact on the surrounding areas.  

IMAGE 5.2.4. THE MAIL BUILDING AND THE NATIONAL BANK. IMAGE TAKEN BY ENMANUEL 

SALAZAR 
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We selected la Merced District, not only for being one of the four core districts of San Jose that has 

been established as a repopulation zone of interest in a law made by the government, Decreed 

317301, but also because they present an amount of services that would complement a housing 

proposal. 

 

The zone also present tow important characteristics about the use of the different lots: the first one 

is that plenty of the parcels are no constructed. This is a facility for developing urban projects, 

because there is no need to spend money in pilling down buildings in order to create new structures. 

This vacant land is occupied by parking lots; an easy business in a city where car is de main way of 

transportation, but that became an opportunity to urban planners when densification a place with no 

more available land is the goal. 

 

 

 

 

 

IMAGE 5.2.5. ANALYSIS OF SERVICES IN SAN JOSE 
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The other characteristic is that some of the buildings located in the constructed land are abandoned 

or in a state where demolition represent a better option. This guaranty to developers that their 

projects can be located in a strategic zone without affecting the community. 

 

 

 

 

 

IMAGE 5.2.6. MAP OF CONSTRUCTED AN VACANT LAN IN SAN JOSE 
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These situations make this part of La Merced district a perfect 

scenario for an urban intervention. 

As it was already explained in the urban narrative, Tec Team has 

determinate that for supporting the housing proposal and 

reactivate the zone there must be complementary projects. That is 

way we created an action plan, where trade, entertainment and the 

public space are parallel backbones of this proposal.  

 

 

IMAGE 5.2.7. LA MERCED BUILDINGS CONDITIONS 

IMAGE 5.2.8 URBAN 

INTERVENTION BACKBONES 
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IMAGE 5.2.9 LA MERCED ACTION PLAN 
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IMAGE 5.2.10. IMAGENES OF THE SELECTED ZONE, TAKEN BY ENMANUEL SALAZAR 
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TRÓPIKA 

 

  

Our residential concept is based on a construction solution in the tropical climates, using local 

materials and highlighting passive strategies. Even though our project is being design as a 

repopulation proposal for San Jose, we aim that this model could be replicated in the countries that 

are located in the same climate zone than Costa Rica, where we share only two seasons, the rainy 

season and the dry season, without mayor changes in temperatures. 

One of the mayor changes in Costa Rica, as in the whole World, is the aging of the population. We 

are looking forward to generate a proposal that will create a housing solution for the senior market 

that will allow them to have a private space combined with some common areas. This will give them 

the opportunity to live alone and at the same time, have some interaction within their community. 

Density: currently the cities are becoming very inefficient spaces. They are places where people use 

them as a passing zone on the way to work, but at night they return to their place of residence, a 

sustainable redefinition is to use cities as sites for housing. The land is scarce and expensive, is for 

this reason that the vertical construction should take advantage to raise the population density per 

square meter, making our cities become places of greater use. It should be noted that a 

repopulation of our cities will bring positive impacts such as a revaluation of our space, lowering 

crime and encouraging the urban improvement.  

As we already study, this situation is also happening in San José, where population left the capital to 

buy big houses in suburbs. That is why we chose a zone that has Government support for 

constructing housing projects, but, do not have any kind of initiative to develop one yet.  In order to 

fulfill this goal, Tec Team is planning a complex made of four towers (four level each) located in an 

actual vacant land in the middle of San Jose. The idea with making small towers is to respect the 

actual scale that our city has in this zone, but at the same time increase density in La Merced 

district. 

IMAGE 5.2.11 3D VIEW OF THE LIVING MODULE 
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Mobility: Moving long distances to go from work to home is totally inefficient, that is why we are 

planning our proposal right in the middle of the capital, where great part of San Jose’s population 

work. Taking as an opportunity the new Tram’s eventual construction is that our housing complex is 

located just 300m away from a tram stop, giving tenants an easy access to a modern main of 

transportation.   

As it was analyzed before, the intervention zone was selected by establishing services 

conglomerated in a 300m radio. This situation guarantees that users are going to have everything 

they need close, so they do not have to use their car to mobilize because they can get everything by 

walking. 

IMAGE5.2.12 DISTANCE FROM TRÓPIKA TO A SERVICE 
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In order to corroborate accessibility to the different services, we present the next map that shows 

how many time will spend a Trópika’s user going from his home to the closer service needed.  

Sobriety: the housing complexes will be based on the efficiency, i.e. the good use of resources. 

Our proposal takes advantage of the use of local resources in association with modern 

technologies; it uses wood as a building component. Usable radiation, i.e. the incident on a roof 

around establishment of 100m 2 is able to supply the energy consumption of 4 apartments, 

another floor will be based on a common space where it generate an urban garden, trade zone, 

or a commercial space.  

THE HOUSING COMPLEX 

For developing our housing proposal in San Jose, we selected a lot that once was an important trade 

center of the capital but that now is working as a parking lot. Half of the structure was pulled down 

and the other half is in terrible conditions, these gave us an excellent excuse to intervene the zone. 

The place was known as “Pasaje Jiménez”, and Tec Team intentions are introducing a housing 

project for the elderlies, and also to rescue a part of the city that was important for our old men and 

women in the past, but that today is forgotten. 

Taking the site’s characteristic, Tec Team set out some basic lineaments that will guide the design 

process: 

 Stand out the urban passage as a connection point: Tec Team is going to respect the nature 

of the place as an urban connector and will use pedestrian boulevards that would link our 

proposal with the city.  

 Generation of mixed areas between public, commerce and housing space: one of the biggest 

problems of San José is its notable zoning. Our proposal pretends to create a mixed area that 

allows tenants to have everything they need close. Because of that the first level of the 

project will have public and commerce spaces. 

 Propitiate interaction spaces for tenants: elder people tend to isolate themselves in their 

home; our proposal is designed with common spaces as terraces that allow tenants to 

interact with each other’s. 

 Micro towers for living: The site’s measure brings the need of generating micro towers 

communicated with each other’s by bridges. This facilitates the possibility of using passive 

strategies to preserve comfort inside the building. 

 Towers as an energetic system: Because of the site narrowness, boundaries and shadows 

made by other building, the Tec Team sees the need of sharing energy between micro 

towers, generating a complex system and an energetic balance. 

 

CONFIGURATION  

Trópika is a living module that present the flexibility of be constructed in an independent way, such 

as a house, or it can gather with other modules in order to make a vertical housing option 
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The housing complex that Tec Team is working for the Solar Decathlon Europe 2014, consist in mini-

towers of medium height that propitiate social sharing by the generation of public and common 

spaces in Pasaje Jiménez.   

 

IMAGE 5.2.13 DIAGRAMMATIC CONFIGURATION OF MINI-TOWERS 
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This mini-tower have been designed as an option to bring density to the capital an show to the 

developers that we can use our architectural tradition to create modern and sustainable buildings 

that go hand to hand with technology.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As it was already said, our project recues Pasaje Jiménez and turns into a boulevard where people 

can live what they lived once in the same place the first floor of the mini-towers is left to the trade 

and recreation activity, in order to link the new proposal with the context. 

Just in the middle on the passage, the space opens to form an encounter plaza where the main 

entrances to the apartments are located. 

 

 

IMAGE 5.2.14 3D VIEW OF MINI-TOWER 
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Even when there is plenty of public transportation options and Tec Team is encouraging tenants to 

walking around the city or taking the bus, Costa Rican law obligate us to include parking spaces. 

They will be located underground, just below the encounter plaza and they will be access by a 

secondary entrance, locate on 4th street. 

 

 

 

 

 

IMAGE 5.2.15 URBAN PROJECT - LEVEL 1 
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In the living floors, Mini-towers are connected with each other and with the vertical circulations by 

gangways, and a vestibule is located in the entrance to each apartment with the objective to create a 

common terrace for tenants. 

IMAGE 5.2.16 URBAN SECTION 

IMAGE 5.2.17 URBAN PROJECT - LEVELS 2,3,4 AND 5 
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Each mini-tower offer two living options, a 74m2 apartment with two bedrooms and a 55.5m2 

apartments with just one bedroom. For the Solar Decathlon Europe 2014 Tec Team will develop the 

55.5m2 option. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There is a common lobby between each apartment. In this lobby a serial of ducts will be located 

where all the pipes, wires, and waste can travel vertically and connect the building. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IMAGE 5.2.18 MINI-TOWER PLAN 
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IMAGE 5.2.19 DUCT’S LOCATION 

In order to facilitate vertical circulation, we designed to types of circulation towers that connect with 

Mini-towers by gangways. They are the perfect complement to make Trópika a modular solution that 

can be adapted according different needs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IMAGE 5.2.20 EMERGENCY AND PRINCIPAL CIRCULATIONS 
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The objective of Trópika in San Jose is to create a community where the city and the people can 

coexist, so everybody wants to return to the capital. 

IMAGE 5.2.21 PERSPECTIVE OF HOUSING COMPLEX 
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The living module 

 The living spaced proposed by the Tec Team must show the essence of Costar Rican house 

and culture on how to live in harmony with nature. Under this ideal, Tec Team defines the 

following design lineaments: 

 Real cost: Costa Rica is a country located in Central America, and even if our development 

levels are above others in the region, our population has limited resources when buying a 

house. Because of this, Tec-Team starts from the idea of create a basic habitable space that 

adds technology and environmental practices without oversize the cost. 

 Spaces to share: Costa Rican people are well known for its spontaneity, joy and strong family 

bounds, reason why the house must propitiate sharing between the users. In addition, our 

culture has a particular importance around the activity of cooking and shearing a meal, the 

interaction generated around the kitchen is a fundamental space in Trópika.  

 Connection with the exterior: Costa Rican traditional house used to incorporate into its 

configuration opened spaces that allow a direct link between users with neighbors and 

nature. The Tec Team wants to rescue this tradition by connecting the living area to a terrace.  

 Self-sufficiency: The bound between “ticos” (slang for Costa Ricans) and nature is worldwide 

known. We cultivate many of the food that is eaten today and is our responsibility to preserve 

this tradition. That’s why we incorporate spaces for growing vegetables and taken that way 

the concept of self-sufficiency beyond the generation of energy. 

 Space for users: our project target is senior citizens that are about to retiring and looking for 

a place that can solve their future needs. This segment of the population has several 

implications that must be consider since the beginning of the design. 

 A roof for sun and rain: Costa Rica is located in the tropical zone (between 23° north latitude 

and 23° south latitude). Because of our position solar panels doesn’t need to be too inclined 

but we have strong rain trough out the year, a reason why our roof are not plane. Given this 

situation we decided that the roof has an inclination of 12% (7%). This slope would let 

Trópika adaptable to any zone in the tropics. 

Functional organization 

Through Trópika, our team wants to show the world how “ticos” live and that is way the internal 

distribution was made keeping in mind the performance of a traditional house in Costa Rica: 

 Traditional houses in our country used to have an internal aisle called “zaguán” that leads to 

every room. Even though Trópika does not have an internal aisle, it focuses its circulations in 

one unique space that, just as a “zaguán”, guide the user to every single space. 

 Another old tradition in Costa Rica is to have an external corridor where people gather 

around to talk or just to enjoy the view. As we already mention, this characteristic not only 

pretend to propitiate connection with the exterior, but also bring back to the scene an old 

tradition that has being forgotten in the new constructions of our country, but, that strongly 

define our personality as “ticos”. 
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 In order to improve that house and the building performance laundry, bathroom and kitchen 

are grouped together. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Trópika also has the minimum of internal walls with the objective of raising comfort and because we 

want to encourage family gathering as a value that we all need to encourage to have a better world 

to live. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IMAGE 5.2.22 FUNCTION DIAGRAM 
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IMAGE 5.2.23 TRÓPIKA DISTRIBUTION IN LA CITÉ DU SOLEIL® 
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IMAGE 5.2.24 COMPOSITION OF THE LIVING MODULE 

TRÓPIKA’S MATERIAL  

To achieve the goal of represent trough Trópika our context is that we have selected some materials 

that are common in Costa Rica.  

Laminated wood: Tec-Team’s idea is to use materials that have left behind in the zone to 

incorporate new constructive practices. One of those materials is wood; in this case we will be 

talking about laminates wood to have a stronger material. It provides warmth and elegance to 

the project. 

Teak clapboard: Tec Team have decided to use in our prototype materials that everyone can 

find in Costa Rica, but mainly martials that are produced in our country in order to reduced 

our construction carbon footprint. That is why teak appears as a nice option for walls, floors 
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and even ceiling. For floors, we are using peaces of teak that are waste from an important 

Costa Rican factory and turn it into a parquet flooring.  

 

  Dry wall: this material is not only very light but it is also easy to assemble and 

disassemble. This characteristic turns to be really important because of the need of 

transport Trópika from Costa Rica to France. 

 

 Glass: this material is used in windows and in movable doors that allows natural light 

going into the internal space. Trópika avoids using glass on east and west facades in order 

to avoid temperature increasing,  

 

Plywood: this is a very friendly material that will help us in the construction and 

deconstruction faces. We chose a type of plywood made of Ceiba tree, known in our 

country as Pochote. This tree is grown and processed in Costa Rica.  

 

TRÓPIKA’S USERS  

The election of our users is given by the necessity of linking the elderly population with the city. 

Getting older is a universal process that every human been has to pass, however, this process is not 

the same for every person and present physical, social, and psychological changes. 

The demographic situation is changing in Costa Rica. As in many other countries, young population is 

getting smaller, but in the other hand, elderly population keeps growing and our country is not 

prepared for the social changes that this situation is going to bring in the coming future.  

In Costa Rica, a person how is 65 years old is consider as an elderly, but  Tec Team took into account 

also the people how is getting ready for their retired period, a reason why our target is a person hoe 

is 50 years old. 

People used to see a nursing home as a place where elderlies are attended by some gentle ladies, 

but also, where our beloved grandfathers forget the society.  

Trópika give them a totally different option: 

 Integral attention: The project’s location and facilities guaranty an easy access to different 

services. 

 Personal development: Spaces are left in the building so the tenants can develop their 

personal business and create new social bounds. 

 Independence: people can live their lives as always, knowing that they have everything they 

need if something happened. 
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 Universal accessibility: the project is design under Costa Rican Accessibility Law, so Trópika 

is made to home everyone, no matter their abilities. 

An ideal environment for the elderlies 

An older person needs of many services but, as years pass through, the abilities to fulfill them 

decrease, so to get around what they need should be a wise decision in order to keep a high quality 

of live. La Merced presents a bunch of facilities that make it an interesting option for living, but  bring 

people back to the capital is not an easy thing to do, and is harder if the goal is to incorporate the 

elderlies to urban activities.  

Because of this reason is that Tec Team is thinking in an intervention of La Merced district, so 

cultural and trade activities become an option to develop the zone.  The proposal would also create a 

community where tenants can feel part of. 

The intervention of Pasaje Jimenez creates another atmosphere in the zone, where tenants can 

develop their own urban activity in a lower scale. The first floor of every mini-tower is a local that can 

be rented by the users to establish their own business (a café, minimarket, hair salon, among 

others); this option would make them feel like they still have something to give.  

TALKING WITH THE ELDERLIES 

To know better what our future tenants want, we carried out some meetings with groups of older 

people that go frequently to our University to capacitate in different topics as technology, use of 

computers, idioms, among others. We asked them for what they like, what they have in their homes 

and what would like to have. Based on their answers some necessities stand out: 

 Pets: when the children left the house, some people get a pet to fulfill the need of taking 

care of someone. For this reason Trópika must give options for those how have a cat or a 

dog as a member of their family. The full version of the house would include a gadget to 

remember the user to feed the pet or give advises in the taking care process- 

 Plants: The bound between Costa Ricans and nature is known worldwide. Older people love 

to spend time outdoors in a patio or a terrace and also need a space to grow flowers or 

even food, especially women. This is why our project propitiates spaces as common decks 

and gardens in the passage. 

 Say no to crowded spaces: People in Costa Rica is not used to live in high density areas, so 

they get uncomfortable and feel without privacy in places that are too full of people.  San 

José presents many services that really seduce this population to move into the capital but 

they want an quiet option, that’s way we think a middle-density project would be the best 

choice. 

 Say no to heights: Costa Rica does not have tall buildings because of the bad quality of the 

soil that increments construction costs in high structures and our earthquakes. This 

situation makes people afraid of living too many meters above the ground, especially elderly 

people.  Our Seismic Code forbid to construct tall buildings in wood, so all of this situations 

made us decide for mini towers that are allow in our context, do not contrast with the city 

landscape and that is more appealing for our target. 
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 A Project for culture and distraction: Elderlies are tired of staying home!!! They have 

energies to interact with other people and do not like to be treated as if they cannot do their 

normal things any more. For this reason is that our action plan implement cultural and 

recreational projects so tenants can spend time in a healthy way. 

 Health control: Many of the people that came to our workshops have high blood pressure or 

sugar problems. These issues, under a really strict control, do not represent a situation that 

halt a person live. Trópika is conscious of that and would home a health control in the 

service tower. 
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BIOCLIMATIC STRATEGIES 

An important factor to consider in a building design is the respect for the environment and the 

weather conditions of the zone. Construction industry is one of the biggest responsible for the 

contamination that we are living today, and that is why we are searching for an self-efficient building, 

that respects nature  and bring comfortable spaces to the people. 

The following narrative explains the different strategies that Tec Team took into account in the 

design process of Trópika. 

Is important to point out that these strategies where thought for our context in Costa Rica, where 

temperatures are stable, dampness is all over the place and solar radiation is strong the whole year. 

 Building orientation: The module has been designed in order to minimize the solar heating inside 

the house. As a basic strategy, we diced to orientate the prototype from East to West. Facades 

located in these cardinal points are solid and smaller than the ones at the North or South to avoid 

direct solar radiation produced at dawn and dusk.  

Thermal insulation and windows: The idea is to minimize solar absorption through the walls and roof. 

For that reason Tec Team is incorporating insulating materials on East, West and South facades for 

being directly exposed to the sun the whole day. There are also cavity walls that help to stop the 

heating getting inside. In the windows we are using double glass and a cavity between them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 IMAGE 5.2.25 BUILDING ORIENTATION AND THERMAL INSULATION ANALYSIS 
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Natural illumination: The prototype orientation from east to west allow us to open the space on the 

larger facades located at north and south. Open the north elevation in a 70% bring us the advantage 

to take natural light into the module avoiding direct sunbathing. At South, we open the facade only a 

30% to give privacy to the bedroom and we protect windows from solar radiation with a marquee. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

High spaces and solar chimney: Tec Team has decided to raise the ceiling more than it is used in 

Costa Rica to accumulate hot air in a higher place, and then, expulse it by the solar chimney. This 

process leaves fresh air in the lower spaces, right where people are located. 

The concept of solar chimney as a vertical tower (initial design), involves the generation of shadow 

on PV panels, so that would have reduced the efficiency, preventing the direct incidence of solar 

radiation on these. Furthermore, lifting the solar chimney structure up straight on the roof of the 

module would represent an increase in the structural complexity, because of wind load and 

structure´s height. 

For those reasons, Trópika´s solar chimney new design will be inclined according to the angle of the 

roof. This configuration also increases the solar radiation area, instead of using the old vertical 

concept. 

Windows located at the top of the north façade can be open to help hot air going out of the house. 

 

 

 

IMAGE 5.2.26 WINDOWS LOCALIZATION 
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Shadow Elements: Roof is the principal element that gives us shadow by letting long eaves that 

protect the module from direct radiation. Other objects that we are using, and that are very popular 

in our country to protect windows from the sun, are the marquees and pergolas. These elements are 

located on South and North facades. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Air circulation and open floor: prevailing wind in Costa Rica comes from the north-east, reason 

why the north facade is open in a 70% to let fresh air go into the module. Tec Team also 

decided to configure the internal distribution as an open space using the minimum of walls to 

facilitate a free airflow. 

 

 

IMAGE 5.2.27 AIRFLOW AND SOLAR CHIMNEY 

IMAGE 5.2.28 SHADOW ELEMENTS 
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IMAGE 5.2.29 AIRFLOW DIAGRAM 
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EXTERIOR DESIGN 

 

The external areas of the project are designed with the aim to transmit Costa Rican way of living, 

biodiversity, vegetation, weather and environment 

GREEN TUNNEL 

Countries located in the tropical regions, like Costa Rica, have exuberant vegetation and a close 

relationship between people and the natural resources.  The project intends to transmit the feeling 

produced by entering in a natural environment as Costa Rica. 

 

A green tunnel is planned as the entrance to the project; it exhibits some of the biodiversity and 

beauty of plants present in our latitude. 

 

To create this green tunnel two options arise.  

 The first one is with climbing plants that grow generating plant cover. In this case different climbing 

plants found in Costa Rica were studied, and the Passiflora family was chosen.  

Plants 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The plant selection is focused on tropical 

plants that represent our latitude with fruits 

and flowers. 

The selected vegetation is the Passiflora 

climber. It produces the passion fruit and its 

beautiful flowers provide a calming scent.   

 

IMAGE 5.2.30 PASSOFLORA CLIMBER. TAKEN BY ESTEPHANÍA LARGAESPADA 
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To create this type of 

tunnels, a simple panel 

structure is designed  

 

The proposal allows the 

growth of climbing plants 

on nylon threads, making 

it very lightweight and 

economically accessible. 

 

The supporting structure 

of the plants in the green 

tunnel is modular, light 

and easy to ensemble.  It 

is design in a way that 

can be easily placed and 

removed.   

 

IMAGE 5.2.31 GREEN TUNNEL ELEVATION 
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However for the development of this proposal several months are required for the growth of the 

plants and green tunnel creation. It is also not advisable to transport the climbing plants unless we 

can ensure optimal conditions for the shipment and a time for plants to suit in a different climate. 

For these reasons a second alternative with fast assembly is proposed for Tropika temporary 

exhibitions, which will be explained subsequently 

In the proposal, the goal is to transmit the tropical character of the access to the project and to 

produce sensations similar to the ones that take place at the forests in Costa Rica.  

Because the conditions of this competition, we chose vegetation that can be installed at the time 

and easily removed without requiring several months of growth. 

 

 

 

  

Passiflora plant 

 

IMAGE 5.2.32 GREEN TUNNEL DETAIL 

Recycled plastic 
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The leaves of the selected plants will be shipped by air and installed on site.  To ensure that they are 

preserved in good condition, the leaves stems will be placed in containers of water. Also sprinklers 

will be installed on the green tunnel, to keep the atmosphere with moisture and freshness. These 

elements provide better conditions for vegetation and a feeling of freshness for the people while 

entering Trópika.  

 

 

 

 

 

Keeping the objectives of representing the 

biodiversity of tropical Costa Rica, a 

characteristic plant area, the ¨Mano de 

Tigre¨ (Monstera deliciosa) is chosen. This 

plant produces large leaves which will be 

used as green foliage to form the tunnel. 

IMAGE 5.2.33 MANO DE TIGRE  
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The proposed structure gives continuity to the lobby materials using the caña brava, which supports 

the ¨Mano de Tigre¨ plant foliage. 

 

 

 

The access through the green tunnel will be provided with a ramp.  

The ramp slope obeys to the law 7600 from Costa Rica that seeks for equal access for everyone. 

This law establishes that the maximum slope is 10% and a minimum width of 1.20m. It raises 

0.85m, with a slope of 10%, 8.5m length and a width of 1.60m.  

For the contest according to the French standar NF P 98-350 the public access slope must be 

inferior to 5%, reason why the ramp is extended as shown below. 

¨Mano de tigre¨ Plant 

Caña Brava 

Plants 

IMAGE 5.2.34 GREEN TUNNEL DETAIL  
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IMAGE 5.2.35 ACCESS DETAIL 

 

It is compliant to the rule 51.3. Fire Safety. The dimensioning of the evacuation elements, the 

minimum width for Hallways and ramps W ≥ 1.40 m, and the project´s ramp is 1.50m 

Wetland 

The ramp has a wetland as a special element in the entrance of the house. This space represents a 

trail next to some of the most beautiful Costa Rican rivers, Rocks and water are elements that 

conform the wetland area and it also has Lillis plants.  

 

The wetland has a staggered design. It integrates and maintains unity with ramp and lets the water 

fall through the various levels of the wetland next to the entrance ramp.  

The calming sound produced by the waterfall brings wellness to users from the very entrance of the 

house while providing an original water treatment system. 

More information available in the sustainability report 
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Image 5.2.36 Wetland 
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LOBBY 

 

 

IMAGE 5.2.37 3D VIEW OF THE LOBBY 

 

 

 

The lobby was inspired in typical Costa Rican homes that have that tropical character, given by 

placing corridors and external spaces where family used to gather and stay for long hours in the 

afternoon enjoying time together. This lobby is conceived as a space outside the module so that 

people can enjoy, relax and interact with the surrounding nature. It is well protected from weather 

conditions as rain and sun exposure so that the users can benefit from this comfortable space. It is 

also a transitional space that articulates the exterior and the interior of the house.  

The main focus with this lobby is the idea of making a place to stay outside of the noise and the daily 

stress while enjoying a soothing and comfortable space. 

51.3. Fire Safety occupants. In the application of the Fire Safety Document from Construction and 

Housing Code, and considering the exceptional nature of the constructions, in order to set out the 

areas that will be part of the housing unit tour Lobbies should consider an occupation density of 2 

m2/person. The Lobby of the proposal has an area of 28 m2, so the maximum occupation is of 14 

people. 
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Materials 

 

 

With sustainability in mind, it was mandatory to find local 

materials that were abundant, economic and easy to find in 

many places. We decide to use a local material known as 

“Caña Brava” (Gynerium sagittatum). This material is used in 

ceilings of the tunnel and lobby to make continuity from the 

outside towards the inside of Trópika. 

 

 

This material was extensively used in typical Costa Rican 

houses and we wanted to recover this tradition while enjoying 

their properties like its lightweight, easy installation, aesthetic 

and natural look and feel. 

 

 

 

The structure is made with 

laminated wood just as the 

rest of the house. 

For the flooring teca wood is 

selected. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 
IMAGE 5.2.38 “CAÑA BRAVA” AND THE PERGOLA 

Caña brava  
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Furniture 

The lobby is a very open and articulatory space so that the furniture in this place is conceived as a 

group of elements that are not intrusive but makes it comfortable for the user to enjoy their stay in 

this space in a very relaxing way. A bench and cushions where chosen because they resemble the 

easy going and relaxing way of life in Costa Rica. 
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Terrace (Balcony) 

 

 

 

IMAGE 5.2.39 3D VIEW OF THE TERRACE 

 

 

 

 

 

Each area of the Trópika housing proposal has a special meaning and is related to characteristics of 

common customs of old Costa Rican habitants or villages outside of the capital, taking into account 

the architecture, traditions, forms of cohabitation and Costa Rican lifestyle. 

 

Costa Rica stands out globally as a country with privileged natural resources and it is noteworthy that 

there is a high level awareness of sustainability and harmony with nature. Some Costa Ricans still 

keep strong attachment to the nature in the sense that they rescue edible and medicinal value. It is 

known that older citizens recognize the value of some plants as a remedy for common ills. 

 

In order to rescue these traditions a special balcony or terrace was designed and it is integrated with 

the kitchen and the living room. The balcony can accommodate small groups of plants arranged such 

that provides easy access to them for use and maintenance. 
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Four levels of functionality are provided by this space: 

Social: 

It is a space that allows the socialization of the inhabitants of the house for several reasons. On one 

hand, the balcony is a space with medicinal and edible vegetation, so that the relationship with these 

plants through use and maintenance invite everyone in the house to participate in this activity. 

Moreover, it is a space which is integrated into the kitchen and living room; therefore, the activities 

that are generated in each of these spaces are related to the others allowing the socialization of 

people through tasks such as cooking, entertainment, horticulture therapy, among others. 

 

Food and medicine: 

As mentioned above, there are a lot of plants that have beneficial health properties and many others 

that are also used in cooking (see table of proposed vegetation). Plants have been proposed having 

these properties and at the same time not take up much space and maintenance is relatively low.  

 

 

IMAGE 5.2.40 TABLE OF PLANTS GROWN IN TRÓPIKA 
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In Costa Rica people usually have in their homes medicinal plants to treat various ailments, the most 

familiar and the ones that are going to be placed on the medicinal plants panel are: 

 

Mint (Mentha sp) used to relieve gastrointestinal pain, colic, colds and flu. Used as 

appetizer, digestive, antiseptic, decongestant and anti-rheumatic 

 

Spearmint (Mentha spicata) has analgesic properties, calming, diuretic and digestive. It 

is used to treat digestive problems such as diarrhea, sour stomach, nausea and 

vomiting. It is also used to clean wounds and scrapes. 

 

Chamomille (Matricaria chamomille) frequently used for insomnia, anxiety, nausea, 

abdominal pain, stomach ailments and inflammations of the skin and eyes. It works as 

anti-inflammatory, antiallergic, antibacterial, antiviral, antispasmodic and anti-

ulcerations. 

 

Ginger (Zingiber officinale) The root is used in infusions to relieve cold symptoms, sore 

throats, coughs, bronchitis and premenstrual syndrome. It is also used to treat 

diarrhea. 

 

Lavender (Lavanda sp) has antiseptic properties, sedative, anti-inflammatory, diuretic, 

relaxants and anesthetic 

 

Aloe (Aloe vera) it is commonly used against stomach ailments such as ulcers and 

gastritis. It is also used to prevent premature skin aging (softening and moisturizing 

the skin), heal wounds, burns and treat several other skin conditions such as 

eczemas, prosiasis and dermatitis. 
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Bioclimatic:  

It is a space that provides freshness to both, the balcony itself as it integrates spaces like the 

kitchen and the living room. The green wall is a vertical element with plants whose moisture 

associated to incoming air flow toward the house, provides freshness and comfort for the inhabitants 

of these spaces. 

It covers from a large part of the kitchen´s glass window, therefore it works also as a filter of solar 

light and brings a special shadow and moisture that freshens the interior of the house. 

 

In Tropika, green wall panels are designed with the characteristic of being rotatable, in order to allow 

irrigation from the inside of the housing on both sides.  

 Two choices of green walls are suggested, the first one is a vertical garden. 

 

  

 

 

A second cheaper option for the user can be done with a grid and climbing plants such as 

strawberries or others. This second proposal has the concept of a vertical green edible garden.  

IMAGE 5.2.41 ROTABLE LIVING WALL 
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The ratable living wall would not be available during the competition in La Cité du Soleil ® Solar 

Decathlon 2014. Removing this feature the proposal is the following. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IMAGE 5.2.42 ROTABLE LIVING WALL 

IMAGE 5.2.43 SIMPLE LIVING WALL 
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Recreational:  

The balcony rescues a highly relaxing and beneficial activity for the residents of Trópika. Without 

requiring high maintenance, the inhabitants can enjoy a special hobby that brings pleasure and adds 

value and importance to the relationship between human beings and nature. It is well known that 

horticulture used as a therapy can bring wellness to people with physical, mental and emotional 

disabilities. 

 

Each plant is situated according to its watering needs.  The vegetation that requires a daily watering 

is in the middle stand, below that the ones that require irrigation three times a week and in the top 

the plants that only need it once a week. The plants are located in rows so that water dripping is a 

mechanism to keep moisture of the lower rows of plants.  The space is designed in a way that users 

can easily water the plants and remember that each row has different watering needs; the ones 

placed in the user’s immediate visual line are the ones that require more care. 

 

 

SITE 

 

The Trópika module is located in the lot A in the Master Plan of La Cité du Soleil ® 

The prototype is surrounded by a natural environment with trees and gardens. The idea is to create a 

natural boundary around with plants and a beautiful environment that separates the house from the 

next one. 

We wanted to benefit from the characteristics of the lot by designing a proposal that takes full 

advantage of its surroundings. The lot has free views in every direction so that the four façades are 

free without any other building next to it, and from the lobby people can admire the natural 

environment of Versailles. 
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IMAGE 5.2.44 TRÓPIKA IN LA CITÉ DU SOLEIL® 
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LANDSCAPE DESIGN 

 

 

 

In Tropika we are looking for a design in all areas including the site design. The proposal extends 

more than the housing module, involving the lot and landscape design. Since green areas and the 

relationship with a natural environment are very important aspects for Costa Ricans, we want to 

exhibit it. 

The landscaping design include several Environments that reflect the identity of Costa Rica, 6 areas 

with different characteristics are proposed. 

 

Entrance 

Green tunnel 

Social area 

Biogarden 

Rest area 

Fruit tree area 

IMAGE 5.2.45 LANDSCAPE PLAN 
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1. Entrance: 

The access to Tropika has medium height vegetation reflecting the tropical nature of the project, 

plants such as palms are placed. The purpose is to give hierarchy to the access and generate a 

transition area between the green tunnel and the roads in La Cité du Soleil®, 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Green tunnel 

As explained in the previous section the project seeks, with foliage, to represent the income to a 

tropical environment. 

 

 

3. Social area 

A social area is left as a flexible space in front of the lobby. It could be used for social 

activities which are characteristic of Costa Ricans as parties, roast, playing soccer or as it is 

called in Costa Rica ¨mejenguear¨, it may be an area where if there are children in the family 

they can play while their family care for them from the lobby. The idea is to leave a flexible 

area for the development of different activities. 

 

 

IMAGE 5.2.46 ACCESS DETAIL 
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4. Biogarden 

 

The Biogarden is an element used for water treatment. (More about this in the sustainability report). 

In landscape design an area for observation is generated. It is an educational sector where without 

being in direct contact with the system you can see it working. Furthermore in educational quadrant 

are going to be placed sculptures national artisans. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Rest area 

 

In the housing module, an area dedicated to rest is intended. It is located farthest to the areas of 

entry and social ones. It seeks to create a sector in harmony with the environment where people can 

relax and enjoy what surrounds them. In order to this comfortable furniture characteristic of tropical 

climates such as hammocks is going to be placed. 

 

 

 

6. Fruit tree area 

A garden of a Costa Rican home is complete with fruit trees. These 

vegetation promotes outside activities.  People enjoy when the 

fruits are harvested and like to watch the birds and other animals 

that are attracted to the fruits. These plants are also important in 

the kitchen for cooking.  

 

 

 

IMAGE 5.2.47 BIOGARDEN DETAIL 
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The areas previously explained are designed using potted vegetation, without ground excavation nor 

penetration.  After the plant´s placement it shall remain stationary until the conclusion of the contest 

week. The design is compliant to the rules 9.1. Vegetation Placement and 4.4. Footings  

5.2.2 MOBILIARY 

The initial premise for the internal design of Tropika is universal accessibility. Universal accessibility is a series of 

guidelines that spaces, processes, products and services have to follow. This will ensure safe, comfortable and 

capable user-interphase with man-made surrounding. These guides are called “design for all” or “universal design” 

and nowadays are consider a basic element for social responsibility.  

 

Tec Team is taking into account that our target user is the elderly, following “universal design”, allows that our 

furniture can be use and enjoy by a broader number of people independently of their physical capacities. 

 

This accessibility is achieve by following charts and using technology that allows different spaces and parts to adjust 

in the best possible way to the interaction of the user, plus the implementation of ergonomics is meant for seeking 

comfort and the most natural position for the user.  

 

Regarding the design of the mobiliary, the selection of accessories, and the spatial distribution of elements the 

following criteria was taken into account: 

 

1-FUNCIONALITY: 

All products, accessories, and spaces, solve a necessity in the life of any given person 

 

2-FRECUENCY OF USE:  

Sometimes there are spaces, which by its nature or context, are a little uncomfortable for some users, this idea is 

through mechanic or electronic systems to make them more accessible. To improve the usability of the furniture Tec 

Team has arrange different spaces and according to the frequency that they could be use by the majority of the users. 

 

3-USE TEMPORALITY: 

Another important factor is the time each user interacts with a determined space or object, knowing this is vital to 

design spaces that enhance the interaction independently of time.  

 

4-Use difficulty: 

Some daily activities could be a Little complicated for some people with discapacities, this is why we 

are trying to design mobiliary that facilitates the usage.  

 

UNIVERSAL DESIGN PRINCIPLES 

 

Universal design has a list of principles which have been taken into account when designing the 

furniture. These guidelines are the following: 

 

1 – Equal Capacity 
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Furniture is designed so that it is useful to anyone regardless of their capacities. 

 

2 – Flexible Use 

The mobiliary design allows it to adjust to a wide range of individual preferences and abilities , 

offering different possibilities and methods of use. 

 

3 –Simple and Intuitive 

The furniture should be easy to use and to understand how to use it by any user . 

 

4 – Perceptible Information 

Furniture design effectively communicates information to the user to interact with it. Is necessary for 

the user to easily understand how to achieve right usage of each part of the cabinet or system . 

 

5 – Tolerance Error 

This principle tries to minimize the risks and consequences of accidental or unintended actions the 

user. 

 

6 – Little Physical Effort  

The mobiliary must be used effectively, comfortably, and with minimum of fatigue. 

 

7- Size and Space for accessibility  

It aims to provide furniture size and spacing appropriate to move comfortably. 

General Characteristics 

To focus on  elderly Tropika took into account in the furniture design,  the universal accessible and ergonomic 

design principles that are able to accommodate as many needs and requirements of this population, some furniture 

make use of adjustment mechanisms that economic factors don’t allow to acquire and implement to be presented at 

the Solar Decathlon Europe in its 2014 edition. However there are much details that are going to be implemented  in 

future  project phases with financial support.  

 

Working Superficies  

These superficies are desks, tables, and countertops like the one in the kitchen. This elements where design by Tec 

Team so they could adjust to different heights, this considering the user is working sitting down, standing, or is in a 

wheel chair; to do this the design team is planning to use a mechanic-hydraulic Bolt-on system. This system works 

either by a small motor or by a manual rotatory shank.  
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 5.2.42 

 

Another important characteristic to mention is the rounded corners, this modification is done to secure safety in case 

of the user falling and hitting the mobiliary. This rounded forms also are better for the interaction with the skin, 

normal corners could create scrapes and cuts.  

 

All the countertops have an open space underneath. This place would be fill with drawers or small cabinets, but 

these will have wheels to move them. The idea of open countertops is to let people in wheelchairs to approach in a 

better and safer place the working area.  The depth use for these components is between 60cm to 80cm.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Shelves and Drawers 

 

The location of the different shelves and drawers was done using direct reference from our target market. Every two 

weeks we have a reunion with senior citizens to whom we explain the house and the spaces. This representative 

persons give us permanent recommendations.  

 

Besides direct reference we also did research on standards based on anthropometric and ergonomic studies of 

different users. Tese research gave us the minimum and maximum heights to which a senior can easily access , and 
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the ones corresponding to a person in a wheelchair . Considering these measurements the team arranged the areas 

according  universal design, these are adapted in the best way to any user. In some cases, we use technologies that 

allow to adjust the high of certain furniture, as explained before.  

 

The handles of the drawers were selected so that these have the diameter and size to provide a good grip and not 

pose a complication or effort for the user. 

 

In some cases replaced hard drawers with ones that have transparency in the doors, this is meant so that the user 

does not find difficulty to remember where certain objects stored. We are also using several pieces of specialized 

hinges to make the drawer more useful.  

 

 

Closet 

 

This is one of the most impressive sections of the interior design of Tropika, meant to bring versatility 

with different functions. The left side is the closet, which was designed for two people, distributes 

spaces and different systems and accessories applied to its design make it a cabinet accessible. 

 

Its sliding doors are as ergonomically as easy to manipulate, not swing out to avoid problems to a 

person in a wheelchair.  

 

 
5.2.43  Closet 

 

Tropika will use a folding bed, which allows to have the room space for other uses in case of a dinner 

or activity where you want some extra space. 
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 5.2.56 Bed and bedside tables. 
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TV cabinet   

The flexible area has within its main furniture the TV cabinet which divides the space of the room and can turn to be 

tapped from the flexible area or room. It also has space for decorations, books or electronic devices for 

entertainment. 
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 5.2.57 Tv cabinet 

 

Kitchen 
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Bathroom 
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5.2.3 SUMMARY OF RECONFIGURABLE FEATURES 

 

Sliding door 

Trópika has a wood sliding door located in the bathroom. Its use guarantee universal accessibility if a 

person with some kind of disability wants to entrance to this place. 

Sliding glass doors 

The house has to glazed sliding doors located in the flexible space and in the kitchen. Their purpose 

is to allow the entrance of day light when Trópika is totally closed.  

Pivot door 

It serves as the main entrance to Trópika. This wide entry allows that people with some kind of 

disability goes in and out of the house comfortably.    

Machine room door 

They will be located in the main lobby and they will camouflage with the rest of the wall 

Awning windows 

The will be located in both North and South facades. They will allow a cross air circulation in order to 

avoid air conditioning units.  

TV furniture 

The movable wall that we present the last deliverable has been changed for a table that can be 

moved according with the activities that users are developing.   

Bed 

In order to generate more spaces for other activities, bed will turn into a sofa. 
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IMAGE 5.2.3.1 RECONFIGURABLE FEAUTURES PLAN 
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IMAGE 5.2.3.2 WEST AND NORTH RLEVATIONS, RECONFIGURABLE FEAUTURES 
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IMAGE 5.2.3.3 EAST AND SOUTH ELEVATIONS, RECONFIGURABLE FEAUTURES 
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5.2.4 LIGHTING DESIGN NARRATIVE 

Internal spaces need a right manage of light in order to propitiate a sufficient develop of the users 

activities, this manage must include both, natural and artificial sources of light. Many designers see 

artificial illumination as an easiest system to control, but it takes a big investment and produce a 

high cost in the energy bill that customers pay every month. Is for this reason that in proposal natural 

light appears as a principal actor in the task of reduce outlays. 

In Costa Rica, there are on average, 12 hours of day of which 9 hours could be exploited at 100% 

without using artificial lighting. It provides the percentage of natural light entering the chamber 

through the openings disposed in the facade with respect to the amount present on the outside lux. 

This result should be an annual average obtained in the worst cases or climatic conditions, an 

overcast sky. 

One of the strategies that we are using to illuminate naturally the interior is to take advantage of the 

diffused light and locate spaces according with the source of light.  Openings were located 

strategically to improve lighting and air circulation. 

 Window on facades: produce high illumination levels on a work plane located 0.9m height. 

 Contrary facades: this strategy is chosen with the objective of add in plan light projection of 

contrary windows. 

 High windows: this strategy lets light go deeper into the space.  

To decide how much light we needed into the house, we classify the space according the activity’s 

users do and how much they used they view senses to realize them. 

1. Very high demand visual area: Flexible area is located in this category.  

2. High visual demand area: Kitchen is located into this category. Users’ need a right amount of 

light in order to prepare food and well handle knifes and other utensils. 

3. Normal visual demand area: places of rest and where users use to do low activities are 

located into this category. For example the bedroom. 

4. Low visual demand area: Central circulation and bathroom are located into this category. 

Users do not usually do hard activities that demand dig effort of the eyes. 

In order to explain natural illumination strategies we are going to use the day light simulation made 

under San Jose’s conditions and over an imaginary plan located 90cm height. 

http://www.wordreference.com/es/translation.asp?tranword=strategically
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This analysis has been calculated within the living prototype. Green tunnel, lobby, terrace, laundry 

and machine room where left out the calculations because they are spaces where users do not stay 

for a long period of time. Simulations where also done climatic files of Costa Rica made in our 

university for the program DAYSIM, which give us a more prices information about light application. 

Analysis of the percentage of external light used in the interior is calculated over a comfort standard 

of 20%  

 

 

 

This analysis presents general characteristics: 

 Light dispersion in wider in high and normal visual demand areas such as the flexible area, 

kitchen and bedroom.  

 Maximum level of light is located near the north façade 

 Minimum level of light is located in the bathroom, a space that is not always used by users. 

 Work spaces indicated with numbers 1 and 2 have a right influence of natural light. These 

are also the places where users used to spend more time. 

 

1 

3 

2 

4 

IMAGE 5.2.4.1 ANALYSIS GRID, ANNUAL ILUMINANCE 
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ZONE 1: VERY HIGH DEMAND VISUAL AREA 

 

 

             

 

 

Maximum levels of light in the flexible space are around 15% in the area located at the North façade. 

The minimum percentage of external light used in the interior is around 0.2%, a low level but that 

represents 2% of the total zone. 

Areas in blue are located near walls. The design based on passive strategies for the tropics avoid 

openings on west an east facades in order to reduce solar radiation, which is shown at the result of 

the analysis. 

ZONE 2: HIGH DEMAND VISUAL AREA 

Maximum levels of light in the Kitchen are around 9,5% in the area located at the North façade. The 

minimum percentage of external light used in the interior is depth the space. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MAX 

MIN 

WEST 

CHIMNEY OPENING 

IMAGE 5.2.4.2 ILUMINANCE ANALYSIS, ZONE 1 
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 ZONE 3: NORMAL DEMAND VISUAL AREA 

This zone corresponds to the bedroom, an area for resting and other low activities. The strategy is to 

put long windows at the top of the wall and short ones at the middle with the objective of propitiate 

privacy and avoid direct solar light of entering into the space. 

EAST 

NORTH/ OPENING 

WORKING AREA 

MIN MAX 

IMAGE 5.2.4.3 ILUMINANCE ANALYSIS, ZONE 2 

WEST 

SOUTH / OPENING 

MI

N 

M

AX 

IMAGE 5.2.4.4 ILUMINANCE ANALYSIS, ZONE 3 
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Maximum levels of light are around 6,5% in the area located at the North façade. The minimum 

percentage of external light used in the interior is around 0,2%. 

ZONE 3: LOW VISUAL DEMAND AREA 

Bathroom is the space where people spend less time in the house.  

In past deliverables we got the recommendation to make a opening in the façade. This advice was 

took and applied in the design. 

In order to do not affect thermal comfort inside the space, the new window’s area is less than 15% 

the total wall surface. This decision reduce the amount of light that enter from the exterior, but with 

this opening we get the 100 lux minimum for a bathroom 

 

                             

 

The graphic made to see the light external use helps to understand how light decreases as we get by 

the south of the space. 

We can ensure that passive strategies implemented in Trópika give the best results: avoids direct 

light and propitiate a homogenous level of light. 

 

 

 

 

EAST 

IMAGE 5.2.4.5 ILUMINANCE ANALYSIS, ZONE 2 
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Daylight Factor (DF) Analysis: 83% of all illuminance sensors have a daylight factor of 2% or higher. If the 

sensors are evenly distributed across 'all spaces occupied for critical visual tasks', the investigated 

lighting zone should qualify for the LEED-NC 2.1 daylighting credit 8.1 

Daylight Autonomy Analysis: The Daylight analysis describes the percentage of the occupied time of the 

year when luminance at a sensor point is above the required minimum level. 

IMAGE 5.2.4.6 CURVE IF LIGHT INSIDE TRÓPIKA 

IMAGE 5.2.4.7 DAYLIGHT AUTONOMY ANALYSIS 
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Daylight factor is 4,60%, higher than the 4% minimum required.   

ARTIFICIAL LIGHT 

Innovative technological contributions, both active and passive, that maximize the energy efficiency 

of the house, provide comfort conditions and environmentally friendly solutions, promoting 

habitability with a smooth functioning of the house. At the same time, advances in luminaries with 

high technology, allows to go through a new range of designs and innovative solutions in the 

installation final result. 

Trópika based its design on LED technology for artificial light, taking advantage in the energy saving 

properties that this type of illumination has.  In terms sustainability, with high energy-heat efficiency, 

low maintenance cost, and a long lifecycle, LED’s are the best lighting option regarding other 

technologies as fluorescent, incandescent, among others. TEC team based his lighting design on 

ASHRAE fundamentals, refer to Con base en ASHRAE 90.1-2010, tables 9.4.3 A - B; 9.6.1, which is 

for indoors and outdoors artificial lighting for efficient buildings.  

Table 5.2.4-1. Trópika Lightings Maximum Densities 

 Maximum Densities (W) 

 Zone Area (m2) Arera (ft2) Density (W/ft2) Power (W) 

Interior Bedroom 17,82 191,71 0,38 72,85 

Flexible Area 11,88 127,81 0,89 113,75 

Kitchen 7,44 80,06 0,99 79,26 

Bathroom 7,44 80,04 0,98 78,44 

Terrace 24,34 261,86 1,00 261,86 

Electrical/Mechanical Room 1,40 15,06 0,95 14,31 

Laundry 1,35 14,52 0,60 8,71 

      

Exterior Hall 11,16 120,10 0,66 79,26 

Entrance 1,83 19,69 0,30 5,91 

 

Con base en ASHRAE 90.1-2010, tablas 9.4.3 A - B; 9.6.1 

LIGHTING CONTROL 

Lighting system will be controlled by means of the domotic system in four different ways: 

1. Power control: luminaires will be powered up to 85% of their nominal power in order to 

reduce 15% the energy use of the lighting system. It has been studied and concluded that 

15% less luminance is not perceptible to human eye. 

2. Dimerization: luminaires will be dimerizable through the switch these are plugged to, from 

approximately 10% up to 85%. As part of the control, daylight sensors will communicate with 

the domotic control to define the level required the luminaire to be powered according to 

daylight factors and in order to keep specific minimal luminance levels in spaces. 

Distribución lumínica para un 

requerimiento de 200 lux como mínimo 

Distribución lumínica para un 

requerimiento de 500 lux como máximo 
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3. Occupancy: luminaires will only be powered when spaces are occupied and will turn off after 

a delay time (to be defined specifically for each space and the use or activities); this will be 

achieved through the use of occupancy sensors. 

4. Activity-based conditioned spaces: lighting configurations will be controlled and programmed 

in the demotic system in such a way that lighting levels and power can be regulated in 

different spaces in order to create varied environments and scenarios. These scenarios are 

to be defined, some examples may be, “cinema”, to watch TV; “hanging out in the terrace”; 

“watching the stars”, among many other. 

Lighting design will be further discussed and thoroughly studied in order to achieve a system as 

efficient, useful and comfortable as possible. Software will be analyzed to determine the most 

suitable approach. Furthermore, assessors will evaluate and optimize the system design. 

Light design 

According with the needs and activities that will take place in each space, a different illumination is 

proposed. 

 Laundry and machine room: they are spaces that not house people often. We are thinking a 

general illumination of 200lux and fluorescent spots. 

 Bathroom: a 200 lux general illumination is proposed for all the rooms. In the bathroom we 

proposed  more illumination at the mirror by a wall lamp 

 Kitchen: specific light for cooking labor will be located under the air furniture. 

 Flexible area: this space is also get a general illumination of 200 lux, but it can be adjustable 

from dimmers just to get the kind of light users need in their activities. Some decorative laps 

will hang from the ceiling. 

  Bedroom: light treatment will be similar than on the flexible are with the difference that 

some lamps are going to be placed on the bedroom tables. Closet is also going to have its 

own illumination. 

 Exterior as the terrace and the lobby will be general illuminated and flowerpots are going to 

stand out with their illumination. 

In order to create a warm environment both, the exterior and interior illumination, is going to be 

traded with a temperature around   2700K and 3000K. 
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IMAGE 5.2.4.8 LIGHT PLAN 
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5.2.5 ACCUSTIC DESIGN NARRATIVE 

As it was mentioned before, the selected zone is characterized for being an important trade area of 

the capital. The presence of 3 markets creates the necessity for many trucks to pass by with 

merchandise and for people to talk with traders to get what they need. If we add the presence of 

many busses stops, we found that this is not the quietest area in San José.  This situation strengthen 

our decision of locate our project outside the zone enclosed by the markets. 

To understand the behavior of the noise around Pasaje Jimenez, we evaluate the noise pressure 

level (NPS) on 10 different spots; those spots are specified on the image 5.5.5.1.  

 

 

 

IMAGE 5.2.5.1 SOUND MEASURMENT SPOTS 
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The methodology that was used consist on spot measures during the morning, midday and 

afternoon; on each spot seven measures were taken, at 1.5 m of height, on those three phases of 

the day, To analyze the data, we applied a logarithmic average to each measure, and so, we can use 

that average to approximate the real expected value that reach the walls of the towers.  

The results are summarized on the next chart: 

 

 

IMAGE 5.2.5.2 SOUND MEASURES 
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According to the results we can analyzed that the high NPS are of the afternoon because of the high 

level of transit. It is important to mention that 1st and 3rd Avenues are exit routes of San José and 

when night is coming and everyone is living the city for going home they are really hardly transited. 

Here we have a combination of noise made by buses, cars, taxis and people talking. 

 On the other hand, the lower NPS are on the morning because there are not many people living the 

city as in the afternoon.  Local shops are still closed, situation that helps making the area more quite 

than the rest of the day. 

 

To extrapolate this data to the higher part of the towers we measure at 5.5 m from the floor (spot X) 

and determinate that at a difference of 4 m decreased our NPS values in 5 dB(A). Using the law 

inverse square that stipulates that every time the distance from the noise source duplicates, at least 

6 dB(A) are lost. We can make ensure that at least at the top of the towers (17.5m) the NPS will be 

around 48.4 dB (A). 

 

 

IMAGE 5.2.5.3 SOUND LEVEL 

 

As it is shown in the image 5.5.5.3, and if we compare it with the sound measures, the noise 

generated in the first floor of the building can exceed the level permitted by the Health Ministry for a 

housing project, (65 dB during the day and 45 dB at night), but as we go higher those levels 

decrease up to more comfortable measures.   
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Based on this situation, Tec Team implemented 3 actions to avoid the entrance of too many sound 

into the apartments: 

 First floor for trade: if we want to revitalize Pasaje Jimenez and to link the proposal with the 

urban dynamic, we need to give it back the live that the place used to have. This would also 

give more privacy to the apartments and would distance them in some way form the focus of 

noise.  

 Taller first floor: as we go higher, environmental noise go lower. That is way we decide to 

almost double the first level height. 

 Insulation:   we cannot protect the apartments form noise only with height, so our walls are 

protected with insulation and with a 5cm air cavity. Windows are made with tow laminated 

panel of glass in order to stop sound and warm. 

Noise in the living module 

Our prototype was design as a free plan in order to take more advantage of the small space and to 

use light and air circulation in an easier way. Because of this that a sound made inside the house 

can be easily heard in the whole interior. However, some strategies were taken to generate comfort 

inside the house: 

 Outside laundry: It is very traditional in our country to have the laundry in the patio and near 

the kitchen, so we decided to take the laundry outside to reduce the noise that the washing 

machine and the dryer could make. 

 Perimeter insulation: as it was already mentioned, so our walls are protected with insulation 

and with a 5cm air cavity. 

 Interior insulation: in the machine room and above the bathroom, there are some tanks and 

small motors, and air circulation machines that make noise and would affect comfort in the 

living area. That is way we also surround this spaces with insulation.  
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IMAGE 5.2.5.3 FOCUS OF NOISE 

 

 

 



5.3 Engineering and Construction
 Design Narrative
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5.3 ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION DESIGN NARRATIVE  

5.3.1 STRUCTURAL DESIGN 

SUMARY 

Tropika’s structural design has within its general premises the ability to establish itself as a habitation 

module that can be replicable vertically or function as a single module. The concept that Tec Team handles 

for reestablishing the San José city makes its approach in a tower capable of solving issues in urban areas 

and mobility, with this approach the structural design fits this need, this is why in its design and its 

construction is contemplated modulation in different scenarios 

To develop a project capable of meeting the requirements specified with detail in the architectural design 

section, aspects should be corroborated regarding materials and structural modulation capabilities, with the 

architectonic concept, the integration of the domotic system and the HVAC system an efficient complement 

is made for choosing the premises of structural design. 

INITIAL PREMISES 

Tropika’s design is based on obtaining a model that meets the needs of Costa Rican territory as its main 

objective and able to adapt to similar conditions in the tropical zone, in the same way that meets with 

European standards to suit the conditions of the Solar Decathlon Europe 2014 and able to be built in the 

cite du solei. 

At structural design level, climatic conditions of the country and seismic conditions are taken into 

consideration; from this design elements able to efficiently meet these conditions are established. The 

choice of materials, design loads and design methodology as the characteristics of the final structural 

elements and fire protection are presented in this section. 

The information presented in this section can be verified in Section 13 of structural calculations and data 

sheets presented in the annexes. 

MODULATION  

The use of standard elements in the construction field makes easer the factory and execution process. In 

this way the national market works the most with materials of 1,22mx2,44 dimensions with a 0,61m 

modulation, this creates a higher control since the production. The modulation of Trópika is applied for the 

general dimensions of the house and with this modulates floors and walls and this directs the remainder of 

the modulation, this is made in floor and in high for the construction and fabrication process, this secures 

less waste in materials and simplifies the work on site. What regards the structural section, modulation 

cooperates because when elements are dimensioned there is a standard reference and the standard 

proprieties are known. 
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MATERIALS 

As part of the project concept, the choice of materials takes as major suppliers to national producers 

considering the production capacity of these as an important factor in the support of national companies, 

similarly the selection of materials involves seeking certifications in production and simplicity of being 

transferred out of the country and the importance of meet with the standards of project-level sustainability 

The main material used in Tropika’s design is wood, at structural levels, wood is the main material, but it is 

supplemented with some steel profiles, in particular to strengthen the structure. 

5.3.1.2 PRINCIPAL STRUCTURE 

The columns, primary and secondary floor beams, crown and ceiling beams, nailers, are made of laminated 

melina, these are produced in the north of Costa Rica and rolled to meet structural standards. Tropika’s 

principal structure contemplates the habitational module, the terrace the lobby, the ramp and the tunnel. 

Laminated Wood has as a commercial name Vigamel, has special features both mechanically and physically, 

this is why we held the election of this material, meeting the structural requirements and sustainability 

requirements this is because the carbon fixation that as wood generates 

For structural design is seen as starting point mechanical and physical properties present in images  

5.3.1.2.1  and  5.3.1.2.2 respectively. 

Image 5.3.1.2.1 Vigamel Physical properties 

 

Source: Vigamel Technical Manual, Maderas Cultivadas Costa Rica 
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Image 5.3.1.2.2. Vigamel mechanical properties. 

 

Source: Vigamel Technical Manual, Maderas Cultivadas Costa Rica 

5.3.1.3 WALLS 

STRUCTURE 

Tropika’s Wall structures are made of pino caribea, these form wall panels that gives support to the 

enclosures, the configuration of the wall frames enables the positioning of the insulator and the placement 

of the enclosures is possible 

Image 5.3.1.3.1. Wall structure 
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ENCLOSURES 

The enclosures are regulated by the use of wood. Trópika has three types of enclosures walls: paneles de 

teca, plywood de pochote y siding (Fibrocemento). These materials provide stability to the structure.The wall 

structure together with enclosures behaves as a single element, so that it is structurally analyzed as a single 

element. 

Image 5.3.1.3.1. Walls enclosures, teak and sidding. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.3.1.4 FLOOR 

INTERIORS 

Tropikas’ floor has two sections, the mezzanine and the acabado de piso, mezzanine is composed of a 

compose panel, this is made of OSB panel, balsa and panel de Melina , this is reinforced by a steel 

angulares system to give greater rigidity to the panel, placed between the primary and secondary floor 

beams, in other way the acabado de piso is a composed panel of a OSB  sheet and a teca panel  

The mezzanine has a supporting role in the finishing touch as well as a system of acoustic insulation, this 

delivered by the use of bases in the middle of the structure, works as a support element of the compression 

of the applied at the top forces 

Composite floor panel, standard dimensions adapted to position on the plant floor. The floor panel has the 

characteristic of structural function, acoustics and aesthetically, because that is designed as composite 

element able to comply with those functions. 

EXTERIORS 

The loby and the terrace use as floor Teak tablet floor, this tablet placed on a support structure beams in 

opposite direction of the tablet 

FLOOR DIMENTIONS 

Panel mezzanine: 1.22 m x 2.44mm x 0.06mm 
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Finishing Panel: 1.22 m x 0.40 m x 0.018mm 

Teak tablet: 0.12 m x 0.022m x longitud variable 

Image 5.3.1.4.1. Floor panels 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.3.1.5 ROOF AND CEILING.  

MODULE COVER 

The cover of the module is composed of a sheet of Total Span, which is a coil of galvanized steel, this 

element is adapted to the length of the total cover sheets behave as a specific width, Tropika is used in the 

model TS-20 26-gauge, in which the width of these foils is machined is 0.508m, is a composite cover which 

is formed by two trays of total span and as an insulator contains the intermediate rookwool, since this also 

complies with the specifications of heat insulating material and step system unifies with the insulators the 

entire module. 

Image 5.3.1.5.1. Total Span sheet design values 
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Image 5.3.1.5.2. Roof sheets, Total Spam.  

 

 

CUBIERTA DE LOBBY Y TÚNEL 

The cover and the lobby has a structure in teak and cana brava which was part of a system that allows for 

the passage of water because it does not have any type of cover is closed, this structure provides a level. 

CEILING 

The house has a ceiling system at the level of bathroom, because at the top of this is part of the HVAC 

system by which the serves as a support for such a system. This ceiling has a artesonaddo of melina sawn 

beams in a single address that support sheets of melina detail that can be seen in the levels section. 

Module-level internal housing Tropika does not have a defined ceiling, but a system of panels of melina 

which cover part of the electrical pipe.The panels did not play a structural role. 
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Image 5.3.1.5.2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.3.1.6 FIRE SAFETY.  

Agree to rule 51.3, Fire Safety, and And in agreement with the French regulations, it is requested that the 

main elements of the housing module have fire protection, also any area in which there will be exposure to 

the public; to ensure that the spread of fire in elements in case of not being served immediately is much 

slower, this is achieved from the application of a flame retardant product with a time delay of 30 minutes. 

Trópika uses the product Idrofire, which is a two-component polyurethane varnish aliphatic water for 

fireproofing treatment of wood surfaces. In the implementation of the product is respected way of applying 

both in the state of the application surface, the mixture of the solvent and the solvent, the application layer 

of the product and the times of separation between applications. In the constructive specification presents 

the technical sheet with the functions and effects after application of the product. 

In regard to the treatment of acoustic and thermal insulating Tropika used Rockwool in the interior of the 

walls and inside the cover, this product is a fireproofing material therefore according to the technical sheet is 

not necessary to put. 

SECTORS OF PRODUCT APPLICATION. 

Principal structure: 

- Rafters 

- Columns 

- Nailers 

Enclosures 

- Exterior walls 

- Interior walls 

- Panels of mezzanine 

- Floor panel  
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Ceiling 

- Bathroom ceiling 

- Module ceiling sheet. 

- Pergola roof 

Outworks 

- Plant pots 

- Railings 

- Graticule 

WOOD TREATMENTS PERFOMED 

Principal Structure: According to the product specifications, the process has vigamel treatment against 

insects and fungi this before placement and respecting the recommendations issued by the supplier idrofire 

placement is to give protection against fire. 

Outworks: Product Application Sur, Laromax outdoor. Complying with the specifications tab of the enclosed 

technical specifications in constructive. 

5.3.1.7 MOUNTING SYSTEMS 

The concept of Tropika is based on a module which can be easy to assemble and disassemble, this is why all 

their mountings are composed by bolts and screws, these in complement with steel plates to stiffen the 

structural system. 

The fixing of the frames in the main structure they have in its design the zinc rods full thread, this has low 

carbon content.The main elements fasteners secondary elements are given by steel plates to support this 

bumped elements. In regard to the walls and the floor panels the mounting screws used were lag screws and 

bodywork. El diseño en el sistema de fijación posee estandarización en la utilización de estos elementos, debido 

a que se utilizan en la mayoría pernos de 5/8” y tornillos tirafondo de diferentes longitudes, de acuerdo a la 

necesidad, dentro del diseño también se utilizaron tornillos de carrocería. Como parte del diseño de uniones se 

sigue lo estipulado por el Manual de Juan Tuk y las uniones recomendadas por el CSCR en la sección de uniones 

en madera. The system of connections with steel plates is also estandariizado using plates and angular standards 

in terms of thicknesses and configurations. 
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5.3.1.8 REINFORCEMENT SYSTEMS ELEMENTS  

As part of the system of strengthening the elements of the piledrivers holds a plate of 6mm of thickness that 

operates as a reinforcement to prevent the deflections that are generated, this by the length that is between 

the bearings and to respect the architectural design, these boards are integrated into the system of nailer 

using carriage bolts. 

5.3.1.9 DESIGN METHODOLOGY 

The seismic code of Costa Rica (CSCR) is the main regulator in terms of structural design codes in the 

country, our country is located in a highly seismic zone, and therefore the design of buildings that are 

capable of withstanding the forces caused by tectonic movements is extremely important and enforceable. 

The seismic design in Costa Rica is governed since 1974 with the enactment of the first seismic code, which 

is currently in force is the year 2010 and is preparing a new edition for the year 2014, this design guide is 

provided by a committee of experts in earthquake engineering of the Association of Engineers and Architects 

of Costa Rica (Colegio Federado de Ingenieros y arquitectos de Costa Rica –CFIA-), which is the main 

regulator in building codes in the country. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Due to the Isthmian position of Costa Rica and its vulnerability to earthquakes of magnitudes high, the area 

is in constant movement. Throughout history there has been a large number of earthquakes of great 

magnitude which has resulted in damage to buildings and people, therefore the need to go by improving the 

code, in accordance with this fact that has been improved has been reflected. Costa Rica presents a 

constant program monitoring program measuring with stations for the reception of data throughout the 

country where entities as the Vulcanological and Seismological Observatory of Costa Rica at the National 

University (OVSICORI-UNA) is responsible for monitoring the seismic and vulcanic behavior in the country. 

The most recent earthquake that hit the country was the earthquake of Nicoya, Guanacaste in September of 

2012 with a magnitude of 7.6 degrees, the damage were cataloged by the experts as moderate damage 

done that able to verify the correct application of CSCR, the country of Haiti suffered in 2010 an earthquake 

Image 5.3.1.9.1 Map of receiving stations of seismic data in Costa 

Rica (OVSICORI,2013) 
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of magnitude 7.2 degrees the destruction of a large part of his country was imminent, in the same way Italy 

who with a magnitude of an earthquake of 6.3 some buildings suffered significant damage, highlighting this 

capacity of earthquake building in Costa Rica.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

The design of Trópika is governed by wood, the design in this material is also covered by this code and 

makes references to regulations or other codes to see if it is necessary to take the relevant considerations, it 

is for this reason that Trópika continues at the foot of the letter the appropriate design using the codes 

established by the CFIA.  

"The design of structural elements or systems built with wood or wood products should be done by method 

of load factor and resistance according to the CSCR, must meet the requirements for the design of wood 

structures of the ANSI/AF&PA-National Design Specification for Wood Construction ASD/LRFD." (CSCR, 

2010) 

In the methodology for the design of the ANSI/AF&PA-National Design Specification for Wood Construction 

ASD/LRFD (NDS), it is important to consider both methodologies to verify whether the design meets. 

It is important to note that the design methodology on was verified by the structural signature, according to 

the structural model in SAP 2000 and the costs and information about the conditions of the housing module 

ACE processions to make the Hotfix, which is shown in section structural calculus. 

En la sección de diseño estructural se utiliza lo solicitado por el sde building code y lo estipulado por el 

EuroCode, realizando una comparación entre los resultados de la normativa nacional y la europea utilizando 

para los resultados finales el diseño mas crítico, en cuyo caso the seismic code rige el diseño. 

 

Image 5.3.1.9.2 Earthquakes registered in Costa Rica during the 

2013 (OVSICORI, 2013) 

Rica (OVSICORI,2013) 
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5.3.1.10 DETERMINATION OF LOADS. 

The structures are subjected to different workloads, both in their construction process as in its useful life. A 

structure must be designed to withstand the action of both natural forces and its environment, such as the 

product of forces its use and daily operation, as well as the forces of the product construction and the weight 

of its own elements. 

The design of Trópika is performed after having completed a study of the loads that are going to affect the 

structure, considering the weights that are going to be related to the daily operation of the module, as well 

as those loads that are temporarily classified in the construction. Other workloads of importance are those 

that are derived from nature, as is the case of earthquake and wind. According to the determination of the 

loadings evaluates the resistance of the elements to be subjected to the critical factors of the load. 

In this way, the module housing Trópika, which is part of a residential complex with a maximum of four 

floors, will be subjected to a series of forces due, not only to its construction in the contest of the Solar 

Decathlon 2014 in France, but also product of its conceptualization and final location of the project in the 

central area of San Jose. In this area, are not only highly influential forces the potential of wind on the 

structure, but also, and above all, must be taken into account the very forces of quake, which is determined 

on the basis of the possible occurrence of a seismic event and their possible characteristics, which are 

determined according to the Seismic Code of Costa Rica 2010 (CSCR).  On the other hand, the forces of 

wind are established on the basis of the Regulation of constructions (DRC) force for our country and the Euro 

code.  

The use of loads is applied in the section where structural load design verification is performed by consulting 

IECA for the professional seal approval. 

Main module loads. 

Permanent Loads: These are the burdens that are constantly on the structure, and according to the CSCR 

2010, include the weights of the constructive elements, are structural or not, the weights of systems and 

architectural components, electrical and mechanical, and the weight of liquid or solid products contained in 

deposits within the structure, aspect that does not influence the Trópika module. In this way, will determine 

the weights of the different elements of the structures, partitions and light architectural elements and the 

facilities, among others. 

Trópika permanent load is 12431.144 kg 

Temporary loads: This charge is presented gravitationally as a product of the daily use of the building, and is 

subjected to the same when elements that do not remain permanently in the structure, such as users, 

furniture, and other temporary items. In regard to its users, it takes a load per square meter which is the 

critical, in the event that the property is overloaded at any given time, as specified the CSCR. Trópika uses a 

load of 200 kg/m2, which is the determined load for the buildings housing. Therefore, from the dimensions 

of the module is set: 

Trópika temporally load: 17184 kg. 
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Image 5.3.1.10.1  Seismic Zoning. 

Wind Load: An analysis of the forces of wind that is subjected the module structure housing Trópika is 

performed for the project of tenements in the vertical area of San Jose, where Trópika is one of the 

components. Well, you must include a sufficient force to a module in a fourth floor, and not only the forces 

on the isolated module. In this regard, influences the height to which it is possible to calculate the forces, as 

well as the cross sectional area that affect the forces of wind. 

The burdens that is subjected a structure as a product of the action of the wind cause both forces of 

pressure in the windward area, such as suction forces in the leeward areas of the same. It is established 

that the condition is most critical when the doors and windows are closed, so that should be determined for 

each frame of load, a force in Windward (FB) and a force in leeward (Fs), as shown in the table. 

Table 5.3.1.10.1 Wind force leeward and windward on the frameworks of Trópika 

Marco F Windward (kg) F leeward(kg) Fb distribuida (kg/m) Fs distribuida (kg/m) 

    A 1205,60 -567,08 89,30 -42,01 

B 1928,97 -907,33 142,89 -67,21 

C 2652,33 -1247,58 196,47 -92,41 

D 1928,97 -907,33 142,89 -67,21 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Seismic Load: The load of an earthquake is determined according to the location of the module; it was part 

of the location in the district of La Merced, considering characteristics of the area and the ground where they 

are going to build. The earthquake impacts in both the Y-axis as in the X-axis, according to the calculation 

can be used to determine the earthquake in the major elements in which this influences. For the calculation 

of the seismic force you must know the type of soil, to the batch chosen in Costa Rica it is a soil type S3. 

Must be the seismic zone where is located, the country is located in three seismic zones (II, III and IV), which 

represent the existing seismic risk, being the area IV which presents the greatest seismic risk; the entire 

province of San Jose is located in zone III. 
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Based on the type of soil and its redistricting, is you can know your effective peak acceleration of design 

(AEF).  You must choose the type of structural system that is being used, either type of framework, dual, wall, 

overhang or some other kind; from the chosen system is applicable to select the ductility that will have the 

building, this depends on the type of structural system and the material that will be used, for the case of the 

module is a ductility of 1.5 because it is a system type framework. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           Image 5.3.1.10.2 Effective acceleration. 

The period of the structure must be estimated, this can be achieved on the basis of article 7.4.5 , which 

establishes a formula to estimate the period from the number of floors and the system type of structural 

system, for the case module will be used the Trópika formula T= 0.12N, where T is period and N the number 

of floors, which result in an period of 0.15 s. 

Knowing the ductility of the structure and its period is of utmost importance as it allows you to choose the 

dynamic spectral Factor, FED, this factor "modifies the acceleration from a system of one degree of freedom 

with regard to the effective peak acceleration of design" (CSCR, 2010).  This factor can be obtained from a 

series of figures and tables (there is one for each combination between the soil type and the seismic zone 

where it is), they appreciate six charts that correspond to six ductilidades different (1, 1.5 , 2, 3, 4 and 6).  It 

is possible to relate the period with the ductility to find the EDF. For housing module this factor has a value 

of 1.7. 

For the calculation of the seismic coefficient, "C", are needed effective peak acceleration (AEF), the EDF, the 

important factor "I" and the overstrength "SR", which depends on the type of structural system chosen for 

type framework structures this factor has a value of two. From the above data it is possible to calculate the 

coefficient of the seismic building: 

  
       

  
       Equation 5-1, CSCR 2010.  
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Image 5.3.1.10.3 Period 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Once this known seismic coefficient and also the total weight of the structure, it is possible to calculate the  

seismic force (Fs or V) that affect the building. 

           Equation 7-1, CSCR 2010. 

For the housing module, the seismic force will be of 8,568 ton. 

 

Image 5.3.10.4 Seismic Force 
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Table 5.3.10.2 Distribution of force in the X-axis. 

Fame Tributary width (m) Linear Load (ton/m) Linear Load (kg/m) 
 

  A 1,52 5,64 5636,84 

 B 2,45 3,50 3497,14 

 C 3,36 2,55 2550,00 

 D 1,22 7,02 7022,95 

 

      

Tabla5.3.10.3 Distribution of force in the Y-axis. 

Frame Tributary width (m) 
Linear Load 

(ton/m) 
Linear Load (kg/m) 

 

 2 1,83 4,68 4681,97 

 3 3,05 2,81 2809,18 

 5 1,22 7,02 7022,95 

  

Characteristics of structural elements. 

 

The next section shows the data of the dimensions obtained after the layout of the elements, design that is 

found in the section of structural calculations, these dimensions are obtained by checking the resistance to 

critical efforts, maximum loads and moments obtained through the model of structural analysis (Section 13) 

in the same way the specification of the structural composition. 

 

According to the determination of loads and through the design methodology used the elements are capable 

of withstanding bending, tension, shear, compression, and deformations, making sure that subjected to 

these efforts are going to resist and comply with the conditions of design, in the same way perform the 

design of conservatively and does not pose an excessive spending despite the fact that the design is safe. 

Find a balance so that the elements are functional and economic. 

 

5.3.1.11 CHARACTERISTICS OF STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS. 

The next section shows the data of the dimensions obtained after the layout of the elements, design that is 

found in the section of structural calculations, these dimensions are obtained by checking the resistance to 

critical efforts, maximum loads and moments obtained through the model of structural analysis (Section 13) 

in the same way the specification of the structural composition. 

 

According to the determination of loads and through the design methodology used the elements are capable 

of withstanding bending, tension, shear, compression, and deformations, making sure that subjected to 

these efforts are going to resist and comply with the conditions of design, in the same way perform the 
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design of conservatively and does not pose an excessive spending despite the fact that the design is safe. 

Find a balance so that the elements are functional and economic. 

 

- Footings:  

The capacity of the soil is 5000 kg/m2, so the load applied by each plate may not exceed this value. The 

footings are made of steel. 

 

Table 5.3.1.11.1 Dimensions obtained from the structural analysis of the footings 

Footing type Dimension (m) 
Quantity 

(unid) 

Pc1 1.0x1.0 12 

Pc2 0.5x0.5 13 

Pc3 1.5x1.0 3 

 

 

The separation between the plates according to the design is also a factor of importance because of this 

depends on the distribution of the loads in the field. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image 5.3.1.11.1 Distribution of floor plants. 
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- Columns: Integral column of laminated wood formed by four individual columns of the same 

dimension and variable length. The column is a structure composed of four individual columns designed 

under the ASD and LRFD methods taking into consideration the burden it is being subjected to. 

 

Table 5.3.1.11.2 Columns dimension 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

                                                                Image 5.3.1.11.2 Column Detail. 

- Rafters: Rafters of glued laminated timber and sawn lumber of variable length. The Rafters are 

designed to withstand bending and shear deformations, these conditions determine the dimensions 

resistant to these efforts. 

Table 5.3.1.11.23Rafters dimension 

 

 

  

 

Dimension 

 Column 

Code 
a(m) b(m) l(m) 

Quantity 

(unit) 

C1 0.095 0.095 4.600 16.000 

C2 0.095 0.095 4.360 4.000 

C3 0.095 0.095 3.900 16.000 

C4 0.095 0.095 3.400 12.000 

C5 0.095 0.300 3.680 4.000 

Rafters b (cm) a (cm) 

Principal floor rafter 25 9.5 

Transversal floor rafter 15 9.5 

Principal crown rafter 20 9.5 

Transversal crown rafter 20 9.5 

Principal roof rafter 25 9.5 

Transversal roof rafter 25 9.5 

Joist 9.5 5 
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                                               Image 5.3.1.11.13 Rafter  Detail. 

- Roof Battens: Roof Battens sawn lumber of variable length. In the case of the roof battens Trópika 

behave as a support for the roof cover, in spite of the length between bearings that this note and the 

temporary and permanent load. 

Table 5.3.1.11.4 Roof battens dimension 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Image 5.3.1.11.4 Roof Battens  Detail. 

- Junctions:  

Junctions are composed of metal threaded rod and/or steel plate; this design is to support the forces 

between the elements and of consistency to the structure.. They may be observed in drawings ST-307 

for ST-316  

 

 

      

Roof 

Battens 

Dimension 

a (m) b (m) l (m) 

Cl1 0.075 0.095 6.000 

Cl2 0.075 0.095 6.200 

Cl3 0.050 0.075 2.440 

Cl4 0.050 0.075 3.050 
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Image 5.3.1.11.5 Union Detail. 

- Floor insulation Panel:  

 

 

 

Image 5.3.1.11.6 Floor insulation detail 

 

- Walls: 

 

Composition of walls variables. The walls do not have a direct role in the structural analysis as the loads are 

transmitted to the frames in the Rafters and columns; however the walls are a function of individual 

elements devised for its own stability. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image 5.3.1.11.7 Wall Detail. 
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15.3.1.12 STRUCTURAL BEHAVIOR OF THE MODULE HOUSING TRÓPIKA. 

 

One structural model with SAP software, this made to the design, in the same way for the verification of the 

design company responsible for structural verification using ETABS determines tool was developed so that 

the section of structural calculus model that appears above is the oversized platform. 

The behavior of the module housing shown below, according to a diagram obtained from the SAP software 

2000 of this is take the loads of design because it represents the conditions of design limits in terms of 

loads, moments and deformations. The section 13 shows in more detail the behavior of the module of the 

hand to the structural calculations.  

 

 

Image 15.3.1.12.1 Virtual model of the housing model 
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5.3.2 CONSTRUCTIVE DESIGN NARRATIVE 

 

 

 

SUMMARY 

The constructive design bases its approach on the design of the main elements, thus generating 

documentation to facilitate the constructive stage. This section shows the process in the 

construction of the housing module. 

Trópika construction within the Solar Decathlon 2014 should fulfill the Architectural features, 

Sustainability, Structural Design, Electrical, Mechanical, Bright and Home Automation, and all this 

must be integrated in a process of execution and assembly, looking for all the required areas be 

covered in the competition and we can meet this module assembly in a safe way, efficient and 

reliable.  

In this way, it have been identified a number of variables that are momentous as output parameters 

to the designing and planning the way in which will be built Trópika. The workability and material 

conditions are very important, because not only must satisfy structural and aesthetically, but also 

shall be easily assembly by Tec Team. On the other hand, the module housing must be secure and 

bear the burdens, complying with the Seismic Code of Costa Rica 2010, without leaving aside other 

factors mentioned above, so that must be assembled a main structure that will support the loads 

and transferring them to the ground, which also implies a major challenge because of the low 

capacity the ground has. Once established the main framework of the support structure, proceed to 

place the walls, which are the most important aesthetic elements, but they also have insulation and 

support properties that are very important. 

ñhe above-mentioned components must be combined and join together to achieve a constructive 

process where it is assembled, through appropriate junction, all the components of the structure and 

form a single item at the time of being subjected to loads, including seismic loads and wind 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Image 5.3.1. Materials for beginning of the construction 
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ELEMENTS OF MAIN STRUCTURE 

FOOTINGS  

 

The footings on the constructive part have a special characterization already that should be 

adaptable for differences in heights and resist the efforts caused in these elements, as well as be 

able to exert excessive pressures in the soil. Initially it was thought to use reinforcement concrete, 

but it had some important disadvantages, like weight, construction time and transportation to the 

work place. To place each plate in the right place to begin construction would be difficult in case of 

the concrete slab. That is why it was decided to use steel material for the foundations, is a relatively 

lightweight, and can generate great amount of forms; in addition, its construction is quick and 

simple.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image 5.3.2. Footing detail 

 

 

According to the structural calculations, the principal plates, the ones that are located under the 

module (It is where the larger loads are concentrated), should measure 100x100x10cm. The plates 

located under the terrace, the lobby and the ramp will be smaller, that is because the loads in these 

places are not so great, therefore, the databases can be reduced to 50x50x10cm. There is a special 

foundation, which is bigger than the other ones, 100x150x10cm, but no because of loads, is to 

place special support for a floor rafter, whose sole function is to support the floor panels 

 

Each plate has a system that allows adjusting the height to reach the required level for the floor. It 

consists in three pieces:  

1. The attachment plate: is the part that joins the columns with the base, It is the part that 

should be level.  

2. The support plate: it has four bolts that allows to adjust the union plate a maximum of 8 cm. 

3. The dumy: when the slope of the ground is greater than 8 cm, is placed one of these pieces 

between the plate and the attachment plate. It measures 10 cm in height. 
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PRIMARY STRUCTURE 

 

The primary structure of the module is determined by the beams and columns. The adaptation of 

these elements bring to Trópika an advantage in terms of placement, this is because the design was 

made in the pursuit of versatility. 

 

The system of integral column made up of 4 individual columns of the same size, it allows the 

unification with the beams and walls is simple, this by the fact that there is a space which operates 

as a receiver of another, thus becoming the system in a system of easy placement. Despite the size 

of the beams and columns, are completely workable with specialized machinery, this contributes to 

the placement is much more simple and have the structure in high primary safely and in a short 

time. 

 

The coupling of the elements is performed through metal junction. The wood has the ease of it 

junction can be bolted, this by favoring the removal and placement of the bolts which represents a 

point in favor for the assembly and disassembly. 

 

In the primary structure the junction and the placement of dowels are of paramount importance, 

because that is what gives the unification to the system and the bracket to the same. 

 

Wood is a highly versatile material with high capacity in structural and aesthetics, as long as it will be 

treated in the best way and will give the conditions that the same required. Given the large number 

of benefits with which account the wood, as well as in our country is a business that is growing and 

that it has sufficient plantations with a view to an exponential growth in the coming years, it was 

decided to use this material as the main to make the structure of Tropika. In addition, it also takes 

advantage of a material that currently has a great demand, as is the laminated wood, which allows 

you to make elements of wood, without defects, and with dimensions so much greater than the that 

might be achievable in sawn wood, so that all elements of the main frame of the structure will be 

carried out in this material. In addition, due to the cost of the processing elements of the laminates, 

it is also appropriate to include some elements of sawn timber, which do not have a primary 

structural function, but mainly if they are vital for the enclosures of the structure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Image 5.3.3. Structure of Trópika  
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ENCLOUSURES 

 

Enclosures house also represent an important part of the materials used in Trópika, because its 

walls contain three types of material: fibrocement, teak and plywood. These elements function as a 

frame enclosure pine which possesses inside insulation can somehow control the acoustic and the 

temperature of the habitation module. The constructive design of the walls using panels favoring 

transport and allows much more efficient assembly 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Image 5.3.4. Wall structure and rockwool insulation panel 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Image 5.3.5. Enclosures laterals views of Trópika  

 

 

 

The structural floor panel in the inner part of the home is used a system composed of mezzanine 

which consists of 4 different materials with specific functions; OSB panel as material resistant to 

efforts, panel of balsa as acoustic insulation, Melina wood panel and teak finishing as element and 
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resistant. The panel option facilitates the placement at the construction site, these have a dimension 

of 1,22 x2,44 therefore the management manual due to its weight is relatively little simplifies the 

process and includes the finishing immediately. Floor finish ina a panel 0.30mX2.44m whish is 

made by a OSB panel of the inferior part an clapboard of teak as superior part, this is placed 

overlapped. 

 

 
  

Image 5.3.6. Floor finishes   

 

For both the walls and the floor panels the junction are relevant for simple placement and high 

utility, the junction between internal and external brace structures the system, giving a more detailed 

finishing and secure. 

 

JUNCTIONS  

 

The main function of the junction is to keep the structure as a single item and be able to resist 

efforts and to transmit them to the elements to function as a single system. 

The need for both the process of assembly as the disassembly of the module, are fast, forcing us to 

consider junction that are as simple as possible, where, for their placement will use the least amount 

of people as possible; however it should not be neglected its resistance, because this is the weaker 

part of any structure. The simplest option is to use threaded rods as these unlike the bolts, can be 

better adjusted to the requirements of Trópika, as the length needed to pass through columns side 

by side, virtually all of the primary structure will use this option, one of the few exceptions is the joint 

between floor beams (principal and secondary), for these, a metal bond composed of two angles and 

a plate to join them, which also provides additional support for the floor joists, their assembly is 

quick and easy, Only consists in placing the beam in the support, it is screwed and continues with 

the next.  
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Figura 5.3.2.4 

To maintain a standard throughout the module, it was decided to use a single threaded rod type, the 

one with a diameter of 5/8”, whose only change will be in length, 40 cm for unions that include 

columns and 16 cm junction in general.  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Image 5.3.7. Floor rafters system (junctions) 

ROOF AND CEILLING 

 

For Trópika, the covered used is a system named Total Span, which incorporated a cover insulation 

and facilitates attachment. It has the advantage of being a material with high versatility and which 

complies with the requirements, due to the condition of assembly and disassembly of the cover Total 

Span adapts to the need since it is placed with a mailing in the market and is located in sheets of 

50.8 cm wide and the length requested by the customer is the length that is delivered, this 

contributes to the waste management due to that reduces wastage. Another important aspect is that 

due to the fact that it is necessary to install solar panels, the cover has ridges that facilitate the 

placement and the tie of the same, a situation that in contractility represents a favorable factor in 

terms of time and design. 

The placement of the panels is done through mechanical devices thus facilitating the handling of the 

same, in this way; you can also adjust the tilt angle according to the place in which you seek. 
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Image 5.3.7. Cover system (Total Span) 

ASSEMBLY CONCEPT 

The assembly concept of Trópika is based on the use of structural frames, whereby the frames are 

able to connect to stabilize and form the housing module. The construction process based design to 

the implementation of an efficient assembly transported layers and being a versatile project 

constructively. 

 

The assembly process is detailed in section 9; Site operation report 
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INTRODUCTION 

Due to the growing of Costa Rican population, new ways to administrate hydric resources and 

new methods of delivering and treating water are required. Using water obtained from a 

generous rainy season to lower the consumption and reduce contamination, product of a 

treating system, can make a big difference 

 

San Jose is the capital of Costa Rica, its biggest and most important city. It is located in the 

middle of the country and functions as a focus for commercial activities, being the economical 

epicenter of the small nation. Our project seeks to recover a historically critical area of the 

great urban area, left to rapid deterioration in the last few decades. This restoration objective is 

based on the premise that the capital must also be an example of sustainable growth around a 

sustainably developed building solution. Almost 1,5 million people cross the city every day and 

Tec Team looks forward to send a strong message of change and improvement, achievable by 

means of alternative energy sources and sustainable living. 

 

Trópika intends to give a real and integral solution to the residential building situation in Costa 

Rica, based on the use of regional materials, passive strategies and internal comfort 

assurance. The project is composed by a complex of four, five-story buildings, with a ground 

level dedicated specifically to commercial use and four levels for housing units. In total, 32 

highly energy efficient, self-sufficient units compose the commercial-residential solution. By 

means of high technology applications and environmentally friendly materials, as well as low 

waste generation and optimal resources use, a low impact on the environment is assured and 

integrally applied throughout the building’s life 

Due to the important role elderly people play in the society and their increase in global 

population, it is every day more important to satisfy their needs and assure them an adequate 

place to live, based on sustainability concepts. In spite of the rejection elderly people might 

seem to have against technology, Tec Team strongly believes in the implementation of 

technological strategies as a solution to today’s problems, especially those of the above 

mentioned population. 

Furthermore, being Trópika a near future solution and its main target market being elderly 

people of coming years, these are expected to be closely familiarized with technology and be 

able to take advantage of it in their daily live without risking their community and social life 

and, on the contrary, creating new opportunities to enjoy urban spaces and city life. 

Tec team’s residential project, although directed to solve Costa Rica’s situation, will be 

developed as an integral solution capable of solving Europe’s needs for sustainable housing. 

The latter will be demonstrate when the module be taken to successfully compete in France 

during the SDE 2014. 

Costa Rica is worldwide known by its compromise with nature and being environmentally 

responsible, not only through political decisions but also through popular movements and its 

culture in general. In the last few decades this situation has been supported by the 

implementation and the impulse of renewable energies, mainly photovoltaic and wind systems. 

Furthermore, increasing environmental impacts due to massive hydro-electric projects make of 

these everyday more unsustainable means of power generation. Being these systems our main 
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source during the last 60 years, new alternatives need to be used, especially if accessible to 

majority (affordable) and available at a low cost, such as solar energy. 

PLUMBING SYSTEM DESIGN 

The calculations and methods below follows the Code for Hydraulic and Sanitation Systems in 

Buildings (CIHSE, acronym in Spanish) , 2nd edition, which is approved by the Association of 

Engineers and Architects of Costa Rica (Colegio Federado de Ingenieros y Arquitectos de Costa 

Rica, CFIA). (Listed in Appendix section 5.3.1.1) 

AVERAGE FLOW 

Contemplating SDE14’s normative, in combination with LEED normative for Homes; we 

identified the different flows for a series of sanitary elements. Based on the chosen aerators 

and low consumption sanitary fittings a calculation was made for the flow needed in Trópika. 

Table 5.3.1.1 Flows in sanitary fittings. 

Sanitary fittings Water Flow in 

Tropika 

Q [l/s] 

Water flow 

according to 

Costarrican 

normative Q [l/s] 

Percentage of 

saving in 

comparison to 

the normative 

(%) 

Flows Q [l/s] 

recommended by 

normative of very 

high efficiency 

LEED for Homes 

Shower 0.095 0.2 52.5 <= 0.1104 

Sink 0.095 0.15 36.67 <= 0.095 

Toilet (Washing 

closet) 

0.2 y 3lpf 0.2 NA <= 4.16 lpf (liters 

per flush) 

Washing sink 0.095 0.3 68.3 <= 0.095 

Kitchen sink 0.095 0.2 52.5 <= 0.095 

Washing 

Machine 

0.2 0.3 33.33 <= 0.095 

Watered sink 0.095 0.2 52.5 <= 0.095 

Oasys 

Evaporative 

cooler 

0.01052 NA NA NA 

Hot Potable 

Water Tank 

0.3 0.3 NA NA 

Dish Washer 0.2 NA NA NA 

Hot water tank 

for calefaction 

 

0.2 NA NA NA 

Source (Thermofluids Department of Tec Team) 

Considering this flow and referring to the calculations made it in the appendix 5.3.1.1 

the total flow per module would be of 0.676 l/s for the living module and about of 5.5378 l/s 

for the building of 8 apartments.  

WATER SAVING  
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Using fixtures and fittings for low water consumption we target to improve our efficiency in the 

use of hydrological resources, we found necessary to install fixtures and equipment with low 

water consumption levels. Following previews researches, we carried out a market research for 

local suppliers, from which Tec Team selected several products as described below. (Flow rates 

in Table 5.3.1.1) 

WATER SAVING SHOWERHEAD 

This product combines aeration and pressure compensation to maximize water flow which 

guarantees greater savings. 

LOW FLOW AERATORS (KITCHEN AND BATHROOM FAUCETS) 

These aerators save up to 70% water in sink and lavatory without compromising user comfort 

and fit most faucets. 

 

Figure 5.3.1.1 Shower head aerator and regular sink aerator (source 

niagaraconservation.com) 

RAINWATER REUSE 

Rainwater is a primary source to the grey water system taking into account that Costa Rica is 

located in a tropical area. Taking data from the IMN (National Meteorological Institute of Costa 

Rica) the climatic conditions in San José Costa Rica by a study of 16 years are optimal during 

the rainy season.  

Table 5.3.1.2 Average climatic conditions in San José, Costa Rica. 

Month Average 

Temperature (°C) 

Average total 

precipitation (mm) 

Average rainy 

days/month 

Min Max 

January 16.4 22.9 11.7 6 

February 16.6 23.6 15.5 4 

March 16.8 24.7 11.7 4 

April 17.5 25.5 50.9 8 
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May 18.1 26.1 251.06 21 

June 18.0 26.1 243.6 21 

July 18.0 25.5 228.2 23 

August 17.9 25.8 228.2 23 

September 17.6 26.3 312.1 24 

October 17.5 25.3 293.9 25 

November 17.3 24.0 146.7 18 

December 16.8 23.1 33.3 9 

Note: 16 year study in the Aranjuez Station (09°56 Norte; 84°05 West: 1172 msnm). 

Finalization date: 2011-12-31. 

 

 

Figure 5.3.1.2 Rain water Capitation system 

Costa Rica is a country with six to eight months of rainy season, a huge potencial for us to 

implement rainwater collection. This water is highly useful, and being able to use Tropika as a 

platform of change, we could promote the use of similar systems in the country to take more 

advantage of this resourse. 

The flow of water in San José downtown is a 3,35 l/s, these are calculated with a intensity of 

rain in the place and data of a National Meteorologic Institute. The size of the collection system 

Rainwater were taken with a roof collection area of 106 mm/h, with an intensity that rainwater 
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in San José 110 mm / h for a daily rainfall of thirty minutes. Search found that the dimensions 

of the roof gutter and diameter downspout roof gutter, which is for a caudal of rainwater. 

In Costa Rica the use of rain water for the toilet is a reality considering that the normative 

allowed, for the completion the rain water will be only used for irrigation and cleaning purposes. 

The tank capacity is of 190 liters and is of the company rainwater hogs that are the same kind 

of tank used in the delivery and the removal during the completion phase, its characteristics 

and dimensions are listed the water budget section. 

Rainwater is going to be collected in a roof gutter with dimensions of 0.10m of base and 

0.13m high for have the 0.05m, that dimensions was calculated in solver Excel with the 

parameters to design for 25 years and for a thirty minutes of rain, and the intensity of rain 106 

mm/h. When the rainwater is collected in the roof gutter it goes to the division overflow system 

(Figure 5.3.1.3), then goes to the filter. It has two layers of sand and stone of two different 

sizes and spaces. It have a two meters height and four inches (100 mm) diameter, is made out 

of acrylic and plastic to decrease the maintenance. (Figure 5.3.1.4). The grey water tank and 

the rain tank are located close to each other for strategic reason, making easy for the team to 

implement the distribution system. 

For the large amount of water available in rain season the water should not be storage for 

more than 20 hours.  

 

  

Figure 5.4.1.4 Overflow Rain water System. 
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Figure 5.4.1.4 Rain water System slow up flow filter for treatment. 

 

GREY WATER HARVESTING AND TREATMENT SYSTEM 

A grey water treatment system is one of the most useful techniques for water consumption 

saving. Usually grey waters can be recovered from 3 main sources: 

 Sink (from washing dishes and personal hygiene) 

 Washing machine (from clothes washer) 

 Bathroom (personal hygiene ) 

 

Normally grey waters can be reused after a proper treatment since they do not have a high 

concentration of pollutants and do not represent health hazard according to safety and health 

codes or standards. Basically grey waters have soap, grease and some detergents. After the 

installation, grey water can be reused in systems such as water closets and irrigation. Due to 

the high amount of phosphorus, potassium and nitrogen in this water, its nutrients could be 

useful for some plants, not for consumable ones. Also this water could be used for HVAC 

systems and cleaning purposes, if treated correctly.  

Is usually recommended to use a technique to remove solid scum and dispose it in a different 

way, the same as oily substances. The following are solutions brought by a grey water 

harvesting and treatment system: 

 Reuse of an exploitable resource, which otherwise would simply be thrown away. 
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 Avoidance of unnecessary purification of a significant volume of water that can be 

reused after a proper treatment. 

 Reduces the volume of water in the main water treatment plant. 

 Up to 30% reduction in fresh water consumption 

 Lower bill of potable water and lower costs in the treatment of sewage. 

 Enables cheap and sustainable irrigation. 

 Can be used for cleaning purposes. 

 

Grey water systems need to be properly designed; it has to be taken into consideration water 

consumption of the building where the system is being installed. It is also important to have a 

study of the amount of grey water that is going to be treated and the amount of liquid that can 

be reused. In a normal house grey waters coming from washing machines, bathroom and 

kitchen, can be usually around 450 liters per day. 

Grey water from the kitchen, before treatment, will go through a dissolved air flotation (DAF) 

system. It can be treated using different methods: among them a bioreactor is a good and easy 

solution for the house needs. The common process consists of several steps 

i. The non-treated grey waters are passed through a mesh with a maximum size 

of 0.35 m. This way the solids will be disposed in a sewer or in a tank for future 

disposal. 

ii. Oils and greases will be separated due to   density differences, the same as 

sand and mud. 

iii. This pre-treated water will be delivered into a tank; bacteria scattered with an 

artificial flow of oxygen will degrade organic substances. 

iv. Finally the treated waters will be passed for an ultra-filtration process that will 

eliminate almost all remaining pollutants and bacteria: by the use of an 

ultraviolet ray filter. 

v. The water should also be chlorinated. 

vi. Treated water can also be colored, so it can be distinguished from potable 

water. In this case, grey water reused for cleaning purposes will not have 

colorant. 

After treated and reused, the disposing method will be determined based on the needs of the 

house. 

For irrigation the treatment process is different and there are two ways to implement it, 

however the wetland filter seems to be the best option for the house. This is a small artificial 

underground wetland with aquatic plants that allows the watering of trees and gardens. This 

filtering system will have a small grease recollection tank that has two functions, retain oily 

substances and grease in the surface and provoke sedimentation of solid pollutants. 

After this process the pretreated water is lead to a waterproof planter that has 2 different sizes 

of gravel that allow the filtering. The first gravel has a diameter of around 30-50 mm, the 

second gravel one of 20-30 mm. 
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Figure 5.3.1.5 Operation principle of a wetland grey water treatment system 
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Figure 5.3.1.6 Greywater treatment system. 
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PLUMBING DESIGN 

The new system is being design to improve water consumption through the water reuse. (See 

Figure 5.3.1.7) 

 

Figure 5.3.1.7 New Plumbing system concept 

 

The water treatments are mentioned before, and are the main source for reuse.  

 

 Rain water Treatment  

 Grey water Treatment (shower, evaporative cooler, bathroom sink and washing 

machine).  

(Water from kitchen sink and dishwasher is considered black water).  

The new system is listed in the Project Drawings PL-001. In the machine room are going to be 

installed the distribution for this two new system (See figure 5.3.1.8). 
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Figure 5.3.1.8 Grey water and Rain water Distribution tanks 

The tanks that are going to be used are the Rainwater HOGs (See figure 5.4.1.9) 

  

Figure 5.3.1.9 Water HOG tanks detail  

For more detail information about the connections, the inlet and outlet see the installation 

manual in the appendix 5.3.1.3. Two of this tanks are going to be used in vertical way like is 

listed in figure 5.3.1.9 and detailed in the figure 5.3.1.8. Other tank is going to be used after 

the bio gardener to storage the treated water (is located at ground level). The water is going to 

be move it to the laundry room greywater tank by a small recirculation pump.  

CONTROL 

This operation is going to be managed by the domotic system of the house using the sensor 

KNX SO250 that allows to measure the level of tank and when the water level is low activate 

the pump. This sensor is very good for confined spaces and can even be installed in a 50 mm 

tube. See figure 5.3.1.10. 

 

Figure 5.3.1.10. KNX SO250 sensor. 
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The pump selected for this purpose is 1/16 HP (46.7 W) listed in the figure 5.3.1.9. The model 

is AQC-15 and is an in line pump, the electrical connection required is 120 V and 1.2 A. The 

water inlet and outlet is in 3/4 in. 

 

 

Figure 5.3.1.11 recirculation pump AQC-15 

Considering a 15 ft. (4.57m) charge in them pump the water flow will be or four gmp (0.3 

l/s).Since the capacity of the HOG tanks is of 190 liters the time required to move this amount 

of water will be of 10.5 minutes. This represent an electrical consumption of 0.00817 kWh for 

each tank refill. Now considering the grey water generated by two person during a year (See 

appendix 5.3.1.4) that is of 39 405,425 liters per year, the tank is going to be filled about 208 

times, then the electrical consumption will be of 1.7 kWh per year. Also the when the two tanks 

are filled the laundry one has an overflow to dispose the extra water. See figure 5.3.1.12 for 

more details. 
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Figure 5.3.1.12 Greywater system detail 

This system allows to use rain water, grey water or potable water according to the needs of the 

house. As cab be seeing in the figure 5.3.1.8 before the 3 pipelines connect, each one has a 

no returning valve denying the combination of waters, since this system also is connected to 

the potable water source that has a pressure between 30-50 psi (206.9 kPa -344.7 kPa), the 

valves of the grey and the rain water are always going to be closed, because the pressure give 

it by gravity is not enough to close the no returning valve of the potable water. For this an 

electrovalve is located in potable water pipeline, then in the presence of greywater or rain 

water (controlled by the sensors SO250), the valve will remain close allowing the use of the 

other treated waters All the system is going to be controlled by the house domotics KNX 

system. 

This system is only allowed to be used for cleaning, watering plants and the toilet flush, but 

since the toilet is not going to be installed during the competition the only access will be in the 

watered sink in the terrace with the purpose of cleaning and watering.  

BLACK WATER TREATMENT 

Since the water from the kitchen and the water from the dishwasher is not considered grey 

water is has a different treatment after it disposal. The method selected was an artificial 

wetland located in the entrance ramp, this system has small recirculation pump (same used in 

the grey water system). (See Figure 5.3.1.13). This with 2 purposes: 

 Making a loop for the water treatment 

 Water Feature 

The overflow of the system is connected to the flexible disposal tank. Also the tank to storage 

the water is also a HOG (tank type). 

CONSUMPTION STUDY 

After thinking in ways to save water is important to measure or calculate the amount of water 

that the design is saving. For this purpose the team made an investigation based on LEED for 

Homes standards on the water usage habits of the people in their residence. This times are 

listed in the table below. See appendix 5.3.1.4 for more details. 

Table 5.3.1.3 Times of use of Sanitary Fittings and comparison between designed flow and 

regular flow 

Sanitary Fittings Times of use per 

day/person 

Flow (l/s) or l/per 

cycle (Selected 

design) 

Flow (l/s) or 

l/per cycle 

(Regular 

design) 

Time per use 

(s) or amount 

of cycles 

Shower 1,00 0,095 0,20 480 

Sink 5,00 0,095 0,15 300 
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Toilet 5,00 3 12 1 

washing sink 0,25 0,095 0,30 120 

watered sink 0,50 0,095 0,20 120 

kitchen sink 4,0 0,095 0,20 60 

Dish washer 0,214 14 38 1 

Clothes washer 0,143 40 128 1 

 

 

This data were considered with the premise that the dishwasher was going to be used three 

times per week and the clothes washer twice per week. Based in this times of use and the 

amount of cycles the total water consumption per year was calculated for both flow rates. Also 

the flow rates that were considered are the maximum that the aerators are capable of 

delivered, also can be considered that the people living in each module can vary the flow to 

their convenience.  

 

Table 5.3.1.4 Comparison of the amount of water consumed by the sanitary fittings with the 

selected flow design and the regular design 

 

Sanitary Fittings Total (l) year (Selected design) Total (l) per year (Regular design) 

Shower 33 171,26 69 834,24 

Sink 103 660,20 163 674,00 

Toilet 10 911,60 43 646,40 

washing sink 2 073,20 6 546,96 

watered sink 4 146,41 8 729,28 

kitchen sink 16 585,63 34 917,12 

Dish washer 2179,41 112 395,2995 

Clothes washer 4 160,957 13315,06176 

Total (l) 176 888,68 

 

453.058,36 

 

See Graphic 5.3.1.1 
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For the towers design there would be 8 apartments (4 of 1 bedroom and 4 of 2 bedrooms), 

estimating that 2 people would live in the 1 bedroom (8 people) module and 3-4 people in the 

2 bedroom module (12-16) for a total of 20-24 people living in the building. 

 

 

Table 5.3.1.5 Total water saved by the module and the building. 

Total Saving per year (l) for 1 apartment with 

2 people 

276 169,69 

Total Saving per year (l) for 8 apartment with 

20 people 

2 048.680,54 

Total Saving per year (l) for 8 apartment with 

24 people 

2 442 571,84 
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Figure 5.3.1.13 Black Water Treatment System 
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POTABLE WATER PUMP SELECTION 

Considering that there would be no inlet pressure from the water supply, a pump is required for 

simulate the inlet pressure. For this a combination of pump and a pre-charged hydro-

pneumatic tank was selected. The pump will start running and delivering water into the tank 

until the pressure gets to 50 psi (344.7 kPa) and then when the pressure level goes below 30 

psi (206.9 kPa). 

POTABLE WATER PUMP 

The potable water pump will be located in the machine room. 

 

Figure 5.3.1.11Aspect of the water pump (franklin-electric.com) 

 

Figure 5.3.1.12Model of the water pump (franklin-electric.com) 
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Figure 5.3.1.13 Dimensions of the water pump (franklin-electric.com) 

HYDROPNEUMATIC TANK 

As was mentioned before the pump is integrated with a pre-charged hydro-pneumatic 

tank. 

  

5.3.1.9 Aspect of the hydro-pneumatic tank. 

5.3.1.14 Characteristics of the hydro-pneumatic tank 

The pump was selected considering an operating pressure of 30-50 psi (206,9 -344,7 kPa). 

With this pressure the tank can delivery 40.5 liters of water before the pump has to start again.  
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5.3.1.15Flow rate of the pump with a specific suction lift and a determined pressure 

Seeing that the flow rate of the pump is going to get lower as the pressure goes up, an 

estimated flow of 6.5 gpm (.0411 l/s) is selected to make the calculations. With this flow the 

pump is going to be on for 99 s or 1.6 min to fill up the tank. 

The amount of times that the pump has to get on during the day is determined by the water 

consumption of the people living in the module. 

Table 5.3.1.6 Water consumption per person/per day 

Water consumption Saving Water Design Regular Design 

Total water (l/per day) 243.17 476.44 

This data was calculated considering the flow rates mentioned above. 

The total amount of water per module is of 486.34 liters per day, based on this the pump will 

have to operate 12 times for the living module in Costa Rica. This means 19.21 min of 

operating time per day for a total of 116.45 hours per year and an energy consumption of 43.5 

kWh per year. 

The piping design was made it in a ring configuration as can be seen in the image above, this 

to have the same distribution of pressure in all the sanitary fittings. 
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Figure 5.3.1.16 Cold and hot water system design (SW view)
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Graphic 5.3.1.1. Comparison of the amount of water consumed by the sanitary fittings with the selected flow design and the regular flow design
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Shower Sink Toilet washing sink watered sink kitchen sink Dish washer Clothes washer

Saving Design 33.171,26 103.660,20 10.911,60 2.073,20 4.146,41 16.585,63 2179,41024 4.160,957

Regular Design 69.834,24 163.674,00 43.646,40 6.546,96 8.729,28 34.917,12 112395,2995 13315,06176

Comparison of the amount of water consumed by the sanitary 
fittings with the selected flow design and the regular flow design 
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WATER BUDGET 

The water budget is detailed in the appendix 5.3.1.2 

In the table 5.3.1.1.7 the total amount of water is detailed. 

Table 5.3.1.1.7 Total Amount of water 

Total (l) Required Water 4272.25 

 

For the water delivery and the water removal 2 flexible tanks are going to be used. The capacity of 

each tank is 2000 L, with fill dimensions of 2,19x2,67x0,55 m and 65x45x40 cm when empty. The 

fill and remove valve both of 50 mm diameter are going to be located under the lobby deck 

specifically as show in the picture 5.3.1.18. This tanks has a clearance of 10 cm above. 

 
 

Figure 5.3.1.18 Flexible tanks valve locations 

Due the size of this tank and the water budget the capacity is the required for completing the 

competition. More information about this flexible tanks in the appendix: 5.3.1.5. 

WATER DELIVERY 

Table 5.3.1.8 Water Delivery 

Date Total Water (l) Delivery 

23-jun-14 1000 
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25-jun-14 1415 

06-jul-14 1857.25 

 

WATER REMOVAL 

Table 5.3.1.8 Water Delivery 

Date Total Water (l) Removal 

06-jul-14 1200 

15-jul-14 1515 

 

MAINTENANCE 

 

Following the purpose of maintenance the installation of almost all mechanical equipment's has 

been implemented using unions to allow the easy disassembly. For example the pump and the 

hydropneumatic tank shown in figure 5.3.1.19 

 

 
Figure 5.3.1.19 Pump and Hydropneumatic Tank maintenance accessories 
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Table 5.3.1.10 Maintenance accessories of the Pump and Hydropneumatic tank 

 

Number Name/Function 

1 Priming Access 

2 Slip-Slip Union 

3 Ball valve, close access to the house 

4 Slip-Slip Union 

5 Slip-Slip Union 

6 Slip-Slip Union 

 

With different slip-slip unions single pieces of piping can be change or dissembled. The grey water 

piping was assembled using slip-slip as the same as the pump and the hydropneumatic tank. So can 

be easily assembled or maintained.  

 

The main plumbing system is located under the axis A and B from the house, the access to this site 

must be done by professionals, using personal protection equipment and the electrical system must 

be disconnected. 

 

PIPING INSULATION 

 

For pipes insulation was chosen mineral wool also called rock wool, of brand “Rockwool” distributed 

in Costa Rica by “Euro Aislantes”. The Insulation thickness is 25.4 mm (1 in). This insulator has a 

thermal conductivity of 0.037 W/m K at a temperature of 50 ° C 
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5.3.1.20. Rock Wool pipe insulation and general mineral wool properties 

 

One of the main benefits of the mineral wool is in that it is made by volcanic stone, which saves up to 

12 times more energy than other insulators, this means that for every watt consumed by the product 

save 3.5 watt per year compared to other common insulation such as polyurethane, this according to 

the NAIMA (North American Insulation Manufacturers Association). 
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Figure 5.4.1.1.21. Rock Wool pipe insulation 

 

Another important  fact is that the material is fireproof rated A1 (EN 13501-1), this means that it is 

not flammable so it does not add a risk factor in case of fire, this material can withstand up to 1177 

°C and does not produce toxic fumes such as polyurethane or polyethylene. It also has the property 

of not absorb water so it does not contribute to the generation of mold and mildew. 

 

The rock wool or mineral wool is CFC free (carbonates chloride) and HCFC (hydrochloride carbonates) 

which are extremely harmful to the ozone layer. It is also chemically inert and has a property to 

absorb sound. 
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5.3.4. ELECTRICAL SYSTEM DESIGN 

Trópika is a Tec Team effort that is making a way through Costa Rican society trying to introduce an 

innovative, sustainable and flexible concept, emphasizing in a very specific social sector, without 

excluding the others, the necessities and comfort of our future elderlies. In San José, the 

Municipality launched a program that is promoting repopulation of the center of the capital by means 

of construction incentives, transportation strategies and cultural activities in public spaces and open 

participation of artists and general cultural expression. 

Tec Team has chosen one of San Jose´s most centralized sectors to expose the idea of a building 

complex, full of traditional details that have as objective to capture the essence of our traditions 

including architectural, historical, natural and cultural concepts as well as the necessities of the 

elderly population. Necessities such as transportation, health centers, commercial stores, green 

spaces and accessibility, in accordance with 7600 National Law: “Equal opportunities for people 

with disabilities”. 

BUILDING IN COSTA RICA 

In terms of the building electrical design, the first floor engine room was defined as the electrical 

distribution center for the rest of the floors. That area includes a general distribution box that will be 

the main interface between the building and the electric grid. The building will also have a protection 

box for every floor, interconnected to the general distribution box through a power meter with its 

respective protections. A detailed architectural design allowed an electrical bus duct through the 

floors between the mechanical room and the upper modules. In that sense, separate conduits will go 

from the first floor up to the rooftop, interconnecting the respective protection box of each floor and 

a specific conduit for electrical production from photovoltaic energy supply. 
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FIGURE 5.4.2.1 BUILDING ELECTRIC DESIGN PROPOSAL 

5.3.4.1 LIVING MODULE, TRÓPIKA IN COSTA RICA 

Trópika is a building concept, which design was based on Costa Rica’s characteristics, included 

electrical national regulations. It is important to mention that we Tec Team, being from a Central 

American country and pioneer in the region as a Solar Decathlete Team, have the social 

responsibility of transmitting our concept in every public space. This requires the module to have a 

completely functional and safe electrical system. Before, during and after the Solar Decathlon 2014, 

and also considering upcoming exhibitions, Trópika must be an operating advertisement tool that 

strengthen our media coverage, sponsors, exposition and the promotion of the Solar Decathlon 

Europe in the isthmus. 

In accordance with this situation, photovoltaic system; HVAC; and all other appliances used, must be 

compatible with Costa Rica’s electric grid, i.e. for residential purposes: two line topology, with line-

neutral 120 Volts nominal voltage and 60 Hz operating frequency. 

Besides the  publicity  topics,  choosing all active elements compatible with Costa Rican grid will give 

us the possibility of measuring consumption and generation for typical situations in our country, an 

estimated behavior of our system can be considered, and in that sense, a control system can be 

improved in local conditions and enhanced our net-zero energy efficiency goal.  

These hypothesis were considered during an investigation of the weather both in Costa Rica and 

Versailles, France, where ”Thermo fluids” and “Energy & Generation” teams estimated a possible 

situation in La Cité du Soleil and designed a solution at low energy cost in terms of the restrictions of 

comfort set by the organization. Refer to sections 5.3.3 and 5.3.6.4 for more information about the 
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hypothesis on estimated consumption and weather analysis, as well as appendixes AP 5.3.6.4 and 

AP 5.3.6.5. 

 

5.3.4.2 LIVING MODULE, TRÓPIKA IN FRANCE 

Even though the previous explanation of our system functionality in Costa Rica gives us a better 

understanding of Trópika properties, during the competition Tec Team will face other situations 

mainly due to the operating frequency and voltage available. 

Due to the difference between the French and the Costa Rican topologies, it is necessary to install a 

coupling system to be able to transform power from La Cité du Soleil electrical grid. The organization 

will be responsible for providing an electrical connection with the following characteristics: 120 V, 

125 A and 60 Hz. However, Costa Rica’s electric grid works on a two-line and neutral configuration, 

in which 120 V L-N is given, while 240 V L-L is available. 

 

In order for Trópika to work properly, a transformer must be installed between the SDE main box and 

Trópika’s main protection box (EL). This transformer will convert from the L-N 120 V, 125 A, service, 

into L-L 240 V, 62,5 A (nominal), with neutral line. Its specifications are detailed in the following 

table. 
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Table 5.3.4.2.1 Main characteristics of center tap transformer used 

Characteristic Value 

Brand Schneider Electric 

Power capacity 15 kVA 

Part number 15s6f 

Weight 75 kg 

Dimensions (length x height x width) 375 x 248 x 248 mm 

Temperature rise 115 °C 

Protection box (nominal) 150 A 

 

 

5.3.4.3 LIVING MODULE DETAILED ELECTRIC DESIGN 

The Federated College of Engineers and Architects, CFIA for its acronym in Spanish (Colegio 

Federado de Ingenieros y de Arquitectos de Costa Rica), is the institution responsible for controlling 

and regulating the professional activities related with construction, electric design, health and safety, 

technology, among others. Particularly, one of its departments, the College of Electrical, Mechanical 

and Industrial Engineers, CIEMI (Colegio de Ingenieros Electricistas, Mecánicos e Industriales), 

approved the Electrical Code1 of Costa Rica on February 2010. The code’s main structure are NFPA 

70 Standard (National Fire Protection Association) and NEC 2008 (National Electric Code).  

Trópika’s electric system design is based on the documentation mentioned above. Furthermore, 

French regulations were also taken into account as requested in the SDE Reglament, along with the 

monitoring procedure instructions, which condition the configuration of protection boxes and wiring 

distribution. 

Before reading the electrical design criteria, we recommend to open the Project Drawings document; 

references will be done accordingly to drawings EL-301 through EL-604 and appendix AP 5.3.4.1, 

the reader can find the current demand formula, calculations and specific criteria for the electric 

system design. 

First, it was considered the electric power of each appliance proposed. Then with this information, it 

was obtained the real power demand (VA) for each one of the active elements Tec Team will be 

assembling in La Cité du Soleil. 

                                                      
1  For more information about the approval of the Costa Rica Electric Code, please visit: 
http://www.ciemicr.org/noticia.php?NOTA=57 
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With the basic design, the team can know all the outlets that will be implemented in Trópika, 

exposed in EL-301 and EL-401. The electric design considers two-current lines topology inside the 

living module; thus, the team balanced the demand contemplating a correct  distribution of the load, 

in other words, the total current flowing in L1 is approximately equal to the one in L2, as detailed in 

the following tables. However, further analysis were carried out considering Event Calendar v2.0 and 

Monitoring procedure requirements. The first document basically affected the protections 

distribution based on probability of simultaneous use while the second required the correct spatial 

distribution in the boxes in order to minimize wiring distances and materials use. 

Thus, two protection boxes where defined and clearly separated. The first one is called EL-box, 

following SDE nomenclature as specified in the monitoring procedure; this includes HVAC equipment 

protections, water circulation pumps and a three-pole 50 A breaker to protect the secondary box, EF-

box. This secondary box contains protections for the remaining loads, i.e. general receptacles, 

lighting, kitchen appliances. 

TABLE AP 5.3.4.1-1 TRÓPIKA MAIN PROTECTIONS BOX DISTRIBUT ION, EL 

CIRCUIT  #  
VOLTAGE DEMAND CURRENT 

(V)  (VA)  L1  (A )  L1  (A )  

EL/1 240 11037 46,0 46,0 

EL/2 120 600 9,0   

EL/3 120 196,3 1,6   

EL/4 240 150,0 0,6  

EL/5 120 400 4,2   

EL/6 120 800  6,7 

EL/7 120 600   9,0 
 TOTALS 13 783,3 61,4 61,7 
 HVAC 796,3  

 
TOTAL NON-HVAC 12 987,0  

 
 

TABLE AP 5.3.4.1 -2 TRÓPIKA SECONDARY EF PROTECT IONS BOX DISTRIBUTION 

CIRCUIT  #  
OUTLETS VOLTAGE DEMAND/OUTLET  DEMAND CURRENT 

(N)  (V )  (VA)  (VA)  L1  (A )  L2  (A )  

EF/1 3 120 43,3 130 1,1 
 

EF/2 1 120 1100,0 1100 9,2 
 

EF/3 1 240 3100,0 3100 12,9 12,9 

EF/4 1 240 2350,0 2350 9,8 9,8 

EF/5 2 120 500,0 1000 8,3 
 

EF/6 1 120 120,0 120 1,3 
 

EF/7 1 120 1100,0 1100 11,5 
 

EF/8 1 120 120,0 120,0 1,3 
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EF/9 2 120 80,0 160,0 
 

1,7 

EF/10 8 120 6 48 
 

0,4 

EF/11 7 120 6,4 45 
 

0,4 

EF/12 7 120 7,9 55,5 
 

0,5 

EF/13 6 120 4,5 27 
 

0,2 

EF/14 7 120 3,1 22 
 

0,2 

EF/15 5 120 5 25 
 

0,2 

EF/16 1 120 1400,0 1400 
 

14,6 

EF/17 1 120 750,0 750 
 

7,8 

EF/18 1 240 300,0 500 4,2 4,2 

EF/19 1 120 250,0 250,0 
 

2,6 

EF/20 4 120 60,0 240,0 
 

2,5 

EF/21 1 120 50,0 50,0 
 

0,4 
  TOTALS 12592,5 59,5 58,3 

 

Refer to AP 5.3.4.1 for more information about formulas and design criteria used, channeling 

estimation and general protection. Project drawings EL-301, EL-302, EL-401, EL-402 show specific 

location of every outlet exposed. 

Once this calculation done, an extra 25% of current demand was added to determine disconnection 

current, according to NEC 2008 210.19 (A1). With this final consideration and adding the wire length 

and wire gauge, the voltage drop factor was determined by line.  

The next step was to size protections taking into account the nominal voltage and the number of 

outlets for every branch circuit. It is important to mention that ground-fault circuit interrupters (GFCI) 

were chosen to protect circuits against residual current. Although these are not required in several 

circuits, not exposed to water, RCD’s are necessary in every branch circuit per the Organization 

regulations. The ducts were chosen according to the maximum wire capacity referred to in NEC 2008 

Annex C, table C.1 and every branch has its own conduit from the electrical box to the outlets. 

Trópika uses a Schneider Electric QO as the EL-box, a 16 spaces, 150 A device; and a Schneider 

Electric QO as EF-box, which has 24 spaces and 125 A capacity. 

Trópika operating conditions (refer to appendix AP 5.3.4.1, tables AP 5.3.4.1-3 and -4, for criteria 

used) allowed the identification of each equipment’s maximum demand current. In terms of the 

maximum demand power (VA), the code stipulates that HVAC equipment must be included in this 

calculation without any proportional coefficient or demand factor, i.e. 100% of nominal load. The 

final calculation considers 100% of first 10 kVA demand, plus 40 % of the remaining load, except for 

HVAC, considered at 100% its nominal load. For detailed results refer to appendix AP 5.3.4.2.  

Approximately 92% of overall demand factor of the total installed demand is the premise of the box 

main protection and the calculation of the energy production, further explained through sections 

5.3.6.3 and 5.3.6.4. The following table summarizes the main box protections, which includes an 
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assumption of a 5-meter distance from the SDE main box to the transformer and 30-meter distance 

between the latter and Trópika’s EL-box and contains the service conductors according to the 

Electrical National Code.  
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Refer to AP 5.3.4.2 for more information about the formulas used. 

It is important to mention that there are elements added to the living module that will be used in La 

Cité du Soleil for competition purposes only, e.g. the dehumidifier and the evaporative cooler. In 

section 5.3.6.4 Energy consumption analysis: Trópika in France, the reader can find more 

information about this equipment. 

TABLE AP 5.3.4.2-1 TRÓPIKA GENERAL ELECTRICAL SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

 

ELEMENT DESCRIPTION 

OPERATING 

CONDITIONS 

TOTAL INSTALLED DEMAND 12 987,0 VA 

MAXIMUM DEMAND 11 991,1 VA 

TOTAL INSTALLED DEMAND 

CURRENT 
108,2 A 

MAXIMUM DEMAND 

CURRENT 
99,9 A 

OVERALL DEMAND FACTOR 92,3 % 

GENERAL PROTECTION 

IN SDE MAIN BOX 

NOMINAL CURRENT 110 A 

VOLTAGE 120 V 

WIRES L-N-G  

FREQUENCY 60 HZ 

BETWEEN TRÓPIKA’S EL -BOX AND TRANSFORMER 

SERVICE CONDUCTORS 

CHANNELING DESIGN 

CABLES 

THHN (L1 AND L2)  # 6 -  

THHN (N)  # 6 -  

THHN (G) # 6 -  

CONDUIT DIAMETER 27 MM 

BASED ON TABLE C.1. ANNEX C, NEC –  2008 

SERVICE CONDUCTORS, 

VOLTAGE DROP 

SIZE # 6 
 

-  

AREA 13,3  MM^2 

LENGTH 15  M 

CURRENT 50,0  A 

VOLTAGE DROP 0,94  % 

BETWEEN TRANSFORMER AND SDE BOX 

SERVICE CONDUCTORS 

CHANNELING DESIGN 

CABLES 

THHN (LINE)  # 4 -  

THHN (N)  # 4 -  

THHN (G) # 6 -  

CONDUIT DIAMETER 35 MM 

BASED ON TABLE C.1. ANNEX C, NEC –  2008 

SERVICE CONDUCTORS, 

VOLTAGE DROP 

SIZE # 4 
 

-  

AREA 21,15  MM2  

LENGTH 5  M 

CURRENT 99,9  A 
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VOLTAGE DROP 0,39  % 

 

EL-BOX DESCRIPTION 

THREE-LINE ONE PHASE 240 V ,  1Φ ,  3 CONDUCTORS 

BUS BAR 
 

125 A 

SPACES 
 

16 -  

MAXIMUM DEMAND CURRENT (240 V)  50,0 A 

BOX MAIN PROTECTION 
 

100 A 

EF-BOX DESCRIPTION 

THREE-LINE ONE PHASE 120/240 V,  1Φ ,  3 CONDUCTORS 

NEUTRAL BUS BAR  125 A  

SPACES  24 -   

MAXIMUM DEMAND CURRENT (240 V)  46,0 A  

BOX MAIN PROTECTION  50 A  
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5.3.5 PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEMS DESIGN 

Trópika’s photovoltaic system both in Costa Rica and in France is composed of ET Solar P660250AC 

modules, which have integrated SolarBridge Pantheon II microinverters. The modules are 

manufactured, and commercially available, as AC generators due to the integration of the power 

inverters. Although Trópika’s electric supply system works at 60 Hz, the photovoltaic will work at 50 

Hz, in order to be able to connect to the SDE grid. This means that incoming and outgoing lines will 

be completely separate. See Project Drawings for further details. 

As described by the manufacturer “the solar module [...] is equipped with a solar microinverter that 

converts the direct current (DC) power generated by a photovoltaic (PV) module into the alternating 

current (AC) power used in homes and businesses”. For further details, refer to annexes A 5.3.5.1 

through A 5.3.5.4 (solar module and microinverter specifications sheets and installation guides). 

Not every technical specification was defined by TEC Team’s calculations, since the modules are sold 

as AC producing equipment, it is commercial critical information the sizing and specification of wires, 

protections, electronic control, among others. However, modules and micro-inverter were deeply 

studied and analyzed in order to determine compliance with European requirements. Results are 

further explained in the Photovoltaic Checklist and summarized in the following section. 

Same methodology was used to size the photovoltaic systems required both in Costa Rica and in 

France. Further explained in sections 5.3.6.3 and 5.3.6.4, energy consumption analysis were carried 

out to determine the generation needs; while Costa Rican energy use is based in statistics and data 

achieved through local electricity providers, the energy use during the competition was estimated by 

means of the Event Calendar v2.0. 

PVsyst 6.1.2 simulation software was used to determine the size required in both cases. For further 

details about the computer program refer to section 5.3.6.6. 

5.3.5.1 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

The following table details the specifications and technical characteristics of the solar modules, 

inverters and all other components of the generation installation. 

TABLE 5.3.5.1-1 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS OF SOLAR GENERATION SYSTEM  

ELEMENT TECHNICAL DETAILS  

SOLAR MODULES  

BRAND:  ET SOLAR 

MODEL:  P660250AC  

NOMINAL POWER:  238 W  (AC)  

NOMINAL VOLTAGE:  240  V  (±10%)  

NOMINAL FREQUENCY 50 HZ (±1%)  

NOMINAL OUTPUT CURRE NT:  0 ,99 A 
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DIMENSIONS:  1640 X 9 92 X  57,5 MM 

MICROINVERTERS 

BRAND:  SOLARBRIDGE  

MODEL:  PANTHEON I I  

INPUT (DC)  DATA  

MAXIMUM CONTINUOUS I NPUT POWER:  250 W  

MAXIMUM DC SHORT CIR CUIT  CURRENT:  15 A  

MAXIMUM INPUT CURREN T:  10 A  

OUTPUT (AC)  

DATA 

MAXIMUM CONTINUOUS OUTPUT PO WER:  238 W 

NOMINAL OUTPUT CURRE NT:  0 ,99 A  

OPERATING FREQUENCY RANGE:  59,3 –  60,5 HZ 

ADJUSTABLE FREQUENCY  RANGE:  57 –  62,5 HZ 

POWER FACTOR > 0 ,99  

WIRING 

DC SIDE 
MANUFACTURE CONFIGUR ATION:  INTEGRATED 

MICROINVERTER 

AC SIDE 

LATCHING 4 -WIRED CABLE (L1 ,  L2,  N AND GROUND)  

FROM FIRST PANEL TO PROTECTION BOX.  SEE PV-

DRAWINGS FOR FURTHER  DETAILS  

LATCHING MALE -FEMALE CABLES TO INT ERCONNECT 

SOLAR MODULES  

4  #10 AWG THWN -2 WIRES IN CASE LATC HING CABLE 

DOES NOT REACH THE PROTECTION BOX 

PROTECTION 
PV MODULES 2  POLES 20 A  BREAKER  

MICROINVERTERS PROTECTION IS  INTEGR ATED FROM MANUFACTUR E 

EARTHING 

DC SIDE 
NOT REQUIRED,  ACCORD ING TO MANUFACTURER 

INSTALLATION GUIDE  

AC SIDE 

GROUNDED CONDUCTOR I NCLUDED IN LATCHING 

CABLES,  PLUGGED TO EACH MODU LE WITH LONGER 

GROUND PIN  

NEUTRAL MUST BE CONN ECTED TO THE GROUND IN THE 

PROTECTION BOX  

IF  NECESSARY,  A  GREE N WIRE MUST BE CONNE CTED 

BETWEEN MODULES ARRA Y AND PROTECTION BOX  

MOUNTING STRUCTURE:  MUST BE GROUNDED PER  CODE 
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5.3.5.2 PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEM MAINTENANCE PLAN 

INTRODUCTION 

Photovoltaic solar systems are mainly characterized by requiring an effortless maintenance 

compared to other renewable energy sources. To accomplish that a correct design must be 

implemented. If the rules explained in this document are followed, the PV system maintenance will 

become preventive and not corrective. 

As mentioned above PV systems have very few faults, if the installation was done properly. It is 

recommended to make periodic checks to ensure that everything is working well. 

This manual contains maintenance tasks that the user can perform considering that has the solar 

system plans well defined with a clear information of the components involved. 

Benefits of a correct PV system maintenance 

 Avoid possible malfunction. 

 Increase system life. 

 Take full advantage of the system. 

 Avoid poor condition accidents. 

 

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE PLAN 

Photovoltaic Solar Panels 

The panels used in Trópika do not require movement or solar tracking systems thanks to Costa 

Rica’s geographical position and its solar incidence angle. In that sense, a clear solar radiation 

exposure as well as a stainless cover glass is highly recommended. To obtain those benefits general 

maintenance procedures are explained below: 

1.  Periodic cleaning  

Cleaning the panel depends on the season exposed, usually the procedure is made monthly but if 

they are exposed to rough tropical weather conditions it should be done more often. The general 

recommendation is to perform the task only with water, avoiding metal objects that can scratch or 

damage the solar panel the cover and preferably during a low production hours, that is during the 

very first hours of the sunrise or at the end of the afternoon. 

2.  Visual inspection  

A visual check looking for cracks in the glass, oxidation in circuits or in the solder of the PV cells, 

strains present in the junction box module and the terminal connection cables the tightness 

condition of the PV panels are some inspection that the user can perform. 

3.  Temperature Control  Panel  
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This depends on the manufacturer, but it is very important to ensure that the temperatures indicated 

are not exceeded, especially in the months of much solar radiation. 

ELECTRICAL CONTROL PANEL FEATURES 

• Check the condition of the connections. 

• Check for oxidations in the circuits, usually made by moisture. 

• Check the correct connection of the cables to the panels. 

• Check the grounding connections. 

SUPPORT FRAME PANELS 

Usually they don’t require regular maintenance, but it should be pointed that at least an annually 

check must be done. 

• Check that they are fixed and in the right position. 

• Check the electric grounding. 

• Check that the glued junctions are in a right condition. 

• Check that there are no impairments or cracks in the structure. 

• Check paint protection condition. 

• Avoid every water storage. 

INVERTER 

This equipment is the one that require more maintenance in a general and technical aspect.  

• Check for proper operation and be sure of cleaning the protection systems. 

• Check for dirt, dust and water leaks inside inverters, if necessary clean carefully the inverter. 

• Ensure that all connections are secure and tighten. 

• Check the connections correct temperature, the cable cannot show sign of heating. 

• Check that all safety labeling is in good condition and replace if necessary. 

• Check the correct operation of the fans. 

• Checking protection and alarm equipment. 

• Visual inspection of the fuses and other components that can be seen with the naked eye. 

• Check that the voltages are within acceptable ranges. 

• Periodic measurements of efficiency. 

• Function test switch input power. 

GROUNDING 

It is very important to verify that the ground is in a good condition because the protection system 

depends on that. The main actions to be taken are: 

• Preferably in the dry season, check for electrical continuity. 

• If a shock occurs, verify the system functionality. 
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• Visually check the connections to the main line. 

• Check for continuity between all electric lines. 

 

5.3.5.3. STANDARDS AND CERTIFICATIONS 

SolarBridge Pantheon II microinverter is compliant with american standard IEEE 1547, equivalent to 

international IEC 61727 standard. The module as a whole complies with UL 1741 and CSA 107.1. 

For further details, refer to annexes A 5.3.5.1 through A 5.3.5.4. 
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5.3.6 ELECTRIC ENERGY BALANCE 

Due to Costa Rica’s position in the tropical zone, twelve of 24 hours a day sun shines and natural 

lighting is taken advantage of, from which yearly averaged four hours and a half give peak radiation 

rates. This makes the tropics a special place for the exploitation of solar energy the whole year 

through. Since this conditions prevail even during rainy season and intensify during dry season, 

energy generation is practically constant and this offers an optimal situation for sun energy use. 

San Jose is the capital of Costa Rica, its biggest and most important city. It is located in the middle of 

the country and functions as a focus for commercial activities, being the economical epicenter of the 

small nation. Our project seeks to recover a historically critical area of the great urban area, left to 

rapid deterioration in the last few decades. This restoration objective is based on the premise that 

the capital must also be an example of sustainable growth around a sustainably developed building 

solution. Almost 1,5 million people cross the city every day and Tec Team looks forward to send a 

strong message of change and improvement, achievable by means of alternative energy sources and 

sustainable living. 

Trópika intends to give a real and integral solution to the residential building situation in Costa Rica, 

based on the use of regional materials, passive strategies and internal comfort assurance. The 

project is composed by a complex of four, five-story buildings, with a ground level dedicated 

specifically to commercial use and four levels for housing units. In total, 32 highly energy efficient, 

self-sufficient units compose the commercial-residential solution. By means of high technology 

applications and environmentally friendly materials, as well as low waste generation and optimal 

resources use, a low impact on the environment is assured and integrally applied throughout the 

building’s life. 

Due to the important role elderly people play in the society and their increase in global population, it 

is every day more important to satisfy their needs and assure them an adequate place to live, based 

on sustainability concepts. In spite of the rejection elderly people might seem to have against 

technology, Tec Team strongly believes in the implementation of technological strategies as a 

solution to today’s problems, especially those of the above mentioned population. 

Furthermore, being Trópika a near future solution and its main target market being elderly people of 

coming years, these are expected to be closely familiarized with technology and be able to take 

advantage of it in their daily live without risking their community and social life and, on the contrary, 

creating new opportunities to enjoy urban spaces and city life. 

Tec team’s residential project, although directed to solve Costa Rica’s situation, will be developed as 

an integral solution capable of solving Europe’s needs for sustainable housing. The latter will be 

demonstrate when the module be taken to successfully compete in France during the SDE 2014. 

Costa Rica is worldwide known by its compromise with nature and being environmentally 

responsible, not only through political decisions but also through popular movements and its culture 

in general. In the last few decades this situation has been supported by the implementation and the 
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impulse of renewable energies, mainly photovoltaic and wind systems. Furthermore, increasing 

environmental impacts due to massive hydro-electric projects make of these everyday more 

unsustainable means of power generation. Being these systems our main source during the last 60 

years, new alternatives need to be used, especially if accessible to majority (affordable) and 

available at a low cost, such as solar energy. 

Solar energy was introduced to the country around 20 years ago. However, is was not until 2010 that 

sun energy was approved as a real solution to electric energy production. That year, the Instituto 

Costarricense de Electricidad (ICE)2, Costa Rica’s governmental energy company, developed a pilot 

project to promote the use of photovoltaic panels as the startup of a distributed generation plan. 

This project has only improved in the last three years and its results have been defined as higher 

than expected by the authorities. 

Nevertheless, although seen as a real solution to the nation’s energy generation situation, renewable 

energies are not by themselves integral systems. Energy efficiency is essential if a sustainable and 

self-sufficient energy system is sought. This correlation between low consuming buildings and 

distributed generation is the solution proposed by Trópika; the latter, controlled by a smart-grid 

integrated network, as developed by Tec Team, is finally seen as the most effective, real answer 

towards a sustainable and reliable energy system. 

Therefore, emphasis has been set on the analysis of efficient energy use. New alternatives have 

been exploited and integrated to demonstrate both the importance of energy conservation and the 

use of renewable sources, virtually inexhaustible and free. Thus, Trópika points out the pathway to a 

real solution towards environmentally friendly, affordable, sustainable building. 

Appendixes AP 5.3.6.1 and AP 5.3.6.2 show the schematic processes followed in order to determine 

both the energy consumption in Costa Rica and in France; processes explained in the following 

sections. 

5.3.6.1 ENERGY PRODUCTION: TRÓPIKA IN COSTA RICA 

In order to determine the energy generation in Costa Rica, PVsyst simulation software (see section 

5.3.6.6) was used. Thus, it was determined an annual generation capacity of approximately 51,2 

MWh. For further details of simulation results see section 5.3.6.7. According to the energy use 

analysis in Costa Rica, the complex would be consuming less than 48 MWh per year. 

  

                                                      
2 ICE (Costa Rican Institute of Electricity), governmental energy administrator founded in 1949, is the 

largest energy producer and provider company in Costa Rica. 
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TABLE 5.3.6.1-1 ENERGY GENERATION IN COSTA RICA 

DESCRIPT ION VALUE UNITS 

ANNUAL COMPLEX’S ENE RGY USE 47 983 kWh 

ANNUAL ENERGY GENERATION 51 241 kWh 

TOTAL INSTALLED PHOT OVOLTAIC PANELS 144 -  

TOTAL COVERED AREA APROX.  235 m 2  

TOTAL ROOF AREA  487  m 2  

PERCENT OF ROOF AREA  USED 48,3 % 

 

The complete urban building solution in Costa Rica counts with 32 residential units, 8 commercial 

modules and a whole health-recreation dedicated building. However, the complex’s annual energy 

consumption was calculated as the amount used by the 32 living modules during. 

As can be understood from the simulation results, the system to be installed highly exceeds the 

project’s energy use. Not only for the residential units but also for every other space, included open 

areas. At first, in order to supply energy to the living modules’ occupants, an 144-panels array must 

be installed, which later should be complemented by the amount required for supplying commercial 

and services-oriented spaces, to be installed on the remaining 51,7% of roof area. 

In order to know the energy consumption of the module in Costa Rica the following methodology was 

carried out. 

5.3.6.2 ENERGY CONSUMPTION ANALYSIS: TRÓPIKA IN COSTA RICA 

The analysis of energy consumption and generation has been done in three specific, complementary 

steps, 1) selection of appliances and energy consuming systems, their characteristics and efficiency-

related benefits; 2) analysis and determination of the module’s demand behavior, which includes 

daily, weekly and monthly consumption data, as well as schedules of use for each equipment; and 3) 

extrapolation of the result to the whole complex. 

1.  APPLIANCES AND SYSTEMS SELECTION 

In order to choose efficient appliances and electrical systems, an analysis of available products was 

done. Three information sources were taken into account, databases from ICE and CNFL3, the two 

largest electricity service providers in Costa Rica, which include information about every basic 

appliance used in average residencies; and commonly available products in the national market. 

Thus, a comprehensive comparison was achieved, as shown in table 5.3.6.2-1. 

                                                      
3 CNFL: Compañía Nacional de Fuerza y Luz (Light and power national company), is the second largest 

electric grid administrator in Costa Rica, with over 1,3 million customers. It covers San Jose downtown 
and the surroundings. 
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It is important to mention that both ICE and CNFL are the largest energy providers in Costa Rica and 

have vast experience and data related to residential consumers, especially in the capital city; they 

cover more than 70% of the country’s residential consumers. This gives reliability to the data 

included in the following table. 

TABLE 5.3.6.2-1 COMPARISON OF APPLIANCES DEMAND 

APPLIANCES APPLIANCES TYPE  POWER (KW)  

KITCHEN HOB 

(AVERAGE)  

PROPOSAL ( INDUCTION)  1 ,75 

ICE 1 ,80 

CNFL 1 ,20 

NATIONAL MARKET AVER AGE 1 ,00 

OVEN 

PROPOSAL 3 ,65 

ICE 3 ,60 

CNFL 3 ,60 

NATIONAL MARKET AVERAGE  3 ,30 

REFRIGERATOR 

PROPOSAL 0 ,14 

ICE 0 ,27 

CNFL 0 ,27 

NATIONAL MARKET AVER AGE 0 ,19 

DISHWASHER 

PROPOSAL 2 ,00 

ICE 2 ,00 

CNFL 2 ,00 

NATIONAL MARKET AVER AGE 1 ,80 

WASHING 

MACHINE 

PROPOSAL 2 ,40 

ICE 2 ,20 

CNFL 2 ,20 

NATIONAL MARKET AVERAGE 2 ,42 

LAPTOP 

PROPOSAL 0 ,03 

ICE 0 ,02 

CNFL 0 ,02 

NATIONAL MARKET AVER AGE 0 ,05 

TELEVISION 

PROPOSAL 0 ,09 

ICE 0 ,15 

CNFL 0 ,15 

NATIONAL MARKET AVER AGE 0 ,21 

MICROWAVE 

PROPOSAL 1 ,10 

ICE 1 ,50 

CNFL 1 ,50 

NATIONAL MARKET AVER AGE 1 ,50 

 

Although proposed appliances do not clearly exceed demand efficiency, as noted above, more weight 

was given to its consumption rates over its nominal power needs for the assessment process. This 

way, while requiring bigger protections and wiring size, their energy consumption will improve the 
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module’s efficiency. Lower energy use is explained below, resulting in a much lower energy use of 

our proposed housing unit. 

It is also very important to clarify that the proposed appliances detailed in the previous table are 

preliminarily chosen and are not necessarily the ones that will be finally used. 

After attempts to request support from international appliances suppliers to import highly efficient 

equipment, difficulties were found related to regional company politics and availability, which proved 

this option as not viable. Furthermore, economic feasibility and maintenance considerations gave us 

reasons enough to decide to focus our efforts on finding the best the national market could offer. 

Thus, a late emergency research is being carried out to provide Trópika with best available, medium-

efficiency appliances. 

Although frustrating, the appliances selection process has been very eye-opening that has shown us 

the underdevelopment level at which Costa Rica states in terms of residential energy efficiency. Not 

limited to a legal issue reflected through a weak devices’ energy-related regulatory policy, the 

situation has also brought up the market’s and companies indifference towards such an important 

topic. 

Nevertheless, Tec Team understands this is one of the many challenges that must be faced and 

changing this situation is part of the bigger thing that is the participation of a Costa Rican students 

group in the Solar Decathlon 2014. 

Not later than Deliverable #5 Tec Team will be sending the final results with specifications of each 

appliance to be used in the module in France. 

2.  ENERGY USE CALCULATION 

In order to estimate the building’s energy use it was necessary to analyze the national consumption 

behavior, specifically the residential one. Information was requested to the previously mentioned 

electric service providers regarding residential average consumption and their demand behavior. 

Thus, it was determined that an average residential unit consumes between 250 kWh and 350 kWh 

monthly. High consumption rates are due to the use of high power demand appliances: clothes dryer 

and dishwasher. These latter are rarely used in average Costa Rican residencies and are, therefore, 

separately analyzed for low and high consuming residential units. 

This way, Trópika’s common configuration, as housing unit, does not take into consideration the use 

of those two highly consuming appliances. This common configuration was compared to the average 

Costa Rican residence. 

On the other hand, it was necessary to consider the consumption of these two appliances in order to 

determine Trópika’s maximum consumption, compared to the higher residential average in the 

country. 
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In combination with the data obtained as average monthly consumptions (high and low 

consumption), daily and weekly demand behaviors were determined for Trópika’s energy use. Based 

on information received from ICE, the daily residential average consumption behavior shows a clearly 

marked peak at early evening times with a flatter peak during early morning times, as shown in 

figure 5.3.6.2-1. Graphs show the behavior of energy use to understand variations throughout the 

day but they are not equivalent in value; therefore, no scale is specified. This graphical tendency was 

used as guidance to define Trópika’s electric systems use, by giving each appliance demand rates 

based on the time of the day, for each day of the week. Table AP 5.3.6.3-1 in appendix AP 5.3.6.3 

shows the detailed estimate both for the low and the high consuming cases. 

 
FIGURE 5.3.6.2-1 COSTA RICA DAILY AVERAGE RESIDENTIAL DEMAND BEHAVIOR 

Trópika’s daily average demand behavior was obtained by means of averaging the demand behavior 

of the seven days of the week, as shown in the following figure. Times of use and schedules were 

determined according to the behavior curve obtained from the energy providers (figure 5.3.6.2-1), in 

such a way that Trópika’s daily average behavior closely simulates demand peaks and valleys. 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23

Time of the day 
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FIGURE 5.3.6.2-2 TRÓPIKA’S DAILY DEMAND BEHAVIOR 

It is important to mention, however, that the national average as shown in figure 5.3.6.2-2 includes 

several thousands of measurements, which represent a high fraction of the residential users served 

by Costa Rica’s main companies and, therefore, includes variable daily uses of thousands of people, 

with different working schedules, meal times, among other variables. Trópika’s curve, nevertheless, 

shows two demand peaks during morning and evening times which agree with Costa Rica’s average, 

while presenting a third peak relative to lunch time; this peak corresponds to the daily behavior of 

elderly people, who, contrary to the majority of the population, use to have lunch at home and not at 

working places. 

This way, monthly and annual energy consumption estimates were obtained from the module’s 

weekly energy use (see appendix AP 5.3.6.3). The result of the residential complex was only obtained 

for the high consuming case, since it is the critical that needs to be evaluated in order to determine 

electrical system dimensions and characteristics. 

TABLE 5.3.6.2 -2 TRÓPIKA COMPARED TO RESIDENTIAL ENERGY CONSUMING CASES 

COSTA RICA 'S  

AVERAGE 
TRÓPIKA 

ANNUAL SAVING 

(%)  

LOW CONSUMPTION CASE  (KWH/YEAR)  

3000 1962,47 34,58% 

HIGH CONSUMPTION CASE (KWH/YEAR)  

4200 2250,95 46,41% 

As shown in the previous table, Trópika’s efficiency greatly exceeds Costa Rica’s residential average, 

both for high consuming and low consuming residencies. 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 0

Time of the day 
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ASHRAE Fundamentals 2009 Standard was used to determine power demand factors commonly 

applied to household appliances which allowed the calculation of each equipment’s energy use, as 

shown in the following table; data not available in the above mentioned standard were obtained 

according to manufacturer’s recommendations and tested appliances consumption rates. However, 

further evaluations need to be carried out on every appliance and equipment in order to determine 

real demand factors and energy consumption. 

TABLE 5.3.6.2-3 DEMAND FACTORS APPLIED TO COMMON HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES 

APPLIANCES 
POWER 

(KW)  

DEMAND FACTOR 

(ASHRAE 

FUNDAMENTALS)  

REAL DEMAND 

(KW)  

KITCHEN HUB 1 ,75 0 ,30 0 ,53 

OVEN 3,65 0 ,61 2 ,23 

REFRIGERATOR 0,14 1 ,00 0 ,14 

DISH WASHING 2,00 0 ,91 1 ,82 

WASHING MACHINE  2 ,40 0 ,11 0 ,26 

LAPTOP 0 ,03 1 ,00 0 ,03 

TELEVISION 0 ,09 1 ,00 0 ,09 

MICROWAVE 1 ,10 1 ,00 1 ,10 

ILLUMINATION VARIABLE VARIABLE VARIABLE 

EVAPORATION COOLER  0 ,56 1 ,00 0 ,56 

WATER RECIRCULATION PUMP 0,10 1 ,00 0 ,10 

WATER POTABLE PUMP  0,40 1 ,00 0 ,40 

APPLIANCES KITCHEN  1,00 0 ,25 0 ,25 

DRYER 1 ,10 0 ,60 0 ,66 

3. URBAN COMPLEX ENERGY USE 

After a deep research process, it was determined that no standard or regulations determines a 

procedure to calculate energy consumption of residential buildings. Although considered as an 

option, an unreal result would have been obtained by simply multiplying the energy use of one 

module by the 32 modules in the complex. In that case, it would be assumed that every occupant 

had the same schedule and consumed energy on the same routine; although mainly directed to the 

elderly population, the modules will be available to general public, heterogeneous, changing, and 

urban. 

Therefore, a more realistic approach was analyzed and the following assumptions were made: 

 The same as power demand, energy use is subject to probability factors which better 

characterize consumption behavior. 

 Not all occupants will have the same consuming habits: occupancy and energy use might 

considerable vary from one unit to the other. 

 Only one laundry area (one washing machine and one clothes dryer) will be available for 

every two units, which means shared energy consumption. 
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As mentioned before no standard methodology exists to calculate residential buildings’ energy use. 

However, in order to follow a pattern, the same relation used to determine maximum demand 

(demand factor) was used. This relation is given by NEC 2008. In the calculation of the maximum 

installed demand, certain amount of the loads were considered at a 100% while the rest was 

considered at 40%, as further explained in the following scheme. 

Procedure applied to maximum demand 

 

Same procedure used on energy consumption 

 

FIGURE 5.3.6.2-3 SCHEMATIC PROCEDURE FOR CALCULATING TRÓP IKA’S MAXIMUM 

DEMAND 

This way, annual energy consumed by the 32 residential units is calculated upon probabilistic 

relations of use. In order to give the result more reliability, an average of high and low consuming 

modules was obtained, from which the total value was calculated. 

TABLE AP 5.3.6.2-4 SUMMARY OF TRÓPIKA’S ENERGY USE IN COSTA RICA:  WHOLE 

COMPLEX 

AVERAGE OF HIGH AND LOW CONSUMING MODULES 2106 KWH/YEAR 

 PERCENT AMOUNT (KWH )  

ENERGY USE CONSIDERED AT A 100% 52% 1095 

ENERGY USE CONSIDERED AT A 40% 48% 1010 

AVERAGED ANNUAL ENERGY USE PER MODULE 1499 KWH 

ANNUAL ENERGY USE FOR 32 UNITS 47 983 KWH 

Note: table taken from appendix AP 5.3.6.3 

As above explained, the result shows only the residential units’ energy use, which have been deeply 

analyzed due to the project’s requirements and for competition purposes. Nevertheless, the complex 

in San Jose will also count with commercial modules as well as a recreation building, which energy 

use is unpredictable, not only because of the lack of information about services schedules and 

occupants behavior but also because complex equipment will probably be used and its 
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characteristics are completely unpredictable. The analysis on these spaces shall be done once all 

these variables are defined. 

5.3.6.3 ENERGY PRODUCTION: TRÓPIKA IN FRANCE 

During the days of competition Trópika will have a specific consumption behavior according to the 

contests, measurements and exhibition times and requirements. Tec Team has been able to develop 

an analysis methodology based on the Event Calendar v2.0, which resulted in the estimate of the 

total energy consumption during the competition. See section 5.3.6.4 for the complete analysis. 

Thoroughly explained in section 5.3.6.7, the simulation results for the competition period in 

Versailles gave a positive balance, which even complies with sub-contest 4.2. 

TABLE 5.3.6.3-1 ENERGY BALANCE IN VERSAILLES 

DESCRIPT ION VALUE UNITS 

TRÓPIKA’S ENERGY USE  DURING COMPETIT ION  139,9 kWh 

SYSTEM GENERATION DURING COMPETIT ION  195,4 kWh 

ENERGY BALANCE DURIN G COMPETIT ION  55,5 kWh 

PERCENT OF OVER-PRODUCTION 39,6 % 

DAILY AVERAGE GENERATION DURING COMPETIT ION 16,3 kWh 

ANNUAL ESTIMATED ENERGY USE  3406,2 kWh  

VIRTUAL ANNUAL ENERGY GENERATION 3674,8 kWh 

ANNUAL PERCENT OF OVER-PRODUCTION 7,9 % 
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5.3.6.4 ENERGY CONSUMPTION ANALYSIS: TRÓPIKA IN FRANCE 

To determine energy use during the competition, the first two steps of methodology used for Costa 

Rica were carried out. 

1.  APPLIANCES AND SYSTEMS SELECTION 

After an exhaustive research for the most convenient appliances, decisions were taken to assure 

compliance not only with the competition requirements but also with the team’s efficiency and 

architectural needs. Since Costa Rican market does not offer an important variety in energy efficient, 

high-quality devices, options needed to be sought in the region and even in the United States, being 

it a much bigger market. However, several limitations were found that prevented us from choosing 

the most suitable options available; commercial policies manufacturers that restricted the 

import/export of several models or specific systems, time and cost, were the main ones. 

Nevertheless, the final selection that defined the appliances to be used during the competition is 

considered as successful. Beyond those limitations faced, the team made a great effort that resulted 

in the import of two of the appliances and the purchase of rare models found in the market. The 

appliances specifications can be found in section XXX where a further analysis has been carried out. 

As has been explained previously it is important to note that Costa Rica’s tropical climate offers such 

weather conditions that make the use of HVAC systems unnecessary. The module that will compete 

in France will be equipped with an evaporative cooler, a dehumidifier, a heating system based on a 

water-air heat exchanger and a booster fan, in order to achieve the internal comfort requirements 

set by the organization. This way, energy use during the competition will be much higher than in 

Costa Rica, for the same period. 

As further explained in section 5.4, the choice of these four devices was based on efficiency aspects. 

Conventional air-conditioning systems, such as mini-splits, were also evaluated; however, after a 

comprehensive analysis of energy use for each equipment, it was determined that a much bigger 

photovoltaic system would be necessary to cover the consumption of a conventional HVAC unit 

(added to the other loads), which would strongly diminish its feasibility. 

2.  ENERGY USE CALCULATION 

SDE Event Calendar v2.0 was carefully studied to determine times of use for each specific appliance 

and energy consuming system. Contests were the most important input related to energy use 

behavior. However, daily functioning of every system was also analyzed beyond those scored periods, 

e.g. water pump based on water consumption, cooking appliances used for dinner preparation, 

among others, according to SDE Reglament v4.0. The complete analysis can be found in appendix 

AP 5.3.6.4. 

The following tables, taken from that mentioned appendix, summarize the energy use during the 

competition. 
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TABLE AP 5.3.6.4-1 ENERGY USE FOR EACH EQUIPMENT 

EQUIPMENT 

TOTAL 

ENERGY USE 

DAYS 

USED 

DAILY AVERAGE 

ENERGY USE 

KWH -  KWH 

WATER PUMP 0,54 10 0,054 

HOT WATER RECIRCULATON PUMP 3,84 12 0,32 

EVAPORATIVE COOLER 1,93 10 0,19 

DEHUMIDIFIER 16,33 10 1,63 

BOOSTER FAN 19,32 12 1,61 

KITCHEN HOBS 5,40 9 0,60 

OVEN 9,40 8 1,18 

REFRIGERATOR 3,84 12 0,32 

DISHWASHER 20,53 8 2,57 

WASHING MACHINE 31,17 10 3,12 

ELECTRONICS 7,80 10 0,78 

MICROWAVE OVEN NOT DEFINABLE 

LIGHTING 6,66 15 0,44 

KITCHEN APPLIANCES NOT DEFINABLE 

CLOTHES DRYER 15,00 10 1,50 

The following table specifies energy use for HVAC system only, which is further explained in appendix 

AP 5.3.6.4. The latter being based on appendix AP 5.3.6.5. 

TABLE AP 5.3.6.4-6 ENERGY USE PER HVAC EQUIPMENT 

EQUIPMENT 

CONSUMPTION 

PER CYCLE 

DAILY 

AVERAGE 

CONSUMPTION  

COMPETITION TOTAL 

ENERGY USE 

KWH 

DEHUMIDIFIER 0,082 1,63 16,33 

EVAPORATIVE COOLER 0,95 0,19 1,93 

HOT WATER 

RECIRCULATION PUMP 
0,013 0,31 3,68 

BOOSTER FAN 0,07 1,56 18,68 

Once considered each energy consuming device and their specific operations periods, total 

competition energy consumption was calculated. 
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TABLE AP 5.3.6.4 -2 ENERGY USE DURING THE COMPETITION AND PER YEAR 

DATE OF 

COMPETITION 

ENERGY USE 

KWH 

27-JUN 0,44 

28-JUN 0,44 

29-JUN 0,44 

30-JUN 14,33 

01-JUL 11,49 

02-JUL 14,33 

03-JUL 14,05 

04-JUL 12,55 

05-JUL 2,19 

06-JUL 2,19 

07-JUL 14,29 

08-JUL 11,72 

09-JUL 14,31 

10-JUL 14,07 

11-JUL 13,14 

TOTAL 139,9 KWH 

TOTAL ANNUAL 

CONSUMPTION 
3406,2 KWH 

As can be seen in the previous table, Trópika’s annual energy consumption, obtained from the 

energy use during the days of competition, greatly exceeds the module’s energy use in Costa Rica. As 

previously said, this situation is due to the implementation of HVAC systems and high consuming 

appliances (clothes dryer and dishwasher). 

It is also clear that the photovoltaic installation required in Costa Rica is much smaller than the one 

for the SDE competition week, as further explained throughout the narrative. 

5.3.6.5 PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEM 

Trópika’s photovoltaic system both in Costa Rica and in France is composed of ET Solar P660250AC 

modules, which have integrated SolarBridge Pantheon II microinverters. The modules are 

manufactured, and commercially available, as AC generators due to the integration of the power 

inverters. 

Wiring between modules is done by means of integrated latching cables, except for those 

consecutive modules spatially separated in different rows; for these, extension latching wires (male-

female) are used. Latching cables are 20A rated, 4-wired (L1, L2, N and Ground) cables. 
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The first module is wired to the protection box by means of a 10 ft (3,3 m) long ET-TCF-10 transition 

cable. The system is protected by a 2-poles 20 A breaker. Earthing complies with TT-configuration. 

5.3.6.6 SIMULATION TOOLS 

In order to simulate the photovoltaic generation, European online free software PVGIS was initially 

used. This software is developed specifically for systems to be analyzed in Europe and Africa, which 

means that it is a specialized system with accurate weather files from European cities, i.e. from 

Paris. 

However, supported by local solar systems providers, Tec Team decided to use PVsyst 6.1.2, a free 

software that shows very similar characteristics as the previous one used but offers a greater 

systems database and gives the option to introduce more detailed information. 

As explained in previous deliverables, the software simulates throughout a whole year based on 

weather databases recorded in the last few decades. Although very accurate in its calculations, the 

results are generally exceeded in real systems. According to local providers the simulation is 

something discreet in its data, which normally gives a result a lower generation capacity than the 

real one finally achieved. Nevertheless, Tec Team has sized the photovoltaic system in such a way 

that even in simulations energy produced is higher than energy consumed. 

5.3.6.7 SIMULATION RESULTS 

TRÓPIKA IN COSTA RICA 

As explained in section 5.3.6.2, Trópika’s urban solution consumes close to 48 MWh per year, which 

includes only residential units’ energy use. Based on that result, a preliminary simulation was run 

with a system compounded by 133 modules after rough calculations with an approximate sun 

effective radiation times (annex A 5.3.6.1). However, energy generation results were below what the 

complex requires. Therefore, a second run was carried out, which can be seen in annex A 5.3.6.2. 

As previously mentioned, Tec Team’s urban solution includes commercial spaces as well as a heatl-

recreation building that have not been included in the energy consumption analysis due to the lack 

of information. However, as shown in the following table, the capacity of the system simulated 

exceeds the requirement of the living modules and more than half the roof area available is free for 

future expansions. 

TABLE 5.3.6.7-1 TRÓPIKA’S ENERGY CONSUMPTION AND ENERGY GENERATION IN COSTA 

RICA 

TOTAL ANNUAL ENERGY USE 48 983 kWh 

MONTHLY AVERAGE ENERGY USE 3998 kWh 

SIMULATION #1 RESULTS 
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SOLAR MODULES INSTALLED 133  

ENERGY GENERATION 47 330 kWh 

ENERGY BALANCE -653 kWh 

PERCENT OVER-PRODUCTION -1,4 % 

SIMULATION #2 RESULTS 

SOLAR MODULES INSTALLED 144  

ENERGY GENERATION 51 200 kWh 

ENERGY BALANCE 3216,9 kWh 

PERCENT OVER-PRODUCTION 6,3 % 

 

As can be seen, the amount of modules was increased to 144. For the first simulation, a 15° tilt was 

assumed to seek highest efficiency. However, since generation was not enough, when increased the 

number of panels, the tilt angle was reduced to 12°, which is the roof’s tilt. This enables the 

photovoltaic arrays to follow architectural design and play its role as roof surface. Thus, the 

complex’s roof would all be covered with photovoltaic panels; this, once the energy use of 

commercial spaces is defined and the exact amount of solar panels can be determined. Array 

installation and design would be defined based on architectural requirements. 

According to this second result, monthly relation between energy use and generation would be as 

follows. 

 TABLE 5.3.6.7-2 ANNUAL ENERGY BALANCE BEHAVIOR IN COSTA RICA  

 
ENERGY USED ENERGY GENERATED BALANCE 

MONTH kWh kWh kWh 

JANUARY 3998,6 4867,0 868,4 

FEBRUARY 3998,6 4387,0 388,4 

MARCH 3998,6 4671,0 672,4 

APRIL 3998,6 4661,0 662,4 

MAY 3998,6 4258,0 259,4 

JUNE 3998,6 3700,0 -298,6 

JULY 3998,6 3863,0 -135,6 

AUGUST 3998,6 4063,0 64,4 

SEPTEMBER 3998,6 3996,0 -2,6 

OCTOBER 3998,6 4195,0 196,4 

NOVEMBER 3998,6 3995,0 -3,6 

DECEMBER 3998,6 4585,0 586,4 

TOTAL 47 983,1 51 241,0 3257,9 
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Thus, energy balance throughout the year is positive. According to the following figure, energy 

generation for June and July would not be enough to cover energy consumption. However, Costa 

Rica’s distributed generation plan enables self-sufficient buildings to “save” credits during summer 

(dry season) to take advantage of them during rainy season, when sun incidence, and therefore 

energy generation, decrease. 

 
FIGURE 5.3.6.7 -1 ENERGY BALANCE BEHAVIOR THROUGHOUT THE YEAR IN COSTA RICA 

 

TRÓPIKA IN VERSAILLES 

According to section 5.3.6.4, during the competition in Versailles Trópika will consume approximately 

139 kWh. As required by Sub-contest 4.2, an excess of over 45 kWh must be generated in order to 

comply with that evaluation. Therefore, at least 184 kWh must be produced during the competition. 

Based on this premise, Tec Team understood that the higher the number of modules, the higher the 

generation, the better. However, we also understood that feasibility analysis would limit the use of a 

much bigger array than required. Therefore, based on the ET Solar modules’ technical specifications, 

we decided to use the maximum amount of panels possible, without greatly increasing the size (and 

the cost) of the system. Thus, a maximum of 16 panels was set, which would allow the use of only 

one array, which translates into one only electrical protection. One more panel would require the use 

of more than one array and therefor doubling the security electrical system required. 

In the previous deliverable was explained that initial simulation resulted on an optimal 15° tilt, which 

was used again for this simulation. 

Since ET Solar photovoltaic modules are not available in the software database, similar equipment 

was used to simulate equivalent results. Microinverters used, however, were lowered to 215 W 
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nominal capacity, in order to assure a conservative result, which would give us higher reliability, 

since actually used modules and inverters were not available. 

Annex A 5.3.6.3 details the results for the simulation in France. It is assumed that generation during 

June-July (competition days) is stable and is calculated from the total monthly production. 

 

TABLE 5.3.6.7-3 TRÓPIKA’S ENERGY CONSUMPTION AND ENERGY GENERATION DURING 

THE COMPETITION 

TOTAL ENERGY USE 139 kWh 

ANNUAL ESTIMATED ENERGY USE 3406,2 kWh 

MONTHLY AVERAGE ENERGY USE 283,5 kWh 

ENERGY GENERATION DURING COMPETITION 195,4 kWh 

ENERGY BALANCE DURING COMPETITION 46,4 kWh 

PERCENT OVER-PRODUCTION 39,6 % 

ANNUAL ENERGY GENERATED 3674,8 kWh 

ANNUAL BALANCE 268,6 kWh 

ANNUAL PERCENT OVER-PRODUCTION 7,9 % 

 

TABLE 5.3.6.7-4 ANNUAL ENERGY BALANCE BEHAVIOR IN FRANCE 

 
ENERGY USED ENERGY GENERATED BALANCE 

MONTH kWh kWh kWh 

JANUARY 283,85 99,60 -184,2 

FEBRUARY 283,85 160,40 -123,4 

MARCH 283,85 290,80 7,0 

APRIL 283,85 391,00 107,2 

MAY 283,85 472,20 188,4 

JUNE 283,85 481,90 198,1 

JULY 283,85 511,60 227,8 

AUGUST 283,85 460,30 176,5 

SEPTEMBER 283,85 350,00 66,2 

OCTOBER 283,85 242,40 -41,4 

NOVEMBER 283,85 130,40 -153,4 

DECEMBER 283,85 84,20 -199,6 

TOTAL 3406,18 3674,80 268,6 

The previous table shows that according to the simulation, the photovoltaic array designed by Tec 

Team is not only capable of producing the energy required during the competition but also virtually 
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for a whole year of operation. Sub-contest 4.2 would also be complied with, based on the simulation 

results. 

If a constant energy use is assumed throughout the year, the system would be capable of supplying 

energy during eight out of the twelve months. From November until February (winter time) generation 

levels would not be enough. However, based on a credits or yearly balance program, as available in 

Costa Rica, the system would produce close to 22% more than necessary. 

 

Figure 5.3.6.7-2 Energy balance behavior throughout the year in France 

Both Costa Rican and French photovoltaic systems design have a positive energy balance throughout 

the year. However, the amount of modules required in one and the location are very different, as it is 

schematically shown in appendix AP 5.3.6.6. As previously explained, Costa Rica gives a highly 

attractive opportunity to solar energy exploitation, with a practically constant sun incidence and 

therefore is Tec Team’s effort seen as a great opportunity for improvement change into much more 

sustainable energy and building industries, both for the benefit of the society and the environment. 
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5.3.7.  SOLAR THERMAL DESIGN AND DHW 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Due to the growing of Costa Rican population, new ways to administrate hydric resources and 

new methods of delivering and treating water are required. Using water warmed by the energy 

of the sun can reduce the cost and the contamination. Since Costa Rica is located in a tropical 

zone and has nearly 12 hours of solar radiation, the implementation of a Termosolar system 

can represent a big difference and great alternative for the domestic hot water system. 

 

San Jose is the capital of Costa Rica, its biggest and most important city. It is located in the 

middle of the country and functions as a focus for commercial activities, being the economical 

epicenter of the small nation. Our project seeks to recover a historically critical area of the 

great urban area, left to rapid deterioration in the last few decades. This restoration objective is 

based on the premise that the capital must also be an example of sustainable growth around a 

sustainably developed building solution. Almost 1,5 million people cross the city every day and 

Tec Team looks forward to send a strong message of change and improvement, achievable by 

means of alternative energy sources and sustainable living. 

 

Trópika intends to give a real and integral solution to the residential building situation in Costa 

Rica, based on the use of regional materials, passive strategies and internal comfort 

assurance. The project is composed by a complex of four, five-story buildings, with a ground 

level dedicated specifically to commercial use and four levels for housing units. In total, 32 

highly energy efficient, self-sufficient units compose the commercial-residential solution. By 

means of high technology applications and environmentally friendly materials, as well as low 

waste generation and optimal resources use, a low impact on the environment is assured and 

integrally applied throughout the building’s life 

 

Due to the important role elderly people play in the society and their increase in global 

population, it is every day more important to satisfy their needs and assure them an adequate 

place to live, based on sustainability concepts. In spite of the rejection elderly people might 

seem to have against technology, Tec Team strongly believes in the implementation of 

technological strategies as a solution to today’s problems, especially those of the above 

mentioned population. 

Furthermore, being Trópika a near future solution and its main target market being elderly 

people of coming years, these are expected to be closely familiarized with technology and be 

able to take advantage of it in their daily live without risking their community and social life 

and, on the contrary, creating new opportunities to enjoy urban spaces and city life. 
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Tec team’s residential project, although directed to solve Costa Rica’s situation, will be 

developed as an integral solution capable of solving Europe’s needs for sustainable housing. 

The latter will be demonstrate when the module be taken to successfully compete in France 

during the SDE 2014. 

 

Costa Rica is worldwide known by its compromise with nature and being environmentally 

responsible, not only through political decisions but also through popular movements and its 

culture in general. In the last few decades this situation has been supported by the 

implementation and the impulse of renewable energies, mainly photovoltaic and wind systems. 

Furthermore, increasing environmental impacts due to massive hydro-electric projects make of 

these everyday more unsustainable means of power generation. Being these systems our main 

source during the last 60 years, new alternatives need to be used, especially if accessible to 

majority (affordable) and available at a low cost, such as solar energy. 
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THERMOSOLAR SYSTEM 

The water heating system is one of the most important aspects to improve comfort and to 

cover the basic needs that are presented in a modern habitation module. Because of the 

importance of the use of techniques and technologies that are friendly to the environment, 

many aspects of the system must be taking into account. To improve the use of energy, 

minimize losses and improve on low efficiency systems normally used in a living module. 

Taking into account the low energy consumption of a passive water heater and the benefits can 

be very useful, although it was initially thought the use of a Termosyphon system, which does 

not need a circulation system between the tank and solar collector; however a forced system 

with a recirculation pump also has its benefits, both of the system are analyzed in table 

5.3.7.1. 

Table 5.3.7.1 Comparison between a passive and a forced Thermosolar System  

Type of 

system 

Advantages Disadvantages 

Termosyphon 

system 
 The recirculation of the 

water is being handled by the 

Termosyphon principle. 

 Lower electrical 

consumption 

 The maintenance of the 

system has to be minimum  

 The recommended inclination 

angle for this system is 22° which 

is higher that the optimum angle in 

Costa Rica that is 12°, the 

efficiency of the system is going to 

be lower.  

 The pressure of the hot water 

only depends on the geometrical 

jump due the tank location 

 The system shape is not usually 

integrated to the architectonical 

design 

 

Forced 

System 
 Allows the installation of the 

solar collector with the 

optimized inclination angle of 

12° 

 Allows the installation of the 

tank in other place rather than 

roof, making the maintenance 

access and the installation 

easily (Electrically and 

Mechanically) 

 The recirculation pump will have 

a continually electrical consumption 

during the radiation period of the 

day until the water reaches its 

desired working temperature 

 It requires a more detailed 

maintenance plan. 
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 Allows to have the hot water 

system pressurized 

 Due the location of the tank 

is possible to integrate the 

system design to the 

architectonical design 

 

Taking into consideration the positives and negatives aspects of both kinds of system the team 

proceed to evaluate the different types of systems that usually are distributed in Costa Rica 

taking into account the main characteristics of each one. The aspects that were considered are 

(The summary is in table 5.3.7.2): 

 Cost 

 Kind of system 

 Insulations 

 Capacities 

 Normative that the system approved 

 Materials 

 Electrical Backup 

 Kind of collector 
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Table 5.3.7.2 Solar Systems available in Costa Rica Comparison 

Type of System Advantages Disadvantages Cost Normative that 

approved 

Forced System 

ECOSOL 

Tank 

 Capacities of 227, 302 y 378.5 liters 

 Electrical Backup of 1500W 

 Thermal treatment to increase the 

external resistance to weather and graffiti 

 Manufactured in iron blade of 3.2 mm 

thick 

Collector 

 Energy saving of 210 kWh per moth 

less the consumption of the pump 

 Rockwool Insulation 

 Being a Flat plate collector is more 

resistant than the normal Pyrex vacuum 

tubes 

 Aluminum Frame 

 Manufactured in Costa Rica 

Tank 

 Insulation of the tank of 

polyurethane 50 mm 

Collector 

 Flat plate collector of cooper 

tubes has a bigger carbon 

footprint. 

 Needs a recirculation pump 

$2600 Don’t have 

Termosyphon 

ECOSOL 

Tank 

 Same characteristics as ECOSOL 

forced System 

Collector 

 Same characteristics as ECOSOL 

forced System 

Tank 

 Same characteristics as 

ECOSOL forced System 

Collector 

 Same characteristics as 

ECOSOL forced System 

$1500 Don’t have 

AXOL CONCEPT 150 

l 

Termosyphon 

RILESA 

Tank 

 Models of 150 y 240 liters. 

 Make of iron blade cold rolled 

 External paint for maximum 

resistance 

 It could resist until 100 km/h of wind 

velocity 

 Electrical Backup of 1 KW 

Tank 

 Polyurethane insulation of 

25mm. 

Collector 

 Polyisocyanurate insulation of 

12.7 mm 

$1325  NMX-ES-004-

NORMEX 

 DICTAMEN 

PROCALSOL 

 ISO 9001 

 IQNET 

 AENOR 
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Collector 

 Being a Flat plate collector is more 

resistant than the normal Pyrex vacuum 

tubes 

 Template glass Coverage 

 Stainless steel 

 Manufactured in México 

MÓDULO SOLAR 

RILESA 240 LITROS 

FORZADO 

Tank 

 Same tank as AXOL CONCEPT 150 l O 

240 l 

 Template glass Coverage 

 Galvanized steel frame 

 Manufactured in México 

 NORMEX Certification 

 Small recirculation pump of 2/15 HP 

Tank 

 Same tank as AXOL CONCEPT 

150 l O 240 l 

Collector 

 Polyisocyanurate insulation of 

12.7 mm 

$3000 NMX-ES-001-NORMEX-

2005 

ISO 9001 

SOLARE PRESIÓN 

ENERTIVA 

Tank 

 Capacities of 150, 200 y 300 liters 

 The tank it’s made of iron blade and 

has an external cover of galvanized steel 

 Electrical Backup of 1500W 

Collector 

 Vacuum tubes( 12/20/30 required 

depending on size ) 

 Borosilicate tubes(Pyrex) 

 Bigger absorption efficiency 

 

Tank 

 Polyurethane Insulation 

Collector 

 Vacuum Tubes usually more 

fragile 

 Has a more complicate 

installation and requires extra care. 

 The equipment is 

manufactured and shipped from 

China 

$1290 150 

liters 

$1490 200 

liters 

CE 

SOLARE LUX 

ENERTIVA FORZADO 

Tank 

 Capacities of 200, 300 y 500 liters 

 Electrical Backup of 1500W or 

4500W depending size 

Collector 

 20/30/60 tubes 

 Same characteristics as Enertiva 

Tank 

 Same characteristics as 

Enertiva Solare system 

Collector 

 Same characteristics as 

Enertiva Solare system 

$2490 200 

liters 

Don’t have 
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Solare system 

 Small recirculation pump of 93W 

 

Solcraft 200 or 

Solpal L 

Tank and collector 

 This system has the advantage that 

the tank and the collector are integrated 

in a single structure. 

 Can be easily integrated to the 

architectural design. 

 Is a complete passive system. 

 Minimize the thermal loses avoiding 

the recirculation 

 No requires pump recirculation 

system 

 It has a size of 195 liters to 

contemplate all the consumption of the 

people and the appliances of the module. 

 Has a small weight of 70 kg without 

water and without the holding structure 

 Has an electrical backup system of 1 

kW 

 It has an aluminum Frame and a 

stainless steel tank 

  

 

Tank and collector 

 The insulation of the equipment 

is of 30mm of Polyurethane which 

is very contaminating. 

 

$1950  OG-300 of SRCC 

(Solar Rating & 

Certification 

Corporation) 

 NSF/ANSI 61 

 FSEC(Florida 

Solar Energy 

Center) #00600 

Solcraft 100 Tank and collector 

 Same conditions of Solcraft 200 with 

a capacity of 90 liters. 

 

Tank and collector 

Same conditions of Solcraft 200 with a 

capacity of 90 liters. 

$1550  Same conditions 

of Solcraft 200 with 

a capacity of 90 

liters. 

Solcrafte Domo 

Basic 

Tank 

 Has two heat exchangers (One for the 

heating system and one for the 

collectors). This characteristic allows to 

integrate the two systems. 

Tank 

 The insulation of the equipment 

is of 30mm of Polyurethane which 

is very contaminating. 

 

$ 4900 (tank, 

3 collectors, 

control 

systems and 

two 1/40 HP 

 European Q 

premium quality 

 DIN 
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 It has a size of 350 liters to contemplate 

all the consumption of the people and the 

appliances of the module, including the 

heating. 

 It has an aluminum Frame and a stainless 

steel tank 

 Has a low power recirculation pump of 

1/40 HP (18, 675 W). 

 Has an integrated control system that 

allows to keep the tank temperature up to 

85 °C 

 Has an integrated thermostatic valve to 

avoiding the waste of thermal energy 

 The tank is completely insulated 

Collector 

 Flat plate collector. 

 Template glass Coverage 

 Stainless steel frame 

 Bottom part insulated 

 pumps and a 

thermostatic 

valve ) 
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Once each system was compared, the team gets to the conclusion that the best option are the 

Solcraft Domo Basic system (Figure 5.3.7.1.) 

 

Figure 5.3.7.1 Solcraft Domo Basic system appearance. 

This system has the advantage that the storage tank has two heat exchangers which allows to 

integrate the heating circuit and the DMW (Domestic Hot Water). The principle of working is 

illustrated in Figure 5.3.7.2. 

 

Figure 5.3.7.2 Working Principle of solar System 
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Table 5.3.7.3 Characteristics of the Thermosolar System 

Model Solcraft Domo Basic 

Collector surface 6 m2 

Dimensions Tank (dxH) 0.700x1.700m 

Dimensions Collector (LxDxW) 1,944x1,045x0,081 m 

Weight tank (Empty)/(Full) 135 kg/485 kg 

Weight collector (Empty)/(Full) 29 kg/33 kg 

Capacity 350 l 

Insulation 30 mm of Polyurethane 

Maximum working Temperature 100 °C| 

Maximum Working Pressure| 120 psi 

Electrical Heating Backup 6 kW resistor (Not meant to be used) 

Connections 2 x 1" (25.4 mm) Heating 

1 x 1“ (25.4 mm) Hot water recirculation 

 

CONTRIBUTION OF THERMOSOLAR SYSTEM 

Taking in to account the low energy consumption of a passive water heating system and its benefits, 

this system technology can be a good solution to the heat water needs. Commonly a conventional 

system for a family of four people around of 150-200 liters consumes 2250 kWh per year, according 

to Shyman S. Nandwan, PhD. taking the data from the system and comparing it with a conventional 

pass heater of 5.5 kW wich is the most commonly used in Costa Rica and considering that a person 

can be in the shower for 8 min and with a family of 2 members. Each person can consume 38 kWh 

per month, for a total of 76 kWh per month and an annual of 912 kWh. This without considering the 

total energy amount needed for the appliances that commonly use hot water. 

In Costa Rica due the most of energy is produced by hydroelectric plants that have a low dioxide 

carbon emission of around 0.0000824 Tons of CO2 per kWh. That means that the system is going to 

save 75.15 kg, but in other the amount of CO2 per kWh can high this value even to 1000 kg per year. 

Note: For more information see graphic 5.3.7.1 in section 5.5.1.4 

INSTALLATION STRUCTURE 

The Panel can be easily installed following the manufactures installation process that is listed in the 

appendix section 5.3.7.1 

BACKUP ENERGY SOURCE 
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The backup energy source is a resistor of 6 kW, however due the high power demand of this element 

we search for an alternative solution, since the system is being designed for Costa Rica which has a 

constant solar radiation the addition of an extra collector (three instead of two), increase ability to 

capture solar energy even in days of low radiation. With these collectors connected in series the 

water can warm up quickly and to a higher temperature (low radiation). To avoiding and unsafe 

increase of temperature the system the pump will stop ass son as the temperature reach the desired 

point (85°C) 

Table 5.3.7.4 Characteristics of the energy backup resistor. 

Characteristic Heating Element 6 kW 

Power 6000 W 

Amperage 26 A 

Voltage 230 V 

Max. Temperature Set at 85 °C with safety cutout at 110 °C 

This energy backup is integrated in the tank, the electrical preview is a 40 A. breaker. 

CONTROL SYSTEM 

The hot water control is being handled using a temperature sensor inside the collector and the 

energy backup resistor, due the tank insulation the resistor is not mean to be used. Also the water 

temperature for some appliances like the dishwasher and the clothe washer is going to control by a 

thermostatic water mixer valve, basically is a valve that mixed the hot and cold water in proportions 

to get a specific temperature. The valve is showed in figure 5.3.7.3. 

 

Figure 5.3.7.3 Thermostatic water mixer valve 

 

Figure 5.3.7.5 working principle of a Thermostatic mixer valve. 
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Using this systems can easily save hot water and optimize the water drawn required. These valves 

can get a high cost of even $195 depending on model and characteristics.  

The estimate cost of the system in Costa Rica is of around $4900, also taking into account around 

$195 for any thermostatic valve. This is the higher prize between all the systems analyzed, however 

because of its characteristics mentioned above it is selected.  

DOMESTIC HOT WATER RING 

The hot water is going to be connected a "ring" configuration. This allows to return the water that is 

losing temperature inside the pipes. This recirculation is being controlled using a timer controlled 

with the clock alarm of intelligent system inside Tropika. The pump selected for this purpose is a 

1/40 HP (18.675 W) recirculation pump (See figure 5.3.7.4), model  Then 30 minutes before the 

alarm sounds the pump circulates the cold water from the piping and return to the tank, allowing hot 

water to take its place. 

 

Figure 5.3.7.4 Domestic Hot Water Recirculation Pump installed in Tropika 

This pump works with an electrical connection of 120 V and 60 Hz with a 15 A breaker. This system 

is going to have the same pressure of 30-50 psi (207-345 kPa). The curve of this pump is listed in 

the figure 5.3.7.6. With a total loss of 6 ft (1,83 m) the water flow will be of 1.4 m3/h. Taking this 
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data the pump will have to be on a total time of 40 seconds to move a total amount of water of 100 

liters. 

 

Figure 5.3.7.5 Domestic Hot Water Recirculation Pump Taco 006 

INSTALLATION 

The system installation was made it following the installation manual of the equipment and can be 

seeing in figure 5.3.7.6 and 5.3.7.7 
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5.3.7.6 Solcraft Domo Basic Installed in Tropika 
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5.3.7.7 Solcraft Domo Basic Installed in Tropika (Collector Recirculation System) 

Due the high temperature and pressure of the closed circuits (collectors and heating), copper piping 

was selected. A copper pipe type L of 3/4 in (19 mm) has been used for both of the systems, the 

piping has been welded using tin as the welding material. The insulation of pipe is polyurethane of 

1/2 in (12.7 mm) thick. By the use of slip-slip copper unions the piping can be easily install. 

MAINTENANCE 

 

This system is design to minimize the maintenance, but in case is need, the collector should be 

covered to lower the water temperature, before making any intervention and only should be do it by 

professionals. It is important to keep the glass surface clean in order to have the maximum 

irradiance value. It is possibly to establish a preventive maintenance program to check the 

thermostatic water mixer valve and the general condition of the system. Some valves had been 

installed to minimize the maintenance and make the installation process easier (See Figure 5.3.7.9).  
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Figure 5.3.7.9 Installed components of the Thermosolar system 

The maintenance for the equipment has been considered, form almost all the components of the 

system. (See Figure 5.3.7.10 and table 5.3.7.5) 

Table 5.3.7.5 Maintenance components of the Thermosolar System 

Number of Component Name/Function 

1 Drain and emergencyy valve 

2 Ball valve to close the cold water for 

maintenance 

3 Union to five maintenance to the DHW 

recirculation pump 

4 Ball valve to close the hot water for 

maintenance 

5 Faucet to pressurize the collectors and the 

heating close-circuits 
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6 No returning valve for avoiding thermal loses in 

the DHW 

7 Ball valve to close the hot water return for 

maintenance 

8 Drain for the collectors close circuit 

9 Hose to pressurize the collectors close-circuit 

10 Union to dissemble the piping 

11 Pressure sensor 

 

 

Figure 5.3.7.10 Installed maintenance components of the Thermosolar system 
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Figure 5.3.7.11 Thermosolar system location in roof. 

The location is detailed in the project drawings SW-001 

THERMAL LOSES 

Since the Tank has a complete insulation the thermal loses are going to be minimal. 

HOT WATER PIPING DESIGN 

For more details see section 5.3.3 of plumbing design and PD (PL-001) 
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5.3.9 DOMOTICS 

Introduction 

In this section, we will proceed to incur the principal characteristics and design proposal in the 

domotic and automation area that will be applied in the project Trópika. We will make an overall 

review of all the different systems that will be developed by this department and also a justification 

of the development methods to incur and the communication protocol that will be used, in this case 

KNX. Also, the development of the applications that will allow an efficient control of the domotics 

systems implemented in this proposal will be explained. 

Benefits of an automatized construction 

In this day in age, the implementation of technological components has been a determining factor in 

the daily life of the human being. This technology is used in modern homes, and those homes are a 

clear example of this technological implementation, and it is very common nowadays to see the 

incorporation of automatized systems in buildings. It used to be a luxury application, but now it is a 

common player in the efficient use of resources. Benefits that automated houses have will be shown 

in the following part. 

● Energy efficiency 

The implementation of automatized systems allows an efficient use of electricity consumption. The 

on and off control of the devices in relation to the daily use of the device and the smart control of the 

lights by areas will allow an efficient use of energy and will avoid the energetic waste. In a 

conventional house the light bill amounts to 20% of the electricity consumed, a percentage that can 

be reduced up to half by the implementation of smart systems. 

● Comfort of the user inside the house 

These kinds of smart systems allow the user to select different configurations in the house according 

to their personal specification. Smart lighting, controlling the intensity and the dynamism of this 

factor; the control of the environmental conditions, such as temperature and humidity, will allow the 

user to be more comfortable inside the house. 

Security 

The implementation of technologies allows the creation of new ways of monitoring systems which are 

even more secure than the old ones. For example, in emergency situations helping the user to be 
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relax and show them the way to the safer exit can avoid worst situations, also monitoring is an 

indispensable ally of the actual security systems. 

Design implementation. 

 

Communication protocol: KNX 

This protocol was born on 1999 as a merging of other protocols such as  European  Home Systems 

Protocol(EHS), BatiBUS, and the European Installation Bus (EIB or Instabus). This protocol is based 

on OSI(Open system of interconnection), that is a system that allows the incorporation of other 

automatized modules. This will offer a wide versatility according to the selected equipment.  

Nowadays KNX is approved by the ISO/IEC 14543-3 form in international standards, by CENELEC EN 

50090 and CEN EN 13321-1 in European standards and by GB/Z 20965 in the Chinese standards 

that is why KNX can be considered as international standard. That implies that any time 

manufactures can easily adapt to this communication protocol.  

Another advantage of using KNX protocol is that it has all the requirements for High Class Energy 

Efficiency for Building Automation established by the form EN 15232. With this the infrastructure is 

committed with the environment and it will reduce the energy consumption and optimize the use of 

the resources used in the structures. 

Architecture of the automatized network and Topology 

There are different ways to implement a control system for a house or building. The domotic 

implementation in Trópika will be distributed system architecture. In this kind of infrastructure every 

single sensor and actuator is also a controller capable of act and sends information to the system 

according to the program, the configuration, the information that hearing by itself and the 

information that receives from other devices of the system. This information is transmitted by a 

central bus of data that is in charge of interconnecting every single device and at the same time 

connects the house with the exterior. 

The principal advantage of this kind of architecture is the autonomy that presents every subsystem 

to develop. There is no a subjection of a central controller as usually and implies that if a component 

in the network fails the system will not  fall down and it gives independence to all the different 

systems.  It connects electric devices including microprocessor like sensors, actuators and control. 

This network transmits data frames in form of digital signal between several components. 
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Figure 5.3.9.1 Distributed Domotics Architecture 

In Trópika´s design the connection will be realized as Twisted Pair (KNX TP). In the same way than an 

ordinary electrical installation, KNX network requires a Power Grid. The KNX wire consists two 

different networks which are galvanically completely separated. The first circuit needs a power 

source in DC, in this application, with a current of 640mA. This connection can support up to 64 

devices, according the nominal power. The maximum distance covered by this configuration is 

1000m. For some applications is necessary an external voltage source for 24V DC. 

The power supply (PS) provides the energy for the bus and all devices which are connected in one 

line. Each line requires at least one power supply. The power supply provides a stabilised Safety 

Extra Low Voltage (SELV) of DC 29V±1V. The output current determines the maximum number of 

connectable bus devices. Moreover, every bus device needs a different intensity of current. The 

power supply is available at an output current of 160mA, 320mA and 640mA. The maximum cable 

length between the power supply and the furthest EIB/KNX component amounts to 350m. The 

installation of the power supply is mounted on a DIN rail EN 50022-35. A data rail is not required. A 

bus connection terminal is used for the bus connection. The main voltage connection is connected 

by a screw connection terminal. 
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All devices which are part of the communication network need two kinds of addresses. The first one 

is the physical address that identifies the component in the network. Likewise every component is 

part of a group that requires a logical address in terms of communication. 

Software use for the smart communication process 

As it was mentioned before KNX is a fully integrated system that is used for home and building 

automation, this communication protocol is the one used by Trópika as house automation aspects. 

This communication protocol needs a software for the use of it, this software is called ETS 

(Engineering Tool Software). This software is downloadable from the KNX organization web site. For 

Trópika’s design, the software version used was ETS4. The ETS4 software has a very simple user 

interface that makes easier the programming and configuration; so, it makes the process for the 

communication in a very simple way. 

The domotic design with ETS4 is simplified by using different functions of the software one of those 

is that the ETS users interface can be modified according to the user’s needs. Also it allow the use of 

databases that are created by the manufactures of the products that use KNX communication 

protocol, with these databases each user can create an own database on the ETS software that can 

be used in different projects to be developed. EST4 works with topologies and structures so users 

can implement their design according a specific room, an area, scenarios and others. 

The databases are used for the parameters configuration of the used equipment in the domotic 

design, one KNX device can have different parameters that can be used in different ways, is with the 

use of the ETS4 software that those parameters are configured according to final product that the 

user wants to develop 

For the databases creation it is very important to know all the devices that will be used in the project, 

the companies that develop KNX products have on their website their products databases that can 

be downloaded by the user and be uploaded on the user’s own database. The ETS4 allows archives 

of the previous ETS versions, when the archive is downloaded, it is uploaded to the project database 

using ETS4 and the product can be used in other projects. 

Accessibility using external devices 

Mobile applications have been on a heyday in the last years, producing more than 229.3 billion of 

tablet acquisitions, and this year the tablet’s sells were even more than the laptop’s and there is an 

appraisal that shows that by 2015 laptop’s sells are going to be more than desktop’s. This is 
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because of the comfort that offer those devices, and now those systems have interfaces very easy to 

use, and with this our target public, the senior citizens, can handle them easily.  

Why mobile applications? 

Smart houses have a tendency of provide comfort to the users; for reaching the concept of smart 

house the user’s comfort has to be the maximum possible and that is why there is going to be a 

development for both mobile platforms, Window Phone and Android. Those applications are capable 

of interact with the domotic system of the house and get information and services of the system. 

Mobile applications provide a comfortable access to the information and services of the house 

because those applications can access from any place of the house, this can avoid the 

uncomfortable use that offers the domotic system that is located on an unique central computer, in 

which the user can access to the information and services of the system, but just from one place, not 

as the mobile devices that the only condition that the user needs for using it from any place is to 

have internet access. 

Is in this way how the maximum comfort can be reached and have an easy way of getting the 

information and services that the domotic system brings.  

Development tool for the mobile app. 

To achieve all the requirements of the application we use the iRidium mobile software. It is a unique 

software package to visualize and control any Automation Systems, Audio/Video equipment and 

Media Servers with full two-way communication that enables control from any device using any 

customized interface. 

With the help of this tool a control panel for controlling and monitored all the automated devices can 

be developed for any Ipad, Iphone, Mac, Android or Windows based device. The software supports 

many popular automation systems, including the KNX protocol, and allows to create your own 

drivers.  

The important iRidium feature is creation of fully customizable user interfaces, which is very 

important for us because of our final user experience, the elderly. 

It´s not needed any server or hardware to work with iRidium. Just the software package to create a 

visualization project. The client application installed on the iOS, Android, Windows or Mac will enable 

launch of your visualization project on any supported OS. The client application connects to the 

controlled equipment directly, without any intermediaries (excluding the router providing Wi-Fi 
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connection or communication with the equipment via Ethernet). It do not need to have a web-server 

or PC to work with iRidium and Internet connection is not required. 

App structure 

The functions of the automated system has been classified into three modules. This modules were 

designed to group the different kinds of functionalities depending on its features and actions. 

Control Module: This module is to control the action of some functions, those that are currently 

defined are control lighting, outlets, blinds, doors and the multimedia surround. These functions 

were chosen after an inside the team poll, validation and mainly requires with our target market and 

the approval of our sponsors about the automation equipments. Another aspect took in 

consideration is the cost/benefit of every element proposed to control on the previous documents, 

some were rejected and other extended to establish a base line. Other modules can be control and 

automatized on further developments on order to continue innovating and increasing the functional 

value without making it very expensive. 
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Figure 5.3.9.2 Control system Structure 

Monitoring Module: on this module the user will be able to monitored the state of Trópika, from 

external and internal conditions (temperature, moisture, carbon dioxide and luminosity), energy 

consumption, water consumption and water capability (drinking water, rainwater and greywater). This 

way the user will be able to increase his or her comfort or be more aware of the impact on the 

environment.  

 

 
 

Figure 5.3.9.3 Monitoring subsystem structure 
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Scenes Module: this module give the opportunity to set the ambient experienced inside Trópika. The 

user is going to be able to change the scene from a predefined list of selected experiences that 

transforms the feeling inside Trópika, giving the chance to pass from a really relaxed atmosphere to 

a party or romantic place in just few seconds, for example. 

Description of the domotic´s systems 

In this section we will proceed with the presentation of each part of the systems. All 

domotic´s design will be discussed in two sections. The first one, a description of the many diferents 

devices used in the control work. And the second one, the development of the control and monitoring 

app. The systems are fully displayed on the BAS-001 plane, where the wiring plan shown. 

Lighting 

A transcendental aspect of the control system will be the correct use of the lights of the house, as it 

was mentioned before this aspect is around 20% of the energy bill and that is the reason why there 

is going to be a system that allows the correct use of the lights. Additionally the use of LED lighting 

and the natural lighting will allow reducing the consumption up to 60%. The implementation of 

sensors and also the voltage controller will create this system. This aspect will be show on figure 

5.3.9.4 
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Figure 5.3.9.4 Logic Illumination Control 

The illumination of this building is to be switched when necessary. The areas are equipped with 

movement or presence sensors including a brightness sensor in order to switch the light on. The 

brightness sensor can be adjusted at a certain threshold. This allows switching the light on, only 

when it is too dark inside the building. The switch actors are located in electric control cabinets. They 

connect the 120V low tension with the consumer load (illumination). All devices are connected via 

the bus line in order to exchange data. Depending on the programming, a movement sensor, for 

instance, can send a telegram to turn the lights on. After a preset time without any movement in this 

area has run out, the lights switch off automatically. 
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Figure 5.3.9.5 Line installation control 

This transition will be performed by an interface between the data bus KNX and DALI control system 

for lighting through the interface KNX/DALI, brand Schneider Electric, model MTN680191. In 

addition, presence and movement sensors for lighting switch is used to enter a stay of the habitation 

module. The first one,  KNX ARGUS Presence with lighting regulation, this is a Schneider Electric 

device, model MTN 6309, is a KNX presence detector for interior ceiling mounting, This device 

detects small movements in a 360 degrees view and in a 7 meters radio. When motion is captured is 

sent, and  a predefined telegram is evaluated with the information, in this way there is a 

simultaneous control of blinds, illumination, etcetera. 

In another way  the control can be manual trougth the push button device, the Schneider Electric 

MGU3.530.12 has KNX software functions like: Switching, toggling,dimming (single/dual-surface), 

blind (single/dual-surface), pulse edges trigger 1-, 2-, 4- or 8-bit telegrams (distinction between short 

and long operation), pulse edges with 2- byte telegrams (distinction between short and long 

operation), this works with the ETS software and make the complete control. 

 

The domotic´s department of Tec Team has been working also in a user interface for seniors’ 

citizens, this application is intuitive, to get until this point the domotic team has been working with 

this population and together we have get to this interface that is easy to use. The next image shows 

the screenshot of the application to control lighting. 
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Figure 5.3.9.6 User interface Illumination Control 

As might be appreciated the interface shows the “map” of the house and in that way is easier to 

localize the light that the user wants to control.  

Handle of water and energy 

This is another important aspect of the control system; all the water deposits will be monitoring to 

see the consumption and the water level of every single tank. In the case of the potable water there 

is going to be electro valves that allow the water flux control according to the conditions of itself. 

With this the user can ask for data in real time and if the user wants, the amount of water that the 

house spends. In additional way, there is going to be a smart watering system and with this reduce 

the waste of water also because the water that will be used for this system is going to be the water of 

the grey water and rainwater deposits. 

Then there will be a review of the different components, both sensors and actuators that are part of 

this system. 

  

●     CO2 gauge 

●     Tank Sensor 
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●     Water Gauge 

●     Energy gauge 

●     Zennio gauge 

  

The JUNG CO2 2178 is a device that unifies the functions of a temperature controller, a temperature 

and humidity sensor and a CO2 sensor in a single device. 

 Functionality as a CO2 sensor:The device analyzes the CO2 concentration in the environment, and 

allows sending telegrams to ventilators if the concentration exceed certain thresholds, the measured 

value can be transmitted to the bus via a 2-byte object for being shown on a display or on a display 

element. Since the CO2  concentration is greatly affected by the air pressure it has a parameter that 

let the user set the unit by its mounting height. 

 Functionality as a temperature controller:This controller is used for regulating temperature in a 

room, the room temperature can be measured by its own built sensor  either by an external sensor 

that sends information via the KNX bus, sets a basic and an additional level for both cold and heat, 

between both levels a temperature difference is adjusted, so that when there is an important 

difference between the setpoint and the room temperature additional cooling system or heat system 

is going to start. 

 Humidity sensor:The device analyzes the relative humidity in the environment and allows sending 

telegrams to ventilators or drying if the relative humidity levels exceed certain thresholds, the 

measured value can be transmitted to the bus via a 2-byte object for being shown on a display or on 

a display element. 

 The Ultrasonic Probe KNX SO250 is used for measurement of the fill level of liquids in 

tanks or for distance measurement. In addition to application areas like rainwater 

cisterns or fuel tanks, the display directly indicates the distance/fill level. The integrated keypad is 

used for selection of the tank dimensions and setting of two relay switching outputs. When the relays 

are switched an additional acoustic alarm can be emitted.The KNX software ETS software allows 

individual parameterization of all bus functions of the KNX SO250 
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KNX sensors are set up using the ETS ( KNX Tool Software ) with the associated application program 

the KNX-IMPZ-WZ-M Water Meter is sensor that has functions such as consumption value, 

consumption reset, consumption last reset date, Current flow rate in l or m3/unit of time. 

 The KNX Energy meter, REG-K/3x230 V/16 A makes it possible to monitor and measure energy on 

the channels connected, which increases building energy efficiency, it can make measurement of: 

energy consumption, power and current and providing the results via the bus. also it can 

determinate the active energy consumption per channel and the total consumption.The bus 

connection is carried out via a bus connecting terminal. 

 

From the above, the system will be capable of monitoring the amount of electric energy consume for 

the home and this keep the goal of making conscience about the electrical consume and getting 

better habits of energy consumption in the houses. The home automation system provides for 

residents advice on their energy (electricity and water) consumption when it is higher than the usual 

and consumption diagrams and sensibilized them to a better way of life. The figure number 5.3.9.3 

shows the interaction of the monitoring  system. 

 

The house owner might control this last aspects from the mobile devices with the following interface 
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Figure 5.3.9.7 User interface Principal of House Monitoring 

Another important application is the implementation of weather station, outside the flexible area. 

This device are of Schneider Electric, model MTN663990. And the database can be access from the 

application. 
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Figure 5.3.9.8 User interface external conditions  

 

Figure 5.3.9.9 User interface tank of water  
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As seen in the figure 5.3.9.9, the system will have the ability to monitor each of the water sources of 

the drinking house, the gray and rainwater. The idea is to use and quantify the cost of the resource, 

and which serve as a guide as to the treatment processes to which the water should be subjected. 

Proper water management is one of the essential factors of the project along Trópika. 

An important aspect of the power consumption, will be handling charges by the house. That is, the 

automation system can turn on or off outlets, according to the demand of the house. For example, 

you can switch off the oven, when you are washing clothes in the laundry. With the aim to minimize 

consumption and peak demand that may arise. For this implementation, the system are compound 

by power line actuators (brand Schneider Electric model MTN663990), can switch the different 

circuits, according the consumption schedule and the monitoring database.  

 

Figure 5.3.9.10 User interface energy consumption  

Also, the solar electrical production will be monitored. Production graphic could be read in real time 

with the supervisor interface. Production data can prompt home automation scenario. 

Control of multimedia 
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This is another aspect to handle inside the house. This is not just of the energy perspective view but 

also the user comfort. The “turning on” and the selection of the devices is an important part of this 

process. This process will have a verification sequence that is going to be made by the sensors.  

In this control, you can make a connection between the audio system of the house as well as the 

video, which will be by IR controller, which will be responsible for orchestrating places where the 

multimedia system can will be listen. The following picture shows the logic of this process and the 

user interface in the app. 

 

Figure 5.3.9.11 Logic Multimedia Control  

Control of windows 

To facilitate the fitting of the module housing, is developing a system capable of automatic opening 

and closing of windows. This tied with measuring temperature, humidity and CO2 quality, allow for a 

cooling process, which is to the liking of the user. Sales will be automated, will be four windows on 

the north facade of Trópika, also it could be works according with user intend. The following diagram 

represents how the system works 
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Figure 5.3.9.12 Logic Control of Windows  

This functionality is going to be controlled from the mobile app, and the interface of the app is the 

following: 
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Figure 5.3.9.13 User interface for control of windows  

Control of louvers 

In the main room, we develop a system of blinds, which shall have as its primary objective the 

regulation of natural light within the habitation module. According to day conditions and user 

preferences, the shutters can be opened or closed, thereby manages the amount of light. This 

system will be accompanied by light sensors that enable sensing the amount of light present in the 

environment. Also can be configured in the different scenarios.  

For this system is implemented a blind actuator bran Schneider Electric, model MTN649912. Also 

the bus system can be read the system time and automated this control, according the position of 

the sun.  
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Figure 5.3.9.13 Logic of louvers 

This functionality is going to be controlled from the mobile app, and the interface of the app is the 

following: 
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Figure 5.3.9.14  User interface for control of louvers  

Control of doors 

For having a better comfort, control and a safer house, the domotic system will be able to close and 

open the doors when the owner of the house desires.  The following diagram represents how it 

works. 
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Figure 5.3.9.15 Logic of doors 

This functionality is going to be controlled from the mobile app, and the interface of the app is the 

following: 
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Figure 5.3.9.16 User interface control of doors 

Control of power outlets 

 For saving energy and contribute with the environment, the user of the house will be able to 

deactivate any power outlet. The mechanism works in according this diagram. 
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Figure 5.3.9.17 Logic Control of Power Outlets 

The user might activate this functionality from his mobile app. 
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Figure 5.3.9.18 User Interface Control of Power Outlets 

Manage scenarios 

The owner of the house might configure scenarios according to his needs. It allows to the user 

arrange those activities that he usually tends to do. In this way he is going to have more efficient 

control of the house performing all those desired activities at once. 
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Figure 5.3.9.19 User Scenarios 

In this scenario the user of the app has activated a couple of lights, the multimedia device and has 

opened the door, all this at once.  He also might add more scenarios and it always might be 

configured as the user desires. 

Security 

It is very important that the smart system ensures for the security of the home members, for this, 

TEC team is working in the development of systems that allow to keep access control. The next 

diagram shows the control of the system. 
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Figure 5.3.9.20 Logic Security System Backbone 

Another fundamental aspect of this system is the fire detection system. For this smoke sensors 

mounted two (one in the room and another in the flexible area) and a temperature sensor in the 

kitchen, as established according to the NFPA. Our design has equipped with 3 smoke brand 

Schneider Electric, model ARGUS Smoke Detector (catalogue code MTN547020). There is battery-

powered smoke detector for early detection of smouldering fires and open fires with development of 

smoke indoors. Sensibility accordance with EN 14604. This device has a signal approximately 85dB 

(A) at 3m distance. ARGUS smoke detector has an independent source 9V monobloc battery and has 

a dimensions 112 x 44 mm (Ø x H). The type protection is IP 42.  

The implementation of alarm systems and emergency treatment is another system to be developed. 

It is relevant for the system to mitigate emergencies and to ensure for the integrity of the home 

members. 
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Automated system inside the building projection 

In the same way of the other departments of TEC team, the domotic and automation team projects 

the domotic system to a possible building. In base of the facilities that presents the architecture that 

were mentioned before and the communication protocol (KNX), it will be possible the 

implementation of those systems in a sequential way inside the building and with this there is going 

to be an interconnection for creating a smart grid. In array with the electricity generation process it 

will be possible, using an unified control system, to make a deep analysis of the consumption and 

generation of every single floor of the building, in that way there is going to be a smart distribution if 

the electricity. Our design can be replicated into another areas and lines, according the KNX 

topology. Tough the implementation of line and areas couplers, it possible to create a BMS(Building 

Management System).This system will allow that every building can be shown as a community and 

also allow the interaction with external electricity companies that will allow the electricity flux in both 

sides in function of the houses consumption. 

The implementation of smart grids is nowadays one of the challenges that this area has. In addition 

with the implementation of renewable energies such as solar energy or wind energy will allow a 

correct handle of the resources and it is an important thing in the development of future houses. The 

smart handle of resources is part of the environmental awareness that this project wants to 

generate. This will certainly be a viable solution for the future, where the energy problem will be one 

of the main issues that will face humanity. Thus Trópika is a project developed with not only today, 

but a future projection. 

 



Electrical Calculations
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5.4.1 TECHNICAL DESIGN NARRATIVE 

The following tables summarize Trópika’s technical characteristics, except for the technical energy 

summary, all of them apply for both the module in Costa Rica and during the competition in 

Versailles. 

PROJECT DIMENSION  

PROJECT 

DIMENSIONS 

GROSS AREA (M 2 )  145,1  

NET FLOOR AREA (M 2 )  55,5  

CONDIT IONED VOLUME ( M 3 )  193 

 

HOUSE ENVELOPE  

INSULATION TYPES AND THICKNESS 

TYPE 
EXTERNAL 

ENCLOSURE:  S IDING 

EXTERNAL ENCLOSURE:  

CLABOARD TEAK  

INSULATION:  

ROCKWOOL MULTIBOARD  

THICKNESS 0 ,023 0 ,015 0 ,05 

THERMAL 

TRANSMITTANCE 

(W/M 2 .K )  

0 ,13 0 ,13 0 ,02 -  0 ,04 

WALLS AREA (M2) AND THERMAL TRANSMITTANCE 

TYPE OF WALL GROSS AREA (M 2 )  
THERMAL TRANSMITTANCE 

(W/M 2 .K)  

W1 20,6 0 ,63 

W2 2,75 0 ,63 

W3 12,0 0 ,63 

W4 5,10 0 ,63 

W5 9,34 0 ,353 

W6 1,95 0 ,63 

W7 2,1 0 ,63 

I1  10,47 0 ,63 

I2  6 ,46 0 ,63 

I3  6 ,02 0 ,623 

I4  1 ,51 0 ,623 

 

FLOOR AREA (M2) AND THERMAL TRANSMITTANCE 
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FLOOR LOCATION 
AREA 

(M2 )  

THERMAL TRANSMITTANCE 

(W/M 2 .K)  

BATHROOM 7,02 0,02 

BEDROOM / FLEXIBLE AREA /  

K ITCHEN /  MACHINE ROOM 
41 0,02 

TOTAL 48,02  

Note: thermal transmittance given only to interior floor 

 

ROOF AREA (M2) AND THERMAL TRANSMITTANCE 

ROOF TYPE AREA 
THERMAL TRANSMITTANC E 

(W/M 2 .K )  

TOTAL SPAN 110.78 0 ,039 

 

GLAZING AREA AND THERMAL TRANSMITTANCE 

GLASS 
AREA 

(M 2 )  

THERMAL TRANSMITTANC E 

(W/M 2 .K )  

GLAZING SOLAR GAIN 

(SHGC)  

ALL  38,3 2 ,8  0 ,26 

Note: all glasses are the same type and have the same characteristics 
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TECHNICAL ENERGY SUMMARY, TRÓPIKA IN VERSAILLES 

TOPIC VALUE 

HVAC 

SYSTEMS 

HEATING SYSTEM 

DESCRIPTION 

WATER-A IR CLOSED LOOP HEAT  

EXCHANGER WITH RECIR CULATION 

PUMP;  HEATED WITH SO LAR COLLECTOR 

HOT WATER 

EFFICIENCY  XXXXX 

HEAT  FLUID  WATER 

COOLING EQUIPMENT  

TYPE OASYS EVAPORATIVE CO OLER 

COOLING 

CAPACITY  
3 ,3  TON 

COOLING 

EFFICIENCY  
EER 54 

A IR DISTRIBUTION 

TYPE FORWARD CURVED FAN  

MODEL GREENHECK CSP-A1550 

NOMINAL CAPACITY  1000 CFM 

DEHUMIFICAT ION 

SYSTEM 

TYPE 
DEHUMIDIFIER WITH 

ENTHALPY WHEEL  

MODEL MUNTERS DRYCOOL HD  

REFRIGERANT (TYPE)  R -410A 

EFFICIENCY  3 ,98 LTS /  KW 

PASSIVE VENTILATION SYSTEM  

TYPE AND 

DESCRIPTION 

SOLAR  CHIMNEY,  CONVECTION-

DRIVEN AIR EXHAUST B Y  MEANS 

OF SOLAR HEAT GAIN  

CAPACITY  149 M 3 /H 

EFFICIENCY  NA:  NO ENERGY CONSUM PTION 

DOMESTIC HOT 

WATER 

SYSTEM (TYPE,  CAPACI TY)  FLAT -PLATE SOLAR COLLECTO RS 

SOLAR THERMAL COLLECTORS SOLCRAFT 200 

TYPE FLAT -PLATE THERMOSYPHON  

AREA (M2)  2 ,18 

ELECTRICAL 

ENERGY 

PRODUCTION 

PV MODULES (TYPE)  POLYCRISTALLINE  

PV PANELS AREA (M2)  26,0 

INSTALLED PV POWER (KWP)  4  

EST IMATED ENERGY PRO DUCTION 

(KWH/YEAR)  
3990 

( INCLUDE THE INFORMA TION OF ALL PV 

TYPES)  

SEE ANNEXES A  5.3.4.1  

THROUGH A 5 .3.4.4  

ENERGY 

CONSUMPTION  

ESTIMATED ENERGY CON SUMPTION (KWH/YEAR)  2996 

EST IMATED ELECTRICAL  CONSUMPTION PER 

CONDIT IONED (KWH/YEAR PER M2)  
68,1 

ENERGY USE CHARACTER IZAT ION (% OF TOTAL ENERGY 

CONSUMPTION)  
100% ELECTRICITY  

HEAT ING (%)  18,04 
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COOLING (%)  1 ,56 

VENTILAT ION (%)  -  

DEHUMIDIFICATION (%)  13,18 

DOMESTIC HOT WATER ( %)  0  

L IGHTING (%)  17,18 

APPLIANCES AND DEVICES (%)  49,17 

WATER PUMPING (%)  0 ,44 

ENERGY 

BALANCE 

ESTIMATED ENERGY BALANCE (KWH/YEAR)  +994 

EST IMATED CO2 EMISSI ONS (TN/YEAR)  
29 (SEE SECTION 5.6. 5.3 

FOR FURTHER DETAILS)  

 

TECHNICAL ENERGY SUMMARY, TRÓPIKA IN COSTA RICA 

TOPIC VALUE 

HVAC 

SYSTEMS 
NO HVAC SYSTEM USED IN COSTA RICA  

PASSIVE VENTILATION SYSTEM  

TYPE AND 

DESCRIPTION 

SOLAR  CHIMNEY,  CONVECTION-

DRIVEN AIR EXHAUST B Y  MEANS 

OF SOLAR HEAT GAIN  

CAPACITY  149 M 3 /H 

EFFICIENCY  NA:  NO ENERGY CONSUM PTION 

DOMESTIC HOT 

WATER 

SYSTEM (TYPE,  CAPACITY)  FLAT -PLATE SOLAR COLLECTO RS 

SOLAR THERMAL COLLECTORS SOLCRAFT 200 

TYPE FLAT -PLATE THERMOSYPHON  

AREA (M2)  2 ,18 

ELECTRICAL 

ENERGY 

PRODUCTION 

PV MODULES (TYPE)  POLYCRISTALLINE  

PV PANELS AREA (M2)  13,0 

INSTALLED PV POWER ( KWP)  2  

EST IMATED ENERGY PRO DUCTION 

(KWH/YEAR)  
2936 

( INCLUDE THE INFORMA TION OF ALL PV 

TYPES)  

SEE ANNEXES A  5.3.4.1  

THROUGH A 5 .3.4.4  

ENERGY 

CONSUMPTION  

ESTIMATED ENERGY CON SUMPTION (KWH/YEAR)  1950 

EST IMATED ELECTRICAL  CONSUMPTION PER 

CONDIT IONED (KWH/YEA R PER M2)  
44,3 

ENERGY USE CHARACTER IZAT ION (% OF TOTAL ENERGY 

CONSUMPTION)  
100% ELECTRICITY  

HEAT ING (%)  18,04 

COOLING (%)  1 ,56 
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VENTILAT ION (%)  -  

DEHUMIDIFICATION (%)  13,18 

DOMESTIC HOT WATER ( %)  0  

L IGHTING (%)  17,18 

APPLIANCES AND DEVIC ES (%)  49,17 

WATER PUMPING (%)  0 ,44 

ENERGY 

BALANCE 

ESTIMATED ENERGY BALANCE (KWH/YEAR)  +986 

EST IMATED CO2 EMISSI ONS (TN/YEAR)  
29 (SEE SECTION 5.6. 5.3 

FOR FURTHER DETAILS)  
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5.4.2 COMPREHENSIVE ENERGY ANALYSIS  

INTRODUCTION 

 

Due to location of Costa Rica in a tropical zone, weather conditions are very stable. However 

the relative humidity in most of the zones can reach values over 70% and the temperature can 

reach values over 25°C. Due to this keeping the comfort conditions with the lowest electrical 

consumption is one of the main efforts of Tec Team. 

 

San Jose is the capital of Costa Rica, its biggest and most important city. It is located in the 

middle of the country and functions as a focus for commercial activities, being the economical 

epicenter of the small nation. Our project seeks to recover a historically critical area of the 

great urban area, left to rapid deterioration in the last few decades. This restoration objective is 

based on the premise that the capital must also be an example of sustainable growth around a 

sustainably developed building solution. Almost 1,5 million people cross the city every day and 

Tec Team looks forward to send a strong message of change and improvement, achievable by 

means of alternative energy sources and sustainable living. 

 

Trópika intends to give a real and integral solution to the residential building situation in Costa 

Rica, based on the use of regional materials, passive strategies and internal comfort 

assurance. The project is composed by a complex of four, five-story buildings, with a ground 

level dedicated specifically to commercial use and four levels for housing units. In total, 32 

highly energy efficient, self-sufficient units compose the commercial-residential solution. By 

means of high technology applications and environmentally friendly materials, as well as low 

waste generation and optimal resources use, a low impact on the environment is assured and 

integrally applied throughout the building’s life 

 

Due to the important role elderly people play in the society and their increase in global 

population, it is every day more important to satisfy their needs and assure them an adequate 

place to live, based on sustainability concepts. In spite of the rejection elderly people might 

seem to have against technology, Tec Team strongly believes in the implementation of 

technological strategies as a solution to today’s problems, especially those of the above 

mentioned population. 

Furthermore, being Trópika a near future solution and its main target market being elderly 

people of coming years, these are expected to be closely familiarized with technology and be 

able to take advantage of it in their daily live without risking their community and social life 

and, on the contrary, creating new opportunities to enjoy urban spaces and city life. 
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Tec team’s residential project, although directed to solve Costa Rica’s situation, will be 

developed as an integral solution capable of solving Europe’s needs for sustainable housing. 

The latter will be demonstrate when the module be taken to successfully compete in France 

during the SDE 2014. 

 

Costa Rica is worldwide known by its compromise with nature and being environmentally 

responsible, not only through political decisions but also through popular movements and its 

culture in general. In the last few decades this situation has been supported by the 

implementation and the impulse of renewable energies, mainly photovoltaic and wind systems. 

Furthermore, increasing environmental impacts due to massive hydro-electric projects make of 

these everyday more unsustainable means of power generation. Being these systems our main 

source during the last 60 years, new alternatives need to be used, especially if accessible to 

majority (affordable) and available at a low cost, such as solar energy. 
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HVAC 

The HVAC proposal for Tropika´s design would have an integrated system to create the comfort 

conditions required in the module. The function, control, equipment selection and design of 

this application would be explain as follows below.  

OPERATING CONCEPT  

The HVAC system would be able to respond at the climatological conditions during the 

competition, setting both temperature and relative humidity parameters inside the house, 

depending on the thermal load variation throughout the days of evaluation, identifying the 

changes inside and outside the control volume, which in our case would be the module. 

Heating, cooling and dehumidification process would depend on those parameters to activate 

the specific equipment according to the given demand.  

HVAC DESIGN   

As mentioned in the previous delivery, Tropika´s HVAC system would use an evaporative 

cooling system, a heat exchanger and a dehumidifier equipment to generate the thermal 

comfort inside the module. In the figure 5.4.1.1.1 it is include the final configuration for 

FIGURE 1.HVAC SYSTEM CONCEPT 

FIGURE 5.4.1.1.1. TROPIKA´S HVAC CONCEPT 
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Tropika´s HVAC system.   

Figure 5.4.1.1.1 shows some specific changes in duct configuration compare with previous 

delivery. It represents the total and definitely HVAC functional concept. The principal difference 

between this configuration and previous is the return air. In this case, it is connected directly to 

the Oasys suction, after been mixed with fresh air in specific proportions (see project drawings 

ME-301 and ME-102). It provides a more efficient cooling, heating and dehumidification 

process using the module´s inside air which has already been treated, and mixing it up with 

fresh air from the outside.  

COOLING PROCESS 

It is important to mention that both Oasys fan and booster would operate at the same time, 

contrary to the above in the last delivery, this because the Oasys function would be inefficient 

without the fan. The cooling process is activated when the temperature sensor located inside 

the module, rises above the established maximum temperature. 

 

IMAGE 5.4.1.1.2. OASYS INSTALLATION ON MACHINE ROOM 

 At this moment the Oasys evaporative system enters 1000 CFM of a mixture between fresh 

and return air. This mixture is controlled by two proportional dampers located under the floor. 

The return air supply comes from two floor grilles located under the bedroom closet (see 
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project drawings ME-301), while the fresh air supply is taken from a duct section located in the 

underfloor suction configuration. At this time the booster generates enough static pressure to 

overcome all losses, helping the air flow to go through the supply grilles reaching the kitchen, 

bedroom and flexible area. After the indirect cooling process, in which the Oasys exhaust 400 

CFM through one damper located at the machine room, if the relative humidity sensor located 

inside the module rises above the established value, the dehumidifier is activated and the 

corresponding 250 CFM go through the dehumidifying process, leaving the remaining 750 CFM 

through the principal duct, a manual damper located in this section regulates this process as 

shown in figure 5.4.1.1.1.  

 

IMAGE 5.4.1.1.3. OASYS SUPPLY DUCT 

In this point the dry air coming from the dehumidifier (250 CFM) and the humid air coming 

from the principal duct (750 CFM) are mix before reaching the booster inlet.  

In this case, the passage of hot water from the tank, which goes along the coil of the heat 

exchanger, is closed.  This control would be done by two electro valves, one normally close and 

one normally open.  Finally, the cooled air flow goes out by the grilles, 200 CFM for the kitchen 

area, and 400 CFM for the flexible area and for the bedroom respectively. The solar chimney 

would provide the decompression of the system by exhausting the air.  

Dehumidif ication process  

Another important parameter is the relative humidity percent outside the module. If this value 

is bigger than the one inside (which is the most common situation), both proportional 

controlled dampers are activated, in order to use the inside air of the control volume, by using 

the return air grilles as shown in the figure 5.4.1.1.1.  Both dampers would close and open in 

proportional values as shown in the following table. 

*RH inside *RH outside *Temperature *Temperature *Fresh air *Return air 
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(%) (%) inside (°C) outside (°C) damper open 

(%) 

damper open 

(%) 

65 70 27 29 30 70 

65 65 27 27 50 50 

60 58 27 26 60 40 

75 90 27 29 0 100 

TABLE 5.4.1.1.1. PROPORTIONAL DAMPERS FUNCTION 

*Values are shown as a manner of example. 

Controlling the percentage of fresh air and return air which enters the system, would produce a 

significant reduction in the energy demand by the dehumidifier compressor.  

Heating process 

The heating process function is similar to the cooling process, with and specific difference. A 

closed hot water circuit is used to heat the air supply.  By using a cooper pipe arrangement with 

two different electro valves it is activated the passage of hot water to the coil (see project 

drawings ME-301). The circulating pump rises the hot water which enters through the normally 

closed valve, which in this case is energized. After the heat exchange process the resulting 

warm water returns to the tank. In the contrary case, when heating is not needed the water 

goes through the normally open valve, which in this case is not energized, finally returning to 

the tank.  

 The pump would be turned on in specific periods to keep the hot water circulating while it is 

heated inside the tank. The performance curve for the pump are shown in the figure bellow.  
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FIGURE 5.4.1.1.4. PERFORMANCE CURVE FOR THE TACO 006 CIRCULATOR PUMP 

 

The temperature sensor would activate the booster when it falls below the established 

parameter. The estimated air temperature which leaves the heat exchanger would be at least 

30 °C, this value would depend on the solar panel efficiency. The heat exchanger data is listed 

below in the table 5.4.1.1.2. 

TABLE 5.4.1.1.2. HEAT EXCHANGER DESIGN DATA 

Air flow (CFM)  1000 

Total capacity (MBH)  35.7 

Entering dry bulb (°F)  60.8 

Leaving dry bulb (°F)  95.2 

Face velocity (ft/min) 768 

Fluid  Water 

Entering fluid temp. (°F)  140.0 

Leaving fluid temp. (°F)  117.4 

Fluid flow rate (GPM)  3.2 

Fluid velocity (ft/s)  1.82 

Face area (ft²)  1.30 

 

The booster have a variable velocity control, in order to reduce or increase the air velocity 

which goes through the heat exchanger, and since that, controlling the heat gain. At this time 
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the Oasys is working only as a fan, while the water pump for the evaporative cooling is turned 

off.  

The installation between the booster outlet and the heat exchanger can be seen in the 

following image. 

 

 

Image 5.4.1.1.5 Booster and heat exchanger connection 

Pressure Drop  

The Oasys equipment has only 0.2 inches of 

water of external static pressure due to its internal loss in the indirect cooling process, so it 

doesn’t has enough static pressure to overcome the losses that the heat exchanger, the 

dehumidifier, the duct length and the diffusers represent.  

The heat exchanger represents an air pressure drop of 0.12 (in of water). To solve this 

inconvenient the system would use a CSP-A1550 GreenHeck model booster. Adding a security 

factor the equipment was selected for 1 in.wg as shown in the figure 5.4.1.1.3. 
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FIGURE 5.4.1.1.6. CSP-A1550 FUNCTIONAL CURVE 

It can be seen that as the total air volume (CFM) reduces, the static pressure reduces too. It’s 

important to remind the variable velocity control that the equipment has, which allows to 

control de air flow, and as a consequence, the static pressure generated. The equipment data 

is shown in the table 5.4.1.1.3.  

TABLE 5.4.1.1.3. BOOSTER SELECTION DATA 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Diffusers and duct selection  

For the diffusers there were selected Air guide grilles, model VH. The air flow direction would be 

45° from the vertical. The main characteristics of those grilles are shown in the table 5.4.1.1.4 

Requested Volume (CFM) 1,000 

Actual Volume (CFM) 1,036 

External SP (in. wg)  1 

Total SP (in. wg)  1.074 

Fan RPM  1610 

Watts (W) 640 
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TABLE 5.4.1.1.4 AIR GRILLES DATA 

Air Flow (CFM) Dimensions (in) Noise criteria (db) Ventilated zone 

400 (2X) 12” X 6” 26 Flexible area/Bedroom 

200 6” X 8” 25 Kitchen 

 

For the ducts it was selected pre-insulated P3 material. This material is a sandwich constituted 

by a board of rigid polyurethane foam faced on both sides by an aluminum foil. This panel was 

selected by its pre-insulated condition, which represents an energy saving, also for its 

lightness, handiness and its corrosion resistance due to the aluminum foil compare with the 

common HG duct.   

 

Panel thickness (mm) Foam density (kg/m3) Aluminum Thickness 

(microns) 

Panel weight (kg/m2) 

20,5 48 80 1,44 

TABLE 5.4.1.1.5 P3 DUCT CHARACTERISTICS 

The duct design would be represented by the following table, which contains the mainly 

parameters.  

Flow rate 

(CFM) 

Velocity (fpm) Duct size (in) Head Loss 

in.WC/100 ft 

Flow area 

(ft2) 

Estimated 

length (ft) 

1000 800 13” X 15” 0,062 1,27 9,84 

750 800 13” X 15” 0,077 0,94 1,64 

250 800 8” diameter 0,153 0,31 11,48 

TABLE 5.4.1.1.6.  DUCT DESIGN PARAMETERS 

*All duct connections with the dehumidifier are done with flexible duct. 

Duct installation is done with invisible flange joint of 20 mm, polymer bayonet and aluminum 

tape as shown in the image 5.4.1.1.4.  

 

IMAGE 5.4.1.1.7.  P3 DUCT INSTALLATION 
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DIFFUSERS  

For the diffusers there were selected Air guide grilles, model VH. The air flow direction would be 

45° from the vertical. The main characteristics of those grilles are shown in the next table 

TABLE 5.4.1.1.3. AIR GRILLES DATA 

 

Air Flow (CFM) Dimensions (in) Noise criteria (db) Ventilated zone 

400 (2X) 12” X 6” 26 Flexible area/Bedroom 

200 6” X 8” 25 Kitchen 

 

 

 

Figure 5.4.1.1.8 
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For the ducts it was selected pre-insulated ALP material. This material is a sandwich 

constituted by a board of rigid polyurethane foam faced on both sides by an aluminum foil. This 

panel was selected by its pre-insulated condition, which represents an energy saving, also for 

its lightness, handiness and its corrosion resistance due to the aluminum foil compare with the 

common HG duct.   

 

Panel thickness 

(mm) 

Foam density 

(kg/m3) 

Aluminum Thickness 

(microns) 

Panel weight (kg/m2) 

21 48 80 1,44 

 

The duct design would be represented by the following table, which contains the mainly 

parameters.  

Flow rate 

(CFM) 

Velocity (fpm) Duct size (in) Head Loss 

in.WC/100 ft 

Flow area 

(ft2) 

Estimated 

length (ft) 

1000 800 13” X 15” 0,062 1,27 9,84 

750 800 14” X 10” 0,077 0,94 1,64 

250 800 6” X 8” 0,153 0,31 11,48 

 

*All duct connections with diffusers and equipment would be done with flexible duct. 
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5.4.1.1.9Ducts 3D drawing 

VENTILATION AND AIR CONDITIONING: 

 It was considered the thermal load of the house in which is taken into account a number of 

factors including: 

 Conductivity through walls, roof and windows to the outside 

 Conductivity through internal divisions, ceilings and floors 

 Solar radiation through glass 

 Lighting 

 People 

 Hardware 

 Outside air filtration through openings 

It is convenient to divide these according to a representing heat source; they can be classified 

as sensible heat sources (from 1 to 4) and latent heat (from the 5 through 7). Sensible heat 

sources increase the air temperature, while the latent heat is given by an increased moisture 

vapor added to the air. 
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In the estimation of each of these our team worked based on ASHRAE Fundamentals 

Handbook and Product Directory. In the case of thermal conduction through the structure it is 

required to implement thermal insulation in each of these sections and take into account the 

geometric and thermal properties of the insulation itself. It is also important to know the solar 

incidence of the different structure 

COOLING LOAD CALCULATION 

All calculations shown in this section are estimates made at 14 hours (2 p.m), in the month of 

June, latitude 48 ° Versailles, based on the ASHRAE Load calculations Manual. The interior 

temperature was taken as 77°F (25°C) and the exterior average temperature was taken as 

86°F (30°C). 

Roof 

Table 5.4.1.1.4. Roof dimensions 

Length (m) Length (ft) Width (m)   Width (ft) Area (ft2) Area (m2) 

12 39,37 8,68 28,47 1121,16 104.16 m2 

 

Table 5.5.1.3.2. Calculation factors 

DTCE (°F) LM K f 

77 2 0,5 1 

 

Where DTCE = temperature difference for cooling load (°F) 

LM= correction for latitude an month 

K= correction for roof color 

f= correction factor for ceiling ventilation 

Making the correction for the DTCE, roof oriented to SSW, latitude 48° 

 

Table 5.5.1.3.3. Heat gain due to the roof 

 

 

 

 

* Roofing materials can be consulted in the construction section, the heat transfer coefficient 

corresponds to an approximation. The calculation was made using Q = A x U x DTCE.  

Walls  

DTCE(corrected) °F 41,5 

*Heat transfer coefficient U (Btu/h ft2 °F) 0,134 

*Q total (btu/h) 6234,81 

*Q total (watt) 1827 W 
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The walls were divided into 4 different areas as show below: 

Wall A, North facade, (NNE oriented)  

 In all cases for the glassing area the heat transfer coefficient was taken as 0,56 (Btu/h ft2 °F) 

(double glass with 12 mm air space). For the wall areas it was taken as 0,178 (Btu/h ft2 °F), 

which is an approximate value as the most critical situation, it could be a smaller value taking 

into account the construction materials for walls (see the construction section).  

Table 5.4.1.1.5. Wall A, North facade area dimensions 

Glass area (total) 

m2 Ft2 

23,92 257,49 

Wall area (total) 

m2 Ft2 

9,11 98,06 

 

Table 5.4.1.1.6. Cooling load calculation for wall A 

DTCE(corrected)  30 °F 

Heat transfer coefficient U 

(Btu/h ft2 °F) 

0,178 

Q wall (btu/h) 523,68 

DTCE(corrected)glass °F 15 

Heat transfer coefficient U 

(Btu/h ft2 °F) 

0,56 

Q glass (btu/h) 2162,94 

Q total (Btu/h) 2686,63 

Q total (watt) 787,4 W 

 

Wall B facade West (NW oriented) 

Table 5.4.1.1.7. Cooling load calculation for wall B 

Q wall (btu/h) 774,18 

Q glass (btu/h) 678,48 

Q total (Btu/h) 1452,67 

Q total (watt) 425,7 W 

Wall C facade South (SSW oriented) 

Table 5.4.1.1.8.Cooling load calculation for wall C 
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Q wall (btu/h) 2402,40 

Q glass (btu/h) 346,38 

Q total (Btu/h) 2748,78 

Q total (watt) 805,6 W 

  

Wall D facade East (SE oriented) 

Table 5.4.1.1.9. Cooling load calculation for wall D 

Q wall (btu/h) 1511,32 

Q total Btu/h) 1511,32 

Q total (watt) 422,9 W 

 

Floor  

Table 5.4.1.1.10 Cooling load calculation for the floor 

DTCE (°F) 9  

DTCE (corrected) °F 7  

Heat transfer coefficient U (Btu/h ft2 °F) 0,2 

Q total (Btu/h) 904,16 

Q total (watt) 443 W 

  

People and appliances  

Table 5.4.1.1.11. Cooling load calculation for people and appliances 

Maximum number of people 8 

Heat value per person (Btu/h) 225 

Qtotal (Btu/h) 1800 

*Heat gain kitchen (Btu/h) 1200 

Total (Btu/h) 3000 

Total (watt) 879 W 

  

*This value corresponds to and average data which allows intermittent use of appliances. 

Infiltration  

Table 5.4.1.1.12 Enclosure areas and total load 

Enclosure name Total area (m2) Load (Btu/h) 

Flexible area  11,8828 89,53 
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Kitchen 7,442 56,07 

Bathroom 7,442 56,07 

Bedroom  17,8242 134,30 

   Total 335,98 

   Total (watt) 98,47 W 

 

*In all cases the heat transfer coefficient used was taken as 0,7 Btu/h per ft2. 

Table 5.4.1.1.13 Total cooling load  

Total load (Btu/h) 18874,38 

*Ducts gain  10% (Btu/h) 1887,43 

Ducts leak 5% (Btu/h) 943,71 

  21705,53 

Latent heat (x 1.3) (Btu/h) 28217,20 

 8269,64 W 

*Air conditioning duct located at the celling 

Finally, the cooling load calculation corresponds to 28.217,20 Btu/h, which corresponds to 

2,35 Ton of refrigeration or 8269.64 W 

The maximum sensible cooling capacity evaporative system has is about 3,3 tons (ducted at 

high speed), which corresponds, clearly, to a 0,95 tons oversizing.  

In this case, the evaporative cooling system should work at its low speed range, which 

corresponds to a 2,04 tons (ducted) sensible cooling capacity, bearing in mind that the 

calculation of the cooling load was made for a critical situation with 8 people inside the livng 

module for the public tour description. 

EVAPORATIVE COOLING SYSTEM  

An evaporative cooling is a system that seeks to make a temperature change in the 

environment by mixing a stream of air with water. This system uses the principle of the law of 

thermodynamics 0 in which two contacting bodies seek thermal equilibrium. Besides, this 

system takes advantage of the phase change properties of water. In this case by passing the 

water through a porous surface the water volume is divided into small droplets which generate 

contact between a given air mass and the small bodies of water. This generates that we can 

take advantage of the sensible heat necessary for the phase change of water and the latent 

heat of phase change of water from liquid to vapor.   
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Figure 5.4.1.1.10 Diagram of water phase change 

This process is isobaric at atmospheric pressure. In this case the water takes heat from the air 

and changes its temperature until it reaches a saturation level of phase change (sensible 

heat), once the temperature reaches the phase change temperature the water will absorb 

energy but will not change its temperature (latent heat). During this process a mixture of 

saturated vapor and liquid is produce; this due to the temperature of air at atmospheric 

pressure is not sufficient for there to be a change of state of the water mass, this mixture of 

lower temperature will be used for the air cooling of the house. The excess water will be 

recirculated through the system. This is one of advantage of the system because there would 

not produce superheated steam which generate an increase in temperature (see following 

figure). 

There are clear examples of this process in nature, like the human body uses the process with 

the evaporation of sweat and the plants take advantage of this system to evaporate water from 

their leaves. 

There are different types of evaporative cooling systems, however for the proposed design Tec 

Team intended to use a water recirculation system. This mainly to comply with the standard 8.8 

b of the Solar Decathlon regulations, which states that the water used as thermal mass cannot 

circulate to other systems. 
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Figure 5.4.1.1.11  Diagram of evaporative cooling system 

Because a quantity of water evaporates in the process there is a buoyant device which 

measures the level of water and in the event that this decay much it activates a refill system. 

Moreover, the system also has a fan which allows air circulation. 

The air leaving the evaporative cooling system has considerable moisture, due to the amount 

of water in saturated steam, which in dry climates is not a problem, however, for the Solar 

Decathlon in Versailles it is desired that comfort conditions meet a level of relative humidity 

between 45% and 55%. For this reason we proposed to use the Oasys Indirect Evaporative 

Cooler, it has a heat exchanger to prevent the introduction of extra moisture into the internal 

environment of the house and maintain air quality control. 

The Oasys air conditioning is an indirect evaporative cooler, its capacity to not add moisture to 

the cooled air (detailed above), the low electric consumption of 600 W to produces up to 3.7 

tons of cooling (13 kW), makes this equipment the best option to be selected to use in Tropika. 

The cold air outlet will be ducted to be transported among the different parts of the house.  
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Figure 5.4.1.1.12 Oasys Evaporative Cooling 

Figure 5.4.1.1.13. Oasys Evaporative Cooling Performance Characteristics 

Seeing figure 5.5.1.3.13 it shows that the Oasys has a flow rate of 1021 cfm (0.48 m3/s), then 

it has the capacity to renew the total air of the living module in around 6-7 minutes. (For more 

information go to section 5.4.1.2 of energy efficiency HVAC design). The operation principle of 

the system is to divide the air into two flows, one of around 0.48 m3/s and other of 0.2 m3/s. 

The lower air flow goes through the direct cooling module and then passes to the air-air heat 

exchanger when is possible to the high flow air to transfer the heat, lowering its temperature 
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with the adding of extra moisture. This air has an increase in the relative humidity but not in the 

absolute one, then is easier to combination with the dehumidifier. 

 

Figure 5.4.1.1.14 Oasys Evaporative Cooling Characteristics 

SOLAR CHIMNEY DESIGN  

The concept of solar chimney as a vertical tower (initial design), involves the generation of 

shadow on Photovoltaic panels, so that would have reduced the efficiency, preventing the 

direct incidence of solar radiation on these. Furthermore, lifting the solar chimney structure up 

straight on the roof of the module, would represent an increase in the structural complexity, 

because of wind load and structure´s height.  

For those reasons, Tropika´s solar chimney new design will be inclined according to the angle 

of the roof. This configuration also increases the solar radiation area, instead of using the old 

vertical concept, as shown below:  
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Figure 5.4.1.1.15. Solar chimney for natural ventilation 

The dimensions and thickness of the materials involve on the solar chimney construction are 

shown in the following tables:Table 5.5.1.3.13.  Glazing and absorber 

 

Materials Thickness (mm) Length  (mm) Width (mm) 

Tempered Glass 5 1890 1600 

Cooper plate (absorber) 2.39 1760 1600 

 

The specific characteristics of the tempered glass selected are shown in the next table: 

Table 5.4.1.1.14. Tempered glass properties 

Resistance Tempered glass selected 

Flexion (distributed load) 780 kg/cm2 

Thermal shock Differential 250°C  

Torsion  180 kg y 26° 

 

Material Thickness (mm) Area (m2) 
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Table 5.4.1.1.15. Insulation 

 

 

 

 *The specific dimensions and geometric characteristics of the solar chimney are shown at the 

correspondent project drawing.  

Simulation Process (CFD) 

A model or approximation of the operation of the solar chimney is carried out using 

computational fluid dynamics (CFD). Specifically using the software Comsol Multiphysics 4.3b. 

The simulation corresponds to a 2D configuration, stationary (non time dependent) with 

turbulent flow, and thus radiation surface to surface, and surface to ambient. As design 

contemplates both fluid and heat flow, it is used a conjugate heat transfer model to combine 

these properties. At the beginning, the model was created in 3D conditions, but in order to 

simplify the simulation and improve the mesh (using extra fine mesh) the model was changed 

into 2D. Also, in the initial design the model had two different inlet holes, but them with the 

simulation process the highest hole was eliminated because it was working as an outlet hole 

instead of an inlet.   

Simulation study focuses in 3 different properties, velocity, pressure and temperature. 

Temperature 

As we now, the temperature differential created in the solar chimney is somehow the motor for 

its functionality. By reducing the air density, with a temperature increase, we can create a 

buoyant force to exhaust air at a certain speed depending on the heat flux incident on the 

absorber (cooper for this case). The average solar constant was model as 340 w/m2, which 

may be a good approximation of the irradiation received in Versailles, France at a certain time 

during the competition (June and July). See the table 5.5.1.3.4 shown below. 

Table 5.4.1.1.16. Average Insolation in Versailles, France 

Source: http://www.gaisma.com 

The mentioned heat flux was located at the glass boundary during the simulation process. The 

chimney walls were taken as thermal insulated (using roockwool properties) and the initial 

temperature was taken as 298 K (25°C). The temperature study results are shown in the 

figure.  

Rockwool 50 17.16 

Variable I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI XII 

Insolation 

(kWh/m²/day) 

0.85 1.53 2.63 3.76 4.83 5.09 5.13 4.47 3.13 1.88 1.04 0.65 
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Figure 5.4.1.1.16. Temperature study in the solar chimney 

As shown in the last figure, the highest temperature reached was at least 320 K (47°C) near to 

the glass boundary in the chimney´s cavity, after having entered an air flow at 298 K in the 

open boundary.  

As it is shown with more detail in figure 5.4.1.1.13  
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Figure 5.4.1.1.17. Temperature reached at the highest air cavity 

The average temperature reached at the inlet was around 312 K (39°C) which is an important 

data for an initial approximation and will be used to calculate the thermal efficiency.    . 

1.3.2. Pressure  

To induce natural ventilation, it is necessary to create a pressure differential between the inlet 

and the outlet boundaries. This condition will create a suction effect knowing that the fluid will 

go from the highest pressure to the lowest pressure. See figure 5.5.1.3.18.   
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Figure 5.4.1.1.18. Pressure study in the solar chimney 

Last figure clearly shows a pressure differential of at least 60 Pa (with an average atmospheric 

pressure) which is enough to create the suction effect mentioned before. It reaches 0 Pa 

pressure in the outlet boundary creating air circulation to the outside.  

*In all cases the highest inlet hole shown in the figure was taken as a thermal insulated 

boundary for the reasons mentioned before, so it didn’t made any difference.   

1.3.3. Velocity  

This parameter is essential for the solar chimney simulation. The air flow and the mass flow 

exhaust at the outlet depends directly from the velocity values reached. Remembering the last 

delivery, TEC TEAM estimated an average mass flow of 0.0292 kg/s to clear the air of the 

flexible area each 30 minutes. The simulation not only reached this parameter but surpassed it 

in a 40 %. As shown in the next figure. 
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Figure 5.4.1.1.19. Velocity study for the solar chimney 

This figure represents the velocity study of the model, combining flow lines (white) and velocity 

vectors (red arrows) showing the direction of the air mass. The maximum velocity reached is 
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around 0.3 m/s as a result of the outlet vortex (see figure 5.5.1.3.20).  

 

Figure 5.5.1.3.20 Outlet Vortex 

The outlet average velocity is 0.065 m/s so knowing a 0.64m2 area in the outlet hole it has: 

0.065m/s x 0.64m2 = 0.0416 m3/s which represents the air flow  

 Also, for the average mass flow it has  

0.0416m3/s x 1.1614 kg/m3 = 0.0483 kg/s 

So, in fact, the mass flow of the simulation exceeds the estimated by 40%. In this case the 

solar chimney can renew the flexible area air volume in at least 18 minutes. 

Thermal efficiency  

The thermal efficiency calculation represents a dimensionless value to compare different 

configurations for the solar chimney´s design (different materials and geometrical 

characteristics). The thermal efficiency is estimated using the equation shown below:  

    
 ̇   

 ̇  
 
 ̇        

    
 

Which is the ratio between the buoyant energy  ̇    and the incident solar energy  ̇   at the 

absorber surface.  

Where: 
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  ̇   0.0483 kg/s 

     1012 J/(kg · K) 

       (312K-298K) = 14K 

   1,760m (absorber Length) 

   1,60m (absorber Width)  

    272 w/m2 (solar irradiation used in the simulation, assuming 0,8 as the glass tempered 

transmissivity)  

Finally, the thermal efficiency for this initial configuration corresponds to a 89,3%. 

 It’s important to mention that the thermal efficiency value represents a specific instant in time 

(stationary simulation) with the conditions and parameters shown above. Clearly, those 

parameters would change depending on the time of the day and the solar irradiation value.  

As a conclusion, a conventional exhaust fan (16 W) is capable of generating an outlet air flow 

of 150 m3/h (0,0416 m3/s), which may be comparable with the solar chimney´s exhaust air of 

around 0,0416 m3/s. It can be seen in the table shown below: 
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Table 5.4.1.1.15. Conventional exhaust fan versus solar chimney 

Properties Conventional exhaust fan Solar chimney 

Air Flow ( m3/s) 0,0416 0,0416 

Energy consumption per year (kW/h) 75,65 0 

Noise (dB) 42 0 

Time to renew 45m3 air volume (min) 18 18 

Use for heating No Yes 

HEATING  

AIR-WATER HEAT EXCHANGER HEATING SYSTEM 

It will be used an air-water heat exchanger to transfer heat from a secondary solar heating 

water system, view the drawing ME-211 Heating mode Schematic drawings. This heating 

system will be automatically activated by the temperature control of the house, during the 

competition it is probably during the nights. 

Although for Costa Rica conditions the use of passive strategies, like insulation and the inverse 

use of the solar chimney is enough to reach the comfort zone, in cold environmental 

conditions, we consider the heating system in the design for the requirements during the 

competition.  

The same ducts for the ventilation and air conditioning systems will also be used for the 

heating system to distribute hot air to the different parts of the house. The heating coil of the 

heat exchanger will be located in the bathroom ceiling. 
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Figure 5.4.1.1.21. Trópika air heating diagram 
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INSULATIONS, PIPE, WALLS AND ROOF 

 

For pipes insulation was chosen mineral wool also called rock wool, of brand “Rockwool” 

distributed in Costa Rica by “Euro Aislantes”. The Insulation thickness is 25.4 mm (1 in). This 

insulator has a thermal conductivity of 0.037 W / mK at a temperature of 50 ° C 

 

5.4.1.1.22. Rock Wool pipe insulation and general mineral wool properties 

One of the main benefits of the mineral wool is in that it is made by volcanic stone, which saves 

up to 12 times more energy than other insulators, this means that for every watt consumed by 

the product save twelve watts per year compared to other common insulation such as 
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polyurethane, this according to the NAIMA (North American Insulation Manufacturers 

Association). 

 

 

Figure 5.4.1.1.23 Rock Wool pipe insulation 

 

Another important  fact is that the material is fireproof rated A1 (EN 13501-1), this means that 

it is not flammable so it does not add a risk factor in case of fire, this material can withstand up 

to 1177 °C and does not produce toxic fumes such as polyurethane or polyethylene. It also has 

the property of not absorb water so it does not contribute to the generation of mold and 

mildew. 

The rock wool or mineral wool is CFC free (carbonates chloride) and HCFC (hydrochloride 

carbonates) which are extremely harmful to the ozone layer. It is also chemically inert and has 

a property to absorb sound. 

 

 

Figure 5.4.1.1.24. Rock Wool board wall insulation 

Now for the insulating walls, the Multiboard Rockwool rigid panel was chosen, which is used for 

thermal and acoustic insulation, the selected thickness is 50 mm (about 2 in). This has almost 

the same features as the rock wool for pipes.. 
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It is noteworthy that the Tec Team is currently in investigation about use coconut fiber as a 

thermal and acoustic insulation, so this is actually the second option in case we get a finished 

product to use in our house of this investigation process. The coconut fiber is a product 

obtained from coconut processing waste, raw material available in Costa Rica, and is 

handmade product not marketed in our country with great potential for initiation of micro 

entrepreneurs national company in the production of this type of insulation, this enhances the 

social interest of our team in the development of Costa Rican society. Tec team currently is 

executing the necessary tests of product manufacture to determine if you can use coconut 

fiber in Trópika. 

Coconut fiber has a thermal conductivity of 0.043 W / mK which makes this waste material a 

good choice for use as thermal and acoustic insulation, with respect to the definition of thermal 

insulation must be less than 0.06 W / mK. More detailed explanation about the coconut fiber 

can be found in the sustainability report 5.7 of this deliverable. 

For the roof will be used a mixed system of a mineral wool insulation and laminated steel of the 

brand Total-span, called TS-12B, this mineral rock has the same properties explained in this 

section above. 

 

Figure 5.4.1.1.25. Roof insulation 

DEHUMIDIFIER 

The humidity control is one of the most important aspects of comfort conditions for the living 

module. Making reference to energy efficiency design of HVAC (section 5.4.1.2) and the 

weather analysis on appendix 5.4.4.4, the need of using a dehumidifier was justified.  

For the selection of the equipment the team decide to use an enthalpy wheel dehumidifier, this 

equipment has the combination of a small refrigeration cycle and an enthalpy wheel. The 

equipment selected was the DryCool HD of the Munters Company. This equipment has a 

capacity of 120 pints/day (69.12 l/day) with a flow rate of 200 cfm (0.095 m3/s). (See figure 

5.5.1.3.25 and 5.5.1.3.26) 
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Figure 5.4.1.1.25 Dehumidifier design (Source Munters.com) 

 

Figure 5.5.1.3.26 Dehumidifier characteristics. (Source Munters.com) 

The operation principle is described in figure 5.5.1.3.27, this consist in a combination of 

systems with the simple refrigerant cycle with R-410a is possible to prepare the air volume to 

pass through the enthalpy wheel, when the fresh outside air passes for the evaporator coil it 
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lowers its temperature, because the air lower its capacity to hold water (the relative humidity 

raise) then it goes through the desiccant wheel (silica gel) and the goes into the living module. 

At the same time the air from inside the house that is being exhausted outside goes through 

the condenser coil and rises its temperature increasing the capacity of hold water (relative 

humidity drop), then it passes by the other side of the enthalpy wheel absolving the humidity in 

it.  

With this kind of cycle is possible to lower the air relative humidity to a range of 40-50%. Is 

important to mention that the advantage of using this equipment provide a considerably 

amount of energy saving. As is listed in table 5.5.1.3.19 the equipment has a maximum power 

operation of 0.8 kW and an efficiency of seven pints per kilowatt.  

The operation principle of this equipment in combination with OASys evaporative cooling unit is 

described in section 5.4.1.2 when the times of use and the energy consumption is analyzed.  

Also the combination of the systems is describe in image 5.5.1.3.1 of this same section. With 

this design is possible to ventilate the area and also to lower the temperature without adding 

moisture. 

 

Figure 5.4.1.1.27. Operation Principle of the enthalpy wheel dehumidifier. (Source 

Munters.com) 
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Comprehensive Energy Efficiency – HVAC systems and Domestic Hot Water 

Based on the weather study of Versailles on appendix 5.3.6.5 was possible to determinate the 

times of use of the HVAC equipment’s. As is described on table 5.4.1.2.1; the weather analysis 

consists on a 5 years of study, measuring temperature and humidity during five specific times 

of the day (at 8 hours, 11 hours, 14 hours, 17 hours and 20 hours.) With this data the team 

could find the amount of measurements that were over or below humidity and temperature 

critical values.  

The values that are over the maximum critical temperature level represent average percentage 

of the time that is going to be necessary to use the air conditioning unit to lower the 

temperature of the living module. The values below the minimum desired temperature level 

represent the same conditions of use the calefaction and in the case of the humidity work 

exactly the same as the temperature conditions. (See table 5.4.1.2.2 of the appendix for better 

understanding). 

This shows that the tendency of the weather is to have high relative humidity values (over 55%) 

and low temperature values (below 22 °C). For the case of lowering temperature the estimated 

time of operation was calculated considering that the treatment of the comfort conditions is 

going to be realized during 12 active hours per day, and taking into account that 2009 was the 

critical year were the maximum amount of measurements were obtained (16 %); was 

determinate that the equipment is going to operate twice per day. 

The time of each operation was calculated the data described in the 5.4.1.2.2 

Oasys evaporative cooler air Flow rate (m3/s) 0,48 

Total Volume of the house (m3) 192 

Preparation time (s) 360 

 

With the flow rate and the total volume to acclimatize the time that the equipment would take 

to renew the total amount of the air volume is of around 400 s (seven minutes). Then the total 

time is of 13 minutes per cycle for a total of 26 minutes per day. 

For the calculation of the minimum ventilation of fresh air rate were used the ASHRAE 92.2. 

The flow rate is of 45 cfm (0.0212 m3/s) for constant ventilation or renovating a total of 2700 

cf (76.46 m3). For this ventilation is going to be used the dehumidifier that has a flow rate of 

200 cfm (0.095 m3/s). This set the operation rate to 14 minutes every hour for total time of 

2.8 hours per day. The two main reasons why the dehumidifier is used for this ventilation is 

because following the result of the weather study the major quantity of time the percentage of 

relative humidity is over 55%, the other reason is because the temperature is almost always 

below the desired level then de evaporative cooler couldn’t be a good option because it would 

decrease the temperature implicating a relative humidity increase. 

The solar chimney listed in the HVAC section 5.4.1.1 shows in the Figure 5.4.1.1.15 that the 

average velocity that the air can reach is of 0.065 m/s for a total flow rate of 0.0416 m3/s, that 

would ventilate the total volume of air in the flexible area in 18 minutes. 

Then with this data a comparison were made between regular equipment’s and the 

equipment’s selected for the team. (See table 5.4.1.2.1). For this comparison an AC equipment 
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that uses R-410a refrigerant with a cooling capacity of four tons of refrigeration (48000 BTU/h 

or 14 kW), this considering that the cooling capacity of the OASys is of 3.7 tons of refrigeration 

(44400 BTU/h or 13 kW), in the case of dehumidifier that has a power of 0.7 kW operating in 

full load with a capacity of 120 pints per day (69.12 l) with a regular equipment of 0.960 kW 

and the solar chimney was compared with an exhaust fan of 28W with a flow similar to the 

chimney capacities. Since a booster was necessary to compensate the pressure loss by the 

equipment’s the power consumption of the OASys is going to be elevated. 

Table 5.4.1.2.1 Comparison of equipment’s selected by the team and regular systems 

Selected Equipment Power (kW) Regular Equipment Power (kW) 

Dehumidifier+Entalpy wheel 0,700 Dehumifier 0,960 

Solar Chimney - Common 28 W Exhaust fan 0,016 

Oasys Evaporative cooler+booster 1,190 Air condioting unit 5,780 

 

Based on this table and the times of use listed below the amount of kWh per year of 

consumption were calculated. (See table 5.5.3.3.2) 

Table 5.4.1.2.1 Comparison of the energy consumption per year of the equipment’s selected 

by the team and regular systems 

Selected Equipment Power per year 

(kWh) 

Regular Equipment Power per year 

(kWh) 

Dehumidifier+Entalpy wheel 712.9 Dehumifier 977.7 

Solar Chimney 0 Common 28 W 

Exhaust fan 

75.7 

Oasys Evaporative 

cooler+booster 

187.4 Air condioting unit 910.3 

Total kWh 900.3 Total kWh 1963.63 

Total Saving kWh per year 1157,82 

 

Note The Thermosolar Design is development in the section 5.3.7 of the PM.  

This section presents a summary of the Thermosolar design in the area of energy efficiency. As 

was listed in section 5.3.7 the calculations of the contribution of the design were calculated 

with a shower time duration of eight min per person and that the backup energy system would 

only operate the 10% of the time.  

The pass heater is basically an electric resistance of 5.5 kW that heats the water as its passes 

through the shower head; this is one of the most inefficient kinds of water heating methods. 

(See table 5.5.3.3.3) 

 

Table 5.4.1.2.1 Comparison between Solar heating equipment and regular pass heater 

Selected Equipment Power (kW) Time of Use hours per day kWh per year 
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Solar Heating Shower 1,000 0,013 9,67 

Pass Heater 5,500 0,13 532,12 

 

Total energy Saving 522,45 

See Graphic 5.4.1.2.1 Note: Calculations for 1 apartment 2 people 

A total amount of 1585, 77 kWh per year can be saved just using the designed that the team 

make and that represents 130.67 kg CO2 for the conditions in Costa Rica. (See graphic below) 

The ventilation is not going to stop if the relative humidity from the outside is higher that the 

desired level inside the house. Due to the ventilation is being through the dehumidifier it can 

easily treat the incoming fresh air and establish the desired relative humidity level. For more 

detailed information look section 5.4.1.1 HVAC systems in the section dehumidifier. Also in this 

section (5.4.1.1 HVAC), SW views of the new ducting system can be seeing. This with the 

purpose of helping understanding the way the system will work 
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5.4.1.2.1 Comparison between Selected equipment consumption and regular equipment 
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Selected Equipment 9,7 712,9 - 187,4

Regular Equipment 532,1 977,7 75,7 910,3

Comparison between Selected equipment comsumption and regular equipment 
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5.5 INNOVATION REPORT 

It is important to mention that innovative strategies are applied in Trópika and although some are 

not new to the world they are new in our context; bringing ideas to our country could be seen as the 

initial spark to promote innovation in the years to come. As The American Heritage Dictionary defines 

it, innovation is “The act of introducing something new”. 

Costa Rica has a society eager for green technology; it is embedded in our culture. We are one of the 

eco-friendly destinations of the world, pioneers in dense electrification, and leaders in green energy 

production.  Green is in our DNA, but it is not to our reach when people are planning to buy or rent a 

house. Local construction industry has been lacking vision to foresee the opportunities in turning 

new developments into sustainable and energy efficient housing.  

Solar Decathlon Europe 2014 is a window to change paradigm in Costa Rica and it has been 

reflected in the level of interest shown by general public and media coverage by all mayor press. Our 

intention is that Trópika stands as an initial R&D project but turn into a real solution for coming 

years.  

5.5.1 INNOVATION IN ARCHITECTURE 

 

Regarding innovation in architecture it is important to explain the context of architecture in Costa 

Rica back in the beginning of the last century and nowadays. As it was mentioned in the architecture 

design narrative, Costa Rica in 1800´s and early 1900´s was clearly mark for using wood as a 

preferential construction material, with light construction, and the usage of big windows and cross 

ventilation. As the country began developing into a more complex society the use of new material 

and architectonic influences changed the architecture paradigm. We turn our constructions to heavy 

concrete building which became less suitable for our tropical environment.  

In order to rescue our values as a culture, we decided to bring old concepts and update them to the 

needs of the actual Costa Rican society. This situation may not be seen as pure innovation due to 

the fact that we are bringing back old ideas, but mixing them with technology, we are enhancing 

architecture. 

Regarding urban innovation Tropika is design to become a small living complex. This might be hard 

to understand but in Costa Rica is rare that people live within the city. We want to change this and 

bring a living solution in the capital. The innovation was to create an architectural solution that could 

work as a single story house or as a four story building.  The complex would have services that would 

create commerce, health and recreation.  

Vertical housing projects started to spread in our country in the last couple of decades and the 

proposals that can be seen are practically copies of solutions implemented in other places, 

especially in the United States.  These solutions are not adapted to our climate and social context, 

promote a culture of individualism and create social barriers. This is why Trópika is innovating in our 

context, where promote eco-friendly, high-tech, adaptable living homes right in the center of San 

José.  
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As in many other countries, Costa Rica is dealing with the situation that its elderly population is 

becoming greater and they need specialized infrastructure, products, and services. As Tec Team 

realized, there is no proposal yet to solve this situation. Media usually talks about the problematic of 

population getting old, but for us this is not a problem it is an opportunity to turn attention into this 

situation. Trópika innovates in the flexibility of space and products thinking in the senior population 

and the needs that they are going to face in a close future. 

Since the beginning of the project we decided not to design a house FOR the senior citizen but 

designing a house WITH the senior citizens. This is really innovative, at least in our context, bringing 

together university students and senior citizens to work together. We set homework for the elderly 

explaining 3 main points: what you like in your house, what you don´t like about your houses and 

what you would like to have in your houses, independently of the feasibility of production.  

 

Image5.5.1.1 Replica of Workshop Task 
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Image5.5.1.2 Workshop Task with Elderly 

This workshop gave a set of ideas which were implemented into Trópika like: importance of planting 

areas, importance of a good couch and the impact pets have on their life. This was translated into 

solutions; the use of vegetation in a building terrace and in the deck the incorporation of a nice 

couch and the incorporation of a pet.  

It is fundamental that this small group of senior citizens where actually a little different from regular 

elderly. This group is part of a project within the university to promote an active and productive 

golden years, it is called “Pongale vida a los Años”, which means to add life into your time. These 

groups of elderly want to learn to use a computer, do a PowerPoint presentation, and even open a 

Facebook account or a blog. They are not afraid of change and they enjoy life. This was crucial for us, 

giving that we are designing a simpler house for the elderly in the coming years. It was a huge 

validation that the idea of having a smaller house was interesting for them.  

Tec Team is trying to bring a pet into Versailles, which would be one of the strategies to differentiate 

us from houses that had been brought to Solar Decathlon in past editions. We are trying to develop a 

dog necklace with GPS and its incorporation to the user’s tablet. The idea is that elderly could see if 

a neighbor is waking their dog and tag along to them, at the end this is a mean to incentivize 

community and sharing between the nearby neighbors. This is a new concept and the development 

is still in a MVP, minimum viable product, as Eric Reis describes it in his book Lean Startup. The 

product has overcome a few milestones especially in the market appeal although it functionality is 

still raw due to the energy situation. The device runs out of power. We hope during these month to 

find a solution. We are also developing a feeder link to our home automation system.  

Another key element of Tropika regarding innovation in architecture is the materials used. In Costa 

Rica there is a huge company dedicated to teak plantation, processing and export. This company is 

processing huge loads of teak and their quality standards are high, this generates significant amount 

of waste as part of the wood has imperfections of smaller dimensions that they need. As part of the 

project we decided to do something with this “waste wood” and turn it into a useful product. After 

testing we came out with a product that could be used as floors and enclosures of walls. Tropika will 

work as the showroom to present this quality innovative solution as we will use it as one of our main 

materials.  
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Image5.5.1.3 Waste teak wood being use as floors 

What would happen if there could be a palm fruit that has high growing rate and a wood harder than 

teak… Well this is called a Pejibaye palm and we are trying to show it to the world. Of the many palms 

grown in the world today, only the coconut, date and African oil palm have been widely exploited. 

There are many others which could become useful sources of oil and food. One such example is the 

Pejibaye or Bactris gasipaes; sometimes called the Peach Palm. It is probably the most balanced of 

all tropical foods, as its fruit contains carbohydrates, proteins, oil, minerals and vitamins, and last 

but not least the trunk of the palm consists of a black hard wood which resists water, termites and 

other insects. While teak supports 619 kg/cm2, the Pejibaye withstands an amazing 921 kg/cm2.  
Pejibaye will be used in Trópika to highlight architectural details. As it is such a hard wood its 

processing is difficult. We will use it as a divider between the flexible area and the kitchen, also in 

countertops. We are trying to open a market for research and investment into this wood by showing it 

to the country and the world.    
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Image5.5.1.4 Pejibaye palm 

 

  

Image5.5.1.5 Waste Pejibaye palm and Pejibaye soup 
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5.5.2 INNOVATION IN ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION 

Tropika is developing new constructive ideas to disrupt the housing market in Costa Rica. Our gold is 

to innovate as much as we can in the components of this project and to generate new variations and 

options on the construction business, but the most important thing, we have to innovate and to 

create new strategies because our world and our environment is demanding it. 

Tropika is totally innovative in our context due to the fact that we are bringing a prefabricated 

solution that is eco-friendly. We are usually surrounded by prefab modules constructed from 

concrete slabs. Tropika is bringing a wooden frame that is versatile and unique. That’s why we 

decide to work the structure with laminated wood, a material that we can prefabricate in the exact 

dimensions we need for the transportation, and also there is no waste on its elaboration. In the case 

of the enclosures, we chose to work with panels, both in the floor and in the walls, because if we had 

chosen to work with prefabricated modules, there may have been a lot of waste volume on the 

transportation. This model house is the initial phase of an R&D project on wooden construction for 

the country and hopefully the region. We are designing Trópika as a 55m2 house for the contest but 

the idea is to continue further research to create different structures from the model: wooden frames 

that grow by the area relation of 1.22x2.44m. This relation gives us standardization of parts and 

helps us reduce cost on a serial production scalable model. This area relation is the one use for 

flooring and wall panels. These panels include all the requirements for the house on the enclosures 

because they are prefabricated and assembled with the thermal and acoustic insulation include. For 

the floor panels we developed, with one of our sponsors, Balsatica, an innovative floor product. We 

developed a composite material made from OSB-Balsa-Melina wood. The mixture of elements gives 

innovative properties to this floor panel. At this moment Balsatica is in the process of registering the 

innovation as a temporal patent. We are using the balsa properties, because its 25 mm provides us 

the acoustic insulation we need for the structure and creates a solid platform. Besides, by placing 

OSB on the bottom of the panels, and wood on the top, we are getting resistance from the balsa 

because of its confinement. Also, the OSB provides tension forces resistance and more capacity to 

bear the loads on the structure. Regarding wall panels, we are using a wood structure on the interior, 

the one that’s provides a support for the fiber cement and the wood elements. Between these 

structures, we are using Rockwool as insulating material. The wall panels also have a 1,22m height 

although the length is adjustable to the situation. An important constructive detail that is critical in 

Trópika’s concept and is giving various construction facilities thanks to the composite columns, 

because these elements give us the possibility to assemble other parts of the structure by following 

a vertical guide, as it is show on the figure. Another important contribution of these elements to the 

structure is that, in case of a seism, as it is established on the Costa Rican Seismic Code 2010, they 

give stiffness and horizontal constraint, which gives security and stability to the main structure and 

the enclosures. 

Our competitor would be the traditional prefab construction, made with concrete slabs. This kind of 

construction is cheaper in the material cost, although the work on site would make our system 

competitive. Also the stiffness of concrete slabs doesn’t really allow mayor architectonical changes, 

and houses end up being squares with poor ventilation and lack of use of natural light.  Tropika’s 

system, although being prefab, allows different designs.  

A mayor plus over our competitor is that the country is entering a final run to become the first carbon 

neutral country in the world and this can only be done with a huge campaign to incentivize wood 
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plantations. Costa Rica needs 300 000 hectares to achieve carbon neutrality, and to position wood 

as a mayor constructive element is a crucial part of the plan. Tropika is the only prefab solution that 

has gone through some testing and we are developing alliances with government and private sector 

to bring replicas in a near future. Time and context is helping us bring this house as a real solution in 

the coming years. Tropika is in talk to be replicated at least two more times in an isolated island in 

Costa Rica.  

Another incremental innovation we are bringing is regarding the roof. The use of one direction roofs 

in the tropics is not really common although it bring mayor advantages. In Trópika the roof is oriented 

to the south maximizing solar energy production. As you might read in the energy efficiency section, 

The Tropics is the region with highest annual sunlight radiation, making it the best fit for using solar 

technology. This is totally counter sense what it is actually happening. Solar energy is still seen as 

secondary energy production and there are no incentives for the people to install them. Trópika due 

to the fact that involves alliances with government, academia and private sector could be the 

initiative to change the vision and help set new policies towards solar energy. Another important fact 

about the roof is that it is made by a company called Construtec, one of our sponsors, but Tec Team 

help to innovate over their product. 

Construtec uses cast galvanize steel profiles made on site. These profiles are filled with polystyrene 

more commonly known as Styrofoam. Styrofoam has become an accepted everyday product that 

people often don't stop to realize the impact this material has on the planet. Styrofoam appears to 

last forever, as it is resistant to photolysis or the breaking down of materials by protons originating 

from a light source and although it offers good insulation properties that keep products, or in this 

case houses, cold or hot, its usage is contaminating our plant.   

As the project evolved we meet Euroaislantes, another sponsor, which specializes in insulation 

materials. Throughout strategic planning we brought Construtec and Euroaislantes  together and 

because of this project we came out with the usage of the galvanize steel profiles but fill with 

rockwool, an insulation material that is also durable and helps as a fire-safe layer which provides 

invaluable minutes that may prove essential in saving human lives. This will be used not only in 

Trópika but also as an innovative product in their selling portfolios.  

Finally but probably one key aspect of Trópika was the approach of market viability by continuous 

search of lowering costs; this is why we are trying to move our pieces in just two trucks, so it was 

critical to analyses each component in the transportation and the construction process. Since the 

beginning, Tec Team decided that it´s completely countersense to design a house for our context of 

market viability and need 6 containers to move it or a huge crane to build it, because in the real 

world these two basic decisions could cost more than the house itself. So, as part of our strategy, we 

are building a house that could be carried in one container and erected with the use of a telehandler, 

although for the fact of the 10 day restriction to build the house in Versailles with all it´s 

components we will use a crane and two containers.  
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5.5.3 INNOVATION IN ENERGY EFFICIENCY 

 

Our vision is that the best energy is the one that you don´t use. The house should consume the least 

amount of energy possible, because even though electricity is significantly “clean” regarding the 

carbon footprint to produce it, it still has an impact on the planet. This is a heavy reason in a fossil 

electricity based economy.  

As a first goal, Tec Team decided to exploit the tropical conditions. This is to use big ceiling with cross 

ventilation and high window for natural light. The use of this in the architecture will bring mayor 

reductions in energy consumption. Also it is important to recall that the ceiling is using rock-wool 

insulation and the window façade is facing the north, therefore reducing heat to enter the house. 

Windows are also double glazed to reduce thermal bridges, and a solar chimney is incorporated into 

the design to produce air flow inside the house. All this passive strategies would help the house 

reuse the energy demand.  

Another important aspect was the decision not to use a regular HVAC system. AC systems consume 

great amounts of energy, so we set a research to use an evaporative cooler, an enthalpy wheel 

dehumidifier, a solar chimney, and a Thermo-solar system with a heat exchanger to generate 

calefaction. The combined usage of them to acclimatize the living module area with minimum energy 

consumption is the effort that the team is making to innovate.  

Usually the combination of an evaporative cooling unit with a dehumidifier doesn’t seem to be a 

good idea, because is not efficient to rise the humidity (relative and absolute (normal in a direct 

evaporative cooler)) and use an equipment to lower it, because the time of operation of the 

dehumidifier system is going to be higher and so the power required. Then the use of an indirect 

evaporative cooling unit to avoid the adding of extra moisture to the air brings a nice solution to 

minimize the energy required. (For more details see section 5.5.1.3 and section 5.5.3.3) 

Another innovate usage of the equipment is to use the dehumidifier unit for the introduction of fresh 

air without extra moisture. Usually the dehumidifier equipment is connected to the AC unit, in the 

team’s case it has a connection from outside air and another one to take the air from inside the 

house and treat it. 

Adding the calefaction system to same ducts allows the team to realize a control system for rise and 

low the temperature and humidity in case it’s necessary. (See image 5.5.1.3.1 for more information.) 

All of these systems are control with minimum energy consumption and associated with the home 

automation. Then the ventilation, air conditioning and heating is being realized with total of 800 kWh 

per year instead of the almost 2000 kWh using regular equipment. 

At this moment we would love to give actual data, but to complete this we need the house to be fully 

functional. A complete analysis will be added in the next delivery. 
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5.5.4 INNOVATION IN COMMUNICATION AND SOCIAL AWARENESS 

 

In the innovation side regarding communication Tec Team has done a series of strategies. We have 

plan and executed a media agenda that would generate publicity from local newspapers, radio and 

television. As part of this strategy we have come up with around 110 publications. Part of this was in 

the novel that Costa Rica is participating in a world top engineering challenge, and we are exploiting 

it. As mentioned before, Costa Rica is leader in innovation, technology export and education in Latin 

America, but we have a major problem, faculties within universities work as islands. The opportunity 

to participate in Solar Decathlon is changing the mentality of the university, students and hopefully 

the country towards interdisciplinary projects that associate government, academia and private 

sector. At this moment we are the biggest interdisciplinary academic initiative in the history of 

Costarrican academia and this is quite innovative, reason why this project was granted the public 

interest by our ex-President Laura Chinchilla (During your administration 2010-2014).  

 

Changing the country´s mentality, incentivize cooperative work, and push the university to new limits 

was just the beginning. As we knew, Costa Rica has no experience with this elite competitions and it 

was going to be difficult. This is why we are working twice as hard to search for funding and 

sponsors. As it can be seen in the press release, we have more than 30 sponsors, and this has been 

a monumental work that has brought us to the verge of culmination. We know our resources are 

limited and probably we are the university with the lowest budget, but this pushes us forward to think 

harder and come with out-of-the-box solutions.  

As another impact for Costa Rica, is the fact that we are showing the need to have more resources 

for research and innovation proposes in Costa Rica’s universities. This will allow us to have more 
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projects and participations in events like the Solar Decathlon, which open new opportunities to 

improve the education of new generations. 

Since the start we want to show that we are “engineers with a hearth”, that we are thinking about 

participating in Solar Decathlon but that our solution needs to have a real impact to our country. 

That´s why we think about the contest as a means and not a goal, we want to create a real solution 

for the senior market by giving them a house design for their needs. Designing a house for a target 

market, senior citizens, could be a differentiator from other houses participating in Solar Decathlon. 

All this while trying to incorporate technology to make their life easier, safer and connected.  

Tec Team will try to make a stand towards a new way of thinking. Through our participation in Solar 

Decathlon we plan to change the university and hopefully the country. Participating in Solar 

Decathlon is the perfect opportunity for the university to see the possibilities when mixing different 

faculties, and at the same time realize of the potential of students itself.  We want to make a mark 

with our participation towards demanding new educational paradigms; this is really radical for our 

country and probably the region. 

Regarding social awareness we have brought to the table the problematic/opportunity of the growing 

senior market. We are now in discussions with Banco Nacional, one of our leading sponsors, to 

create a financial product to give loans for infrastructure which focalizes in this segment. We are 

trying to push the bank into releasing green credits and senior credits for housing remodeling and 

construction. This could be seen as one of the biggest impacts that our participation in Solar 

Decathlon could had brought to our country. 

In addition to the benefits to obtaining credit for the elderly, is also the fact that we are innovating in 

the field of houses adapted to this kind of population. While there are eco-friendly approaches in the 

market, there is still a lack of alternative houses that attend specific purposes such as having 

Trópika. This also generates interest from different industries in this population, to adapt their 

current products for them. 

With respect to innovation present in our web page and graphic material, we had tried to state the 

fact that although we are in a serious competition we still have fun on the way, this is why we try to 

trick everything with a small detail. As you might see in our website when people are going over our 

photos the picture changes from a serious to a crazy face, in our invitations to sponsors we gave 

them a puzzle consisting of 4 pieces with the message “help us build our way to France”, and when 

they built it was a house with the information to attend a breakfast.  

Finally we are doing a completely different approach for visitors on Versailles. As our new motto, 

“Trópika more than a house, it is a home”, we want to give something different to visitors. As part of 

innovation and the search of added value, we don’t want to present a house we want to set an 

experience. People visiting our house will enter to a story, to the home of a couple of senior citizens, 

instead of an impersonal house. At the end the message of eco-friendly and energy efficient 

solutions would become stronger if you link it to an emotional connection and this is what we will do 

in Versailles. This will cost us nothing but the impact could be huge on our visitors. A great part to sell 

this story would be the pet, which not only appeals to emotional side and connects to senior market, 

but also works as a differentiator that could lead to marketing.  
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Another approach to Versailles is the use of brochures. As our project manager could realize in past 

editions, people grab a bunch of brochures, which creates a significant amount of trash. This 

probably ends up in a landfill being totally countersense of what Solar Decathlon is all about. Tec 

Team has been thinking on a way to revolution this “printed element”. One idea is to bring our 

indigenous traditions to the table, and we are thinking that the use of a great tour story and finishing 

with a tattoo could have a radical positive impact. When we say tattoo, it would be more as a stamp 

using eco-friendly ink which would give an awesome design and our webpage. This will give visitors 

the sense of community, a community towards positive change and a better future. We know many 

people would not like to have their arm “tattoo”, so we will have a regular small flyer to explain our 

concept. Also we will try to have different materials like incorporating Braille for blind people. 

Tec Team has the vision in the communication as the best way to raise awareness in society and 

that is reveals a demand for this type of solutions that promote SDE; as appropriate use of 

resources, better lifestyles, urban planning, and the needs of our elderly and people with disabilities. 

 

5.5.5 INNOVATION IN URBAN DESIGN, TRANSPORTATION AND AFFORDABILITY 

In the department of urban design several strategies are being implemented that could be seen as 

innovation. A radical innovation is the idea of an eco-friendly prefab house for the tropics. This basic 

principal is totally different from what the market has and throughout market research our design 

and approach is tuning heads. We have had phone calls and meetings with people that want from 

building a replica of Trópika, to businessman thinking about hotels and even government as a uni-

professor school in remote areas. Our statement is becoming real, generating a real solution.  

 

Our solution tries to promote sharing between the community in an urban context. Incorporating IT 

into regular life we try to enhance relationships with neighbors. First we are using the pet app to link 

pet owners to walk their pets together, secondly we will set a manual for Tropika users to plant 

vegetables and spices that could exchange with other Tropika owners nearby and finally we will set a 

device to help user see tranport movement in the surroundings.  

 

Related to business model strategy, we are going to take advantage of IT to create an e-commerce 

web application. Trópika breaks the traditional way to sell a house, through the possibility that 

application offers to the customers of taste the house according to their needs, interests and 

economic possibilities, illustrating and informing the different features that can be incorporated into 

the product. In the moment that a potential customer request for Trópika using our e-commerce 

application, an agent will contact he to manage the all process until finished. 

 

Another way to foment sharing is with the use of the communal areas. The idea of Tropika is to 

develop multistory building in which the first floor is use for services as a grossery of a gym. This will 

create an exchange not only between neighbor but also with the community nearby. This would be 

specially important as elderly then to become isolated, Trópika will bring human interaction to them. 

Feel good in the place that you live, is one of the principle things that Trópika and this approach are 

looking for, groups and community leaders will be on charge of activities and events that will foment 

topics of interest in the community. Besides, the people will have the possibility to be part of 

permanents groups to practice activities such as chess, dance, dominoes, and others. 
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With Trópika we want to emphasize transport service and infrastructure, giving special mention to 

walking boulevards, train stops, bus stops and the future tram that is going to be built in the city. 

This tram will be the infrastructure with highest relevance because it will be electric, work all day, 

and will connect the major parts of the capital. Additionally leveraging that this kind of transportation 

use electric energy to operate and hence collaborate with CO2 reduction, we can promote eco-

friendly practices during the travel allowing create social awareness about the importance of this in 

present. 

The word urban is described by oxford dictionary as: in, relating to, or characteristic of a town or 

city. It is important to denote that the important part is that it is associated to a city or town; this 
is why we think that the platform should be set for Tropika users to get information, share 
experiences, concerns and plan trips with other users in their city or town. How nice would it be 
to post on a Trópika´s community that a Trópika user has to do some chores in the city, this 
could be link to another elderly who has to do a chore also, this way the site could match them 
and they can go companying each other.  
 
When talking about transportation the most logical association we make is to space 
transportation although it is not the only one. We can also discuss about time transportation, 
and we are not meaning wormholes or quantic physics, but to the idea that in the memory you 
can transport to other time and place, especially useful to transport to a time and place 
associated with happy memories. There are some catalyst associated with this mental transport, 
mainly link to senses, like food, smells and sounds. Trópika will use music, sound and scents to 
transport visitors and users to a nice place.  
 
In relation to the transport we realize that the most inefficient situation is living far away from 
where people work. This is translated into tons of hours of transportation, and even worst if is 
one person per car, generating tons of CO2 emissions and in having a direct impact on the 
economy of the person. It would be better to live as close as you can from work. As Trópika 
stands out as a replica of housing the idea is the eventually the model replicates throughout the 
city and in different provinces. Foreseeing this situation we are planning to set a website of 
Trópika users as a plan to open the possibility of house swapping. This could be too radical for 
today but it might be a standard in the future and what better place to present it that in an 
international competition as Solar Decathlon.   
 
One of the main transportation alternatives that our solution offer and which we are confident 
will generate a positive impact on reducing CO2 and population health, is the creation of a Bike 
Center, where people who are targeted around can store their bikes, collaborating with the 
environment and their health. This center includes lockers and dressing rooms that will be 
available for people who need to store belongings or dressing. 
 
In addition to this, the building will promote the use of clean energies creating a space to charge 
electric cars using the energy produced by the solar system, this space will have everything 
required for use of self-service way. At the same time and respect to parking, our solution 
includes, besides the legally required spaces for people with disabilities, preferential spaces for 
electric cars. 
 
As it was mentioned before, we are in talks with the bank to make Trópika a real solution with a 
real financial incentive, either way through green loans of elderly loans. This will not only help 
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replicate Trópika, but also help elderly and eco-friendly segment to have more possibilities when 
building or improving their living conditions. This is one of our milestones, to set this before 
going to Versailles. The plans are on the way and we are hoping to develop a base model for 
the loans. The bank, which is one of our biggest sponsors, is willing to make it a reality.  
 
It is important to mention that with Trópika we are associating about 20 different companies and 
institutions, the idea is to set a value chain to secure production and lower costs. This would be 
also attractive and give us a competitive edge when releasing a mass prefab solution to market. 
The idea is that the house comes with a series of packages, from basic to full extras, just like 
buying a car. This will help us adjust to the financial capacity of a wider segment.  

5.5.6 INNOVATION IN SUSTAINABILITY 

 

Innovation in sustainability has been mentioned in other segments like the radical approach of eco-

friendly prefab houses. The first thing to mention are the materials use. Laminated wood is the  

principal material for the frame of the house and it not only gives C02 fixation, but also heps to build 

the house in an easier and faster way. Laminated wood has fewer waste than traditional wood 

procees and has the advantage to produce bigger and stronger pieces. This wood is all taken from 

platations and certified with FCS.  

 

Another mayor innovations is the floor, which not only is in the process of a provisional patent, but 

also means the realization of a dream the owner of Balsatica had since many years ago. The finish of 

the floor will be covered by scrap wood that otherwise would had ended up as material to burn. This 

product is one of the highlights of the house. 

 

Another important aspect to highlight is sustainability and efficiency. Sustainable not only thinking 

that it should be a low impact house with eco-frindly strategies but also sustainable from the 

financial point of view. Another word with heavy meaning is efficiency, no only it should be link to 

energy, but also to water, time to build the house, and transport.  

 

Efficency in water means that the goal should be using as few drinkable water as possible, while 

using grey water and collecting rain water. The idea is that our impact on water consumption is 

reduce to the minimum possible and then consume what its needed, not leaving behing the process 

of waste water. It is a shame we can´t implement our water approach to the fullest in Versailles due 

to the reglamenteation, althugh in Costa Rica we will set everything to reduce our water footprint. An 

important aspect to mention is harvesting rain water. Although is not something new it is somenthing 

rarely seen in our environment.  

 

As a pure innovation Tec Team again implemented IT solutions in the goal of lowering water 

consumption. When studying which is the place that represents that greatest water demand of the 

house it is logical that it is the shower. We gather people and did some brainstorming activity and we 

came up with some interesting information. The reason people spend so much water showering is a 

problem of time and information. When you are under the shower you loose the notion of time and 

you have no idea on how much water you are actually using. We plan to change this. Trópika will set 

a device so prople showering can see how much water are they spending and throughout this we 

expect users will start to become more contious about this precious resource.   
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5.6. SUSTAINABILITY REPORT 

5.6.1 GENERAL CONCEPT OF THE PROJECT AND SUSTAINABILITY 

Costa Rica is rich in natural resources. However, due to this abundance, they are not utilized 

efficiently. Although, there are important government initiatives in search of change, Costa Rica must 

be educated towards sustainability. 

Our challenge is to design, more than a house, a lifestyle that changes the paradigm of Costa Rican 

culture and show how to live in a modern yet sustainable and replicable lifestyle. The selected users 

of the house, the people who are in their way into elderly (seniors), are the perfect link between 

generations (grandparents, children, grandchildren) and therefore, vehicles of change and 

education. 

Sustainability is equal to efficient use of key resources: water, energy and materials; by itself and as 

part of a building in the city, our module is conceptualized like a living unit: 

 Water is the fuel that circulates around the house and purifies itself to create life. 

 Energy will be passive. A passive design that uses low consumption mechanical instruments 

in order to get to the comfort zone. 

 Materials, carefully studied, selected and integrated into low impact construction processes 

in order to develop a low carbon module. 

  

Costa Rica’s society, have been loosing the habit of use wood as construction material. The trend of 

wood houses has decreased from 30% in 1894 to 10% in the year 2000, and the percentage 

continues going down. The past governmental policies have limited the development of a culture that 

uses wood. The prices of timber in the construction market are high, reason why it mostly used for 

highend projects. There are also, technological and legal barriers that currently discourage the use of 

wood in the country.  Costa Rican society is not aware of the importance of timber and doesn’t 

understand that it is not just a beautiful material but also, it has less environmental footprint (if it 

comes from sustainable plantations or managed forests) than other construction materials and that 

it is a sink of CO2 until its end of life (Gobierno de Costa Rica, 2010). 

Costa Rica’s goal is to be Carbon Neutral in 2021. In order to accomplish this, the environmental 

policies are looking forward to promote the sustainable production and consumption of wood coming 

from primary, secondary natural forests and reforestation (managed forestry). This way, the country 

will have co- benefits: increase carbon storage in buildings and on the other hand, reduce the 

consumption of other materials as cement, steel or aluminum with wide ecological footprint 

(Gobierno de Costa Rica, 2010). 

Trópika, in accordance with Costa Rica’s national strategies, uses timber as main constructive 

material. All of this timber comes from controlled plantations and most of it, comes from FSC 

certified plantations. Our goal, is to show our society, all the advantages of timber construction and 

to contribute to eliminate barriers towards this beautiful and noble material. 

As part of the urban context, Trópika has been designed in a previously developed and densely 

populated area in the city of San José, in the Pasaje Jiménez. This historical site has been rescued 
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as a connection point and site for urban interaction through green areas and trees that refresh the 

city environment.  

The building has 5 floors, similar to the height of the surrounding buildings, this way the scale of the 

urban environment is respected. The complex has nine minitowers that promotes social sharing by 

the generation of public and common spaces. As it is in the city, it is located near public services 

(less than five minutes walk), such as pharmacies, post offices, banks, supermarkets, bus stations, 

etc.  

The project has less than the maximum allowable footprint specified by the Municipal regulation for 

this city area (95%). The site has an area of 3382 m2 and the buildings footprint is 1810m2, which 

represents 53% of the total area and therefore, 43% less than the maximum footprint allowed.  

5.6.2  URBAN DESIGN, TRANSPORTATION AND AFFORDABILITY 

La Merced district in the capital city of San José, is the specific place for our urban development. It is 

one of the urban cities with highest needs for housing and specifically, economically accessible 

infrastructure for repopulation and rehabilitation. It is located near a large number of facilities in 

terms of food, health, recreation and development and has been declared by the government, as a 

zone for public interest. 

Geographically as according to CONAPAM (National Council for Older Persons in Costa Rica), about 

two-thirds of older adults living in metropolitan distributed in a few cantons and where most of them 

are part of our capital and area study (La Merced, San José). 

5.6.2.1 Urban design 

In order to identify the best area for the urban development, we selected services that are necessary 

to support housing and determined an influence zone of 300 m around the location of each service 

such as transport (tram- green, train- red, busses-yellow) and community resources such as supply 

stores, places of worship, health centers, arts and entertainment, parks, education and government.  
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Image  5.6.2.1 “Map Transport” 

 

Image 5.6.2.2 “Intervention Zone” 

Further explanation on the urban context can be found on chapter 5.1 of the deliverable #4. 

Tec-Team has detected two main causes for all the issues that affect this territory: 

The first one is that this place has being used only for commercial activities and need a balance of 

uses to link it with the rest of the city. 

The second one is the little intervention that Government and privet investors have made around 

San Jose’s markets. 

Urban intervention must tackle problems promoting activities diversification and involve Government 

since the beginning. Besides, the kind of population that Trópika is promoting needs a diverse of 

services in order to propitiate a better quality of live in the future tenants. 

For this reason, Tec-Team suggests four backbone that have to be worked for an integral 

intervention: 

 Public space: Government, private and public sector, must invest in the city. Public space 

needs maintenance and improvement as people needs to walk and exercise. Exclusive 

pedestrian spaces are necessary to guarantee comfort and a better public space will also 

guaranty that new tenants can own the neighborhood and develop activities outdoors. 

 Trade: commercial activity must be consolidated in order to make easier the neighbor’s 

access to the different services. 

 Recreation: Elderly population is getting older and growing in size in our country. A healthy 

society must need places where they can exercise and interact with other people.  

 Housing: San José population is going out of the city and we need to create projects that 

bring back people to give back life to the capital city. 
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Image 5.6.2.3 Backbone for urban intervention 

 

Urban treatments 

There are two types of land use in the intervention zone: the one that is being used for commercial 

activities and the one that is previously developed land but now are vacant areas, usually used as 

parking lots. 

For projects that are proposed in occupied land, Tec-Team advises to revitalize those buildings that 

are in regular conditions but need a minimum or medium intervention to warrant users’ safety. 

In case of developing projects in vacant land, the idea is to develop interventions under the concepts 

of urban renewal and build new constructions that help to create a stronger image for the zone. 

Projects 

Tec Team does not only seek to find a new look for the zone, the plan encompass a series of 

proposals to reinforce each one of the previously established core ideas. 

Nine projects are proposed in the area, below a short explanation of each one of them and a map 

that shows their location and the backbone that try to cover. 
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Image.  5.6.2.4 Action Plan. 

 

Detailed information about each project can be found on Chapter 5.1 of this deliverable. 

Trópika, in the urban context 

The location of Tropika’s urban development was in the past, an important trade center of the city 

named “Pasaje Jimenez”, a little street in the middle of a corner, just next to the National Bank, 

turned in a parking lot in the past decades. 

TEC TEAM’s intention is to stand out the urban passage as a connection point and give it back to 

pedestrians in order to generate a linkage area between a new housing activity and cultural and 

commercial shops that can be develop in this place.    
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Image 5.6.2.5 Mini towers Composition 

 

Image 5.6.2.6 Urban project. Level 1 

First level is going to be given to the city by transforming Pasaje Jimenez into a boulevard with 

restaurants, shops and community resources (such as gym, health control and a multi-purpose hall, 

specially for the elderly), attractive to investors, tenants and city pedestrians. This will give 

affordability to the urban project too 

Costa Rican law obligates developers to include a percentage of parking spaces in their projects. For 

this reason is that, even when we encouraging tenants to walking around the city or taking the bus, a 

parking lot is place underground, just below the encounter plaza and it will be access by a secondary 

entrance, locate on 4th street. 

 

 

 

 

Image 5.6.2.7 Urban Section 
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Detailed information about the urban project can be found on chapter 5.1 of this deliverable. 

5.6.2.2 Transportation and Mobility strategies 

MOBILITY STRATEGIES 

San José is a relatively small city, where you can find variety of products and services over short 

distances, this is a characteristic that can be used for encouraging nearby residents to walk or make 

use of friendly transportation.  

As it was explain previously Trópika’s location was sustained in an analysis of how services are 

distributed in the city. This investigation allowed us to find a site placed in the middle of San Jose 

and just far enough of what tenants would need. 

According with the Metropolitan Reorganization Plan (Plan GAM), which was developed by the 

Government and our university, living projects should consider the time that a person spend going 

from his home to another place. If services are well located, this person is not going to feel the need 

to use his car every time he goes out and this situation reduces pollution, energy costs and time of   

 

Image. 5.6.2.8  Distance from home to different services. Plan GAM 2013 

 

In order to decongest vehicular traffic, stress and pollution, Trópika encourage their tenants to use 

alternative, sustainable and more efficient ways of transportation. 
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WALKING: A WAY TO ENJOY THE CITY 

Trópika facilitate tenant’s transportation by having everything they need just a couple of minutes 

away, the ones that already exist and those that are projected in our action plan. The following map 

shows the connection that our project has with basic services in San José.   That’s why, walking is 

the first way of transportation promoted by Tropika’s project.  

 

 

Image 5.6.2.9 Urban Connectivity 

 

CARS AND BICYCLES 

As is Trópika’s interest is to encourage sustainable transportation, the parking lot design for users 

and tenants, will give preference spots to electric cars, bicycles and people that gives car pulling to 

health centers, parks, outside city areas, etc.  

BUS 

The “bus system” has the problem that turns our city in a big transport station where people walks 

from one side to the other just to make a bus transfer. It has the advantage that is accessible and 
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connects San José with the rest of the Metropolitan Area, even the rest of the country. Some urban 

plans are already design in order to reorganize the system. This is important because in the present, 

is the main way of transportation in the city but once the electric Tram is developed, buses will be 

less needed to go through the city. 

Our project is located between 1st and 3rd Avenues, two important flows that are fundamentally 

used by busses and that links downtown with the occidental sector of the city and other important 

provinces as Heredia and Alajuela. Trópika is also located four blocks away from the final stop of the 

buses that connect San José with the north neighborhoods, and two blocks away from the 2nd 

Avenue that connects the city with oriental and south sectors. This situation turns our project in an 

ideal housing option if connection is what customers are looking for.  

In our country, most of the public transport fleets are old diesel fuel buses, therefore one of the 

major sources of air pollution and carbon emissions. That is why the introduction of new politics on 

the public transport sector is mandatory, as it is Costa Rica’s goal to be Carbon Neutral on 2021. The 

government needs to implement more efficient and sustainable politics, in order to implement the 

change of fleets from diesel into efficient fleets with alternative sources of fuel  (such as biofuels or 

electric buses, etc.).   

Tropika will bring education and information to city pedestrians and tenants, about the alternative 

ways of transportation that connect the city with it’s inside and outside. Will communicate to 

pedestrians about the more efficient and sustainable ways of transport within the city. For example, 

if there is one bus fleet more efficient, that uses, per example, alternative fuels, will be advertised on 

a specific information area inside the urban complex, designed specifically to provide information on 

public transport. 

Tram 

The Costa Rican Railroad Institute “INCOFER” is conducting feasibility studies point to unify an 

electric tram, current and future projects in the country (landscaping, cutting routes, trains, etc.). This 

will bring connectivity to the city and organize the transportation system of the city.  

 

5.6.2.3 Scenarios of use  

Based on the scenarios described in the Urban Narrative, chapter 5.1, and explained in the next 

graphics, we calculate an estimate of the average short distance a member of a regular family that 

lives in the building, travels on a daily basis, year basis and life cycle of the building (50 years).  
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Image 5.6.2.10. Scenarios of Use 

Table 5.6.2.1 Scenarios of use. Total Km/Person 

  Scenario1         

Mario and 

Rosario 

Scenario2 

Pedro, Rebeca 

and Carmela 

Scenario 3 

José, María & 

Esteban 

  

W
a

y 
o

f 
tr

a
n

s
p

o
rt

 Tram 6  15   

Bus 10 40 7.5   

Walking 

  

  

  

0.3352 0.6 0.24   

1.0056 0.6 0.8   

1.2 0.1676 1.5   

  1.6   

Car  0.85    

to
ta

l 

km/person/day 9.2704 14.0725 8.88 10.74 a
v
e

ra
g
e

 

km/person/year 3383.696 5136.4747 3241.2 3920.45 

km/person/50 years 169184.8 256823.733 162060 196022.84 

*1 Block: 100 x 100 vara (a unit used by Spain during colony period). 100 vara equals 83.8 m  
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Table 5.6.2.2.  Scenarios of use. Total km/person 

 

5.6.2.3 Affordability 

It is an affordable solution for costa rican middle class. Local banks are willing to give elderly, loans 

and financial incentives for green investments. A network of 20 different companies and institutions 

could help to secure the production and lower initial costs. The module will be sold as packages 

(basic to full extras) letting the project move into a wider segment of possible clients. 

Way of travelling km/person/day km/person/year km/person/50 years 

Tram 4.2 1533 76650 

Bus 7.18 2623.43 131171.87 

Walking 1.00 367.21 18360.41 

car 0.28 103.41 5170.83 
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5.6.3 BIOCLIMATIC STRATEGIES: PASSIVE DESIGN STRATEGIES 

All our design approaches would be tested with the simulation results of temperature, humidity, 

natural ventilation and lighting, to reach conclusions or recommendations for both architectural 

design and mechanical strategies. 

Passive strategies do not need electricity to function. There are different ways to start making a 

change towards a low impact construction and maximize the benefits of the environment and 

geographic conditions. The final goal is to bring market viability on the long run and to create 

comfortable spaces for the future users of visitors.  

The passive strategies in Tropika vary greatly, from elements in the design process to water features 

inside the house. Tropika is a dwelling that will make a difference for low consumption and also we 

will use a different set of semi-passive systems to give the house it´s comfort levels.  

In order to understand the passive design strategies developed in Tropika and explained in detail in 

this section, it is important to understand the climatic characteristics of Costa Rica. 

Climate in Costa Rica 

Geographical location: between Tropic of Cancer and Tropic of Capricorn, defined as Tropical Zone.  

Climate is influenced by topography and by the ocean. Norwest-southeast mountain system divides 

Costa Rica in Pacific Coast and Caribbean Coast. 

 

 

 

Pacific 

Coast 

Caribbean 

Coast 

Image 5.6.3.1 Map of Costa Rica. 
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Average temperature: 

 0 to 800 meters above sea level: de 25°C a 32°C  

 800  to  2,500 metros de altitud: 14°C a 25°C ,  

 2,500 a 3821 meters above sea level: minimum temperatures below 14°C. 

Seasons: Rainy season extends from May to mid-November in northern regions, from April to 

December in the south. Dry season extends from December to April, reaching this last month the 

highest temperatures of the year. 

Winds: Prevailing winds blow from east to northeast with an average speed of 15km per hour, except 

in January and February when winds can reach 30 miles per hour. 

 

Tropika, as a passive module, can be adapted to different weather conditions of Costa Rica. 

However, our urban study, as presented in detail in the architectural narrative, is located in the city 

of San José. The climatic data contained on the .wea files, used for the climatic studies, gave us the 

following climatic conditions for San José city: 

 

  

 

Table 5.6.3.1 Climatic Conditions  
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Relative humidity: San José as the rest of the country, have high percentages of humidity, sometimes 

higher than 50%. Our population has grown used to these high levels but it does not limit us to 

achieve comfortable levels of humidity. 

External air: average temperature 20°C, wind speeds between 4 to 8 m/s, direction 100° and 

pressure between 80000 to 87000 Pa. 

Direct sunlight: around 90 to 160 kWh. Diffused lighting has lower measuring ranges between 50 t 

80 kWh, fundamental on tropical bioclimatic buildings. 

Orientation of Tropika in Costa Rica 

The housing model has been designed to minimize solar heat within the spaces, the orientation or 

location is a primary basic strategies within our vision. The module has been placed with an 

orientation to the west with solid walls and reflective facades that help decrease heat.  Also, in this 

way produced direct sunlight at dawn and dusk from entering not completely the space, avoiding the 

internal temperature rise. 

 

5.6.3.1 PROJECT’S ENVELOPE   

The project’s envelope has been design in order to reduce heat gains inside the house.  Solar 

absorption will be reduced through the walls and ceiling of the module so it is incorporated primarily 

perimeter thermal insulation on facades East, South and West, for the reason that they are the 

elevations in that the sun shines all day. The thermal insulation in the walls reduced to a quarter of 

the heat lost through them, and these isolates were combined with internal air chambers in the 

walls, ceiling and floors.  

The final result that is to be accomplished with Tropika, thanks to the location and the area designs 

and specific materials for the facades, is to maintain an adequate comfort state in the spaces with 

the most use: the kitchen, the flexible space and the bedroom. 

 
Image 5.6.3.2 Thermal Control 
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The materials and the external walls percentage is selected according to the location of the inner 

space. 

It is used the passive strategy of orientation that is suggested for the tropic to decrease the area of 

the elevations East and West in comparison to North and South, being this elevations the ones with 

a more direct relation with a solar radiation (East in the morning and west during the evening and 

dawn). The main materials for the closures are: wood and fiber cement (white colored) located at the 

east so that is generates reflectance and the caloric transition is diminished.  

The information below shows the characteristics and the locations of the materials for the closure 

according to the elevations: 

North Elevation  

The lightning coming from the north has the property of being indirect, meaning that there will not be 

produced overexposure to light of an increase on the extreme temperature inside the spaces that 

are opened in this elevation. It will take the advantage to the fullest with this particularity and for this 

reason, there are only two openings placed on this facade, that represents a total of 40% in the 

elevation, inside the percentage of the solid closure range for this orientation. 

The external materials are wood of Teca that represents a thermal conductivity of 0.13 W/(mK) and 

Siding (fiber cement) with a thermal conductivity of 0,18 W/(mK), thw wall that is defined by the 

kitchen is made up of 3 layers of closings, being the insulation (rockwoll) between the internal and 

outer opening in order to reduce the thermal conductivity. The solar chimney has a layer inside its 

composition, an air compartment where the hot air circulates so it can be expelled from the internal 

space out. 

NAME WALL  W5.1 

LOCALISATION WALL  Solar chimney 

AREA WALL  9,34 m² 

IN CONTACT WITH Exterior 

REGULAR PART from 
exterior to interior 

Units 1 2 3 4 

MATERIAL  Teak OSB Aluminium 
Poliuretano 

Air space 

MANUFACTURER*  panamerican woods Macopa P3 NA 

MODEL*  NA BlueRibbon OSB P3 ductal NA 

THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
(λ) 

W/(mK) 0.13 0.106 0,033 - 0,035 0.024 

DENSITY (ρ) kg/m3 690 615-640 45 - 65 1.2 

SPECIFIC HEAT (Ce) J/(kgK) 1884 1884 1583 1000 

THICKNESS (d) m 0.015 0.015 0.025 0.3 

VENTILATION LEVEL (If 
cavity at wall)  

N/S/W ⁽¹⁾ WV = well ventilated 
: opening > 
1500mm² 

NV = Non 
ventilated : 
opening < 
500mm² 

WV = well 
ventilated : 
opening > 
1500mm² 

WV = well 
ventilated 
: opening 

> 
1500mm² 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Table 5.6.3.2 Materials of wall  
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South Elevation 

The spaces with openings south are the private sections (bedrooms, Access, machine room), and 

this is why the percentage of the solid closure of this façade is of a 60%, for a fact inside the 

recommendations for this orientation in the design of the buildings on the tropic and to take 

advantage of the indirect light coming from the south. The strategy is a complement of the design of 

the closure with four layers, Teca wood, OSB, rockwool insulation and pochote sheets, therefore the 

thermal conductivity of the insulation is low aprox 0,039 W/(mK), which lets an adequate climate 

control, inside the comfort range so that there is no transmission of the temperature for solar 

radiation 

NAME WALL  W1.1 

LOCALISATION WALL  Bedroom, south 

AREA WALL  8,46m2 

IN CONTACT WITH Exterior 

REGULAR PART Units 1 2 3 4 

MATERIAL  Teak OSB Rockwool Plywood of Pochote 

MANUFACTURER*  panamerican woods Macopa Rockwool (The Netherlands) Maderas cultivadas 

MODEL*  NA BlueRibbon OSB Rockwool Multiboard Láminas de Pochote 

THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY (λ) 

W/(mK) 0.13 0.106 0.039 0.13 

DENSITY (ρ) kg/m3 690 615-640 55   100-150 

SPECIFIC HEAT (Ce) J/(kgK) 1884 1884 840 1884 

THICKNESS (d) m 0.015 0.015 0,05 0.1 

VENTILATION LEVEL 
(If cavity at wall) 

N/S/W ⁽¹⁾ WV = well ventilated : opening > 
1500mm² 

NV = Non ventilated 
: opening < 500mm² 

NV = Non ventilated : 
opening < 500mm² 

NV = Non ventilated : 
opening < 500mm² 

NAME WALL  W7.1 

LOCALISATION WALL  Kitchen, north 

AREA WALL              2,1 m² 

IN CONTACT WITH Exterior 

REGULAR PART Units 1 2 3 

MATERIAL  Siding Rockwool Plywood of Pochote 

MANUFACTURER*  Plycem Rockwool (The Netherlands) Maderas cultivadas 

MODEL*  Machi-
hembrado, 

clásico 

Rockwool Multiboard Láminas de Pochote 

THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
(λ) 

W/(mK) 0,13 0.039 0.13 

DENSITY (ρ) kg/m3 690 55   100-150 

SPECIFIC HEAT (Ce) J/(kgK) 1172 840 1884 

THICKNESS (d) m 0.014 0,05 0.1 

VENTILATION LEVEL (If 
cavity at wall) 

N/S/W ⁽¹⁾ NV = Non 
ventilated 
: opening 
< 500mm² 

NV = Non ventilated : 
opening < 500mm² 

NV = Non ventilated 
: opening < 500mm² 

Table 5.6.3.3 Materials of wall  

 

Table 5.6.3.4 Materials of wall  
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East Elevation  

The facade with 90% closure opens up only to the area destined to the restroom. The strategy is to 

incorporate the color as a reflectant source of solar light, decreasing the thermal conductivity. The 

wall that makes this façade is also created with a 3 layer closure, using in the middle the isulation 

rockwool. 

 

NAME WALL  W3.3 W3.4 

LOCALISATION WALL  Kitchen, East Machine room, East 

AREA WALL   6,72m2 2,75m² 

IN CONTACT WITH Exterior Exterior 

REGULAR PART Units 1 2 3 

MATERIAL  Siding Rockwool Plywood of Pochote 

MANUFACTURER*  Plycem Rockwool (The Netherlands) Maderas cultivadas 

MODEL*  Machi-hembrado, 
clásico 

Rockwool Multiboard Láminas de Pochote 

THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
(λ) 

W/(mK) 0,13 0.039 0.13 

DENSITY (ρ) kg/m3 690 55   100-150 

SPECIFIC HEAT (Ce) J/(kgK) 1172 840 1884 

THICKNESS (d) m 0.014 0,05 0.1 

VENTILATION LEVEL (If 
cavity at wall) 

N/S/W ⁽¹⁾ NV = Non ventilated : 
opening < 500mm² 

NV = Non ventilated : opening < 
500mm² 

NV = Non ventilated : 
opening < 500mm² 

 

 

NAME WALL  W6.1 

LOCALISATION WALL  Machine room, south 

AREA WALL  1,95m2 

IN CONTACT WITH Exterior 

REGULAR PART Units 1 

MATERIAL  Glued Laminated Timber 

MANUFACTURER*  Maderas cultivadas 

MODEL*  Tablamel 

THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (λ) W/(mK) 0.13 

DENSITY (ρ) kg/m3 100-150 

SPECIFIC HEAT (Ce) J/(kgK) 1884 

THICKNESS (d) m 0.1 

VENTILATION LEVEL (If cavity at wall) N/S/W ⁽¹⁾ NV = Non ventilated : opening < 500mm² 

Table 5.6.3.5 Materials of wall  

 

Table 5.6.3.6 Materials of wall  

 

Table 5.6.3.5 Materials of wall  
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NAME WALL  W4.1 

LOCALISATION WALL  Bathroom, East 

AREA WALL  5,10 m² 

IN CONTACT WITH Exterior 

REGULAR PART Units 1 2 3 4 

MATERIAL  Siding Rockwool Fiber 
cement 

Teak and glass 

MANUFACTURER*  Plycem Rockwool (The 
Netherlands) 

Plycem Ethical-Forestry and 
Alvimundo 

MODEL*  Machi-hembrado, 
clásico 

Rockwool Multiboard Fibrolit NA 

THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY (λ) 

W/(mK) 0,13 0.039 0,18 0,13 and 0,6 - 1 

DENSITY (ρ) kg/m3 690 55   900 - 1200 690 and 2500 

SPECIFIC HEAT (Ce) J/(kgK) 1172 840 1884 - 
837.3 

1884 and 0,20 

THICKNESS (d) m 0,14 0,05 0,08 0,015 and 0,002 

VENTILATION 
LEVEL (If cavity at 
wall) 

N/S/W 

⁽¹⁾ 
NV = Non 
ventilated : 
opening < 
500mm² 

NV = Non ventilated : 
opening < 500mm² 

NV = Non 
ventilated : 
opening < 
500mm² 

WV = well ventilated : 
opening > 1500mm² 

 

West Elevation 

At the west side a facade with a closure of a 70% and has solid elements that surrounds the space 

used for the bedroom. The wall placed in this elevation is made up of 3 layers and has a closet that 

helps with an air camera that helps lower the thermal access produced by the direct solar radiation 

received by the wall during late hours. 

NAME WALL  W1.3 

LOCALISATION 
WALL  

Bedroom, west 

AREA WALL   9,77m² 

IN CONTACT WITH Exterior 

REGULAR PART Units 1 2 3 4 

MATERIAL  Teak OSB Rockwool Plywood of Pochote 

MANUFACTURER*  panamerican 
woods 

Macopa Rockwool (The 
Netherlands) 

Maderas cultivadas 

MODEL*  NA BlueRibbon 
OSB 

Rockwool Multiboard Láminas de 
Pochote 

THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY (λ) 

W/(mK) 0.13 0.106 0.039 0.13 

DENSITY (ρ) kg/m3 690 615-640 55   100-150 

SPECIFIC HEAT (Ce) J/(kgK) 1884 1884 840 1884 

THICKNESS (d) m 0.015 0.015 0,05 0.1 

VENTILATION LEVEL 
(If cavity at wall) 

N/S/W 

⁽¹⁾ 
WV = well 

ventilated : opening 
> 1500mm² 

NV = Non 
ventilated : 
opening < 
500mm² 

NV = Non ventilated : 
opening < 500mm² 

NV = Non 
ventilated : opening 

< 500mm² 

 

Table 5.6.3.7 Materials of wall  

 

Table 5.6.3.8 Materials of wall  
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NAME WALL  W3.1 

LOCALISATION WALL  Flexible area, west 

AREA WALL  2,53 m² 

IN CONTACT WITH Exterior 

REGULAR PART Units 1 2 3 

MATERIAL  Siding Rockwool Plywood of Pochote 

MANUFACTURER*  Plycem Rockwool (The Netherlands) Maderas cultivadas 

MODEL*  Machi-hembrado, 
clásico 

Rockwool Multiboard Láminas de Pochote 

THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY (λ) 

W/(mK) 0,13 0.039 0.13 

DENSITY (ρ) kg/m3 690 55   100-150 

SPECIFIC HEAT (Ce) J/(kgK) 1172 840 1884 

THICKNESS (d) m 0.014 0,05 0.1 

VENTILATION LEVEL 
(If cavity at wall) 

N/S/W ⁽¹⁾ NV = Non ventilated : 
opening < 500mm² 

NV = Non ventilated : 
opening < 500mm² 

NV = Non ventilated 
: opening < 500mm² 

 

 

External envelope location 

 

 

Shading elements  

The strategy of the enclosure is complemented by the elements of shading, which are incorporated 

to the design mainly to shadow the openings on the facades. The main shadding element is the roof 

which will project their eaves to control the entry of direct radiation to the module. The composition 

of the roof made up of 3 layers: metallic exterior sheets, insulation and metallic interior sheets. 

Table 5.6.3.9 Materials of wall  

 

Image 5.6.3.3 external envelope location 
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The roof has direct contact with the inner space of Tropika, there is no ceiling that separates, this is 

why the insulation playes a main role in the reduction of the transferred heat and the white color in 

the metallic sheets collaborates to avoid the entering of the heat, because of its 0.7 reflection factor. 

REGULAR 
PART 

Units 1 2 3 

MATERIAL  Totalspan Rockwool Total span 

MANUFACTU
RER 

 Construtec Rockwool (The Netherlands) Construtec 

MODEL  ds12b Rockwool Multiboard ds12b 

THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVI
TY (λ) 

W/(mK
) 

209.3 0.039 209.3 

DENSITY (ρ) kg/m3 2700 55   2700 

SPECIFIC 
HEAT (Ce) 

J/(kgK) 0.22 840 0.22 

THICKNESS 
(d) 

m 0.005 0,05 0.005 

VENTILATION 
LEVEL (If 
cavity at wall) 

N/S/W 

⁽¹⁾ 
NV = Non ventilated : opening < 

500mm² 
NV = Non ventilated : opening < 

500mm² 
NV = Non ventilated : opening < 

500mm² 

 

 

Other elements like the canopies over the windows that are to the south and an extension of even 

higher eaves on the north side in order to protect the balcony against rainfall. A wooden grid to 

produce shadows within the kitchen sector. Vegetation plays an important role in our module display, 

as it works as a minimizer of temperature on entry sector and as a buffer, which incidence direct 

sunlight on the walls and hence this works to reduce internal temperature. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image 5.6.3.4  Shadding 

Table 5.6.3.10 Materials of roof 
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5.6.3.2 GLAZING 

The openings of the external walls have being arranged mainly in the north and south side. The solar 

journey during the day in Costa Rica begins in the east around 6am and it tales the west direction 

around 6pm, which provides 12 day light hours. The design Tropika maximizes the use of indirect 

solar light during these 12 hours. 

The indirect solar light can be obtained thru the elements that collaborate to direct the light or by the 

location of the openings redirecting them towards the north or south. 

During the summer, the openings help get the natural illumination through to the internal spaces 

and helps reduce the electric bill from the use of artificial light. 

During winter the openings provide not only the access of natural light but the heat transfer so the 

space can maintain its internal temperature. 

(the light analysis can be found in n° 41.2.3.3 Daylight) 

North  and South elevation 

Thanks to the geographical position that Costa Rica has, the light coming from the North brings 

excellent benefits so you can save on electricity and bring a constant lightning to the open spaces 

facing this direction, and this is why the North façade of Tropika is designed with 70% opening, 

The south openings are about 30% of the total elevation; in this case this gives priority to the privacy 

of spaces, but also providing it with light by using gradient openings leaving the greater area in the 

upper part of the façade and as it comes close to the human height it decreases on the opening 

area. This strategy is consolidated thanks to the implementation of a free floor (no internal divisions), 

it collaborates to the lightning dispersion as a result of adding coming from North and South. 

The selected glazing is composed by 3 layers, 2 of them being a 3mm glass and a vacuum bed of 

12mm that complies with an essential function inside the element that behaves as insulation and 

reduces the solar radiation that comes into the spaces of Tropika and collaborates with an acoustic 

control. The type of glazing helps solve the need to incorporate the opening in the east and west 

façade 

East and West elevation 

For the tropic is not recommended the openings in the facades east and west, if its necessary a 

visual or luminous relationship between the internal spaces and the external opening by having a 

percentage less than a 40% in the total façade, and if this percentage would increase there would 

have to be some shading elements like visors or eaves. The strategy taken was the one with less 

than 40% and to incorporate shading elements for the east and west façade because of the 

importance of making openings in the spaces, like the restroom at east which is incorporated at the 

exterior exit so it can be avoided the implementation of mechanical extraction, this as well as the 

bedroom and the flexible space that relates to the west façade and represent the necessity of an 

opening because of the areas with activities with high stay and it wishes to take advantage of the 

natural light during the 12 hours of day ligh. 
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NAME  G4 G3 G2.1 G2.2 G1.1 G1.2 G1.3 G8 G7 G5 G6 

LOCALIZATION  North 
elevation, 

above 
sliding 

doors in 
kitchen 

North 
elevation, 

above sliding 
doors in 

flexible area 

West 
elevation, 
above wall 
in flexible 

area 

West 
elevation
, above 
closet 

South 
elevation, 
bedroom 

East 
elevation 

in 
bedroom, 

above 
entryway 

South 
elevation 

above 
main door 

Bathroo
m 

South 
facing 
above 

Machine 
room 

HEIGHT m 1,0 1,0 Varies 
continuousl
y from 0,73 

to 0,99 

Varies 
continuo
usly from 
0,29 to 
0,69 

0,41 0,3 Varies 
continuo
usly from 
0,29 to 

0,5 

0,5 0,41 0,3 

WIDTH m 0,87 1,12 2,09 3,31 1,1 1,1 1,1 1,7
7 

1,7
8 

0,77 1,3 

NUMBER OF 
GLAZING 

 3 4 2 2 2 3 4 1 1 3 2 

OVERALL 
THERMAL 
TRANSMITTANCE 
(Uw) 

W/(m
²K) 

2,8 2,8 2,8 2,8 2,8 2,8 2,8 2,8 2,8 2,8 2,8 

SOLAR HEAT 
GAIN 
COEFFICIENT 
(Sw) 

% 0,26 0,26 0,26 0,26 0,26 0,26 0,26 0,2
6 

0,2
6 

0,26 0,26 

SILL HEIGHT m 2,7 2,7 2,7 2,7 1,24 2,0 2,70 2,7
0 

2,7
0 

2,70 2,7 

   

 

Glazing location. 

 

 

5.6.3.3 DAYLIGHT 

Placing the house from east to west facades will give us big openings to the North and South and 

thanks to solar behavior in Costa Rica we were able to open the North elevation 70% which gave us 

the possibility to use indirect lighting in this façade with wide windows with an overhang of 1.50 m. 

Table 5.6.3.11 Materials Glazing characteristics technics 

 

 

Image 5.6.3.5  Shadding 
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South elevation has a different strategy trying to maintain this side smaller and protected from solar 

rays. Although the house has a 30% in the lower side, this side will provide the necessary privacy 

space is direct contact with the facade that bedroom space is the housing module which needs 300 

lux minimum for operation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Daylight Analysis. TROPIKA IN COSTA RICA 

This analysis has been calculated within the living prototype. Green tunnel, lobby, terrace, laundry 

and machine room where left out the calculations because they are spaces where users do not stay 

for a long period of time. Simulations where also done climatic files of Costa Rica made in our 

university for the program DAYSIM, which give us a more prices information about light application. 

Internal spaces need a right manage of light in order to propitiate a sufficient develop of the users 

activities, this manage must include both, natural and artificial sources of light. Many designers see 

artificial illumination as a easiest system to control, but it takes a big investment and produce a high 

cost in the energy bill that customers pay every month. Is for this reason that in proposal natural light 

appears as a principal actor in the task of reduce outlays. 

In Costa Rica, there are on average, 12 hours of day of which 9 hours could be exploited at 100% 

without using artificial lighting. It provides the percentage of natural light entering the chamber 

through the openings disposed in the facade with respect to the amount present on the outside lux. 

This result should be an annual average obtained in the worst cases or climatic conditions, an 

overcast sky. 

In order to explain natural illumination strategies we are going to use the day light simulation made 

under San Jose’s conditions and over an imaginary plan located 90cm height. 

Image 5.6.3.6  Facade openings 
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This analysis presents general characteristics: 

 Light dispersion in wider in high and normal visual demand areas such as the flexible 

area, kitchen and bedroom.  

 Maximum level of light is located near the north façade 

 Minimum level of light is located in the bathroom, a space that is not always used by 

users. 

 Work spaces indicated with numbers 1 and 2 have a right influence of natural light. 

These are also the places where users used to spend more time.  
 

To decide how much light we needed into the house, we classify the space according the activity’s 

users do and how much they used they view senses to realize them. 

1. Very high demand visual area: Flexible area is located in this category.  

2. High visual demand area: Kitchen is located into this category. Users’ need a right 

amount of light in order to prepare food and well handle knifes and other utensils. 

3. Normal visual demand area: places of rest and where users use to do low activities 

are located into this category. For example the bedroom. 

4. Low visual demand area: Central circulation and bathroom are located into this 

category. Users do not usually do hard activities that demand dig effort of the eyes. 
 

Zone 1: Very high demand visual area 

Maximum levels of light in the flexible space are around 15% in the area located at the North façade. 

The minimum percentage of external light used in the interior is around 0.2%, a low level but that 

represents 2% of the total zone. 

1 

3 

2 

4 

Image 5.6.3.7  Daylight analysis. Tropika in Costa Rica 
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Areas in blue are located near walls. The design based on passive strategies for the tropics avoid 

openings on west an east facades in order to reduce solar radiation, which is shown at the result of 

the analysis. 

 

Zone 2: High demand visual area 

Maximum levels of light in the Kitchen are around 9,5% in the area located at the North façade. The 

minimum percentage of external light used in the interior is depth the space. 

 

Zone 3: Normal demand visual area 

This zone corresponds to the bedroom, an area for resting and other low activities. The strategy is to 

put long windows at the top of the wall and short ones at the middle with the objective of propitiate 

privacy and avoid direct solar light of entering into the space. 

MAX 

MIN 

WEST 

CHIMNEY 
NORTH/OPENING 

EAST 

NORTH/ OPENING 

WORKING AREA 

MIN MAX 

Image 5.6.3.8  Simulation results, flexible space 

Image 5.6.3.9.  Simulation results, kitchen 
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Maximum levels of light are around 6,5% in the area located at the North facade. The minimum 

percentage of external light used in the interior is around 0,2%. 

 

Zone 4: Low visual demand area 

Bathroom is the space where people spend less time in the house.  

In past deliverables we got the recommendation to make an opening in the façade. This advice was 

took and applied in the design. 

In order to do not affect thermal comfort inside the space, the new window’s area is less than 15% 

the total wall surface. This decision reduces the amount of light that enter from the exterior, but with 

this opening we get the 100 lux minimum for a bathroom. 

                                        

 

The graphic made to see the light external use helps to understand how light decreases as we get by 

the south of the space. 

 

EAST 

WEST 

SOUTH / OPENING 

MIN 

MAX 

Image 5.6.3.11.  Simulation results, kitchen 

Image 5.6.3.10.  Simulation results, bedroom 
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We can ensure that passive strategies implemented in Trópika give the best results: avoids direct 

light and propitiate a homogenous level of light. 

Conclusion, Daylight Factor (DF) Analysis 

83% of all illuminance sensors have a daylight factor of 2% or higher. If the sensors are evenly 

distributed across 'all spaces occupied for critical visual tasks', the investigated lighting zone should 

qualify for the LEED-NC 2.1 daylighting credit 8.1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LEED Analysis 

The analysis in Design Builder gives results of compliance with the guidelines of the LEED certified 

tutors and helps us to be aware of the extent of good or bad performance of glazing available, and 

reveals the level of light scattering on the area work, obtaining 83%, covering 36,07 m2 43,460 m2, 

is surpassed the percentage of LEED requirements for this credit to be of a minimum of 75% 

coverage area natural lighting. This result indicates that we have 7.64 m2, without natural lighting 

which correspond to the bathroom 7m2, and 0.64 to the rest of the module, then presents the 

results LEED 

83% 

Image 5.6.3.12.  Section, Daylight analysis. Tropika in Costa Rica 
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LEED NC 2.2 Credit EQ 8.1 

Daylighting data  

Project file TROPIKA IN COSTA RICA 

Sky model Uniform cloudy sky 

Location SAN JOSE/COSTA RICA 

Working plane height (m) 0.900 

Max Grid Size (m) 0.200 

Min Grid Size (m) 0.050 

Illuminance lower threshold (lux) 269.098 

 

Summary Results  

Total area (m2) 43.460 

Total area above threshold (m2) 36,07 

% Area above illuminance threshold 83 

LEED NC 2.2 Credit EQ 8.1 Status PASS 

 

Daylight Autonomy Analysis.  

The Daylight analysis describes the percentage of the occupied time of the year when luminance at a 

sensor point is above the required minimum level. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image 5.6.3.13.  Daylight  antonomy analysis. Tropika in Costa Rica 

Table 5.6.3.12  LEED 
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 The 82.68% of the total internal area of the home meets more than 2% of Daylingt Factor. 

 Daylight factor is 4,60%, higher than the 4% minimum required.   

 Electric Lighting Use: The predicted annual electric lighting energy use in the investigated 

lighting zone is: 4.8 kWh/unit area. Assuming a lighting zone size of 50 [unit area], this 

corresponds to a total annual lighting energy use of 238.0 kWh 

 Daylight Autonomy (DA) Analysis: The daylight autonomies for all core workplane sensors lie 

between 0% and 91% . 

 Useful Daylight Index (UDI) Analysis: The Useful Daylight Indices for the Lighting Zone are 

UDI<100=100%, UDI100-2000=0%, UDI>2000=0% . 

 Continuous Daylight Autonomy (DAcon)and DAmax Analysis: 83% of all illuminance sensors 

have a DAcon above 80% . 7% of all illuminance sensors have a DAmax above 5% . 

 

Daylight Analysis. TROPIKA IN FRANCE 

 

One of the goals of Tropika is that the strategies taken into account for the implementation of day 

lighting come to have a good performance during the competition season. So the simulation test in 

France helps contextualize the bad or good functioning of these. Climate data were provided by the 

organization and the simulation has been performed on the Design Builder. 

 

Space Floor Area 
(m2) 

Floor Area 
above 
Threshold 
(m2) 

Floor Area 
above 
Threshold 
(%) 

Reference 
Illuminance 
(Lux) 

Average 
Daylight 
Factor (%) 

Minimum 
Daylight 
Factor (%) 

Maximum 
Daylight 
Factor (%) 

Bathroom 6.57 6.57 0.5 120.013 0.3 0.1 0.3 

Kitchen 6.05 5.64 93.22 120.037 5.68 0.58 15.48 

Flexible space 16.14 15.48 95.91 120 8.14 0 25.75 

Bedroom 14.7 14.7 100 120.042 4.3 2.05 6.76 

Total 43.46 35.82 82.42  5.27 0 25.75 

 

SPACE Floor Area 
(m2) 

Floor Area 
above 

Threshold 
(m2) 

Floor Area 
above 

Threshold (%) 

Reference 
Illuminance 

(Lux) 

Average 
Daylight 

Factor (%) 

Minimum 
Daylight 

Factor (%) 

Maximum 
Daylight 

Factor (%) 

Bedroom 14.7 14.7 100 130.377 4.32 2.03 6.74 

Kitchen 6.05 5.64 93.22 130.352 5.68 0.61 15.52 

Flexible spcae 16.14 15.48 95.91 130.377 8.13 0.61 26.43 

Bathroom 6.57 0.5 7,6 130.371 0.3 0.1 0.3 

Total 43.46 35.82 82.42  5.27 0 26.43 

Table 5.6.3.13  Modeling daylight results 

 

Table 5.6.3.14  Modeling daylight results 
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Natural lighting has been tested under LEED NC 2.2 Credit EQ 8.1. 

The results for France are very similar to those obtained for Costa Rica. In France gives a 84.1%, 

covering 36,540 m2 43,460 m2, which exceeds the LEED requirement percentage 1.7% higher than 

in Costa Rica (82.4%). 

These estimates give us an overview of the weather conditions in France. Passive strategies have 

operated as expected and that under these conditions manifest less dark areas inside the rooms. 

 

LEED NC 2.2 Credit EQ 8.1 

Daylighting data  

Project file TROPIKA IN FRANCIA 

Sky model Cloudy sky 

Location PARIS/ORLY 

Working plane height (m) 0.900 

Max Grid Size (m) 0.200 

Min Grid Size (m) 0.050 

Illuminance lower threshold (lux) 269.098 

 

Summary Results  

Total area (m2) 43.460 

Total area above threshold (m2) 36.540 

% Area above illuminance threshold 84.1 

LEED NC 2.2 Credit EQ 8.1 Status PASS 

 

 

5.6.3.4 SPACE PLANNING 

The housing model has been designed to minimize solar heat within the spaces, the orientation or 

location is a primary basic strategies within our vision. The module has been placed with an 

orientation to the west with solid walls and reflective facades that help decrease heat.  Also, in this 

way produced direct sunlight at dawn and dusk from entering not completely the space, avoiding the 

internal temperature rise. 

Prevailing winds in Costa Rica, comes mostly from North-East. The module’s design opens to the 

North with folding doors to receive ventilation. South facade opens with casement windows. Flexible  

furniture and walls will let the wind flow through the interior. Flexible  furniture and walls will let the 

wind flow through the interior.  

Table 5.6.3.15  LEED 
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In the kitchen the spaces with lowest illumination area about 500 lux, near the corners of the walls, 

used to place the refrigerator in indirect relationship with the openings, the normal levels are around 

1000 lux. 

The daylight strategies capture diffused light from outside and avoid direct sunlight through openings 

that have been planned in the following way: 

- Windows in the façade that produce a high illumination over the workspace (0,9m) 

- Opposite facades: The light projected from the windows in opposite facades increases the 

illumination  

- High windows permit the deeper entrance of light increasing the evenness 

 

 Internal space distribution 

The space distribution is made regarding mainly by the natural ilumination during a period of 12 daily 

hours, staring 6am till 6pm, locating the areas with more use in relation with the direction North and 

South.  

 

 

 Grade 1. The spaces with high use for the type of users of Tropika (elderly) are the flexible 

area and the kitchen. This is based mainly in the costa rican culture that turns around the 

sociability. Inside the units this activity is developed in this spaces, therefore they have to be 

situated in the points with a more bioclimatic advantage (natural ventilation and illumination) 

 

 Grade 2. It’s characterized by having an middle to high temporality, composed by the 

bedroom. This space doesn’t have any internal divisions that separate the bedroom from the 

rest of the unit, because of the conceptualization of Tropika in the trying to reflect the 

communication, the closeness and the openings of spaces. 

The bedroom represents a direct communication with the space named flexible area and 

thanks to the flexible furniture present in both zones that can be mixed up with the 

bioclimatic effective use (natural ventilation and illumination) and it can maximize by 

maintaining the luminance index and producing the cross ventilation phenomenon by having 

opposite openings without an internal barrier that prevents the circulation. 

 Grade 3. Middle to high temporality that is situated in the work area. This space is defined 

mainly by the furnishing, but is immerse inside the area destined for the bedroom The direct 

relationship between them improves the communication and the luminance potential coming 

from the north and south so that there is no need to make an opening on the west elevation 

WEST EAST 

1 

2 

3 4 

TEMPORARY GRADE OF USE 

1          2             3           4            

+                                            -            

Image 5.6.3.14.  Temporary grade of use 
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so it can get the necessary temperature for this activity, because it will be obtained as a 

result of the increase of temperature and the glare phenomenom. For this reason the 

concept of the light is continued by using the indirect light coming from the north. 

 

 Grade 4. This is the area with the least temporality inside Tropika. Here is located the 

restroom and the machine room. The time destined for this activity used by the user doesn’t 

come up to 20% of the daily hours of the day, therefore this area is not situated in the 

maximal points of the bioclimatical advantage (natural ventilation and illumination) 

 

 

 

 

5.6.3.5 PASSIVE HEAT ING STRATEGIES  

Costa Rica is located in the tropic and doesn’t have drastic changes; there are only 2 seasons the 

summer or dry season and winter or rainy season. During the summer in San José, Costa Rica the 

maximal temperature reached is around 27° C and during the rainy season it gets to 16°C. 

The temperature change doesn’t get to drastic for it to get during the users daily activities and the 

Celsius temperatures are inside the lower acceptable temperature.  

Its not acceptable to incorporate inside the units heating mechanical systems, this is why is used a 

passive strategy by using insulating materials inside the wall sections and the roof module.  

For pipes insulation was chosen mineral wool also called rock wool, of brand “Rockwool” distributed 

in Costa Rica by “Euro Aislantes”. The Insulation thickness is 25.4 mm (1 in). This insulator has a 

thermal conductivity of 0.037 W / mK at a temperature of 50 ° C 

Image 5.6.3.15.  Temporary grade of use 
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One of the main benefits of the mineral wool is in that it is made by volcanic stone, which saves up to 

12 times more energy than other insulators, this means that for every Btu consumed by the product 

save 12 BTU per year compared to other common insulation such as polyurethane, this according to 

the NAIMA (North American Insulation Manufacturers Association). 

For the roof will be used a mixed system of a mineral wool insulation and laminated steel of the 

brand Total-span, called TS-12B, this mineral rock has the same properties explained in this section 

above. 

Solar Chimney for heating  

The solar chimney can also be used for heating. Closing the top of the chimney’s outlet and the hot 

air is exhausted to the outside; just by opening a vent the hot air can be circulated into the house. 

The solar chimney is made up of materials such as cobber, glass and an internal black colored 

closure, that seeks to heat the air that is in the upper part of the chimney with higher temperatures 

where the air is located, inside the unit so that it is attracted by the high temperature air present in 

the upper part and let it be expelled from the unit to the exterior. This system collaborates to reduce 

the internal air temperature, though is possible to invest in cooling rather than heating making it 

Table 5.6.3.16  Technical information 
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possible to allow the air the heats up out and mix with the internal air of the unit by not having 

another exit. 

. 

                                       

  

5.6.3.6 PASSIVE COOLING STRATEGIES 

The principal strategies taken where: 

 Free floor. Decreasing the internal divisions in the spaces so the fresh breeze has no flow 

obstacles to circulate inside the unit, 

 Cross Ventilation. The openings in the opposite facades gives an external air entrance 

circulation and the exit inside the unit with the possibility of bringing fresh circulating breeze 

with no obstacles thanks to the internal spaces. 

 Double height. The extra height of the unit helps the hot air (the one that maintain itself at 

higher levels) are not found near the humans height range and this lets the fresh air 

percentage higher for the users of Tropika 

 Solar Chimney: The concept of solar chimney as a vertical tower (initial design), involves the 

generation of shadow on Photovoltaic panels, so that would have reduced the efficiency, 

preventing the direct incidence of solar radiation on these. Furthermore, lifting the solar 

chimney structure up straight on the roof of the module, would represent an increase in the 

structural complexity, because of wind load and structure´s height 

 

 

For those reasons, Tropika´s  solar chimney new design will be inclined according to the angle of the 

roof. This configuration also increases the solar radiation area, instead of using the old vertical 

concept.  

The common height of homes in Costa Rica, was increased in order to allow the hot air from 

accumulating inside and thus that extra volume to be extracted by the solar chimney favoring 

outward thermal comfort module. 

 

 

Image 5.6.3.16.  solar chimney closed 
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5.6.3.7 CONFORT THERMAL ANALYSIS 

The thermal comfort analysis was realized with the Design Builder program with Fanger, Pierce and 

Kansas tests. 

Data base used for the analysis 

- User Features: adult, with possible problems of obesity, low physical activity, physical and 

visual. 

- Food habits of Costa Rican population: breakfast between 6:00 am and 8:00 am, morning 

coffee time at 9:30 am , lunch at noon , coffee time between 3:00 pm and 5:00 pm , dinner 

after 7 : 30 pm 

- Daily occupations and temporality: establishing a retention range medium-high (the elderly, 

pensioners, or an average employment level ) to identify activities within and outside the 

module divided by areas ( kitchen, bathroom, flexible space and bedroom) . 

- Average Attire in Costa Rica: As of 0.8 clo , Value is constant throughout the year as there is 

no drastic seasonal changes in Costa Rica. Cultural elements that have influence are 

incorporated, such as the socialization that interferes with the increase in the number of 

occupants in the module. 

- User factors : Metabolism depends on the type of person and is linked to the daily physical 

activity performed. The comfort simulations were realized based on potential Tropika users: 

o  Male 65 years 75m height and weight 83kg . 

o Woman, 59 years, height 65m and weighing 70kg  

 

Image 5.6.3.17. Passive cooling strategy_Chimney open 
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Clothing 

The clo value presented in the following table is the result of the of all garment thermal insulation 

values. 

  

 

Strategies adopted for obtaining a good thermal comfort. 

1. Inside space do not deny the relationship with outside facades. What is desired is that the sunlight 

helps heat the house in case of low temperature, frequent situation during the rainy season in Costa 

Rica. Open north and south facades  so that light energy is captured and transformed into heat. 

2. West façade opening are located 2.70 m height from the finished floor level  in order to reduce 

the amount of direct light during evening hours . 

3. The solar chimney helps to exhausts heat through solar incidence in the sector, this would help 

lower the level of heat produced by sunlight entering through the openings. 

 

 

 

activity 

table 

Activity met 

Sleep 0,2 

Rest 0,8 

Stand 1,0 

Walk 1,7 

Cook 1,5 

Write 1,0 

Read 0,9 

Use the 

computer 

1,1 

Clothing t-shirt, shirt, Pants and 

shorts 

shoes Hats umbrella clo 

 

 

 

  0.8 

Table 5.6.3.17  Daily activities 

 

Table 5.6.3.18  Clo level in Costa Rica 
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Simulation results 

Average inside Temperatures. 

Average San Jose temperature is between 17-25 ° C depending on the season. Analysis for thermal 

comfort was performed  test  design choices of enclosure, guidance and shading elements explained 

in the passive bioclimatic strategies. The following chart shows the results : 

 

 

Tropika’s rooms, in Costa Rica,  will remain within a comfort range between    22-26 ° C in Costa 

Rica for all measurements of internal air temperature, radiation operation.  

One of the sources that increase the heat inside the module is the air temperature and it is 

responsible for the dissipation of heat in the rooms, Measurements of the internal air temperature  

does not exceed 24 ° C. The months with the highest peak are March, April and May, (summer with 

low wind speeds) and the lowest peak air temperature October, November and December (transition 

to winter or summer, in high wind speed) 

The radiation temperature reaches the highest average temperature about 23 ° C in March, April 

and May) as shown in the chart 5.7.9, the highest peak of this simulation reaches more than 26 °C , 

out of a state of pleasant comfort so during this time it’s a need the use active mechanisms for 

reducing heat. 

Operating temperature is the result of the analysis obtained ratio of internal air temperatures and 

internal radiation. The averaging Celsius degrees are 23-25 °C, and would be in a state of comfort 

slightly satisfied because they are moving away from optimal comfort levels, especially in the 

summer. 

 Air temperature helps lower the internal temperature, but is recommended to improve thermal 

insulation systems of the envelope. 

The temperature of the external bulbs are below 22 ° C and minimum of 14 ° C, very fresh ranges 

 

 

Table 5.6.3.19  Average temperatures in San José 
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Average Relative Humidity 

As mentioned previously moisture percentages obtained are maintained over 50%. The chart below 

confirms this percentage.

 

 

Active strategies for humidity control: Incorporating a dehumidifier. 

The relative humidity identifies the perception of heat or cold so during the colder months (winter 

time 70% relative humidity) high humidity levels help increase the perception of low temperatures 

without incorporating active strategies. 

Discomfort hrs and specific analysis. 

The following results  according to the models of Fanger, Pierce and Kansas, helps understand 

Tropika thermal comfort . 

 

Chart 5.6.8 Thermal comfort_Tropika in San José 

 

 

Table 5.6.3.20  Average humidity in San José 

 

 

Table 5.6.3.21   Discomfort hrs and specific analysis. 
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Specific analysis model made in Costa Rica have a location range between -1 and 1, which indicates 

that thermal comfort levels are acceptable and there are no abrupt changes in hot or cold inside the 

rooms. 

Tropika in France. Average internal temperature. 

The Tropika temperature level must stay in 24 ° C during the contest.  

The weather file provided by the Solar Decathlon organization is used in the simulations. 

 

 

 

Table 5.6.3.22   Discomfort hrs and specific analysis. 

 

 

 

Table 5.6.3.23   Thermal comfort_Tropika in San José 
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Results: 

 Temperature: Internal operational and radiation air temperatures do not exceed 25 ° C 

during the months of June and July (competition) within the acceptable range and close to 

the level of 24 ° C applied for the competition. The temperature of the external bulb 

collaborate decreasing the internal temperature is between 16 and 19 ° C. 

 Relative humidity percentage in France is lower compared to the behavior of this in Costa 

Rica. The percentage achieved for the months of June and July is 55-60 % of what is needed 

the dehumidifier just for attaining reach 40-55 % , but the decline in the relative humidity is 

not as sharp as what happens in our country. 

Discomfort hours and specific analyzes 

Specific tests Fanger, Pierce and Kansas have been applied to Tropika’s model in France. For 

measurements of Fanger the module is in a cold comfort which could vary depending on the module 

user's metabolism and as Pierce and Kansas Tropika has a slightly cool comfort from Neutral. This 

will be contrasted with passive heating through solar chimney. 

 

 

5.6.3.8 THERMAL ENERGY STORAGE        

For the Tropika unit its not implemented the storage of thermal energy for the generation of electric 

energy. 

It is taking the strategy mainly for the water heating and the use of the consumers.  

Thermosolar System 

Fresh water technology ensures the consumer is provided with hygienically clean, hot water. The 

higher energy efficiency of “Domo Premium” also makes it ideal for backup heating. 

Technical details. 

 100% hygienic drinking water – water is heated using the continuous flow principle to prevent the 

growth of legionella bacteria 

 Patented temperature control technology provides you with a constant supply of fresh, clean hot 

water – the water is kept at a constant temperature and the system provides you with as much water 

as you need right when you need it 

 The solar group and fresh water station are preinstalled above the tank 

 

       Cool                     cool slightly               Neutral                    slightly hot 
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Technical specifications. 

Fresh water station: 20 l/min output capacity, HW 45 °C 

Tank capacity: 350 l, heating water 

Collector area: 4-6 m² 

Installation area: D 700 x 1670 mm 

Controller: 1-circuit solar controller, Prozeda Pico 600 

Tank connections: 1 x 6/4" female thread for electric heating cartridge 

 

3 x 1" female thread for external heat source 

 

2 x 1" female thread for integrating the heating circuit 

 

5.6.3.9 VENTILATION 

In response to the passive strategy and to make the project more sustainable, it was used the cross 

ventilation. Especific simulations have provided information, so the wind behavior is applied properly 

inside the bedrooms. This strategy was useful in Tropika Costa Rica as well as in France, this so the 

internal confort index would be a matter of knowledge and appliance in the natural ventilation rather 

than mecanical ventilation. 

Natural ventilation, Tropika in Costa Rica 

In Costa Rica the prevailing wind comes from the Northeast direction. The winds speed, the 

connection between the distance because of the wind flow and the time in which the journey is 

made, you get a speed of wind range between 5 and 15 m/s, which is comfortably acceptable, 

based on the ventilation perception scale. 

Image 5.6.3.18.  Thermosolar System 
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The openings are arranged for the incoming and outgoing ventilation of the North and South 

façades. This arrange helps increase the cross ventilation inside the unit. The approach uses the 

dominant winds so the module can have thermal comfort, the temperature may be decreased and 

there can be a constant flow of inner air. 

 

 

The results for the wind burst indicator inside the unit are offered by the simulation trial of the 

implementation of the strategy. In the following image is presented the ventilation behavior for an 

elevation of 0.9 meters, in reference to the main working table. 

The renovation of the air is important for the quality of spaces, but in terms of comfort it is 

accomplished when the flow of air gets to the users skin, therefore to obtain the movement and the 

quantity of air that gets to the unit is crucial for the best use of Tropika. Its important to highlight that 

this project self-efficient, this is why there will be some specific space analysis for the optimal 

comprehension of its performance, having the expectations to obtain temperature inside the comfort 

range of 22 and 24 C, and wind speeds of less than 1,5 m/s 

 

4 a 5 m/s 5 a 8 m/s 16 a 25 m/s 8 a 16 m/s 25 m/s to more 

Imperceptible                                      pleasant                                        enjoyable with sharp perception                       supportable                        no supportable 

                      Image 5.6.3.19. Cross ventilation 
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1.  The natural ventilation that comes in, to the North facade has low speed, 0.03 m/s aprox 

because of the great percentage that exist in the opening area that is 50% and has different 

pressure measures on each opening. The area that involves each one of them is different 

one another and they are not found in the middle of the façade, those burst of wind will be 

found in a windward and the temperature would be 20°C. 

2. In the marked section with this numbering it can be observed the winds internal direction 

which is going south, aiming in the right pad because this façade is the only one that allows 

the exit. The design was realized with the goal of taking advantage of all the ventilation that 

may come in and conquer with this the route through the entire unit, another strategy applied 

so the wind internal drive is not interrupted or doesn’t loses its kinetic energy, being the last 

one accomplished by the elimination of physical divisions inside the space. The results of the 

design decisions have provided positive wind flows that increase the speed from 0.03 m/s to 

0.18 m/s approx., and pressures of more than 2,722.11 Pa and an internal temperature of 

23 to 24°C, inside the comfort range. 

3. The analysis of the behavior of the ventilation involved with the kitchen for this section has a 

constant temperature of 22°C and the ventilation helps diminish the thermal radiation that 

the kitchen devices and the food preparing create. The wind speed is in the 0.09 m/s and 

the pressure stays in + - 2,722.11 Pa, both inside the desired digits. The wind burst are 

added up to the direction taken from the ones that go through sector 2, that has being 

analyzed by searching for the only way out in the south façade. 

4. In the south section the openings are working as an exit for the wind burst and they are in 

charge of closing the cross ventilation system. These openings have considerably less area 

than the ones that make the wind come inside the unit, they undertake a 30% of the surface 

of the façade. This strategy is implemented so the wind speed may be increased, making the 

circulation renew the air inside the space. The speed doesn’t come over the 0.21 m/s with 

pressures of 6,363.58 Pa and temperatures of 24°C, inside the comfort range 

Image 5.6.3.20 

2 

1 3 

4 
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The performance of the speed also is simulated for an elevation of 1.7m considering that the 

ventilation would be more attached to the users inside Tropika: 

 

 

In comparison to the results obtained at a lower level involving temperature, wind speed and 

pressure, la measurements don’t change in a great amount, but the behavior respect the flow 

diffusion of the internal air has changed and the burst in the 2nd point in which the previous analysis 

was running south, in this case it runs north, which evidences a turbulence production inside the 

space. 

The movement of the turbulence can be observed with more detail in the section of the space 

studied, shown in next image:  

Image 5.6.3.21 Natural Ventilation 1,7 m  

Image 5.6.3.22 
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The wind come in the north side and runs through to the south, but since there isn’t 60% of the 

openings on the facade, the wind collides with the walls and bounces back mixing itself with new 

wind burst that redirect its movement just how it’s shown in the simulation result, where it can be 

observed that the cool air come in through the lower zones of the unit and the hot air is accumulated 

on the upper side. 

The turbulence will keep the circulation constant, but the hot accumulation of air must be prevented 

in the upper zones, and this is why is incorporated a solar chimney that collaborates with the 

extraction of it and it helps maintain the desired wind breeze that comes in from the cross 

ventilation. 

5.6.3.10 HYBRID OR SEMI -PASSIVE SYSTEMS 

Hybrid Strategy: Evaporative cooling. 

 

An evaporative cooling is a system that seeks to make a temperature change in the environment by 

mixing a stream of air with water. This system uses the principle of the law of thermodynamics 0 in 

which two contacting bodies seek thermal equilibrium. Besides, this system takes advantage of the 

phase change properties of water. In this case by passing the water through a porous surface the 

water volume is divided into small droplets which generate contact between a given air mass and the 

small bodies of water. This generates that we can take advantage of the sensible heat necessary for 

the phase change of water and the latent heat of phase change of water from liquid to vapor. 

This process is isobaric at atmospheric pressure. In this case the water takes heat from the air and 

changes its temperature until it reaches a saturation level of phase change (sensible heat), once the 

temperature reaches the phase change temperature the water will absorb energy but will not change 

its temperature (latent heat). During this process a mixture of saturated vapor and liquid is produce; 

this due to the temperature of air at atmospheric pressure is not sufficient for there to be a change 

of state of the water mass, this mixture of lower temperature will be used for the air cooling of the 

house. The excess water will be recirculated through the system. This is one of advantage of the 

system because there would not produce superheated steam which generate an increase in 

temperature (see following figure). 

There are clear examples of this process in nature, like the human body uses the process with the 

evaporation of sweat and the plants take advantage of this system to evaporate water from their 

leaves. 

The Oasys air conditioning is an indirect evaporative cooler, its capacity to not add moisture to the 

cooled air (detailed above), the low electric consumption of 600 W to produces up to 3.7 tons of 

cooling (13 kW), makes this equipment the best option to be selected to use in Tropika. The cold air 

outlet will be ducted to be transported among the different parts of the house.  
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Heating  

Air-water heat exchanger heating system 

 

It will be used an air-water heat exchanger to transfer heat from a secondary solar heating water 

system, view the drawing ME-211 Heating mode Schematic drawings. This heating system will be 

automatically activated by the temperature control of the house, during the competition it is probably 

during the nights.Although for Costa Rica conditions the use of passive strategies, like insulation and 

the inverse use of the solar chimney is enough to reach the comfort zone, in cold environmental 

conditions, we consider the heating system in the design for the requirements during the 

competition. The same ducts for the ventilation and air conditioning systems will also be used for the 

heating system to distribute hot air to the different parts of the house. The heating coil of the heat 

exchanger will be located in the bathroom ceiling 

Image 5.6.3.23 Evaporative Cooling System Diagram 

 

Image 5.6.3.24 Haeting System Diagram 
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5.6.4 CONSTRUCTION SYSTEM 

As it can be read in the Construction Narrative, Tropika’s design, maximize the use of materials 

through efficient framing and general modulation.  The module applied is 0.61m according to the 

market. This would help us diminish waste that will be managed in the assessment plan. 

As it is a repetitive module, it can be constructed in workshops and then assembled in the site. This 

will diminish environmental negative impacts (lower waste, less impact to site) and lower costs and 

time as tasks can be distributed between subcontractors. This work structure boosts economy 

creating more local employment  

The dwelling has a low tech constructive system. This will help the Team in the competition, but more 

important, will present an accessible dwelling solution to Costa Rican middle class because 

construction costs will be diminish. Assembly and disassembly of the module will be easy to achieve 

and benefits the construction of vertical or horizontal reproduction in housing complexes.  

 

  
Image 5.6.4.1 Wood framing assembly                               Image 5.6.4.2 Wood framing assembly 

 

5.6.5 MATERIALS 

5.6.5.1 Materials selection 

Materials in Tropika, have been selected after a detailed study of their individual characteristics. Low 

embodied energy and low carbon footprint materials, coming from renewable sources as preferable 

or with recycled content and no toxic substances, have been the determining factors for this 

selection.  

In order of preference, we decided to give advantage to local materials and discourage the use of 

imported ones with no justification rather than aesthetics. This way, we encourage local industry and 

strengthen the economic and social development through the value chain generated.  Also, local 

materials will diminish freight transport across our chaotic urban road systems and it’s effect on 

global warming. In Costa Rica, the transport sector is the main contributor of greenhouse gas 
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emissions where it consumes 78% of the imported petroleum, main source of fossil fuel (Programa 

de las Naciones Unidas para el Desarrollo en Costa Rica, 2013). 

Imported materials will be used only for specific purposes: when no local production or local market 

is available or when the technical specifications of local materials do not comply with the technical 

requirements requested by the competition.  

A reference table was design in order to classify the variety of construction materials into low and 

high, embodied carbon equivalent (EC) and embodied energy (EE) ranges per kilogram  (kgCO2e/kg 

and MJ/kg). It has been elaborated using as reference the database of the University of BATH, 

Inventory of carbon & energy (ICE). Version 2.0. The table was distributed through our internal teams 

in order to evaluate the preliminary list of materials.  Then we made a comparison between 

alternatives and decided which materials to use and which ones to take out of the equation.  

We took out materials such as the Galvanized corrugated sheet specified for the external envelope 

of the module in the Deliverable #2 because it has a high embodied energy and high embodied 

carbon equivalent per kilogram. Also it is an imported material with high thermal conductivity. Then, 

it was decided to use more timber and fibre cement uncoated.  

Another important decision was to investigate more about insulation alternatives in order to 

eliminate the use of PRODEX, an insulation material commonly used in Costa Rica made with 

polyethylene and aluminum. 

Table 5.6.5.1  Low to High parameters of embodied energy an embodied carbon 

 
Code 

Range 

 

EE (MJ/Kg) EC eq (kgCO2e/Kg) 

Very Low   0  to 5 0 to 0.75 

Low   5 to 15 0.75 to 1.5 

Medium   15  to 35 1.5 to 2.5 

High   35  to 70 2.5 to  3.5 

Very High   >= to 70  >= to 3.51  

Table 5.6.5.2 Comparision of materials in terms of Embodied Energy and Carbon Coefficients 

 

Materials 

Embodied Energy and Carbon 

Coefficients 

EE (MJ/Kg) EC eq(kgCO2e/Kg) 

Aluminum General    

Cement Fibre cement panels uncoated   

Fibre cement panels (colour) coated   

Insulation (Plastics) General Polyethylene   
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Table 5.6.5.3 Comparison of alternatives in terms of Embodied Energy and Carbon Coefficients per kilogram_ 

“Cradle to Grave analysis” 

E
n

v
e

lo
p

e
 

Façade and 

insulation  

Material Embodied Energy and Carbon Coefficients 

MJ/Kg kgCO2/Kg 

 

 kgCO2e/Kg 

Alternative 1 Fibre cement   (colour) coated 15.30 1.28 No data available 

Galvanized corrugated sheet 

(Stainless steel) 

56.70 6.15 No data available 

Prodex 

thermic 

Aluminum 

general 

155 8.24 9.16  

General 

Polyethylene 

83.10 2.04 2.54 

Alternative 2 Fiber cement uncoated 10.49 1.09 No data available 

Clapboard  (Timber general) 10 0.71 0.71 

Rockwool 16.8 1.05 1.12 

Table 5.6.5.4 Comparison of alternatives in terms of Embodied Energy and Carbon Coefficients per 

kilogram_ “Cradle to Grave analysis” 

E
n

v
e

lo
p

e
 

Façade and 

insulation  

Material Total Embodied Energy and Carbon Coefficients 

per alternative 

MJ/Kg kgCO2/Kg  kgCO2e/Kg 

Alternative 1 Fiber cement  (color) coated  

310 

 

17,71 

No enough data for 

comparison 

 

Galvanized corrugated sheet 

Prodex thermic (polyethylene) 

Alternative 2 Fiber cement uncoated  

37,29 

 

2,85 

No enough data for 

comparison Clapboard  

Rockwool 

Table 5.6.5.5 Materials selected for Tropika 

Assemblies 

Description 

Subassemblies Description Material 

1.Networks, utilities 

and sanitary facilities 

1.1 PVC Pipes Bio garden 

and Grey Water 

1.1.1 CPVC Piping (bio garden) 

1.1.2 PVC Piping_ Grey Water 

1.2 PVC Pipes Sanitary 

Facilities 

1.2.1 CPVC Piping_ Hot Water 

1.2.2 PVC Piping_ Potable Water 

1.2.3 PVC Piping_ Black Water 

2. Foundations  2.1 Foundations 2.1.1 Steel plates and joints (Pc1,Pc2, Pc3,Dm1,R2) 

2.1.2 Steel plates and joints (R1) 

3. Superstructure 3.1 Wood Slab (Structural 

Insulation Panel) 

3.1.1 Oriented Strand Board 

3.1.2 Core Balsa Timber 

3.1.3 Wood Finger Joint Panel (Melina Timber) 

Rockwool   

Steel Stainless   

Timber General   

Glue Laminated Timber   
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3.2 Load bearing structure 3.2.1 Glue Laminated Timber Rafters and Columns 

Melina Timber 

3.2.2 Rafters Sawn Lumber (Pine Timber) 

3.3 Flooring Panels 3.3.1 Sawn Lumber, Teak Timber and OSB 

4.Roofing, ceiling and 

insulation 

4.1 Roofing sheets and 

insulation 

4.1.1 Total Spam TS-12B Steel sheets (double) and 

trough  

4.1.2 Insulation Rockwool 

4.2 Ceiling panels 4.2.1 Finger Joint panel (Melina Timber) 

4.2.2 Sawn Lumber (Teak Timber) 

4.3 Wood structure Roof 

and ceiling 

4.3.1 Glue Laminated Timber Rafters 

4.3.2 Sawn Lumber (Pine Timber) 

5.External envelope, 

partitioning walls and 

internal joineries 

5.1 External envelope and 

partitioning walls wood 

5.1.1 Plywood (Pochote Timber) 

5.1.2 Wood/Finger Joint Panel (Melina Timber) 

5.1.3 Sawn Lumber_ Clapboard (Teak timber) 

5.2 Wood frame and 

insulation 

5.2.1 Sawn Lumber (Pine Timber) 

5.2.2 Rockwool Insulation 

5.3 Paneling Fiber cement 5.3.1 Fiber cement panels uncoated 

6. Façade, exterior 

and interior joineries 

and doors 

6.1 Wood and glazing 

doors 

6.1.1Wood Doors (PT1, PT2, PT3, PT4) 

6.1.2 Glazing doors Glass (Pt5, PT6, PT7) 

6.1.3 Glazing doors Aluminum Framing (PT 5,6,7)  

6.2 Windows Glazing and 

framing (G1.1, G1.2, G1.3, 

G4, G5,G6,G2.1, G7, G8) 

6.2.1 Double Glazing Low E/ Artic blue/ 

6.2.1 Aluminum framing 

7.Cladding, screeds, 

paints, ornamental 

7.1. Painting and sealants 7.1.1 Wood varnish (walls and floor) 

7.1.2 Fiber cement sealant 

7.1.3 Wood preservative 

7.2 Exterior Deck 7.1.2 Teak clapboard 

7.3. Green Tunnel, 

wetland, marquee, flowers 

pot 

7.3.1 Wood Structure Sawn Lumber (Pine Timber) 

7.3.2 Teak clapboard. Planters 

7.4.Wetland Tanks 7.4 Fiberglass tanks 

8.Heating, Ventilation, 

cooling,  

8.1 Ventilation 8.1.1 Evaporative Cooling System 

8.1.2 Dehumidifier 

8.2 Thermo solar System 8.2.1Thermosolar System 

9.Electric 

Components 

9.1 Electric Cables and 

components 

10.2.1 Cable AWG Copper 

10.2.2 EMT Pipe, bends and junctions, Rails and 

loops, octagonal and rectangular boxes_ Galvanized 

Steel 

10.2.3 Plastic Electric components (breakers, surge 

and load center protector) 

9.2 Electrical  Panel 9.2.1 Electrical panel Aluminum 

10. Local energy 

production facilities 

10.1 Photovoltaic Panels 10.1.1 Multi crystalline solar panels 

10.1.2 PV cables 

10.2. Electronic 

components (Intelligent 

system) 

10.3. Electronic components (Intelligent system) 

11. Solar Chimney 11.1. Wood panels 11.1.1 Wood Finger Joint Panel (Melina timber) 

11.1.2 Clapboard (Teak timber) 

 

5.6.5.2 Green Materials 

Glue laminated timber and sawn lumber 
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Tropika’s main structure is designed in glued laminated timber from Gmelina arborea plantations as 

well as the sawn lumber used for rafters and wall structure.  

Glue laminated timber has been chosen because it’s characteristics such as weight, beauty and 

handling. It comes from renewable sources, has a low embodied carbon and embodied energy (Table 

5.7.14) during its harvesting and manufacturing (“cradle to gate”) process and will be a sink of CO2 

during the building’s use life.  

Because of the product characteristics as well as the manufacturing process will generate low waste 

rates.  

Our sponsor and contractor, Maderas Cultivadas de Costa Rica, is located in the city of Alajuela 

where the laminated structure will be prefabricated in their workshop.  

Wood laminated structure for Trópika will be fabricated from Gmelina arborea Roxb, coming from 

FSC plantations in San Carlos, Alajuela.  

Glue laminated timber will improve structural and durability characteristics of timber from Gmelina 

arborea Roxb, so it can be used not only in a single Trópika’s module but in a four to five story 

building.  

In order to reproduce the Trópika module in the market, the glue laminated structure can be 

fabricated not only from Gmelina arborea, but also from Pinus caribaea var. hondurensis, a specie 

commonly used in forest plantations in Costa Rica. 

Structural Insulation Panel (SIP) 

The Structural Insulation Panel is not commonly used in Costa Rica because there are no national 

suppliers. The TEC Team along with Balsa Tica, a wood processing national company specialized on 

balsa timber, saw this opportunity to research and develop a new option of SIP for  the domestic 

market. 

Typically, SIPs consist of an insulating foam (polystyrene foam) core between two structural faces of 

oriented strand board (OSB).  

The product developed, aims to change the inner core by a renewable material such as balsa wood 

from Ochroma pyramidale plantations. This wood is classified as one of the lightest and softest of all 

woods (130 to 160 kg/m3). This specie is well developed in our tropic climate and there are plenty 

balsa plantations in Costa Rica. It is easy to preserve and has an excellent vibration, heat and sound 

insulation, perfect characteristics for the SIP core. (Carpio Malavassi, 2003) 

External SIP faces are OSB on bottom and a finger joint panel of Melina. 
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Image 5.6.5.1 Structural Insulation Panel 

Wall and flooring wood panels 

In order to get innovative and sustainable materials and products, Trópika has been working along 

with a wood workshop integrated by a group of architects known as Taller Guayabo, who’s idea is to 

design and produce flooring and wall panels from reclaimed teak timber from FSC plantations. The 

reclaimed wood comes from the waste generated by Panamerican Woods, a Costa Rican based 

company that commercialize teak logs and wood flooring products. The panel is made from Teak 

clapboard glued to OSB (Georgia Pacific, Blue Ribbon).  

Tectona grandis plantations are not native from Costa Rica but they have been adapted to the 

conditions of our country. Among wood species, it is a fast renewable source. With a good forest 

management plan, teak plantations became profitable 12 or 15 years after being planted. 

Teak plantations were introduced in the sixties into the Central Pacific Coast and Dry Pacific Coast of 

Costa Rica (Blanco Rojas, Carpio Malavassi, & Muñoz Umaña, 2005). At least 10 000 hectares have 

been planted since then (Camacho & Madrigal, 1997). 

Teak is considered as hardwood, it is valuated for its durability, water resistant and therefore, it is 

special for exterior construction.  
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Image 5.6.5.2 Structural Insulation Panel 

 

Thermal Insulation 

In Costa Rica, there is no local development for thermal insulation technologies. Historically, 

insulation has not been an essential component of traditional architecture and construction because 

passive strategies had been used traditionally to solve climatic issues. However, with industrial and 

technological development, thermal insulation has become a high demand material. 

Our domestic market only provides imported insulation materials, mostly made from polyethylene, 

fiberglass and rockwool. Through research, Tec Team has found a single coconut fiber insulation 

manufacturer with an artisanal and not commercialized production. 

In Trópika, materials made from polyethylene have been discarded because they are high in 

embodied energy and embodied carbon. Materials with fiberglass have been discarded because 

toxicity and side effects on human health. On the other hand, Rockwool have been chosen as the 

thermal insulation material as it is the best choice available in the Costa Rican market in terms of 

technical characteristics and sustainability.  

  
Image 5.6.5.3 Rockwool thermal insulation 

Environmental specifications charts 

Table  5.6.5.6 Glue Laminated timber environmental specifications 

Material: Glue Laminated timber 

Assembly: Superstructure Subassembly: Load Bearing structure (columns and beams) 

Volume to cover: 8.21 m3 Density: 460 kg/m3 Total Weight: 3685 kg 

Raw Material: Timber from Gmelina arborea 

 

Subcomponents 1. Osmose micro pro  

2. Structural Glue MUF 1242  

3. Xilotop waterproofing 

Environmental 

aspects 

FSC certified national Gmelina arborea plantations  

It is recyclable or can be reused  

After it’s use phase, should be disassembled carefully in order to make it’s life 
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longer.  

Life Time  Durability: 30 years outdoors and indefinite indoors (50 years) 

Maintenance Description:  

1. Dusting leaves and accumulation of materials carried by the wind 

2. Restore the surface finish with Danish oil or similar when these show 

signs of deterioration 

3. Replace deteriorated wood that has been exposed to leaks or water 

moisture inputs (preserved wood for indoors should not be exposed for long 

periods of water or moisture inputs) 

4. Frequency of maintenance: annual 

End of Life 

 

Landfill %: 

0% 

Reused:   

85%  

Recyclable: 15% 

They will be transformed into pellets  in the 

university campus 

Origin Local 

Plantation Site: San Carlos, Alajuela  

Place of Manufacture:  Ochomogo, Cartago_ Grupo Xilo 

Distance and Way of Travelling from plantation_manufacture to site: 100 km, 

Truck 

 

Other aspects  Planed wood on four sides 

 Dried to 12% moisture when being glued. 

 Free chromium and arsenic. 

 Penetration of the preservative will complete sapwood. 

 

Table 5.6.5.7 Structural Insulation Panel environmental specifications 

Material: Structural Insulation Panel 

Assembly: Superstructure Subassembly: Slab 

Area to cover: 60.8 m2 Total Density: 1660 

kg/m3 

Thickness: 0.046 

m 

Total Weight: 1127 kg 

Raw Materials:  Oriented Strand Board (OSB) 

                                Timber from Ochroma pyramidale plantation (balsa core) 

                                Finger Joint Panel _Melina Timber 

Environmental 

aspects 

OSB_Blue Ribbon_ Georgia Pacific 

Melina Timber comes from FSC certified plantations 

It is recyclable or can be reused  

After it’s use phase, should be disassembled carefully in order to make it’s life 

longer. 

Life Time  Durability:  30 years to Life time as long as the core of balsa wood does not get in 

contact with water (permanent moisture or leaks) 

Maintenance Description:  

1. Tropika should be inspected routinely in order to remove any accumulation of 

moisture and repair any mechanical damage. 

2. It is recommended that a regular preventive program of insect treatment be 

initiated and maintained if the structure is exposed to pest infestation.   

Frequency:  

1. Routinely (every month at least) 

2. Depending on the program and risk exposure 
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Origin Local 

Manufacturer site: Siquirres 

Distance from manufacturer to construction site: 100 km 

Way of Travelling: Truck 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5.6.5.8 Flooring and wall Timber panels _environmental specifications 

Material: Flooring and wall panels 

Assembly: External envelope/ 

Roofing, Ceiling, insulation 

Subassembly: external envelope and partitioning walls/ Ceiling panels 

Area to cover:  126.67 m2 Density: 690 kg/m3 (12% 

moisture) 

Thickness: 

0.02054 m 

Total Weight:    2220 

kg   

Raw Material:  wood from Tectona grandis , Costa Rican plantations 

Finishing: Aquanatur from Carver.  Acrylic  water based varnish 

VOC g/l: 50g/l 

Environmental 

aspects 

Teak Timber from FSC certified plantations (Panamerican Woods) 

100% of Teak timber is recovered teak from wood waste and is revalued in form 

of panels for flooring and walls.  

It is recyclable or can be reused  

After it’s use phase, should be disassembled carefully in order to make it’s life 

longer. 

Life Time  Durability: 30 years outdoors and indefinite indoors (50 years) 

Maintenance Description:  

1. Dusting leaves and accumulation of materials carried by the wind 

2. Restore the surface finish every once a year or when these show signs of 

deterioration 

3. Replace deteriorated wood that has been exposed to leaks or water 

moisture inputs (preserved wood for indoors should not be exposed for 

long periods of water or moisture inputs) 

Frequency of maintenance: annual 

 

End of Life 

 

Landfill: 0% Reused: 75% Recyclable: 25% 

They will be transformed into pellets in 

the university campus 

Origin Local 

Plantation Site: Península de Nicoya, Puntarenas 

Distance from plantation to manufacturer_ construction site: 306 km  

Place of Manufacture:  Cartago 
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Way of Travelling: Truck 

 

Manufacturer Taller Guayabo, Costa Rica 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5.6.5.9 Sawn lumber environmental specifications 

Material: Sawn Lumber (Floor and Roof rafters, Wall internal structure) 

Assembly: Superstructure Subassembly: Load bearing structure, Frame 

Volume to cover:  1002 m3 Density: 486 kg/m3  Total Weight: 845 kg 

Raw Material:  Pinus caribaea var. hondurensis  

Environmental 

aspects 

It is recyclable or can be reused  

After it’s use phase, should be disassembled carefully in order to make it’s life 

longer. 

Life Time  

 

Durability: Indefinite indoors (50 years) 

Maintenance  Description:  

1. Dusting leaves and accumulation of materials carried by the wind 

2. Restore the surface finish with Danish oil every once a year or when these 

show signs of deterioration 

3. Replace deteriorated wood that has been exposed to leaks or water 

moisture inputs (preserved wood for indoors should not be exposed for 

long periods of water or moisture inputs) 

Frequency of maintenance: annual 

 

End of Life Landfill: 0% Reused: 75% 

 

Recyclable: 25% 

They will be transformed into pellets in 

the university campus 

Origin Local 

Plantation Site: San Carlos, Alajuela 

Distance from plantation to manufacturer to construction site: 100 km 

Way of Travelling: Truck 
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Table 5.6.5.10 Fiber Cement environmental specifications 

Material: Fiber cement Uncoated  

 Assembly: Partitioning, Facade Subassembly: Furniture (counter and cabinets) 

Area to cover: 97.16m2  Density: 1050 

kg/m3 

Thickness: 0.006 

m 

Total Weight:  

612.108 kg 

Raw Material: cemento, caliza, fibras orgánicas mineralizadas y aditivos orgánicos 

Finishings: Uncoated  

Subcomponents 1. Portland cement                       

2. Calcium Carbonate 

3. Minor additions 

4. Reuse newspaper 

Environmental 

aspects 

Recycled content: 

8 % Pre consumer (kraft cardboard) 

2.5% Post consumer (newspaper 

 

Material recycling process: 

It can be grind in plant. The resulting mix can be used in the fabrication of new 

panels  

Technical aspects No VOC emissions (Formaldehyde) 

Life Time  Durability: 30 years outdoors and indefinite indoors (50 years) 

Maintenance: Description:  

1. Remove dust and other materials coming from the environment 

2. Replace deteriorated panels that has been exposed to leaks or water 

moisture inputs  

Frequency of maintenance: annual 

 

End of Life 

 

Landfill: 5% 

 

Reused: 40% 

Disassembly program and 

training 

Recyclable: 55% 
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Origin Local 

Place of Manufacture:  Paraíso, Cartago, Costa Rica 

Way of Travelling: Truck 

Distance from supplier to construction site (km): 5 km 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5.6.5.11 Steel trough and roofing sheet environmental specifications 

Material: Steel  trough and roofing sheet_ Total Spam TS-12B 

 Assembly: Roofing Subassembly:  Steel  trough and roofing sheet 

Area to cover: 135.56 m2 Density:  7851 

kg/m3 

Thickness: 

0.00053 m 

Total Weight: 900 kg 

Raw Material:  Galvanized, enameled steel 

Subcomponents Rockwool   

Life Time  Durability: 50 years 

 

End of Life 

 

Landfill % Reused   

Rockwool 100% 

 

Recyclable % 

 

Origin Imported Material 

Galvanized, enameled steel 

Place of Manufacturer: Monterrey, México 

Way of travelling: (Truck, train, boat, plane): Truck 

Distance from origin to CR: 3410 km 

Distance to site: 32 km 

 

Rockwool 

Place of Manufacturer: Antioquia, Colombia 

Way of travelling: (Truck, train, boat, plane): Boat 

Distance from origin to CR: 800 nautical miles (Caldera Port) 

Distance to site: 110 km 

 
 

5.6.5.3 Incorporated Energy. 
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For the calculation of the embodied energy of Trópika, the factors used came from the database 

Inventory of Carbon and Energy (ICE) Version 2.0 from Bath University. In order to calculate the m2 

factor, the area taken into account is 81 m2.  

 

Table 5.6.5.12 Calculation of Materials’ embodied energy. Boundary: “Cradle to gate” 

  Material Chosen  

  Material Methodology 
Metals Aluminum Aluminum General ICE V.2  

Galvanized Steel Coil(sheet) Galvanized UK(EU)Average recycled 
Content 

ICE V.2 

Steel General R.O.W Avg. Recy. Cont. ICE V.2  
Copper Copper Virgin ICE V.2  

Minerals Fiber cement Fiber cement panels (Colored) ICE V.2  
Glass  Glass(Doors and windows) Primary Glass ICE V.2  

Fiberglass Fiberglass (Glass wool) ICE V.2  
Insulation Rockwool Rockwool ICE V.2  
Timber Laminated Wood Glue Laminated timber ICE V.2  

Sawn timber hardwood Sawn Hardwood ICE V.2  
Sawn timber softwood Sawn Softwood ICE V.2  

OSB Oriented Strand Board (OSB) ICE V.2  
Plywood Plywood ICE V.2  

Finger joint panel Glue Laminated timber ICE V.2  
Wood Doors Glue Laminated timber ICE V.2  

Plastics Plastics general Plastics General ICE V.2  
Polyethylene HDPE High Density Polyethylene (HDPE) ICE V.2  

PVC Pipe PVC Pipe ICE V.2  
Paintings 
and 
sealants 

Wood varnish  Wood stain/Varnish ICE V.2 

 

Table 5.6.5.13 Calculation of Materials’ embodied energy. Boundary: “Cradle to gate” 

  Quantity Embodied Energy 

  kg EE_MJ 
Metals Aluminum 92.69 14366.95 

Galvanized Steel 1237.92 27977 

Steel 2501 65526 
Copper 17.84 1017 

Minerals Fiber cement 645.6 9878 
Glass  Glass (Doors and  windows) 518.8 7782 

Fiber glass 63.47 1777 
Insulation Rockwool 319.93 5375 
Timber Laminated Wood 5524.45 66293.4 
 Sawn Softwood (Pine Timber) 2098.01 15525 
 Sawn timber hardwood 1821.97 19055 
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Since Deliverable#4, some adjustments and minor changes in Tropika’s design had been made. 

These changes are now in incorporated in the environmental analysis. Elements such as the fiber 

cement deck and the plastic planters were replaced by teak timber in order to diminish the 

ecological footprint. Fig. 5.6.5.1, shows how the plastics and minerals were important contributors 

for the embodied energy of Tropika, even though, they were not part of the main structure of the 

house as metals and timber are. This design decision reduced in 40% the total embodied energy of 

Tropika, from 538405 MJ to 316637 MJ. 

 

Fig. 5.6.5.1 Summarized inventory results showing embodied energy (MJ). Source: (Solano Quesada, 2014) 

Next Figure 5.6.5.2 shows how minerals and plastics diminish their contribution to the embodied 

energy of Tropika, once they were replaced by wood. 

 

Fig. 5.6.5.2 Summarized inventory results showing embodied energy (MJ).  
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 Sawn timber softwood 364.9 2700 
 OSB 455 6825 
 Plywood 384 5760 
 Plastics general 3.44 277 
Plastics Polyethylene HDPE 247.65 18995 

PVC Pipe 72.76 4911 
Paintings and 
sealants 

Wood varnish, Wood preservative and fiber 
cement sealant 

50.14 2507 

PV Panels Polycrystalline 9.85 m2 40089.5 
Total  16430 316638 
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The Table 5.6.14 shows the contribution of the solar panels to the embodied energy of Tropika and 

Table  5.6.25, shows the total embodied energy of the module. 

Table 5.6.14 Calculation of Photovoltaic panels embodied energy. Boundary: “Cradle to gate” 

  m2 EE_MJ Material Methodology 

Photovoltaic panels Multi crystalline 
solar panels  

9.85 40089 PV Modules 
Polycrystalline 

ICE V.2 

 

Table 5.6.5.15 Total embodied energy  and constructed m2 factor. Boundary: “Cradle to gate” 

Total embodied energy  MJ 316637 

Total floor Area m2 81 

Total Embodied Energy per m2 (MJ/m2) 3909 

 

5.6.5.3 Incorporated CO2 

The following information about the incorporated CO2 or carbon footprint of Tropika, was mainly 

developed on the master’s degree thesis, “Methodology for measuring carbon footprint for buildings 

in the national context and its application in the habitation module Tropika”, developed by Silvia 

Solano, one of the Tec Team decathletes and Sustainability Coordinator.  

In Solano’s investigation, an excel spreadsheet was developed in order to get the quantification of 

the incorporated CO2 of Tropika. The CM Table generated by the SDE 2014 Environmental Experts, 

was filled and adapted to Tropika characteristics and used as the spreadsheet baseline. This way, 

the data introduced in the spreadsheet was the same as the introduced in the SIMA Pro software 

where a partial LCA model (single issue, method IPCC 2007) was run in order to get comparable and 

stronger results. 

Methodology 

In order to calculate the carbon footprint of Tropika, the functional unit has been established as the 

thermal envelope, primary and secondary structure and outdoor terraces within a total area of 81 

m2.  

 

 Architectonic Program Area 

Measurable  

Area 

Flexible area and 

kitchen 

Master bedroom 

Bathroom 

Machinery room 

55 m2 

Exterior areas Lobby  

Deck and ramp 

 

26 m2 
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Image 5.6.5.1 Tropika’s lobby  and architectonic program 

 

 

Tropika has a total constructed area of 107 m2 where 52m2 correspond to a terrace and a lobby with 

no walls, reason why this area is counted as half area. 

 

 
 

Image 5.6.5.2 Tropika’s architectural plan. 

 

The analyzed data used for the inventory and quantification of the carbon footprint, were mostly 

taken from the technical data generated by the Tec Team in the design stage of Tropika and from 

specific data provided by suppliers and project partners. The quantities of materials, weight and 

volume have been calculated from the documentation provided by the TEC Team as lists of 

materials, construction drawings, construction budget and purchase invoices for materials made 

until February 31, 2014. 

The calculation of electricity consumption for the construction site, was performed using estimates 

provided by the team of Team TEC. Data was generated from the use of  electrical tools, illumination 

plant and gasoline generator.  

 

The scope of the study includes the accounting for emissions from “Cradle to construction”: 
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Direct emissions 

1. Materials and products used (incorporated energy of materials) 

2. Transportation of materials and products to construction site. 

3. Waste generated in construction and transport to final disposal. 

 

Indirect emissions 

1. Energy and fuel consumption 

The emission factors used were obtained first from national data and secondly from secondary 

sources such as references from international and international databases. 

Table 5.6.5.15 Emission factors sources used in the GHG inventory for the module  

Emission Source Database Calculations Results 

Materials ICE V.2  

(Bath University) 

Mass (kg) * emission factor 

(kgCO2e/kg)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ton CO2e 

Transport of materials 

and transport of waste 

to final destination 

LIPASTO 

http://lipasto.vtt.fi/indexe.htm 

(tkm) * emission factor by transport 

type CO2e (kg/tkm)  

Waste Instituto Meteorológico Nacional 

(IMN) 

Waste mass (kg) * emission factor by 

way of treatment * GPW 

Electrical consumption 

on site 

Instituto Meteorológico Nacional 

(IMN) 

(kWh) * emission factor (kg 

CO2e/kWh) 

Fossil fuel 

consumption on site 

Instituto Meteorológico Nacional 

(IMN) 

(Liters) * emission factors (kg 

CO2e/Liters) 

  

Source: Adapted from (Solano Quesada, 2014) 

Table 5.6.5.16 Emission factors sources used in the GHG inventory for the module  

Emission Source Data Base Type of factor                 Emission Factor 

Materiales ICE V 2.0  (1) Each material has its own emission factor 

Transport of materials  LIPASTO (2) Delivery lorry heavy (15 ton) 0.061 kg CO2e /tkm 

General cargo Multi purpose 

carrier 

0.027 kg CO2e /tkm 

Short-haul international flights 1.41 kg CO2e /tkm 

Waste Transport LIPASTO (2) Delivery lorry heavy (15 ton) 0.061 kg CO2e /tkm 

Waste  IMN (3) Treatment type: Landfill 0,058 kgCH4/Kg of 

http://lipasto.vtt.fi/indexe.htm
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solid waste 

Electricity consumption in site IMN (3) 0.0824 kg CO2e/kWh 

Fossil Fuel consumption in site IMN (3) Diesel 2.69 kg CO2/ L  

Gasoline 2.26 kg CO2/ L  

Source: Adapted from (Solano Quesada, 2014) 

 

The next Table 5.6.5.17, shows the emission factors used for the different materials according to the 

ICE V.2  data base.  

Table 5.6.5.17 Emission factors for materials, database: The Inventory of Carbon and Energy (ICE) V 

2.0. 

Categoría Material Factor de emisión kg CO2e/kg 

Metales Aluminio 

Acero Galvanizado 

Acero 

Cobre 

9.16   

2.12   

2.03 

3.81 

Minerales Fibrocemento 1.28  kg COe/kg 

Vidrio Vidrio(ventanería puertas) 

Fibra de Vidrio 

0.91 

1.54  kg COe/kg 

Aislamiento Rockwool 1.12 

Madera Madera Laminada (Melina_FSC) 

Madera Aserrada (Pino) 

Madera Aserrada (Teca_FSC) 

Madera Aserrada (Balsa) 

Tableros de OSB 

Plywood 

0.42 

0.2fos+0.39bio 

0.24 

0.2fos+0.39bio 

0.45fos+0.54bio 

0.45fos+0.65bio 

Plásticos Plásticos en general 

Polietileno de alta densidad 

Tubería de PVC 

3.31 

1.93 

3.23 

Pinturas y selladores Barniz y selladores 5.35 

PV Paneles Multicelulares 208 kg CO2/m
2 
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Inventory Analysis 

According to Solano, the carbon emitted by Tropika habitation module in between the limits “cradle 

to construction” was 28 tons CO2 eq, 350 kg CO2 eq  per m2 of construction. This data was generated 

before the decision of changing the materials of the deck and the planters, reason why it is an 

important reference point. 

Once the design was changed and the fiber cement and plastic replaced by teak wood, the carbon 

footprint of Tropika was recalculated using the same methodology. As final result, Tropika emitted 24 

tons of CO2 eq, 298 kg CO2 eq/m2 from “cradle to construction”. 

5.6.5.18 CO2 / constructed m2 factor. Boundary: “Cradle to construction” 

Total embodied Carbon equivalent (ton CO2 eq) 24.16 

Total floor Area m2 81 m2 

Total Embodied Carbon (CO2) per m2 (kg CO2/m2) 298 

 

As it can be seen in Figure 5.6.5.3, the construction materials accounted for 80% of the total carbon 

footprint of the building. The remaining 20% of emissions of carbon dioxide equivalent, was 

distributed between the waste generated on site (12%), transport of materials (7%), fossil fuel 

consumption on site (2.20%) and at last, transport of waste to landfill and electricity consumption on 

site (Solano Quesada, 2014) .  

 

Figure 5.6.5.3 Summarized inventory results showing embodied energy (MJ).  

Source: Source:  (Solano Quesada, 2014) 
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Regarding the ratio of the total mass (kg) of the materials, as can be seen in Figure 5.6.5.4, Timber 

represented 61% of the total weight of the module, followed by the metals category with 21% and 

minerals with 9%. However, as Figure 5.6.5.5 shows, when analyzing the impact on carbon footprint, 

the metals were the major contributor to the carbon footprint with 8618.44 kg CO2 eq., followed by 

the category Timber with 5184 kg CO2 eq  (Solano Quesada, 2014). 

  

 

5.6.5.19 Calculation of Material’s embodied carbon (CO2). Boundary: “Cradle to gate”. 

  Quantity Emissions_ Embodied Carbon 

  kg EC_kgCO2 EC_KgCO2eq 
Metals Aluminum 92.69 763.76 849 

Galvanized Steel 1237.92 2475.83 2624.4 
Steel 2501 4751.9 5077 
Copper 17.84 65 68 

Minerals Fiber Cement 1702.26 2178 2178 
Glass  Glass (Doors and windows) 518.8 446 472 

Fiber glass 63.47 97.74 97.74 
Insulation Rockwool 319.9 336 358.33 
Timber Laminated Wood (FSC) 5524.45 2154.53 2320.27 

Sawn Softwood  2098 1216.85 1237.83 
Sawn Hardwood (FSC) 2241.53 515.55 538 
Sawn Softwood 364.9 211.64 215.3 

OSB 455 436.8 450.36 
Plywood 384 410.9 422.4 

Plastics Plastics general 3.44 9.4 11.39 
Polyethylene HDPE 412.75 648.02 796.61 

Metales 
21% 

Minerales 
9% 

Vidrio 
3% 

Aislamiento 
2% 

Madera 
61% 

Plásticos 
3% 

Paneles 
Solares 

1% 

Metales 
42% 

Minerales 
11% 

Vidrio 
3% 

Aislamiento 
2% 

Madera 
26% 

Plásticos 
5% 

Pinturas y 
selladores 

1% 
PV 

10% 

5.6.5.4 Percentage of mass (kg) per material 

category  

Source:  (Solano Quesada, 2014) 

 

5.6.5.5 Percentage of GHG emissions (kgCO2eq) 

per material category  

Source:  (Solano Quesada, 2014) 
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PVC Pipe 72.76 186.27 235 
Paintings and sealants Wood varnish 50.14 268.25 268.8 
PV Panels Polycrystalline 26.2 m2 2048.8 2048.8 
Total:  18060.82 19222.28 20269.7 

Source:  (Solano Quesada, 2014) 

 

Figure 5.6.5.6 shows the emissions in kg CO2eq per category of material and the relationship 

between emissions from metal category and the rest of the categories.  

 

Figure 5.6.5.6 Summarized inventory results showing embodied carbon equivalent (kg CO2eq) 

 

Transport of Materials 

The impact of transporting materials from the place of manufacture and local distribution points to 

the construction site was 46017.97 tkm. This represents 1.86 ton CO2 eq (Solano Quesada, 2014).  

Table 5.6.5.20.Calculation of transport impact (tkm). Boundary: “factory gate to site” 

Transport       
(Factory gate to site) 

tKm EC_KgCO2eq Transport chosen on LIPASTO data base 

Truck 4653 283.86 Delivery lorry heavy (15 ton) 

Boat 40985.65 1106.61 General cargo multi purpose carrier 

Plane 327 463 Short haul international flights 
Total:  1853.48  

Source: Source: (Solano Quesada, 2014) 

 

Waste generated on site  

Assuming that the waste generated was a 15% of the total mass of the materials, the estimated total 

weight of waste generated was 2713.83 kg. This represents 3.31 ton CO2e. The impact of 

transporting waste from the construction site to the landfill was 76 tkm representing 3.31 kg CO2e, 

40 kg CO2e per m2 of construction (Solano Quesada, 2014).  
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Energy consumed on site  

The carbon footprint impact on electricity consumption on site, produced by the use of tools and 

night lighting was 0.079 kg CO2e and fuel consumption of the electric generator and crane 622 kg 

CO2e (Solano Quesada, 2014). 

 

 

Biogenic CO2 uptake 

About a 60% of the building mass was constructed in timber (melina and teak) from national 

sources. 70% of the total timber used, came from FSC certified plantations, therefore responsible 

forest management.  

Table 5.6.5.21  CO2 uptake  

 Material Initial Biomass  

kg 

15% of waste 

kg 

Biomass 

kg 

Total 

Ton CO2 

Madera 11067.81 1660.17 9407.64 -17.25 

 

The CO2 uptake is -17.25 Ton CO2 eq. Figure 5.6.5.7. Shows the relationship between this and the 

emissions generated by the rest of the materials categories.  

 

Figure 5.6.5.7  Summarized inventory results showing embodied carbon equivalent (kg CO2eq) 

The final balance, emissions minus retained CO2, was 6.91 Ton CO2 eq. and the CO2/construction m2 

factor 85 kg CO2 eq.  
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Table 5.6.5.22  Carbon Footprint Final Balance 

Emission Source Ton CO2e 

Direct Emissions: Materials and Transport 20.23 

                           Waste generated and transport to landfill 3.306 

Indirect Emissions: Energy on site (Fossil fuel and electricity) 0.622 

Total de emissions Ton CO2eq 24.16 

Total de emisions CO2 eq / m2  0.298 

CO2 uptake -17.25 

Final Balance  Ton CO2e  

(Total emissions – CO2 uptake ) 

6.91 

Final Balance  CO2eq /m2 0.085 

 

Sensibility analysis 

As stated before, in order to obtain stronger data, the same inventory data was entered in the Excel 

Spreadsheet and on SIMA Pro software. As Table 5.6.5.23 shows, results obtained on the 

spreadsheet and the SIMA Pro simulation (partial LCA model, single issue, method IPCC 2007) are 

comparable.  

Table 5.6.5.23 Comparison on of results according to final emission balance obtained on  

Tool Total 

Ton CO2eq          kg CO2e/m2 

Excel spreadsheet Final Balance  6.91 85 
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Software SIMA Pro Final Balance  3.6 44 

 

The IPCC method consider biogenic CO2 uptake as a negative impact, reason why, it has to be 

analyzed with the spreadsheet final balance. The result obtained on the SIMA Pro simulation, does 

not take into account the emissions generated by construction waste and its transport to landfill (as 

it is on the spreadsheet), reason why there is a difference of 3,3 Ton  CO2 eq. 

Table 5.6.5.24 Results obtained from SIMA pro simulation. 

Calculation:  Analyze       

Results:  Impact assessment      

Product:  1 p F. BUILDING (of project template SDE2014_CarbonFootprint)   

Method:  IPCC 2007 GWP 100a V1.01     

Indicator:  Characterization      

Unit:  %       

Skip 

categories:  

Never       

Exclude 

infrastructure 

processes:  

No       

Exclude long-

term 

emissions:  

No       

Sorted on 

item:  

Impact category      

Sort order:  Ascending       

        

Impact 

category 

Unit Total A. 

Construction 

B. Transport 

of materials 

C. 

Materials 

D. Use 

phase 

E. 

Transports 

of users 

IPCC GWP 

100a 

kg CO2 eq 3610.76 207.46 1777.76 1625.54 0.00 0.00 

 

Figure 5.6.5.8 shows the comparison between the GHG emissions generated by the transport of 

materials, materials and the energy used during construction. 
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Figure 5.6.5.8 Results obtained by the simulation on the  SIMA Pro software. 

Table 5.6.5.25 Results obtained from SIMA pro simulation, analysis of building materials by 

components. 

Calculation:  Analyze        

Results:  Impact assessment       

Product:  1 p C. Materials (of project template 

SDE2014_CarbonFootprint) 

   

Method:  IPCC 2007 GWP 100a V1.01      

Indicator:  Characterization       

Unit:  %        

Skip 

categories:  

Never        

Exclude 

infrastructure 

processes:  

No        

Exclude long-

term 

emissions:  

No        

Sorted on 

item:  

Impact category       

Sort order:  Ascend        

         
Impact 

category 

Unit Total 1. 

Network

s, 

utilities 

and 

sanitarie

s 

facilities 

2. 

Foundatio

ns and 

subsoils 

3. 

Superstru

cture 

4. 

Roofing, 

celling 

and 

insulatio

n 

5. Walls 

(ext & int) 

and 

internal 

joineries 

 

IPCC GWP 

100a 

kg CO2 

eq 

1634.63 146.49 12927.93 -9607.61 2416.31 -6820.09  

         

Method: IPCC 2007 GWP 100a V1.01 / Characterization

Analyzing 1 p 'F. BUILDING';

A. Construction B. Transport of materials C. Materials D. Use phase E. Transports of users
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   6. 

Facade, 

exterior 

and 

interior 

joineries

& doors 

7. 

Cladding - 

screeds - 

paints - 

ornamenta

l 

8. Heating 

- 

ventilation 

- cooling - 

SHW 

9. 

Electric 

compon

ents 

10. Local 

energy 

production 

facilities 

11. 

Solar 

Chimnen

ey 

   1131.86 -3003.27 493.14 4153.29 44.09 -247.51 

 

The following Figure 5.6.5.9 shows all the components related to timber with a negative value 

because of the CO2 uptake. Foundations (in green) were the major contributor of GHG emissions. 

 

Figure 5.6.5.9 Carbon footprint by component, results obtained from SIMA Pro software. 

5.6.5.5 Maintenance Plan 

Table 5.6.5.25 Description of the necessary tasks and the frequency in which the correct maintenance of the 

home must be undertaken 

Material Type of maintenance Frequency 

Timber Cleaning and restore the surface 

finish. Replace deteriorated wood 

that has been exposed to leaks or 

water moisture inputs  

  

Annual 

Leak control has to be frequent, at least one 

every two months in order to keep timber 

away from moisture. 

Aluminum Framing Cleaning Eventually, once year 

Glazing Cleaning Monthly 

Method: IPCC 2007 GWP 100a V1.01 / Characterization

Analyzing 1 p 'C. Materials';

1. Networks, utilit ies and sanitaries facilities 2. Foundations and subsoils 3. Superstructure 4. Roofing, celling and insulation

5. Walls (ext & int) and internal joineries 6. Facade, exterior and interior joineries&doors 7. Cladding - screeds - paints - ornamental 8. Heating - ventilation - cooling - SHW

9. Electric components 10. Local energy production facilities 11. Solar Chimneney
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Fiber cement Cleaning and restore the surface or 

change deteriorated panels exposed 

to leaks or water moisture inputs  

 

Annual 

Leak control has to be frequent, at least one 

every two months in order to keep panels 

away from moisture. 

Steel roofing sheet  Cleaning and Painting Cleaning eventually when gets dirty by 

moisture or dust. Restore painting every 10 to 

15years if necessary 

PV Panels Cleaning 

Electric maintenance, improvements 

or changes in the electric system. 

 

Always after rainstorms.  

Periodic cleaning (every two months) if panels 

are exposed to dusty areas 

Electric maintenance when necessary. It has 

to be done by an accredited technician 

5.6.6 ACTIVE SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT 

Energy efficiency is important in economic terms as in environmental impact.  The technical project 

summary is presented in the table below and describes the functions of the module in terms of 

active systems and equipments.  

Table 5.6.5.27 shows the amount of CO2e emissions per year that a single Tropika module will 

generate. This table is compared to the CO2e emissions per year of an average dwelling in Costa Rica 

in order to determine the emissions savings of Tropika because of the selection of more efficient 

equipment and lighting systems. 

The emission factor used is the national emission factor for electricity 0,0824 kg/CO2e/kWh from 

the Instituto Metereologico Nacional (Instituto Metereologico Nacional, 2011). 

Table 5.6.5.26 Technical Energy Summary 

TOPIC VALUE 

HVAC 

SYSTEMS 

HEATING SYSTEM 

DESCRIPTION 

WATER-A IR CLOSED LOOP HEAT  

EXCHANGER WITH RECIR CULATION 

PUMP;  HEATED WITH SO LAR COLLECTOR 

HOT WATER 

EFFICIENCY  XXXXX 

HEAT  FLUID  WATER 

COOLING EQUIPMENT  

TYPE OASYS EVAPORATIVE CO OLER 

COOLING 

CAPACITY  
3 ,3  TON 

COOLING 

EFFICIENCY  
EER 54 

A IR DISTRIBUTION 

TYPE FORWARD CURVED FAN  

MODEL GREENHECK CSP-A1550 

NOMINAL CAPACITY  1000 CFM 

DEHUMIFICAT ION 

SYSTEM 

TYPE 
DEHUMIDIFIER WITH 

ENTHALPY WHEEL  

MODEL MUNTERS DRYCOOL HD  

REFRIGERANT (TYPE)  R -410A 

EFFICIENCY  3 ,98 LTS /  KW 
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PASSIVE VENTILATION SYSTEM  

TYPE AND 

DESCRIPTION 

SOLAR  CHIMNEY,  CONVECTION-

DRIVEN AIR EXHAUST B Y  MEANS 

OF SOLAR HEAT GAIN  

CAPACITY  149 M 3 /H 

EFFICIENCY  NA:  NO ENERGY CONSUM PTION 

DOMESTIC HOT 

WATER 

SYSTEM (TYPE,  CAPACI TY)  FLAT -PLATE SOLAR COLLECTO RS 

SOLAR THERMAL COLLECTORS SOLCRAFT 200 

TYPE FLAT -PLATE THERMOSYPHON  

AREA (M2)  2 ,18 

ELECTRICAL 

ENERGY 

PRODUCTION 

PV MODULES (TYPE)  POLYCRISTALLINE  

PV PANELS AREA (M2)  26,0 

INSTALLED PV POWER (KWP)  4  

EST IMATED ENERGY PRO DUCTION 

(KWH/YEAR)  
3990 

( INCLUDE THE INFORMA TION OF ALL PV 

TYPES)  

SEE ANNEXES A  5.3.4.1  

THROUGH A 5 .3.4.4  

ENERGY 

CONSUMPTION  

ESTIMATED ENERGY CON SUMPTION (KWH/YEAR)  2996 

EST IMATED ELECTRICAL  CONSUMPTION PER 

CONDIT IONED (KWH/YEAR PER M2)  
68,1 

ENERGY USE CHARACTER IZAT ION (% OF TOTAL ENERGY 

CONSUMPTION)  
100% ELECTRICITY  

HEAT ING (%)  18,04 

COOLING (%)  1 ,56 

VENTILAT ION (%)  -  

DEHUMIDIFICATION (%)  13,18 

DOMESTIC HOT WATER ( %)  0  

L IGHTING (%)  17,18 

APPLIANCES AND DEVICES (%)  49,17 

WATER PUMPING (%)  0 ,44 

ENERGY 

BALANCE 

ESTIMATED ENERGY BALANCE (KWH/YEAR)  +994 

EST IMATED CO2 EMISSI ONS (TN/YEAR)  6 .9  

 

Table 5.6.5.27 CO2e emissions generated by Equipment and Lighting system in Tropika 

Equipment  and Lighting systems in Tropika 

Emission 
Type 

Source Specific Equipment Method
ology 

Unit Annual 
consumptio
n 

Emission Factor 
kgCO2e / Kwh 

 kgCO2e/year 

In
d

ir
ec

t 

El
ec

tr
ic

it
y 

Appliance
s 

Cook Top IMN kwh/year 254.86 0.0824 21.000 

Oven IMN kwh/year 537.03 0.0824 44.251 

Refrigerator IMN kwh/year 171.696 0.0824 14.148 

Dishwasher IMN kwh/year 352.079 0.0824 29.011 
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Washing  
machine 

IMN kwh/year 279.44 0.0824 23.026 

Computer IMN kwh/year 32.85 0.0824 2.707 
Plasma T.V IMN kwh/year 98.55 0.0824 8.121 
Microwave IMN kwh/year 100.375 0.0824 8.271 

Lighting LED IMN kwh/year 43.26 0.0824 3.565 
Other 
Equipmen
t 

Solar Heating 
Shower  

IMN kwh/year 9.67 0.0824 0.797 

Dehumifier+ 
entalpy wheel 

IMN kwh/year 712.89 0.0824 58.742 

Oasys 
Evaporative 
cooler 

IMN kwh/year 92.92 0.0824 7.657 

Total 2685.62   221.295 

Table 5.6.5.28 CO2e emissions generated by Equipment and Lighting system in a average dwelling in 

Costa Rica 

Equipment and Lighting system in a average dwelling in Costa Rica 

Emission 
Type 

Source Specific Equipment Methodology Unit Annual 
consumption 

Emission 
Factor 
kgCO2e / 
Kwh 

 kgCO2e/year 

In
d

ir
ec

t 

El
ec

tr
ic

it
y 

Appliance
s 

Cook Top IMN kwh/year 174.76 0.0824 14.400 

Oven IMN kwh/year 492.27 0.0824 40.563 
Refrigerato
r 

IMN kwh/year 331.128 0.0824 27.285 

Dishwasher IMN kwh/year 316.87 0.0824 26.110 

Washing  
machine 

IMN kwh/year 282.35 0.0824 23.266 

Computer IMN kwh/year 21.9 0.0824 1.805 
Plasma T.V IMN kwh/year 164.25 0.0824 13.534 
Microwave IMN kwh/year 91.25 0.0824 7.519 

Lighting LED IMN kwh/year 327.07 0.0824 26.951 

Other 
Equipmen
t 

Pass heater IMN kwh/year 53.21 0.0824 4.385 
Dehumifier IMN kwh/year 977.68 0.0824 80.561 
Air 
condiniong 
unit 

IMN kwh/year 910.3 0.0824 75.009 

Total 4143.038   341.386 

 

  Green House Gases_ Emissions savings per Tropika dwelling  kgCO2e/year  120.091 

 

HVAC systems and Domestic Hot Water 

Based on the weather study of Versailles on appendix 5.3.6.5 was possible to determinate the times 

of use of the HVAC equipment’s. As is described on table 5.4.1.2.1; the weather analysis consists on 

a 5 years of study, measuring temperature and humidity during five specific times of the day (at 8 

hours, 11 hours, 14 hours, 17 hours and 20 hours.) With this data the team could find the amount of 

measurements that were over or below humidity and temperature critical values.  
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The values that are over the maximum critical temperature level represent average percentage of 

the time that is going to be necessary to use the air conditioning unit to lower the temperature of the 

living module. The values below the minimum desired temperature level represent the same 

conditions of use the calefaction and in the case of the humidity work exactly the same as the 

temperature conditions. (See table 5.4.1.2.2 of the appendix for better understanding). 

This shows that the tendency of the weather is to have high relative humidity values (over 55%) and 

low temperature values (below 22 °C). For the case of lowering temperature the estimated time of 

operation was calculated considering that the treatment of the comfort conditions is going to be 

realized during 12 active hours per day, and taking into account that 2009 was the critical year were 

the maximum amount of measurements were obtained (16 %); was determinate that the equipment 

is going to operate twice per day. 

The time of each operation was calculated the data described in the 5.4.1.2.2 

Oasys evaporative cooler air Flow rate (m3/s) 0,48 

Total Volume of the house (m3) 192 

Preparation time (s) 360 

 

With the flow rate and the total volume to acclimatize the time that the equipment would take to 

renew the total amount of the air volume is of around 400 s (seven minutes). Then the total time is 

of 13 minutes per cycle for a total of 26 minutes per day. 

For the calculation of the minimum ventilation of fresh air rate were used the ASHRAE 92.2. The flow 

rate is of 45 cfm (0.0212 m3/s) for constant ventilation or renovating a total of 2700 cf (76.46 m3). 

For this ventilation is going to be used the dehumidifier that has a flow rate of 200 cfm (0.095 m3/s). 

This set the operation rate to 14 minutes every hour for total time of 2.8 hours per day. The two main 

reasons why the dehumidifier is used for this ventilation is because following the result of the 

weather study the major quantity of time the percentage of relative humidity is over 55%, the other 

reason is because the temperature is almost always below the desired level then de evaporative 

cooler couldn’t be a good option because it would decrease the temperature implicating a relative 

humidity increase. 

The solar chimney listed in the HVAC section 5.4.1.1 shows in the Figure 5.4.1.1.15 that the average 

velocity that the air can reach is of 0.065 m/s for a total flow rate of 0.0416 m3/s, that would 

ventilate the total volume of air in the flexible area in 18 minutes. 

Then with this data a comparison were made between regular equipment’s and the equipment’s 

selected for the team. (See table 5.4.1.2.1). For this comparison an AC equipment that uses R-410a 

refrigerant with a cooling capacity of four tons of refrigeration (48000 BTU/h or 14 kW), this 

considering that the cooling capacity of the OASys is of 3.7 tons of refrigeration (44400 BTU/h or 13 

kW), in the case of dehumidifier that has a power of 0.7 kW operating in full load with a capacity of 

120 pints per day (69.12 l) with a regular equipment of 0.960 kW and the solar chimney was 

compared with an exhaust fan of 28W with a flow similar to the chimney capacities. Since a booster 

was necessary to compensate the pressure loss by the equipment’s the power consumption of the 

OASys is going to be elevated. 

Table 5.6.5.29 Comparison of equipment’s selected by the team and regular systems 
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Selected Equipment Power (kW) Regular Equipment Power (kW) 

Dehumidifier+Entalpy wheel 0,700 Dehumifier 0,960 

Solar Chimney - Common 28 W Exhaust fan 0,016 

Oasys Evaporative cooler+booster 1,190 Air condioting unit 5,780 

 

Based on this table and the times of use listed below the amount of kWh per year of consumption 

were calculated.  

 

Table 5.6.5.30. Comparison of the energy consumption per year of the equipment’s selected by the 

team and regular systems. 

Selected Equipment Power per year 

(kWh) 

Regular Equipment Power per year 

(kWh) 

Dehumidifier+Entalpy wheel 712.9 Dehumifier 977.7 

Solar Chimney 0 Common 28 W Exhaust 

fan 

75.7 

Oasys Evaporative 

cooler+booster 

187.4 Air condioting unit 910.3 

Total kWh 900.3 Total kWh 1963.63 

Total Saving kWh per year 1157,82 

 

Note The Thermosolar Design is development in the section 5.3.7 of the PM.  

This section presents a summary of the Thermosolar design in the area of energy efficiency. As was 

listed in section 5.3.7 the calculations of the contribution of the design were calculated with a 

shower time duration of eight min per person and that the backup energy system would only operate 

the 10% of the time.  

The pass heater is basically an electric resistance of 5.5 kW that heats the water as its passes 

through the shower head; this is one of the most inefficient kinds of water heating methods. (See 

table 5.5.3.3.3) 

Table 5.6.5.31. Comparison between Solar heating equipment and regular pass heater. 

Selected Equipment Power (kW) Time of Use hours per day kWh per year 

Solar Heating Shower 1,000 0,013 9,67 

Pass Heater 5,500 0,13 532,12 

 

Total energy Saving 522,45 

See Graphic 5.4.1.2.1 Note: Calculations for 1 apartment 2 people 

A total amount of 1585, 77 kWh per year can be saved just using the designed that the team make 

and that represents 130.67 kg CO2 for the conditions in Costa Rica. (See graphic below) 
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5.6.7 SOLAR SYSTEMS 

It is important to mention, that 90% of Costa Rica’s electricity is produced by clean sources (in terms 

of CO2 emissions), mainly from hydropower. That’s why our national emission factor for electricity is 

low. However, during dry season, Costa Rica compensates the shortage of water for electricity 

production with hydrocarbons. Another issue is that hydropower as it is cleaner, it generates social 

conflicts and environmental negative impacts when dams need to be expanded.  

That is why the promotion and use of cleaner alternatives such as the usage of solar panels is 

important for Costa Rica society.  

5.6.7.1 Energy recovery time 

Table 5.6.7.1 PV system embodied energy  

Activity: Materials aquisition "Cradle to Gate"     

Activity Data Materials GHG Emission factor       
Material Methodology Material chosen  Area 

(sqm) 
Embodied Energy 

Total EE MJ 

10.1.1 Multi-crystalline solar panel 
in one dwelling (seven panels) 

ICE V.2  Polycristalline  26 105820 

10.1.1 Multi-crystalline solar panel 
in one housing complex  four 
buildings (199 panels)  

ICE V.2  Polycristalline 1293 5262510 

 

Table 5.6.7.2 PV system energy recovery time 

1 module EE KWH Estimated energy 

consumption 

Estimated energy production (PV 

panels) 

Energy recovery 

time 

26 m2 PV panels 29393 KWH 2996 KWH/year 3990 KWH/year 7 years 

Urban complex: 32 

units 

    

1293 m2 PV 

panels 
 1461804 
KWH 

95872 

KWH/year 

127680 KWH/year 11 years 

 

Trópika produces 14364 MJ/year.   

5.6.7.2 CO2 emissions 

Table 5.6.7.3  PV system embodied carbon 

Activity: Materials adquisition "Cradle to Gate"     

Activity Data Materials GHG Emission factor       
Material Methodology Material chosen  Area 

(sqm) 
Embodied 
Carbon 
Total 
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EC_kgCO2 

10.1.1 Multi-crystalline solar panel 
in one dwelling (seven units) 

ICE V.2  Polycristalline  26 5408 

10.1.1 Multi-crystalline solar panel 
in one housing complex (199 PV 
panels)  

ICE V.2  Polycristalline 1293,5 32079 

 

 

Table 5.6.7.4 PV system emissions recovery time 

1 module Kg CO2 eq Estimated energy 

consumption 

Kg CO2 eq per PV area (emission 

factor: 0.0824 kg CO2 eq KWH) 

Emission 

recovery time 

(years) 

26 m2 PV panels 5408 kg 

CO2 eq 

2996 KWH/year 247 K CO2 eq 21 years 

Urban complex: 32 

units 

    

1293 m2 PV 

panels 

 256630 kg 

CO2 eq 

95872 

KWH/year 

7899 kg CO2eq 32 years 

 

5.6.7.3 Accessibility 

 Cleaning has to be done always after rainstorms.  

 Electric maintenance, improvements or changes in the electric system has to be done by an 

accredited technician 

 Periodic cleaning (every two months) if panels are exposed to dusty areas 

5.6.8 WATER 

5.6.8.1 PROJECTS GENERAL WATER USE, MANAGEMENT AND CONSERVATION CONCEPT 

Water efficiency is the main objective of the plumbing system. Grey water, sewage and rainwater, will 

pass through separate treatments to give them better use, according to the sustainability 

regulations. 

Additionally, the consumption water system is designed for an efficiently use through the use of low 

consumption fixtures. 

5.6.8.2 STRATEGIES FOR THE REDUCTION OF CONSUMPTION 

The use of efficient fixtures and fittings will allow to more easily achieve efficiency. Plumbing design, 

reduces the minimum flows established in “Código de Instalaciones Hidráulicas de Costa Rica” from 

33.33% to a 68.3%, due to ventilation of aerators. Low  consumption sanitary ware will complement 

the aerators.  
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Chosen aerators have a triple operation at different flow. For Competition Rule compliance, they will 

be used at 1.5 g.p.m and the shower would be able to remain in use during ten minutes using a 

minimum of 50 L.  

5.6.8.3 TREATMENT OF WASTE WATER 

Artificial Wetland description 

The artificial wetland consist of a primary treatment for solids coming from the kitchen, with a 

dehumidifier under the kitchen sink, and in the location of pipes there is a grease tramp. Then the 

second process of the treatment will reduce the percent of nutrients and contaminants through a 

natural filter of plants. It is a secondary treatment with wetlands of free flow. 

The chosen plants are lilies with capacity to form water mirror and the common species Phramites 

australis, because the system work plug flow in a phased manner, with emergent plants (Phramites 

australis) and floating plants (lilies). The principle process are the filtration, adsorption and removal 

of plants.  

Other acuatic plants are fern, duckweed, lily, water lettuce, water hyacinth, because these plants 

also have the capacity to form “water mirror”. These plants are used in ponds to provide shade and 

thus hinder the growth of algae, besides they act as an extractor of nutrients. They are considered a 

very aggressive species, however, it can be prevented from spreading by planting it in a container 

without drainage holes and submerging the container into the water garden. This helps prevent the 

plant from invading the entire water garden. 

The artificial wetland is not only for treatment, it is part of module landscape. It is located next to the 

access ramp and provides fresh entry to the house, by giving a green aspect. The wetland will have 

also plants with other sizes for remove of more substance, because the roots will catch more 

particles. 

This system has small recirculation pump (same used in the grey water system). (See Figure Figure 

.5.6.8.1). This with 2 purposes: 

 Making a loop for the water treatment 

 Water Feature 

The overflow of the system is connected to the flexible disposal tank, and the the tank to storage the 

water is a HOG (tank type) of 190L. 
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Figure 5.6.8.1. Black Water Treatment System and drain water. 

 

Scale Dwelling 

The waste waster management is focus on the use of a biologycal system with a chlorella algae, 

because this algae in the Technological Institute has been used in a investigation project and have 

differrents characteristics to prefer a treatment like this. This treatmeant  will be used in comunities. 

The treatment starts with the collection of water in pipeline, then it reaches a physical primary 

treatment,  for the removal of solids waste with the use of sifters. The solid waste generated will be 

used such as fertilizer with a sludge composting treatment. 

The waste water is transport to a digestion tank, here the methane gas will be captured and 

transformed in energy for use in the house. The digestion tank move the landfill for a reactor with 

algae, this reactor needs to have the necessary conditions for the algae chlorella to work. In both, 

the digestor tank and reactor with algae, will be measured the compliance of parameters for the 
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implementation and enforcement environment law, for the reused of waste waters principally in 

irrigation. 

In Technological Institute of Costa Rica, the investigation project based in chlorella algae uses the 

biomass (carbon nutrients and oils) for the production of energy alternatives. In addition, the 

production of biomass in the building can be use as a alternative energy of biofuel.  

5.6.8.4 GREY WATER SYSTEM 

For the treatment of the grey waters from Tropika, the selected system consists of a biogardener. 

Once the water is treated in the biogardener, it will be used for irrigation of green areas and for 

cleaning.  .    

The biogardener will consist of the fiberglass tank that will be placed over a wood base and will be 

covered with a wood.  

The water coming from the shower, bathroom sink and washing machine is the one consider as grey 

water and the one that will be treated in the biogardener system.  

Grey water will first get into a settler, this settler will be connected to the pipeline located before the 

entrance of the biogardener. Once settleable solids sedimentent, the water will go through the bio 

gardener and exit as treated water. The treated water will be collected in a 23L tank and then send 

to the final storage tanks by the use of a submersible pump. The final storage tanks will be located in 

the machine room. The storage water will be reuse and distributed to the terrace sink (for cleaning 

purposed) and to the hydroponic system. 

Biogardener functionally consists principally of the water flow through the layer of rocks of different 

sizes, as a natural filter, and the plants will removed particles, solids and pollutants. The plants used 

in the biogardener are species of Phramites australis,  such as Typha latifolia, Cyperus papyrus or 

Alpinia purpurata.  

 

Figure 5.6.8.3 Diagram of biogardener flow water. 
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Figure 5.6.8.4 Greywater collected for  treatment system. 
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Figure 5.6.8.5 Greywater Isometric 

 

In scale dwelling there will be a biogardener for each building; a biogardener for at least 15 person 

per building, the dimensions are around 0.7 hx0.5 w x15 L. And the principles are the same for grey 

water treatment. 

TREATMENT OF SOLID RESIDUES 

TREATMENT OF TOILET WASTE: COMPOSTING TOILET SYSTEM  

In terms of water management and treatment systems, Tropika treats each type of waste water 

in a separate system. As it has been explained before, the biogardener receives all the grey water 

from the dishwasher, shower, washing machine, bathroom sink and terrace sink; On the other hand, 

the artificial wetland treats all the water generated from the kitchen sink. For the treatment of the 

solid and water waste (excrement and urine) from the sanitary toilet, the house is going to have a 

composting system, this composting system brand is Clivus Multrum. This system has being chosen 

because the Clivus composter uses natural biological decomposition to convert human wastes into 
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reusable and end-products, reducing its impacts in the environment by producing natural fertilizers 

and compost.  

 Process Description: The composting toilet is going to be a continuous composter; these 

process consist of a single chamber where excrement is added to the top, and the end-

product is removed from the bottom. It is going to be daily use by two persons (senior age). 

The toilet is going to have a micro-flush of water (approximately 0.5 liter) and is going to be 

separate from the composting chamber. (EPA, 1999) The composter tank, which simulates a 

living ecosystem, needs nitrogen, carbon and oxygen to drive. The mixture of toilet waste 

(nitrogen) and bulking material (carbon), exposed to a constant flow of air (oxygen), allows 

bacteria and other beneficial organism to convert the organic material to safe usable 

compost and liquid fertilizer. The system releases two gases, carbon dioxide and water vapor. 

(Clivus Multrum Incorporated, 2009) 

 

Figure  5.6.8.2. Compost Process 

Source: (Clivus Multrum Incorporated, 2009) 

 Design Criteria: The main components of the composting toilet are: (EPA, 1999) 

1. A composting reactor connected to a micro-flush toilet. This reactor has to be a hermetic and 

waterproof container, which resist tropical conditions such as rain, sun and temperature.  

2. A screened air inlet and an exhaust system (fan-forced) to remove odors, heat, carbon 

dioxide, water vapor, and the by-products of aerobic decomposition.  

3. A mechanism to provide the necessary ventilation to support the aerobic organism in the 

composter. This mechanism will consist of an electronic ventilator of low potential, that 

function with AC. The ventilation system is designed to oxygenate the compost pile and to 

keep the toilet room odor free. Air is drawn down the toilet chute, carrying away odor, carbon 

dioxide and water vapor.  

4. A means of draining and managing excess liquid and leachate. This drain point has to be 

connected to a pipeline by a bonding of a size of 25mm or more.  

5. An upper door or window for the access and mixing of organic bulking agents. 
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6. A lower door for removal of the end-product with the use of a shovel. 

 

 Maintenance: 

a) Regular maintenance: consists of addition of bulking material, compost pile racking and 

monitoring of compost pole moisture content. (Clivus Multrum Incorporated, 2009) The 

organic bulking agents to be added are grass clippings, leaves, sawdust, or chopped 

straw. They provide a source of carbon for the bacteria, as well as they keep the pile 

porous for a proper air distribution. The bulking material has to be added every two days. 

It is also really important that the system is periodically mixed or raked. (EPA, 1999) 

b) Periodic maintenance: includes cleaning the fan and ventilation ductwork and the 

occasional removal of solid compost. A clear, wide, direct path from the compost tank to 

the outdoors is preferable. (Clivus Multrum Incorporated, 2009) The finished end-product 

has to be appropriately removed every three months; as well as all waste materials 

disposal. (EPA, 1999) 

 

 Clivus Multrum composting chamber details:  

 

Tabla 5.6.8.1 Composting tank model M100, Clivus Multrum 

 

 Volume Capacity 

Dimensions 

H*D*W (m) 

Total (L) Compost 

(L) 

Leachate 

(L) 

Visits per 

year 

Number of 

fit toilets 

Person 

household 

1.00*1.15*0.79 650 Max. 500 Max. 100 4000 1 2 

Source: (Clivus Multrum, 2014) 

 

5.6.8.5 RECYCLING, REUSE 

The principal reuse of water will be in low consumption fixtures, toilet and the recycled water will be 

used for cleaning and irrigation. Reuse water in the house, greywater and rainwater, will pass 

through separate treatments to give them better use, according to the sustainability regulations, and 

uses in the house. 

The grey water is reused after a proper treatment in biogardener, since they do not have high 

concentration of pollutants and do not represent health hazard. For the composition of nutrients are 

used in irrigation principally in the flowerpot and orchid, and the use in hydroponic system. 

The rainwater use is principally for cleaning issues and toilet in rainy season and only the toilet in dry 

season. 
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Figure 5.6.8.6  Water system design (SW view). 

 

5.6.8.6 RAIN WATER 

Costa Rica has a potential for the implementation of rainwater collection in building. The country has 

from six to eight months of rainy season. Water is highly useful, and Tropika will become a platform 

of change, that promotes the use of similar systems in the country to take more advantage of this 

resource. 

The flow of water in San José downtown is a 3, 35 l/s, this is calculated with an intensity of rain in 

the place and data of a National Meteorological Institute. This results were taken with a roof 

collection area of 106 mm/h, with an intensity of 108 mm / h for a daily rainfall of thirty minutes.  
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Figure 5.6.8.7 Diagram of rainwater collection. 

 

Rainwater is going to be collected in a gutter with dimensions of 0.10m of base and 0.13m high, 

these dimensions were calculated with the use of Excel. The parameters to design where of 25 years 

and for a thirty minutes rain, and an intensity of 106 mm/h. The rainwater is collected first in the 

gutter, then it enters the downpipe. The downpipe has a splitter which separates the water that will 

be used from the overflow. The reclaimed water enters a slow filter that has different layers of sand 

and stone with varied particle sizes. Once the water is already clean and storage, it can be used for 

cleaning purpose and in the toilet. The filter has 2m of high and a diameter of 5”, it is made in acrylic 

plastic and for maintenance it should be full with water all the year. 

Due to the high water potential in the country, there will be a tank of 190L for collecting of rainwater. 

The storage tank and the filter will be located in the wall that is on the side of the artificial wetland.  

The principal use of rainwater is for cleaning (acording to the rules of the SDE14.) and the use in the 

toilet, avoiding as possible the use drinkable water in the toilet. 

The filter has four different grain sizes, for the grave stone, and should be with water during the use 

of the house, either rainy or dry season, so it is more efficient and clean by backwashing. The filter 

has a layer of water above the last layer of filter material of at least 0.20 m high, this should be 

maintained without drying the filter. 

For the large amount of water available in rainy season, the water will not be retained in the tank for 

more than 20 hours. 
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The captation coeficient for the rainwater quantity captured in the roof is of 0.25. The recollection is 

in two downspout canoe, but there will be only one filter, so only 50% of the water will be collected. 

Tubes for rainwater system is in 1”. 

According to “Metropolitan Area Plan”, the Territorial Ordering Plan data for the annual precipitation 

in urban zone of San Jose, is of 1500-2500 mm. 

Considering an average of twenty-two rainy days, from May to November. And taking in consideration 

that Costa Rica has eight months to rainy season. With all the climate change aspects, in a lapses of 

50 years the dry season will reduce a month in rainy season. With a daily micro consumption in the 

toilet of eight times, there will be a water reserve for 47, 5 days in the HOG tank (190 L capacity). 

 

 

Figure 5.6.8.8 Diagram of treatment rainwater collected. 

Source: Vega, 2014. 

 

For use in dwelling houses in each duplex there is a distribution tank rainwater, mainly for cleaning 

issues and the toilets use, with a capacity of 16m3 and in dry season it will have the capacity to 

supply water to the building toilets principally.  

 

5.7.7.7 FINAL WATER CONSUMPTION AND HOW THE HOUSE COMPARES TO SIMILAR HOUSING 

DWELLING UNITS 

After thinking in ways to save water is important to measure or calculate the amount of water that 

the design is saving. For this purpose the team made an investigation based on LEED for Homes 

standards on the water usage habits of the people in their residence. This times are listed in the 

below. 
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Table 5.6.8.2 Times of use of Sanitary Fittings and comparison between designed flow and regular 

flow 

Sanitary Fittings Times of use per 

day/person 

Flow (l/s) or l/per 

cycle (Selected 

design) 

Flow (l/s) or 

l/per cycle 

(Regular 

design) 

Time per use 

(s) or amount 

of cycles 

Shower 1,00 0,095 0,20 480 

Sink 5,00 0,095 0,15 300 

Toilet 5,00 3 12 1 

washing sink 0,25 0,095 0,30 120 

watered sink 0,50 0,095 0,20 120 

kitchen sink 4,0 0,095 0,20 60 

Dish washer 0,214 14 38 1 

Clothes washer 0,143 40 128 1 

Source: Céspedes, R. 2013. 

This data have been considered with the premise that the dishwasher was going to be used only 3 

times per week and the clothes washer machine twice per week. Based on this and the amount of 

cycles, the total water consumption per year was calculated for the both flow rates. Also the flow 

rates that were considered are maximum with aerators and flow can be modified into convenience.  

Table 5.6.8.3 Comparison of the amount of water consumed by the sanitary fittings with the selected 

flow design and the regular design 

Sanitary Fittings Total (l) year (Selected design) Total (l) per year (Regular design) 

Shower 33 171,26 69 834,24 

Sink 103 660,20 163 674,00 

Toilet 10 911,60 43 646,40 

washing sink 2 073,20 6 546,96 

watered sink 4 146,41 8 729,28 

kitchen sink 16 585,63 34 917,12 

Dish washer 2179,41 112 395,2995 

Clothes washer 4 160,957 13315,06176 

Total (l) 176 888,68 

 

453.058,36 

 

 Source: Céspedes, R. 2013. 
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For the building design there would be 8 apartments (4 of 1 bedroom and 4 of 2 bedrooms), 

estimating that 2 people would live in the 1 bedroom (8 people) module and 3-4 people in the 2 

bedroom module (12-16) for a total of 20-24 people living in the building. The distribution tank of 

rainwater in the building have capacity for supply liquids all year, because with 16m3 covering more 

than the capacity of water that needs to be supplied. 

Table 5.6.8.4 Total water saved by the module and the building. 

Total Saving per year (l) for 1 apartment with 

2 people 

276 169,69 

Total Saving per year (l) for 8 apartment with 

20 people 

2 048.680,54 

Total Saving per year (l) for 8 apartment with 

24 people 

2 442 571,84 

 

                                                          Source: Céspedes, R. 2013. 

 

 

Figure 5.6.8.9 Comparison of the amount of water consumed by the sanitary fittings with the 

selected flow design and the regular flow desi
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Shower Sink Toilet
washing

sink
watered

sink
kitchen sink

Dish
washer

Clothes
washer

Saving Design 33.171,26 103.660,20 10.911,60 2.073,20 4.146,41 16.585,63 2179,41024 4.160,957

Regular Design 69.834,24 163.674,00 43.646,40 6.546,96 8.729,28 34.917,12 112395,299513315,06176

Comparison of the amount of water consumed by the sanitary fittings with 

the selected flow design and the regular flow design 
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5.6.9 SOLID WASTE 

5.7.9 Solid Waste 

Summary 

The following is the plan to identify and handle the possible residual waste produced during the 

construction phase of Tropika for competing in the Solar Decathlon. 

The premise is to maintain the waste quantity generated as low as possible. The initial step in this 

process was to understand the different materials and see the potential of waste that each of these 

could generate, followed by a table of terms of possible amount of residual mass. 

The documentation and on-site following of the waste generated is going to be in charge of two team 

members of the Sustainability Team, this is mainly for the construction phase, but all the team 

members are responsible to dispose the waste correctly. After Tropika is raised for the first time, the 

audit would become less periodical and more in function of check-ups and terms of quantifying the 

impact on the lifetime. A complete division of waste will be done. 

Tec Team proposal for correct selection, handling and disposition of waste generated during the 

construction, has a close relation with the Center for Materials Transfer and Technology (CTTM, 

acronym in Spanish). This is a special division within the university that helps to responsibly handle 

waste generated in campus. We will use this center to dispose waste generated in the manufacture 

of Tropika components in the different companies as in the assemble part.  And in the 

documentation process local options for diversion this was the best selection, also even though the 

incineration process in C.R. is not permitted by the national normative, and instead it is permitted 

the co-processing of the materials as a final disposal, it will be use the incineration system as co-

processing. This because its impact to the environment is less than a landfill and it is more 

convenient. 

Synergies and Trade Offs 

CTTM 

Center for Material Transfer and Technology is an initiative within the university to handle waste in 

terms of best practices of reutilization and disposal, all this while being socially responsible. It has all 

the necessary machinery to divide, clean, mill, compact and revalorize the waste generated in the 

university. The plant has the capacity to handle the waste generated by Tropika, principally during 

the construction.    

Some of the types of waste that CTTM receives are: electronics, paper, cardboard, construction 

waste, metal, wood, hazardous material and plastics.  

Tec Team will try to deviate 50-70% of the waste that could be generated in a traditional project from 

ending up in a landfill.  These considered for a footprint of 50,70 m2. 

SAG 
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Geocycle Environmental Services, which are managed by the multinational Holcim, take advantage 

of all the industrial waste as substitute of nonrenewable natural resources and fossil fuels. So they 

use waste instead of raw material or energy source. SAG is in charge of making a traceability control 

of materials, and they have agreements with the Costa Rican Institute Technological for handling 

waste responsibly, principally with CTTM. 

Geocycle handles a wide variety of types of construction waste such as wood, rubble, concrete, 

rubber, tires, cardboard, plastics, gypsun, asphalt, electrical material, Styrofoam, cloth, textiles, 

metals and hazardous waste such as oils, hydrocarbons, solvents, paints, cementitious additives, 

resins, sealants, among others. 

 

Strategies to reduce the Waste 

The modularity is present in floor panel, beams, and walls. This will create standardization and 

generate less amounts of waste. Wood gives us the advantage that the waste is a natural residue 

and it can be reused or recycled.  

 

5.7.9.1 Construction phase assessment 

In theory this phase would not generate significant waste because the living module was design to 

be constructed with almost the exactly necessary components. All the parts will be manufactured in 

factories and at this point Tec Team should only assemble. Nevertheless, there will be waste 

generated because of all the safety packaging in which the different components are found, and by 

the result of cutting the materials to fit the correct established size.  After competing in France and 

returning for a final construction the waste will be treated under the same chain as the raw material 

from the factories.  

Of the remaining “miscellaneous waste” such as glass, pipes, metals, fiber cement, rockwool, wood 

and electrical parts, they will be correctly managed following the Waste Management Plan (Chart 

5.7.37) and finally destined depending on the material. The recovery of the electrical parts is a low 

percentage, and these are the principals waste to be generated in the house, but is estimated at low 

volumes and in conditions in which even may be recoverable. The debris generated that cannot be 

handle by Geocycle will be sent to Landfill “La Carpio”, nearest landfill, for use in waste cell 

compaction. 
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Chart 5.6.37 Waste Management Plan 

Waste recolection 

 

Companies will be instructed to safe all the waste generated in 

the production of Tropika components. This will be difficult 

because the waste could be mix with other Project running up 

in the factories, nevertheless this is the plan and we will try to 

be present in the day of manufacture to avoid mix. 

Samplying and clasification Team members will take a small simple of the waste to create 

a data sheet of the composition and the best possible plan for 

each type of waste.  

Separation Each pile of waste will be separated into a diverse set of types 

following the previous classification 

Revalorize Tec Team will try to find new ways to revalorize the different 

kinds of waste 

Storage The waste will be store until reaching minimum volumes for the 

treatment 

 

Treatment Treatment involves energy and in some scenarios additives to 

turn the waste into other materials  

Final Disposal The final stage will consist in finding a value chain where the 

new processed material could be implemented 

Source: Vega, 2013. 

Documentation Plan 

For records of the main activities for the fulfillment of this Waste Management Plan: 

 Make and fill registration check list for weight and  volume of materials  

 Data collection material density. 

 Perform and check list with fill material characterization and waste type percentages. 

 Perform recording evidence of the use of batteries. 

Below is shown the final destination for the different waste type generated during the construction of 

Trópika. 

 Cardboard and Paper 

Management: Provision in the assigned battery container Cardboard and Paper 

Materials/Products: paper and cardboard packaging. 

Disposition details: the material has to be dry. 

Final Destination: 

-Landfill: 2%; Company responsible: La Carpio 

-Incineration: 0%;  
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-Reuse/Recycling: 98%; Company responsible: CTTM 

Detail: The cardboard and paper with food are composting. (Fertilizer section). 

 

 

Plastic 

Management: Provision in the assigned battery container named Plastic 

Materials/Products: plastic packaging. 

Disposition details: the material has to be clean and compacted 

Final Destination: 

-Landfill: 10%; Company responsible: La Carpio 

-Incineration: 20%; Company responsible: Geocycle, providers materials.  

-Reuse/Recycling: 70%; Company responsible: Producol S.A, and CTTM. 

Detail: Packaging give back to supplier for responsibilize extend principe, and usually in Costa Rican 

go to geocycle. 

98 

2 

Cardboard and paper 

Reuse Landfill
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Metal 

Management: Provision in the assigned battery container named Metal 

Materials/Products: Iron, steel, aluminum, copper, and scrap (screws, cloves, wires, cables, rods and 

others) 

Disposition details: the material has to be clean and compacted 

Final Destination: 

-Landfill: 5%; Company responsible: La Carpio 

-Incineration: 5%;  

-Reuse/Recycling: 90%; Company responsible: CTTM. 

 

20% 

70% 

10% 

Plastic 

Incineration Reuse Landfill

5% 

90% 

5% 

Metal 

Incineration Reuse Landfill
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Glass 

Management: Provision in the assigned battery container named Glass 

Materials/Products: glass from doors, windows and hearth 

Final Destination: 

-Landfill: 10%; Company responsible: La Carpio 

-Incineration: 0%;  

-Reuse/Recycling: 90%; Company responsible: Alvimundo, CTTM, and VICESA. 

 

Hazardous Material 

Handling: Disposal in separate container named Hazardous Material 

Materials/Products: sealants, varnish, safety equipment, and other 

Disposition details: Special treatment according to waste. 

Final Destination: 

-Landfill: 10%; Company responsible: La Carpio 

-Incineration: 20%; Company responsible: Geocycle 

-Reuse/Recycling: 70%; Company responsible: CIPA/TEC, Sur and Maimsa S.A., Ecoway. 

Glass 

Reuse Landfill
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Wood 

Management: Disposed in a special cellar named Wood 

Materials/Products: Gmelina Arborea, Pine, Plywood, Oriented Strand Board, Teca  and Balsa. 

Disposition details: the material has to be dry. 

Final Destination: 

-Landfill: 1%; Company responsible: La Carpio 

-Incineration: 4%; Company responsible: Geocycle 

-Reuse/Recycling: 95%; Company responsible: TEC. 

 

 

20% 

70% 

10% 

Hazardous Material 

Incineration Reuse Landfill

4 

95 

1 

Wood 

Incineration Reuse Landfill
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Rockwool 

Management: Disposed in assigned container named Rockwool 

Materials/Products: Rockwool insulation. 

Disposition details: the material has to be dry. 

Final Destination: 

-Landfill: 15%; Company responsible: La Carpio 

-Incineration: 35%; Company responsible:  Geocycle 

-Reuse/Recycling: 50%; Company responsible: Tropika. 

 

 

Fibre cement 

Management: Disposed in assigned container. 

Materials/Products: Siding. 

Disposition details: the material has to be dry. 

Final Destination: 

-Landfill: 2%; Company responsible: La Carpio. 

-Incineration: 2%; Company responsible: Geocycle.  

-Reuse/Recycling: 96%; Company responsible: Plycem, Tropika. 

15 

50 

35 

Rockwool 

Incineration Reuse Landfill
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Giant reed 

Management: Disposed in assigned container named Reed 

Materials/Products: Arundo Donax 

Disposition details: the material has to be dry. 

Final Destination: 

-Landfill: 0%;  

-Incineration: 20%; Geocycle. 

-Reuse/Recycling: 80%; Company responsible: TEC. 

 

 

2 

96 

2 

Fiber cement 

Incineration Reuse Landfill

20 

80 

Giant Reed 

Incineration Reuse
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Management: Disposed in assigned container named Trash/Others 

Materials/Products: rope, masking tape, suspenders, thread, styrofoam  

Disposition details: the material has to be dry. 

Final Destination: 

-Landfill: 15%; Company responsible: La Carpio. 

-Incineration: 50%; Company responsible: Geocycle.  

-Reuse/Recycling: 35%; Company responsible: CTTM, “Conceptos” for styrofoam treatment. 

 

 

Chart 5.7.38 Estimated waste reduction on construction phase 

Area of home Material Weight Calculated 

per waste  kg 

Estimated reduced 

waste  % 

Roof Solar Pannels 

packing 

36,7 90 

Principal Structure  Wood 

Cloves in the Wood 

pieces 

Cloves 

70 

0,5 

 

2 

80 

95 

Floor Wood 15.5  98 

Sanitary Installation Couplings 

Pipes  

2  

2  

50 

70 

Electromechanical 

Installation 

Variety electrics 

components 

5 60 

Household Equipment Equipment  packing 118 80 

Source: Vega, 2014. 

 

15 

50 

35 

Others 

Incineration Reuse Landfill
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The percent of residues materials accord to the differents material in construction, for the phase 

construction.  

Material Percent residue  % 

Steel 5 

Rookwood 18 

Plastic 70 

Suspenders 95 

Insulating 15 

Teca Wood 15 

Security Equipment 85 

Rope 10 

Melina Wood 10 

Sawdust 10 

Giant reed 30 

Paper and cardboard 90 

Electronics 5 

PVC 20 

Source: Vega, 2014. 

In the 85% of the totally construction the generation of residues in house construction is in totally 

177.6 kg. The figure indicates the percents of distribution. 
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Fig. 5.7.9.1.1. Distribution Residues on construction. 

Source: Bonilla & Vega, 2014. 

 

5.7.9.2 Project use and maintenance  

The operation phase of Tropika is expected to be the waste generated throughout the daily usage of 

the users. For the operation stage the idea is to encourage green purchasing, and applying the waste 

hierarchy.  This waste will be mainly generated because of the food packaging, organic residual, and 

others. There will also be the remaining residual from sanitary use (toilet paper, diapers, etc) and the 

composting tank (fertilizer).  

The idea is that Tropika comes to be a better living space than the traditional. We will give the house 

equipped with several containers for waste classification, the classification will go from organic to 

inorganic waste. Also we will give the users a manual for best practices regarding waste disposal and 

good usage of resources.  The inorganic garbage will be separate and classified following the waste 

type (plastic, paper/cardboard, metal, glass, hazardous material, and trash) and the organic 

container (organic waste without grease).  

Below are shown the correct management and final destination of the inorganic and organic waste 

generated from the user. 

17,5; 5% 

63,2; 17% 

50,85; 13% 

7,6; 2% 

22,32; 6% 66,72; 17% 1,84; 0% 

0,2; 0% 

64,8; 17% 

4,7; 1% 

58,12; 15% 

21,26; 6% 

3; 1% 

Distribution Residues in 85% of construction 

Steel

Rookwood

Plastic

suspenders

Insulating

Teca wood

Security Equipment

Rope

Melina wood

sawdust

Giant reed

Paper and cardboard

Other
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Inorganic 

Plastic 

Management: Provision in the assigned battery container named Plastic 

Materials: bottles of PET and HDPE, packaging (bags), tetra pack, and recipients 

Disposition details: the material has to be clean and compacted 

Company responsible: Fundación Tibás Limpio 

Disposal: reusing and recycling 

Paper/ Cardboard  

Management: Provision in the assigned battery container named Paper/Cardboard 

Materials: boxes, packaging, sheets, newspaper, magazines, and notebooks 

Disposition details: the material has to be clean and compacted 

Company responsible: Fundación Tibás Limpio 

Disposal: reusing and recycling 

Metal 

Management: Provision in the assigned battery container named Aluminum 

Materials: cans 

Disposition details: the material has to be clean and compacted 

Company responsible: Fundación Tibás Limpio 

Disposal: reusing and recycling 

Glass 

Management: Provision in the assigned battery container named Glass 

Materials: bottles 

Disposition details: the material has to be clean  

Company responsible: Fundación Tibás Limpio 

Disposal: reusing and recycling 

Hazardous Material 

Management: Provision in the assigned battery container named Hazardous Material 

Materials: pills, diapers, syringe and needles, residues from emergency kit, and residues from other 

medical implements 

Disposition details: the material has to be encapsulated, avoiding its contact with the environment  

Company responsible: Geocycle 

Disposal: incinerating  
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Trash 

Management: Provision in the assigned battery container named Inorganics (trash) 

Materials: dust, plastic type number 7 (others), aluminum packaging, and any other residue that is 

contaminated and cannot be clean 

Disposition details:  

Company responsible: Municipality of San José (WPP) 

Disposal: Landfill  

Organic 

Organics waste without grease 

Management: Provision in the assigned battery container named Organics  

Materials: citrus residues, vegetable and fruit peels, eggshells, tea bags, coffee filters and napkins 

Disposition details: residues from kitchen without grease 

Company responsible: Fertilizer project, Trópika  

Disposal: composting 

Organics waste with grease 

Management: Provision in the assigned battery container named Inorganics (trash) 

Materials: bones, fish, meat, dairy products, oils, and grain in descomposition. 

Disposition details: residues from kitchen with grease 

Company responsible: Municipality of San José (WPP) 

Disposal: Landfill  

 

Chart 5.6.39 Estimated domestic waste reduction through the past of time 

Area of home Material Weight Calculated 

per waste  kg 

Estimated reduced 

waste  % 

Garden Leafs, dry plants 

 

Containers  

bags 

30-40 

Variable per month 

0-2 kg per month 

100 

50 

50 

 

Kitchen Organic without 

grease 

Food residues with 

grease 

90-120 

Kg per year 

100-120 kg per 

year 

 (70-80) fertilizer 

10-20 

Sanitary Installation Coupling 2 kg 80 
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Pipes  Per  10 years  

Electromechanical 

Installation 

Variety electrics 

components 

2 kg 

Per  10 years 

70 

Household Equipment Equipment  packing 10 kg 

Per  5 years 

85 

Source: Vega, 2014. 

 

Fertilizer Project Tropika: Composting 

Composting Plan is accord to the composter use in the house. The composter weight is around the 

30 kg with compost material.  

The differenciation accord the type of material is in color green and brown, for the suminister of 

nitrogen and carbon. The composition in the composter shall be 50/50. 

The green material are papers (napkins, cardboard), leaf litter, journal, cardboard, egg boxes. These 

material is important to triturate for more contact area in  composting phase. 

The browm material are coffee filters, residues of fruits and vegetables, eggshell, grounds. 

The phases of use the composter. 

Phase Activities 

Colect Colect the organic residues into the home. Balance 

the percent of material green and brown. Add sand 

or sawdust. 

Rotate Rotate at least once a day, in case of generated odor 

add more garden residues. Keep on the moisture 

within 40-66%. 

Irrigation After at least fifteen days with 

composting processing. If you use the compost 

indoor home plants, let dry for a day or two for 

removed the moisture excess. Leave some compost, 

compost as inoculum the following. 

Pump Pump weekly the leached and use the fertilizer in 

plants. Before dilute at 10% in water. 

Reference: Arias, 2014. 
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The pieces of garden residues not excess the 0.05m size. The material to compose include is: food 

rest, mealt and bones, fish and spines, sea foods, vegetables, eggs and eggshells, napkins, papers 

moistures. 

The rotate is for the odor control, because for this this action the material is homogenize and let mix 

the old material and the new organic residues. 

Recommendations: 

Aggregate the residues with a lot of moisture, not add sausages or soups. And do not let the mix dry, 

because form clods and the user shall remove that, for avoid the microorganism do not work. 

 

  5.6.9.3 End of life assessment. 

For the end of life of the different materials the disposal is: 

Chart 5.7.43. Final destination of the waste generated in during the disassembly of Tropika, once it 

achieve its end of life 

Material: 

 

PVC Piping Final 

Destination: 

Landfill: La Carpio Location: Rincón 

Grande, San José, Costa 

Rica 

Incineration: Geocycle Location: Agua Caliente, 

Cartago, Costa Rica 

Reuse/Recycle: Amanco San Antonio, Alajuela, 

Costa Rica 

Material: 

 

Steel plates and 

joints 

Final 

Destination: 

Landfill: La Carpio Location: Rincón 

Grande, San José, Costa 

Rica 

Reuse/Recycle: 

Recuperadora Nacional de 

Chatarra 

Location: San Francisco 

de Dos Ríos, San José, 

Costa Rica 

Material: 

 

Oriented Strand 

Board 

Final 

Destination: 

Landfill: La Carpio Location: Rincón 

Grande, San José, Costa 

Rica 

Incineration: Geocycle Location: Agua Caliente, 

Cartago, Costa Rica 

Reuse/Recycle: TEC Location: Cartago, Costa 

Rica 
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Material: 

 

Balsa Final 

Destination: 

Landfill: La Carpio Location: Rincón 

Grande, San José, Costa 

Rica 

Incineration: Geocycle Location: Agua Caliente, 

Cartago, Costa Rica 

Reuse/Recycle: TEC Location: Cartago, Costa 

Rica 

Material: 

 

Gmelina Arborea Final 

Destination: 

Landfill: La Carpio Location: Rincón 

Grande, San José, Costa 

Rica 

Incineration: Geocycle Location: Agua Caliente, 

Cartago, Costa Rica 

Reuse/Recycle: TEC Location: Cartago, Costa 

Rica 

Material: 

 

Pine Final 

Destination: 

Landfill: La Carpio Location: Rincón 

Grande, San José, Costa 

Rica 

Incineration: Geocycle Location: Agua Caliente, 

Cartago, Costa Rica 

Reuse/Recycle: TECHO Location: Los Yoses, San 

José, Costa Rica 

Material: 

 

Teak Final 

Destination: 

Landfill: La Carpio Location: Rincón 

Grande, San José, Costa 

Rica 

Incineration: Geocycle Location: Agua Caliente, 

Cartago, Costa Rica 

Reuse/Recycle: TEC Location: Cartago, Costa 

Rica 

Material: 

 

Steel sheets Final 

Destination: 

Landfill: La Carpio Location: Rincón 

Grande, San José, Costa 

Rica 

Reuse/Recycle: 

Recuperadora Nacional de 

Chatarra 

Location: San Francisco 

de Dos Ríos, San José, 

Costa Rica 

Material: Insulation Final Landfill: La Carpio Location: Rincón 
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 Rockwool Destination: Grande, San José, Costa 

Rica 

Reuse/Recycle: TEC Location: Cartago, Costa 

Rica 

Material: 

 

Plywood Final 

Destination: 

Landfill: La Carpio Location: Rincón 

Grande, San José, Costa 

Rica 

Incineration: Geocycle Location: Agua Caliente, 

Cartago, Costa Rica 

Reuse/Recycle: TEC Location: Cartago, Costa 

Rica 

Material: 

 

Fibre cement Final 

Destination: 

Landfill: La Carpio Location: Rincón 

Grande, San José, Costa 

Rica 

Incineration: Geocycle Location: Agua Caliente, 

Cartago, Costa Rica 

Reuse/Recycle: Plycem Location: Paraíso, 

Cartago, Costa Rica 

Material: 

 

Glass Final 

Destination: 

Landfill: La Carpio Location: Rincón 

Grande, San José, Costa 

Rica 

Reuse/Recycle: VICESA Location: San Nicolás, 

Cartago, Costa Rica 

Material: 

 

Aluminum Final 

Destination: 

Landfill: La Carpio Location: Rincón 

Grande, San José, Costa 

Rica 

Reuse/Recycle: 

Recuperadora Nacional de 

Chatarra 

San Francisco de Dos 

Ríos, San José, Costa 

Rica 

Material: 

 

Varnish, sealeant 

and preservative 

Final 

Destination: 

Landfill: La Carpio Location: Rincón 

Grande, San José, Costa 

Rica 

Incineration: Geocycle Location: Agua Caliente, 

Cartago, Costa Rica 
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Material: 

 

Giant Reed Final 

Destination: 

Incineration: Geocycle Location: Agua Caliente, 

Cartago, Costa Rica 

Reuse/Recycle: TEC Location: Cartago, Costa 

Rica 

Material: 

 

Fiber glass Final 

Destination: 

Landfill: La Carpio Location: Rincón 

Grande, San José, Costa 

Rica 

Reuse/Recycle: 

Fibromuebles 

Location: Escazú, San 

José, Costa Rica 

Material: 

 

Electrical cables Final 

Destination: 

Landfill: La Carpio Location: Rincón 

Grande, San José, Costa 

Rica 

Reuse/Recycle: Zubre S.A Location: Paso Ancho, 

San José, Costa Rica 

Material: 

 

Electrical 

aluminum panel 

Final 

Destination: 

Landfill: La Carpio Location: Rincón 

Grande, San José, Costa 

Rica 

Reuse/Recycle: CTTM Location: Zona 

Industrial, Cartago, 

Costa Rica 

Material: 

 

Multi-cristalline 

solar panel 

Final 

Destination: 

Landfill: La Carpio Location: Rincón 

Grande, San José, Costa 

Rica 

Reuse/Recycle: ET Solar Location: California, 

Estados Unidos 

Material: 

 

Electronic 

components 

Final 

Destination: 

Landfill: La Carpio Location: Rincón 

Grande, San José, Costa 

Rica 

Incineration: Geocycle Location: Agua Caliente, 

Cartago, Costa Rica 

Reuse/Recycle: CTTM Location: Zona 

Industrial, Cartago, 

Costa Rica 

Source: Bonilla et al, 201 
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5.6.10 LIFE CYCLE ANALYSIS 

Summary of changes 

Design Changes 

 Fiber Cement Plydeck and plastic boards (planters) were replaced by Teak clapboard 

Environmental experts observations 

 PV panels value included on assembly D.8 

 Material 5.2 Wall frame and insulation included on Assembly 5. Walls & Internal joineries 

 Ventilation system not included because there’s no similar option on SIMA Pro, and there is 

lack of technical information in order to create a new material. 

 

Goal definition of the LCA assessment 

 Measure the Life Cycle Impact of the building 

 Design for reduced environmental impacts 

Scope definition of the LCA assessment  

 System boundary: LCA analysis carried out at the design stage of the project. “Cradle to 

grave” 

  Site Construction: La Merced District, San José, Costa Rica. 

 Time Boundary: 50 years 

 The functional unit is defined as the living module and its thermal enclosure, primary 

structure and built area outside (terraces) of the habitation module Tropika 81 m2 

footprint built . 

 Contributors:  Building elements/materials, Transport of materials, Construction stage, 

Use (water and energy consumption), transportation of persons. 

 Distribution - Transport of Materials: From manufacturing site to the construction site. 

 Excluded from the geographical boundaries of the study, the transport of habitation 

module Solar Decathlon competition in Versailles, France. 

5.6.10.1 Methodology 

Materials quantification 

The quantities of materials, weight and volume have been calculated from the documentation 

provided by the TEC Team as lists of materials, construction drawings, construction budget and 

purchase invoices for materials made until February 31, 2014. 

The calculation of electricity consumption for the construction site, was performed using estimates 

provided by the team of Team TEC. Data was generated from the use of  electrical tools, illumination 

plant and gasoline generator.  

Transport of Materials 

This section calculates the distance that each material has to travel, either in truck, train, plane or 

boat until they gets to the assembly scenario of Tropika. Some materials companies have their 
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supplier in Costa Rica, but its place of manufacture or parent establishment is in another country. So 

the distance of each part of the project has being calculated given the sum of the kilometers from 

the place of manufacture, until they reach the Costarican supplier, and at last arrive to Tropika's 

reunion and assembly place. The assembly scenario for Tropika is San Jose downtown, Avenue 1 

and 3, street 4. 

The tool used for calculating the distance for each specific material is Google Maps, and Ola 

Navegación, http://olanavegacion.com/puertos/Distancias.htm. 

 Google Maps was used for transports made by truck, and Ola Navegación for the ones made by 

boat.  The latter gives the distance in US Nautical miles, so we also use a unit converter program, for 

nautical miles to kilometers.  

End of Life scenarios 

Once the project achieves its lifetime and it is disassembled, each of the waste that is going to be 

generated has a specific final destination. The final destination may be landfill, incineration, reuse or 

recycle. It is important to clarify, as it is explained before, that incineration is not permitted by 

Costarican law, instead co-processing does. So the incineration percentages shown are equivalent to 

co-processing in our project. This is because it is more convenient to choose this system before 

landfill, which has more impact to the environment. 

The selected percentages for the end of life scenario for each material were made by the supervision 

and guidance of an expert criteria. This was made taking into account the quantity of each material 

that can be damaged or contaminated that can eventually harm the reuse or recycle process. The 

parts of the material that are damaged or contaminated will be sent as second priority to the 

incineration system, and if they cannot be co-processed because of waste type or chemical 

composition, they will be send, as a last and not prioritary option, to landfill. So Tropika´s principal 

objective is to reuse or recycle the maximum percentage (in mass) of each material. The materials 

that cannot be send as second choice to the co-processing system are anatomical hospital waste, 

waste containing asbestos, batteries, bio-medical waste, electronic waste, explosives, waste with 

high concentrations of cyanide, mineral acids, radioactive waste, unsorted domestical waste.  

Once the percentages for the end of life scenario were made, the places for reuse (collection 

centers) were selected. This selection was made taking in consideration parameters like efficiency 

and waste management. The choosen landfill was La Carpio, because is the nearest one, and co-

processing system by Geocycle-Holcim. The other selected collection centers are going to vary 

depending on the waste type.  

When the places for reuse were studied and chosen, the transport impact for moving the waste to its 

disposal scenario has to be calculated. This section was calculated the same way than the section of 

Transport of Material was, using Google Maps and Ola Navegación tools. 

Transport of users 

Have been calculated according to Tropika’s escenarios of use, presented above in the Urban design 

and transportation paragraphs. 

 

 

http://olanavegacion.com/puertos/Distancias.htm
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5.6.10.2 Inventory analysis 

According to the results obtained from the SIMA Pro simulation, the main contributors to negative 

impact in the life cycle of the module are: first materials and secondly the transport of users. 

Materials (yellow in Fig.5.6.10.1) represents from 45% to almost 95% in the range of impact 

categories while transport of users (grey) represents from a 5% to 50%. The impact of the transport 

of materials (green) represents less than 5% and the use phase (blue) is a negative impact because 

the energy is generated by PV panels. It is important to understand that the construction phase is not 

visible in the graphic because of its low impact. 

Table 5.6.10.1 Environmental Impact results for F.Building, SIMA Pro. 

Calculation:  Analyze       

Results:  Impact assessment      

Product:  1 p F. BUILDING (of project template SDE2014)    

Method:  Recipe Midpoint (H) V1.07 / World ReCiPe H    

Indicator:  Characterization      

Unit:  %       

Skip categories:  Never       

Exclude infrastructure 

processes:  

No       

Exclude long-term 

emissions:  

No       

Sorted on item:  Impact category      

Sort order:  Ascending       

        
Impact category Unit Total A. 

Construction 

B. 

Transport 

of 

materials 

C. 

Materials 

D. Use 

phase 

E. 

Transports 

of users 

Climate change kg CO2 eq 39154.37 207.47 1615.25 31135.00 -

10236.47 

16433.12 

Ozone depletion kg CFC-

11 eq 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Terrestrial acidification kg SO2 eq 219.11 2.01 12.76 153.37 -45.93 96.89 

Freshwater 

eutrophication 

kg P eq 1.16 0.00 0.01 1.38 -0.32 0.10 

Marine eutrophication kg N eq 8.22 0.12 0.41 5.14 -3.19 5.75 

Human toxicity kg 1,4-DB 

eq 

4238.18 4.68 64.38 8349.41 -4942.96 762.68 

Photochemical oxidant 

formation 

kg 

NMVOC 

286.98 3.38 12.41 131.68 -38.63 178.13 

Particulate matter 

formation 

kg PM10 

eq 

151.11 1.06 4.34 114.36 -12.89 44.23 

Terrestrial ecotoxicity kg 1,4-DB 

eq 

-10.88 0.02 0.18 12.96 -25.92 1.88 

Freshwater ecotoxicity kg 1,4-DB 

eq 

1165.48 0.14 1.59 1183.96 -39.91 19.70 

Marine ecotoxicity kg 1,4-DB 

eq 

1184.06 0.20 3.12 1261.32 -104.92 24.34 

Ionising radiation kg U235 

eq 

13486.78 4.95 168.06 9455.15 -3057.14 6915.76 
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Agricultural land 

occupation 

m2a 101342.29 0.20 5.17 101760.91 -488.40 64.41 

Urban land occupation m2a 1756.73 0.40 15.16 1633.11 -121.81 229.88 

Natural land 

transformation 

m2 19.70 0.10 0.78 14.55 -2.40 6.67 

Water depletion m3 256.67 0.28 4.99 224.21 -63.35 90.54 

Metal depletion kg Fe eq 53048.86 4.46 53.70 55793.42 -4016.32 1213.61 

Fossil depletion kg oil eq 12041.34 68.91 549.61 9071.82 -3061.07 5412.07 

 

 

Figure 5.6.10.1 Environmental impact results for F.Building. Characterization. 

For the process stage C. Materials, the next graphic shows that the assembly 2. Foundations and 

subsoils locates in a range that varies in percentage, from almost 0% in Agricultural land occupation 

to almost 65% in Fresh water and Marine ecotoxicity. It is the assembly with highest negative impact, 

followed by 3. Superstructure (yellow) and third by 4.Roofing, ceiling and insulation (blue). 

 

Figure 5.6.10.2  Environmental impact results for C.Materials. Characterization. 

Method: Recipe Midpoint (H) V1.07 / World ReCiPe H / Characterization

Analyzing 1 p 'F. BUILDING';

A. Construction B. Transport of materials C. Materials D. Use phase E. Transports of users
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As the super structure’s main material is timber, it is important to identify why or where are the 

highest impacts. The next graphic shows the composition of the 3. Super Structure, integrated by the 

3.1 Slab (red) and the 3.2 Load Bearing Structure (green). 

The load bearing structure composed by the glue laminated timber and sawn pine timber (softwood), 

represents in all the categories from 80% to 75% of the impact. As Figure 5.6.10.3 shows that it is 

the main contributor in the environmental footprint of the assembly.  

 

Figure 5.6.10.3 Environmental impact results for assembly 3. Superstructure. 

The slab, as it is a component made by layers of wood, it is important to look at the next Figure 

5.6.10.4, that shows that the OSB Is the material with higher impact. 

 

Figure 5.6.10.4 Environmental impact results for the Structural Insulation Panel. 

In the use phase, the resource of water unlike other types of consumption depends on the 

equipment (sink, toilet, dishwasher, shower, etc.) found in the house. This detail was calculated 

Method: Recipe Midpoint (H) V1.07 / World ReCiPe H / Characterization

Analyzing 1 p '3. Superstructure';

3.1. Slab 3.2. Load Bearing Structure
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using the WCC excel file provided by the Solar Decathlon Organization. The simulation result 

indicates that the consumption of drinking water is of 35.3 m3/year/building, this means that each 

user consumes approximately 97.05L of potable water per day. It is said in literature that a person 

consumes from 150-250L/day, so the percentage of drinking water saved is about 63%. In SIMA Pro 

model,  water consumption value inserted was calculated for the fifty years of lifetime, because this 

is the time in which the use phase takes place. The result of the use of water resource in Tropika 

demonstrates that all the equipment of the house is ecological, and that the reuse of rain and grey 

water represents an important quantity of the total consumption. By the other hand, Tropika has a 

technological concept that is reflected in all of its materials. This concept requires of innovative and 

update equipment’s, that normally are not part of a daily home, like the dishwasher and the 

evaporative cooling system (Oasys). Both of them consume a quite significant amount of potable 

water that cannot be replaced by grey or rainy water. So the water consumption of Tropika in the use 

phase is quite conservative if it is compare with a house with normal products. This is the reason 

why, the next Figure shows a high impact in the use phase only for water depletion (red). As a 

negative impact is shown the energy production.  

 

 

Figure 5.6.10.5 Environmental impact results for the Use phase of the building. 

End of life scenarios 

As shown in the next figure, foundations or metal residues generate the higher impact on the End of 

life scenario. It varies from 15% on the natural land transformation impact to 65% on fresh water 

and marine ecotoxicity. 
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Figure 5.6.10.6 Materials for EOL scenario. 

 

E. Transports of users 

As the second main contributors to negative impact in the life cycle of the module is E. Transport of 

users, it is important to understand where is the main negative impact. In the graphic below, the blue 

color represents  the regular bus and the main cause of negative impact. It is responsible for at least 

85% of the negative impact on the climate change category, for example. This graphic reinforces the 

importance of substitute the bus fleets in Costa Rica for other alternatives such as electric buses 

because our main source of electricity is hydropower and it has less impact on the climate change. 

 

Figure 5.6.10.7 Environmental impact results from E. Transport of users 

Climate Change 

The following graphics represents the analysis of one single issue, Climate change, were almost 80% 

is represented by E. Transport of users. Materials represents 20%, construction is less than 5% and 

use phase is negative, thank you to the PV panels, energy production.  

Table 5.6.10.2 Impact assessment for F.Building. 

Method: Recipe Midpoint (H) V1.07 / World ReCiPe H / Characterization

Analyzing 1 p 'C-bis. Materials (for EOL)';
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4.3. Wood Structure_Roof and ceiling 4.1 Roofing sheets and insulation 4.2. Ceiling Panels 5.1. Wall (ext & int)_Wood

5.3 Panelling Fiber cement 6.2 Windows_Glazing and aluminium framing 6.1 Doors_WoodandGlazing 7.1 Paintings and sealeants

7.2. Exterior Deck 7.3. Green tunel, wetland, marquee, flowers pot 8.2. Thermosolar System 8.1. Ventilation

9.1. Electric cables and components 10.1. Photovoltaic panels 10.2. Electronic components (intelligent system) 11.1. Solar Chimney

1.2 PVC Pipes_Sanitaries facilities 5.2 Wall frame and insulation 7.4 Wetland tanks 9.2 Electrical panel
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Calculation:  Analyze       

Results:  Impact assessment      

Product:  1 p F. BUILDING (of project template SDE2014)    

Method:  IPCC 2007 GWP 100a V1.01     

Indicator:  Characterization      

Unit:  %       

Skip categories:  Never       

Exclude 

infrastructure 

processes:  

No       

Exclude long-

term emissions:  

No       

Sorted on item:  Impact category      

Sort order:  Ascending       

        
Impact category Unit Total A. 

Constructio

n 

B. 

Transport 

of 

materials 

C. 

Materials 

D. Use 

phase 

E. 

Transport

of users 

IPCC GWP 

100a 

kg CO2 eq 11089.21 207.46 1614.68 2629.07 -9793.03 16431.03 

 

Figure 5.6.10.7 Carbon Footprint of the Life Cycle of Tropika 

Method: IPCC 2007 GWP 100a V1.01 / Characterization

Analyzing 1 p 'F. BUILDING';

A. Construction B. Transport of materials C. Materials D. Use phase E. Transports of users
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Figure 5.6.10.8 Network, single issue, F. Building, characterizaction. 
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5.7 COMMUNICATIONS PLAN. 

Tec Team has designed a communication process for Trópika that will refocus the way the world 

perceives the Latin American region in matters of capability of engineering, innovation and     

intelligent design. 

 

This living proposal has been designed for a specific region: the Tropic, where the weather conditions 

represent a challenge, but are in the same way a good opportunity for innovation. 

Trópika’'s value proposition consists of a living proposal that is: functional, accessible, inclusive, 

mobile, replicable, versatile and sustainable. These characteristics will be furtherly detailed on the 

Communications Project.  

 

Tec Team expects that the research and efforts that are being made by TEC entrepreneurs will 

encourage more initiatives to get involved in sustainable development projects. 

Once all the stakeholders have been informed about the facts that make this solar module housing a 

successful proposal and all the benefits that it could bring to our community, country and world 

population, clients, investors, sponsors and partners will be interested to get involved and actively 

support the project. 

 

5.7.1 COMMUNICATIONS PROJECT 

ABSTRACT 

TEC Team has designed Trópika, an innovative, unprecedented solar housing proposal that will be 

presented at the Solar Decathlon 2014. The main goal of Trópika is to become a real solution for the 

coming years, not only by creating a solar energy efficient living proposal but also by proposing a 

solution of housing for older generations, given the high proportion of elderly people that is expected 

in the coming years.  

 

Through Trópika, TEC Team aims to offer senior citizens benefits in terms of efficiency, functionality, 

accessibility, inclusivity, versatility, sustainability, replicability and easy construction, which is our 

value proposition. These are the most valuable aspects that make a difference to opt for this type 

module housing. 

 

MISSION  

We are a team of students from the Costa Rican Institute of Technology that will be presenting at the 

Solar Decathlon 2014 a smart, solar efficient living proposal for the tropics named Trópika which 

separates itself from other proposals by offering functionality, accessibility, inclusiveness and 

mobility to the growing population of senior citizens. 
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VISION 

To make Trópika an optimal solution for the needs of the future by considering the demands of 

senior citizens in a solar housing proposal that will be presented at the Solar Decathlon 2014, 

positioning TEC Team in terms of capability of engineering, innovation and intelligent design. 

 

 

VALUES 

Values beyond being characteristics attributed to an individual or social group behaviors and / or 

attitudes; for TEC Team the values are a set of principles that work every day and from the moment 

candidates are evaluated for join a work group of the project.  

This occurs under the premise of achieving good results for achieving goals, conflict resolution and 

motivation of the project team and involved within the values defined in the group lies the respect, 

friendship, humility, perseverance, solidarity, responsibility, tolerance, teamwork and learning. 

ANALYSIS OF THE SITUATION  

The situation analysis is made through a Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats (SWOT) 

analysis, which defines the main and general features of the situation and the status of the project, 

taken into account both internal and external factors that may have an influence on its development. 

 The following table shows every feature with a short description and corresponding strategies 

proposed. 

  

 Description Strategy 

Strengths  

Innovative offer Solar housing market in Costa 

Rica has not been developed 

completely, which makes today’s 

costs and available products 

very expensive and only directed 

to a high economic class. 

To develop not only a highly 

efficient and smart home that 

works sustainably with solar energy 

but an affordable option, which 

deeply considers the target market 

needs, present senior citizens and 

future senior citizens. 

Concept of living 

together 

Research shows that most of the 

sustainable housing solutions of 

the present focus on reducing 

the space and limiting comfort. 

These proposals usually don't 

offer open and shared areas that 

encourage interaction. The 

concept of living together would 

enhance community and 

cooperative living. 

Good distribution of module areas 

and rooms, use of multifunctional, 

user-friendly components to save 

space. 
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Bio-garden 

  

Options in Costa Rica do not 

usually include such areas in 

homes. 

Design specialized pots with an 

integrated system of hydroponic 

planters. 

Costs 

rationalization 

It is mandatory to create an 

affordable home in order to be 

commercially successful and 

satisfy our target market. 

To adapt creatively and innovatively 

each of the components and 

systems in the module to the 

market context and satisfy their 

needs, without harming high quality 

results. 

Space flexibility In general, houses in Costa Rica 

do not offer flexibility in space 

use, mainly due to the use of 

fixed or permanent structures. 

To focus on versatility and 

adaptability both in the module 

housing solutions and their 

components. 

Standarization A modular and movable 

structure demands innovative 

strategies for an efficient 

building process. 

To concentrate our efforts in 

developing a global standardization 

in materials, components and 

construction processes and 

protocols, in order to simplify and 

assure high quality to our solution, 

almost in a “LEGO-way”, which at 

the same time will reduce costs 

and time. 

Carbon footprint 

reduction 

Construction materials usually 

represent high environmental 

impacts. 

To study products and materials 

and select for construction those 

with low pollution levels, embodied 

energy and carbon footprint. 

Regional products will be a priority. 

Opportunities  

Costa Rican 

entrepreneurs 

The initiative of TEC Team to 

take part in the Solar Decathlon 

Europe is by itself a pioneer 

decision, which involves great 

challenges and opportunities. 

To demonstrate highly 

professional attitude towards the 

project in order to exalt real 

interest from Costa Rican 

institutions, organizations and 

public in general; this way, we 

expect to enhance our nation’s 

promotion and support innovation 

as well as entrepreneurship. 

Market Growth Recent studies and national 

statistics point out that elderly 

population continuously grows, 

not only in Costa Rica but 

worldwide (see Industrialization 

To take advantage of the needs, 

already verified, and the context of 

the market, especially in the 

coming years, since it promise an 

even higher request.  
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and Market Viability Report) 

Consulting and 

research 

The competition demands and 

evaluates great amount of 

knowledge and skills in diverse 

areas, which are expected to 

comprise into a high impact and 

innovative solution. 

To look for the most experienced 

and suitable professional advice in 

the different fields, those 

recommendations will be applied 

as much as possible. To focus our 

efforts on research and data 

analysis according to our 

requirements. 

Support from the 

University 

The Costa Rican Institute of 

Technology is the one 

responsible for the professional 

preparation and academic 

growth of the members of TEC 

Team, and is the one called to 

support us in every aspect and 

give us the best tools and 

means to succeed. 

To have the most out of the 

institution’s support. 

Tendency to eco-

friendship 

Worldwide we see how people 

get every day more aware and 

conscious about their actions 

and their impact over the 

environment; actions are being 

taken to fight against species 

extinction, global warming, soils 

depletion, genetically modified 

farming, among others. The 

birth of stronger movements 

pro-environment and 

sustainability allows us to 

recognize the relevance of our 

work. 

To enhance and demonstrate, by 

means of facts and real positive 

results from our project, the 

benefits of sustainable building 

and sustainable development in 

general. 

Technological 

advance 

Technology advances in an 

accelerated and continuous 

pace, hand by hand with 

research and development. 

To keep up-to-date project 

advances and to look for 

continuous improvement, 

innovation and added value in 

every aspect. 

Weaknesses  

Budget and 

funding 

Economic resources required 

for the project are very high and 

TEC Team has not yet assured 

the availability of that amount.  

To execute the fundraising plan, 

that defines the means of 

sponsorship which allows the 

successful development of the 
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project. Also, to determine and 

apply strict control methods and 

procedures in order to correctly 

manage our resources. 

Companies have been reached to 

ask for sponsorship.  

Threats  

Technological 

advance 

As mentioned above, 

technological advance is 

dynamic and constant, which 

makes a brand new product to 

lose its value very quickly and 

this is a potential threat to our 

proposal. 

To effectively and consciously 

make use of the strategies 

explained in the “Opportunities” 

analysis. 

Over-procedures Costa Rica suffers, due to its 

low level of effectiveness and 

high level of corruption, 

because of a strong 

bureaucratic system, which may 

get to interfere and complicate 

the realization of our project. 

Slow execution of legal 

procedures and lack of 

determination may create 

significant monetary or time 

loses. 

To manage at least 50% of the 

incomes received through a 

private entity which would give us 

flexibility and control over our 

scope and timing. 

Table 5.7.1. SWOT Analysis. 

  

The current status of the project shows some weaknesses and potential threats but much stronger 

opportunities and strengths. Because of today’s worldwide situation and people’s attitude towards 

sustainability we face a unique time, which gives us great benefits and makes us think big regarding 

our offer. Each one of the identified weaknesses can be counteracted with a specific strategy from 

the ones explained previously. 

 

DEFINITION OF THE COMMUNICATIONS OBJECTIVES 

The main objective of Trópika´s communication plan is to sensitize and create awareness of the 

need to create a real solution of the population’s growing needs, at the same time that it promotes a 

unique experience of interaction with our proposal. And the opportunities to face the challenges of 

the present and/or future senior citizens, as to terms of accessibility, mobility, access to services 

and other highlights. 
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These strategies have been designed to address two major target markets: 

1. Present senior citizens. 

2. Future senior citizens.  

The slogans designed for each target market are: 

1. Trópika more than a house, your home. 

2. Trópika: A real solution. 

3. Preventing and acting for your future.  

 

By targeting present senior citizens and future senior citizens, we are living proposal that can be 

valuable for every generation, whether they are elderly in the present day or are young citizens 

preventing for their future, to assure a safe, comfortable and sustainable way of living for themselves 

and their family that will last over time.  

 

VALUE PROPOSITION OF THE MESSAGE. 

In order to differentiate our proposal from those of others, Tec Team has established and developed 

eight elements that distinguish the message that we want to transmit to the audience. Each concept 

has been chosen because it contains qualities that have been incorporated in the solar housing 

proposal and they add value to it. 

 
Image 5.7.1. Value Proposition 
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Efficiency 

Our project is supported by the concept efficiency since the main goal of 

the Solar Decathlon is to develop a housing proposal that can be efficient. 

Trópika is as efficient as it gets. This concept can be divided into energy 

efficiency and water efficiency. 

 

ENERGY EFFICIENCY 

Trópika is notable for managing an efficient use of energy, reducing its consumption during times of 

the day that energy is not needed. 

 

The facts about our proposal that support this concept are: 

● Trópika uses appliances that have low electrical power consumption. The appliances that 

have been incorporated in the living proposal have the energy star certification which 

guarantees that they meet strict energy performance standards. 

● LED Lighting. Using LED lighting offers a longer life compared to incandescent lamps and 

some fluorescent, LED lamps can last up to 25 years. Also, LED lighting has 80% less energy 

consumption than incandescent lighting. 

● Passive systems regarding the exploitation of natural conditions and natural lighting. 

Trópika´s inhabitants don't need to turn the light on during the day because they can use the 

natural lighting of the living proposal. Also, they don't have the need to turn the air 

conditioning on during the day because the living proposal has natural ventilation.   

● Neutral electrical balance. This means that the living proposal will only consume the amount 

of energy that it produces.  

● Intelligent control of electrical charges. For example, the kitchen is enabled for cooking at 

specific times of the day according to the needs of Trópika´s inhabitants. This way, there 

won't be electrical charges being wasted during the time that people are not using the 

kitchen. 

 

WATER EFFICIENCY 

Trópika focuses on reducing water waste. The facts that support this concept are: 

● Re-use the water. Gray water will be treated so it can be used for irrigation. The irrigation 

process will be possible with grease and sediments trap.  

● Efficient aerators for the flow of water in sink and shower. In the case of the sink, these 

aerators regulate the flow of water coming out. The efficient shower minimizes energy use for 

water heating. These appliances meet the Very High Efficiency Standard of LEED for Homes. 

● Reduced water consumption of the toilet. A conventional toilet uses from 6 to 16 liters of 

water per flush. An efficient toilet uses 4.8 liters per flush. Trópika´s toilet uses only 3 liters 

per flush. 

● Bio Garden. The waters of the garden will be used for irrigation. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Incandescent_light_bulb
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Functionality 

The concept functionality describes Trópika since its components, 

accessories and/or mechanisms can adapt to the needs of the users 

providing them useful and practical ways to perform daily activities. Also, 

the distribution of the living proposal has been established considering the 

architectural functionality since it has an indoor area of central circulation.  

The facts that support this concept are:  

 

● Adjustment of ventilation and conditioning through the flow of air from the solar chimney. 

During the day, the air enters to the living proposal from the floor and out the chimney so it 

provides fresh and natural conditioning to the living proposal. During the night, the air enters 

to the living proposal from the chimney and it stays inside, warming up the living proposal. 

This ventilation process allows the living proposal to be fresh during the day and warm during 

the night.  

● Automated windows allow or avoid the air flow entrance, according to the preference of the 

inhabitants. 

● Furniture that fits special needs. The furniture of the living proposal has been selected to 

adjust to special needs of a person that has some type of disability. For instance, the 

electromagnetic kitchen staff is at the same level of the furniture. This avoids the person 

from having to make an effort to lift the utensils; instead, they can just slide them. The 

person can chop food and slide them directly into the dump. Also, the kitchen only transmits 

heat to the cookware avoiding people to be burned by the heat of the kitchen. Furniture can 

be slided from the cabinets to the front to create new cook areas. Automated furniture can 

go up or down, adjusting itself to the height of the person. In this way a person on a 

wheelchair for example, would be able to reach a drawer that is higher. The refrigerator has 

the freezer on the lower part and the refrigerator on the upper part avoiding people from 

having to bend down to reach frozen food. 

● Ornamental plants help cool the living proposal entrance.  

● Trópika´s inhabitants can eat their crop foods. 

● Rainwater collectors for the toilet. This way, rainwater passes through a filter and reaches 

the toilet. 

● The bio-garden has a water treatment for watering the plants. 

 

 

Accessibility 

Trópika can be distinguished with this concept because it provides 

universal access to all people regardless of the disability that they may 

have.  

 

The design and conditions of Trópika make it possible for its inhabitants to access the modules of 

the living proposal with no difficulty, ensuring equal opportunities and health to its users, regardless 

of the physical limitations that they have. 
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The living proposal has been designed according to the requirements of 7600 law for Houses. All 

ramps obey the 1% slope required by the law and the bathroom dimensions obey the requirements 

as well. 

 

 

Inclusivity 

The entire housing complex has been designed as a community so it 

allows the people to interact with the urban context in which the 

community is located. 

 

Incorporating the concept of community, the housing complex includes shared spaces that 

encourage interaction between the inhabitants of different living proposals. Some of the shared 

spaces include laundry and commercial areas which are located on the first floor. There are 

recreational areas as well so that people can share with others inside the community. The concept 

“inclusiveness” really stands out in the context of senior citizens because they tend to be alone most 

of the time so the idea of a community would stimulate the interaction of elderly with others. 

   

 

Replicability 

Trópika consists of a module housing prototype that can be replicated 

vertically depending on the needs or desires of the person. The modules 

can be removed or added according to the customer´s needs. Therefore, 

our solar housing proposal can be replicated individually or in towers up to 

4 floors. 

 

Because of the standardization in the design and the materials used in its construction, Trópika can 

be built anywhere in the tropics. It has been designed to adjust itself to the weather conditions of the 

tropics.  

 

 

Versatility 

Versatile in the organization of spaces. Trópika´s versatility can be 

explained by the adaptability of the rooms. Since the rooms are versatile, 

they can be adapted as required and therefore the organization of the 

space can be easily changed. 

 

Versatile; with the purchasing power of the individual. Trópika is versatile since it adjusts to the 

purchasing power of the individual. For instance, a person with high purchasing power could buy the 

entire living proposal with full extras. However, if the purchasing power is less, the person could buy 

the basic module and add other modules in the future according to the wishes and needs of the 

client. 
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Versatile in individual and family needs. Because of the module housing, Trópika can fulfill single-

family needs with a living proposal that only has one room in case of a single person or several 

rooms for a large family.  

 

Versatile in modularization. Since every space of the living proposal is a module that can be 

replicated, the living proposal can be built including the modules that the person requires. For 

example the bathroom is a module, the client could request 4 bathrooms and so 4 modules of 

bathroom would be added. 

 

 

Sustainability 

By using eco-friendly materials, Trópika´s sustainability is represented. 

The sustainable strategy applied in the proposal has a low environmental 

impact throughout the life cycle of Trópika. 

 

 

Tec Team has decided to use local materials to reduce the environmental footprint caused by 

transportation of materials. Also, by using materials that have been produced in Costa Rica, the 

Team is promoting the country and its products.   

 

From the extraction of materials to the construction of the living proposal, Trópika stands out for 

being sustainable. The use of resources like water, energy, and raw materials makes the proposal 

more sustainable. 

 

One of the main materials used for Trópika´s construction is plywood (pine Caribbean), which has 

lower carbon levels and therefore is more sustainable. Teak wood has been used for some of the 

housing enclosures as well. 

 

 

Easy Construction 

Trópika can be known as well for its easy construction feature. The use of 

prefabricated walls and floors and the standardization of the construction 

allow anyone to build it.  

 

The use of plywood makes Trópika a more endurable living proposal. 

Beams and columns are completely finished, just waiting to be installed. 

 

Composite columns, allow quick and easy installation of beams and walls. Also, modulation enables 

standardization of materials and lower waste production.  The use of bolts and screws contribute to 

easy installation. The roof system (full span) includes easy installation-insulator which functions as a 

thermal insulator. 
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In order to promote Trópika, key messages have been established for each one of the identified 

audiences. These messages will be transmitted mainly through Trópika, our living proposal, as well 

as through all of our other communication channels:  

 Our official website: www.tecteamcostarica.org 

 Our Facebook page: www.facebook.com/tecteam.cr 

 Our Twitter account: tecteamcr 

 Our You Tube account: TEC TEAM Costa Rica 

 

TARGET MARKET 

In order to design a message that presents Trópika as a solution for the present and coming years, 

depending on the generation that each person of the audience belongs to.  Therefore, the Team has 

established two major target markets: 

 

PRESENT SENIOR CITIZENS 

Current Senior citizens need a living proposal that can provide them a comfortable and safe way of 

living without relying on others, they would only need to rely on the living proposal. Trópika 

represents unconditional support for present Senior citizens because it reacts and acts accordingly 

to take care of their welfare.  

 

The slogan’s designed to promote Trópika for present senior citizens are:  

“Trópika more than a house, your home”. 

“Trópika: A real solution”.  

With its intelligent design, our solar housing proposal reacts to the needs of senior citizens and acts 

accordingly to fulfill those needs real and attractive way.  

 

FUTURE SENIOR CITIZENS 

This includes people who will eventually become elderly and in the future they will need a living 

proposal that can really adapt, react and act according to their condition of Senior citizens; mostly if 

they reach old age having some type of impairment that could restrict them from performing 

activities by themselves. Our campaign really wants to sensitize adults to make decisions today that 

will assure them a comfortable, safe and sustainable way of living in the future. 

  

The slogans designed to promote Trópika amongst future Senior citizens are: 

 “Preventing and acting for your future”.  

“Trópika more than a house, your home”. 

“Trópika: A real solution”.  

As a preventive way of living, adults should consider Trópika as their real and attractive solution for 

the upcoming years when they will become Senior citizens. 

http://www.tecteamcostarica.org/
http://www.facebook.com/tecteam.cr
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Image 5.7.2. Target Markets 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE TARGET GROUPS 

The first thing our stakeholders should know is that TEC Team is creating smart solutions for 

housing, under the compromise of having the lowest environmental impact as possible and at the 

same time achieving a high level of comfort without neglecting the needs of the elderly people, who 

are our main target market. We want our audience to think that our solar housing proposal exceeds 

all the other conceptions of living proposals. 

  

It is also important to emphasize the human condition of aging or suffering from any type of disability 

through life; for this our solar housing proposal offers an adequate and comfortable solution to all 

those potential scenarios that can come along. 

  

Another important aspect to communicate to our stakeholders is that our proposal, once finished our 

participation in the competition of the Solar Decathlon Europe 2014, will be donated. It is expected 

to have it exposed for many years, as a legacy to our nation and a projection of the people and 

organizations involved along the time, as well as an example for future generations to use their 

talents with the conviction of solving society’s issues a sustainable and responsible way. 

  

Due to the communication demands of the project, the potential audiences or target groups that 

need to be reached with our proposal are: 

 Clients: 55 years old adults and older, who may or may not have special needs, are 

potential users of our module housing proposal. Their needs, desires, preferences, uses 

and habits will have to be included in the marketing and communication strategy in 

order to achieve their expectations as a functional, accessible and ideal alternative. 

 Jury: Due to the competitive nature of the Project, the jury´s requirements of information 

need to be fulfilled at its best. The ideas and proposal must be clear for the jury for them 

to properly evaluate them. The communication plan should be directed towards 

positioning the idea into the mind of the jury by adding elements that serve as 

differentiators from every other competitor. 

 Visitors. TEC Team has to find different ways to amaze visitors and create a unique 

experience so that our idea blows their mind away. Characteristics such as functionality, 
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versatility, comfortableness, accessibility, mobility and sustainability, must be sensed at 

first sight regardless of whether the visitor is a child, teenager, professional or elderly, 

because these are our pillars of work. 

 Sponsors. It is important to establish a regular and solid communication with our 

sponsors. So far, TEC Team has created strategic alliances with institutions and 

organizations. We involve our sponsors and partners with the message “you make 

possible the realization of the project” and more than their collaboration on our part we 

provide spaces for them to be active members of it, so that our product Trópika is a 

creation of all. 

 Media. The communication with different media will be clear, easy to understand, 

accurate and intelligent, since we are conscious that the Solar Decathlon Europe is an 

opportunity to raise awareness of the ability of our country to provide real solutions, 

responsible and sustainable, with a high degree of innovation and creativity.  

 

MESSAGE/S ESTABLISHMENT 

It is important to establish specific key messages for each one of the audiences that we are 

addressing. We present the following proposal:  

 Clients. Since our potential clients include elderly people, who may or may not have special 

needs, the communication strategy is directed to make sure this message is being delivered 

to them. 

Key message: “A module housing that takes to never seen before levels, accessibility, 

inclusiveness, affordability and sustainability, to live comfortably and in harmony with the 

environment” 

The challenge is not only to create a solar energy efficient house, but also to help 

alleviate the growing problem of housing for the elderly. 

 

 Jury. The jury must easily perceive how we get to meet the requirements requested in 

addition to the differentiating elements of our proposal. This way, our proposal remains in 

their minds for the whole time of the competition. 

Key message: module housing with a high degree of innovation, water and energy 

efficiency, accessibility, inclusiveness, affordability and self-sufficiency, to live 

comfortably and in harmony with the environment.” 

The challenge is that the jury can be a witness and appreciate how innovation, 

accessibility, inclusiveness, replicability, versatility, sustainability, and energy and water 

efficiency stand out in our proposal. 

 

 Visitors. Visitors will be surprised from the beginning through an aggressive strategy to 

ensure their attention and interest in our proposal. 

Key message: “"A module housing as never seen before, with the best technology, 

innovation, efficiency, comfort, versatility and sustainability"” 
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Features such as design, functionality, accessibility and sustainability factors will be 

visible at first sight and differentiators of our proposal. 

  

 Sponsors. The sponsors are active players that support creative and innovative development 

of our proposal.  

Key message: "We are part of a global solution, responsible, innovate, and in harmony 

with the environment" 

The challenge is that every day more organizations get involved, promote and participate 

in initiatives that seek harmony with the environment and a better quality of life as well 

as common good. 

  

 Media. The national and international media are fundamental channels to present our 

proposal to a greater number of people. 

Key message: “Costa Rica builds a living proposal as never seen before, full of 

innovation, where you can live comfortably in harmony with the environment, at a low 

cost.” 

The challenge is to offer information clear and attractive enough to reach the projection 

and image desired. 

  

ACTIONS’ DESCRIPTION 

This communications plan has been designed to send customized messages to each one of the 

audiences. This way, we make sure to deliver the specific message to the correct destination. 

  

The team wants to take advantage of the fact that constructions have a great impact on environment 

and sustainability, and it could be positive or negative. Given this situation, we aim to propose an 

environmental awareness campaign that will encourage and motivate people to support initiatives 

like ours and contribute to reduce the impact on the environment. 

  

One purpose of this campaign is to generate social awareness that would lead to change. This way, 

we expect that this campaign cause humanity to be more conscious of the importance of human-

environment symbiosis, and it force all of us to re-think our decisions and its impact on the world. 

  

All the information that will be transmitted by the media must be approved by the directive 

committee of the team to preserve confidentiality and effectiveness on the details of the project and 

ensure that activities are developed in the best way. 

 

a) Online Communication Actions 

An official website will be launched for clients to have online access to the proposal and advances of 

our work. This website is going to have special features that will allow clients to interact with it, get 

the information they are looking for, and get involved in the project. 
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We will have active social networks as Facebook, Twitter, Youtube and LinkedIn, with the 

objectives of:  

 Share graphic, audiovisual materials and interesting news on topics such as sustainability, 

architecture, innovation, construction, technology and society.  

 Increase recognition and social commitment among our followers.  

 Projecting our partners, sponsors and other contributors.  

 Keeping our updated about our events, activities, experiences, news, etc. users.  

 Understanding how our fans use social networks and monitor the talk of our project.  

  

These online channels will help us to take advantage of the benefits that Internet can give to an 

academic or business project, to be a resource that grows over the years. 

  

b) Visual Communication Actions 

The Team will design appealing and engaging visual ads. These ads will contain a direct message 

that will attract all audiences whom our proposal is meant for. Ads, fliers, banners and posters will be 

placed on strategic places that the Team will eventually select, before and during the competition. 

  

Note: Trends in the design of advertisements are constantly changing. Therefore, Tec-team will 

consult marketing experts to make sure that materials are being designed correctly and according to 

the trends of the moment. 

  

c) Other Actions: 

We are going to get involved in consolidated associations, student organizations, NGO´s and 

leaders, using a social responsibility approach. TEC Team will reach out to the government in order to 

receive their support as part of the carbon neutrality initiative. 

  

This strategy will serve as a guideline to implement the communications plan on an online, visual 

and auditory level. We expect to draw the attention of clients, jury, visitors and sponsors focusing on 

their specific needs of information as well as their preferences. The purpose of this communications 

strategy plan is to use social media, a website and social networks to position TEC Team brand at 

the Solar Decathlon Europe 2014 as a successful, organized and talented team, capable of 

accomplishing its proposal. 

  

TEC Team has focalized efforts towards consolidating a living proposal that would be appealing to 

potential sponsors and the general public. To do this, we have team members specialize in the 

development of marketing and promotional material to create the most possible impact. 

Publicity is all about making an appealing proposal and getting the momentum to keep the 

excitement going. Now we are in a construction phase were we could show architectonical and 

constructions plans, 3D models, pictures, materials, specs and charts. This is way more appealing 

for attract a more media and followers. 

 

PREVIOUS ACTIVITIES FOR THE CONTEST 
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The Tec Team has sought to develop a series of activities before the competition in Versailles-

France, with two fundamental objectives such as: 

1. To present our participation in the SDE 2014. 

2. Attracting and projecting sponsors. 

Given that context at the level of the university community have been active for ongoing 

communication and active involvement with teachers, researchers and students that allow us to 

enrich the work done, digital campaigns through via email and/or social networks, or physical as 

placing posters (see Appendix 5.7.1 for detail of dissemination materials) along college or 

recreational and/or dispersion to reach out to meet the team and the project, while enjoying 

different games and music. 

Moreover at the city seek to participate in different activities taking place in different parts of the 

country, as seen below:  

During the "International Fair Business Ideas" held in San José, 36 business ideas were selected and 

classified under three categories given by "eco-friendly products", "Information Technologies" and 

"Other innovative products and services". In this event Trópika achieved second place in the category 

of "eco-friendly products". 

 

Image 5.7.3. Winners of the International Fair Business Ideas. 

During "Expoinnova 2013" held in the San Pedro community, specifically in the University of Costa 

Rica "UCR", the Trópika project was selected as a special guest to present the initiative to different 

visitors and students, at same time could establish contact with media and businessmen who visited 

the exhibition. 
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Image 5.7.4. Inaugural act of the Expoinnova. 

During "Technology Day" held in the Sarapiqui community, specifically in the National University of 

Costa Rica "UNA", the Trópika project was selected as a special guest to present a conference of 

innovation and entrepreneurship.  

 

Image 5.7.5. TEC Team conference in Technology Day. 

During "Environmental Engineering Week" held in the TEC, the Trópika project was selected as a 

special guest to present an information stand. We take the space to publicly celebrate the birthday 

of our Project Manager. 

 

Image 5.7.6. Participation in the Environmental Engineering Week. 
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At least twice per quarter within our university to publicize the TEC Team and Trópika, these 

informational booths accompanying with music, games and other activities that appeal to the 

university community. 

 

Image 5.7.7. Recreational activities in the TEC. 

Every 15 days, the TEC Team meets to review progress on various aspects of the project, where each 

of those directly responsible not only presents their contributions to the group, but also fail to receive 

feedback that allows a more comprehensive, strong and integral work. 

 

Image 5.7.8. Review Progress Meetings. 

Part of the goal as a group to communicate and raise awareness, start from our university where, 

through activities such as those that have been detailed, we keep looking for new ways of interaction 

and communication in this case a "Photobooth" there where not only participate students, but also is 

integrating the population of teachers, researchers and administrative staff. 
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Image 5.7.9. Photobooth with Marco Anderson (TEC International Cooperation Director) and TEC 

students  

In proposing a project that includes such an important aspect such as the elderly, during the project 

design work hand in hand with a representative population of our target market, as they are seniors 

willing to incorporate technology into their lives. This seniors group is part of a program known as 

“Put life to years” and for more than 3 months with them valuable inputs for our project “Trópika” 

was received.  

 

Image 5.7.10. Workshops with Seniors citizens. 

Because the challenge is for us the Solar Decathlon Europe 2014, during this period as a team we 

have been obliged to receive training on different topics that strengthen our project, additionally 

constantly receive different media supporters to publicize the project and to attract new partners 

and/or sponsors. 
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Image 5.7.11. Trainings and media attention. 

In Costa Rica in recent years the topic of innovation and entrepreneurship, take more force, which 

has caused the population to have a strong interest in participating in activities where others Costa 

Rican share their experiences, one of these initiatives is organized for Carao Ventures, the same that 

we got the opportunity to present in the Sabana community, a "Start-Up Conference" where our 

experience was shared with Trópika. 

 

Image 5.7.12. Trópika Conference in Carao Ventures. 

Children are the present and the future, so although they are not our target market, yes it will be in 

the future. In addition they should be sown on the seed called innovation, entrepreneurship, 

opportunities and environmental protection. We seek visits to schools, high schools and colleges to 

bring that message. Likewise were visits young scientific fairs, where they are given hope and 

motivation to continue engaging in such initiatives. 

Image 5.7.13. Workshops with children. 

During "Workshop # 2" our conception of communication is reflected as such communication that 

takes greater advantage to the Latin spirit, that spirit of empathy and happiness. Whether we talk 

with a student, a teacher or an entrepreneur, our communication is constant, we communication 

conveys our passion for what we do and hope to materialize a real solution.  
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Image 5.7.14. The Costarrican’s spirit in the Workshop #2. 

During Global Entrepreneurship Week "GEW" we present a conference (free and open to the General 

public) categorized within the main activities of Costa Rica In this important week globally. The 

conference is called as "Exploring creative minds" with the objective motivate the entrepreneurial, 

face obstacles and take action to be better every day. 

 

Image 5.7.15. TEC Team Conference in the Global Entrepreneurial Week, Costa Rica. 

The night of December 21, our team decided to close the year to celebrate a year of hard work and 

effort to be part of the next Solar Decathlon Europe. That night we celebrated with a group dinner 

and a toast of motivation to keep that effort and motivation for a new phase of the project, the 

construction and competition phase. 
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Image 5.7.16. First Anniversary of TEC Team. 

For us the end of the year represent a new opportunity to bring joy to underprivileged children, so he 

set out to locate a vulnerable area of the country and among members of the TEC Team donate one 

gift, a gift to give him these children a smile and a hope at this time. 

 

Image 5.7.17. Donating gifts to children. 

The year started with a new training, on this occasion in topics of first aid and RCP, where over 

several days of practice field, allowing us to react to certain events took place.  

 

Image 5.7.18. Practice Training in first aid and RCP. 

The Miravalles University Center invites the TEC Team to conduct a conversation with a youth group 

within the Science and Technology Entrepreneurship Camp, with the aim of promoting 

entrepreneurship, social responsibility and technological development, as pillars of a better future. 
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Image 5.7.19. TEC Team forum in the Science and Technology Entrepreneurship Camp. 

In search of a better development during construction, the TEC Team takes the latest materials 

testing, field and technical training.  

 

Image 5.7.20. Preparations details for the first building. 

The TEC Team begins construction phase as part of one of the most important event in the 

construction and housing sector in Central America (Construction and Housing Expo 2014, Costa 

Rica Pedregal), during the same developers the opportunity to attend the event was held projects, 

families, investors, media and other interested people, of the great value and impact to the project. 

 
Image 5.7.21. First construction in Expo-Construction. 
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Work continues strong in communication and social awareness, taking every opportunity to convey to 

a group of people the importance of responsible use of resources, the negative impact of some daily 

activities and motivation to make them see that Costa Rica, has the ability to provide real and 

innovative solutions in different areas. 

 
Image 5.7.22. Conferences in universities. 

Additionally the TEC Team prepares strongly in Health & Safety (H&S) issues with experts in the field, 

displaying H&S as a responsibility of the all team. 

 
Image 5.7.23. H&S Training. 

Schneider Electric as one of our main sponsors, has witnessed the efforts made in the field of 

communication and social awareness, so there is a mutual collaboration on these issues beyond the 

technical issues regarding energy efficiency; managing to get space to share its key customers in 

Latin America, as well as media contacts covering their activities. 

 
Image 5.7.24. Schneider Electric events. 
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Thanks to the strong relationship between TEC Team and the Embassy in Costa Rica in the late 

2013's invitation to jointly design and build is called "The Francophonie House" for the Arts 

International Festival extends that it was within the main towns of the event and where the presence 

of both representatives and promotional materials embassies of France, Canada and Switzerland, 

TEC Team, Trópika, Sponsors and organizers was present along the different activities. 

 
Image 5.7.25. Arts International Festival 2014, Costa Rica. 

Simultaneously with the construction of "The Francophonie House" was launched so the second 

building of Trópika, this time within the Central Campus of our university (Costa Rica Institute of 

Technology) covering additional details to the exo-structure that was exhibited at the Expo-

Construction. 
  

 
Image 5.7.26. Second construction, Costa Rica Institute of Technology. 

Once the building of the structure base of Trópika, a meeting of sponsors, partners and other 

collaborators of the project was conducted with the support and backing of our institutional 

authorities (rector, research vice-rector and the TEC director of international cooperation). 
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Image 5.7.27. Meeting of collaborators of the TEC Team, Trópika. 

At least once a week we as a team make "Construction Picnic" where we benefit sharing differently 

lunch and recreational space to increase the motivation of the team for two days of "Easter week" 

the rector and legal advisor director from the TEC, joined us and enjoyed lunch with the team, jokes 

and stories. 

 
Image 5.7.28. Construction Picnic, Trópika. 

To strengthen communication and social awareness through social networks in a strategic 

agreement with the "Costa Rica Blue" foundation in weekly publications are mentioned where not 

only what we are doing, but it also motivates people to become aware of the environment, 

technology, entrepreneurship, innovation, education and other issues that have had an important 

and valuable response with our communication objectives. 

 
Image 5.7.29. TEC Team with Costa Rica Blue T-shirt. 
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Once Trópika disposed its primary structure, an invitation to the institutional community, friends, 

high school students, partners and the media to visit it and know more about this project and the 

competence of the Solar Decathlon Europe 2014 was performed. 

 
Image 5.7.30. Media and External Visitors. 

In addition to the country level activities have focused in the described plan, has achieved a 

presence in more than 30 media (social networks, web sites, magazines, television, radio and 

newspapers), with which it has established a good relationship that allowed over 90 appearances (as 

detailed below in the section "Tracking Table of the Communication actions"), daily announcements 

for more than 2 months in one of the most important TV channels in the country ( 9 Channel) and 

steady growth of followers. Additionally, working with the integration of our media plan to our 

partners and sponsors for achieve a greater number of appearances and impact. 

 

One of the major events of our media plan consisted in conducting a press conference where the 

participation of a representative of the Embassy of France was held in Costa Rica, TEC authorities, 

TEC Team spokesmen and media, where the expectations raised with a very good feedback 

exceeded. 

 
Image 5.7.31. Press Conference. 
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DURING THE COMPETITION 

During competition will be doing yourself use of recreational activities, t-shirts, flyers, banners, 

brochures, videos and audiovisual # 3, the same will be exposed the different visitors or well placed 

in different areas of housing proposal and surroundings, as permitted by the organization of SDE, 

said material will be being developed for the next delivery. 

 

TRACKING TABLE OF THE COMMUNICATION ACTIONS 

Tec Team has been given the task of maintaining a constant link with different media since March 

2013, making more than 100 appearances in different media. This has been by working in 

conjunction with the Office of Communication and Marketing of the TEC, and monitoring information 

company "Controls Technician Video of Costa Rica". 

It is worth noting that all occurrences have been donated by the media, so the TEC Team has not 

resorted to any costs associated in these aspects, however an estimate cost on them which 

approximates the € 170,471.97 (euros) is recorded. The table presents bellow shows the media 

name, type of media, publication date and respective links if it is in digital format. 

Media Name Media Type Date 

CR Hoy Web April 25, 2013. 

Prensa Libre Newspaper April 26, 2013. 

CR Hoy Web April 28, 2013. 

La República Newspaper April 29, 2013. 

Espacios Magazine May 2, 2013. 

Casa Ideal Magazine May 3, 2013. 

Telenoticias Canal 7 TV May 4, 2013. 

Amelia Rueda Radio May 6, 2013. 

Extra TV 42 TV May 6, 2013. 

La República Newspaper May 6, 2013. 

La República Newspaper May 8, 2013. 

Radio Nacional Radio May 17, 2013. 

Equilibra Magazine May 24, 2013. 

94.7 Radio May 29, 2013. 

El Financiero Newspaper June 2, 2013. 

Monumental Radio June 22, 2013. 

Prensa TEC Newspaper June 24, 2013. 

ADN Radio Radio June 24, 2013. 

Extra TV 42 TV June 24, 2013. 

La Nación Newspaper June 25, 2013. 

Radio Pyme Radio June 26, 2013. 

Telenoticias Canal 7 TV June 28, 2013. 

Telenoticias Canal 7 TV July 2, 2013. 

http://www.crhoy.com/estudiantes-del-tec-ponen-a-prueba-su-ingenio-con-proyectos-innovadores-de-negocios/
http://www.prensalibre.cr/lpl/los_negocios/81911-feria-de-ideas-tec-dejo-36-grandes-proyectos.html
http://www.crhoy.com/jovenes-del-tec-disenan-casa-ecoamigable-y-representaran-a-costa-rica-en-importante-concurso/
https://www.larepublica.net/app/cms/www/index.php?pk_articulo=533299394
http://espacios.larepublica.net/es/Desarrollo_Verde/Soluciones_ticas_de_impacto_mundial_/
http://casaideal.larepublica.net/es/Desarrollo_Verde/Soluciones_ticas_de_impacto_mundial_/
http://www.teletica.com/Noticias/9520-Casa-del-futuro-costarricense-competira-en-Decatlon-Solar-en-Paris.note.aspx
http://www.ameliarueda.com/con-una-casa-solar-estudiantes-del-tec-buscan-ganar-concurso-mundial
https://www.larepublica.net/app/cms/www/index.php?pk_articulo=533299787
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=529570950412506&set=a.514228975280037.1073741828.513269078709360&type=1&relevant_count=1
http://www.revistaequilibra.com/496-Especialidades--conocimientos--primera-casa-solar-del-pais.html
http://www.elfinancierocr.com/tecnologia/TEC-casa_inteligente-domotica_0_309569063.html
http://www.tec.ac.cr/prensa/blog/Lists/Entradas%20de%20blog/Post.aspx?ID=393
http://www.tec.ac.cr/Prensa/Blog/Lists/Entradas%20de%20blog/Post.aspx?ID=395
http://www.adn.fm/Default.aspx?tabid=135&NewsId=24162
http://www.extratv42.com/c42/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=4955:casa-del-futuro-seria-made-in-costa-rica&catid=37:extranoticias&Itemid=109
http://www.nacion.com/vivir/TEC-ambiente-concursos_0_1349865014.html
http://www.teletica.com/Noticias/15885-Estudiantes-del-TEC-competiran-a-nivel-mundial-con-una-casa-del-futuro.note.aspx
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Carao Ventures Web July 2, 2013. 

Expoinnova Web July 5, 2013. 

NC Once TV August 29, 2013. 

Telenoticias Canal 7 TV September 2, 2013. 

Sinart Canal 13 TV September 13, 2013. 

BS Noticias Web September 13, 2013. 

La República Newspaper September 13, 2013. 

Radio Nacional Radio September 17, 2013. 

Extra TV 42 TV September 17, 2013. 

El Pais.cr Web September 24, 2013. 

La Información.com Web September 24, 2013. 

Terra Web September 24, 2013. 

La República Newspaper September 24, 2013. 

Suelo solar Web September 30, 2013. 

+QN Noticias Canal 7 TV October 2, 2013. 

Energías Renovables Web October 9, 2013. 

Gente – Prensa Libre Newspaper October 16, 2013. 

IFAC Web October 31, 2013. 

Casa Presidencial Web November 6, 2013 

CR Hoy Web November 7, 2013 

PuraVida.net Web November 9, 2013 

CR Hoy Web November 21, 2013 

Pinvents Web November 26, 2013. 

Mediander Web November 29, 2013. 

M2 – Actualidades Inmobiliarias Web December 10, 2013. 

Video-n1 Web December 12, 2013. 

Yo Emprendedor Web December, 2013. 

GEW Costa Rica Web December, 2013. 

Embajada de Francia Web January 15, 2014. 

Rectoría TEC Web February 5, 2014.  

Costa Rica On Web February 7, 2014. 

CR Hoy Web February 12, 2014. 

ADN Radio Radio February 13, 2014. 

ANSL Web February 13, 2014. 

TodoAgro Web February 13, 2014. 

Cámara Costarricense de 

Construcción 

Web February 13, 2014. 

Eka La Revista Empresarial Magazine February 13, 2014. 

NC Once TV February 14, 2014. 

La Nación Newspaper February 16, 2014. 

IntiNetwork Web February 18, 2014. 

Nada Común Magazine February 18, 2014. 

https://www.facebook.com/expoinnova.ucr
http://www.controles.co.cr/controles/mp/?id=08D6CFD96891C6
http://www.controles.co.cr/controles/mp/?id=08D6CCDF6E96C4
http://sinart.go.cr/Canal13n/index.php/noticias/865-tec-representara-a-costa-rica-en-competencia-mundial
http://www.bsnoticias.cr/nacionales/item/2384-estudiantes-del-tec-representaran-a-costa-rica-en-competencia-mundial-en-francia
https://www.larepublica.net/app/cms/www/index.php?pk_articulo=533305379
http://www.controles.co.cr/controles/mp/?id=08D6CDDA6B97C7
http://www.elpais.cr/frontend/noticia_detalle/5/86135
http://noticias.lainformacion.com/educacion/universidad/universidad-costarricense-compite-en-concurso-mundial-de-energia-solar_VlF69yOPyhOdwYODALumM5/
https://www.larepublica.net/app/cms/www/index.php?pk_articulo=533305816
http://www.suelosolar.es/newsolares/newsol.asp?id=8753
http://www.teletica.com/Noticias/27217-Grupo-costarricense-ira-al-campeonato-mundial-de-casas-ecoamigables.note.aspx
http://www.energias-renovables.com/articulo/el-proyecto-tropika-competira-en-la-competicion-20131009
http://d1b1zvr5keqlnb.cloudfront.net/controles/multimedia/2013/prensa/201310160914_1066076.pdf
http://institutfrancais-ifac.com/?p=3820&lang=es
http://presidencia.go.cr/index.php/prensa/prensa-presidencia/2510-talento-tico-participa-en-competencia-mundial
http://www.crhoy.com/estudiantes-del-tec-afinan-su-casa-eco-amigable-en-francia-antes-de-presentarla-a-toda-europa/
http://www.periodicopuravida.net/estudiantes-del-tec-se-preparan-para-construir-casa-ecoamigable/
http://www.crhoy.com/casa-eco-amigable-para-adultos-mayores-elaborada-por-estudiantes-del-tec-iniciara-pruebas-en-diciembre/
https://pinvents.com/event/616570088384676/tec-team-en-gew
http://www.mediander.com/connects/2662727/costa-rica-institute-of-technolo/#!/video
http://m2.cr/blog/1766
http://video-n1.com/watch/398836_patrocine-al-tec-team-costa-rica-en-el-solar-decathlon-2014
http://yoemprendedor.net/reporte-final-gew-costa-rica-2013/
http://simplebooklet.com/publish.php?wpKey=YfwcMoZvpSxjlZog8uOIWO#page=6
http://www.ambafrance-cr.org/Francia-organizara-el-Solar
http://www.tec-digital.itcr.ac.cr/servicios/rectoria/?q=node%2F27
http://www.costaricaon.com/noticias/ultima-hora/22145-tec-cada-vez-mas-cerca-de-representar-a-costa-rica-en-competencia-mundial.html
http://www.crhoy.com/casa-ecoamigabr-este-viernes-w3n5n6x/
http://www.controles.co.cr/controles/mp/?id=08D7C6D76D93C6
http://agenciasanluis.com/notas/2014/02/13/suman-nuevas-propuestas-para-la-tercera-edicion/
http://www.todoagro.com.ar/noticias/nota.asp?nid=27052
http://www.construccion.co.cr/index.php?option=com_idoblog&view=idoblog&Itemid=396
http://www.construccion.co.cr/index.php?option=com_idoblog&view=idoblog&Itemid=396
http://ekaenlinea.com/mas-de-120-proyectos-se-ofreceran-en-expoconstruccion-y-vivienda/
http://www.controles.co.cr/controles/mp/?id=08D7C7DF6996C2
http://intinetwork.tv/la-casa-ecoamigable-del-tec-inicio-su-construccion-en-costa-rica/
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En Llave Web February 19, 2014. 

A.M. Costa Rica Web February 20, 2014. 

San Luis Agua Web February 20, 2014. 

San Luis Informa Web February 20, 2014. 

Prensa Libre Newspaper February 20, 2014. 

Teletica TV February 20, 2014. 

Repretel Canal 6 TV February 20, 2014. 

ADN Radio Radio February 20, 2014. 

Radio Nacional Radio February 20, 2014. 

Canal 9 TV February 20, 2014. 

NC Once TV February 20, 2014. 

NC Once TV February 20, 2014. 

Telenoticias Canal 7 TV February 20, 2014. 

Telenoticias Canal 7 TV February 20, 2014. 

Repretel Canal 6 TV February 20, 2014. 

Repretel Canal 6 TV February 20, 2014. 

Vida y éxito Web February 21, 2014. 

La República Newspaper February 21, 2014. 

Repretel Canal 6 TV February 21, 2014. 

La Nación Newspaper February 21, 2014. 

La República Newspaper February 21, 2014. 

Top Costa Rica Web February 21, 2014. 

Viveros en Costa Rica Web February 21, 2014. 

ADN Radio Radio February 21, 2014. 

Equilibra Magazine February 21, 2014. 

RTN Noticias TV February 21, 2014. 

Prensa Libre Newspaper February 22, 2014. 

Sinart Canal 13 TV February 24, 2014. 

Habitar Magazine February, 2014. 

Espacios Newspaper March 5, 2014. 

La República Newspaper March 14, 2014. 

Rectoría TEC Web April, 2014. 

Summa Magazine April 3, 2014. 

Costa Rica Azul Web April 3, 2014. 

Vida y éxito Web April 9, 2014. 

Giros TV April 23, 2014. 

Agencia Xinhua Web April 24, 2014. 

CR Hoy Web April 25, 2014. 

Monumental Radio April 26, 2014. 

Table 5.7.2. Tracking Table of the Communication actions. 

 

 

http://www.enllave.es/actualidad/noticias/2014/02/19/las-casas-solares-de-solar-decathlon-europe-2014-iiiii-sde2014/
http://www.amcostarica.com/
http://www.sanluisagua.com.ar/SLAguaASP/Paginas/InfoPrensaDetalle.asp?TemaId=1&InfoPrensaId=1158
http://sanluis-informa.com.ar/10955/todo-listo-para-el-iii-congreso-internacional-del-agua/
http://d1b1zvr5keqlnb.cloudfront.net/controles/multimedia/2014/prensa/201402200927_1195798.pdf
http://www.teletica.com/Noticias/43683-30-talentosos-jovenes-del-TEC-representaran-a-Costa-Rica-en-Francia.note.aspx
http://www.repretel.com/estudiantes-del-tecnol%C3%B3gico-dise%C3%B1aron-una-casa-que-no-paga-luz
http://d1b1zvr5keqlnb.cloudfront.net/controles/multimedia/2014/radio/201402201103_1195887.mp3
http://d1b1zvr5keqlnb.cloudfront.net/controles/multimedia/2014/radio/201402201324_1196244.mp3
http://www.controles.co.cr/controles/mp/?id=08D7C7DA6B95C3
http://www.controles.co.cr/controles/mp/?id=08D7C7D96A94CB
http://www.controles.co.cr/controles/mp/?id=08D7C7D96B92CB
http://www.controles.co.cr/controles/mp/?id=08D7C7D9689EC5
http://www.controles.co.cr/controles/mp/?id=08D7C7D96597C4
http://www.controles.co.cr/controles/mp/?id=08D7C7D96495C0
http://www.controles.co.cr/controles/mp/?id=08D7C7D96593CA
http://www.vidayexito.net/?p=7159
http://d1b1zvr5keqlnb.cloudfront.net/controles/multimedia/2014/prensa/201402210934_1197070.pdf
http://www.controles.co.cr/controles/mp/?id=08D7C7D86894C5
http://www.nacion.com/vivir/ciencia/Casa-adultos-mayores-torneo-mundial_0_1398060207.html
https://www.larepublica.net/app/cms/www/index.php?pk_articulo=533311865
http://topcostarica.com/casa-para-adultos-mayores-lleva-a-ticos-a-torneo-mundial/
http://viverosencostarica.com/?p=1513
http://168.143.173.174/noticias/398044_proyecto-del-tec-amigable-con-el-ambiente-competira-a-nivel-mundial/2/
http://revistaequilibra.com/541-Marque-la-diferencia.html
http://d1b1zvr5keqlnb.cloudfront.net/controles/multimedia/2014/prensa/201402221109_1198613.pdf
http://www.sinart.go.cr/index.php/sindigital/videos-sinart-digital/item/369-click-informativo-24-de-febrero-2014-casa-eco-amigable
http://issuu.com/arquitectoscr/docs/habitar_83
http://espacios.larepublica.net/es/Desarrollo_Verde/Ultiman_detalles_de_Casa_Eco-amigable/
http://d1b1zvr5keqlnb.cloudfront.net/controles/multimedia/2014/prensa/201403140926_1220658.pdf
http://issuu.com/web-tec/docs/informegestion2013
http://www.revistasumma.com/caras-y-cosas/47444-schneider-electric-apoya-a-proyecto-tropika-de-tec-team-mas-de-us$40.000.html
http://costaricaazul.com/blog/tec-costa-rica-tropika/
http://www.vidayexito.net/?p=8193
http://www.repretel.com/Ticos-competir%C3%A1n-en-proyecto-en-Francia
http://spanish.china.org.cn/science/txt/2014-04/24/content_32190287.htm
http://www.crhoy.com/casa-ecoamigable-hecha-por-estudiantes-del-tec-esta-lista-y-sera-enviada-a-francia-en-mayo-u9n5n9x/
http://www.monumental.co.cr/noticia/jovenes-ticos-tiene-lista-casa-ecologica-que-expondran-en-francia
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5.7.2 PUBLIC TOUR DESCRIPTION 

This section refers to the public tour that will be performing during the competition, with their 

respective stations and issues related to our proposal and are waiting to be exploited during the 

execution. 

Between the objectives of the public tour would be not only to show the technology and strategies 

associated with our proposal but to try to let the visitor understand some of the intrinsic 

characteristics of tropical countries. We want to create an atmosphere where people can 

comprehend our ecosystem and try to demonstrate the happiness of the Costarrican’s spirit. 

 

In the next figure, you can appreciate the flow that will be available for public tour, where they can 

establish a flow between the different seasons, as follows: Line-out, home tour entrance, green 

tunnel, lobby, machine room, bathroom, kitchen, terrace, flexible area, bedroom and exit. 

 
Image 5.7.32. Public Tour. 
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General information public tour: 

 Maximum number of visitors per tour: 7 visitors. 

 Languages: Spanish, French and English. 

 Estimated public tour time: 12-15 minutes. 

 

As a first step, a spokesman for the TEC Team will give the welcome, a security protocol in the event 

of an emergency, methodology public tour, will be invited to assume a number of roles, so that each 

visitor can be part of a story which will explain more specific our proposal, each visitor can interact 

and verify the operation of the main aspects of our proposal. Once the respective roles are 

established, our story begins spokesperson and thus public tour along different seasons. 

 

During the story that unfolds in the public tour, each visitor will experience the spirit of a traditional 

Costa Rican family, while interacting with our project and can confirm the availability of space, 

capacity and functionality in furniture, controls, systems and other Trópika components. 

 
Image 5.7.33. Public Tour Accessibility. 
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For each of the stations there are messages, objectives and key words that help each station 

becoming a different and attractive place for different types of visitors. The words and messages are 

transmitted in a direct, clear and effective manner, in order to reduce the levels of difficulty of each 

of the stations. 

 

 
Image 5.7.34. Public Tour, General Information. 
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This with the aim that the end of the tour visitors will experience hands-on learning about the 

importance of the symbiosis between accessibility, technology, innovation, comfort and 

sustainability, while they know what living in an architectural solution that takes the essence of 

traditional family house and Costa Rica, adapting solutions to specific current needs, highlighting the 

importance of the recovery of open living spaces with the environment, social interaction, community 

living and inclusion, all this without thus sacrificing the environment, such as comfort and customer 

finance. Thus we also highlight our slogans: 

 Trópika more than house, your home. 

 Trópika: A real solution. 

 Preventing and acting for your future. 

 

And with that show an additional reason why our slogans are linked directly with our proposal. 

Other specific aspects to highlight in history are: 

 Permanent connection with nature, vegetation and society. 

 The display of the sun as the creator of life, a sustainable source for creating happiness, 

energy, lighting, heat, and electricity saving. 

 The opportunities that revolve around the needs of the elderly, population aging and health 

promotion. 

 The comfort and satisfaction of a housing environment that promotes a better quality of life, 

in a responsible and sustainable manner. 

 The support provided by various elements in facilitating daily tasks and welfare. 

 Trópika is a clear example of that technological development should not create barriers to, 

however humans should serve them. 

 The search for greater efficiency and accountability to the construction process, electrical 

and water consumption. 

 Outlook for the future within a business environment and marketing. 

Given the above context, the following methodology, strategies and actions related to public tours is 

as follows: 

 Different visitors before and / or after public tours, may enjoy an array of entertainment 

activities that will be taking place in the courtyard of Trópika. 

 The course has a strategic flow that allows fluent in it and the possibility of simultaneous 

routes. 

 Input and output are concentrated in the same direction of the lot, however maintain 

adequate distance not interfere with the facade of Trópika, or a meeting between the in and 

out of it is generated. 

 The security protocol provides a set of procedures that must be met if possible eventualities, 

in this emergency exits, members of the team you must use, location of safety equipment, 
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evacuation form and other details, it is in order to prevent possible scenarios and thereby 

minimize the impact to its occurrence. 

 The explanation of the methodology, will allow providing a wider than it is to make panorama, 

and as is to be performed, it also allows generating the same expectations and interest, 

empowerment and interaction of visitors. 

 The story focuses on making a visit to the couple Solis - Castro, is composed of Carlos Solis 

partner, who is an agricultural engineer, who likes to cook, play sports, lover of nature and 

greenery, and has an introverted personality. On the other side is Irene Castro, who is an 

artist, professor of fine arts, meditation and traveling lover, with an outgoing personality. 

Both personalities are referred to in home interior design and interaction activities. 

 It will work a number of roles where each visitor will assume the role of children; friends or 

grandchildren of former partner, one of them being a person who uses a wheelchair (should 

be arranged wheelchair for visitors to experience and validate our value proposition on the 

issue of accessibility). 

 Starts formally journey where every visitor with its assigned role begins interacting with our 

project, spokesman following the instructions that will guide the beginning of the tour. 

 The tour begins through the green tunnel where visitors can enjoy the freshness of the Costa 

Rican environment with vegetation and wetlands. 

 Later in the lobby reflects the spirit of coexistence with the outside, where the decoration, 

lighting and vegetation are the key aspects of it, also seen as a complementary area at home 

where you can provide information, organize events and interact with neighbors. 

 In the machine room the technological component is highlighted by having centralized the 

technological equipment, electrical aspects, home automation, HVAC, plumbing and 

distribution systems. 

 The tour continues with the household income and thus the bathroom, this season is 

highlighted with emphasis accessibility through spacious, functional accessories, water 

saving, water heating and hygiene. 

 Also in the kitchen is highlighted with emphasis generation and power consumption, 

flexibility, furniture, storage, ergonomics, and recycling in everyday tasks. 

 In the room is highlighted with emphasis comfort, rest, functionality of the furniture, the 

control center automation systems, balance between leisure and work. 

 In the flexible area versatility, comfort and functionality of the space is highlighted to eat, 

rest, leisure activities, entertainment and versatility to expand the space next to the room, 

make this season perfect for social activities. 

 On the terrace is highlighted with emphasis nature, vegetation, sustainability, crops, water 

reuse, exercise, grooming and pets. 

 The output of the route is a temporary structure that is added to the terrace with the aim of 

providing more fluid paths. 

It should be noted that during all public tours are guaranteed universal accessibility of our visitors. 

Moreover, in the next installment developing support materials for both the development of the route 
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to keep visitors informed and interested waiting in line, and the details of each of the stations and 

their link to history will be made develop during treatment. 

At the end of the ride wait at least two TEC Team spokesmen with the goal of further technical or 

specific details about the project, this in order to optimize and complement the public tour. 

5.7.3 VISUAL IDENTIFY MANUAL  

 

 

 

The TEC TEAM is an interdisciplinary team composed of young TEC 13 

careers, all with the same goal. Together they seek to represent Costa 

Rica in the Solar Decathlon Europe. 

TEC Team design its brand to participate in the 2014 edition Solar 

Decathlon Europe. The main objective of the team is to demonstrate 

through its pillars triangles aligned to the following aspects:  

 Growth, improvement and stability, with a vision of unity.  

 Setting clear objectives, values and an interdisciplinary team, 

willing to innovate. 

 Linking academia, government and private sector development 

projects and high-impact solutions to real life problems. 

 

 

 

 

TEC Team has designed Trópika, an innovative, unprecedented solar 

housing proposal that will be presented at the Solar Decathlon 2014. The 

main goal of Trópika is to become a real solution for the coming years, 

not only by creating a solar energy efficient living proposal but also by 

proposing a solution of housing for older generations, given the high 

proportion of elderly people that is expected in the coming years.  

Through Trópika, TEC Team aims to offer senior citizens benefits in terms 

of efficiency, functionality, accessibility, inclusivity, versatility, 

sustainability, replicability and easy construction, which is our value 

proposition. These are the most valuable aspects that make a difference 

to opt for this type module housing. 

The inspiration of this logo comes mainly in how we can incorporate our 

housing project (represented by the green buildings) in the cities without 

removing the existing structures (represented by the grey buildings). Also 

the sun behind represent the energy around our proposal works; and the 

green color represent the sustainable concept. 

 

Visual Identify Manuals detail can be seen in Appendix 5.7.2 
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5.7.4 SPONSORSHIP MANUAL 

SUPPORTING INSTITUTIONS AND COMPANIES’ TRACKING: 

Currently the team has the support of the following institutions and companies: 

 Bryan Navarro (Sponsorship Manager) 

 Juan Carlos Marti (Sponsorship Manager) 

 Fabricio Bonilla (Sponsorship Support) 

 David Vaglio (Sponsorship Support) 

 Marco Anderson (Advisor on legal aspects and companies relationship) 

 Jessica Flores (Advisor and collaboration with media relationship) 

The persons of the team in charge of the communication with each company: 

 

 

 

 

 

Organizers of the 2014 edition Versailles, where he 

leads the Solar Decathlon at a level of greater 

challenges and credibility in the field house of the 

future, where the development of housing solutions in a 

real urban environment is promoted, where include 

context variables, issues, mobility, density, sobriety and 

market viability, as most important factors and 

differentiation of previous editions. 

As organizers of the competition, it gives us provide all 

the technical support and advisory, in order to provide 

the best possible performance throughout the 

participation process as well as a contribution of 

€100,000. 

TEC Team. 

 

 

 

 

 

It is an autonomous national institution of higher 

education, dedicated to the teaching, research and 

extension of the technology and related sciences for 

the development of Costa Rica. 

It gives us institutional support project, advisory on 

various issues and economic contribution that exceeds 

US$60,000. 
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Bryan Navarro. 

 

 

 

It has become a true development bank with a 

transcendent projection in economic, social and 

financial of the country. 

It gives us an economic contribution of $ 50,000. 

Bryan Navarro. 

 

 

 

Its main activities focus on heavy industry and electric. 

It gives us materials aligned to energy efficiency issues, 

technical consultancy and a contribution of $7,000. 

Bryan Navarro. 

 

 

 

 

Finance processes reforestation, afforestation, forest 

nurseries, agroforestry systems, recovery of denuded 

areas and technological changes in utilization and 

industrialization of forest resources. 

It gives us an economic contribution of $ 30,000, while 

promoting the use of wood in the construction sector. 

Bryan Navarro. 

 

 

 

Business group leader and innovator of solutions for 

telecommunications and electricity in the regional 

market. 

It gives us an economic contribution of $ 20,000. 

Bryan Navarro. 

 

 

 

Promote learning and proper adequate use of the 

environment and technologies in different communities 

in the country. 

It gives us an economic contribution of $ 20,000. 

Juan Carlos Marti. 
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Rector organ on aging and old age in Costa Rica in 

search of improved quality of life. 

It gives us support for access statistics Seniors in the 

country and support of US$10,500. 

Juan Carlos Marti. 

 

 

 

Online work platform that enables collaboration and 

project management by different applications and a 

real-time communication between its members. 

It gives us the use of the platform for free and unlimited 

users. 

Bryan Navarro. 

 

 

Responsible for the manufacturing solutions for the 

national industry. 

It gives us the making of steel floating slabs on which is 

placed Trópika. 

Juan Carlos Marti. 

 

 

Company that provides specialized services in 

corporate identity, editorial design, websites, 

photography, illustration, and others related to 

advertising design. 

It gives us support in graphic design. 

Bryan Navarro. 

 

 

Provider of solar modules and related to photovoltaic 

solutions. 

It gives us solar panels. 

Fabricio Bonilla. 

 

 

 

 

Marketing and installation of glass (conventional and 

security), aluminum profiles in integers, or processed in 

windows systems and facades, doors for bathroom 

mirrors, in sheets or with frameworks, services of 

framed and sandblasting. 
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It gives us training and materials in window frames. 

Juan Carlos Marti. 

 

 

 

 

Specialists in renewable energies, solar systems for 

electricity, water heating, lighting, among others. We 

want you to achieve power independence. We design 

residential and industrial electrical drawings. 

It gives us the access point with the company AT Solar 

and training in installation of solar technologies. 

Fabricio Bonilla. 

 

 

Created under the concept of Firm Technology, this 

means the integration of several companies whose 

primary focus has been the technological. 

It gives us consulting, materials and training on topics 

of KNX. 

Juan Carlos Marti. 

 

 

 

Founded in 1999, pioneered the dissemination of CAD 

/ CAM technology. 

It gives us training in the use of engineering and 

construction tools. 

Juan Carlos Marti. 

 

 

Promoting forestry activities and the use of wood as a 

valid formula to conserve and harvest these resources, 

generating large environmental, social and economic 

benefits, of national and global impact. 

It gives us supports on sustainability and use of wood. 

Bryan Navarro. 

 

 

Specialized in the field of Structural Engineering and 

Earthquake Resistant. 

It gives us consulting structural engineering and 

seismic resistance. 

Juan Carlos Marti. 

 

 

Specialized in manufacturing: metal ceilings and walls 

with or without insulation, aluminum architectural 

facades insulated panels, glass facades, curtain wall 

type buildings. 

It gives us building materials such as roof and canoes, 
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as well as installation training. 

Juan Carlos Marti. 

 

 

Company dedicated to the manufacture of high quality 

flexible tanks. 

It gives us flexible tanks. 

Juan Carlos Marti. 

 

 

Company specialist in development electrical wiring for 

different applications and information flow. 

It gives us electrical wiring. 

Bryan Navarro. 

 

 

Leader business in the design, manufacture and 

construction of HVAC solutions. 

It gives us consulting HVAC topics. 

David Vaglio. 

 

 

 

Pioneers in the air conditioning industry in Costa Rica, 

with over 45 years of experience and leadership. 

It gives us consulting, materials and support in HVAC 

technologies. 

David Vaglio. 

  

 

 

World leading company in the area of logistics and 

transport services. 

It gives us support in the areas of land transport and 

customs clearance of export and import. 

Juan Carlos Marti. 

 

 
 

Manufacturing Industry of wood and wood products for 

export; manufacture of products for modeling, driving 

industry and others. 

It gives us part of floor. 

Juan Carlos Marti. 

 

 

Transport and logistics company shipping container. 

It gives us shipping container service. 

Juan Carlos Marti. 
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Company dedicated to the development of products for 

different industries such as construction. 

It gives us construction finish materials. 

Juan Carlos Marti. 

 

 

 

 

 

Leading company in the construction industry, which 

has a wide experience of 48 years developing and 

marketing solutions and comprehensive in cement and 

complementary products. 

It gives us collaboration with cement materials. 

Juan Carlos Marti. 

 

 

Provider and integrator of solutions and products of the 

area of automation and electrical and industrial 

instrumentation. 

It gives us materials of electrical canalization. 

Juan Carlos Marti. 

 

 

Is a private company categorized underSafety Supplies 

and Equipment. 

It gives us materials automatization of HVAC systems. 

Juan Carlos Marti. 

 

 

 

 

World´s leading chemical company.  

It gives us support for networking on companies of 

interest. 

Juan Carlos Marti. 

 

 

 

Increases productivity and quality of construction by 

integrating design and technology computer assisted 

production. 

It gives us advisory on design issues in construction. 
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Juan Carlos Marti. 

 

 

 

 Integrated Company, operating under principles and 

criteria of sustainability globally accepted, dedicated to 

the production and marketing of innovative products, 

high quality and from timber trees. 

It gives us different types of wood. 

Juan Carlos Marti. 

 

 

Distributors of building materials for quality. 

It gives us construction materials. 

Juan Carlos Marti. 

 

 

He was born in the year 2008, challenging the 

conventional ideas of design; your idea is the 

construction of original spaces to achieve focus on 

functionality. 

It gives us advisory interior design topics. 

Bryan Navarro. 

 

 

 

 

It is a sustainability consulting firm that encourages the 

social, economic and environmental development 

through the development of high performance projects 

that promote the rational use of resources and the 

welfare of its occupants. 

It gives us consulting sustainable buildings. 

Fabricio Bonilla.  

 

 

Find import and distribution of the best products the 

water efficiency, with the objective of contribute of the 

goal of Costa Rica Neutral Water. 

It gives us the restrooms, showers and high efficiency 

water aerators. 

Bryan Navarro. 

 

 

Promotes sustainable development of artisan 

communities in Costa Rica. 

It gives us advisory services in interior design. 

Bryan Navarro. 

 

 
Company dedicated to the manufacture and design of 

furniture. 
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It gives us support in different topics of furniture and 

decoration. 

Bryan Navarro. 

 

 

Costa Rican artist with new ideas and concepts in 

various fields. 

It gives us support in luminary fabrication.  

Bryan Navarro. 

 

 

 

 

Regulates the professional work of different 

professionals in architecture and engineering in Costa 

Rica. 

It gives us a platform for managing financial resources 

and procurement. 

Juan Carlos Marti. 

 

 

Created into serve the scientific and technological 

development of the country. 

It gives us support in the acquisition of public 

resources. 

Bryan Navarro. 

 

 

Promote the creation of conditions for research, 

innovation, for the country. 

It gives us support for establishment of strategic events 

and meetings of interest to public sector entities. 

Bryan Navarro. 

 

 

Promote the development of the construction industry; 

support the sophistication of their associated 

entrepreneurs, professionals, and workers.  

It gives us support and collaboration in events of 

housing construction area. 

Juan Carlos Marti. 
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Organization responsible for the teaching of French 

language, French culture dissemination and cultural 

exchange between Costa Rica and France. 

It gives us collaboration in teaching of French and 

French culture topics. 

Bryan Navarro. 

 

 

Formal entity information exchange between Costa Rica 

and France, on issues of values, human rights, social 

struggles, cultural diversity and others. 

It gives us support in French networking, translations 

and diplomatic aspects. 

Bryan Navarro. 

 

 

Costa Rican Association in France, which aims to 

develop projects that value the ties between the two 

countries. 

It gives us support for the purchase of products and 

information of France. 

Bryan Navarro. 

 

Presentations used to raise sponsorships  

The material used to attract our sponsors is integrated for the following aspects: 

 Initial presentation, that is illustrated in Appendix 5.7.3, consists of the following aspects: 

o Front page with the company name. 

o Introduction to SDE, where it’s included competence’s objectives, history, evolution, 

events, contests and place for the 2014 edition. 

o Introduction to TEC Team, since its beginning with obstacles that we have to face. 

Also the date of qualification and other participating universities. 

o Introduction to our target market, with emphasis on the current and projected 

population aging in Costa Rica. 

o Introduction to Trópika with its respective architectural and technical evolution. 

o Introduction to urban project, emphasizing rehabilitation spaces, public transport 

improvement, development of efficient services access, vertical model replication, 

among others factors. 

o We finish the presentation, highlighting the following: 

 We are students of Costa Rica Institute of Technology, seeking the best way 

to represent the country potential in environment, technology development 

and innovation. 
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 We make a brief reflection of the importance of multidisciplinary work and 

linking the government and private sector for the project's success and Costa 

Rica development. 

 We will represent our partners and sponsors in the competition, highlighting 

the fact that we like to have them linked to this great adventure. 

 Please remember that we are the only team in Central America and one of 

the three teams in Latin America, as well as the declaration of public interest 

that gave us officially the President of the Republic of Costa Rica. 

After the presentation are given a folder with the following materials, in that moment we explain its 

content, we clarified doubts and answer questions: 

 Brochure summary, as shown in Appendix 5.7.4, consists of the general project information 

and SDE, and contact details of our Project Manager, our Student Team Leader, social 

networking and website. 

 Business card of team members attending the presentation, usually our Student Team, 

Project Manager and technical expert if it’s necessary, for example: coordinator of electricity, 

in presentations that sponsorships are discussed on the subject of tools, appliances, 

installations, photovoltaic, among others. 

 Manual sponsorship, as shown in Appendix 5.7.5, is a small document that allows them to 

company representatives to review the presentation that includes: 

o SDE overview. 

o Our interest in being part of this great event. 

o Team members. 

o Trópika overview. 

o Projection media in previous editions of SDE. 

o Media coverage reached nationally at the time of presentation. 

o Summary of potential to become a sponsor or partner of the project and some of the 

associated benefits. 

o Summary projection will mark the company during the SDE.  

o Contact our Project Manager, our Student Team Leader, social networking and 

website. 

 Media Plan, as shown in Appendix 5.7.6, is a small document that was first used in 

December 2013, where the sponsor have an action plan for dissemination and projection of 

all brands associated with the project, through various media, including: newspaper, radio, 

magazines, web, TV and others, both nationally and regionally and internationally. This action 

plan was first run in last February, where they have obtained great results aligned to the 

planned approach. 

 Additionally information or materials is provided to companies that request it, in order to 

attract as partners or sponsors. Moreover audiovisual material generated with the name 

"Costa Rica in the Solar Decathlon Europe 2014" in our YouTube channel (TEC Solar 

Decathlon Costa Rica), has been in the web media to attract new sponsors. 
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The Sponsors topic began to run strongly in the month of August last year, this product of an 

internal strategy that focused on the following objectives: 

 Have a strong technical base, to address possible questions of specialists in different fields 

when submitting to a particular company and / or institution. 

 Focus on finding strategic partners that allow us to strengthen the technical work, through 

professional counseling. 

 Identify potential sponsors for the project, identify influencers or decision-making capacity, 

in-depth study of each enterprise level collaborative initiatives to support young talent, 

environmental protection, innovation, entrepreneurship, social responsibility, among others. 

 Once potential sponsors were identified, we proceeded to hold a meeting with the key actors 

(eight). The invitation was extended with the support of the Rector of the Costa Rica Institute 

of Technology and the Science and Technology Minister. It sought to create a pleasant and 

professional environment, so we set out: 

o Invite by the Costa Rica Institute of Technology to our Rector, Vice President for 

Research and Director of the Centre for University-Industry Linkage. 

o Invite a diplomatic corps given by the Viceminister of Science and Technology, and 

two representatives of Embassy of France in Costa Rica. 

o A semi-circle was formed among the guests. 

o We start requesting a little presentation of each of guests, it was included their 

name, company and position. 

o We begin with a brief explanation of the reason for the meeting by our Vice President 

for Research (while they provided a breakfast), which in turn gave us the space to 

start with the presentation of the project. 

o Upon completion of the presentation an open session was available for questions 

and comments. 

o At the end, a folder with the materials explained above (except the media plan) was 

given to them. 

o At that time we started following up with individual meetings with each of the 

participants, making today were negotiated with 6 of the 8 listed in the event, 

including National Bank of Costa Rica, Schneider Electric, Costa Rica Foundation for 

Development , Costa Rican Electricity Institute, among others. 

 

Image 5.7.35. Executive Breakfast. 
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 At 22 days after the previous event, a meeting with potential sponsors were made according 

to priority, where the same strategy was handled, in response to the good feedback from 

previous event. 

 Once the large group of sponsors was consolidated as a result of the above activities, we 

preceded to coordinated individuals meetings on specific aspects of the project. 

 A lack of attraction cash, in November we began a strategy, known as "adopt a student", this 

strategy is that the company you choose this type of collaboration, should cover all costs 

associated with a number of students, so that these students take on his shirt as the main 

logo's "adopted " company, will also be a means to generate artwork relating to this direct 

collaboration (photos, videos, etc.) that can be used for areas of marketing or press internal. 

 

The adoption is related to air flights and spending power of these students during the students in 

France. Importantly, students will be about 40 days in the competition. Each of these adoptions was 

established with an amount of US$3,500. The number of students to be taken will be defined by 

each carrier involved. 

 

These adoptions are added to the contribution of each company for categorization within the plan 

sponsors above. And additionally receive the following benefits: 

o Creating or blog, during the days in France led to the company. 

o Corporate logo on the center back of the shirts the students adopted. 

o Possibility that the adopted student will give a talk with thanks to the company where 

the experience is highlighted in France. 

o The student will have a sign with the company logo to images that can be used as 

artwork for domestic companies. 

o Student adopted will be on the provision of prepared with the help of your company, 

so that it appears as an active spokesperson and generator business, so you know 

their products and / or services , values, social commitment and other aspects that 

can be transmitted in their daily environment and our presentations. 



6 Dinner Party Menu
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6.1 DINNER MENU 

 

Dinner Menu 

Course Dinner 1 Dinner 2 Dinner 3 

Cocktail Guaro sour Guaro sour Guaro sour 

Boca (entrée)  Green plantain 

Ceviche  

  Potato and 

meat Picadillo 

 Peach palm, 

palm hearts and 

mushrooms 

Ceviche 

 Potato and 

meat Picadillo 

 Green 

plantain 

Ceviche  

 Green bean, 

carrots and meat 

Picadillo 

Main course Rice with palm 

hearts, mushrooms 

and bacon  

Casado with steak Chifrijo 

Vegetarian main 

course 

Rice with palm hearts 

and mushrooms 

Casado with 

chickpeas stew 

Chifrijo with 

avocato 

Dessert Rice pudding  

 

Banana cake and ice 

cream 

cajetas 

Rice pudding  

 

Drinks Pineapple smoothie 

Coffe  

Watermelon smootie 

Coffe  

Pineapple  smootie 

Coffe  

 

RECIPIES 

COCKTAIL 

Guaro Sour  

Ingredients  

 Costarrican liquor  

 Lemon juice  

 Sugar  

 Ice  

 Cola syrup 

Preparation 

Mix liquor, lemon juice and sugar in a blender. Add ice and undo it until its smooth and silky 

texture appears. Add a splash of cola syrup for color, and serve in a glass stand at room 

temperature. 
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Portion 120 ml 

 

BOCA (ENTRÉE) 

It is customary in Costa Rica to call ¨Bocas¨ to appetizers served before meals or as 

accompaniment to cocktails and meetings. It is based on the French expression: petite bouche, 

literally means mouths or snacks.  

The ¨Bocas¨ what you eat is usually accompanied by a beer in a bar, Cantina, Tavern, etc..  

In Mexico it would be call botana and in Spain tapas.  

 

Green plantain Ceviche   

 

Ingredients  

 5 green plantains chopped  

 7 lemon juice acids  

 1 Bell pepper  finely chopped sweet  

 2 medium onions, chopped finely  

 ¼ roll of finely chopped cilantro  

 2 stalks celery well chopped 

 ½ of chicken consommé  

 white wine vinegar or apple, the 

necessary  

 salt and pepper 

 

Preparation 

1. Peel the bananas and put them to cook in enough water. Remove from heat until just 

cooked. There should be neither too hard nor too soft.  

2. Allow to cool in the refrigerator and then chop finely diced when completely cooled. 

3. In a round, large bowl, incorporate the bananas, all the smells, lemon juice, vinegar and 

chicken consommé. Mix well. The liquid should cover all ingredients. Salt and pepper to taste.  

4. Steep for about two hours for the flavors concentrate better.  

Tip: Another way to process bananas is cut off the ends, draw one line with the tip of the knife 

into the side of banana or banana leave them in water. After a while you peel and chop. 

Chopped and cooked for 10 minutes, until the cubes are soft. 

Time: 45 min  

Portions: 8 of 4 ounces 
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Peach palm, hearts of palm and mushrooms Ceviche 

Ingredients  

 few squirts of olive oil 

 2 box of sliced mushrooms 

 salt and pepper to taste 

 2 cloves garlic, minced 

 2 cup diced peach palms 

 2 cup diced hearts of palm 

 ½ onion, chopped finely 

 ½ bell peppers chopped 

 ½ cup of lemon juice 

 ½ roll of chopped cilantro 

 ¼ cup of soda 

 ½ cup ginger ale 

Preparation  

1. In a pan with oil, place the mushrooms with salt and pepper. Saute well, add the garlic and 

stir well. 

2. In a bowl, combine peach palm, hearts of palm, onion, bell peppers, cilantro, lime juice, soda 

and ginger ale. 

3. Stir well and add the mushrooms to the mix. Mix well and let stand two hours.  

4. Serve and enjoy. 

 

Time: 60 min 

Portions: 8 of 4 ounces 
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Potato and meat Picadillo 

Ingredients  

 6 medium potatoes  

 ¼ fresh chilli  

 ¼ onion  

 ½ tsp. annatto  

 150 g of ground beef  

 Coriander ¼ roll  

 1 tsp. butter  

 3 tbsp. beef broth or consommé 

Preparation  

 

1. Wash potatoes, cut into cubes and keep them in water.  

2. Slice the onion and bell peppers Brunois (squares) and chop the cilantro. Reserve 

separately.  

3. In a saucepan, heat the butter and achiote. Saute garlic, onion and sweet pepper. Stir in the 

meat, stir and let reduce for about 5 minutes. Add potatoes along with the dark background. 

Mix and cook. Season, add the cilantro. Cover and remove from heat. 

Serve with corn tortilla.  

Time: 30 min 

Portions: 8 of 2 ounces 

 

 

 

 

Green bean, carrots and meat Picadillo. 

Ingredients  

 1/2 k of tender green beans 

 2 carrots, chopped into cubes 

 150 g of ground beef 

 5 cloves garlic, peeled and mashed 

well 

 1 Tbsp. chopped onion 

 2 tbsp. oil 

 2 tbsp. chopped cilantro 

 1 tsp. pepper and cumin 

 annatto to taste 

 boiling water 

 salt and pepper to taste 

Preparation  

1. Thoroughly wash green beans and remove ends and strings if they have.  
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2. Cut in half and then chop into small squares of equal size.  

3. In a medium skillet, heat oil, add garlic, onion, annatto and cook over medium heat.  

4. Fry ground beef until it releases fine. Add the chopped green beans and water to cover  

5. Tape and half the cooking pan, remove the lid, cook over medium heat until almost dry.  

6. Uncover, add the coriander, cumin, pepper and salt (or beef consommé). Cook until dry and 

smooth hemstitching.  

7. Serve with tortillas. 

Time: 45 min 

Portions: 8 of 2 ounces 

 

 

MAIN COURSES 

Rice with palm hearts, mushrooms and bacon 

Ingredients

 400 g of cooked rice  

 450 g of palm into pieces 

(preferably fresh, canning has a 

slight degree of acidity)  

 1 can of mushrooms  

 300 g of bacon  

 500 g of grated mozzarella cheese  

 1 large onion  

 1 clove of garlic  

 1/2 cups heavy cream  

 2 tazad of lactose-free milk  

 1 package of cream of mushroom  

 Salt and pepper to taste 

Preparation 

1. Slice the onion into small squares, like garlic. 

2. In a large skillet or medium saucepan, saute onion and garlic. 
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3. Sauteed vegetables, add the hearts of palm, mushrooms, bacon and sweet cream; then, 

rice, salt and pepper. Allow to thicken. 

4. Grease a pyrex and put half the cheese on the bottom, that covers everything. Then add the 

rice mixture with the palm, mix well and mold it. 

5. Once the mixture uniformly distributed, add the remaining cheese. It should cover the entire 

surface. 

6. In a preheated oven at 350 ° F (175 ° C), place the pyrex and let the rice gratin. About 30 

min. 

7. Serve, to better enjoy the taste. 

Serve with salad.  

Time: 60 min 

Portion: 8 of ounces 

 

Option for vegetarian: is the same recipe but without bacon  

 

Chifrijo 

Ingredients 

Rice:  

 4 cups of rice  

 5 cups water  

 4 tbsp. oil  

 ½ onion finely chopped  

 ½ sweet pepper finely chopped  

 salt and pepper to taste  

 

 

Meat:  

 500 g of pork with bacon post, cut 

into pieces  

 1 Tbsp. pepper  

 3 cloves garlic, minced  

 Salasa Lizano  

 beef consomme  
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 4 tbsp. water  

 Salt to taste  

 Oil for frying  

 

Beans:  

 3 cans of beans  

 ½ onion finely chopped  

 ½ sweet pepper finely chopped  

 Lizano sauce  

 

 

 

 

Pico de gallo:  

 4 tomatoes diced  

 2 avocado diced  

 ¼ cup chopped fresh cilantro  

 2 oz lemon juice  

 ¼ cup olive oil  

 1 red onion cut into julienne  

 salt and pepper to taste  

 2 avocados for garnish  

 Tortilla chips to accompany  

 tabasco chile 

Preparation  

Beans: 

1. Put to cook the beans with the other ingredients until smooth. Reserve.  

Rice:  

1. Besides, in the rice cooker, sauté in some oil chili, onion, garlic.  

2. Stir in the rice and let it toast a bit. Cover with water and add salt.  

3. Allow the rice to cook. 

 Meat:  

1. In a bowl, place the pork and marinate.  

2. Cook the pork in enough oil until golden brown. When they are about to be ready, add water 

to the oil. Remove from heat and place on paper towel.  

Pico de gallo:  

1. Combine ingredients in a bowl. add salt and pepper.  

To serve:  

1. Put a layer of rice, a bean.  

2. Then a layer of pork skin and finally, one of pico de gallo. Serve and enjoy.   

Time: 45 min 
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Portion: 8 of 16 ounces 

 

 

Option for vegetarian: is the same recipe but with fried yucca instead of pork.   

 

 Casado with Steak 

Ingredients 

 4 cups white rice  

 3 cans of fresh beans  

 8 steaks  

 2 onions  

 1 bell pepper  

 Lizano sauce  

 1 clove of garlic  

 4 ripe plantain  

 3 large tomatoes  

 1 head of lettuce  

 1 large cans of palm hearts 

 1 carrot  

 salad dressing  

 oil  

 salt and pepper

Preparation 

 Beans: 

1. Put to cook the beans with the other ingredients until smooth. Reserve.  

Rice:  

1. Besides, in the rice cooker, sauté in some oil chili, onion, garlic.  

2. Stir in the rice and let it toast a bit. Cover with water and add salt.  

3. Allow the rice to cook. 

Meat:  

 

1. Season the meat with salsa Lizano, salt and pepper.  
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2. Set heat the oil in a frying pan  

3. Fry the steak on both sides  

4. Fry onion and crystallized once incorporated into the meat. 

Plantain: 

1. Preheat oven to 350 ° F (180 ° C). 

2. With the help of a kitchen mallet, hit the plantain with the peel still. 

3. Remove the peel  and then with a knife, make deep cuts, but not to the background, to 

achieve open. 

4. Bake for about 25 minutes or until it turns a golden color. Remove from oven and enjoy it 

hot. 

Salad  

1. cut the tomato, lettuce, carrot and palm hearts and mix. 

Time: 1 hour 

Portions: 8 

 

 

Option for vegetarian: is the same recipe but with Green bean and carrots Picadillo. 

 

DESSERTS 

Rice pudding 

Ingredients 

 ½ cup rice 

 400 ml of milk 

 150 g granulated sugar 

 50 g butter 
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 1 can evaporated milk 

 1 can condensed milk 

 1 stick of cinnamon 

 4 nails of scent 

 2 egg yolks 

Preparation  

1. Cocine el arroz hasta que reviente con la leche condensada y evaporada, la canela y los 

clavos olor.  

2. Then incorporate the other ingredients except the egg yolks.  

3. Finally, the egg yolk is incorporated. Mix well. 

Time: 35 min 

8 portions of 8 ounces 

 

 

Banana bread  

 Ingredients  

 250 g flour  

 1 Tbsp. Instant coffee  

 1 tsp. baking powder  

 1 tsp. baking soda  

 Butter 180 g  

 90 g of white sugar  

 90 g of brown sugar  

 2 eggs  

 8 ripe mashed bananas  

 Juice of 1 lemon  

 3 tbsp. milk  

 Vanilla 1 teaspoon 

 Ice cream  
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Preparation  

1. Pre heat oven to 350 ° F.  

2. The bowl, mix flour, coffee, baking powder and baking.  

3. In the blender place the butter with the white sugar and brown sugar and creme (beat). Once 

creamed the butter add the eggs one by one.  

4. On another bowl, mix the mashed bananas, lemon, milk and vanilla.  

5. Add the banana mixture to the butter mixture, then gradually incorporate the flour mixture. Beat 

well. Add the walnuts to the mixture.  

6.Set the mixture into a greased and floured or Pyrex.  

7. Bake for 40-45 minutes until golden. Toothpick inserted in the center, it has to come out clean. 

Time: 1h 20 min 

8 portions  

 



8 Cost Estimate and
Project Financial Summary
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8 COST ESTIMATE 

For the Tec Team, Trópika’s project is more than an idea. Trópika represents a viable business 

model, feasible and a huge opportunity to the team, the environment, the Costa Rica population and 

the economic progress of the country.  

In that sense from the start the premise of providing a solution with high added value from a 

technological, environmental and social perspective, with the challenge of optimizing the financial 

resources. Today with our value proposition, market analysis, identifying opportunities, business 

model, comprehensive designs, supplier agreements, relationship with potential customers and 

investors, it is achieved that in future scenarios are able to reduce the costs of production without 

affecting the quality levels Trópika.  

But now for the participation of TEC Team with your Trópika project SDE 2014, the global cost 

estimates are summarized in the following graph:  

 

Graph 8.1. Global Cost Estimate, Trópika in SDE 2014. 

As seen in the graph above the main cost item is given as to the Development Phase, representing 

46% of total cost associated with the project and in economic terms the amount of €382,055.08. 

This item includes aspects of personnel (3%), communication (41%), first workshop (0%), second 

workshop (2%) and administrative and miscellaneous (0%); is important to note that the issue of 

communication, specifically media appearances has been entirely donated by various national, local 

and regional media, representing a saving of approximately €332,403.41. 

Global Cost Estimate 

Development Phase

House Construction

House Disassembly in Origin and
Transportation

Final Phase in Le Cite Du Soleil

Post Event
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Moreover continues the item House Construction, representing 31% of total cost associated with the 

project and in economic terms the amount of €251,527.03. This item includes aspects of direct 

materials (14%), material overhead (15%), direct labor (0%), lower-tier subcontractors (1%), 

consultants (0%) and other direct costs (1%). Highlight the hiring of professional services in 

construction issues, to give the team basic knowledge in using tools and construction tasks. 

Moreover continues the item Final Phase in Le Cite Du Soleil, representing 20% of total cost 

associated with the project and in economic terms the amount of €165,650.00. This item includes 

aspects of travels and costs for final phase in Versailles (17%), assembly and disassembly processes 

(2%) and insurance policies (1%). Highlighting the support of the organization in lodging aspects. 

Moreover continues the item Post Event, representing 2% of total cost associated with the project 

and in economic terms the amount of €17,150.00. This item includes aspects of house permanent 

assembly (2%) and as built (0%). Highlighting the support of a construction company for assembly of 

the house once back to Costa Rica. 

Finally continues the item, representing 1% of total cost associated with the project and in economic 

terms the amount of €8,972.86. This item includes aspects of disassembly in origin (1%) house 

transportation (0%). 

Due to the stage of the project, the data presented above support purchases made or in the process, 

giving levels estimate for the latter stages of the project, but equally justified, through quotations or 

expert judgment. Importantly, today the project is funded 85% with three important negotiations in 

process, expected closing in the next week, and including costs associated with subsequent 

commitments to SDE 2014, including not only a permanent assembly Trópika, but also some events 

with our sponsors and partners.  

Among the factors of success in this particular issue has been the support of the authorities of our 

university, government and internal team fundraising, the latter led by our Student Team Leader and 

our Project Manager, who took much of logistics and administration for obtaining materials, media 

appearances, consulting, training, money and other services that may result from a particular 

institution or negotiation. 

 

 



Team's Abbreviations

School's Name

Team's Name

Nº Description % Total

VAT Include VAT (Not Applicable)

Applicable)

VAT Included

A.1
Not Applicable (NA)                                -    € 0%
Not Applicable (NA)                                -    € 0%
Related to Domotics, Structural Design, Sustainable 

Buldings, HVAC
                  23.232,56  € 3%

23.232,56 € 0,00 € 3%

A.2

                    1.475,00  € 0%

Not Applicable (NA)                                -    € 0%

                       212,12  € 0%

                    2.219,00  € 0%

                    3.617,57  € 0%

                332.403,41  € 45%

339.927,10 € 0,00 € 46%

A.3

Only one person                        315,00  € 0%

Only one person                        481,00  € 0%

Only one person                        140,00  € 0%

Only one person                          26,00  € 0%

962,00 € 0,00 € 0%

A.4

Nine people (925.38 per person)                     8.328,42  € 1%

Nine people (160 per person)                     1.440,00  € 0%

Nine people (400 per person)                     3.600,00  € 0%

Nine people (90 per person)                        810,00  € 0%

14.178,42 € 0,00 € 2%

A.5

                    2.780,00  € 0%

                       975,00  € 0%

3.755,00 € 0,00 € 1%

382.055,08 € 0,00 € 52%

B.1

0%

Appliances                     6.150,17  € 

Biogarden                     1.797,48  € 

Exostructure                   16.077,52  € 

Floor structure, insulation and finishes                   11.048,45  € 

Furniture                   12.908,30  € 

House electrical                     8.355,66  € 

HVAC system                   10.159,53  € 

Miscellaneous components                     3.380,62  € 

Others                     8.495,53  € 

Plug-in Electronics                     8.090,87  € 

Plug-in Lighting                          92,93  € 

Plumbing (including fixtures)                     4.105,52  € 

Roof/ceiling structure, insulation and finishes                     4.230,60  € 

Solar electric system                     5.805,27  € 

Wall structure, insulation and finishes                     1.792,64  € 

Water Heating                     6.195,36  € 

Windows and doors                     5.575,66  € 

Not Applicable (NA)                                -    € 0%

Not Applicable (NA)                                -    € 0%

                       208,43  € 0%

114.470,55 € 0,00 € 15%

B.2

5% Estimated Rate * Total Direct Materials                     5.723,53  € 1%

120.194,08 € 0,00 € 16%

Travel & Transport

Expenses Allowance

Miscellaneous Expenses

Travel & Transport

Lodging

Administrative and miscellaneous

Total Direct Materials

B. HOUSE CONSTRUCTION_COST ESTIMATE

Total Material Overhead

Raw Materials

Purchased Materials & Parts

Direct Materials

Material Overhead

Purchased Services

Purchased Equipment

A. DEVELOPMENT PHASE_COST ESTIMATE

SDE  2014   COMPETITION EN FRANCE
Tec Team

Costa Rica Institute of Technology

Tec Team

Personnel

Communication

Administrative and miscellaneous

First Workshop

Second Workshop

Personnel

Budget

Lodging

Expenses Allowance

Miscellaneous Expenses

Name

Professors & Researchers

Granted Students

Consultants*

Architectural Models

Videos

Web Page (creation and maintenance)

Communication documentation

Consumables and office supplies

Administrative expenses

Sub-Total_Development Phase Cost Estimate

Communication

First Workshop

Second Workshop

Exhibitions

Media appearances*



Team's Abbreviations

School's Name

Team's Name

Nº Description % Total

VAT Include VAT (Not Applicable)

Applicable)

VAT Included

A. DEVELOPMENT PHASE_COST ESTIMATE

SDE  2014   COMPETITION EN FRANCE
Tec Team

Costa Rica Institute of Technology

Tec Team

BudgetName

B.3

Not Applicable (NA)                                -    € 0%

Not Applicable (NA)                                -    € 0%

Not Applicable (NA)                                -    € 0%

Not Applicable (NA)                                -    € 0%

0,00 € 0,00 € 0%

B.4

One month                   10.335,00  € 1%

10.335,00 € 0,00 € 1%

B.5

Training for 31 people                     1.802,00  € 0%

1.802,00 € 0,00 € 0%

B.6

                       550,00  € 0%

                       305,36  € 0%

                    3.870,04  € 1%

4.725,40 € 0,00 € 1%

137.056,48 € 18%

C.1

Not Applicable (NA)                                -    € 0%

                    5.000,00  € 1%

Not Applicable (NA)                                -    € 0%

5.000,00 € 0,00 € 1%

C.2

                    3.585,27  € 0%

                       387,59  € 0%

3.972,86 € 0,00 € 1%

8.972,86 € 0,00 € 1%

D.1

Thirty people (1,175 per person)                   35.250,00  € 5%
Thirty people (900 per person)                   27.000,00  € 4%
Thirty people (2,150 per person)                   64.500,00  € 9%
Thirty people (430 per person)                   12.900,00  € 2%

139.650,00 € 0,00 € 19%

Travel & Transport

Lodging

Expenses Allowance

Miscellaneous Expenses

Security

Personnel

Material and equipment

Other Expenses

Basic First Aid and CPR training 

General & Administrative Expenses

Indirect Expenses

Travels & Costs for Final Phase in Madrid

Disassembly in origin

Disassembly in origin

Total Consultants

C. HOUSE DISASSEMBLY IN ORIGIN AND TRANSPORTATION

Total Direct Labor

Laborers

Administrative

Construction project developer

Lower - Tier Subcontractors

Consultants

Other Direct Costs

Professors & Researchers

Granted Students

Total Lower - Tier Subcontractors

Other Direct Costs

Direct Labor

D. FINAL PHASE IN LE CITE DU SOLEIL:COST ESTIMATE

Sub-Total_House Disassembly in Origin Cost Estimate

Sub-Total_House Construction Cost Estimate

Total Travels & Costs for Final Phase in Madrid

House Transportation

House Transportation

Transport, insurance and taxes

Packaging material



Team's Abbreviations

School's Name

Team's Name

Nº Description % Total

VAT Include VAT (Not Applicable)

Applicable)

VAT Included

A. DEVELOPMENT PHASE_COST ESTIMATE

SDE  2014   COMPETITION EN FRANCE
Tec Team

Costa Rica Institute of Technology

Tec Team

BudgetName

D.2

Equipment and machinery                   10.000,00  € 1%

Equipment and machinery                   10.000,00  € 1%

20.000,00 € 0,00 € 3%

D.3

Thirty people (33,84 per person)                     1.000,00  € 0%

230 EUR per container x 3 containers                     1.300,00  € 0%

1% cost of the item                     2.500,00  € 0%

The insurence we will be taking is for liability 

and acident for 30 days
                    1.200,00  € 0%

6.000,00 € 0,00 € 1%

165.650,00 € 0,00 € 22%

E.1

                    9.000,00  € 1%

Not Applicable (NA)                                -    € 0%

                    8.000,00  € 1%

Containers Parcking                   30.000,00  € 

47.000,00 € 0,00 € 6%

E.2

Not Applicable (NA)                                -    € 0%

Not Applicable (NA)                                -    € 0%

Not Applicable (NA)                                -    € 0%

Not Applicable (NA)                        376,00  € 0%

376,00 € 0,00 € 0%

47.376,00 € 0,00 € 6%

741.110,42 € 0,00 € 100 % Total

If you benefit VAT Recovering 0,00 €

x If you don't 0,00 €

741.110,42 € 741.110,42 €

*The total cost of "Personnel-Consultants" and "Communication-Media Appearances" was not covered by the team, these costs were 

donations.

Granted Students

Consumables and office supplies

Administrative expenses

Please CHECK (X) your status >>>

Personnel

Materials

Machinery and Equipment

Professors & Researchers

Total Price / Cost Estimated included VAT

As built 

Sub-Total_Post Event Cost Estimate

As Built

Total Price / Cost Estimated

Sob-Total House permanent Assembly

Total Insurance Policies

Assembly and Disassembly Processes

Assembly in Le Cité du Soleil ©

Disassembly in Le Cité du Soleil ©

Insurance Policies

Sub-Total_Final Phase in La Cité du Soleil
®
 Cost Estimate

E. POST EVENT COST ESTIMATE

Liability Insurance

Transport Insurance

Accident Insurance

Medical Insurance

House Permanent Assembly

Total Assembly, Transport, Disassembly Processes
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9. SITE OPERATION REPORT 

The Site Operation plan is the document that shows the methodology use by the Tec Team to work 

on the assembly and disassembly phases of the Tropika habitation module in the competition in 

Versailles, France, in mid-2014, trying to accomplish the parameters established by the organization 

of the Solar Decathlon 2014 in Rule 45. Our gold is to complete the assembly of the module in less 

than 10 days (starting June 16th) and the disassembly in less than 5 days (starting July 15th), in a 

secure, efficient and appropriate way, according to the timing of the competition: 

16/6/14 26/6/14 26/6/14 29/6/14 30/6/14 11/7/14 12/7/14 14/7/14 15/7/14 19/7/14 

(8 am)                   

Assembly phase Opening Competition Closing Disassembly 

Table 9.1. SDE 2014 schedule. 

This is a the final Site Operation Plan, because, as the SDE Organization established, the Deliverable 

#5 is the last version of this document and it is what we must done in Versailles to assembly and 

disassembly our module. 

9.1. GENERAL DATA 

There are some important and determining factors on the conception of Tropika habitation module. 

Those factors include the ones the organization of the competition had gave us and the ones we 

decided to be part of our proposal. Both of them combined to get the critical factors of our work in 

Versailles. 

9.1.1 TROPIKA´S ASSEMBLY CONCEPT 

The construction of Tropika will have a series of factors to be determined regarding the design and 

planning of the transport of the containers from Costa Rica to France and backwards. This factor 

affects also in the overall cost of the project, therefore the market viability of our proposal. It is 

different to say that our house has replicability using three containers or replicability using ten 

containers, this is efficiency in transport. The components within the containers where dimensioned 

and arranged in the best possible way to maximize space use and ensure safety.  

Regarding the previous, our house was also designed thinking in easy assembly. Parts are 

prefabricated and preassemble elements, from rafters to the columns in the principal structure to 

the enclosures and flooring. These elements were also designed using specific measurements for 

standardization leading to cost and waste reduction.   
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9.1.2. MACHINERY 

The assembly and disassembly of the module in France will be done using heavy machinery. Even 

though Tropika is meant to be assemble by medium size telescopic equipment and a regular forklift, 

we will use crane to accelerate the process and fulfill the construction within the 10 days.  

The elements will be positioned in the container for easy extraction, in order to have access to the 

necessary materials according to the site operation plan. Tec Team will use pallet trucks, a forklift 

and the capacity of six of our team members to take out the components from the container and 

move them to the work area so the construction team can make use of them in the process. This 

process will be done in one or almost one and a half shift, looking forward to dispose of the 

container and get more space in the construction lot to work with other equipment. The forklift and 

the crane to be used will have the necessary conditions in terms of load capacity and radius of turn, 

according to the “Equipment Rental Prices” document supplied by the SDE organization and where 

these images are taking from: 

Image 9.1.2.1. Machinery to be use in Tropika’s assembly and disassembly. 

 

The machinery is a fundamental part in the construction of any project. We will try to minimize the 

working hours of the heavy equipment. Each machine will be identified and use according to the 

manufacture’s manual of use.  The technical details of the equipment are including on the Annex of 

this document. The quantity of each machinery we are going to use is presented in the Equipment 

Rental Chart: 
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Table 9.1.2.1. Equipment Rental Chart 

TEC TEAM 

CATEGORIE 1 : MOBILE CRANE       

    
35 ton CRANE. MORE INFORMATION IN THE ASSEMBLY & DISASSEMBLY CHARTS 

    

CATEGORIE 2 : CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT       

    
HANDLING 

DESIGNATION REFERENCE U QUANTITY NEEDED 

Forklift H.FL.01 u 1 

Telehandler H.TH.01 u 0 

    
ELEVATION 

DESIGNATION REFERENCE U QUANTITY NEEDED 

Boom Lift E.BL.01 u 1 

CATEGORIE 3 : OTHER EQUIPMENT       

    
EQUIPMENT 

DESIGNATION REFERENCE U QUANTITY NEEDED 

Pallet Truck O.OE.01 u 0  

Individual Platform 2,90m to 3,60m O.OE.02 u 5 

Scaffolding 5 m O.OE.03 u 6 

Fences HERAS (including plots) O.OE.04 m 100 m 
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9.1.3. SITE DISTRIBUTION 

The usable area must be subdivided and limited according to the necessities of the construction and 

the project. Tec Team has established areas for specific component or type of works, as it is show on 

SO-102 Lot plan drawing. The first area is the place where the container is positioned for one or one 

and a hall shift to be downloaded. In another site there will be a workshop area, this is where the 

team will preassemble different components, and this place will also work for element’s 

classification. Next to the workshop area it is the frame assembly area, where decathletes are going 

to pre-assembly the four main structural Tropika’s frames, to be placed on the footings using the 

crane, as it is show on this images: 

Image 9.1.3.1. Structural frames assembly and placing on the footings 

 

Other fundamental space will be the headquarter where the organization and control of parts and 

personal will be carried, this zone could be seen as the “office”. Besides the previous described 

spaces, we will have other zones for machinery displacement and maneuver. The master plan given 

by the organization states that the crane would be placed in the northwest part of our lot, we made 

the site operations around this element. Finally the space will also have zones for resting and eating.  
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Image 9.1.3.2. Lot plan 

The frame assembly area invades a little area of the 10x20 construction lot, because this is the only 

one area available for this job. Without the facilities to do this job in an area close to the 

construction, Tropika’s assembly would be a hard work to do, so TEC Team has decide to inform the 

organization for an exemption of the rule 4.3, hope to have the authorization. This communication 

have been done on May 23th, using the WAT 

(http://workspace.solardecathlon2014.fr/tec/node/3457), according to the next image: 

http://workspace.solardecathlon2014.fr/tec/node/3457
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Image 9.1.3.3. Frame assembly area doubt done on the WAT 

9.1.4. WORKING METHODOLOGY 

The pieces of the module will be assemble and prepare in the workshop by qualified team members 

that will control the process. Once the segments are check to compare if they qualified in terms of 

capacity and dimension the component will get to the stage that the machinery will take them to the 

construction area as planned.  

To fulfill the whole process in a correct and safe way experience will be vital. This is why Tec Team is 

planning not only to assemble the house in France but also to assemble Tropika at least two times 

before the Solar Decathlon. The first time was in Expo-Construcción, a construction fair in late 

February, where we have done a flexible process, manufacturing parts, solving problems and 

coordinating the work and capacities of all the team. The second assembly of the module will be in 

our university campus. The idea is to replicate the condition of Versailles and check the team’s 

preparation.  

The process of Tropika’s assembly start with the placement of the footings, which are divided in 

three kind of bases. Once the footings are placed and level, they look like this: 
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Image 9.1.4.1. Footings 

After the footings placement, the next step to follow is the placement of the main structural 

frameworks, which has been previously assembled by the members of the team, according to the 

dimensions a characteristics of each frame. The placement is going to be done in order to attach 

each frame to the others, looking for stability, stiffness and security: 

Image 9.1.4.2. Structural frameworks 
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After the main structure has been already assemble, the cover sheets has to be placed. The Total 

Spam system allows Tec Team to transport the Tropika’s cover system up to France, and to install it 

the faster way possible, including the rockwool insulation in the middle. Once the cover has been 

installed, the solar panels, water collectors and solar chimney are going to be placed and connected. 

Image 9.1.4.3. Roof and its components 

The walls floor and walls enclosures has to be placed next, to give Tropikás the division between 

internal and external space, and the insulation to make the difference in bioclimatic conditions. 

Image 9.1.4.4. Enclosures 
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Once the main structure has been erected, and the enclosures has been placed, the electrical, 

mechanical and domotic installations in the module take place. Besides, the windows, doors, 

lightning, finishes, furniture and external structures are the phases where the team is going to work 

hard to finish before the 10 days of assembly. 

 

Image 9.1.4.5. Ceiling, luminaries, finishes, external structures, doors, windows,  

furniture’s and final installations. 
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9.1.5. STAFF 

Tec Team will work in three journeys during the 10 days in Tropika’s construction, each of them will 

be of 8 hours, and 2 hour of shift turn, where the people who have been working in the outgoing shift 

has to clean the site, and work with the people on the oncoming shift, except on the Night work, 

where the decathletes are going to work 6 hours, the 

maximum according to French regulations. 

 

 

 

Table 9.1.5.1. Working turns 

Tec Team will have 35 decathletes in France for the Solar Decathlon 2014, and all of them are going 

to participate in the assembly and disassembly process, dividing all of them in three groups, 

according to the working journeys. Team on each shift will consist of 9 people each, among them will 

be a Site Operation Coordinator and a HS Officer, team members in charge of the control and safety 

measurements are being follow. Also there will be a general coordinator of the construction process, 

this team member will be responsible for the shift and roles to be follow by the working team 

members.  

Shift 1 2 3 

Site Operation Coordinator Francisco Rodríguez Verónica Ortiz Hugo Sánchez 

HS Officer Ana Laura Salazar André Blanco Adelina Ortega 

Decathletes Fabricio Bonilla David Vaglio Javier Carvajal 

Jorge Calderón Daniel Rojas Randy Céspedes 

Natalia Bonilla Marco Hidalgo Bryan Navarro 

Adrián Sánchez Juan Carlos Martí Silvia Solano 

Andrei Sanabria Daylin Vega Isaac Morales 

Cinthya Taylor Enmanuel Salazar Priscilla Hernández 

Carlos Morales Erick Soto Nikole Arguedas 

Estephania Largaespada William Retana Jose Andrés Sandí 

Orlando Mata Allan Vado  

Tito Solano Maricela Blanco  

 Nicolle Thames   

Table 9.1.5.2. TEC Team division in the three working turns 

TEC TEAM will count with the help of two workers from our university. The first one is Adolfo Marin 

Marin, who is an electromechanical technician, and will work with the Shift 1. The other one is a 

professional on construction, named Marvin Gutierrez Hernandez and will work on Shift 2. According 

to French regulation, they must be allowed by their employed, in this case the university Tecnologico 

de Costa Rica, by completing cerfa’s documents, which are attached to this document. 

  

Shift Period Work 

1 7 am – 3 pm Day 

2 3 pm- 11 pm Day 

3 11 pm – 5 

am 

Night 
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9.2. SITE OPERATIONS COORDINATORS 

General site operations coordinator: 

Francisco Rodríguez Bejarano 

+506 8872-9178 

Phone number in France: pending 

f.rodriguez.bej@gmail.com 

Coordinators per working teams: 

Shift 1:  Francisco Rodríguez Bejarano 

+506 8872-9178 

f.rodriguez.bej@gmail.com 

 

Shift 2:  Verónica Ortiz Tencio 

  +506 8632-3060 

  veronica.ot04@gmail.com 

 

Shift 3:  Hugo Sánchez 

  +506 8991-4511 

  haso573@gmail.com 

 

9.3. OUTSIDE LOGISTICS 

9.3.1 PHASES DESCRIPTION 

The exterior logistics operations from Costa Rica to the competition site in France are summarized in 

the following phases: 

a. Phase 1: Disassembly of the Tropika prototype in Cartago, Costa Rica.  

b. Phase 2: Arrangement and packaging of all house components to facilitate the loading 

process inside the two containers.  

c. Phase 3: The loading process will be organized taking into account the structures that 

must be in each one of the trucks (previously established). 

d. Phase 4: Trucks will departure (at the same time) from the Costa Rica Institute of 

Technology facilities to Versailles, France. 

e. Phase 5: Team members will travel by airplane to France.  

f. Phase 6: Team arrival to France 

g. Phase 7:  Trucks will arrive to the competition site, as previously established, trucks will 

be in the waiting area defined by the SDE organization.  

h. Phase 8: Reception and unload of truck 1. 

i. Phase 9: Reception and unload of truck 2.  

mailto:f.rodriguez.bej@gmail.com
mailto:f.rodriguez.bej@gmail.com
mailto:veronica.ot04@gmail.com
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j. Phase 10: Reception and unload of truck 3.  

k. Phase 11: Reception and unload of truck 4. 

l. Phase 12: Prototype assembly phases 

- The Site Operations team will be in charge of the coordination of the operations 

summarized in reception, sending, loading and unloading of the prototype 

components. As well they will handle the synchronization of the trucks arrival and 

departure previously determined.  

- The unloading and sending back process of the prototype to Costa Rica consists in a 

similar course as described above, just in an inverse order of the different stages.  

 

9.3.2 TRANSPORT 

 

9.3.2.1 GENERAL TRUCK INFORMATION 

Transport will be provided by four trucks, all of them consider in Costa Rica´s regulation as T3-S2. 

The turn radio for both trucks is 12,5 m with 29 degrees.  

The truck dimensions and weight capacity are shown in the table below.   

As well we are going to use four containers of 40 inches, best known as “High Cube Containers”.  For 

the specific characteristics of the trucks and containers please refer to tables 9.3.2.1.1 and 

9.3.2.1.2,  

Tec Team chooses this because of two primary factors:  

1. Due to Costa Rica´s transport regulation.  

2. House structure, materials required and indoor furniture.  

General Truck Information  
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* According to Costa Rica´s Transport Weight and Dimension Regulations established by the National Roads Authority 

(CONAVI).   

Table 9.3.2.1.1. Trucks weight and dimension permitted in Costa Rica 

General Container Information  

Measure Inside Dimension Door Opening Roof Opening Weight Capacity 

(m3) 
Length 

(m) 

Width 

(m) 

Heigh

t (m) 

Widt

h (m) 

Height 

(m) 

Width 

(m) 

Height 

(m) 

Max 

Gross (kg) 

Tare (kg) Max 

Payloa

d (kg) 

40” High Cube 

Container 

12,02 2,34 2,69 2,34 2,581 2,212 11,72 32500 5200 27300 76 

Table 9.3.2.1.2. Container Information 

 

In the image 9.3.2.1.1. the type of container that Tec Team is using is shown, for a better 

description.   
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Image 9.3.2.1. Containers illustration. 

9.3.3.  HEAVY VEHICLE CIRCULATION 

Our heavy vehicle circulation will be described starting from the departure in Costa Rica, until it´s 

arrival to the competition site.   

From: Cartago, Costa Rica.  To: La Cité du Soleil, France.  

One of Costa Rica´s location advantages is the accessibility to the Caribbean Sea (East) and Pacific 

Ocean (West). There we can find Moin and Caldera port, both very important facilities for exportation 

and importation of merchandise.  

After a rough analysis Tec Team determined Moin harbor (shown in image 9.3.3.1.) as the best 

option due to exportation routes to France and transit time of containers.   

  

Image 9.3.3.1. Moin Harbor. 
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The three trucks, with the house structure, will depart from the Costa Rica Institute of Technology 

facilities, located in Cartago, arriving approximately 6 hours later to Moin Harbor. The Distance 

between Cartago and Moin harbor is around 146 km; the truck´s detailed route is shown in Figure 

9.3.3.2. 

 

Image 9.3.3.2. Detailed route between Cartago and Moin port. 

 

The second stop will be 14 days later in the port of Rotterdam, Netherlands; this is because of the 

shipping company route. (Shown in image 9.3.3.3) 
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Image 9.3.3.3. Second destination Rotterdam Port.  

 

Finally, when the three containers arrive to the port of Rotterdam they will departure by land 

transportation to its final destination La Cité du Soleil, Versailles, France. This will take around 5 

hours to get there. 

 As well, the route (by land) is shown in image 9.3.3.4. We have to use this approximate road 

because the shipping company hasn’t specify us the detailed route from Rotterdam Port to 

Versailles.  

 

 

Image 9.3.3.4. Detailed route from Rotterdam to Versailles.  

 

The total estimated time for the house to arrive to its final destination is about 24 days. This 

including time of exportation and importation paperwork, customs, the loading and unloading 

process of the containers in Moin Harbor and in the port of  Rotterdam.   

9.3.4.  LOAD TO BE TRANSPORTED 

The load to be transported is classified by the truck transporting each element.  

In truck 1 we can find the following components 
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1. Site preparation elements: 

a. Signaling 

b. Demarcation elements 

c. Sunshades 

2. Tools 

3. Footings 

4. Columns 

5. Bathroom roof 

6. Solar panels  

7. Water collectors 

8. Floor 

9. Rafters 

10. Wall seven. 

As well, in truck 2 the elements transported will be: 

1. Ramp 

2. Front and side grid 

3. Chimney´s internal and external 

structure. 

4. Chimney 

5. Walls nine and ten. 

6. Roof. 

7. Canoes.  

8. Marquee 

9. Enclosures. 

10. Lobby and terrace structure. 
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In truck 3 the following elements will be transported, most of them consider as “fragile: 

1. Windows 

2. Glasses 

3. Doors 

4. Frames 

5. Ceiling 

6. Wall one, two, three, four, five, six, eight and eleven.  

7. Packages of Caña brava.  

8. Eletrical Installatons 

9. Mechanical Installations 

10. Appliances 

11. Biogardener. 

12. Wetland Structure. 

Finally, truck 4 will transport these elements:  

1. Furniture  

2. Appliances  

3. Flowerpots 

4. Railings  

 

For a more detailed description of each one of this components please refer to Site Operations 

Chart.  

 

 

Image 9.3.4.1.Load to be transported 
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9.3.5.  ORDER OF ENTRY 

The order of entry of all trucks is determined by the load transported. The established arrival days 

are shown in the table below.  

Truck Day  Time 

Truck 1  Day  1 of competition 8:00am 

Truck 2 Day  2 of competition 3:00 pm 

Truck 3 Day  3 of competition 9:00 am 

Truck 4 Day  4 of competition 7:00 am 

 

Table 9.3.5.1. Arrival of trucks 

 

9.4. INSIDE CITÉ DU SOLEIL LOGISTICS 

The dynamic of Tec Team at the moment of Tropika’s assembly and disassembly is going to depend 

of what kind of infrastructure and logistic we are going to use, and the way we dispose the materials, 

the workers and every resource we might have. That’s why the logistic inside of the Village is critical 

in the Operation Plan. 

9.4.1 INFRAESTRUCTURES 

The following is a description of what elements are going to be place in the 30x20m lot for the 

assembly and disassembly of Tropika, also a description of the element and its function. The 

distribution of the lot is show in the SO-102 drawing and the Figure 9.2.3.1., the Lot Plan. 

 Plastic fence: it is a plastic cover which delimits the perimeter of the area where the Tec 

Team would be working, we are also using this element to subdivide our lot in the different 

working zones 

 Rest area: The team members will have a place to rest a few minutes during their journey, 

this will be in a conditioned area for rehydration and eating.  

 Workshop area: This zone will be used to work in various processes of assembly and material 

classification. This will be used as a middle station between the material taken from the 

containers and the parts use in the assembly of Tropika. This zone will have traffic of the 

telehandler. 

 Frame assembly area: This site is where the main structural frames of the module’s are 

going to be assembled, to take from there with the crane. 

 Storage workshop: this will be used for the components that are ready to assemble into 

Tropika.  
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 Containers: this are the elements used to transport cargo. We will use two containers “High 

cube” and the telehandler to take the pieces out from it. 

 Office: central zone from where the coordination of teams, operator, and machinery will take 

place. This will be the pace where operations will be monitored and supervised.  

 Waste container: this is an element for waste disposal generated from the construction. This 

will have divisions but is a preliminary filter 

 Waste separation slab: this is the zone where the waste is going to be clean, classified, and 

process accordingly to the type.  

 Construction area: zone where the assembly and disassembly of Tropika will take place. 

 Grow Crane area: this is the zone selected with-in the construction area where the crane is 

going to be situated. 

 Forklift and boom lift parking area: Both machinery are large and they need some space to 

turn, and, at the moments they are not being use, we need to park them somewhere, 

specially the boom lift, so this place in our lot is to do that. 

9.4.2 PHASES DESCRIPTION 

Our project is divided in 10 main phases: 

1. Previous work: Installation and arrangement of all the facilities required for assembly. 

2. Site Preparation: Delimitation and marking the land with the help of equipment and 

topographic methods. 

3. Foundations: Setting and alignment of the supporting elements of the structure. 

4. Primary structure: A framework which constitutes the main structure to support the loads of 

the module. 

5. Floor: It will consist of panels of a composite system that provide strength, support and 

insulation. 

6. Enclosures: Walls will be an integrated system that includes insulation, and also include 

elements such windows and doors. 

7. Roof: It is the structure that covers the module. It provides support for the solar panels 

system and the solar thermal system. 

8. Installations: Are all mechanical, electrical, automation and vegetation that require some sort 

of specialization or special attention in the installation. 

9. Access structure: The structure through which access the module, and what are the entrance 

hall and lobby. 

10. Finishes & Furniture: These are leading Tropika details that require some special care and 

attention to be included within the construction time. 

All these phases will be realized in order and coordination between manpower and the machinery, all 

to search for best practices in installation and processes. The entire procedure is described in the 

following figures and in the project drawings: 
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Analysis and demarcation of the site, about slopes and 

dimensions. 

Technical means: Laser tool and measuring tape 

Arrival and downloading of the Truck 1  

Technical means: Telehandler 

  
Placement of the awnings and lot preparation 

Technical means: Rope 

Placement of the footings 

Technical means: Telehandler, measuring tape, levels, laser tool 

  
Placement Axis A main structural framework 

Technical means: Telehandler and crane 

Placement Axis B main structural framework 

Technical means: Telehandler and crane 

1 2 

3 4 

5 6 
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Attach the Axis A and B on the capping rafters, and placing of 

Axis A’ floor rafter 

Technical means: Crane, boom lift and telehandler 

Placement Axis C main structural framework 

Technical means: Telehandler and crane 

  
Attach the Axis A and B only in the floor rafters 

Technical means: Crane, scaffoldings and telehandler 

Placement Axis D main structural framework 

Technical means: Telehandler, scaffoldings and crane 

  
Attach the Axis C and D on the capping rafters, and placing of 

Axis C’ floor rafter 

Technical means: Crane, scaffoldings and telehandler 

Attach the Axis C and D on the roof rafters 

Technical means: Crane, boom lift, scaffoldings and telehandler 

7 8 

9 10 

11 12 
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Placement of bathroom ceiling 

Technical means: crane, telehandler, boom lift and scaffoldings 

Leaving of the crane and placing of the roof battens 

Technical means: crane, telehandler, boom lift, scaffoldings 

  
Roof placing 

Technical means: Telehandler, scaffoldings and boom lift 

Placement of the floor insulation panels 

Technical means: telehandler 

  
Placement of the roof components (Solar panels, water 

collectors and solar chimney) 

Technical means: telehandler, scaffoldings and boom lift 

Arrival of the second container and placement of the Wall 7 

Technical means: telehandler, scaffoldings 

13 14 

15 16 

17 18 
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Placement of Walls 11 and 8 

Technical means: none 

Placement of the Wall 10 

Technical means: none 

  
Placement of the Wall 1 

Technical means:  Telehandler 

Placement of the Wall 3 

Technical means: Telehandler 

  
Assembly of the exterior structures 

Technical means: telehandler, boom lift and scaffoldings 

Floor exterior structure 

Technical means: telehandler 

  

19 20 

21 22 

23 24 

25 26 
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Ramp placement 

Technical means: telehandler 

Floor enclosure in exterior structures 

Technical means: telehandler 

  
Exterior structure covering placement 

Technical means: Telehandler, boom lift and scaffoldings 

Details, finishes and furniture 

Technical means: Telehandler 

 

  

27 28 
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9.5. ASSEMBLY AND DISASSEMBLY SCHEDULES 

The process of timing and organization of the working teams has the same importance for the 

project than the other aspects mentioned on this Deliverable. Here we show the schedules and the 

timing for Tropika’s construction, and the way we are going to disarm the habitational module to take 

it back to Costa Rica. 

9.5.1 ASSEMBLY SCHEDULE 

Tropika’s assembly requires not just so many people and so many tasks. It requires so much 

organization and good communication and coordination between the different coordinators, the 

workers, the technical means operators and all the actors involved in the construction site. In this 

coordination the first step and one of the most important is the definition of the schedules the team 

is going to use for the assembly and the different kind of jobs that must have done on the site. 

According to the Project Programation, we are going to use 10 days of construction, including all the 

testing and trials that has to be done. 

Here, we show all the general phases of the project, when are they going to be developed, and how 

long would we spend on doing each one of those, according to the Appendix 9.5.1.1: 

 

Image 9.5.1.1. Assembly schedule 
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9.5.2 DISASSEMBLY SCHEDULE 

 The module we are going to build in Versailles has to come back to Costa Rica, and for that, is 

necessary to disassembly the prototype in the period of time established by the organization, which 

is of 5 days. The idea is to use similar machinery than the one it has been used in the assembly 

phase, and, as in this predecessor activity, these are the 35 ton crane and the telehandler. Besides, 

lots of components are in a high altitude and are so heavy to hoist it manually. 

 

Image 9.5.2.1. Disassembly schedule 

 

 

9.5.3 IMPORTANT DATES 

Actions Dates 

Planned deadline for wind-and-water tight 23-jun-2014 

Planned deadline for electrical connection to village 

grid 

24-jun-2014 

Planned deadline for house delivery 26-jun-2014 
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10.6. ASSEMBLY AND DISASSEMBLY CHART 

In SDE WAT the Excell format is going to be able. 

 

 

   

DAY 1 - 16.06.2014 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 

   

Trucks in CDS® Truck 1 

   

Cranes                                 

   

Trucks in Matelots                                 

                         DAY 2 - 17.06.2014 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 

Trucks in CDS®                               Truck 2 

Cranes 35 ton           

Trucks in Matelots                           T2                   

 
                        

DAY 3 - 18.06.2014 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 

Trucks in CDS® Truck 2         Truck 3 

Cranes                                                 

Trucks in Matelots               T3                               

 
                        

DAY 4 - 19.06.2014 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 

Trucks in CDS®                                                 

Cranes                                                 

Trucks in Matelots                                                 

                         DAY 5 - 20.06.2014 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 

Trucks in CDS®               Truck 4         

Cranes                                                 

Trucks in Matelots           T4                                   

                         DAY 6 - 21.06.2014 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
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Trucks in CDS®                                                 

Cranes                                                 

Trucks in Matelots                                                 

 
                        

DAY 7 - 22.06.2014 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 

Trucks in CDS®                                                 

Cranes                                                 

Trucks in Matelots                                                 

 
                        

DAY 8 - 23.06.2014 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 

Trucks in CDS®                                                 

Cranes                                                 

Trucks in Matelots                                                 

                         DAY 9 - 24.06.2014 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 

Trucks in CDS®                                                 

Cranes                                                 

Trucks in Matelots                                                 

                         DAY 10 - 25.06.2014 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 

Trucks in CDS®                                                 

Cranes                                                 

Trucks in Matelots                                                 

                         DAY 11 - 26.06.2014 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 

  INSPECTION DAY 

                         USAGE OF THE CRANE during ASSEMBLY 

Crane capacity Usage time 

35 ton 19 hours 
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DAY 1 - 15.07.2014 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 

   

Trucks in CDS® Truck 4 

   

Cranes                                 

   

Trucks in Matelots                                 

                         DAY 2 - 16.07.2014 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 

Trucks in CDS® Truck4 Truck 3 

Cranes                                                 

Trucks in Matelots         Truck 3                                 

                         DAY 3 - 17.07.2014 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 

Trucks in CDS® Truck 3 Truck 2 

Cranes                                                 

Trucks in Matelots                       Truck 2                   

                         DAY 4 - 18.07.2014 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 

Trucks in CDS® Truck 2 

Cranes                                                 

Trucks in Matelots                                         Truck 1 

                         DAY 5 - 19.07.2014 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 

Trucks in CDS® Truck 1 

Cranes 35 ton                         

Trucks in Matelots                                                 

    

                         USAGE OF THE CRANE during DISASSEMBLY 

Crane capacity Usage time 

35 ton 12 hours 
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1.7. SITE OPERATIONS CHART 

0
. 
G

E
N

E
R

A
L
 

IN
F

O
R

M
A

T
IO

N
 

  FUNCTION CONSTRUCTION 

WORKING TEAM 

NAME TELEPHONE 

NUMBER 

1 Site Operations 

Coordinators 

Working Team 1 Francisco Rodríguez 

Bejarano 

 +506 

88729178 

2 Working Team 2 Verónica Ortiz Tencio  +506 

86323060 

3 Working Team 3 Hugo Sánchez Ortiz  +506 

89914511 

        

1
. 
M

O
D

U
L
E

S
 A

N
D

 M
A

IN
 C

O
M

P
O

N
E

N
T
S

 

  NAME DIMENSIONS [m] WEIGHT 

[kg] 

MACHINERY USE FOR 

UNLOADING/LOADING 

1 Footings 2,2x2,0x2,7 1125 Forklift, laser tool, pallet truck 

2 Columns 1,5x1,5x4,6 960 Forklift, scaffoldings, pallet 

truck, crane 

3 Floor rafter's 0,6x1,8x8,0 680 Forklift, crane, pallet truck, 

crane 

4 Floor tie 

rafter´s 

1,0x1,0x3,0 570 Forklift, crane, pallet truck 

5 Floor 

enclousures 

1,22x2,44x1,5 3500 Forklift, pallet truck 

6 Wall's 1,5x1,22x6,0 3700 Forklift, scaffoldings, pallet 

truck 

7 Capping rafter's 0,6x0,6x6,0 795 Forklift, crane, scaffoldings, 

pallet truck, boom lift 

8 Windows and 

doors 

1,0x1,0x6,0 600 Forklift, scaffoldings, pallet 

truck 

9 Roof rafter's 0,6x0,3x9,0 590 Forklift, crane, pallet truck, 

boom lift 

1

0 

Deck 0,5x2,5x9,0 1900 Forklit, scaffoldings 

1

1 

Furniture Variable 1270 Forklift, pallet truck 

1

2 

Finishes 2950 Forklift, pallet truck, individual 

platforms 

1

3 

Machinary 3950 Forklift, pallet truck, individual 

platforms 

        

2
. 

V
E

H
IC

U
L
E

S
 

(T
ru

c
k

s
, 

V
a

n
s
, 
e

tc
.)

   TYPE DIMENSIONS [m] (Tractor unit + 

Trailer) 

WEIGHT [kg] (Truck + Loading) 

1 Truck 1: High 

Cube Container 

2,50x2,697x19,5 8220 

2 Truck 2: High 

Cube Container 

2,50x2,697x19,5 4850 

3 Truck 3: High 

Cube Container 

2,50x2,697x19,5 8250 
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4 Truck 4: High 

Cube Container 

2,50x2,697x19,5 4220 

        

3
. 

C
R

A
N

E

S
 

  CAPACITY USAGE TIME 

1 35 ton 19 h 

        

4
. 

G
E

N
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R
A
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  PHASE MATERIAL AND EQUIPMENT 

RESOURCES 

HUMAN 

RESOURCES 

DURATION 

A
S

S
E

M
B

L
Y

 

1 Site preparation Awnings, Signposting, Fences Teams about 

8-10 people 

working 

24/10 

8 h 

2 Foundations Laser tool, Measuring type, Forklift, 

Spanners 

10 h 

3 Main structure Forklift, Crane, Lifting gear, 

Scaffoldings, Spanners, Mallets, 

Electrical Screwdrivers; Boom Lift, 

Individual platforms 

15 h 

4 Roof Forklift, Electrical screwdrivers, 

Ropes, Crane 

22 h 

5 Floor Electrical Screwdrivers, Forklift 3 h 

6 Electrical 

installations 

Screwdrivers, tape measure, 

spanners, socket wrench, pliers, 

wire cutters, clamps, hammers, 

level, hand wrenches, and paint 

brushes. 

24 h 

7 Enclosures Crane, Lifting gear, Spanners, 

Mallets, Forklift, Individual platform 

22 h 

8 Lobby, hall and 

ramp 

Forklift, Boom Lift, Spanners 12 h 

9 Mechanical 

Installations 

Screwdrivers, tape measure, 

spanners, socket wrench, pliers, 

wire cutters, clamps, hammers, 

level, hand wrenches, and paint 

brushes. 

25 h 

1

0 

Windows Screwdrivers, nife 8 h 

1

1 

Exterior Details Forklift, screwdrivers, individual 

platforms, scaffoldings 

6 h 

1

2 

Finishes and 

furniture 

Mechanical Screwdrivers, 

Spanners,  Individual platforms, 

Forklift 

40 h 

  
D

IS
A

S
S

E
M

B
L
Y

 

1 Site preparation Awnings, Signposting, Fences Teams about 

8-10 people 

working 24/5 

2 h 

2 Finishes and 

furniture 

Mechanical Screwdrivers, 

Spanners,  Individual platforms, 

Forklift 

6 h 

3 Machine room Screwdrivers, Forklift, Individual 

platforms 

4 h 

4 Windows Screwdrivers, nife 6 h 
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5 Exterior details Forklift, screwdrivers, individual 

platforms, scaffoldings 

4 h 

7 Lobby, hall and 

ramp 

Forklift, Boom Lift, Spanners 6 h 

1

0 

Mechanical 

installations 

Screwdrivers, tape measure, 

spanners, socket wrench, pliers, 

wire cutters, clamps, hammers, 

level, hand wrenches, and paint 

brushes. 

20 h 

1

1 

Electrical 

installations 

10 h 

1

3 

Floor Electrical Screwdrivers, Forklift 2 h 

1

4 

Roof Forklift, Electrical screwdrivers, 

Ropes, Crane 

15 h 

1

5 

Enclosures Crane, Lifting gear, Spanners, 

Mallets, Forklift, Individual platform 

8 h 

1

6 

Main Structure Forklift, Crane, Lifting gear, 

Scaffoldings, Spanners, Mallets, 

Electrical Screwdrivers; Boom Lift, 

Individual platforms 

8 h 

1

7 

Footings Spanners, Forklift 3 h 

       

5
. 

W
A

S
T
E

 M
A

T
E

R
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L
S

 

  

  TYPE WEIGHT [kg] 

A
S

S
E

M
B

L
Y

 

1 Rockwool 15 

2 Plastic 5 

3 Suspenders 2 

4 P3 duct material 5 

5 Security equipment 15 

6 Rope 2 

7 Sawdust 2 

8 "Caña brava" 10 

9 Paper and  cardboard 10 

1

0 

Plastic pipes 5 

1

1 

Steel 10 

1

2 

EMT pipes 10 

,,, To be completed   

    

D
IS

A
S

S
E

M
B

L
Y

 

1 Paper and cardboard 15 

2 Plastic 5 

3 Wood 30 

4 Steel 20 
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5 Rockwool 15 

6 Hydrophonic materials 20 

… To be completed   
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O

M
P

E
T
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N

 P
H

A
S

E
 

  DESIGNATION DIMENSIONS [m] WEIGHT [kg] 

1 Carton To be completed To be completed 

2 Plastics an 

Lonas 

3 Plastic 

4 Tool boxes 

5 Awnings 

6 Wood 

7 Pallets 

8 Safety 

equipment 

9 Tables and 

chairs 

1

0 

Fibercement 

1

1 

Waste 

recipients 

1

2 

Mechanical 

accesories 

1

3 

Filter material 

…       

 

 



10 Health and Safety Plan
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10. HEALTH AND SAFETY PLAN 

Introduction  

In Europe each year more than 50 000 fatalities occur in the construction sector, which is 

equivalent to that for every ten minutes would be producing an accident in that category. 

Safety is a critical item on all construction projects for multiple reasons including protecting 

the welfare of employees, providing a safe work environment and controlling construction 

costs. 

The assembly and disassembly processes of Trópika, during the Solar Decathlon Europe 

competition in France, will be in charge of the members of the Tec Team, who are students of 

12 different careers, but any of them had worked in construction industry before SDE.  

The Health and Safety Plan aims to manage the risks by identification, analysis, evaluation, 

treatment, communication and ongoing monitoring, thereby ensuring the health and safety of 

members of the Tec Team during the competition in Versailles. Also this plan is intended to 

minimize loss, meet regulatory compliance requirements and implement site safety 

regulations established by SDE Rules. 

The Plan is a document that contains the steps to follow in order to minimize risks associated 

with the construction process. Due to the characteristics of the project is not possible to 

assess all risks that may arise, however most will be taken into consideration. 

The assembly and disassembly processes were designed to perform the work of the safest 

way possible and minimizing risks that arise. 

All team members and potential contractors must follow this Plan at any time during the 

construction process.  

A copy of this document must be on the site of construction available for all present, and every 

work and worker or people present on construction site shall comply with this regulation 

anytime.  
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10.1. PROCESS OF ANALYSIS.  

10.1.1 RISK CATEGORIZATION  

The categorization of the risks will be made by the source of it, those sources are: 

 

 Risks generated by others. 

 Risks generated by the environment. 

 Risks generated on others. 

 Self generated risks. 

 

10.1.2 RISK IDENTIFICATION DURING THE ASSEMBLY AND DISASSEMBLY OF THE LIVING 

MODULE, TRÓPIKA. 

 

Risk generated by others. 

It is important to keep in mind that the neighbors and visitors are an important source of risk. 

The other teams will be using also heavy machines, trucks and suspended loads. That implies 

several situations that can affect us. The more likely risks are: 

Table 10.1. Risks generated by others to the Tec Team. 

Risk Individual protection Collective protection 

Crane Collision Reflective vest. 

Delimitation of the Tec Team 

area with fences. Coordination 

with the neighbor teams for 

avoids interferences. 

Fire Training in extinguisher use. 
Fire extinguisher, smoker 

detectors. 

Robbery 

The tools will be lock on a safety box when not in use, the 

storage area will have be lock also and our site will always be 

in charge on a member of the Team. 

Truck Collision Reflective vest. 

Delimitation of the Tec Team 

area with fences. Coordination 

with the neighbor teams for 

avoids interferences. 

Entrance of non authorized 

persons 

Signposting will be visible for all persons so they will be 

warned of the prohibition of the entrance, the site will always 

be in charge on a member of the Team. 

Source: HS Department. 
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Risks generated by the environment. 

The environmental risks are difficult to anticipate, that characteristic makes them more 

difficult to identify, nevertheless, the risk we consider are: 

Table 10.2. Risk generated by the environment identification. 

Risk Individual Protection Collective Protection 

Strong winds 
The HS coordinator, safety officer and/or the workers will 

inform when is risky to work on that conditions. 

Rain Impermeable coat use. 

The HS coordinator, safety 

officer and/or the workers will 

inform when is risky to work 

on that weather conditions. 

Sun Burns Sunblock lotion use. A sunblind will be provided. 

Earthquake 
Safety reunion point. Brigade on each shift to guide the 

people. 
Source: HS Department. 

Risks generated on others. 

We are aware that our activity implies a risk of producing an accident or an incident to our 

neighbors or visitors, that’s why the identification of those risks must be analyzed. Those risks 

that could occur are:  

Table 10.3. Risks generated on others. 

Risk Individual Protection Collective Protection 

Crane collision 
Reflective vest use, 

banksman training. 

Delimitation of the Tec Team 

area with fences. 

Coordination with the 

neighbor teams for avoids 

interferences. 

Fire Training in extinguisher use. 
Fire extinguisher, smoker 

detectors. 
Source: HS Department. 

To decrease the probability of occurrence all team members will be inform and prepared of the 

safety procedures, terms, actions and reactions to take during the construction process 

and/or an emergency. 
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Self generated risk. 

The main objective of the Health and Safety department is to keep the integrity of all members 

of TEC Team, visitors and people of the surroundings in safe. That is why the department had 

made a compilation of all risk that can happen during the assembly and disassembly. 

The TEC Team knows that the risk identification and evaluation is very important segment of 

the development of the project, which is why we collected information from several 

professional segments that are related to this kind of activity, this way we decrease the 

uncertainty on the risk evaluation. The strategy we used allows integrating the opinion from 

experts by interviews to the Health and Safety department from construction companies, also 

the opinions of the TEC Team by a brainstorming and the mentioned risks on the Solar 

Decathlon Europe V 4.0 rules. The results of the different information compilation are: 

 

10.1.3 INTERVIEWS TO CONSTRUCTION COMPANIES. 

Structured interviews (appendix 10.1) were applied to 5 construction companies in Costa Rica. 

The companies were chosen by their disposal to help. The results are summarized on the 

Table 10.4. The frequency is determinate by the times a company mention the existence of it 

during the construction process. 

Table 10.4. Risk groups and frequency obtained from the structured interviews. 

Risks 
Frequency 

1 2 3 4 5 

Electrical  X    

Different level falls    X  

Same level falls   X   

Falling objetcs   X   

Collision with 

vehicles 
 X    

Minor abrasions     X 

Hits     X 

Cutting injuries    X  

Overexertion    X  

Heatstroke  X    

Burns X     

Fire X     
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Explosion X     

Source: HS Department. 

With this data we can see that the most frequent risks are the minor abrasions, hits, cutting 

injuries and overexertion, according to the experience of the Health and Safety department of 

some construction companies in Costa Rica. 

 

Table 10.4. Risk groups and frequency obtained from the structured interviews. 

10.1.4 BRAINSTORMING. 

 

This data compilation technique was applied to the Team to know their perception of the risks 

that each department is exposed to. On the session we ask: Which risks do you consider that 

the Team is exposed during the assembly and disassembly of Trópika? The session was very 

productive and very important data was provided. The data is summarized on Table 10.5. Each 

category represents 20% of the frequency that a risk was mentioned. 

Table 10.5. Summarized data from the brainstorming session. 

Risk 
Frequency 

1 2 3 4 5 

Electrical   X   

Different level falls   X   

Same level falls  X    

Falling objetcs  X    

Collision with 

vehicles 
   X  

Minor abrasions     X 

Hits     X 

Cutting injuries    X  

Overexertion    X  

Heatstroke  X    

Burns   X   

Fire X     

Explosion X     

Source: HS Department. 
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Solar Decathlon Europe 2014 V 4.0 Rules. 

The SDE regulation suggests a list of risk that are mentioned in a law, nevertheless did not 

include the frequency of each risk. That is why we integrated that list on the Table 10.6. On 

that Table all de assembly and disassembly data are summarized. The frequency was 

weighted from the data of the brainstorming and the interviews, an impact was given to each 

risk and a level of risk was calculated. For that risk analysis we used the Australian’s Risk 

Administration Standard AS/NZS 4360: 1999 because it can analyze with more precision all 

the risks. Besides, we included the mitigation for all the risk. The parameters of the frequency 

and impact level are described in the appendix 10.2. 

Table 10.6. Risk during the constructive process of the living module. 

Risk Frequency 
Impact 

Level 

Risk 

Level 
Individual Protection 

Collective 

Protection 
Risk level 

Electrical B 5 E 

-Dielectric gloves, 

shoes and tools. 
-Prohibition about 

carrying metallic 

objects. 

-Training in 

electrical 

installations. 
-Earthing of the 

electrical system. 
-Logout-Tagout 

preventive method. 

H 

Different level 

falls 
B 4 E 

-Protective 

equipment for 

working at heights. 

-Training in working 

at heights. 
-Scaffolds. 
-Lifelines. 

M 

Falling 

objects 
C 4 E -Helmet use. 

-Scaffold with 

skirting. 
-Crane’s hook with 

safety lock. 

M 

Collision with 

vehicles 
D 5 E -Reflective vest. 

-Delimited zone for 

trucks and forklift. 
-Preventive trucks 

checks. 

L 

Overexertion* B 4 E - 
-Manual handling 

training. 
-Work shifts. 

H 

Ergonomic* B 4 E 
-Lumbar support 

belt. 

-Training in material 

handling. 
-Ergomic tools. 
-Active breaks. 

H 

Fire E 5 E - 
-Extinguishers. 

-Smoke detectors. 
L 
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Explosion E 5 E - 

-Training in 

hazardous 

substances 

handling. 
-Logout-Tagot 

preventive method. 

L 

Respiratory 

tract irritation 
A 5 E 

Respitarator for 

fibers use. 
- H 

Minor 

Abrasions* 
A 2 H 

-Safety shoes, safety 

helmet, safety 

glasses and gloves 

use. 

-Training in material 

handling. 
-First aid kit 

H 

Hits* A 2 H 

-Safety shoes, safety 

helmet, safety 

glasses and gloves 

use. 

-Training in material 

handling. 
-First aid kit 

M 

Cuts* B 3 H 

-Safety shoes, safety 

helmet, safety 

glasses and gloves 

use. 

-Training in material 

handling. 
-First aid kit 

M 

Heatstroke* D 4 H -Sunblock use. 
-Hydration stations. 

-Rest shifts. 
L 

Burns* D 4 H -Sunblock use. 
-Sun shelter. 
-Rest shifts. 

L 

Same Level 

Falls* 
D 2 L Safety shoes use. -Tidiness program. L 

Source: HS Department. 

* Those risks are always present during the construction, on every task and every phase. 

Nevertheless the HS department took measures to mitigate those risks. 

The information that this Table give to the project is important because we have better 

knowledge of the risk that are going to be present during the construction process. We realize 

that the training of all the teams members is very important and the consequences of ignore 

those can lead to fatal consequences. 

10.1.5 RISK EVALUATION OF PROJECT PHASES. 

 

In this section we will define all the fundamentals phases, activities and task that will be part 

of the competition, including the risk analysis since the beginning of the project until the 

disassembly of Trópika in France. Each one of this tasks were analyzed to determinate the 

associated risk and the method to reduce the probability of happening. 

The Construction Department and the constructive process advisors have approved these 

activities. Each one of these activities has their own task, resources and specific risks. All this 

information has been summarized in the next Tables, which integrate the most important data 
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of the constructive process. The Tables were divided by activities for a better comprehension 

of the data. 

 

 

 

10.1.6 PROJECT’S DEVELOPMENT: 

 Team integration. 

 Design. 

 Sponsor’s search. 

On the next table we show the most important risk that was present in the project 

development’s phase. The risk analysis was made with the administration department that 

also provided the frequency variable. The establishment of the parameters was made based 

on the Australian’s Risk Administration Standard AS/NZS 4360: 1999, the parameters were 

defined according to specific requirements of this section (appendix 10.3). 

Table 10.7. Risk analysis and mitigation of the project’s development phase. 

Activities Resources Associated risk 
Risk Analysis 

Risk mitigation 
Frequency Impact Level 

Team 

integration. 
TEC Team. 

-Lack of 

communication 

between the 

group’s 

members. 

B 3 H 

-Didactic sessions 

with the team. 

-Constant 

communication 

with the members. 

Module 

design. 

TEC Team and 

advisors. 

-Delays on the 

design. 

-Flaws on the 

design. 

-Delays on the 

deliverables. 

A 4 E 

-Establishment of 

limit dates for 

deliverables. 

-Consultation with 

the advisors. 

Sponsors 

search. 

Administration 

department. 

-Not get the 

required amount 

of money for the 

project. 

C 5 E 

-Establishment of 

a marketing 

program. 

-Entailment with 

the university’s 

media and 

communications 

department. 

Source: HS Department. 
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As we can see, the risk level in this section is severely high. As a solution we tried to involve 

every team member to the project to ensure the maximum dedication to it. Also we used a lot 

the advisor’s time to make sure that our direction was right. In every phase of the project we 

saw everybody’s dedication, which told us that our mitigation method worked. 

 

Previous construction works at the university: 

 Material’s evaluation. 

 Module’s pre construction tasks. 

 Assembly. 

 Disassembly. 

 

Table 10.8. Risks analysis and mitigation of previous construction works on the university. 

Activities Resources Associated risk 
Risk Analysis 

Risk mitigation 
Frequency Impact Level 

Material’s 

evaluation 

TEC Team, 

technical 

equipiment, 

materials to 

be tested. 

-Lack of 

comunication 

between the 

group’s 

members. 

B 3 H 

-Didactic sessions 

with the team. 
-Constant 

comunication with 

the members. 

Module’s 

pre 

construction 

tasks 

TEC Team, 

advisors 

technical 

workshop. 

-Delays on the 

design. 
-Flaws on the 

design. 
-Delays on the 

deliverables. 

A 4 E 

-Establishment of 

limit dates for 

deliverables. 
-Consultation with 

the advisors. 

Assembly 
This section was described on Table 10.9 and 10.10. 

Disassembly 

Source: HS Department. 

 

Table 10.9. Risk analysis and mitigation of the assembly of the module. 

Site Accomodation. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Arrival of the 

container. 
- 

Delimit zone 

for trucks 

arrivals. 

Collision with 

vehicles. 
L 

Download the 

materials to 

the site 

- Sun blind. Burns. L 

- 
Delimit zone 

for forklifts. 

Collision with 

vehicles. 
L 
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accomodation. 
- 

Manul handling 

trainning. 

Minor 

abrasions. 
H 

- First aid kit. Hits. M 

- First aid kit. Cuts. M 

Install the 

working areas. 

Permanent Risks. 

Place safety 

fences and 

signposting. 

Download and 

placement of 

the basic tools. 

Observations: 

-During this phase lot of manual material handling will be made. Ergonomics 

supervisions will be part of the HS member rutine. 

-Sun burns are a very high risks at this stage, the HS member in charge will be 

monitoring that everyone have to use sun block or sleeves. 

Main Structure Assembly. 

Footing Placement. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Transport the 

plaques. 

- 
Manul handling 

trainning. 

Minor 

abrasions. 
H 

- First aid kit. Hits. M 

- First aid kit. Cuts. M 

Place the 

plaques on 

site. 

- 
Manul handling 

trainning. 

Minor 

abrasions. 
H 

- First aid kit. Hits. M 

- First aid kit. Cuts. M 

Place the 

dummies and 

adjust the 

level. Permanent Risks. 

Check 

alignment and 

adjust level. 

Observations: 

Structural frameworks assembly. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Assembly 

structural 

frameworks. 

- 
Manul handling 

trainning. 

Minor 

abrasions. 
H 

- First aid kit. Hits. M 

- First aid kit. Cuts. M 
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Hoist and 

placement of 

structural 

frameworks. 

- 
Crane’s lift 

system check. 
Falling objects. M 

- 
Manul handling 

trainning. 

Minor 

abrasions. 
H 

Attach the 

structural 

frameworks 

with capping 

and roof 

rafters. 

- 
Manual tools 

use trainning. 

Minor 

abrasions. 
H 

- First aid kit. Hits. M 

Install de floor 

tie rafters. 

- 
Manual tools 

use trainning. 

Minor 

abrasions. 
H 

- First aid kit. Hits. M 

Observations: 

-On this stage the banksman is the person un charge of the hoist signalling. 

Scaffoldings. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Scaffoldings 

assembly. 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section 

of the 

scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

to the 

structure. 

Different level 

falls. 
M 

Scaffoldings 

check. 
Permanent risks. 

Observations: 

-This procedure will be made by experts. 

Fall protections system installation. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Transport the 

fall protection 

system. 

- 
Manul handling 

trainning. 

Minor 

abrasions. 
H 

- First aid kit. Hits. M 

- First aid kit. Cuts. M 

Hoist the fall 

protection 

system near 

the roof 

battens. 

- 
Crane’s lift 

system check. 
Falling objects. M 

Install the fall 

protection 
- 

Tool holder 

use. 
Falling objects. M 
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system. 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section 

of the 

scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

to the 

structure. 

Different level 

falls. 
M 

Observations: 

- This installation will be made with the scaffoldings. 

Bathroom’s roof. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Hoist the 

bathroom’s 

roof. 

- 
Crane’s lift 

system check. 
Falling objects. M 

Place the roof 

planels. 

- 
Tool holder 

use. 
Falling objects. M 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Harness use. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section 

of the 

scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

to the 

structure. 

Different level 

falls. 
M 

Attach the roof 

panel to the 

capping rafter. 

- 
Tool holder 

use. 
Falling objects. M 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Harness use. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section 

of the 

scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

to the 

structure. 

Different level 

falls. 
M 

- First aid kit. Hits. M 

Observations: 

-We will use scaffoldings and a boom lift to make this installation safer. 

Roof. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 
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Elevate the 

inferior sheets 

with the forklift. 

- 
Crane’s lift 

system check. 
Falling objects. M 

Attach the 

inferior sheet 

to the battens. 

- 
Tool holder 

use. 
Falling objects. M 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Harness use. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section 

of the 

scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

to the 

structure. 

Different level 

falls. 
M 

Hoist the 

insulator 

sheets with the 

forklift. 

- 
Crane’s lift 

system check. 
Falling objects. M 

Attach the 

insulator sheet 

to the inferior 

roof sheets. 

- 
Tool holder 

use. 
Falling objects. M 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Harness use. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section 

of the 

scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

to the 

structure. 

Different level 

falls. 
M 

Respirator. - 
Respiratory 

tract irritation. 
H 

Hoist the 

superior sheets 

with the forklift. 

- 
Crane’s lift 

system check. 
Falling objects. M 

Attach the 

superior sheet 

to the inferior 

sheets. 

- 
Tool holder 

use. 
Falling objects. M 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Harness use. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section 

of the 

scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

to the 

structure. 

Different level 

falls. 
M 
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Hoist the 

gutters and the 

drains to the 

roof. 

- 
Crane’s lift 

system check. 
Falling objects. M 

Install the 

gutters and 

drains. 

- 
Tool holder 

use. 
Falling objects. M 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Harness use. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section 

of the 

scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

to the 

structure. 

Different level 

falls. 
M 

- 
Manual tools 

use trainning. 

Minor 

abrasions. 
H 

Observations: 

-We will use scaffoldings and a boom lift to make this installation safer. 

-All the qualified decathles will use harness. 

-The insulator has very irritants fibers so we will protect the team members with 

respitators (N95, for dust and fibers). 

Roof components. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Hoist the solar 

panels. 
- 

Crane’s lift 

system check. 
Falling objects. M 

Attach the 

solar panels to 

the roof. 

- 
Tool holder 

use. 
Falling objects. M 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Harness use. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section 

of the 

scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

to the 

structure. 

Different level 

falls. 
M 

- 
Manual tools 

use trainning. 

Minor 

abrasions. 
H 

- First aid kit. Hits. M 

Connect the 

solar panels to 

each other. 

Dielectric 

gloves. 

Prohibited 

carrying metal 

Logout- tagout 

preventive 

method. 

Electrical. H 
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objects. 

Hoist the water 

collectors to 

the roof. 

- 
Crane’s lift 

system check. 
Falling objects. M 

Attach the 

water 

collectors to 

the roof. 

- 
Tool holder 

use. 
Falling objects. M 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Harness use. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section 

of the 

scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

to the 

structure. 

Different level 

falls. 
M 

Install the 

pipeline to the 

water 

collectors. 

- 
Tool holder 

use. 
Falling objects. M 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Harness use. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section 

of the 

scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

to the 

structure. 

Different level 

falls. 
M 

Chimney 

superior 

structure hoist. 

- 
Crane’s lift 

system check. 
Falling objects. M 

Attach the 

chimney to the 

roof. 

- 
Tool holder 

use. 
Falling objects. M 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Harness use. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section 

of the 

scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

to the 

structure. 

Different level 

falls. 
M 

Hoist the 

chimney glass. 
- 

Crane’s lift 

system check. 
Falling objects. M 

Install the 

chimney glass. 

- 
Tool holder 

use. 
Falling objects. M 

Chinstrap on Railings must Different level M 
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helmet. 

Harness use. 

me installed in 

every section 

of the 

scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

to the 

structure. 

falls. 

Observations: 

-We will use scaffoldings and a boom lift to make this installation safer. 

-All the qualified decathles will use harness. 

Lobby, hall and ramp. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Footing and 

dummies 

placement. 

Permanent Risks. Columns 

placement. 

Floor rafters 

placement. 

Capping rafters 

placement. 

- 
Tool holder 

use. 
Falling objects. M 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Harness use. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section 

of the 

scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

to the 

structure. 

Different level 

falls. 
M 

- 
Manual tools 

use trainning. 

Minor 

abrasions. 
H 

Pergola 

placement. 

- 
Tool holder 

use. 
Falling objects. M 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Harness use. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section 

of the 

scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

to the 

structure. 

Different level 

falls. 
M 
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- 
Manual tools 

use trainning. 

Minor 

abrasions. 
H 

Floor 

enclousure 

placement. 

Permanent risks. 

Ramp 

placement. 

Adjust height. 

Railings 

placement. 

Gardens 

placements. 

Observations: 

Enclousures. 

Floor. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Tranport of the 

insulation 

panels. 

Respirator. - 
Respiratory 

tract irritation. 
H 

Placement of 

the insulation 

planel. 

Respirator. - 
Respiratory 

tract irritation. 
H 

Tranport the 

teak panels. 

Permanent risks. Placement of 

the teak 

panels. 

Observations: 

-The insulator has very irritants fibers so we will protect the team members with 

respitators (N95, for dust and fibers). 

Walls. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Transport the 

wall panels to 

the 

construction 

site. 

- 

Delimited zone 

for forklift 

transit. 

Collision with 

vehicles. 
L 

Place the wall 

panels into 

position. 

- 
Manual tools 

use trainning. 

Minor 

abrasions. 
H 

Attach the 

walls to the 

structure. 

Permanent risks. 
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Observations: 

- 

Chimney inferior structure. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Transport the 

duct, chimney 

structure and 

enclousures. 

Permanent risks. 

Place the duct, 

chimney 

structure and 

enclousures. 

Connect the 

inferior duct 

with the 

superior 

structure. 

Observations: 

Windows 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Transport the 

wood frames, 

aluminium and 

glasses. 

- 

First aid kit. 

Trainning in 

materia 

handling. 

Cuts. M 

Install the 

wood frames, 

aluminium and 

glasses. 

- 

First aid kit. 

Trainning in 

materia 

handling. 

Cuts. M 

Observations: 

-This procedure involved high risk of cuts because of the handling of glass. 

Doors. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Transport the 

doors. 
Permanent risks. 

Install the 

doors. 

Observations: 

Electrical and domothic installations. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Installation of 

electrical pipes 
- 

Hydration 

stations. 
Heatstroke. L 
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under the floor 

and between 

walls. 

Rest shifts. 

Place the light 

pipe. 
- 

Hydration 

stations. 

Rest shifts. 

Heatstroke. L 

Wiring - 

Hydration 

stations. 

Rest shifts. 

Heatstroke. L 

Place the 

outleds. 

Permanent risks. 
Luminers 

placement. 

Install the 

sensors 

Solar panel 

connection. 

Dielectric 

gloves. 

Trainning in 

electrical 

installations. 

Earthing of 

electrical 

system. 

Logout-Tagout 

preventive 

method. 

Electrical. H 

Electricity 

connection. 

Dielectric 

gloves. 

Trainning in 

electrical 

installations. 

Earthing of 

electrical 

system. 

Logout-Tagout 

preventive 

method. 

Electrical. H 

Observations: 

-This procedure will be primordial fot the HS member in charge. 

HVAC and plumbing. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Installation of  

the pipes under 

the floor. 

- 

Hydration 

stations. 

Rest shifts. 

Heatstroke. L 

Transport the 

HVAC systems, 

tanks, ducts 

and bombs. 

Permanent risks. 
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Installations of  

the HVAC 

systems, tanks, 

ducts and 

bombs. 

Observations: 

Biogardener. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Transport the 

recipients, 

grase tanks, 

grase tank, 

sedimenter 

and HOG tank. 

Permanent risks. 

Install the 

recipients, 

grase tanks, 

grase tank, 

sedimenter 

and HOG tank. 

- 

Hydration 

stations. 

Rest shifts. 

Heatstroke. L 

Connect the 

biogardener to 

the plumbing 

system. 

Permanent risks. 

Observations: 

Artificial wetland. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Transport the 

recipients to 

the site. 

Permanent risks. 

Install the 

recipients in 

the site. 

Connect the 

artificial 

wetland to the 

plumbing 

system. 

Observations: 

Rainwater collection system. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Transport the Permanent risks. 
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rain water filter 

system. 

Install the 

rainwater 

collection 

system. 

Observations: 

Finishes 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Transport the 

wall 

enclousures, 

floor finishes, 

forniture, 

decoration and 

appliances. 

Permanent risks. 

Install the 

internal 

enclousures. 

Install ceiling 

elements. 

- 
Tool holder 

use. 
Falling objects. M 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Harness use. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section 

of the 

scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

to the 

structure. 

Different level 

falls. 
M 

Observations: 

- 

Exteriors. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Flowerpots. 

Permanent risks. 

Lobby and 

terrace floor 

installation. 

Green tunnel 

installation 

Observations: 
Source: HS Department. 
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The disassembly of the module is described on the next table. 

Table 10.10. Risk analysis and mitigation during the disassembly process. 

Exteriors. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Flowerpots 

desinstallation. 

Permanent risks. 

Lobby and 

terrace floor 

desinstallation. 

Green tunnel 

desinstallation. 

Observations. 

Finishes 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Uninstall ceiling 

elements. 

- Tool holder use. Falling objects. M 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Harness use. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section of 

the scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

to the structure. 

Different level 

falls. 
M 

Uninstall the 

internal 

enclousures. 

Permanent risks. 

Transport the 

wall 

enclousures, 

floor finishes, 

forniture, 

decoration and 

appliances to 

storage area. 

Observations. 

Rainwater collection system. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Uninstall the 

rainwater 
Permanent risks. 
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collection 

system. 

Transport the 

rain water filter 

system to the 

storage area. 

Observations: 

Artificial wetland. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Disconnect the 

artificial wetland 

from the 

plumbing 

system. 
Permanent risks. 

Uninstall the 

recipients. 

Transport the 

recipients to the 

storage area. 

Observations: 

Biogardener. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Disconnect the 

biogardener 

from the 

plumbing 

system. 

Permanent risks. 

Uninstall the 

recipients, grase 

tanks, grase 

tank, 

sedimenter and 

HOG tank. 

- 

Hydration 

stations. 

Rest shifts. 

Heatstroke. L 

Transport the 

recipients, grase 

tanks, grase 

tank, 

sedimenter and 

HOG tank to the 

storage area . 

Permanent risks. 

Observations: 

HVAC and plumbing. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Desinstallation 

of  the pipes 

under the floor. 

- 

Hydration 

stations. 

Rest shifts. 

Heatstroke. L 
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Desinstallation 

of  the HVAC 

systems, tanks, 

ducts and 

bombs. 
Permanent risks. 

Transport the 

HVAC systems, 

tanks, ducts and 

bombs to 

storage area. 

Observations: 

Electrical and domothic installations. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Electricity 

disconnection. 

Dielectric 

gloves. 

Trainning in 

electrical 

installations. 

Earthing of 

electrical 

system. 

Logout-Tagout 

preventive 

method. 

Electrical. H 

Solar panel 

disconnection. 

Dielectric 

gloves. 

Trainning in 

electrical 

installations. 

Earthing of 

electrical 

system. 

Logout-Tagout 

preventive 

method. 

Electrical. H 

Desinstallation 

of electrical 

pipes under the 

floor and 

between walls. 

- 

Hydration 

stations. 

Rest shifts. 

Heatstroke. L 

Wires remove. - 

Hydration 

stations. 

Rest shifts. 

Heatstroke. L 

Remove the 

pipes. 
- 

Hydration 

stations. 

Rest shifts. 

Heatstroke. L 

Remove the 

outleds. 

Permanent risks. 
Luminers 

removal. 

Desinstall the 

sensors. 
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Observations: 

-This procedure will be primordial fot the HS member in charge. 

Doors. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Uninstall the 

doors. 
Permanent risks. 

Transport the 

doors. 

Observations: 

Windows 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Uninstall the 

wood frames, 

aluminium and 

glasses. 

- 

First aid kit. 

Trainning in 

materia 

handling. 

Cuts. M 

Transport the 

wood frames, 

aluminium and 

glasses. 

- 

First aid kit. 

Trainning in 

materia 

handling. 

Cuts. M 

Observations: 

-This procedure involved high risk of cuts because of the handling of glass. 

Chimney inferior structure. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Disconnect the 

inferior duct with 

the superior 

structure. 

Permanent risks. 

Remove the 

duct, chimney 

structure and 

enclousures. 

Transport the 

duct, chimney 

structure and 

enclousures to 

the storage 

area. 

Observations: 

Walls. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Remove the 

walls from the 

structure. 

Permanent risks. 

Remove the wall 

panels. 
- 

Manual tools 

use trainning. 

Minor 

abrasions. 
H 
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Transport the 

wall panels to 

the storage 

area. 

- 

Delimited zone 

for forklift 

transit. 

Collision with 

vehicles. 
L 

Observations: 

Floor. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Remove the 

teak panels. 

Permanent risks. 
Tranport the 

teak panels to 

the storage 

areas. 

Remove the 

insulation 

planel. 

Respirator. - 
Respiratory tract 

irritation. 
H 

Tranport the 

insulation 

panels to the 

storage area. 

Respirator. - 
Respiratory tract 

irritation. 
H 

Observations: 

-The insulator has very irritants fibers so we will protect the team members with respitators 

(N95, for dust and fibers). 

Lobby, hall and ramp. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Floor enclousure 

removal. 

Permanent risks. Ramp removal. 

Railings 

removal. 

Pergola removal. 

- Tool holder use. Falling objects. M 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Harness use. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section of 

the scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

to the structure. 

Different level 

falls. 
M 

- 
Manual tools 

use trainning. 

Minor 

abrasions. 
H 

Capping rafters 

removal. 

- Tool holder use. Falling objects. M 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Harness use. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section of 

the scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

Different level 

falls. 
M 
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to the structure. 

- 
Manual tools 

use trainning. 

Minor 

abrasions. 
H 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Harness use. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section of 

the scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

to the structure. 

Different level 

falls. 
M 

- 
Manual tools 

use trainning. 

Minor 

abrasions. 
H 

Floor rafters 

removal. 

Permanent Risks. 

Columns 

removal. 

Footing and 

dummies 

removal. 

Observations: 

Roof components. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Disconnect the 

solar panels 

from each other. 

Dielectric 

gloves. 

Prohibited 

carrying metal 

objects. 

Logout- tagout 

preventive 

method. 

Electrical. H 

Remove the 

solar panels 

from the roof. 

- Tool holder use. Falling objects. M 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Harness use. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section of 

the scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

to the structure. 

Different level 

falls. 
M 

- 
Manual tools 

use trainning. 

Minor 

abrasions. 
H 

- First aid kit. Hits. M 

Download the 

solar panels. 
- 

Crane’s lift 

system check. 
Falling objects. M 

Download the 

water collectors 

from the roof. 

- 
Crane’s lift 

system check. 
Falling objects. M 

- Tool holder use. Falling objects. M 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Harness use. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section of 

the scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

Different level 

falls. 
M 
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must be attach 

to the structure. 

- Tool holder use. Falling objects. M 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Harness use. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section of 

the scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

to the structure. 

Different level 

falls. 
M 

Chimney 

superior 

structure 

download. 

- 
Crane’s lift 

system check. 
Falling objects. M 

- Tool holder use. Falling objects. M 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Harness use. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section of 

the scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

to the structure. 

Different level 

falls. 
M 

Observations: 

-We will use scaffoldings and a boom lift to make this installation safer. 

-All the qualified decathles will use harness. 

Roof. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Desinstall the 

gutters and 

drains. 

- Tool holder use. Falling objects. M 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Harness use. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section of 

the scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

to the structure. 

Different level 

falls. 
M 

- 
Manual tools 

use trainning. 

Minor 

abrasions. 
H 

Download the 

gutters and the 

drains from the 

roof. 

- 
Crane’s lift 

system check. 
Falling objects. M 

Remove the 

superior sheet 

from the inferior 

sheets. 

- Tool holder use. Falling objects. M 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Harness use. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section of 

the scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

to the structure. 

Different level 

falls. 
M 

Download the - Crane’s lift Falling objects. M 
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superior sheets 

with the forklift. 

system check. 

Remove the 

insulator sheet 

from the inferior 

roof sheets. 

- Tool holder use. Falling objects. M 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Harness use. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section of 

the scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

to the structure. 

Different level 

falls. 
M 

Respirator. - 
Respiratory tract 

irritation. 
H 

Download the 

insulator sheets 

with the forklift. 

- 
Crane’s lift 

system check. 
Falling objects. M 

Remove the 

inferior sheet 

from the 

battens. 

- Tool holder use. Falling objects. M 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Harness use. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section of 

the scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

to the structure. 

Different level 

falls. 
M 

Download the 

inferior sheets 

with the forklift. 

- 
Crane’s lift 

system check. 
Falling objects. M 

Observations: 

-We will use scaffoldings and a boom lift to make this installation safer. 

-All the qualified decathles will use harness. 

-The insulator has very irritants fibers so we will protect the team members with respitators 

(N95, for dust and fibers). 

Bathroom’s roof. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Remove the roof 

panel from the 

capping rafter. 

- Tool holder use. Falling objects. M 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Harness use. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section of 

the scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

to the structure. 

Different level 

falls. 
M 

- First aid kit. Hits. M 

Download the 

bathroom’s roof. 
- 

Crane’s lift 

system check. 
Falling objects. M 

Observations: 

-We will use scaffoldings and a boom lift to make this installation safer. 

Fall protections system installation. 

Tasks. Individual Collective Risks. Mitigated Risk 
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Protection. Protection. Level. 

Desinstall the 

fall protection 

system. 

- Tool holder use. Falling objects. M 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section of 

the scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

to the structure. 

Different level 

falls. 
M 

Download the 

fall protection 

system from the 

roof battens. 

- 
Crane’s lift 

system check. 
Falling objects. M 

Transport the 

fall protection 

system to the 

storage area. 

- 
Manul handling 

trainning. 

Minor 

abrasions. 
H 

- First aid kit. Hits. M 

- First aid kit. Cuts. M 

Observations: 

- This installation will be made with the scaffoldings. 

Structural frameworks assembly. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Desinstall de 

floor tie rafters. 

- 
Manual tools 

use trainning. 

Minor 

abrasions. 
H 

- First aid kit. Hits. M 

Remove the 

structural 

frameworks 

from the 

capping and roof 

rafters. 

- 
Manual tools 

use trainning. 

Minor 

abrasions. 
H 

- First aid kit. Hits. M 

Download and 

removal of  the 

structural 

frameworks. 

- 
Crane’s lift 

system check. 
Falling objects. M 

- 
Manul handling 

trainning. 

Minor 

abrasions. 
H 

Disassembly 

structural 

frameworks. 

- 
Manul handling 

trainning. 

Minor 

abrasions. 
H 

- First aid kit. Hits. M 

- First aid kit. Cuts. M 

Observations: 

-On this stage the banksman is the person un charge of the hoist signalling. 

Footing Placement. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Remove the 

dummies. 
Permanent Risks. 

Transport the 

plaques to the 

storage area. 

- 
Manul handling 

trainning. 

Minor 

abrasions. 
H 

- First aid kit. Hits. M 
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- First aid kit. Cuts. M 

Observations: 

Site Accomodation. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Collect the basic 

tools. 

Permanent Risks. 

Remove safety 

fences and 

signposting. 

Desinstall the 

working areas. 

Download the 

materials to the 

site 

accomodation. 

- Sun blind. Burns. L 

- 
Delimit zone for 

forklifts. 

Collision with 

vehicles. 
L 

- 
Manul handling 

trainning. 

Minor 

abrasions. 
H 

- First aid kit. Hits. M 

- First aid kit. Cuts. M 

Container 

departure. 
- 

Delimit zone for 

trucks arrivals. 

Collision with 

vehicles. 
L 

Observations: 

-During this phase lot of manual material handling will be made. Ergonomics supervisions will 

be part of the HS member rutine. 

-Sunburns are a very high risks at this stage, the HS member in charge will be monitoring 

that everyone have to use sun block or sleeves. 
Source: HS Department. 

As we can see there is a lot of risks with high level on the constructive process. This gave us 

an alert of the serious possible consequences that we have to prevent during the whole 

project development. To ensure the safety of every team member is obligatory to use safety 

shoes, helmet, safety glasses and reflective vest at all the working process. The special 

personal protection equipment will be use only on tasks with a specific risk's presence. 

10.1.7 TRAINING. 

 Hydraulic tools training. 

 First aids attention training. 

 Electric system installations training. 

 Working at heights training. 

 

Table 10.11. Risk analysis and mitigation of risk during training. 

Activities 
Associated 

risk 

Risk Analysis Individual 

Protection 
Collective 

Protection Frequency Impact Level 

Safety in electrical 

installation. 
Electrical B 5 E 

-Dielectric 

gloves, shoes 

-Training in 

electrical 
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and tools. 
-Prohibition 

about carrying 

metallic 

objects. 

instalations. 
-Earthing of 

the module. 
-Logout-Tagot 

preventive 

method. 

Safety in 

constructions 

(prevention labor 

risk). 

*Theory - - - - - 

Ergonomics. *Theory - - - - - 

First aid training. 
Controlled 

enviroment 

by an expert. 
- - - - - 

Extinguisher use. *Theory - - - - - 

Hydraulic tools use. 
Minor 

Abrasions 
A 2 H 

-Safety glasses 

and gloves 

use. 
-First aid kit 

Source: HS Department. 

Due to the controlled environment that the team members will be exposed, the risk will be 

relatively low-level risk, nevertheless, all safety measures will be taken during the training 

phase. 

 To visualize every specific task’s risk analysis see appendix 10.4. 

Training Needs Evaluation 

The training for the team is a very important section that has to be apply in the better way to 

ensure a good developed of the project. Each time a person is about to do an activity, for 

which, it does not have a significant experience he/she has to be trained to do it in the correct 

way. 

This project has the special characteristic of making students into constructors in less than a 

year, that is why we need to ensure that every member really knows how to do his/her specific 

tasks. 

The Health and Safety Department has been studying the knowledge in safety matters, 

development of work task and previous trainings on specific task to determinate the subjects 

for the training, in order to prepare them more on those areas that had higher probability of 

failures. 

For the team evaluation we used an online tool (surveymonkey.com) to develop an electronic 

questionnaire for them to answer. The evaluated subjects on this questionnaire were: basic 

safety subjects, personal equipment protection, muti-vote technique, manual handling of 

loads, signaling and specific task security rules. At next, we show the results of the 

questionnaire on Table 10.13. For a better summarization of the data the answers were 

evaluated in a scale from 0 to 100%. 

 

http://surveymonkey.com/
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Table 10.13. TEC Team training evaluation. 

Question 

number 
Question Correct Answers 

1 

Which risks do you consider that are going to 

be present during the assembly and 

disassembly of the module? 

Summarized data on Table 

10.4 (Risk evaluation) 

2 
Choose the correct personal equipment 

protection to use in work at heights tasks. 
47% 

3 
Do you know the basic rules to develop a 

work a heights task? 
25% 

4 
Do you know the hazardous energies control 

technique known as Log-out Tag-out? 
9% 

5 
Mention the basic rules to develop an 

electric installation work. 
10% 

6 
Mention the personal equipment protection 

to use in a electric installation. 
30% 

7 Loads manual handling security measures. 15% 

8 

Mention the general personal protection 

equipment to be use during the assembly 

and disassembly process. 

75% 

9 
Mention the safety signposting that should 

be on the construction site. 
71% 

10 
Multi-vote technique: Choose the training 

subjects that should be given to the team. 

1-Risk during construction 

works. 

2-Protection personal 

equipment. 

3-Fire prevention system. 

4- Others. 

Source: HS Department. 
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On the next graphic we show the important data of each subject: 

 

 

 

As we can see the technical knowledge in safety matters is very restricted, especially in the 

safety rules to follow during critical task like works at heights and electric installations. This 

shows us the reinforcement level that the department has to apply in the trainings. 

We expected this results due to the lack of experience in general construction matters of the 

Team, nevertheless, this is a good opportunity for the Health and Safety Department to   

inculcate safety work habits. 

The subjects, according the results of the evaluation, of the trainings will be: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

28% 

15% 

6% 9% 

42% 

Graphic 10.1. Basic Knowledge on Safety evaluation of the 

Team 

Personal Protective Equipment

Works at heights

Electric installations

Loads Manual Handling

Signoposting
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Table 10.14. Trainings priority subjects. 

Subject Responsible 

Safety in electrical installation. TEC’s Team advisor 

Safety in constructions (prevention labor risk). TEC’s Team advisor 

Ergonomics. TEC’s Team advisor 

First aid training. Costa Rica’s Red Cross 

Extinguisher use. Costa Rica’s Firefighters Institute 

Hydraulic tools use. TEC’s Team advisor 

Brigade formation. Eicpsa. 

Source: HS Department. 

The specific topics of the trainings and the time of each one will be established by the 

responsible person. 

With this training we expect a great safety preparation of the team. We also know that every 

member of the team is committed to care each other health, so everybody will be making their 

task in a safety way and also watching out for our teammates. 
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10.2 HEALTH AND SAFETY REPORT  

 

10.2.1. HEALTH AND SAFETY CHECKLIST. 

Table 10.15. Health and safety check list. 

Legal Contents Location in report or in drawings 

Name and address of SDE 2014: HS 

Coordinator, Prevention Authorities, team. 
See Table 10.16 

Number of workers. Please see  section 10.2.5.c. 

Contact information of Site Operation 

Coordinator. 
See section 9.2 of the Site Operation Report. 

Description of works. 
Please, refer to the Site Operation Report 

Table 9.7. 

First Aids procedure. See Table 10.30. 

Name and number of the certificated first aid 

workers. 
See appendix 10.6. 

Description of the Team’s first aid kit. See 10.2.9. 

Description of the hygiene conditions. Please, refer to the General Coordination Plan 

Detailed description of operating modes. 
Please, refer to the Site Operation Report 

Table 9.7. 

Risk assessment-Risks generated by others. See Table 10.1 

Risk assessment-Risks generated by the 

environment. 
See Table 10.2 

Risk assessment-Risks generated on others. See Table 10.3 

Risk assessment-Self generated risks. See Table 10.6 

Procedures to adapt collective protection. See section 10.2.8. 

Source: HS Department. 

 

10.2.2. GENERAL DATA OF THE PROJECT 

Table 10.16. General data of the project. 

 

General Data 

 

Event Promoter Solar Decathlon Europe 2014 

Developer 
Tec Team, multi-field academic team from the 

Tecnológico de Costa Rica. 

Faculty advisor Juan Carlos Martí 
Phone: 

(506)83280431 

Health and Safety Plan Coordinator 

André Blanco Moraga 

 

Adelina Ortega Rojas 

 

Phone: 

(506)87031753 
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Ana Laura Salazar 

Camacho 

 

 

Site Operation General Coordinator 

Francisco Rodríguez 

Bejarano 

 

Verónica Ortiz Tencio 

 

Hugo Sánchez Ortiz 

Phone: 

(506)88729178 

Safety Inspector 
Adelina Ortega Rojas 

 

 

Phone: (506) 

86223225 

 

Nature of the project 

 

Type of building work Assembly of prefabricated module 

Architecture footprint 50,70 m2 

Height 5,8159 m 

Length 8,08 m 

Width 11,28 m 

Assembly duration 10 days 

Disassembly duration 5 days 

Source: HS Department. 

Please see Tables 1.1.3 and 1.1.5 on page 14 of General Coordination Plan for name and 

address of SDE 2014, Prevention authorities, Team.  

SDE 2014 HS Coordinator:  

Name: Christophe Peyronel 

E mail: christophe.peyronel@fr.bureauveritas.com 

Telephone: 04.96.17.13.50 

Fax: 04.91.56.18.73 

Address:  17A Avenue Robert Schuman 

13235 MARSEILLE CEDEX 2. 

 

Other characteristics of the project: 

The assembly can be divided in the next phases: 

 Previous works 

 Site preparation  

mailto:christophe.peyronel@fr.bureauveritas.com
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 Establishment of the foundation system  

 Establishment of primary structure 

 Installation of the floor  

 Placement of enclosures 

 Installation of the roof 

 Construction of the hall and ramp 

 Electrical Installation 

 Domitic installation 

 Thermofluids installation 

 Module finishes 

Maintenance will consist on cleaning the living module and the roof panels. 

 

Table 10.16. Important information in case of emergency: 

Information Cartago, Costa Rica Versailles, France 

Construction Site 
Tecnológico de Costa Rica, 

Cartago. 

 

Solar Vllage, Versaille´s 

gardens. 

Nearest hospital 

address 
Hospital Max Peralta, 

177, rue de Versailles  

78157 LE CHESNAY 

Tel.: 01.39.63.91.33 

Nearest health center 
Area de Salud del Tecno, 

25503911 

Clinique la Maye 

33139233333 

 

Fire Department 25912890 
land line: 18  – mobile: 112 

 

Police Station 25500333 

Préfecture de police 

Police: 17  

Paramedics-Ambulance 25510421 

 

Croix-Rouge francaise 

33130835961 

Source: HS Department. 

 

To call for help from the construction site:  

 Call the Infirmary: Dial (to be updated)  

 Call from a land line:  Dial 18  

 Call from a mobile phone: Dial 112  

Clearly state:  

 The precise location and nature of the accident  

 The estimated number of persons injured  
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 The emergency meeting area  

For each call, someone must be designated to proceed to the meeting first aiders point and 

wait for the firemen and then lead them to the place of accident.  

 

10.2.3. HEALTH AND SAFETY PLAN OBJECTIVES 

 

The main goal of the Health and Safety Plan is to prevent and avoid any possible risks and 

accidents that might appear during the assembly, contest days, disassembly or any 

subsequent maintenance tasks. 

The objectives of this Health and Safety Plan are: 

 

• Be aware of the construction process and its phases identifying the avoidable and inevitable 

risks in order to prevent and decrease them. 

• Define adequate safe working conditions at any time of the competition including the 

assembly, maintenance, disassembly of Trópika. 

• Define the establishment of preventive and protective measures, giving priority to the 

collective protection over the personal protective equipment. 

• Provide each person who is going to be working on site the training and information needed 

to carry out their job in the safest way possible including behave in case of risk or accident, all 

of this following the regulations. 

 

With this document, Tec Team aims to be able to carry out in a safe and adequate way each 

phase of the process without accidents or incidents. 

 

 

 

 

 

10.2.4. CONDITIONS OF THE SITE WHERE CONSTRUCTION WILL TAKE PLACE AND 

INTERESTING DATA RELATED TO THE PREVENTION OF RISKS DURING THE CONSTRUCTION 

PROCESS 
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a). Constructive process 

This assembly process will be divided in 10 phases: 

Table 10.17. Assembly process. 

 

Construction Phases 

 

Tasks 
 

Corresponding HS Drawing 

Previous works Organization of the areas HS-401 

 

Site preparation 

Checking the ground level´s HS-402 

Topographic demarcation on 

the ground 
HS-402 

Establishment of the 

foundation system 
Footing placing HS-402 

Establishment of primary 

structure 

Column’s placement HS-403 

Rafters placement HS-405 

Floor tie rafters placement HS-407 

Capping rafter’s placement HS-408 

Floor installation Floor panels’s placement HS-411 

Enclousures 

Walls’s placement HS-412 

Innerwall’s placement HS-413 

Windows’s placement HS-416 

Door’s placement HS-417 

Roof installation 

Roof rafter’s placement HS-419 

Roof batten’s placement HS-420 

Roof deck’s placement HS-421 

Bathroom roof’s placement HS-421 

Module’s celiling’s placement HS-425 

Electrical installation On development On development 

Domitic installation On development On development 

Thermofluids instalation On development On development 

Hall and ramp construction 

Column’s placement HS-420 

Floor rafter’s placement HS-421 

Floor enclosure’s placement HS-422 

Capping rafter’s placement HS-423 

Ramp placement HS-423 

Roof deck’s placement HS-424 

Final details 

Marquee’s placement HS-426 

Railing placement HS-427 

Flowerpot placement HS-428 

Furniture placement HS-427 

Grid placement HS-428 

Accessories’s placement HS-428 

Source: HS Department. 
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Is important to plan every movement of the process,  from the moment the module is going to 

be placed in the container for its transportation to France until it will be placed again in the 

container take it back to Costa Rica, because this planning will reduce the possibility of 

accidents and fails. As our team has no experience in construction works we are going to focus 

on safety training because the accidents can occur because of this lack of knowledge and 

experience.  

b). Type and characteristics of the materials and elements 

Table 10.18. Materials and elements. 

Parts Materials Possible risks Prevention 

Foundation system 
Wood 

Concrete 

 

Collision, hits 

 

PPE, Training  

signposting, Demarcation 

Primary structure 
Aluminum 

Wood 

Cuts, collision, 

hits 

PPE, Training  

signposting, Demarcation 

Floor Wood Collision, hits, 
PPE, Training  

signposting, Demarcation 

Walls Fiber cement Collision, hits 
PPE, Training  

signposting, Demarcation 

Windows Glass Cuts 
PPE, Training  

signposting, Demarcation 

Doors Wood Collision, hits 
PPE, Training  

signposting, Demarcation 

Ceiling Fiber cement Collision, hits 
PPE, Training  

signposting, Demarcation 

Roof 
Aluminum 

Fiber cement 

Collision, hits, 

cuts 

PPE, Training  

signposting, Demarcation 

Ramp Fiber cement Collision, hits 
PPE, Training  

signposting, Demarcation 

 

Installations 

 

Electric 

appliances 

 

Electric shock 

PPE, Training  

signposting, Demarcation 

Source: HS Department. 

 

 

 

 

c) Site description 

 

Localization: 
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Trópika will be assembly in the Solar Village, located in Versailles, France. In the Solar Village, 

Trópika will be developed at the lot A, assigned by the organization, this lot dimensions are 

20x20m. See figure 10.1. 

 

 

 

Figure 10.1. Lot A in the Solar Village, Versailles 

 

Boundaries of lot A: 

Northeastern boundary: lot D 

Southeastern boundary: lot B 

Northwestern boundary: Agora (Theater) 

Southwestern boundary: trees 

 

Elements close: 

 

Table 10.19. Risks on the construction site. 

Risk factor Possible risk Prevention 
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Noise from 

the Agora 

Discomfort for the site workers Use of personal protective equipment 

Trees 

Fall of trees or branches, 

obstacle for machinery 

 

Enclose the lot 

 

Quantity of 

people on 

site and 

around 

Disorganization, loss of control of the 

work, unauthorized persons entering 

the construction site, increase in 

incidents and accidents 

 

Setting tasks for site workers, person 

coordinating the work of others, 

enclose the lot, using uniform Unlike 

outsiders, control the access of 

outsiders 

Outdoor 

works 
Robbery 

Storage areas with security devices 

for vulnerable materials 

Source: HS Department. 

d) Climatology description 

 

Located on the northern side of France, next to Paris and relatively close to the centre of the 

country, Versailles enjoys a fairly protected setting, with fine weather for much of the year. 

The summer climate in Versailles is often sunny, warm and enticing. July and August do see 

highs of more than 25°C / 77°F, some days can be a little overcast with occasional rainy 

weather. 

 

Max Daytime Temperature (°C)  

 

 

 

22°C (72°F) in June 

Min Night-time Temperature (°C)  

 

 

 

11°C (52°F) in June 

Hours of Sunshine (Daily)  

 

 

 

7 Hours per day in June 

Hours of Daylight (Daily)  

 

 

 

16 Hours per day in June 

Heat and Humidity Discomfort  

 

 

 

None in June 

Days with some Rainfall  

 

 

 

12 Days in June 

Monthly Rainfall (mm)  

 

 

 

55 mm (2.2 inches) in June 

UV Index (Maximum)  

 

 

 

7 (High) in June 

 

Figure 10.2. Versailles climatology prediction of June 2014. 

Data collected from: http://www.weather2travel.com/july/france/versailles.php 

 

 

http://www.world-guides.com/europe/france/
http://www.world-guides.com/europe/france/ile-de-france/paris/
http://www.weather2travel.com/holidayweather/daytemperature.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/holidayweather/nighttemperature.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/holidayweather/sunshinehours.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/holidayweather/daylighthours.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/holidayweather/heatandhumidity.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/holidayweather/dayswithrain.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/holidayweather/rainfall.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/holidayweather/uvindex.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/july/france/versailles.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/june/france/versailles.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/june/france/versailles.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/june/france/versailles.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/june/france/versailles.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/june/france/versailles.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/june/france/versailles.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/june/france/versailles.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/june/france/versailles.php
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Max Daytime Temperature (°C)  

 

 

 

24°C (75°F) in July 

Min Night-time Temperature (°C)  

 

 

 

13°C (55°F) in July 

Hours of Sunshine (Daily)  

 

 

 

8 Hours per day in July 

Hours of Daylight (Daily)  

 

 

 

16 Hours per day in July 

Heat and Humidity Discomfort  

 

 

 

None in July 

Days with some Rainfall  

 

 

 

11 Days in July 

Monthly Rainfall (mm)  

 

 

 

55 mm (2.2 inches) in July 

UV Index (Maximum)  

 

 

 

7 (High) in July 

Figure 10.3. Versailles climatology prediction of July 2014. 

Data collected from: http://www.weather2travel.com/july/france/versailles.php 

 

Table 10.20. Risks for weather conditions. 

Risk 

factor 
Possible risk Prevention 

 

Heat 
Insulation, sunburn, dehydration 

Drink water frequently, work in shade 

places, protective clothes, sunglasses, 

frequently use of sunscreen 

 

Rain 

Electric accidents with installation or 

electric tools, falls and slips, 

degradation of the land. 

Use protective clothes, waterproof plugs. 

Source: HS Department. 

 

e). Accesses and paths for vehicles 

 

Route in Costa Rica: 

 

Figure 10.4. Route of the container in Costa Rica.Route in France: 

http://www.weather2travel.com/holidayweather/daytemperature.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/holidayweather/nighttemperature.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/holidayweather/sunshinehours.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/holidayweather/daylighthours.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/holidayweather/heatandhumidity.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/holidayweather/dayswithrain.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/holidayweather/rainfall.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/holidayweather/uvindex.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/july/france/versailles.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/july/france/versailles.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/july/france/versailles.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/july/france/versailles.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/july/france/versailles.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/july/france/versailles.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/july/france/versailles.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/july/france/versailles.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/july/france/versailles.php
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Figure 10.5. Route of the container in France.   

 

Route inside de Solar Village in Versailles:  

 

 

Figure 10.6. Route inside de Solar Village in Versailles 

 

During the travel, the container will be insured by DHL. It is a full cover insure so everything 

that could happen. 

 

F). DETERMINING FACTORS FOR THE LIVING MODULE PLACING. 

We wanted to benefit from the characteristics of the lot by designing a proposal that takes full 

advantage of its surroundings. The lot has free views in every direction so that the four façades 

are free without any other building next to it, and from the lobby people can admire the natural 

environment of Versailles. 

To protect a neighbor’s right to the sun, the housing unit and all site components on a team’s 

lot must stay within the solar envelope according to the rule 5.1. Even though there are not any 

other building next to Trópika prototype the proposal respects the solar envelope rule, reason 

why it is placed in the center of the lot, as shows in figure 10.1  
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Figure 10.7. Location of Trópika the Solar Village. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10.7. Location of Trópika the Solar Village. 

 

 

g). Overlaps with the affected services and other circumstances or activities of the 

environment, able to cause risks during the construction 

The close proximity of lots B and D is an important factor to consider, because in these lots will 

also be carrying out construction work, where there will be heavy machinery, vehicles, and 

people involved, which in some way can affect our performance causing delays or accidents. 

For these reasons, we must take into consideration our neighbors. 

These situations can create the next risks:  

 Collision with other teams machinery or team members. 

 Hits by moving or still objects like tools, equipment or parts of the module of the other 

teams. 

 Fall of objects, during loads manipulation.  

 Delays because of the traffic or position of the machinery of other teams.  

In order to prevent these situations some considerations have to be taken: 

 All the team members have to comply with all the rules in Health and Safety Plan and 

Site Operation Plan. 

 Organizers or representatives of other teams who come to lot A, must comply with 

Trópika Health and Safety Plan, and follow the instructions of the Safety officer.  

 The access will be prohibited for unauthorized persons. 

 Respect demarcated areas and pay special attention to signals.  

 Pay special attention to crossing, when coming out of demarcated areas towards non 

demarcated areas, near places with heavy machinery, areas with low visibility, etc. 

 No jumping of any fences or any other object meaning a demarcation. 
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 Warn the workers near you of your presence. 

h). Planned activities 

Assembly  

Table 10.21. Assembly process. 

 

Work Phases 

 

Activities Tasks 

Previous works 
Organization of the 

areas 

Clean the construction site. 

Arrival of the container to the site. 

Install the working areas. 

Place the safety fences to delimit the 

construction site, crane area and other 

machinery area. 

Place the tents, safety ribbons and plastic 

safety fences to delimit the work areas. 

Place the signposting. 

Download basic tools. 

Assemble basic equipment. 

Installation of heavy equipment. 

Installing light equipment. 

Site preparation 

Checking the ground´s 

level 

Checking the ground levels. 

Adjust footing level out. 

Topographic 

demarcation on the 

ground 

Determinate the location of the footings. 

Level out the footings. 

Establishment of the 

foundation system 
Footing placing 

Transport the footings to the site. 

Place the footings to its place. 

Check alignment. 

Establishment of 

primary structure 

Columns´s placement 

Transport the columns from container to 

the site with the forklift. 

Attach the column to the crane. 

Hoist the column 

Set columns into the foundations. 

Place column’s holders. 

Rafters´s placement 

Transport the rafter to its site with the 

forklift. 

Attach the rafter to the crane. 

Hoist the rafter with the crane. 

Placement of the rafters. 

Attach rafters to columns. 

Floor tie rafters’s. 

placement 

Transport the floor’s tie rafters with the 

forklift. 

Attach the rafters with the floor tie rafters 

Attach the columns with the floor tie 

rafters. 
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Attach the footings with the floor tie rafter 

Capping rafter´s 

placement 

Transport the capping rafters with the 

forklift 

Hoist the capping rafter into position with 

the crane. 

Attach the capping rafter to the columns. 

Floor installation 
Floor panels´s 

placement 

Transport the floor panel to the site 

Place the floor panels 

Attach the floor panels to the rafter. 

Enclousures 

Walls´s placement 

Placement of the scaffoldings. 

Transport the wall panels to the site 

Attach the wall panels to the crane. 

Wall hoisting. 

Place the wall panels between columns. 

Attach the wall panels to each other 

Attach the wall panels to the columns. 

Innerwalls´ s 

placement 

Transport the inner wall to the site with the 

forklift. 

Assemble the innerwall panels. 

Inner walls hoisting 

Place the wall panels. 

Attach the inner wall panels with the 

perimeter. 

Windows´s placement 

Transport the windows to the site 

Assemble the windows items. 

Place each element of the window 

Doors´s placement 

Transport the door to the site with the 

forklift. 

Doors installations. 

Roof installation 

Roof rafters´s 

placement 

Transport the roof rafter to the site 

Attach the roof rafters to the crane. 

Hoist the roof rafter. 

Attach the hoist rafter to the columns 

Roof battens´s 

placement 

Transport the roof battens from the 

container to the site 

Attach the roof battens to the roof rafter. 

Roof deck´s 

placement 

Transport the roof deck to the site 

Attach roof deck’s pieces together. 

Attach to the roof battens. 

Bathroom roof´s 

placement 

Install the support structure for the 

bathroom roof. 

Install the water tanks. 

Transport the bathroom ceiling panels to 

the site. 

Attach the bathroom ceiling panels to the 

crane 

Hoist the bathroom ceiling panels. 

Place the bathroom ceiling panels. 
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Attach the bathroom ceiling panels to the 

structure. 

Module’s celiling´s 

placement 

Transport the module ceiling panels to the 

site. 

Attach the module’s ceiling panels to the 

crane. 

Hoist and Place the module ceiling panels 

on its position 

Attach the module ceiling panels to the 

structure 

Electrical installation On development On development 

Domitic installation On development On development 

Thermofluids 

instalation 
On development On development 

Hall and ramp 

construction 

Columns´s placement 

Transport hall columns from container to 

the site 

Attach the columns to the crane. 

Hoist the hall columns 

Place the hall columns 

Attach hall columns to footing 

Floor rafters´s. 

placement 

Transport the rafter 

Place the rafter 

Attach the rafter to columns 

Floor enclousers´s 

placement 

Transport floor enclosures with the forklift. 

Attach floor enclosures to the rafter. 

Capping rafters´s 

placement 

Transport the capping rafter 

Hoist the capping rafter. 

Attach the capping to the column 

Ramp´s placement 

Transport the ramp to the site. 

Assemble the ramp items 

Place the ramp 

Roof deck´s 

placement 

Assamble the roof deck 

Place the roof deck 

Garden´s placement 
Assemble the garden items 

Place the garden items 

Final details 

Marquee´s placement 
Transport the marquee 

Attach the marquee to the capping rafter 

Railings´s placement 

Transport the railings 

Place the railings. 

Place tensors 

Flowerpots´s 

placement 

Transport the flowerpots 

Place the flowerpots 

Place the components 

Furniture´s placement 
Transport the furniture 

Place the furniture 

Grid´s placement 

Transport the grid 

Place the grid 

Place the components 
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Name´s placement 
Transport the metallic letters of the module 

Place the metallic letters. 

Accesories´s 

placement 

Transport the ramp accesories. 

Place the ramp accesories. 

Asssemble the ramp. 

Source: HS Department. 

 

i). Trades whose intervention is affected by the risks prevention 

 

During all stages of the competition, security measures shown in Table 9.3 (in the document 

Process of Analysis) must be followed, which seek to protect the following groups of people that 

are related directly or indirectly in this process: 

 Tec Team 

 Neighbor teams  

 Contracted and supporting companies 

 SDE Organization 

 Visitors and guides   

It is important for every visitor to comply with the security measures of Tec Team and always be 

accompanied by some preferably team member preferably coordinator who guide them 

regarding the mandatory security of the site. Every time inside Trópika’s construction site 

visitors have to use: 

• A hard hat 

• Safety glasses 

• Safety boots with ankle supports. 

• A reflective jacket or vest 

HS Coordinator will ensure that during the important activities visitors are not allowed inside 

the lot. 

Signposting and demarcation are going to be placed on day 1, before starting any work of 

construction and will be checked every day before the first shift start.  

 

 

j). Auxiliary resources planned for the construction 

Table 10.22. Auxiliary resources. 

Auxiliary Location When is going Use Activities related 
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resources to be used 

Tools storage Storage area 
Assembly and 

dissasembly 

Storage the 

power and 

hand tools 

All activities 

Topographic 

equipment 
Storage area 

Assembly and 

dissasembly 

Topographic 

works 

Topographic 

demarcation 

Containers Storage area 
Assembly and 

dissasembly 
Storage 

All activities 

required material 

inside 

Lights Construction site 
Assembly and 

dissasembly 
Night works All activities at night 

Ladder Storage area 
Assembly and 

dissasembly 
Inside works Maintenance works 

Scaffolding Storage area 
Assembly and 

dissasembly 

reach high 

places 
Works at heights 

Generating set Storage area 
Assembly and 

dissasembly 

Produce 

electricity 
All activities 

Source: HS Department. 

 

k). Machinery planned for the construction. 

Table 10.23. Equipment Rental Table TEC TEAM 

CATEGORIE 1 : MOBILE CRANE 
   

    
35 ton CRANE. MORE INFORMATION IN THE ASSEMBLY & DISASSEMBLY TABLES 

    

CATEGORIE 2 : CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT 
   

    
HANDLING 

DESIGNATION REFERENCE U QUANTITY NEEDED 

Forklift H.FL.01 u 0 

Telehandler H.TH.01 u 1 

    
ELEVATION 

DESIGNATION REFERENCE U QUANTITY NEEDED 

Boom Lift E.BL.01 u 0 

CATEGORIE 3 : OTHER EQUIPMENT 
   

    
EQUIPMENT 

DESIGNATION REFERENCE U QUANTITY NEEDED 

Pallet Truck O.OE.01 u 0 

Individual Platform 2,90m to 3,60m O.OE.02 u 3 

Scaffolding 5 m O.OE.03 u 6 

Fences HERAS (including plots) O.OE.04 m 100 m 
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Source: HS Department. 

l). Construction site installations 

Table 10.24. Installations in the construction site. 

Construction site 

installation 
Location 

When is going to be 

used 
Use Activities related 

Electric supply 
Drawing SO-

102 
Construction process 

To produce 

electrical 

energy 

Activities  

requiring 

electrical power 

Drinking water 

supply 
Drawing SO-

102 
Construction process 

Used to 

keep 

hydrated to 

workers 

All activities 

Rest area 
Drawing SO-

102 
Construction process 

To provide 

shaded 

areas for 

brake time 

All activities 

Office 
Drawing SO-

102 
Construction process 

Plan 

everyday 

work and 

check maps 

Logistic works 

Waste container 
Drawing SO-

102 
Construction process 

Place the 

wastes 

All activities that 

produce waste 

Waste separation 

slap 
Drawing SO-

102 
Construction process 

Separate 

recycle and 

different 

waste 

materials 

All activities that 

produce waste 

Workshop area 
Drawing SO-

102 
Construction process 

Assembly 

parts of 

Tropika 

Assembly pieces 

and furniture 

Storage workshop 
Drawing SO-

102 
Construction process 

Storage 

material 
All activities 

Construction area 
Drawing SO-

102 
Construction process 

Assembly of 

Tropika 
All activities 

Source: HS Department. 

 

For toilet, restrooms and changing rooms please  see Table in section 2.1.5.c)  of General 

Coordination Plan. 

Risks 

The principal possible risks are electric shocks and mechanical risks.   

Prevention 
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Only authorized persons can work with the electrical installation, connection lines and earth 

connection. 

Demarcation and signposting have to be checked every day by the HS Coordinator.   

 

m). Characteristics table for the stocks 

Table 10.25. Characteristic table for the stock. 

Materials Characteristic 
Dimensions (m) Weight 

(Kg) 
Transport Location 

L W H 

Laminated 

wood 
Columns 4.8 0.1 0.1 93.3 Forklift Stock area 

Laminated 

wood 
Rafters 7.9 0.25 0.1 96.3 Forklift Stock area 

Sawn 

lumber 
Nailers 6.1 0.1 0.1 29.36 Forklift Stock area 

Wood Floor 9.6 0.6 0.01 1844 Crane Stock area 
Source: HS Department. 

 

10.2.5. ACTIVITIES FOR RISKS PREVENTION 

 

Activities developed when preparing the works: 

All Tec Team members have to read and understand Trópika Health and Safety Plan and 

European regulations of safety during the construction works, before the assembly of Trópika 

start.  

Team members have to attend all the meetings organized by the HS department, where they 

are going to be trained in different topics related to health and safety in construction works 

such as: 

Table 10.26. Topics of training. 

Topic Responsible 

Safety in electrical installation. TEC’s Team advisor 

Safety in constructions (prevention labor risk). TEC’s Team advisor 

Ergonomics. TEC’s Team advisor 

First aid training. Costa Rica’s Red Cross 

Extinguisher use. Costa Rica’s Firefighters Institute 

Hydraulic tools use. TEC’s Team advisor 
Source: HS Department. 
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Most of the team members are going to be trained in First aids by the Costa Rica´s Red Cross, 

and fire protection and prevention, including the use of fire extinguishers bye Costa Rica´s Fire 

Fighters.  

Activities developed during the works: 

 This is responsibility of the HS department members: 

 Attend to the daily meetings with SDE Organization. 

 Make a meeting of HS topics before every shift of work start. 

 Internal meeting with visits or documentary makers to theirs information. 

 In case of non-resolved situation, analysis of the adequate solution in coordination with 

SDE Organization. 

 Attend any question or necessity of the team about Health and Safety.  

 Conduct safety inspections every day at the start and end of every work shift.  

 

Team members shall report any suspected deficiency to the HS coordinator. And the team is 

responsible to work together to ensure a safety environment during the contest week, including 

the public tour.  

a). Construction plan: determination of work effective timing. 

Tec team is going to have three working shifts of 8 hours, including 1 hour for lunch and a 15 

minutes break for each shift. 

b). Overlaps and incompatibilities in the construction 

Figure 10.8. Schedule of assembly. 

 

 

Date

Day

Shift 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

20-jun-14

5

21-jun-14

6

16-jun-14

1

17-jun-14

2

18-jun-14

3

10. Finishes & Furniture

25-jun-14

10

1. Previous work

2. Site Preparation

3. Foundations

4. Primary structure

Phase

22-jun-14

7

23-jun-14

8

24-jun-14

9

19-jun-14

4

5. Floor

6. Enclousures

7. Roof

8. Installations

9. Access structure
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Figure 10.9. Schedule of disassembly. 

 

In the figure above can be identify the overlaps by work phases. For the overlap-works we are 

contemplate by coordination that they will not interfere with each other in order to avoid 

accidents. For more details see part 9.5 Assembly and Disassembly Schedule in the document 

Site Operation Report.  

 

Tasks that cannot be carried out simultaneously: 

 Movement of suspended tasks over workers carrying out other tasks. 

 Works on higher levels above workers carrying out other tasks. 

 Tasks that require electricity while works for the restoration or maintenance of the 

auxiliary electricity system are being carried out. 

 Restoration or maintenance tasks of any element connected to the power supply or 

that might be switched on (in case of having batteries). 

 Watering tasks while works for the restoration or maintenance of the auxiliary electricity 

system are being carried out. 

 No task can be carried out near the location of the vertical enclosure placement. 

 

 

c). Number of Team members taking part in the construction 

  

Tec Team is going to have 30 students in, Versailles during the assembly and disassembly 

process, divided in three groups of ten students working in different shifts.  

 

The groups with the team member names will be given in the next delivery.  

Date

Day

Shift 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

3. Installations

2. Access structure

1. Finishes & Furniture

8. Foundations

7. Primary structure

6. Floor

5. Enclousures

4. Roof

Phase

1 2 3 4 5

15-jul-14 16-jul-14 17-jul-14 18-jul-14 19-jul-14
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d). Contracting planned 

 See part 10.2.4.K of this document.  

10.2.6. CRITICAL WORK PHASES FOR RISKS PREVENTION 

 

Critical work phases can be found in Table 10.9. Risk analysis and mitigation of the assembly 

of the module, located on the document Process of Analysis. These phases can be 

distinguished with the color red in the Risk Level column which represents extreme risk.  

 

10.2.7. RISKS IDENTIFICATION AND EFFICACY EVALUATION OF THE ADOPTED PROTECTIONS 

 

a). Location and identification of the areas where the works involving special risks will be 

developed. 

On Table 10.7. Risk analysis and mitigation of the assembly of the module, located on the 

document Process of Analysis, the phases with higher risk level.  All the works that involve 

lifting and placement with crane are considerate as special risks, also the woks that involve 

electricity. 

B). RISKS IDENTIFICATION AND EFFICIENCY EVALUATION OF THE ADOPTED PROTECTIONS 

The protections adopted to resolve every risk are indicated in Table 10.6,  Risks during the 

constructing process of the living module. The efficiency of these protections allows us 

conclude that the qualification of the risk with the applied prevention are high, medium and 

low.  

10.2.8. COLLECTIVE PROTECTIONS TO USE. 

General points 

The Project Supervisor and each TEAM are responsible for providing, implementing, and 

maintaining group protection up to its final disassembly or up until the end of construction. 

For both the Project Supervisor and each TEAM, the HSE Coordinator implements and 

maintains these tools. 

Sub-contractors can implement group protection in agreement with and under the 

responsibility of the Project Supervisor and of each TEAM. 

All of the group protection implemented by the company on the construction site must be 

described in detail in its ISHPP. 
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Group protection must be designed and constructed to meet the following general principles: 

 Always be implemented prior to the onset of any risk 

 Be adapted and sufficient to allow for the completion of various works safely and 

without dismantling by the Contractor, by its sub-contractors or by companies called on 

to succeed him on the portion of the work in question 

 Unless prior special agreement, only the Contractor in charge of maintenance of a 

temporary group protection will be authorised to disassemble it. 

However, group protection can only be disassembled in the following situations: 

 Elimination of the risk related to the advancement of work 

 Definitive group protection of the overall work is in place and is sufficient for the 

remaining work 

 Another temporary device of equal efficiency is implemented. (A procedure should be 

established in the ISHPP by the company which falls into this category) 

 If at the conclusion of the Contractor’s work, one or more risks still remain on the 

structure, the conditions set forth above will apply. The latter must implement group 

protection in consultation with the Project Supervisor or the TEAM concerned, which are 

called on to succeed. 

 All construction workers whose interventions require the removal of group protection 

implemented by the Project Supervisor or by each TEAM must implement, after 

agreement from the Project Supervisor and the TEAM involved, replacement equipment 

suitable to carry out its work, ensuring effective group protection. It also ensures 

maintenance until the end of the construction or until the replacement of initial 

protection. 

 Safety devices implemented by a company for its personal use (scaffolding, nets, 

barriers, etc.) or group protection shared with other companies can only be moved or 

changed by those who originally installed them. 

Any modification will be joined as an addendum to the ISHPP before work commences. 

Collective protection equipment will comply with the current regulations and will follow the next 

aspects: 

Table 10.27. Collective protection to use. during the assembly 

Risk conditions Requisite 
Collective protection 

equipment 

Fall from heights 

Areas with height equal or 

higher than 1.8 m will have 

protection equipment against 

falls. Trópika have anchorage 

points in the roofs of the 

module. 

Life lines 

Anchorage points 

Outside and inside 

scaffolding 

Ladders 

Signposting 

Electric contacts  

General earthing installation 

of the site 

Waterproof plugs 

Suspended loads falls The hooks on the elevation Auxiliary cords for the safety 
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mechanisms will have a 

safety lock 

load orientation 

Safety slings 

Use of machinery 

Safety devices will be kept in 

correct state of work, revising 

its state in periodically 

 

Site cleaning 

It is considered a collective 

protection measure of high 

efficacy 

Signposting 

Ribbons 

Traffic of vehicles 
Perimeter and protection 

Minimum height of 90 cm 

Fences 

Cones 

Plastic fence 

Ribbons 

Fire protection 

Visual and manual check 

every day of the competition. 

Extinguishers 21A-3-113B 

efficiency 

Extinguishers ABC 

Smoke detectors 

 

Collective protection 

equipment in dangerous 

areas 

Limitation of the circulation of 

vehicles, etc 

Protection of the weather 

conditions 

Signposting 

Tents and sun shelters 

Drinking water 

Sun screen 

 

Collective protection 

equipment when working with 

machinery 

No vehicle will be over loaded 

or will carry an uneven load, 

every machinery will have an 

acoustic device when 

reversing, visible plates 

where the size and maximum 

load, etc. will be shown. An 

everyday revision of the 

breaking devices and 

emergency stops will be 

done. 

Signposting 

Source: HS Department 

The user´s manual specifications will be available at the construction site, and every worker 

will have access to it.  

10.2.9. INDIVIDUAL PROTECTION RESOURCES TO USE 

 

For regulations enforcement purposes the personal protection equipment (PPE) will comply 

with the RD 773/1997, from May 30th, that establishes the minimum measures relating to the 

use, conditions and maintenance of the PPE.  

Aspects to be taken care of from a PPE: 

•Demand the CE marking. 

•Demand the instructions manual. 
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•Train and inform the worker following those instructions. 

•Follow those instructions. 

•Keep up with the maintenance, cleaning and repairing without losing or changing its initial 

safety characteristics. 

PPE to use 

Mandatory and required at all times:  

• A hard hat 

• Safety glasses 

• A shirt with sleeves and long trousers 

• Safety boots with ankle supports. 

• A reflective jacket or vest 

Depending on the tasks: 

Harness  

Helmet light 

Tool belt  

Mesh gloves 

Paper dust mask 

Work cloth made of cotton 

Hearing protectors 

Insolating gloves for low voltage (until 1000 

volts) 

Safety helmets against electric shocks 

Gardening gloves  

Kneepads for tile fixers or other workers who 

need to make their jobs to their knees

For more details see Table 9.3. Risks during the construction of the living module in document Process of 

Analysis.  

 

a). Signposting of the risks 

Signposting will comply with the RD 485/1997, document that establishes the minimum regulations for 

health and safety signaling for working areas. The construction site is considered as a working area.  

The signs will be cleaned, maintained and verified constantly.  

Resistant material to knocks, water and possible environment aggressions. 

Adequate dimensions, calorimetrical and photometrical characteristics to guarantee its visibility and 

comprehension. 

Must be installed at the correct height and angles. 
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Must be installed in locations with the correct illumination, accessible and visible. 

Table 10.28. Signposting to use. 

Type 

 

Needed 

 

 

Location 

 

Picture 

Prohibition 

 

No access for unauthorized 

persons 
In access  

 

Non-smoking area In access 

No access for pedestrian In access 

Warnings 

 

Suspended load In access 

 

Electric shock risk 

In site Access 

and next to the 

power 

generator/transf

ormer 

Warning In access 

Risk of tripping In access 

Falling objects In access 

Obligation 

 

Obligatory head protection In access 

 

Obligatory foot protection In access 

Obligatory eyesight 

protection 
In access 

Obligatory hearing 

protection 
In access 

Obligatory hands protection In access 

Obligatory face protection. In dust areas 

Obligatory high visibility 

jacket 
In access 

Fire-fighting Fire extinguisher. 
Near the fire 

extinguisher 

 

 

 

 

 

First aids 

Rescue and relief operations 

In the internal 

perimeter of the 

lot 

 

Guideline to follow in a case 

of emergency. 

Inside the lot, 

near the first 

aids bag 

http://www.online-sign.com/build_sign.php?pic=3
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First aids. 
Near the first 

aids bag 

Others 

STOP. 

In the vehicles 

access/exit on 

site 

 

Maximum speed 20 km/h. 

In the vehicles 

access/exit on 

site 

Source: HS Department 

10.2.10. SAFE WORKING PROCEDURES OF EVERY TEAM MEMBER 

 

Below the working procedures, which according to the risk analysis performed, are considered necessary 

for the team to perform their jobs safely. These procedures should be known to all team members and 

must be met at all times. 

 

 

Table. 10.29. Access control procedure. 

  

Access control 

Procedure 

 

 

Code: HS_10.1 

Version: 1 

Health and Safety 

Department 

Contents 

 Aim of the instruction  

 Scope  

 Implications and responsibilities  

 Equipment needed work  

 Stages of labor and safety key points 

Aim of the instruction  

 

This guidance provides advice on the circumstances and manner in which the Tec Team 

should control the access to the construction site.  In order to minimize the risk of having 

accidents or incidents. 

Scope 

 

Take into account the access during the assembly and disassembly of the Trópika, and when 

the Site Coordinator consider necessary. Every person, Team member and SDE organizers 

shall comply with this instruction.  

Implications and responsibilities  

 

General Site Coordinator:  
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Approve or refuse  the entrance of the Team members and SDE organizers, based on the 

dangerousness of the jobs that are currently performing in the construction site 

HS Officer:   

Make sure every person inside the construction site meets all the prerequisites to enter.  Is in 

charge of maintaining a record of people who have entered the room during the day 

Team members and SDE Organizers:  

Comply with all the requisites to be inside the construction site and follow all the instructions 

given by the General Site Coordinator and HS Coordinator.  

 

Equipment needed work  

PPE: 

A hard hat 

Safety glasses 

A shirt with sleeves and long trousers 

Safety boots with ankle supports. 

A reflective jacket or vest 

Other:  

Control list, with date, work shift number and signature. 

 

 

Stages of labor and safety key points 

Stage Safety key point 

Previous requirements 

 

 Entrance to the construction site will be 

limited, only Tec Team members and 

SDE organizers with the corresponding 

identification.  

 General Site Coordinator shall give the 

approval for the access.  

 Before entering each person must sign a 

list with their names and charge also 

show an ID and keep it visible at all 

times. 

 Authorized workers shall be familiarized 

with this Safety Plan and all the 

procedures on it.  

 HS Officer shall give the EPP to every 

person and give safety instructions.  

 At the beginning of every shift, team 

members shall assist to the rest area in 

order to receive an HS introduction 

according to the works they are going to 

perform, also they have to wear the 

complete PPE, sign the assistance list 

and wear their identification card. If any 

of the team members don’t comply with 

those requirements the access to the 

construction site will be denied.   
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Inside the lot 

 At all times within the site construction 

people outside the team, must be 

accompanied by either the coordinator 

or officer HS. 

 If any person disrespect the safety rules 

inside the construction site HS 

Coordinator or General Site Coordinator 

have to asked to leave the site 

immediately.  

After 

 PPE must be placed in an orderly 

manner in the place intended for it.  

 At the end of every work shift Team 

members shall sign the attendance list 

with their departure time.  

Source: HS Department 

 

 

 

 

 

Table. 10.30. Accident or incident reporting procedure. 

 

  

Accident or incident reporting 

Procedure 

 

 

 

Code: HS_10.2 

Version: 1 

Health and Safety 

Department 

Contents 

 Aim of the instruction  

 Scope  

 Implications and responsibilities  

 Equipment needed work  

 Stages of labor and safety key points 

 

Aim of the instruction  

This guidance provides advice on the circumstances and manner in which the Tec Team 

should be notified of any injuries, diseases and dangerous occurrences. 

Scope 

All accidents and incidents occurred during the whole competition in France. Means for 

accident undesired event that results in personal injury or property damage and for incident 
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an unplanned, undesired event that adversely affects completion of a task.  

 

Implications and responsibilities  

HS Coordinator: 

 Investigate the accident and make a report, fill the Accident/Incident Report Form 

Insurance coordinator: 

 Call to call the insurance company to fix details, and keep the Accident/Incident Report Form.  

Injured Person: 

To ensure that an Accident/Incident Report Form is completed and brought to the attention of 

the person responsible for reporting the accident. 

 

Equipment needed work  

Accident/Incident Report Form (Appendix 3). 

Insurance card and number.  

Stages of labor and safety key points 

 

Stage Safety key point 

Immediately 

All injury accidents, however minor, must be 

reported to the HS Coordinator 

Seek first aid or medical attention as required 

HS Coordinator classify the event  according to 

the severity of the event and proceeds to send 

the person to the nearest health center  

 

As soon as possible 

HS Officer fill the Accident/Incident Report Form 

and make the investigation with the help of the 

injured person or witnesses 

Give the Accident/Incident Report Form to the 

Insurance Coordinator.  

Insurance Coordinator makes the call to the 

insurance company.  

After 

Implement the recommendations on the report 

(HS Coordinator and General Site Coordinator) to 

reduce the risk of happening again.  

Source: HS Department 

 

Table 10.31. Heavy equipment safe operation procedure. 

  

Heavy equipment safe 

operation Procedure 

 

Code: HS_10.3 

Version: 1 

Health and Safety 

Department 

Contents 

 Aim of the instruction  

 Scope  

 Implications and responsibilities  
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 Equipment needed to  work  

 Stages of labor and safety key points 

 Supervision 

 References 

 

Aim of the instruction  

 

Improper procedures used by operators and team members can cause injury, disability, or 

death. By understanding and  following safe operating procedures for use of heavy equipment, 

we can prevent injury for yourself and your  

Coworkers. Tec Team will follow OSHA 510 Standards for Construction Industry and SDE 

Organizers additional rules. 

 

Scope 

 

Team members are responsible of their knowledge of the rules and OSHA standards that will 

be given in the Health and Safety trainings.  All heavy equipment operators shall be trained 

and certified in order to work in a safe and effective way.  

Implications and responsibilities  

 

HS Officer:  

Ensure that the equipment operator complies with the requirements. HS coordinator is also a 

supervisor. 

Banksman:  

Give instructions to the equipment operator.  

Equipment Operator:  

Follow the safety instructions at every time.   

 

Equipment needed to work  

Boots or safety shoes  

Eye/face protection  

Hard hat  

Hearing protection  

Gloves 

Signaling 

Stages of labor and safety key points 

Stage Safety key point 

Previous phase 

• Ensure that all operators have been 

trained on the equipment they will use 

• Do not modify the equipment's capacity 

or safety features without the 

manufacturer's written approval 

• Where possible, do not allow debris 

collection work or other operations 

involving heavy equipment under 

overhead lines 

• Check vehicles at the beginning of each 

shift to ensure that the parts, equipment, 

and accessories are in safe operating 
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condition. Repair or replace any 

defective parts or equipment prior to 

use. All vehicles must have: 

 A service brake system, an 

emergency brake system, and a 

parking brake system 

 Working headlights, tail lights, and 

brake lights 

 An audible warning device (horn) 

 Intact windshield with working 

windshield wipers 

Stage of performance of the work 

• Follow Banksman instructions at any 

time 

• Do not operate vehicle in reverse with an 

obstructed rear view unless it has a 

reverse signal alarm capable of being 

heard above ambient noise levels or a 

signal observer indicates that it is safe to 

move 

• Vehicles loaded from the top (e.g., dump 

trucks) must have cab shields or 

canopies to protect the operator while 

loading 

• Ensure that vehicles used to transport 

workers have seats, with operable seat 

belts, firmly secured and adequate for 

the number of workers to be carried 

• Equipment should have roll-over 

protection and protection from falling 

debris hazards as needed 

• Prior to permitting construction 

equipment or vehicles onto an access 

roadway or grade, verify that the roadway 

or grade is constructed and maintained 

to safely accommodate the equipment 

and vehicles involved 

• Do not modify the equipment's capacity 

or safety features without the 

manufacturer's written approval 

• Where possible, do not allow debris 

collection work or other operations 

involving heavy equipment under 

overhead lines 

Supervision  

 

To ensure that unsafe acts are minimized it is essential that supervision is effective. The  

supervisor therefore needs to:  

 Check that the Method Statement is being worked to 

 Check that the method is as safe as possible 

 Check that people are kept clear of hazardous areas 
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 Check that the al the machinery is being used correctly 

 Check that tasks are only carried out by authorized people 

 Challenge unsafe practices 

 Record and arrange for the repair of any damage they see or have reported 

 Have the authority and ability to stop a task if they feel it is unsafe 

 Report and record unsafe behavior (including near misses). 

 

Forklift  

 

 Check prior to begin working: tires, oil level, oil leaks, water, gas, antifreeze, breaks, 

clutch, lights, lighting, fire extinguisher, pitchfork operation, slope and elevation 

systems. 

 Before moving check if there is no person or obstacles around. Keep safety distance. 

 Do not turn, break or accelerate sharply. 

 Load transportation: pick it up and raise it 15cm. above ground. Circulate with the 

mast sloped at its maximum. 

 Unload: place the forklift in front of the area and in the correct position, raise the load 

up to the height needed keeping the breaks on, move the forklift until the load is 

located above the designated area for unloading, situate the pitchfork in a horizontal 

position, unload the load, and back away slowly. 

 Try to move forward if there is enough visibility, if the load does not allow it, the 

circulation must be carried out in reverse. 

 Never circulate with the pitchfork raised. 

 Do not circulate with any parts of the body outside the cabin. 

 Do not exit the forklift while moving. Do not exit the forklift jumping, use the running 

board. 

 Use the seat belts and follow the site and traffic signals. 

 Do not transport people on the forklift. Do not race. 

 Do not circulate over unprotected cables, do not manipulate or repair any of the forklift 

systems while in motion or when not having the knowledge or authorization to do so. 

 When leaving the forklift: leave it in a correct area, with the hand break on, take away 

the contact keys, and always leave with the forklift in the lowest position possible. 

 

Crane  

 

 Will have to previously know the task and the working process to be carried on and will 

need permission to begin. 

 Needs good visual communication with the person signaling at any time and follow its 

instructions. 

 Do not work perched on the crane´s cabin. Always work from its work spot. 

 Do not handle loads above other workers. 

 Do not work with the crane in case of breakdown or anomalies. 

 Do not manipulate the buttons, electrical system or any other element of the crane 

while connected. Disconnect from the electric panel and signal it in order to prevent 

accidental reconnection. 

 Ensure crane has been adequately maintained, pre-use checks carried out and has 

current report of thorough examination 

Do not leave suspended loads on the crane when works are finished. 
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 Do not raise loads that weight more or equal to the limit stated by the manufacturer. 

 Check and use only raise elements in correct conditions. 

 Wind speed to be checked with hand held anemometer by Supervisor before lift starts. 

Lift to be aborted if wind speed exceeds 15 mph  

Telehandler  

 

 All personnel to wear high visibility clothing  

 Ensure personnel are fully briefed on need to keep clear of load during lifting and 

telehandler during travelling  

 Ensure telehandler is made secure from unauthorised access or operation 

 Ensure weight of load is known and accurate  

 Ensure telehandler has been adequately maintained, pre-use checks carried out and 

has current report of thorough examination 

 Route to be planned and overhead obstacles marked with goal posts and signs  

 Operator and banksman to be advised of any overhead risks 

 Wind speed to be checked with hand held anemometer by Supervisor before lift starts. 

Lift to be aborted if wind speed exceeds 15 mph  

 

 

References  

 

OSHA's Hazard Exposure and Risk Assessment Matrix for Hurricane Response and Recovery 

Work: Heavy Equipment and Powered Industrial 

OSHA's Powered Industrial Trucks e-tool 

OSHA's Construction Industry | Cranes and Derricks in Construction Final Rule - Frequently 

Asked Questions 

Safe Use of Telehandlers In Construction 

 
Source: HS Department 

 

Table 10.32. Safe use of hand tools and power tools procedure. 

  

Safe use of hand tools and 

power tools Procedure 

 

Code: HS_10.4 

Version: 1 

Health and Safety 

Department 

 

Contents 

 

 Aim of the instruction  

 Scope  

 Implications and responsibilities  

 Equipment needed work  

 Stages of labor and safety key points 

 References  
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Aim of the instruction  

 

This guidance provides advice on the circumstances and manner in which the Tec Team 

should use the power and hand tools. 

 

Scope 

 

Only those members knowledgeable in the safe operation of any potentially dangerous tool will 

be allowed access. Jobsite electric tools to include: drills, sander, circular saw, grinders, 

mechanical screwdrivers. Jobsite hand tools to include: screwdrivers, tape measure, spanners, 

socket wrench, pliers, wire cutters, clamps, hammers, level, hand wrenches, and paint 

brushes. 

 

Implications and responsibilities  

 

HS Coordinator:  

Assisting supervisors in identifying hazardous conditions in regards to hand/power tools; 

Inspecting areas to ensure that this policy is being adhered to and Providing safety awareness 

training, as needed. 

General Site Coordinator: 

Ensuring employees are trained to use tools properly and in accordance with the 

manufacturer’s instructions, keep all tools in good condition with regular maintenance and 

replacing all damaged tools.  

Worker:  

Use the right tool for the job; notify any bad condition founded in the tools.  

 

Equipment needed work  

 

A hard hat 

Safety glasses 

A shirt with sleeves and long trousers 

Safety boots with ankle supports. 

Depending on the tool jacket or vest and gloves, ask the HS Coordinator or Officer. 

 

Stages of labor and safety key points 

Stage Safety key point 

Previous phase 

• Examine each tool for damage before 

use 

• Utilize the proper protective equipment 

given by the HS Officer 

• Follow all maintenance instructions and 

read the manual of the tool before use it. 

• Participate in safety training 

Stage of performance of the work 

Power tools:  

• Never carry a tool by the cord or hose 

• Never remove prongs from any cords 

• Never stand in or near water when using 

tools 

• Always use a Ground Fault Circuit 
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Interrupter (GFCI) with electrical tools if 

working in a wet environment 

• Never “yank” the cord or the hose to 

disconnect it from the receptacle 

• Keep cords and hoses away from heat, 

oil and sharp edges 

• Replace all frayed and/or damaged 

extension cords. Do not try to tape cords 

• Disconnect tools when not in use, before 

servicing and when changing 

accessories such as blades, bits and 

cutters 

• All observers shall be kept at a safe 

distance away from the work area 

• Secure work with clamps or a vise, 

freeing both hands to operate the tool 

• Avoid accidental starting. The worker 

shall not hold a finger on the switch 

button while carrying a plugged-in tool. 

• Tools shall be maintained with care. They 

shall be kept sharp and clean for the 

best performance. Follow instructions in 

the user’s manual for maintenance, 

lubricating and changing accessories 

• Maintain good footing and balance 

• Avoid loose fitting clothes, ties or jewelry 

such as bracelets, watches or rings, 

which can become caught in moving 

parts 

• Use tools that are either double-

insulated or grounded (three-pronged) 

• Keep work area well lit when operating 

electric tools 

• Ensure that cords and hoses do not pose 

as a tripping hazard; and 

• All portable electric tools that are 

damaged shall be removed from use and 

tagged “Do Not Use”. This shall be done 

by supervisors and/or employees.  

• Hand tools 

• Floors shall be kept as clean and dry as 

possible to prevent accidental slips with 

or around dangerous hand tools  

• Around flammable substances, sparks 

produced by iron and steel hand tools 

can be a dangerous ignition source. 

Where this hazard exists, spark-resistant 

tools made from brass, plastic, 

aluminum or wood shall be used. 

After • Operate tools in specified areas, and 
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store tools in a specific area when not in 

use to prevent damage and abuse. 

• Report any damage to the General Site 

Coordinator. 

References  

OSHA{s Safety and Health Topics | Hand and Power Tools 

Alberta Construction Safety Association (s. f.). Safety Practice: Power and Hand Tool Use 
Source: HS Department 

 

Table 10.33. Safe hand lifting procedure. 

  

Safe hand lifting 

Procedure 

 

Code: HS_10.5 

Version: 1 

Health and Safety 

Department 

Contents 

 Aim of the instruction  

 Scope  

 Implications and responsibilities  

 Equipment needed work  

 Stages of labor and safety key points 

 References  

Aim of the instruction  

 

This guidance provides advice on the circumstances and manner in which the Tec Team 

should do the manual lifting.  All OSHA standard requirements and procedures will be 

followed. Almost, the load will not exceed 25 kilos/ person. 

Scope 

 

All hand lifting where the load will not exceed 25 kilos/ person. 

Implications and responsibilities  

 

General Site Coordinator:  

Give the instructions of the work.  

HS Officer: 

Monitoring that lifting works are conducted properly and correct if not.  

Equipment needed work  

 

A hard hat 

Safety glasses 

A shirt with sleeves and long trousers 

Safety boots with ankle supports. 

Jacket or vest 

Use gloves that aid in holding slippery objects 

 

Stages of labor and safety key points 
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Stage Safety key point 

Previous 

• Evaluate the next factors and take into 

account the comments of each one: 

Weight of Objects 

Lifting loads heavier than about 50 pounds will 

increase the risk of injury and place great stress 

on muscles, discs, and vertebrae. 

 

Awkward Postures 

 

Bending while lifting forces the back to support 

the weight of the upper body in addition to the 

weight you are lifting. Bending while lifting 

places strain on the back even when lifting 

something as light as a screwdriver. 

 

Bending moves the load away from the body and 

allows leverage to significantly increase the 

effective load on the back. This increases the 

stress on the lower spine and fatigues the 

muscles. 

 

Reaching moves the load away from the back, 

increases the effective load, and places 

considerable strain on the shoulders. 

 

Carrying loads on one shoulder, under an arm, or 

in one hand, creates uneven pressure on the 

spine. 

 

Poor housekeeping limits proper access to 

objects being lifted, and forces awkward 

postures. 

 

Frequency and Duration Lifting 

 

Holding items for a long period even if loads are 

light, increases risk of back and shoulder injury, 

since muscles can be starved of nutrients and 

waste products can build up. 

 

Repeatedly exerting, such as when pulling wire, 

can fatigue muscles by limiting recuperation 

times. Inadequate rest periods do not allow the 

body to rest. 

 

Handholds 

 

Inadequate handholds (Figure 11) make lifting 

https://www.osha.gov/SLTC/etools/electricalcontractors/materials/heavy.html#weight
https://www.osha.gov/SLTC/etools/electricalcontractors/materials/heavy.html#awkward
https://www.osha.gov/SLTC/etools/electricalcontractors/materials/heavy.html#lifting
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more difficult, move the load away from the 

body, lower lift heights, and increase the risk of 

contact stress and of dropping the load. 

 

During 

• Move items close to your body and use 

your legs when lifting an item from a low 

location  

• Avoid twisting, especially when bending 

forward while lifting. Turn by moving the 

feet rather than twisting the torso. 

• Keep your elbows close to your body and 

keep the load as close to your body as 

possible 

• Keep the vertical distance of lifts 

between mid-thigh and shoulder height. 

Do not start a lift below mid-thigh height 

nor end the lift above shoulder height. 

Lifting from below waist height puts 

stress on legs, knees, and back. Lifting 

above shoulder height puts stress on the 

upper back, shoulders, and arms. 

• Break down loads into smaller units and 

carry one in each hand to equalize loads. 

Use buckets with handles, or similar 

devices, to carry loose items. 

• Keep the load close to the body. When 

lifting large, bulky loads, it may be better 

to bend at the waist instead of at the 

knees in order to keep the load closer to 

your body. 

• Ask for help when is necessary 

• Rotate tasks so employees are not 

exposed to the same activity for too long. 

• Work in teams; one employee lifts and 

holds items while the other assembles. 

• Take regular breaks and break tasks into 

shorter segments. This will give muscles 

adequate time to rest. Working through 

breaks increases the risk of 

musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs), 

accidents, and reduces the quality of 

work because employees are 

overfatigued. 

• Move materials from containers with 

poor handholds or without handholds 

into containers with good handholds. 

• Wear proper personal protective 

equipment (PPE) to avoid finger injuries 

and contact stress. Ensure that gloves fit 

properly and provide adequate grip to 
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reduce the chance of dropping the load. 

References  

OSHA eTool: Solutions for Electrical Contractors - Materials Handling: Heavy Lifting 

NIOSH: Ergonomic Guidelines for Manual Material Handling 

 

Source: HS Department 

 

 

Table 10.34. Scaffolding use procedure. 

 

 

Scaffolding use 

Procedure 

 

Code: HS_10.6 

Version: 1 

Health and Safety 

Department 

Contents 

• Aim of the instruction  

• Scope  

• Implications and responsibilities  

• Equipment needed work  

• Stages of labor and safety key points 

• References  

Aim of the instruction  

 

The purpose of this safety policy and procedure is to establish guidelines for the  

protection of Tec Team members  who work on scaffold work surfaces. 

Scope 

 

Scaffolds shall be erected, moved, dismantled, or altered only under the supervision of a  

competent person and will have guardrails and toe boards installed. When scaffolding  

hazards exist that cannot be eliminated, then engineering practices, administrative  

practices, safe work practices, Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), and proper training  

regarding Scaffolds will be implemented. 

Implications and responsibilities  

 

General Safe Coordinator:  

Ensure implementation of Tec Team’s safety policy and procedure on Scaffolds. 

Safety Coordinator:  

Ensure that the equipment complies with safety specifications 

Worker:  

Report immediately any unsafe act or condition to his or her supervisor. 

Equipment needed work  

 

A hard hat 

Safety glasses 

A shirt with sleeves and long trousers 

Safety boots with ankle supports 
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A reflective jacket or vest 

Tool holder 

Stages of labor and safety key points 

Stage Safety key point 

Scaffold Erection 

• Check the structure and : Safety 

accessories, guardrails , toeboards 

• The scaffolding must be assembled with 

all the elements provided for 

configuration required. Do not use other 

than those provided. Do not modify the 

technical elements. 

• When assembling and disassembling 

scaffolding, if the collective protection 

personal is no longer assured, personal 

protection devices become mandatory. 

Access to the work area should be 

prohibited unauthorized persons. 

• The scaffold must always be perfectly 

horizontal. 

• The climatic conditions should not 

compromise the safety of workers. 

Working phase 

• Any scaffold, including accessories such 

as braces, brackets, trusses, screw legs, 

ladders, couplers, etc., damaged or 

weakened from any cause must be 

repaired or replaced immediately, and 

shall not be used until repairs have been 

completed. 

• Scaffolds shall not be moved while 

employees are on them 

• Eligible expenses by scaffolding must not 

be exceeded (charge distributed over the 

structure and supported by bearings). 

• Guardrails must always be in place, even 

when working against a wall. Never use 

enhancement to work on the set (chair, 

stool, scale ...). 

• During the use of the scaffolding, the 

media wheels are locked and blocked 

wheels. 

• Always access levels from the inside of 

the scaffold, never outside. Access doors 

must be closed automatically after each 

pass. Nothing should obstruct opening or 

closing. 

• The scaffold must not be used to support 

lifting devices such as hoists, winches, 

ducting materials... 

• Do not approach flying electric 

conductors or uninsulated. 
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• Do not use boards or planks to access 

the bearings, do not bridge with the 

building scaffolding or another. 

• Outriggers must always be in place, 

arranged diagonally the base of the 

rectangle. 

• Move the scaffolding manually two 

people on solid, level ground (slope 3 % 

max.) with stabilizers deployed. The 

scaffold must be emptied of its 

equipment and its occupants. The path 

must be free of obstructions on the 

ground or air. 

References  

OSHA: Safety requirements for scaffolding 
OSHA:  A Guide to Scaffold Use in the Construction Industry 
Source: HS Department 

 

 

 

 

Table 10.35. Trucks movements inside la lot procedure. 

 

 

Trucks movements inside the 

lot Procedure 

 

Code: HS_10.7 

Version: 1 

Health and Safety 

Department 

Contents 

 

 Aim of the instruction  

 Scope  

 Implications and responsibilities  

 Equipment needed work  

 Stages of labor and safety key points 

 

Aim of the instruction  

 

This guidance provides advice on the circumstances and manner in which the Tec Team 

should coordinate the trucks movements inside the lot.   

Scope 

 

Includes the entrance and movements of trucks inside the lot during assembly and 

disassembly process.  

Implications and responsibilities  
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General Site Coordinator: 

Must approve the entry of trucks at construction site with written permission 

Safety Officer:  

Monitor that no accidents occur 

Equipment needed work  

Written entrance permission  

Signposting  

Stages of labor and safety key points 

Stage Safety key point 

Previous to entrance 

General Site Coordinator check that the truck 

driver comply with all the requirements 

Realize a previous analysis of the truck’s 

movements between the HS Team Coordinator, 

Site Coordinator and the driver of the truck 

Entrance  

Truck’s speed will adapt to the step of a man 

one person must walk in front of the truck in 

order to guide the movements of the trucks, 

establish the maximum speed of the vehicles 

and avoid the accidents with people and the rest 

of vehicles and/or with the different elements 
Source: HS Department 

 

Table 10.36. Work at heights procedure 

  

Work at heights 

Procedure 

 

 
Code: HS_10.8 

Version: 1 
Health and Safety 

Department 

Contents 

 

 Aim of the instruction  

 Scope  

 Implications and responsibilities  

 Equipment needed work  

 Stages of labor and safety key points 

 References  

Aim of the instruction  

 

The objective of this procedure is to ensure that all Tec Team members working at the 

construction sites are protected from the hazards of falls from height or being affected by 

falling objects. 

Scope 
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The requirements of this procedure are mandatory for all Tec Team members on the site 

involving. This document applies for works over 0.8 m. 

Implications and responsibilities  

 

General Site Coordinator:  

Ensure all persons using personal fall protection systems are trained in the safe and correct 

use of that system including initiating a rescue plan after a worker has fallen. 

HS Officer:   

Ensure that the potential of an object or person to fall is managed as per this procedure. 

Ensure there are written procedures and equipment available for the safe retrieval of a person 

who has fallen. 

Ensure that the user of a fall protection system does not work alone. 

Team members and SDE Organizers:  

Inspect harnesses and lanyard assemblies prior to every use. 

Ensure that all the equipment is used properly.  

Equipment needed work  

PPE: 

• A hard hat 

• Safety glasses 

• A shirt with sleeves and long trousers 

• Safety boots with ankle supports. 

• A reflective jacket or vest 

• Work at heights equipment 

Stages of labor and safety key points 

Stage Safety key point 

Previous requirements 

 

 General Site Coordinator check that all 

workers are trained in the safe and 

correct use of that system including 

initiating a rescue plan.  

If there is a risk of an object falling on to persons 

working below then one of the following falling 

object risk management methods shall be 

implemented: 

 Time method – planning or otherwise 

managing work so that tasks creating 

an overhead work situation do not 

occur at the same time for different 

work groups. 

 Distance Method – planning or 

otherwise managing work so that 

tasks creating an overhead work 

situation do not occur in what is 

reasonably foreseeable and 

demarcated as the cordoned area. 

If there is a risk of a person falling  the control 

measures involve a fall arrest harness system 

 Team members have to inspect before 

start any work: 
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• Anchor points 

• Harnesses and accessories 

• Lanyards and accessories 

• Static lines and accessories 

• Rope systems and accessories 

• Mobile work platforms and 

attachments 

 Under no circumstances shall a person 

work under or be positioned under a 

suspended load.  

At work time 

 No person shall work in a position where 

there is potential for an un-arrested fall 

from a height that is likely to cause 

injury. 

 Fallow all the instructions given in the 

¨Work at heights Training¨.  

After 

 Put the equipment in its corresponding 

place. 

 Notify any damage in the equipment to 

the HS officer.  

References  

UK Healthy and Safe Executive: Working at height  
OSHA: Fall Protection  
Source: HS Department 

 

Table 10.37. Safe hoisting and rigging. 

  

 

Safe  

Hoisting and Rigging 

 
Code: HS_10.9 

Version: 1 
Health and Safety 

Department 

Contents 

 

 Aim of the instruction  

 Scope  

 Implications and responsibilities  

 Equipment needed work  

 Stages of labor and safety key points 

 References 

 

 

Aim of the instruction  

 

The following guidelines are to help plan lifts so that potential hazards can be identified and 
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controlled.  

Scope 

 

The requirements of this procedure are mandatory for all Tec Team members and apply to all 

lifts performed on the site.  

Implications and responsibilities  

 

General Site Coordinator:  

Ensure the proper use of lifting and rigging. Coordinating movements, logistics and 

attachment to this issue. 

Ensure that the equipment and accessories needed are available.  

Ensure that equipment is properly set up and positioned.  

Ensure that a signaler is assigned, if required, and identified to the equipment operator.  

Direct the lifting operation to ensure  that it is done safely and efficiently 

HS Coordinator:   

Ensure that the personnel involved have  received proper and current training and  

qualification for the procedure 

Stop the job when any potentially unsafe condition is recognized. 

Brigade member SDE Organizers:  

Direct emergency stabilization operations if an accident or injury occurs. 

Equipment needed work  

PPE: 

• A hard hat 

• Safety glasses 

• A shirt with sleeves and long trousers 

• Safety boots with ankle supports. 

• A reflective jacket or vest 

Stages of labor and safety key points 

Stage Safety key point 

Planning 

 Characterize the load in terms of 

dimensions, weight, and center of gravity  

 Characterize the task in terms of lifting, 

rotation, speeds, and travel directions  

 Evaluate hazards to determine 

consequences resulting from collision, 

upset, or dropping the load  

 Determine how to rig the load using good 

rigging practices.  

 Ensure that the attachment points and 

load can withstand the forces created by 

the rigging gear attachment  

 Select equipment and rigging based on: 

the type, category of lift, a minimum 

capacity of lifting equipment (hoist, 

crane, slings, lifting fixture, etc); and on 

the identified load, task, and hazards.  

 Ensure that sling angles are considered 

when determining forces on rigging 

equipment and the load.  
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Preparing and Testing 

 Verify that all equipment, fixtures, and 

accessories are operative, up-to-date on 

required periodic inspections, and in 

good condition before the operation 

begins  

 Perform all equipment pre-use 

inspections  

 Perform a test lift using similar or 

dummy loads  

 Prepare the area where the load is being 

moved to (for example, clear the area, 

ensure that dunnage is  

 in place)  

 Clear lift path of obstructions  

  

 Ensure that all personnel are trained on 

the types of equipment they will be using  

 Ensure that all personnel fully 

understand the requirements of the lift 

and their role in the operation  

Performing the Lift  

 Ensure all personnel involved in the lift 

understand the plan  

 Provide the task qualified supervision 

specified in the planning process  

 Vacate all non-essential personnel from 

the building or adjacent area (optional)  

 Ensure a signaler is assigned, if required  

 Identify the crane operator  

 Follow specific instructions/procedures 

for attachment of the rigging gear to the 

load. Use proper rigging techniques. 

Examples include padding sharp corners; 

orientation of chocker hitches for “rolls”, 

orientation of hooks, no binding of hoist 

rings, etc.  

 Slowly raise the crane to take the slack 

out of the rigging without actually lifting 

the item. Allow the rigging gear to settle 

into place, checking for twists and 

binding. Make sure that padding has 

remained in place and all slings are 

protected from sharp edges. Begin to 

raise the item to verify balance and 

check the braking system by watching 

that the load does not sink. If load is not 

balanced, lower the load and adjust. 

Repeat as necessary until the load is 

evenly balanced.  

 Stop the job when any potentially unsafe 
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condition is recognized  

Reference  

Department of Energy Standard 1090, “Hoisting and Rigging” (DOE-STD-1090-2007), “DOE-

STD-1090-2007; Hoisting and Rigging Standard (Formerly Hoisting and Rigging Manual)” 

SLAC Environment, Safety, and Health Manual (SLAC-I-720-0A29Z-001) 

Source: HS Department 

 

TABLE 10.38 CONFINED SPACES PROCEDURE  

  

 

Confined Spaces  

 
Code: HS_10.10 

Version: 1 
Health and Safety 

Department 

Contents 

 

 Aim of the instruction  

 Scope  

 Implications and responsibilities  

 Equipment needed work  

 Stages of labor and safety key points 

 References 

Aim of the instruction  

 

The following guidelines are to manage the risks associated with working in confined spaces.  

Scope 

 

The requirements of this procedure are mandatory for all Tec Team members and apply to all 

the works under the floor, which because of it characteristics is considered as a confined 

spaces.  

Implications and responsibilities  

General Site Coordinator:  

Fill the permit with the entrant. 

Ensure that the works are being done according to the safety standards 

HS Coordinator:   

Know space hazards including information on the mode of exposure, signs or symptoms and 

consequences. 

Verify emergency plans and specified entry conditions such as permits, procedures and 

equipment before allowing entry. 

Verify that rescue services are available and that the means for summoning them are 

operable.  

Take appropriate measures to remove unauthorized entrants. 
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Ensure that entry operations remain consistent with the entry permit and that acceptable entry 

conditions are maintained. 

Check and Sign the permit-required. 

Stop the work if there is not a permit signed. 

Terminate entry and cancel permits when entry operations are completed or if a new condition 

exists. 

Brigade member SDE Organizers:  

Direct emergency stabilization operations if an accident or injury occurs. 

Equipment needed work  

PPE: 

• A hard hat 

• Safety glasses 

• A shirt with sleeves and long trousers 

• Safety boots with ankle supports. 

• A reflective jacket or vest 

Stages of labor and safety key points 

Stage Safety key point 

Permit required  

Before entering the HS Coordinator have to sign 

the written permit, which have to contain: 

 Name of permit space to be entered, 

authorized entrant(s), eligible attendants 

and individuals authorized to be entry 

supervisors. 

 Name and signature of HS Coordinator. 

 Purpose of entry and known space 

hazards. 

 Measures to be taken to isolate permit 

spaces and to eliminate or control space 

hazards. 

 Name and telephone numbers of rescue 

and emergency services and means to 

be used to contact them. 

 Date and authorized duration of entry. 

 Acceptable entry conditions. 

 Communication procedures and 

equipment to maintain contact during 

entry. 
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 Special equipment and procedures, 

including personal protective equipment 

and alarm systems. 

 Any other information needed to ensure 

employee safety. 

During the work 

Authorized entrants are required to: 

 Know space hazards. 

 Use appropriate PPE properly. 

 Maintain communication with 

attendants. 

 Exit from the permit space as soon as 

possible when: 

 Ordered by the authorized 

person. 

 He or she recognizes the warning 

signs or symptoms of exposure. 

 A prohibited condition exists. 

 Alert the attendant when a prohibited 

condition exists or when warning signs or 

symptoms of exposure exist. 

The attendant is required to: 

 Remain outside the permit space during 

entry operations.  

 Perform non-entry rescues when 

specified by the employer's rescue 

procedure. 

 Know existing and potential hazards, 

including information on the mode of 

exposure, signs or symptoms, 

consequences and physiological effects. 

 Maintain communication with and keep 
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an accurate account of those workers 

entering the permit space.  

 Order evacuation of the permit space 

when: 

 A prohibited condition exists. 

 A worker shows signs of 

physiological effects of hazard 

exposure. 

 An emergency outside the 

confined space exists. 

 The attendant cannot effectively 

and safely perform required 

duties. 

 Ensure that unauthorized people stay 

away from permit spaces or exit 

immediately if they have entered the 

permit space. 

 Inform authorized entrants and the entry 

supervisor if any unauthorized person 

enters the permit space. 

 Perform no other duties that interfere 

with the attendant's primary duties. 

End of the work  
 Terminate entry.  

 

Reference  

CCOHS, Confined Space - Program 

OSHA, Permit-required confined spaces 1910.146 
Source: HS Department 

Table 10.39. Hazardous Substances Procedure 

  

 

Hazardous Substances 

 
Code: HS_10.11 

Version: 1 
Health and Safety 

Department 
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Contents 

 

 Aim of the instruction  

 Scope  

 Implications and responsibilities  

 Equipment needed work  

 Stages of labor and safety key points 

 References 

Aim of the instruction  

 

The following guidelines are a guide to handling in a correct way  hazardous substances in the 

construction of Trópika.  

Scope 

 

The requirements of this procedure are mandatory for all Tec Team members and apply to all 

hazardous substances used during the assembly and disassembly of Trópika.   

Implications and responsibilities  

 

General Site Coordinator:  

Ensure the proper use manipulation and use of the hazardous substances. 

Ensure that the resources and materials needed are available.  

HS Coordinator:   

Ensure that the personnel involved have  received proper and current training and  

qualification for the procedure. 

Inspect storage, transport and handling are according to the manufacturer instructions. 

Keep MSDS accessible and ensure that are known by the involved  team members. 

Brigade member SDE Organizers:  

Direct emergency stabilization operations if an accident or injury occurs. 

Equipment needed work  

PPE: 

• A hard hat 

• Safety glasses 

• A shirt with sleeves and long trousers 

• Safety boots with ankle supports. 

• A reflective jacket or vest 

• Gloves  

Stages of labor and safety key points 

Stage Safety key point 

Basic previous 

 Labeling all Hazardous products as 

‘Hazardous materials’ in English and 

Spanish.  
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  All waste classified as hazardous should 

be isolated and stored as per the MSDS 

provided by the manufacturer.  

  Locations should be identified on the 

construction site to store the wastes and 

the items should be segregated and 

stored in the bins accordingly.  

 Fire Extinguisher should be accessible.  

Specific substances   

admixtures, sealants, adhesives solvents 

etc.:  

 Every worker should use respiratory 

protective equipment during working 

with chemical admixture products, 

sealants, adhesives, solvents etc.  

 Avoid any kind of skin contact with the 

chemicals used.  

 Wash well with soap and warm water or 

use special cleansers, especially after 

direct contact with chemicals, and before 

drinking and eating.  

 Install effective exhaust ventilation to 

prevent air contamination; add local 

exhaust ventilation if necessary.  

 Do not inhale or smell the chemicals 

when the cans are opened.  

 Disposal of containers of chemical 

products, materials applied with 

chemical products etc should be done by 

segregating and collecting these 

separately as hazardous waste. These 

should then be given to an authorized 

agency for disposal. Provided by SDE 

organization. 
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 These materials should never be burnt.  

  

Paints, pigments, dyes and primers: 

 

  Every worker should use respiratory 

protective equipment during working 

with chemical admixture products, 

sealants, adhesives, solvents etc.  

 Avoid any kind of skin contact with the 

chemicals used.  

  Lead-based paint should be avoided 

completely.  

 Wash well with soap and warm water or 

use special cleansers, especially after 

direct contact with paints, pigments, etc., 

and before drinking and eating.  

 Do not inhale or smell the chemicals 

when the cans are opened.  

 Disposal of containers of paints, 

pigments, dyes and primers, other 

products used for its application, or any 

other products applied with these 

products should be done by segregating 

and collecting these separately as 

hazardous waste. These should then be 

given to an authorized agency for 

disposal. Provided by SDE organization. 

 

Reference  

OSHA:  DRAFT MODEL TRAINING PROGRAM FOR HAZARD COMMUNICATION.  

Source: HS Department 

 

Table 10.40. Control of hazardous energy procedure 
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Control of hazardous energy 

 
Code: HS_10.12 

Version: 1 
Health and Safety 

Department 

Contents 

 

 Aim of the instruction  

 Scope  

 Implications and responsibilities  

 Equipment needed work  

 Stages of labor and safety key points 

 

Aim of the instruction  

 

This procedure aims to protect team members who must do service or maintenance on 

machines or equipment and who could be injured by an unexpected start-up or release of 

hazardous energy. Service or maintenance includes erecting, installing, constructing, 

repairing, adjusting, inspecting, setting up, testing, cleaning, and dismantling machines or 

equipment.  

This policy will ensure that machinery or equipment is stopped, isolated from all hazardous 

energy sources, and properly locked or tagged out 

Scope 

 

This policy applies to all Tec Team members who may be exposed to hazardous energy during 

service or maintenance work. Uncontrolled energy includes potential, kinetic, flammable, 

chemical, electrical, and thermal sources.  

Implications and responsibilities  

 

General Site Coordinator:  

Enforce the use of lockout and tag out devices when employees do service or maintenance 

work and may be exposed to hazardous energy. 

Fill the permit to the work.  

 HS Coordinator:   

Ensure that the personnel involved have  received proper and current training and  

qualification for the procedure 

Stop the job when any potentially unsafe condition is recognized. 

Sign the permit of the work 

Brigade member SDE Organizers:  

Direct emergency stabilization operations if an accident or injury occurs. 

Equipment needed work  

PPE: 

• A hard hat dielectric. 

• Safety glasses 

• A shirt with sleeves and long trousers 

• Safety dielectric boots with ankle supports.  

• A reflective jacket or vest 
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Stages of labor and safety key points 

Stage Safety key point 

Basic rules 

 

 All energy sources to fixtures, equipment 

and/or machinery shall be locked out or 

tagged out to protect against accidental 

or inadvertent operation when such 

operation could cause injury to 

personnel. 

 Note that isolating a piece of equipment 

from its source may not eliminate all 

potential hazards. Stored energy may be 

present within the equipment or 

machinery.  

 Do not attempt to operate any switch, 

valve or other energy isolation device 

when it is locked or tagged out.  

 Never remove a lock or tag for another 

associate. Only the associate placing the 

lock or tag may remove it. If there is a 

need to remove another associate’s lock 

or tag in an emergency, only the HS 

Coordinator may do so after making 

every effort to contact the owner of the 

lock or tag. 

Before they begin service or maintenance 

work 

1. Inform all affected employees of equipment 

shutdown. 

2. Shut down equipment. 

3. Isolate or block hazardous energy. 

4. Remove any potential (stored) energy. 

5. Lockout or tagout the energy sources. 

6. Verify the equipment is isolated from 

hazardous energy and de-energized. 

remove lockout or tagout 

1. Remove tools and replace machine or 

equipment components. 

2. Inform coworkers about energy-control device 

removal. 
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3. Ensure all workers are clear of the work area. 

4. Verify machine or equipment power controls 

are off or in a neutral position. 

5. Remove the lockout or tagout device. 

6. Re-energize equipment 
Source: HS Department 

 

Alcohol and drugs 

When one of the team members notices a person inside the lot that is under the influence of alcohol or 

drugs must report it immediately to the Tec Team Safety Officer, who shall make a written report and 

request the person to leave the site to prevent accidents. Take the person to a safe place and report the 

situation to Juan Carlos Marti, Project Manager. 

At no time alcohol or illegal drugs are allowed on the site. 

PPE 

Every team member will have his own PPE and is going to be under de supervision of the HS officer.  At 

every time inside the site the use of PPE is obligatory (hardhats, safety eyewear, boots and vest). At the 

beginning of each work shift HS officer shall ensure that each team member carries the PPE needed to do 

their jobs otherwise cannot enter the construction site.  

The correct maintenance of the PPE is responsibility of every team member.  

 

10.2.11. MACHINERY AND AUXILIARY RESOURCES 

 

Every safety user´s manuals from manufacturer of the machinery, tools and auxiliary resources are going 

to be available thus each team member knows and will fulfill the terms of these. 

The manuals will be available for all team members but under the custody of the HS Coordinator. Is 

responsibility of every team member have read the manual of the machinery and auxiliary resources that is 

going to manipulate during all the process. 

10.2.12. PLANNED MEASURES IN CASE OF ACCIDENT 

 

a) First aids. 

The first aid procedure will be the proposed in part 10.2.17 of this document nevertheless the all the 

members of the team have the knowledge of basic first aid procedures. A brigade will be in charge of that 

matter on every shift. They will be informed of the stipulated procedure on the General Coordination Plan. 

Knowing what action needs to be taken to control an emergency can make the difference between life and 
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death, that is why half of Tec Team members are going to receive a 40 hours Basic First Aid Course given 

by EICPSA, a consultant company specialized in that subject. For specific information refer to appendix 4 

of General Coordination Plan. 

The course topics are:  

Legal and ethical issues 

Anatomy Basics 

body Systems 

Scene Rating 

Review of patient 

Review from head to toe 

Vital Signs 

Soft tissue injuries 

Bleeding 

Control of bleeding and bandages 

Musculoskeletal Injuries 

Shock 

Burns 

Poisoning 

Heat emergencies 

Medical Emergencies 

Imminent delivery 

 

b).First aids bag 

 

Is important to remind the presence of a Medical Center on Solar Village.  

Considerations of the portable first-aid bag: 

 It must contain only first-aid material. 

 It must be orderly. 

 Used material must be replaced, as well as the date of expire must be checked. 

 Its content must be in accordance with the training level of the first-aider (user). 

The contents of the firs aids bag according to the Spanish and French standards are: 

Adhesive tape 

Alcohol wipes or ethyl alcohol 

Antiseptic solution 

Assorted Washproof Plasters 

Elastic bandage 

First aids manual 

Moist Wipes 

Pairs of Gloves 

Plastic bag 

Safety pins Scissors 
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Sterile gauze 

Triangular bandage 

Tweezer
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c) Preventive medicine 

 

Every team member who is going to be part of the construction process has to pass a medical examination in 

which the Doctor ensures they are able to perform works in construction. 

The medical examination is going to consist in three parts: 

1. Electrocardiogram  

2. Medical physical  review  

3. Blood tests review 

Team members also are going to perform a physical test where experts on the area are going to determinate the 

physical condition of each one. This test consist will take in consideration endurance, speed, balance and agility.   

d) Accident victim evacuation 

 

The evacuation of injured people will be in charge of trained persons. That is the reason why we call the 

emergency number that will be provide in part  10.2.17 of this document, stabilize the victim, and wait for the 

ambulance to arrive to give the victim to professional hands. 

 

10.2.13. RISKS IDENTIFICATION FOR POSSIBLE LATER WORKS. 

 

For possible latters works we have identify some risks such as: 

Table 10.41. Risk identification for possible later works. 

Risk Activity 

Minor abrasions Setup of the elements on the container. 

Collision with vehicles During the transport of the container. 

Hits Setup of the elements on the container. 

 

All these risk will be prevented with training and safety courses to the team members this way they also are 

going to be aware of risky situations when something unplanned happen. 

 

10.2.14. USEFUL PLANS AND INFORMATION FOR POSSIBLE LATER WORKS 

 

After the disassembly phase their will be a reunion with the team so we can analyze and quantify if is necessary 

to do later works. Those tasks will be consider by the Site Operation Coordinator and the H&S Coordinator to 

determinate how those jobs will be develop, will having in consideration the safety of the members of the Team. 
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10.2.15. ADOPTED SYSTEM FOR THE LEVEL OF HEALTH AND SAFETY CONTROL DURING WORKS 

 

At every moment of the construction process the HS Coordinator or a Safety 

Officer will be on duty. Their responsibilities are: 

 Checking out deliverables 

 Realizing inspections during the construction 

 Training the workers before every shift 

 Checking the compliance with the HS Plan 

 Organize and distribute the PPE and collective equipment 

 Control the right habits like the cleaning, order, coordination  

 Answer any questions about Health and Safety  

 Check every member´s identification and sign in the assistance table 

 Communicate with the HS Coordinator or Safety Officer in charge of the previous shift 

Also in every shift is going to be at least one person trained in first aids and Extinguisher use.  

Every day after the work shifts start HS Coordinator or Safety Officer with the Construction Coordinator will be the 

first to go in the lot in order to check everything is correct like: 

 Plastic perimeter fending 

 General and prototype earthling installation  

 Circuit breaker with selective calibrator (with a qualified worker) 

 Signaling 

 Fire extinguishers 

 First aid kit 

 Scaffolding  

 Auxiliary plastic fencing and ribbons 

 Moreover he must check the general conditions of the lot: 

 Cleaning 

 Order 

In case of fire the team integrated a fire protection system: 

Fire protection system 

The housing module has been equipped with 2 smoke brand BKR  model FG200 Family Gard Smoke alarm). 

There is battery-powered smoke detector for early detection of smouldering fires and open fires with 

development of smoke indoors. Sensibility accordance with EN 14604. This device has a signal 

approximately 80dB (A) at 3m distance. FG200 smoke detector has an independent source 9V monobloc 

battery and has a dimensions 110 x 36 mm (Ø x H). The type protection is IP 42. That are located in the 

zones with more risk of fire, these areas are: 

 Kitchen 

 Flexible area 

 Bedroom 
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We will equipped three extinguisher in the house, those are located in: 

• The kitchen: in this area food will be prepared, that implies high temperatures and oil, which means that is 

the critique zone of our habitation module. To ensure that the habitants of the module can suppress an 

outbreak of fire, a extinguisher (ABC_21A-113B, 10 lbs, 0.9 m of height.) will be place on the kitchen. 

• In the laundry room (machine room) (BC_21A-113B, 10 lbs 0.9 m of height.) to ensure a better response in 

case of emergency will be located outside of it. The CO2 will take care of the emergency without damaging 

any device. 

• Living room: extinguisher (ABC_21A-113B, 10 lbs 0.9 m of height.) will be placed in the living room to ensure 

a better response in case of fire in that area. 

• Storage area: a water extinguisher (A_21A-113B, 2 1/2 gallons) will be supply in case of fire.   

 

To see detailed information please refer to the Fire protection system explained in the Drawing FP-001.  

 

10.2.16. FORMATION AND INFORMATION ABOUT HEALTH AND SAFETY 

 

Formation and information are primary in this process in order to reduce the probability of accidents and 

incidents during the assembly and disassembly of Trópika. The next plan explains with more detail the training 

received by every team member.  

All the members involved in construction work might know: 

 The own risks of their labor activity. 

 The procedures of safety work. 

 The correct use of the obligatory equipment of individual protection for their work. 

 Adopted measures in first-aids, fire-fighting and evacuation. 

  

Table 10.42. Safety Training Plan 

 

 

 

Safety Training Plan 

 

Version: 1 

Safety Department 

Contents 

 Introduction  

 Purpose and mission of the plan. 

 Management commitment 

 Contributors 

 Time and requirements 

 Safety Training Plan evaluation 

 Documentation of Training 

Introduction  

 

Training is one of the most important components within Tec Team´s safety management 

system. It gives team members an opportunity to learn their jobs properly, bring new ideas into 

the construction site, reinforce existing ideas and practices, and it helps to put our Safety 

Program into action.  
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Every Teac Team member will benefit from safety training through fewer workplace injuries 

and illnesses, reduced stress, and higher morale. Productivity, and competitiveness will 

increase.  

Purpose and mission of the plan 

 

The purpose of this plan is to establish the safety training the assembly and disassembly of 

the habitation module. 

The mission is to keep every member of the team safe; this will be achieved by giving the 

knowledge of safety to all the members. 

Management commitment 

 

We Tec Team will provide the necessary funds and scheduling time to ensure effective safety 

training is provided.  Both management and employees will be involved in developing the 

program.  

To most effectively carry out their safety responsibilities, all employees must understand  

 

 Their role in the program. 

 The hazards and potential hazards that need to be prevented or controlled. 

 The ways to protect themselves and others.  

 

We will achieve these goals by:  

• Educating everyone on the natural and system consequences of their actions. 

• Educating all Team members on their safety management system responsibilities. 

• Educating all Team members about the specific hazards and control measures. 

• Training all employees on safe work procedures and practices. 

  

Our training program will focus on safety concerns that determine the best way to deal with a 

particular hazard. When a hazard is identified, we will first try to remove it entirely. If that is not 

feasible, we will then train workers to protect themselves, if necessary, against the remaining 

hazard.  

 

Team members 

At a minimum, Team members must know the general safety rules of the worksite, specific 

site hazards and the safe work practices needed to help control exposure, and the individual's 

role in all types of emergency situations. We will ensure all Team members understand the 

hazards to which they may be exposed and how to prevent harm to themselves and others 

from exposure to these hazards.  

 

Team members must know they are responsible for complying with all company safety rules, 

and that most accidents will be prevented by their safe work practices. They must be very 

familiar with any personal protective equipment required for their jobs. They must know what 

to do in case of emergencies.  

Everyone in the team needs to understand that they are not expected to start working a new 

assignment until they have been properly trained. If a job appears to be unsafe, they will 

report the situation to the General Site Coordinator.  

 

Safety Coordinators and supervisors 

Coordinators will be given special training to help them in their leadership role. They will be 

taught to look for hidden hazards in the work under their supervision; insist on the 

maintenance of the physical protection in their areas; and reinforce employee hazard training 

through performance feedback and consistent enforcement when necessary.  

We will commit necessary resources to ensure supervisors understand the responsibilities 

below and the reasons for  

them:  

• Detecting and correcting hazards in their work areas before they result in injuries or 
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illnesses  

• Providing physical resources and psychosocial support that promote safe work  

• Providing performance feedback and effective recognition and discipline techniques  

• Conducting on-the-job training  

  

General Site Coordinator and Project Manager 

All Site Coordinators and Project Manager must understand their responsibilities within our 

Health and Safety Program. The subject can be covered periodically as a part of regular 

management meetings. Managers will be trained in the following subject areas:  

• Their responsibility to communicate the Safety Program  goals and objectives to team 

members;  

• Their role that includes making clear assignments of Safety Program responsibilities, 

providing  authority and resources to carry out assigned tasks, and holding subordinate 

managers and supervisors  accountable  

• Actively requiring compliance with mandatory Safety and Safety Program policies and rules.  

  

Training will emphasize the importance of General Site Coordinator and Project Manager 

visibly showing their commitment to the Safety program. They will be expected to set a good 

example by scrupulously following all the safety rules themselves. 

Contributors 

 

For the training Tec Team will count with the collaboration of experts in Safety area such as 

Teachers of the career of Occupational Safety and Environmental Health Engineering of 

Tecnológico de Costa Rica, Representatives of the association of engineers in occupational 

safety and environmental health (AISHLA) and the Safety, Health and Environment Program for 

Central America (SALTRA).  

Time and requirements 

Topics Description Requirements Time 

Safety in electrical 

installation. 

• General requirements 

• Specific purpose 

equipment 

Expert in electrical 

installation 

Classroom for 30 

persons 

5 hours 

Safety in constructions 

(prevention labor risk). 

• Health and Safety 

introduction 

• Definitions 

• PPE 

• Signaling 

• Tools, hand and power 

• Scaffolds 

• Fall protection 

• Heavy equipment 

operation  

 

 

Expert in Safety: 

SALTRA, (Safety, 

Health and 

Environment 

Program for Central 

America) 

and AISLHA, 

(Occupational 

Safety and 

Environmental 

Hygiene Engineer’s 

Association) 

Classroom for 30 

persons 

20 hours 

Ergonomics. 

 

 

• Material handling 

Expert in 

ergonomics for 

construction works 

Classroom for 30 

persons 

3 hours 

First aid training. 

• Legal and ethical issues 

• Anatomy Basics 

• body Systems 

EICPSA, company 

from by red cross 

members and 

nourses 

24 hours 
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• Scene Rating 

• Review of patient 

• Review from head to toe 

• Vital Signs 

• Soft tissue injuries 

• Bleeding 

• Control of bleeding and 

bandages 

• Musculoskeletal Injuries 

• Shock 

• Burns 

• Poisoning 

• Heat emergencies 

• Medical Emergencies 

• Imminent delivery 

First aid materials 

for the practices 

Spacious place for 

simulations 

Classroom for 30 

persons 

Extinguisher use. 

 Types of fire 

 Types of extinguishers 

 Parts of the extinguisher 

 Practice of extinguisher 

use 

Expert in fire 

prevention 

Spacious place for 

simulations 

Classroom for 30 

persons 

3 hours 

Emergency responce  

• Emergency telephone 

numbers and who may 

use them 

• Emergency exits and 

how they are marked 

• Evacuation routes  

• Signals that alert the 

need to evacuate 

• Procedure in case of 

different emergencies  

 

Classroom for 30 

persons 

5 hours 

Health and Safety Training Plan Evaluation 

HS Coordinator and General Site Coordinator will evaluate training through the following 

methods:  

• Observing employee skills 

• Surveys and interviews to determine employee knowledge and attitudes about training 

• Reviewing the training plan and lesson plans 

• Comparing training conducted with hazards in the workplace 

• Reviewing training documents 

• Comparing pre-and post-training injury and accident rates 

Documentation of Training 

Keep a record, both digital and printed, assistance to training, to verify the involvement of the 

team. It consists of a list indicating the subject of training, responsible person, date and time 

of beginning and end, this list shall be signed by the attendees at the beginning and end of the 

training. 
Source: HS Department. 

 

 

 

 

First aids training. 
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The Tec Team has received already training. EICPSA (http://www.eicpsa.com) was the company in charge to 

impart to 31 members the RCP and first aids training.  

The specific information of the group that received the formation is on the appendix 10.6, Attendance of CPR 

and First Aids training. 

The training consisted on 8 hours of CPR and 16 hours of first aids training. Those hours included theoretical 

and practical training. 

 

10.2.17. EMERGENCY PROCEDURES DURING THE ASSEMBLY AND DISASSEMBLY PHASES. 

 

The procedures in case of emergency during the assembly and disassembly are important to keep all the team 

members safe in case of an incident or an accident.  

During the assembly and disassembly of the project the emergency plan will be available to every member of the 

team. There will always be a signposting indicating the point of reunion. In every shift always will be a member of 

the brigade. The signposting will be described on the H&S drawing HS-401. 

Next emergency plan is described. 

WHAT TO DO IF THERE IS AN 

 ACCIDENT (Decree n°79 228 of 20 March 1979) 

 

PROTECT, ALERT, PROVIDE FIRST AID 

 

THINK BEFORE ACTING 

 

To avoid worsening the situation:  

 

PROTECT  

 Yourself  

 The victim(s)  

 Others (for example by informing those around, marking out the area, cutting off electricity etc.)  

 

Leave someone near the injured person(s)  

 

INFORM OR GET SOMEONE TO INFORM  

 Whoever the Project Supervisor has put in charge of HSE  

 First aiders on site  

 

Immediately: ALERT EMERGENCY SERVICES  

 

FIRST AID  

While awaiting the arrival of emergency services, do not move any injured person(s) except if there is an 

imminent danger, comfort the victim(s), cover the victim(s), and do not give them anything to drink.  
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IN THE EVENT OF ACCIDENT 

Call the Fire Service: 18 from mobile: 112 

 

and say:  

 

1. THIS IS THE CONSTRUCTION SITE: CITE DU SOLEIL 2014  

Address: Domaine du château de Versailles  

Allée des Matelots  

VERSAILLES  

Telephone No:  

 

2. SPECIFY THE NATURE OF THE ACCIDENT:  

For example: fall, a collapsed construction, asphyxiation etc.  

THE POSITION OF THE INJURED PERSON: They are on the patio, on the ground, or in a cavity etc… and if they 

need to be released because they are trapped.  

Specify if the accident occurred in the water.  

 

3. REPORT THE NUMBER OF INJURED PERSONS AND THEIR CONDITION  

For example: Three workers injured including one who is bleeding a lot and is not talking.  

 

4. ARRANGE A MEETING PLACE  

Send someone to the entrance of the construction site to direct emergency services.  

 

NEVER END THE CALL FIRST 

 

IMMEDIATELY INFORM THE CONTROL ROOM 
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SEE TABLE 10.7. FOR THE IDENTIFICATION OF RISKS AND EVALUATION OF THE EFFICIENCY OF THE 

ADOPTED PROTECTIONS. 

 

SEE TABLE 10.36. FOR THE IDENTIFICATION OF RISKS FOR POSSIBLE LATER WORKS. 
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10.3 HS SPECIFIC TERMS AND CONDITIONS DOCUMENT 

 

10.3.1 A STATEMENT IN WHICH THE TEAM COMMITS ITSELF TO AVOID OR MINIMIZE THE RISKS 

DERIVED FROM THE WORK PROCESS. 

 

I, Juan Carlos Marti,  

 

Professor and researcher; leading the Project TEC at Solar Decathlon 2014 for Instituto Tecnológico 

de Costa Rica. Licensed engineer at Industrial Design and Visual Communication. Faculty Advisor 

and project manager for TEC TEAM, hereby certify that the Trópika project, design completely by Tec 

Team and associated advisors for Solar Decathlon 2014 to be held in Versailles, France, by means 

of my signature a declare: 

 

Tec Team, including all decathletes, commit ourselves to avoid or minimize risks related with the 

process of assembly, maintenance and disassembly of the prototype Trópika. We have considered 

not only the risks involving the members of our team, but also those possibly involving members of 

the other teams, of the SDE organization, of the general public and of all the people in the Villa Solar 

during the competition.  

 

Sign: 

 

 

1. A statement in which the Team commits itself to envisage the health and safety demands 

from all the people taking part in the project (decathletes, sub-contracted workers, etc.), and 

in which the Team declares to have considered those demands in the HS Plan. 

 

To whom it may concern, 

Juan Carlos Marti, Professor and researcher; leading the Project TEC at Solar Decathlon 2014 for 

Instituto Tecnológico de Costa Rica. Licensed engineer at Industrial Design and Visual 

Communication. Faculty Advisor and project manager for TEC TEAM, hereby certify that the Trópika 

project, design completely by Tec Team and associated advisors for Solar Decathlon 2014 to be held 

in Versailles, France, by means of my signature a declare: 

 

Tec Team; have analyzed the risks associated to the process of assembly, maintenance and 

disassembly of the prototype Trópika. In this process all the people taking part in the project 

(decathletes) have participated. Their demands have been considered, and included in the planned 

measures to avoid or resolve the risks. All those measures are explained in this HS Plan, which all 

team members have to know and apply at every moment during the competition. 

Sign: 
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10.3.2 COMPLETE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS OF THE COLLECTIVE PROTECTIONS THAT SHALL BE 

USED (SEE RULE 52.7.6). 

To whom it may concern, 

Juan Carlos Marti, Professor and researcher; leading the Project TEC at Solar Decathlon 2014 for 

Instituto Tecnológico de Costa Rica. Licensed engineer at Industrial Design and Visual 

Communication. Faculty Advisor and project manager for TEC TEAM, hereby certify that the Trópika 

project, design completely by Tec Team and associated advisors for Solar Decathlon 2014 to be held 

in Versailles, France, by means of my signature a declare: 

 

Tec Team, have planned to provide the necessary collective protections to resolve the risks 

associated to the assembly, maintenance and disassembly processes of the prototype Trópika. All of 

these protections comply with the quality and technical specifications in accordance with the current 

French Legislation.  

All the protection equipment, auxiliary means, machinery, etc. have the “CE” branding guaranteeing 

their adaptation to the regulation in force. 

 

Sign:                                                  

 

 

10.3.3 COMPLETE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS OF THE INDIVIDUAL PROTECTIONS THAT SHALL BE 

USED (SEE RULE 52.7.7). 

 

To whom it may concern, 

Juan Carlos Marti, Professor and researcher;  leading the Project TEC at Solar Decathlon 2014 for 

Instituto Tecnológico de Costa Rica. Licensed engineer at Industrial Design and Visual 

Communication. Faculty Advisor and project manager for TEC TEAM, hereby certify that the Trópika 

project, design completely by Tec Team and associated advisors for Solar Decathlon 2014 to be held 

in Versailles, France, by means of my signature a declare: 

 

Tec Team, have planned to provide the necessary individual protections to resolve the risks 

associated to the assembly, maintenance and disassembly processes of the prototype Trópika. All of 

these protections comply with the quality and technical specifications in accordance with the current 

French Legislation.  

 

All the protection equipment, auxiliary means, machinery, etc. have the “CE” branding guaranteeing 

their adaptation to the regulation in force. 
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10.3.4  A DESCRIPTION OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THE SAFETY PLANS THAT EACH TEAM 

MEMBER HAS TO COMPLY WITH. 

 

Regarding the Project Trópika of the Tec Team, by means of my signature, I declare: 

 

 I have read this HS Plan, which aim is to avoid or resolve the risks associated to the 

assembly, maintenance and disassembly processes of the prototype Trópika. 

 I commit myself to comply with the planned measures described in this document, 

concerning the work I’m going to develop. Protecting myself, other team members 

and any person related or not with the project. 

 

 I know the measures to adopt for the works of the rest of the Team members. I 

commit myself to observe those measures, and help the rest of the people on the 

same purpose. 

 

 

 

Sign:                                              

 

10.3.5 A STATEMENT THAT ALL THE TEAM MEMBERS HAVE PASSED SPECIFIC MEDICAL 

EXAMINATIONS FOR THE WORKS THAT THEY WILL CARRY OUT AND HAVE THE NECESSARY 

QUALIFICATIONS. ALL TEAM MEMBERS SHALL BE PROPERLY IDENTIFIED IN THIS STATEMENT AND IT 

SHALL CLEARLY SPECIFY THAT ALL ARE OF LEGAL AGE. 

 

To whom it may concern, 

Juan Carlos Marti, Professor and researcher;  leading the Project TEC at Solar Decathlon 2014 for 

Instituto Tecnológico de Costa Rica. Licensed engineer at Industrial Design and Visual 

Communication. Faculty Advisor and project manager for TEC TEAM, hereby certify that the Trópika 

project, design completely by Tec Team and associated advisors for Solar Decathlon 2014 to be held 

in Versailles, France, by means of my signature a declare: 

 

All the members of the Tec Team, included in the following list, have passed the specific medical 

examinations for the works they will be carrying out. The conclusions of these medical examinations 

determine that they are all capable to develop the aforementioned activities.  
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Also all of the team members on the list above also have passed the physical examination which 

supports the results of the medical test 

 

Name PositionPosition  

Juan Carlos Martí Revelo worker 

Bryan Navarro Centeno worker 

Hugo Sánchez Ortiz Site Coordinator 

Fabricio Bonilla - worker 

Nicole Tames Espinoza worker 

Silvia Solano Quesada worker 

Veronica Ortiz Tencio Site Coordinator 

André Blanco Moraga HS Coordinator 

Randy Céspedes Deliyore worker 

Ana Laura Salazar 
Camacho 

HS Coordinator 

Andrey Sanabria Abarca worker 

Marco Hidalgo Araya worker 

Tito Solano - worker 

Enmanuel Salazar 
Ceciliano 

worker 

Priscila Hernández 
Castillo 

worker 

Estephania Largaespada 
Saenz 

worker 

Orlando Mata Coto worker 

Maricela Blanco Arias worker 

Francisco Rodríguez 
Bejarano 

Site Coordinator 

Daniel Rojas - worker 

Daylin Vega Mojica worker 

Natalia Bonilla - worker 

Adelina Ortega Rojas HS Coordinator 

David Vaglio Ureña worker 

Jorge Calderón Marín worker 

Erik Soto Mora worker 

José Andrés Sandi worker 

William Retana Calvo worker 

Adrián Sánchez Sequeira worker 

Javier Carvajal Artavia worker 

Allan Vado Loaiza worker 

Cynthia Taylor Herrera worker 
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Isaac Morales Taylor worker 

Carlos Morales Alvarado worker 

 

 

Sign:                                            

 

10.3.6 A STATEMENT THAT THE TEAM HAS RECEIVED THE SPECIFIC TRAINING TO ASSEMBLE AND 

DISASSEMBLE THE HOUSE THAT WILL BE EXHIBITED, PREVENTING UNEXPECTED RISKS. ALL TEAM 

MEMBERS SHALL BE PROPERLY IDENTIFIED IN THIS STATEMENT. 

 

To whom it may concern, 

Juan Carlos Marti, Professor and researcher; leading the Project TEC at Solar Decathlon 2014 for 

Instituto Tecnológico de Costa Rica. Licensed engineer at Industrial Design and Visual 

Communication. Faculty Advisor and project manager for TEC TEAM, hereby certify that the Trópika 

project, design completely by Tec Team and associated advisors for Solar Decathlon 2014 to be held 

in Versailles, France, by means of my signature a declare: 

 

All the members of the Tec Team have been trained for the works that they will be carrying out, in 

order to avoid or resolve risks, and prevent unexpected situations. 

 

Sign:                                             
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10. HEALTH AND SAFETY PLAN 

Introduction  

In Europe each year more than 50 000 fatalities occur in the construction sector, which is 

equivalent to that for every ten minutes would be producing an accident in that category. 

Safety is a critical item on all construction projects for multiple reasons including protecting 

the welfare of employees, providing a safe work environment and controlling construction 

costs. 

The assembly and disassembly processes of Trópika, during the Solar Decathlon Europe 

competition in France, will be in charge of the members of the Tec Team, who are students of 

12 different careers, but any of them had worked in construction industry before SDE.  

The Health and Safety Plan aims to manage the risks by identification, analysis, evaluation, 

treatment, communication and ongoing monitoring, thereby ensuring the health and safety of 

members of the Tec Team during the competition in Versailles. Also this plan is intended to 

minimize loss, meet regulatory compliance requirements and implement site safety 

regulations established by SDE Rules. 

The Plan is a document that contains the steps to follow in order to minimize risks associated 

with the construction process. Due to the characteristics of the project is not possible to 

assess all risks that may arise, however most will be taken into consideration. 

The assembly and disassembly processes were designed to perform the work of the safest 

way possible and minimizing risks that arise. 

All team members and potential contractors must follow this Plan at any time during the 

construction process.  

A copy of this document must be on the site of construction available for all present, and every 

work and worker or people present on construction site shall comply with this regulation 

anytime.  
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10.1. PROCESS OF ANALYSIS.  

10.1.1 RISK CATEGORIZATION  

The categorization of the risks will be made by the source of it, those sources are: 

 

 Risks generated by others. 

 Risks generated by the environment. 

 Risks generated on others. 

 Self generated risks. 

 

10.1.2 RISK IDENTIFICATION DURING THE ASSEMBLY AND DISASSEMBLY OF THE LIVING 

MODULE, TRÓPIKA. 

 

Risk generated by others. 

It is important to keep in mind that the neighbors and visitors are an important source of risk. 

The other teams will be using also heavy machines, trucks and suspended loads. That implies 

several situations that can affect us. The more likely risks are: 

Table 10.1. Risks generated by others to the Tec Team. 

Risk Individual protection Collective protection 

Crane Collision Reflective vest. 

Delimitation of the Tec Team 

area with fences. Coordination 

with the neighbor teams for 

avoids interferences. 

Fire Training in extinguisher use. 
Fire extinguisher, smoker 

detectors. 

Robbery 

The tools will be lock on a safety box when not in use, the 

storage area will have be lock also and our site will always be 

in charge on a member of the Team. 

Truck Collision Reflective vest. 

Delimitation of the Tec Team 

area with fences. Coordination 

with the neighbor teams for 

avoids interferences. 

Entrance of non authorized 

persons 

Signposting will be visible for all persons so they will be 

warned of the prohibition of the entrance, the site will always 

be in charge on a member of the Team. 

Source: HS Department. 
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Risks generated by the environment. 

The environmental risks are difficult to anticipate, that characteristic makes them more 

difficult to identify, nevertheless, the risk we consider are: 

Table 10.2. Risk generated by the environment identification. 

Risk Individual Protection Collective Protection 

Strong winds 
The HS coordinator, safety officer and/or the workers will 

inform when is risky to work on that conditions. 

Rain Impermeable coat use. 

The HS coordinator, safety 

officer and/or the workers will 

inform when is risky to work 

on that weather conditions. 

Sun Burns Sunblock lotion use. A sunblind will be provided. 

Earthquake 
Safety reunion point. Brigade on each shift to guide the 

people. 
Source: HS Department. 

Risks generated on others. 

We are aware that our activity implies a risk of producing an accident or an incident to our 

neighbors or visitors, that’s why the identification of those risks must be analyzed. Those risks 

that could occur are:  

Table 10.3. Risks generated on others. 

Risk Individual Protection Collective Protection 

Crane collision 
Reflective vest use, 

banksman training. 

Delimitation of the Tec Team 

area with fences. 

Coordination with the 

neighbor teams for avoids 

interferences. 

Fire Training in extinguisher use. 
Fire extinguisher, smoker 

detectors. 
Source: HS Department. 

To decrease the probability of occurrence all team members will be inform and prepared of the 

safety procedures, terms, actions and reactions to take during the construction process 

and/or an emergency. 
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Self generated risk. 

The main objective of the Health and Safety department is to keep the integrity of all members 

of TEC Team, visitors and people of the surroundings in safe. That is why the department had 

made a compilation of all risk that can happen during the assembly and disassembly. 

The TEC Team knows that the risk identification and evaluation is very important segment of 

the development of the project, which is why we collected information from several 

professional segments that are related to this kind of activity, this way we decrease the 

uncertainty on the risk evaluation. The strategy we used allows integrating the opinion from 

experts by interviews to the Health and Safety department from construction companies, also 

the opinions of the TEC Team by a brainstorming and the mentioned risks on the Solar 

Decathlon Europe V 4.0 rules. The results of the different information compilation are: 

 

10.1.3 INTERVIEWS TO CONSTRUCTION COMPANIES. 

Structured interviews (appendix 10.1) were applied to 5 construction companies in Costa Rica. 

The companies were chosen by their disposal to help. The results are summarized on the 

Table 10.4. The frequency is determinate by the times a company mention the existence of it 

during the construction process. 

Table 10.4. Risk groups and frequency obtained from the structured interviews. 

Risks 
Frequency 

1 2 3 4 5 

Electrical  X    

Different level falls    X  

Same level falls   X   

Falling objetcs   X   

Collision with 

vehicles 
 X    

Minor abrasions     X 

Hits     X 

Cutting injuries    X  

Overexertion    X  

Heatstroke  X    

Burns X     

Fire X     
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Explosion X     

Source: HS Department. 

With this data we can see that the most frequent risks are the minor abrasions, hits, cutting 

injuries and overexertion, according to the experience of the Health and Safety department of 

some construction companies in Costa Rica. 

 

Table 10.4. Risk groups and frequency obtained from the structured interviews. 

10.1.4 BRAINSTORMING. 

 

This data compilation technique was applied to the Team to know their perception of the risks 

that each department is exposed to. On the session we ask: Which risks do you consider that 

the Team is exposed during the assembly and disassembly of Trópika? The session was very 

productive and very important data was provided. The data is summarized on Table 10.5. Each 

category represents 20% of the frequency that a risk was mentioned. 

Table 10.5. Summarized data from the brainstorming session. 

Risk 
Frequency 

1 2 3 4 5 

Electrical   X   

Different level falls   X   

Same level falls  X    

Falling objetcs  X    

Collision with 

vehicles 
   X  

Minor abrasions     X 

Hits     X 

Cutting injuries    X  

Overexertion    X  

Heatstroke  X    

Burns   X   

Fire X     

Explosion X     

Source: HS Department. 
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Solar Decathlon Europe 2014 V 4.0 Rules. 

The SDE regulation suggests a list of risk that are mentioned in a law, nevertheless did not 

include the frequency of each risk. That is why we integrated that list on the Table 10.6. On 

that Table all de assembly and disassembly data are summarized. The frequency was 

weighted from the data of the brainstorming and the interviews, an impact was given to each 

risk and a level of risk was calculated. For that risk analysis we used the Australian’s Risk 

Administration Standard AS/NZS 4360: 1999 because it can analyze with more precision all 

the risks. Besides, we included the mitigation for all the risk. The parameters of the frequency 

and impact level are described in the appendix 10.2. 

Table 10.6. Risk during the constructive process of the living module. 

Risk Frequency 
Impact 

Level 

Risk 

Level 
Individual Protection 

Collective 

Protection 
Risk level 

Electrical B 5 E 

-Dielectric gloves, 

shoes and tools. 
-Prohibition about 

carrying metallic 

objects. 

-Training in 

electrical 

installations. 
-Earthing of the 

electrical system. 
-Logout-Tagout 

preventive method. 

H 

Different level 

falls 
B 4 E 

-Protective 

equipment for 

working at heights. 

-Training in working 

at heights. 
-Scaffolds. 
-Lifelines. 

M 

Falling 

objects 
C 4 E -Helmet use. 

-Scaffold with 

skirting. 
-Crane’s hook with 

safety lock. 

M 

Collision with 

vehicles 
D 5 E -Reflective vest. 

-Delimited zone for 

trucks and forklift. 
-Preventive trucks 

checks. 

L 

Overexertion* B 4 E - 
-Manual handling 

training. 
-Work shifts. 

H 

Ergonomic* B 4 E 
-Lumbar support 

belt. 

-Training in material 

handling. 
-Ergomic tools. 
-Active breaks. 

H 

Fire E 5 E - 
-Extinguishers. 

-Smoke detectors. 
L 
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Explosion E 5 E - 

-Training in 

hazardous 

substances 

handling. 
-Logout-Tagot 

preventive method. 

L 

Respiratory 

tract irritation 
A 5 E 

Respitarator for 

fibers use. 
- H 

Minor 

Abrasions* 
A 2 H 

-Safety shoes, safety 

helmet, safety 

glasses and gloves 

use. 

-Training in material 

handling. 
-First aid kit 

H 

Hits* A 2 H 

-Safety shoes, safety 

helmet, safety 

glasses and gloves 

use. 

-Training in material 

handling. 
-First aid kit 

M 

Cuts* B 3 H 

-Safety shoes, safety 

helmet, safety 

glasses and gloves 

use. 

-Training in material 

handling. 
-First aid kit 

M 

Heatstroke* D 4 H -Sunblock use. 
-Hydration stations. 

-Rest shifts. 
L 

Burns* D 4 H -Sunblock use. 
-Sun shelter. 
-Rest shifts. 

L 

Same Level 

Falls* 
D 2 L Safety shoes use. -Tidiness program. L 

Source: HS Department. 

* Those risks are always present during the construction, on every task and every phase. 

Nevertheless the HS department took measures to mitigate those risks. 

The information that this Table give to the project is important because we have better 

knowledge of the risk that are going to be present during the construction process. We realize 

that the training of all the teams members is very important and the consequences of ignore 

those can lead to fatal consequences. 

10.1.5 RISK EVALUATION OF PROJECT PHASES. 

 

In this section we will define all the fundamentals phases, activities and task that will be part 

of the competition, including the risk analysis since the beginning of the project until the 

disassembly of Trópika in France. Each one of this tasks were analyzed to determinate the 

associated risk and the method to reduce the probability of happening. 

The Construction Department and the constructive process advisors have approved these 

activities. Each one of these activities has their own task, resources and specific risks. All this 

information has been summarized in the next Tables, which integrate the most important data 
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of the constructive process. The Tables were divided by activities for a better comprehension 

of the data. 

 

 

 

10.1.6 PROJECT’S DEVELOPMENT: 

 Team integration. 

 Design. 

 Sponsor’s search. 

On the next table we show the most important risk that was present in the project 

development’s phase. The risk analysis was made with the administration department that 

also provided the frequency variable. The establishment of the parameters was made based 

on the Australian’s Risk Administration Standard AS/NZS 4360: 1999, the parameters were 

defined according to specific requirements of this section (appendix 10.3). 

Table 10.7. Risk analysis and mitigation of the project’s development phase. 

Activities Resources Associated risk 
Risk Analysis 

Risk mitigation 
Frequency Impact Level 

Team 

integration. 
TEC Team. 

-Lack of 

communication 

between the 

group’s 

members. 

B 3 H 

-Didactic sessions 

with the team. 

-Constant 

communication 

with the members. 

Module 

design. 

TEC Team and 

advisors. 

-Delays on the 

design. 

-Flaws on the 

design. 

-Delays on the 

deliverables. 

A 4 E 

-Establishment of 

limit dates for 

deliverables. 

-Consultation with 

the advisors. 

Sponsors 

search. 

Administration 

department. 

-Not get the 

required amount 

of money for the 

project. 

C 5 E 

-Establishment of 

a marketing 

program. 

-Entailment with 

the university’s 

media and 

communications 

department. 

Source: HS Department. 
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As we can see, the risk level in this section is severely high. As a solution we tried to involve 

every team member to the project to ensure the maximum dedication to it. Also we used a lot 

the advisor’s time to make sure that our direction was right. In every phase of the project we 

saw everybody’s dedication, which told us that our mitigation method worked. 

 

Previous construction works at the university: 

 Material’s evaluation. 

 Module’s pre construction tasks. 

 Assembly. 

 Disassembly. 

 

Table 10.8. Risks analysis and mitigation of previous construction works on the university. 

Activities Resources Associated risk 
Risk Analysis 

Risk mitigation 
Frequency Impact Level 

Material’s 

evaluation 

TEC Team, 

technical 

equipiment, 

materials to 

be tested. 

-Lack of 

comunication 

between the 

group’s 

members. 

B 3 H 

-Didactic sessions 

with the team. 
-Constant 

comunication with 

the members. 

Module’s 

pre 

construction 

tasks 

TEC Team, 

advisors 

technical 

workshop. 

-Delays on the 

design. 
-Flaws on the 

design. 
-Delays on the 

deliverables. 

A 4 E 

-Establishment of 

limit dates for 

deliverables. 
-Consultation with 

the advisors. 

Assembly 
This section was described on Table 10.9 and 10.10. 

Disassembly 

Source: HS Department. 

 

Table 10.9. Risk analysis and mitigation of the assembly of the module. 

Site Accomodation. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Arrival of the 

container. 
- 

Delimit zone 

for trucks 

arrivals. 

Collision with 

vehicles. 
L 

Download the 

materials to 

the site 

- Sun blind. Burns. L 

- 
Delimit zone 

for forklifts. 

Collision with 

vehicles. 
L 
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accomodation. 
- 

Manul handling 

trainning. 

Minor 

abrasions. 
H 

- First aid kit. Hits. M 

- First aid kit. Cuts. M 

Install the 

working areas. 

Permanent Risks. 

Place safety 

fences and 

signposting. 

Download and 

placement of 

the basic tools. 

Observations: 

-During this phase lot of manual material handling will be made. Ergonomics 

supervisions will be part of the HS member rutine. 

-Sun burns are a very high risks at this stage, the HS member in charge will be 

monitoring that everyone have to use sun block or sleeves. 

Main Structure Assembly. 

Footing Placement. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Transport the 

plaques. 

- 
Manul handling 

trainning. 

Minor 

abrasions. 
H 

- First aid kit. Hits. M 

- First aid kit. Cuts. M 

Place the 

plaques on 

site. 

- 
Manul handling 

trainning. 

Minor 

abrasions. 
H 

- First aid kit. Hits. M 

- First aid kit. Cuts. M 

Place the 

dummies and 

adjust the 

level. Permanent Risks. 

Check 

alignment and 

adjust level. 

Observations: 

Structural frameworks assembly. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Assembly 

structural 

frameworks. 

- 
Manul handling 

trainning. 

Minor 

abrasions. 
H 

- First aid kit. Hits. M 

- First aid kit. Cuts. M 
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Hoist and 

placement of 

structural 

frameworks. 

- 
Crane’s lift 

system check. 
Falling objects. M 

- 
Manul handling 

trainning. 

Minor 

abrasions. 
H 

Attach the 

structural 

frameworks 

with capping 

and roof 

rafters. 

- 
Manual tools 

use trainning. 

Minor 

abrasions. 
H 

- First aid kit. Hits. M 

Install de floor 

tie rafters. 

- 
Manual tools 

use trainning. 

Minor 

abrasions. 
H 

- First aid kit. Hits. M 

Observations: 

-On this stage the banksman is the person un charge of the hoist signalling. 

Scaffoldings. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Scaffoldings 

assembly. 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section 

of the 

scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

to the 

structure. 

Different level 

falls. 
M 

Scaffoldings 

check. 
Permanent risks. 

Observations: 

-This procedure will be made by experts. 

Fall protections system installation. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Transport the 

fall protection 

system. 

- 
Manul handling 

trainning. 

Minor 

abrasions. 
H 

- First aid kit. Hits. M 

- First aid kit. Cuts. M 

Hoist the fall 

protection 

system near 

the roof 

battens. 

- 
Crane’s lift 

system check. 
Falling objects. M 

Install the fall 

protection 
- 

Tool holder 

use. 
Falling objects. M 
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system. 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section 

of the 

scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

to the 

structure. 

Different level 

falls. 
M 

Observations: 

- This installation will be made with the scaffoldings. 

Bathroom’s roof. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Hoist the 

bathroom’s 

roof. 

- 
Crane’s lift 

system check. 
Falling objects. M 

Place the roof 

planels. 

- 
Tool holder 

use. 
Falling objects. M 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Harness use. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section 

of the 

scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

to the 

structure. 

Different level 

falls. 
M 

Attach the roof 

panel to the 

capping rafter. 

- 
Tool holder 

use. 
Falling objects. M 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Harness use. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section 

of the 

scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

to the 

structure. 

Different level 

falls. 
M 

- First aid kit. Hits. M 

Observations: 

-We will use scaffoldings and a boom lift to make this installation safer. 

Roof. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 
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Elevate the 

inferior sheets 

with the forklift. 

- 
Crane’s lift 

system check. 
Falling objects. M 

Attach the 

inferior sheet 

to the battens. 

- 
Tool holder 

use. 
Falling objects. M 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Harness use. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section 

of the 

scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

to the 

structure. 

Different level 

falls. 
M 

Hoist the 

insulator 

sheets with the 

forklift. 

- 
Crane’s lift 

system check. 
Falling objects. M 

Attach the 

insulator sheet 

to the inferior 

roof sheets. 

- 
Tool holder 

use. 
Falling objects. M 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Harness use. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section 

of the 

scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

to the 

structure. 

Different level 

falls. 
M 

Respirator. - 
Respiratory 

tract irritation. 
H 

Hoist the 

superior sheets 

with the forklift. 

- 
Crane’s lift 

system check. 
Falling objects. M 

Attach the 

superior sheet 

to the inferior 

sheets. 

- 
Tool holder 

use. 
Falling objects. M 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Harness use. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section 

of the 

scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

to the 

structure. 

Different level 

falls. 
M 
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Hoist the 

gutters and the 

drains to the 

roof. 

- 
Crane’s lift 

system check. 
Falling objects. M 

Install the 

gutters and 

drains. 

- 
Tool holder 

use. 
Falling objects. M 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Harness use. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section 

of the 

scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

to the 

structure. 

Different level 

falls. 
M 

- 
Manual tools 

use trainning. 

Minor 

abrasions. 
H 

Observations: 

-We will use scaffoldings and a boom lift to make this installation safer. 

-All the qualified decathles will use harness. 

-The insulator has very irritants fibers so we will protect the team members with 

respitators (N95, for dust and fibers). 

Roof components. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Hoist the solar 

panels. 
- 

Crane’s lift 

system check. 
Falling objects. M 

Attach the 

solar panels to 

the roof. 

- 
Tool holder 

use. 
Falling objects. M 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Harness use. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section 

of the 

scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

to the 

structure. 

Different level 

falls. 
M 

- 
Manual tools 

use trainning. 

Minor 

abrasions. 
H 

- First aid kit. Hits. M 

Connect the 

solar panels to 

each other. 

Dielectric 

gloves. 

Prohibited 

carrying metal 

Logout- tagout 

preventive 

method. 

Electrical. H 
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objects. 

Hoist the water 

collectors to 

the roof. 

- 
Crane’s lift 

system check. 
Falling objects. M 

Attach the 

water 

collectors to 

the roof. 

- 
Tool holder 

use. 
Falling objects. M 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Harness use. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section 

of the 

scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

to the 

structure. 

Different level 

falls. 
M 

Install the 

pipeline to the 

water 

collectors. 

- 
Tool holder 

use. 
Falling objects. M 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Harness use. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section 

of the 

scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

to the 

structure. 

Different level 

falls. 
M 

Chimney 

superior 

structure hoist. 

- 
Crane’s lift 

system check. 
Falling objects. M 

Attach the 

chimney to the 

roof. 

- 
Tool holder 

use. 
Falling objects. M 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Harness use. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section 

of the 

scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

to the 

structure. 

Different level 

falls. 
M 

Hoist the 

chimney glass. 
- 

Crane’s lift 

system check. 
Falling objects. M 

Install the 

chimney glass. 

- 
Tool holder 

use. 
Falling objects. M 

Chinstrap on Railings must Different level M 
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helmet. 

Harness use. 

me installed in 

every section 

of the 

scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

to the 

structure. 

falls. 

Observations: 

-We will use scaffoldings and a boom lift to make this installation safer. 

-All the qualified decathles will use harness. 

Lobby, hall and ramp. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Footing and 

dummies 

placement. 

Permanent Risks. Columns 

placement. 

Floor rafters 

placement. 

Capping rafters 

placement. 

- 
Tool holder 

use. 
Falling objects. M 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Harness use. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section 

of the 

scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

to the 

structure. 

Different level 

falls. 
M 

- 
Manual tools 

use trainning. 

Minor 

abrasions. 
H 

Pergola 

placement. 

- 
Tool holder 

use. 
Falling objects. M 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Harness use. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section 

of the 

scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

to the 

structure. 

Different level 

falls. 
M 
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- 
Manual tools 

use trainning. 

Minor 

abrasions. 
H 

Floor 

enclousure 

placement. 

Permanent risks. 

Ramp 

placement. 

Adjust height. 

Railings 

placement. 

Gardens 

placements. 

Observations: 

Enclousures. 

Floor. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Tranport of the 

insulation 

panels. 

Respirator. - 
Respiratory 

tract irritation. 
H 

Placement of 

the insulation 

planel. 

Respirator. - 
Respiratory 

tract irritation. 
H 

Tranport the 

teak panels. 

Permanent risks. Placement of 

the teak 

panels. 

Observations: 

-The insulator has very irritants fibers so we will protect the team members with 

respitators (N95, for dust and fibers). 

Walls. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Transport the 

wall panels to 

the 

construction 

site. 

- 

Delimited zone 

for forklift 

transit. 

Collision with 

vehicles. 
L 

Place the wall 

panels into 

position. 

- 
Manual tools 

use trainning. 

Minor 

abrasions. 
H 

Attach the 

walls to the 

structure. 

Permanent risks. 
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Observations: 

- 

Chimney inferior structure. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Transport the 

duct, chimney 

structure and 

enclousures. 

Permanent risks. 

Place the duct, 

chimney 

structure and 

enclousures. 

Connect the 

inferior duct 

with the 

superior 

structure. 

Observations: 

Windows 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Transport the 

wood frames, 

aluminium and 

glasses. 

- 

First aid kit. 

Trainning in 

materia 

handling. 

Cuts. M 

Install the 

wood frames, 

aluminium and 

glasses. 

- 

First aid kit. 

Trainning in 

materia 

handling. 

Cuts. M 

Observations: 

-This procedure involved high risk of cuts because of the handling of glass. 

Doors. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Transport the 

doors. 
Permanent risks. 

Install the 

doors. 

Observations: 

Electrical and domothic installations. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Installation of 

electrical pipes 
- 

Hydration 

stations. 
Heatstroke. L 
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under the floor 

and between 

walls. 

Rest shifts. 

Place the light 

pipe. 
- 

Hydration 

stations. 

Rest shifts. 

Heatstroke. L 

Wiring - 

Hydration 

stations. 

Rest shifts. 

Heatstroke. L 

Place the 

outleds. 

Permanent risks. 
Luminers 

placement. 

Install the 

sensors 

Solar panel 

connection. 

Dielectric 

gloves. 

Trainning in 

electrical 

installations. 

Earthing of 

electrical 

system. 

Logout-Tagout 

preventive 

method. 

Electrical. H 

Electricity 

connection. 

Dielectric 

gloves. 

Trainning in 

electrical 

installations. 

Earthing of 

electrical 

system. 

Logout-Tagout 

preventive 

method. 

Electrical. H 

Observations: 

-This procedure will be primordial fot the HS member in charge. 

HVAC and plumbing. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Installation of  

the pipes under 

the floor. 

- 

Hydration 

stations. 

Rest shifts. 

Heatstroke. L 

Transport the 

HVAC systems, 

tanks, ducts 

and bombs. 

Permanent risks. 
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Installations of  

the HVAC 

systems, tanks, 

ducts and 

bombs. 

Observations: 

Biogardener. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Transport the 

recipients, 

grase tanks, 

grase tank, 

sedimenter 

and HOG tank. 

Permanent risks. 

Install the 

recipients, 

grase tanks, 

grase tank, 

sedimenter 

and HOG tank. 

- 

Hydration 

stations. 

Rest shifts. 

Heatstroke. L 

Connect the 

biogardener to 

the plumbing 

system. 

Permanent risks. 

Observations: 

Artificial wetland. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Transport the 

recipients to 

the site. 

Permanent risks. 

Install the 

recipients in 

the site. 

Connect the 

artificial 

wetland to the 

plumbing 

system. 

Observations: 

Rainwater collection system. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Transport the Permanent risks. 
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rain water filter 

system. 

Install the 

rainwater 

collection 

system. 

Observations: 

Finishes 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Transport the 

wall 

enclousures, 

floor finishes, 

forniture, 

decoration and 

appliances. 

Permanent risks. 

Install the 

internal 

enclousures. 

Install ceiling 

elements. 

- 
Tool holder 

use. 
Falling objects. M 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Harness use. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section 

of the 

scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

to the 

structure. 

Different level 

falls. 
M 

Observations: 

- 

Exteriors. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Flowerpots. 

Permanent risks. 

Lobby and 

terrace floor 

installation. 

Green tunnel 

installation 

Observations: 
Source: HS Department. 
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The disassembly of the module is described on the next table. 

Table 10.10. Risk analysis and mitigation during the disassembly process. 

Exteriors. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Flowerpots 

desinstallation. 

Permanent risks. 

Lobby and 

terrace floor 

desinstallation. 

Green tunnel 

desinstallation. 

Observations. 

Finishes 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Uninstall ceiling 

elements. 

- Tool holder use. Falling objects. M 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Harness use. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section of 

the scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

to the structure. 

Different level 

falls. 
M 

Uninstall the 

internal 

enclousures. 

Permanent risks. 

Transport the 

wall 

enclousures, 

floor finishes, 

forniture, 

decoration and 

appliances to 

storage area. 

Observations. 

Rainwater collection system. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Uninstall the 

rainwater 
Permanent risks. 
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collection 

system. 

Transport the 

rain water filter 

system to the 

storage area. 

Observations: 

Artificial wetland. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Disconnect the 

artificial wetland 

from the 

plumbing 

system. 
Permanent risks. 

Uninstall the 

recipients. 

Transport the 

recipients to the 

storage area. 

Observations: 

Biogardener. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Disconnect the 

biogardener 

from the 

plumbing 

system. 

Permanent risks. 

Uninstall the 

recipients, grase 

tanks, grase 

tank, 

sedimenter and 

HOG tank. 

- 

Hydration 

stations. 

Rest shifts. 

Heatstroke. L 

Transport the 

recipients, grase 

tanks, grase 

tank, 

sedimenter and 

HOG tank to the 

storage area . 

Permanent risks. 

Observations: 

HVAC and plumbing. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Desinstallation 

of  the pipes 

under the floor. 

- 

Hydration 

stations. 

Rest shifts. 

Heatstroke. L 
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Desinstallation 

of  the HVAC 

systems, tanks, 

ducts and 

bombs. 
Permanent risks. 

Transport the 

HVAC systems, 

tanks, ducts and 

bombs to 

storage area. 

Observations: 

Electrical and domothic installations. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Electricity 

disconnection. 

Dielectric 

gloves. 

Trainning in 

electrical 

installations. 

Earthing of 

electrical 

system. 

Logout-Tagout 

preventive 

method. 

Electrical. H 

Solar panel 

disconnection. 

Dielectric 

gloves. 

Trainning in 

electrical 

installations. 

Earthing of 

electrical 

system. 

Logout-Tagout 

preventive 

method. 

Electrical. H 

Desinstallation 

of electrical 

pipes under the 

floor and 

between walls. 

- 

Hydration 

stations. 

Rest shifts. 

Heatstroke. L 

Wires remove. - 

Hydration 

stations. 

Rest shifts. 

Heatstroke. L 

Remove the 

pipes. 
- 

Hydration 

stations. 

Rest shifts. 

Heatstroke. L 

Remove the 

outleds. 

Permanent risks. 
Luminers 

removal. 

Desinstall the 

sensors. 
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Observations: 

-This procedure will be primordial fot the HS member in charge. 

Doors. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Uninstall the 

doors. 
Permanent risks. 

Transport the 

doors. 

Observations: 

Windows 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Uninstall the 

wood frames, 

aluminium and 

glasses. 

- 

First aid kit. 

Trainning in 

materia 

handling. 

Cuts. M 

Transport the 

wood frames, 

aluminium and 

glasses. 

- 

First aid kit. 

Trainning in 

materia 

handling. 

Cuts. M 

Observations: 

-This procedure involved high risk of cuts because of the handling of glass. 

Chimney inferior structure. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Disconnect the 

inferior duct with 

the superior 

structure. 

Permanent risks. 

Remove the 

duct, chimney 

structure and 

enclousures. 

Transport the 

duct, chimney 

structure and 

enclousures to 

the storage 

area. 

Observations: 

Walls. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Remove the 

walls from the 

structure. 

Permanent risks. 

Remove the wall 

panels. 
- 

Manual tools 

use trainning. 

Minor 

abrasions. 
H 
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Transport the 

wall panels to 

the storage 

area. 

- 

Delimited zone 

for forklift 

transit. 

Collision with 

vehicles. 
L 

Observations: 

Floor. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Remove the 

teak panels. 

Permanent risks. 
Tranport the 

teak panels to 

the storage 

areas. 

Remove the 

insulation 

planel. 

Respirator. - 
Respiratory tract 

irritation. 
H 

Tranport the 

insulation 

panels to the 

storage area. 

Respirator. - 
Respiratory tract 

irritation. 
H 

Observations: 

-The insulator has very irritants fibers so we will protect the team members with respitators 

(N95, for dust and fibers). 

Lobby, hall and ramp. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Floor enclousure 

removal. 

Permanent risks. Ramp removal. 

Railings 

removal. 

Pergola removal. 

- Tool holder use. Falling objects. M 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Harness use. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section of 

the scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

to the structure. 

Different level 

falls. 
M 

- 
Manual tools 

use trainning. 

Minor 

abrasions. 
H 

Capping rafters 

removal. 

- Tool holder use. Falling objects. M 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Harness use. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section of 

the scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

Different level 

falls. 
M 
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to the structure. 

- 
Manual tools 

use trainning. 

Minor 

abrasions. 
H 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Harness use. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section of 

the scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

to the structure. 

Different level 

falls. 
M 

- 
Manual tools 

use trainning. 

Minor 

abrasions. 
H 

Floor rafters 

removal. 

Permanent Risks. 

Columns 

removal. 

Footing and 

dummies 

removal. 

Observations: 

Roof components. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Disconnect the 

solar panels 

from each other. 

Dielectric 

gloves. 

Prohibited 

carrying metal 

objects. 

Logout- tagout 

preventive 

method. 

Electrical. H 

Remove the 

solar panels 

from the roof. 

- Tool holder use. Falling objects. M 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Harness use. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section of 

the scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

to the structure. 

Different level 

falls. 
M 

- 
Manual tools 

use trainning. 

Minor 

abrasions. 
H 

- First aid kit. Hits. M 

Download the 

solar panels. 
- 

Crane’s lift 

system check. 
Falling objects. M 

Download the 

water collectors 

from the roof. 

- 
Crane’s lift 

system check. 
Falling objects. M 

- Tool holder use. Falling objects. M 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Harness use. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section of 

the scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

Different level 

falls. 
M 
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must be attach 

to the structure. 

- Tool holder use. Falling objects. M 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Harness use. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section of 

the scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

to the structure. 

Different level 

falls. 
M 

Chimney 

superior 

structure 

download. 

- 
Crane’s lift 

system check. 
Falling objects. M 

- Tool holder use. Falling objects. M 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Harness use. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section of 

the scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

to the structure. 

Different level 

falls. 
M 

Observations: 

-We will use scaffoldings and a boom lift to make this installation safer. 

-All the qualified decathles will use harness. 

Roof. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Desinstall the 

gutters and 

drains. 

- Tool holder use. Falling objects. M 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Harness use. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section of 

the scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

to the structure. 

Different level 

falls. 
M 

- 
Manual tools 

use trainning. 

Minor 

abrasions. 
H 

Download the 

gutters and the 

drains from the 

roof. 

- 
Crane’s lift 

system check. 
Falling objects. M 

Remove the 

superior sheet 

from the inferior 

sheets. 

- Tool holder use. Falling objects. M 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Harness use. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section of 

the scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

to the structure. 

Different level 

falls. 
M 

Download the - Crane’s lift Falling objects. M 
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superior sheets 

with the forklift. 

system check. 

Remove the 

insulator sheet 

from the inferior 

roof sheets. 

- Tool holder use. Falling objects. M 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Harness use. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section of 

the scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

to the structure. 

Different level 

falls. 
M 

Respirator. - 
Respiratory tract 

irritation. 
H 

Download the 

insulator sheets 

with the forklift. 

- 
Crane’s lift 

system check. 
Falling objects. M 

Remove the 

inferior sheet 

from the 

battens. 

- Tool holder use. Falling objects. M 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Harness use. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section of 

the scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

to the structure. 

Different level 

falls. 
M 

Download the 

inferior sheets 

with the forklift. 

- 
Crane’s lift 

system check. 
Falling objects. M 

Observations: 

-We will use scaffoldings and a boom lift to make this installation safer. 

-All the qualified decathles will use harness. 

-The insulator has very irritants fibers so we will protect the team members with respitators 

(N95, for dust and fibers). 

Bathroom’s roof. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Remove the roof 

panel from the 

capping rafter. 

- Tool holder use. Falling objects. M 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Harness use. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section of 

the scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

to the structure. 

Different level 

falls. 
M 

- First aid kit. Hits. M 

Download the 

bathroom’s roof. 
- 

Crane’s lift 

system check. 
Falling objects. M 

Observations: 

-We will use scaffoldings and a boom lift to make this installation safer. 

Fall protections system installation. 

Tasks. Individual Collective Risks. Mitigated Risk 
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Protection. Protection. Level. 

Desinstall the 

fall protection 

system. 

- Tool holder use. Falling objects. M 

Chinstrap on 

helmet. 

Railings must 

me installed in 

every section of 

the scaffolding. 

The scaffolding 

must be attach 

to the structure. 

Different level 

falls. 
M 

Download the 

fall protection 

system from the 

roof battens. 

- 
Crane’s lift 

system check. 
Falling objects. M 

Transport the 

fall protection 

system to the 

storage area. 

- 
Manul handling 

trainning. 

Minor 

abrasions. 
H 

- First aid kit. Hits. M 

- First aid kit. Cuts. M 

Observations: 

- This installation will be made with the scaffoldings. 

Structural frameworks assembly. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Desinstall de 

floor tie rafters. 

- 
Manual tools 

use trainning. 

Minor 

abrasions. 
H 

- First aid kit. Hits. M 

Remove the 

structural 

frameworks 

from the 

capping and roof 

rafters. 

- 
Manual tools 

use trainning. 

Minor 

abrasions. 
H 

- First aid kit. Hits. M 

Download and 

removal of  the 

structural 

frameworks. 

- 
Crane’s lift 

system check. 
Falling objects. M 

- 
Manul handling 

trainning. 

Minor 

abrasions. 
H 

Disassembly 

structural 

frameworks. 

- 
Manul handling 

trainning. 

Minor 

abrasions. 
H 

- First aid kit. Hits. M 

- First aid kit. Cuts. M 

Observations: 

-On this stage the banksman is the person un charge of the hoist signalling. 

Footing Placement. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Remove the 

dummies. 
Permanent Risks. 

Transport the 

plaques to the 

storage area. 

- 
Manul handling 

trainning. 

Minor 

abrasions. 
H 

- First aid kit. Hits. M 
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- First aid kit. Cuts. M 

Observations: 

Site Accomodation. 

Tasks. 
Individual 

Protection. 

Collective 

Protection. 
Risks. 

Mitigated Risk 

Level. 

Collect the basic 

tools. 

Permanent Risks. 

Remove safety 

fences and 

signposting. 

Desinstall the 

working areas. 

Download the 

materials to the 

site 

accomodation. 

- Sun blind. Burns. L 

- 
Delimit zone for 

forklifts. 

Collision with 

vehicles. 
L 

- 
Manul handling 

trainning. 

Minor 

abrasions. 
H 

- First aid kit. Hits. M 

- First aid kit. Cuts. M 

Container 

departure. 
- 

Delimit zone for 

trucks arrivals. 

Collision with 

vehicles. 
L 

Observations: 

-During this phase lot of manual material handling will be made. Ergonomics supervisions will 

be part of the HS member rutine. 

-Sunburns are a very high risks at this stage, the HS member in charge will be monitoring 

that everyone have to use sun block or sleeves. 
Source: HS Department. 

As we can see there is a lot of risks with high level on the constructive process. This gave us 

an alert of the serious possible consequences that we have to prevent during the whole 

project development. To ensure the safety of every team member is obligatory to use safety 

shoes, helmet, safety glasses and reflective vest at all the working process. The special 

personal protection equipment will be use only on tasks with a specific risk's presence. 

10.1.7 TRAINING. 

 Hydraulic tools training. 

 First aids attention training. 

 Electric system installations training. 

 Working at heights training. 

 

Table 10.11. Risk analysis and mitigation of risk during training. 

Activities 
Associated 

risk 

Risk Analysis Individual 

Protection 
Collective 

Protection Frequency Impact Level 

Safety in electrical 

installation. 
Electrical B 5 E 

-Dielectric 

gloves, shoes 

-Training in 

electrical 
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and tools. 
-Prohibition 

about carrying 

metallic 

objects. 

instalations. 
-Earthing of 

the module. 
-Logout-Tagot 

preventive 

method. 

Safety in 

constructions 

(prevention labor 

risk). 

*Theory - - - - - 

Ergonomics. *Theory - - - - - 

First aid training. 
Controlled 

enviroment 

by an expert. 
- - - - - 

Extinguisher use. *Theory - - - - - 

Hydraulic tools use. 
Minor 

Abrasions 
A 2 H 

-Safety glasses 

and gloves 

use. 
-First aid kit 

Source: HS Department. 

Due to the controlled environment that the team members will be exposed, the risk will be 

relatively low-level risk, nevertheless, all safety measures will be taken during the training 

phase. 

 To visualize every specific task’s risk analysis see appendix 10.4. 

Training Needs Evaluation 

The training for the team is a very important section that has to be apply in the better way to 

ensure a good developed of the project. Each time a person is about to do an activity, for 

which, it does not have a significant experience he/she has to be trained to do it in the correct 

way. 

This project has the special characteristic of making students into constructors in less than a 

year, that is why we need to ensure that every member really knows how to do his/her specific 

tasks. 

The Health and Safety Department has been studying the knowledge in safety matters, 

development of work task and previous trainings on specific task to determinate the subjects 

for the training, in order to prepare them more on those areas that had higher probability of 

failures. 

For the team evaluation we used an online tool (surveymonkey.com) to develop an electronic 

questionnaire for them to answer. The evaluated subjects on this questionnaire were: basic 

safety subjects, personal equipment protection, muti-vote technique, manual handling of 

loads, signaling and specific task security rules. At next, we show the results of the 

questionnaire on Table 10.13. For a better summarization of the data the answers were 

evaluated in a scale from 0 to 100%. 

 

http://surveymonkey.com/
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Table 10.13. TEC Team training evaluation. 

Question 

number 
Question Correct Answers 

1 

Which risks do you consider that are going to 

be present during the assembly and 

disassembly of the module? 

Summarized data on Table 

10.4 (Risk evaluation) 

2 
Choose the correct personal equipment 

protection to use in work at heights tasks. 
47% 

3 
Do you know the basic rules to develop a 

work a heights task? 
25% 

4 
Do you know the hazardous energies control 

technique known as Log-out Tag-out? 
9% 

5 
Mention the basic rules to develop an 

electric installation work. 
10% 

6 
Mention the personal equipment protection 

to use in a electric installation. 
30% 

7 Loads manual handling security measures. 15% 

8 

Mention the general personal protection 

equipment to be use during the assembly 

and disassembly process. 

75% 

9 
Mention the safety signposting that should 

be on the construction site. 
71% 

10 
Multi-vote technique: Choose the training 

subjects that should be given to the team. 

1-Risk during construction 

works. 

2-Protection personal 

equipment. 

3-Fire prevention system. 

4- Others. 

Source: HS Department. 
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On the next graphic we show the important data of each subject: 

 

 

 

As we can see the technical knowledge in safety matters is very restricted, especially in the 

safety rules to follow during critical task like works at heights and electric installations. This 

shows us the reinforcement level that the department has to apply in the trainings. 

We expected this results due to the lack of experience in general construction matters of the 

Team, nevertheless, this is a good opportunity for the Health and Safety Department to   

inculcate safety work habits. 

The subjects, according the results of the evaluation, of the trainings will be: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

28% 

15% 

6% 9% 

42% 

Graphic 10.1. Basic Knowledge on Safety evaluation of the 

Team 

Personal Protective Equipment

Works at heights

Electric installations

Loads Manual Handling

Signoposting
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Table 10.14. Trainings priority subjects. 

Subject Responsible 

Safety in electrical installation. TEC’s Team advisor 

Safety in constructions (prevention labor risk). TEC’s Team advisor 

Ergonomics. TEC’s Team advisor 

First aid training. Costa Rica’s Red Cross 

Extinguisher use. Costa Rica’s Firefighters Institute 

Hydraulic tools use. TEC’s Team advisor 

Brigade formation. Eicpsa. 

Source: HS Department. 

The specific topics of the trainings and the time of each one will be established by the 

responsible person. 

With this training we expect a great safety preparation of the team. We also know that every 

member of the team is committed to care each other health, so everybody will be making their 

task in a safety way and also watching out for our teammates. 
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10.2 HEALTH AND SAFETY REPORT  

 

10.2.1. HEALTH AND SAFETY CHECKLIST. 

Table 10.15. Health and safety check list. 

Legal Contents Location in report or in drawings 

Name and address of SDE 2014: HS 

Coordinator, Prevention Authorities, team. 
See Table 10.16 

Number of workers. Please see  section 10.2.5.c. 

Contact information of Site Operation 

Coordinator. 
See section 9.2 of the Site Operation Report. 

Description of works. 
Please, refer to the Site Operation Report 

Table 9.7. 

First Aids procedure. See Table 10.30. 

Name and number of the certificated first aid 

workers. 
See appendix 10.6. 

Description of the Team’s first aid kit. See 10.2.9. 

Description of the hygiene conditions. Please, refer to the General Coordination Plan 

Detailed description of operating modes. 
Please, refer to the Site Operation Report 

Table 9.7. 

Risk assessment-Risks generated by others. See Table 10.1 

Risk assessment-Risks generated by the 

environment. 
See Table 10.2 

Risk assessment-Risks generated on others. See Table 10.3 

Risk assessment-Self generated risks. See Table 10.6 

Procedures to adapt collective protection. See section 10.2.8. 

Source: HS Department. 

 

10.2.2. GENERAL DATA OF THE PROJECT 

Table 10.16. General data of the project. 

 

General Data 

 

Event Promoter Solar Decathlon Europe 2014 

Developer 
Tec Team, multi-field academic team from the 

Tecnológico de Costa Rica. 

Faculty advisor Juan Carlos Martí 
Phone: 

(506)83280431 

Health and Safety Plan Coordinator 

André Blanco Moraga 

 

Adelina Ortega Rojas 

 

Phone: 

(506)87031753 
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Ana Laura Salazar 

Camacho 

 

 

Site Operation General Coordinator 

Francisco Rodríguez 

Bejarano 

 

Verónica Ortiz Tencio 

 

Hugo Sánchez Ortiz 

Phone: 

(506)88729178 

Safety Inspector 
Adelina Ortega Rojas 

 

 

Phone: (506) 

86223225 

 

Nature of the project 

 

Type of building work Assembly of prefabricated module 

Architecture footprint 50,70 m2 

Height 5,8159 m 

Length 8,08 m 

Width 11,28 m 

Assembly duration 10 days 

Disassembly duration 5 days 

Source: HS Department. 

Please see Tables 1.1.3 and 1.1.5 on page 14 of General Coordination Plan for name and 

address of SDE 2014, Prevention authorities, Team.  

SDE 2014 HS Coordinator:  

Name: Christophe Peyronel 

E mail: christophe.peyronel@fr.bureauveritas.com 

Telephone: 04.96.17.13.50 

Fax: 04.91.56.18.73 

Address:  17A Avenue Robert Schuman 

13235 MARSEILLE CEDEX 2. 

 

Other characteristics of the project: 

The assembly can be divided in the next phases: 

 Previous works 

 Site preparation  

mailto:christophe.peyronel@fr.bureauveritas.com
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 Establishment of the foundation system  

 Establishment of primary structure 

 Installation of the floor  

 Placement of enclosures 

 Installation of the roof 

 Construction of the hall and ramp 

 Electrical Installation 

 Domitic installation 

 Thermofluids installation 

 Module finishes 

Maintenance will consist on cleaning the living module and the roof panels. 

 

Table 10.16. Important information in case of emergency: 

Information Cartago, Costa Rica Versailles, France 

Construction Site 
Tecnológico de Costa Rica, 

Cartago. 

 

Solar Vllage, Versaille´s 

gardens. 

Nearest hospital 

address 
Hospital Max Peralta, 

177, rue de Versailles  

78157 LE CHESNAY 

Tel.: 01.39.63.91.33 

Nearest health center 
Area de Salud del Tecno, 

25503911 

Clinique la Maye 

33139233333 

 

Fire Department 25912890 
land line: 18  – mobile: 112 

 

Police Station 25500333 

Préfecture de police 

Police: 17  

Paramedics-Ambulance 25510421 

 

Croix-Rouge francaise 

33130835961 

Source: HS Department. 

 

To call for help from the construction site:  

 Call the Infirmary: Dial (to be updated)  

 Call from a land line:  Dial 18  

 Call from a mobile phone: Dial 112  

Clearly state:  

 The precise location and nature of the accident  

 The estimated number of persons injured  
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 The emergency meeting area  

For each call, someone must be designated to proceed to the meeting first aiders point and 

wait for the firemen and then lead them to the place of accident.  

 

10.2.3. HEALTH AND SAFETY PLAN OBJECTIVES 

 

The main goal of the Health and Safety Plan is to prevent and avoid any possible risks and 

accidents that might appear during the assembly, contest days, disassembly or any 

subsequent maintenance tasks. 

The objectives of this Health and Safety Plan are: 

 

• Be aware of the construction process and its phases identifying the avoidable and inevitable 

risks in order to prevent and decrease them. 

• Define adequate safe working conditions at any time of the competition including the 

assembly, maintenance, disassembly of Trópika. 

• Define the establishment of preventive and protective measures, giving priority to the 

collective protection over the personal protective equipment. 

• Provide each person who is going to be working on site the training and information needed 

to carry out their job in the safest way possible including behave in case of risk or accident, all 

of this following the regulations. 

 

With this document, Tec Team aims to be able to carry out in a safe and adequate way each 

phase of the process without accidents or incidents. 

 

 

 

 

 

10.2.4. CONDITIONS OF THE SITE WHERE CONSTRUCTION WILL TAKE PLACE AND 

INTERESTING DATA RELATED TO THE PREVENTION OF RISKS DURING THE CONSTRUCTION 

PROCESS 
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a). Constructive process 

This assembly process will be divided in 10 phases: 

Table 10.17. Assembly process. 

 

Construction Phases 

 

Tasks 
 

Corresponding HS Drawing 

Previous works Organization of the areas HS-401 

 

Site preparation 

Checking the ground level´s HS-402 

Topographic demarcation on 

the ground 
HS-402 

Establishment of the 

foundation system 
Footing placing HS-402 

Establishment of primary 

structure 

Column’s placement HS-403 

Rafters placement HS-405 

Floor tie rafters placement HS-407 

Capping rafter’s placement HS-408 

Floor installation Floor panels’s placement HS-411 

Enclousures 

Walls’s placement HS-412 

Innerwall’s placement HS-413 

Windows’s placement HS-416 

Door’s placement HS-417 

Roof installation 

Roof rafter’s placement HS-419 

Roof batten’s placement HS-420 

Roof deck’s placement HS-421 

Bathroom roof’s placement HS-421 

Module’s celiling’s placement HS-425 

Electrical installation On development On development 

Domitic installation On development On development 

Thermofluids instalation On development On development 

Hall and ramp construction 

Column’s placement HS-420 

Floor rafter’s placement HS-421 

Floor enclosure’s placement HS-422 

Capping rafter’s placement HS-423 

Ramp placement HS-423 

Roof deck’s placement HS-424 

Final details 

Marquee’s placement HS-426 

Railing placement HS-427 

Flowerpot placement HS-428 

Furniture placement HS-427 

Grid placement HS-428 

Accessories’s placement HS-428 

Source: HS Department. 
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Is important to plan every movement of the process,  from the moment the module is going to 

be placed in the container for its transportation to France until it will be placed again in the 

container take it back to Costa Rica, because this planning will reduce the possibility of 

accidents and fails. As our team has no experience in construction works we are going to focus 

on safety training because the accidents can occur because of this lack of knowledge and 

experience.  

b). Type and characteristics of the materials and elements 

Table 10.18. Materials and elements. 

Parts Materials Possible risks Prevention 

Foundation system 
Wood 

Concrete 

 

Collision, hits 

 

PPE, Training  

signposting, Demarcation 

Primary structure 
Aluminum 

Wood 

Cuts, collision, 

hits 

PPE, Training  

signposting, Demarcation 

Floor Wood Collision, hits, 
PPE, Training  

signposting, Demarcation 

Walls Fiber cement Collision, hits 
PPE, Training  

signposting, Demarcation 

Windows Glass Cuts 
PPE, Training  

signposting, Demarcation 

Doors Wood Collision, hits 
PPE, Training  

signposting, Demarcation 

Ceiling Fiber cement Collision, hits 
PPE, Training  

signposting, Demarcation 

Roof 
Aluminum 

Fiber cement 

Collision, hits, 

cuts 

PPE, Training  

signposting, Demarcation 

Ramp Fiber cement Collision, hits 
PPE, Training  

signposting, Demarcation 

 

Installations 

 

Electric 

appliances 

 

Electric shock 

PPE, Training  

signposting, Demarcation 

Source: HS Department. 

 

 

 

 

c) Site description 

 

Localization: 
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Trópika will be assembly in the Solar Village, located in Versailles, France. In the Solar Village, 

Trópika will be developed at the lot A, assigned by the organization, this lot dimensions are 

20x20m. See figure 10.1. 

 

 

 

Figure 10.1. Lot A in the Solar Village, Versailles 

 

Boundaries of lot A: 

Northeastern boundary: lot D 

Southeastern boundary: lot B 

Northwestern boundary: Agora (Theater) 

Southwestern boundary: trees 

 

Elements close: 

 

Table 10.19. Risks on the construction site. 

Risk factor Possible risk Prevention 
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Noise from 

the Agora 

Discomfort for the site workers Use of personal protective equipment 

Trees 

Fall of trees or branches, 

obstacle for machinery 

 

Enclose the lot 

 

Quantity of 

people on 

site and 

around 

Disorganization, loss of control of the 

work, unauthorized persons entering 

the construction site, increase in 

incidents and accidents 

 

Setting tasks for site workers, person 

coordinating the work of others, 

enclose the lot, using uniform Unlike 

outsiders, control the access of 

outsiders 

Outdoor 

works 
Robbery 

Storage areas with security devices 

for vulnerable materials 

Source: HS Department. 

d) Climatology description 

 

Located on the northern side of France, next to Paris and relatively close to the centre of the 

country, Versailles enjoys a fairly protected setting, with fine weather for much of the year. 

The summer climate in Versailles is often sunny, warm and enticing. July and August do see 

highs of more than 25°C / 77°F, some days can be a little overcast with occasional rainy 

weather. 

 

Max Daytime Temperature (°C)  

 

 

 

22°C (72°F) in June 

Min Night-time Temperature (°C)  

 

 

 

11°C (52°F) in June 

Hours of Sunshine (Daily)  

 

 

 

7 Hours per day in June 

Hours of Daylight (Daily)  

 

 

 

16 Hours per day in June 

Heat and Humidity Discomfort  

 

 

 

None in June 

Days with some Rainfall  

 

 

 

12 Days in June 

Monthly Rainfall (mm)  

 

 

 

55 mm (2.2 inches) in June 

UV Index (Maximum)  

 

 

 

7 (High) in June 

 

Figure 10.2. Versailles climatology prediction of June 2014. 

Data collected from: http://www.weather2travel.com/july/france/versailles.php 

 

 

http://www.world-guides.com/europe/france/
http://www.world-guides.com/europe/france/ile-de-france/paris/
http://www.weather2travel.com/holidayweather/daytemperature.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/holidayweather/nighttemperature.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/holidayweather/sunshinehours.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/holidayweather/daylighthours.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/holidayweather/heatandhumidity.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/holidayweather/dayswithrain.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/holidayweather/rainfall.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/holidayweather/uvindex.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/july/france/versailles.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/june/france/versailles.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/june/france/versailles.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/june/france/versailles.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/june/france/versailles.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/june/france/versailles.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/june/france/versailles.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/june/france/versailles.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/june/france/versailles.php
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Max Daytime Temperature (°C)  

 

 

 

24°C (75°F) in July 

Min Night-time Temperature (°C)  

 

 

 

13°C (55°F) in July 

Hours of Sunshine (Daily)  

 

 

 

8 Hours per day in July 

Hours of Daylight (Daily)  

 

 

 

16 Hours per day in July 

Heat and Humidity Discomfort  

 

 

 

None in July 

Days with some Rainfall  

 

 

 

11 Days in July 

Monthly Rainfall (mm)  

 

 

 

55 mm (2.2 inches) in July 

UV Index (Maximum)  

 

 

 

7 (High) in July 

Figure 10.3. Versailles climatology prediction of July 2014. 

Data collected from: http://www.weather2travel.com/july/france/versailles.php 

 

Table 10.20. Risks for weather conditions. 

Risk 

factor 
Possible risk Prevention 

 

Heat 
Insulation, sunburn, dehydration 

Drink water frequently, work in shade 

places, protective clothes, sunglasses, 

frequently use of sunscreen 

 

Rain 

Electric accidents with installation or 

electric tools, falls and slips, 

degradation of the land. 

Use protective clothes, waterproof plugs. 

Source: HS Department. 

 

e). Accesses and paths for vehicles 

 

Route in Costa Rica: 

 

Figure 10.4. Route of the container in Costa Rica.Route in France: 

http://www.weather2travel.com/holidayweather/daytemperature.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/holidayweather/nighttemperature.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/holidayweather/sunshinehours.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/holidayweather/daylighthours.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/holidayweather/heatandhumidity.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/holidayweather/dayswithrain.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/holidayweather/rainfall.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/holidayweather/uvindex.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/july/france/versailles.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/july/france/versailles.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/july/france/versailles.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/july/france/versailles.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/july/france/versailles.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/july/france/versailles.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/july/france/versailles.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/july/france/versailles.php
http://www.weather2travel.com/july/france/versailles.php
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Figure 10.5. Route of the container in France.   

 

Route inside de Solar Village in Versailles:  

 

 

Figure 10.6. Route inside de Solar Village in Versailles 

 

During the travel, the container will be insured by DHL. It is a full cover insure so everything 

that could happen. 

 

F). DETERMINING FACTORS FOR THE LIVING MODULE PLACING. 

We wanted to benefit from the characteristics of the lot by designing a proposal that takes full 

advantage of its surroundings. The lot has free views in every direction so that the four façades 

are free without any other building next to it, and from the lobby people can admire the natural 

environment of Versailles. 

To protect a neighbor’s right to the sun, the housing unit and all site components on a team’s 

lot must stay within the solar envelope according to the rule 5.1. Even though there are not any 

other building next to Trópika prototype the proposal respects the solar envelope rule, reason 

why it is placed in the center of the lot, as shows in figure 10.1  
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Figure 10.7. Location of Trópika the Solar Village. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10.7. Location of Trópika the Solar Village. 

 

 

g). Overlaps with the affected services and other circumstances or activities of the 

environment, able to cause risks during the construction 

The close proximity of lots B and D is an important factor to consider, because in these lots will 

also be carrying out construction work, where there will be heavy machinery, vehicles, and 

people involved, which in some way can affect our performance causing delays or accidents. 

For these reasons, we must take into consideration our neighbors. 

These situations can create the next risks:  

 Collision with other teams machinery or team members. 

 Hits by moving or still objects like tools, equipment or parts of the module of the other 

teams. 

 Fall of objects, during loads manipulation.  

 Delays because of the traffic or position of the machinery of other teams.  

In order to prevent these situations some considerations have to be taken: 

 All the team members have to comply with all the rules in Health and Safety Plan and 

Site Operation Plan. 

 Organizers or representatives of other teams who come to lot A, must comply with 

Trópika Health and Safety Plan, and follow the instructions of the Safety officer.  

 The access will be prohibited for unauthorized persons. 

 Respect demarcated areas and pay special attention to signals.  

 Pay special attention to crossing, when coming out of demarcated areas towards non 

demarcated areas, near places with heavy machinery, areas with low visibility, etc. 

 No jumping of any fences or any other object meaning a demarcation. 
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 Warn the workers near you of your presence. 

h). Planned activities 

Assembly  

Table 10.21. Assembly process. 

 

Work Phases 

 

Activities Tasks 

Previous works 
Organization of the 

areas 

Clean the construction site. 

Arrival of the container to the site. 

Install the working areas. 

Place the safety fences to delimit the 

construction site, crane area and other 

machinery area. 

Place the tents, safety ribbons and plastic 

safety fences to delimit the work areas. 

Place the signposting. 

Download basic tools. 

Assemble basic equipment. 

Installation of heavy equipment. 

Installing light equipment. 

Site preparation 

Checking the ground´s 

level 

Checking the ground levels. 

Adjust footing level out. 

Topographic 

demarcation on the 

ground 

Determinate the location of the footings. 

Level out the footings. 

Establishment of the 

foundation system 
Footing placing 

Transport the footings to the site. 

Place the footings to its place. 

Check alignment. 

Establishment of 

primary structure 

Columns´s placement 

Transport the columns from container to 

the site with the forklift. 

Attach the column to the crane. 

Hoist the column 

Set columns into the foundations. 

Place column’s holders. 

Rafters´s placement 

Transport the rafter to its site with the 

forklift. 

Attach the rafter to the crane. 

Hoist the rafter with the crane. 

Placement of the rafters. 

Attach rafters to columns. 

Floor tie rafters’s. 

placement 

Transport the floor’s tie rafters with the 

forklift. 

Attach the rafters with the floor tie rafters 

Attach the columns with the floor tie 

rafters. 
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Attach the footings with the floor tie rafter 

Capping rafter´s 

placement 

Transport the capping rafters with the 

forklift 

Hoist the capping rafter into position with 

the crane. 

Attach the capping rafter to the columns. 

Floor installation 
Floor panels´s 

placement 

Transport the floor panel to the site 

Place the floor panels 

Attach the floor panels to the rafter. 

Enclousures 

Walls´s placement 

Placement of the scaffoldings. 

Transport the wall panels to the site 

Attach the wall panels to the crane. 

Wall hoisting. 

Place the wall panels between columns. 

Attach the wall panels to each other 

Attach the wall panels to the columns. 

Innerwalls´ s 

placement 

Transport the inner wall to the site with the 

forklift. 

Assemble the innerwall panels. 

Inner walls hoisting 

Place the wall panels. 

Attach the inner wall panels with the 

perimeter. 

Windows´s placement 

Transport the windows to the site 

Assemble the windows items. 

Place each element of the window 

Doors´s placement 

Transport the door to the site with the 

forklift. 

Doors installations. 

Roof installation 

Roof rafters´s 

placement 

Transport the roof rafter to the site 

Attach the roof rafters to the crane. 

Hoist the roof rafter. 

Attach the hoist rafter to the columns 

Roof battens´s 

placement 

Transport the roof battens from the 

container to the site 

Attach the roof battens to the roof rafter. 

Roof deck´s 

placement 

Transport the roof deck to the site 

Attach roof deck’s pieces together. 

Attach to the roof battens. 

Bathroom roof´s 

placement 

Install the support structure for the 

bathroom roof. 

Install the water tanks. 

Transport the bathroom ceiling panels to 

the site. 

Attach the bathroom ceiling panels to the 

crane 

Hoist the bathroom ceiling panels. 

Place the bathroom ceiling panels. 
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Attach the bathroom ceiling panels to the 

structure. 

Module’s celiling´s 

placement 

Transport the module ceiling panels to the 

site. 

Attach the module’s ceiling panels to the 

crane. 

Hoist and Place the module ceiling panels 

on its position 

Attach the module ceiling panels to the 

structure 

Electrical installation On development On development 

Domitic installation On development On development 

Thermofluids 

instalation 
On development On development 

Hall and ramp 

construction 

Columns´s placement 

Transport hall columns from container to 

the site 

Attach the columns to the crane. 

Hoist the hall columns 

Place the hall columns 

Attach hall columns to footing 

Floor rafters´s. 

placement 

Transport the rafter 

Place the rafter 

Attach the rafter to columns 

Floor enclousers´s 

placement 

Transport floor enclosures with the forklift. 

Attach floor enclosures to the rafter. 

Capping rafters´s 

placement 

Transport the capping rafter 

Hoist the capping rafter. 

Attach the capping to the column 

Ramp´s placement 

Transport the ramp to the site. 

Assemble the ramp items 

Place the ramp 

Roof deck´s 

placement 

Assamble the roof deck 

Place the roof deck 

Garden´s placement 
Assemble the garden items 

Place the garden items 

Final details 

Marquee´s placement 
Transport the marquee 

Attach the marquee to the capping rafter 

Railings´s placement 

Transport the railings 

Place the railings. 

Place tensors 

Flowerpots´s 

placement 

Transport the flowerpots 

Place the flowerpots 

Place the components 

Furniture´s placement 
Transport the furniture 

Place the furniture 

Grid´s placement 

Transport the grid 

Place the grid 

Place the components 
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Name´s placement 
Transport the metallic letters of the module 

Place the metallic letters. 

Accesories´s 

placement 

Transport the ramp accesories. 

Place the ramp accesories. 

Asssemble the ramp. 

Source: HS Department. 

 

i). Trades whose intervention is affected by the risks prevention 

 

During all stages of the competition, security measures shown in Table 9.3 (in the document 

Process of Analysis) must be followed, which seek to protect the following groups of people that 

are related directly or indirectly in this process: 

 Tec Team 

 Neighbor teams  

 Contracted and supporting companies 

 SDE Organization 

 Visitors and guides   

It is important for every visitor to comply with the security measures of Tec Team and always be 

accompanied by some preferably team member preferably coordinator who guide them 

regarding the mandatory security of the site. Every time inside Trópika’s construction site 

visitors have to use: 

• A hard hat 

• Safety glasses 

• Safety boots with ankle supports. 

• A reflective jacket or vest 

HS Coordinator will ensure that during the important activities visitors are not allowed inside 

the lot. 

Signposting and demarcation are going to be placed on day 1, before starting any work of 

construction and will be checked every day before the first shift start.  

 

 

j). Auxiliary resources planned for the construction 

Table 10.22. Auxiliary resources. 

Auxiliary Location When is going Use Activities related 
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resources to be used 

Tools storage Storage area 
Assembly and 

dissasembly 

Storage the 

power and 

hand tools 

All activities 

Topographic 

equipment 
Storage area 

Assembly and 

dissasembly 

Topographic 

works 

Topographic 

demarcation 

Containers Storage area 
Assembly and 

dissasembly 
Storage 

All activities 

required material 

inside 

Lights Construction site 
Assembly and 

dissasembly 
Night works All activities at night 

Ladder Storage area 
Assembly and 

dissasembly 
Inside works Maintenance works 

Scaffolding Storage area 
Assembly and 

dissasembly 

reach high 

places 
Works at heights 

Generating set Storage area 
Assembly and 

dissasembly 

Produce 

electricity 
All activities 

Source: HS Department. 

 

k). Machinery planned for the construction. 

Table 10.23. Equipment Rental Table TEC TEAM 

CATEGORIE 1 : MOBILE CRANE 
   

    
35 ton CRANE. MORE INFORMATION IN THE ASSEMBLY & DISASSEMBLY TABLES 

    

CATEGORIE 2 : CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT 
   

    
HANDLING 

DESIGNATION REFERENCE U QUANTITY NEEDED 

Forklift H.FL.01 u 0 

Telehandler H.TH.01 u 1 

    
ELEVATION 

DESIGNATION REFERENCE U QUANTITY NEEDED 

Boom Lift E.BL.01 u 0 

CATEGORIE 3 : OTHER EQUIPMENT 
   

    
EQUIPMENT 

DESIGNATION REFERENCE U QUANTITY NEEDED 

Pallet Truck O.OE.01 u 0 

Individual Platform 2,90m to 3,60m O.OE.02 u 3 

Scaffolding 5 m O.OE.03 u 6 

Fences HERAS (including plots) O.OE.04 m 100 m 
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Source: HS Department. 

l). Construction site installations 

Table 10.24. Installations in the construction site. 

Construction site 

installation 
Location 

When is going to be 

used 
Use Activities related 

Electric supply 
Drawing SO-

102 
Construction process 

To produce 

electrical 

energy 

Activities  

requiring 

electrical power 

Drinking water 

supply 
Drawing SO-

102 
Construction process 

Used to 

keep 

hydrated to 

workers 

All activities 

Rest area 
Drawing SO-

102 
Construction process 

To provide 

shaded 

areas for 

brake time 

All activities 

Office 
Drawing SO-

102 
Construction process 

Plan 

everyday 

work and 

check maps 

Logistic works 

Waste container 
Drawing SO-

102 
Construction process 

Place the 

wastes 

All activities that 

produce waste 

Waste separation 

slap 
Drawing SO-

102 
Construction process 

Separate 

recycle and 

different 

waste 

materials 

All activities that 

produce waste 

Workshop area 
Drawing SO-

102 
Construction process 

Assembly 

parts of 

Tropika 

Assembly pieces 

and furniture 

Storage workshop 
Drawing SO-

102 
Construction process 

Storage 

material 
All activities 

Construction area 
Drawing SO-

102 
Construction process 

Assembly of 

Tropika 
All activities 

Source: HS Department. 

 

For toilet, restrooms and changing rooms please  see Table in section 2.1.5.c)  of General 

Coordination Plan. 

Risks 

The principal possible risks are electric shocks and mechanical risks.   

Prevention 
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Only authorized persons can work with the electrical installation, connection lines and earth 

connection. 

Demarcation and signposting have to be checked every day by the HS Coordinator.   

 

m). Characteristics table for the stocks 

Table 10.25. Characteristic table for the stock. 

Materials Characteristic 
Dimensions (m) Weight 

(Kg) 
Transport Location 

L W H 

Laminated 

wood 
Columns 4.8 0.1 0.1 93.3 Forklift Stock area 

Laminated 

wood 
Rafters 7.9 0.25 0.1 96.3 Forklift Stock area 

Sawn 

lumber 
Nailers 6.1 0.1 0.1 29.36 Forklift Stock area 

Wood Floor 9.6 0.6 0.01 1844 Crane Stock area 
Source: HS Department. 

 

10.2.5. ACTIVITIES FOR RISKS PREVENTION 

 

Activities developed when preparing the works: 

All Tec Team members have to read and understand Trópika Health and Safety Plan and 

European regulations of safety during the construction works, before the assembly of Trópika 

start.  

Team members have to attend all the meetings organized by the HS department, where they 

are going to be trained in different topics related to health and safety in construction works 

such as: 

Table 10.26. Topics of training. 

Topic Responsible 

Safety in electrical installation. TEC’s Team advisor 

Safety in constructions (prevention labor risk). TEC’s Team advisor 

Ergonomics. TEC’s Team advisor 

First aid training. Costa Rica’s Red Cross 

Extinguisher use. Costa Rica’s Firefighters Institute 

Hydraulic tools use. TEC’s Team advisor 
Source: HS Department. 
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Most of the team members are going to be trained in First aids by the Costa Rica´s Red Cross, 

and fire protection and prevention, including the use of fire extinguishers bye Costa Rica´s Fire 

Fighters.  

Activities developed during the works: 

 This is responsibility of the HS department members: 

 Attend to the daily meetings with SDE Organization. 

 Make a meeting of HS topics before every shift of work start. 

 Internal meeting with visits or documentary makers to theirs information. 

 In case of non-resolved situation, analysis of the adequate solution in coordination with 

SDE Organization. 

 Attend any question or necessity of the team about Health and Safety.  

 Conduct safety inspections every day at the start and end of every work shift.  

 

Team members shall report any suspected deficiency to the HS coordinator. And the team is 

responsible to work together to ensure a safety environment during the contest week, including 

the public tour.  

a). Construction plan: determination of work effective timing. 

Tec team is going to have three working shifts of 8 hours, including 1 hour for lunch and a 15 

minutes break for each shift. 

b). Overlaps and incompatibilities in the construction 

Figure 10.8. Schedule of assembly. 

 

 

Date

Day

Shift 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

20-jun-14

5

21-jun-14

6

16-jun-14

1

17-jun-14

2

18-jun-14

3

10. Finishes & Furniture

25-jun-14

10

1. Previous work

2. Site Preparation

3. Foundations

4. Primary structure

Phase

22-jun-14

7

23-jun-14

8

24-jun-14

9

19-jun-14

4

5. Floor

6. Enclousures

7. Roof

8. Installations

9. Access structure
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Figure 10.9. Schedule of disassembly. 

 

In the figure above can be identify the overlaps by work phases. For the overlap-works we are 

contemplate by coordination that they will not interfere with each other in order to avoid 

accidents. For more details see part 9.5 Assembly and Disassembly Schedule in the document 

Site Operation Report.  

 

Tasks that cannot be carried out simultaneously: 

 Movement of suspended tasks over workers carrying out other tasks. 

 Works on higher levels above workers carrying out other tasks. 

 Tasks that require electricity while works for the restoration or maintenance of the 

auxiliary electricity system are being carried out. 

 Restoration or maintenance tasks of any element connected to the power supply or 

that might be switched on (in case of having batteries). 

 Watering tasks while works for the restoration or maintenance of the auxiliary electricity 

system are being carried out. 

 No task can be carried out near the location of the vertical enclosure placement. 

 

 

c). Number of Team members taking part in the construction 

  

Tec Team is going to have 30 students in, Versailles during the assembly and disassembly 

process, divided in three groups of ten students working in different shifts.  

 

The groups with the team member names will be given in the next delivery.  

Date

Day

Shift 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

3. Installations

2. Access structure

1. Finishes & Furniture

8. Foundations

7. Primary structure

6. Floor

5. Enclousures

4. Roof

Phase

1 2 3 4 5

15-jul-14 16-jul-14 17-jul-14 18-jul-14 19-jul-14
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d). Contracting planned 

 See part 10.2.4.K of this document.  

10.2.6. CRITICAL WORK PHASES FOR RISKS PREVENTION 

 

Critical work phases can be found in Table 10.9. Risk analysis and mitigation of the assembly 

of the module, located on the document Process of Analysis. These phases can be 

distinguished with the color red in the Risk Level column which represents extreme risk.  

 

10.2.7. RISKS IDENTIFICATION AND EFFICACY EVALUATION OF THE ADOPTED PROTECTIONS 

 

a). Location and identification of the areas where the works involving special risks will be 

developed. 

On Table 10.7. Risk analysis and mitigation of the assembly of the module, located on the 

document Process of Analysis, the phases with higher risk level.  All the works that involve 

lifting and placement with crane are considerate as special risks, also the woks that involve 

electricity. 

B). RISKS IDENTIFICATION AND EFFICIENCY EVALUATION OF THE ADOPTED PROTECTIONS 

The protections adopted to resolve every risk are indicated in Table 10.6,  Risks during the 

constructing process of the living module. The efficiency of these protections allows us 

conclude that the qualification of the risk with the applied prevention are high, medium and 

low.  

10.2.8. COLLECTIVE PROTECTIONS TO USE. 

General points 

The Project Supervisor and each TEAM are responsible for providing, implementing, and 

maintaining group protection up to its final disassembly or up until the end of construction. 

For both the Project Supervisor and each TEAM, the HSE Coordinator implements and 

maintains these tools. 

Sub-contractors can implement group protection in agreement with and under the 

responsibility of the Project Supervisor and of each TEAM. 

All of the group protection implemented by the company on the construction site must be 

described in detail in its ISHPP. 
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Group protection must be designed and constructed to meet the following general principles: 

 Always be implemented prior to the onset of any risk 

 Be adapted and sufficient to allow for the completion of various works safely and 

without dismantling by the Contractor, by its sub-contractors or by companies called on 

to succeed him on the portion of the work in question 

 Unless prior special agreement, only the Contractor in charge of maintenance of a 

temporary group protection will be authorised to disassemble it. 

However, group protection can only be disassembled in the following situations: 

 Elimination of the risk related to the advancement of work 

 Definitive group protection of the overall work is in place and is sufficient for the 

remaining work 

 Another temporary device of equal efficiency is implemented. (A procedure should be 

established in the ISHPP by the company which falls into this category) 

 If at the conclusion of the Contractor’s work, one or more risks still remain on the 

structure, the conditions set forth above will apply. The latter must implement group 

protection in consultation with the Project Supervisor or the TEAM concerned, which are 

called on to succeed. 

 All construction workers whose interventions require the removal of group protection 

implemented by the Project Supervisor or by each TEAM must implement, after 

agreement from the Project Supervisor and the TEAM involved, replacement equipment 

suitable to carry out its work, ensuring effective group protection. It also ensures 

maintenance until the end of the construction or until the replacement of initial 

protection. 

 Safety devices implemented by a company for its personal use (scaffolding, nets, 

barriers, etc.) or group protection shared with other companies can only be moved or 

changed by those who originally installed them. 

Any modification will be joined as an addendum to the ISHPP before work commences. 

Collective protection equipment will comply with the current regulations and will follow the next 

aspects: 

Table 10.27. Collective protection to use. during the assembly 

Risk conditions Requisite 
Collective protection 

equipment 

Fall from heights 

Areas with height equal or 

higher than 1.8 m will have 

protection equipment against 

falls. Trópika have anchorage 

points in the roofs of the 

module. 

Life lines 

Anchorage points 

Outside and inside 

scaffolding 

Ladders 

Signposting 

Electric contacts  

General earthing installation 

of the site 

Waterproof plugs 

Suspended loads falls The hooks on the elevation Auxiliary cords for the safety 
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mechanisms will have a 

safety lock 

load orientation 

Safety slings 

Use of machinery 

Safety devices will be kept in 

correct state of work, revising 

its state in periodically 

 

Site cleaning 

It is considered a collective 

protection measure of high 

efficacy 

Signposting 

Ribbons 

Traffic of vehicles 
Perimeter and protection 

Minimum height of 90 cm 

Fences 

Cones 

Plastic fence 

Ribbons 

Fire protection 

Visual and manual check 

every day of the competition. 

Extinguishers 21A-3-113B 

efficiency 

Extinguishers ABC 

Smoke detectors 

 

Collective protection 

equipment in dangerous 

areas 

Limitation of the circulation of 

vehicles, etc 

Protection of the weather 

conditions 

Signposting 

Tents and sun shelters 

Drinking water 

Sun screen 

 

Collective protection 

equipment when working with 

machinery 

No vehicle will be over loaded 

or will carry an uneven load, 

every machinery will have an 

acoustic device when 

reversing, visible plates 

where the size and maximum 

load, etc. will be shown. An 

everyday revision of the 

breaking devices and 

emergency stops will be 

done. 

Signposting 

Source: HS Department 

The user´s manual specifications will be available at the construction site, and every worker 

will have access to it.  

10.2.9. INDIVIDUAL PROTECTION RESOURCES TO USE 

 

For regulations enforcement purposes the personal protection equipment (PPE) will comply 

with the RD 773/1997, from May 30th, that establishes the minimum measures relating to the 

use, conditions and maintenance of the PPE.  

Aspects to be taken care of from a PPE: 

•Demand the CE marking. 

•Demand the instructions manual. 
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•Train and inform the worker following those instructions. 

•Follow those instructions. 

•Keep up with the maintenance, cleaning and repairing without losing or changing its initial 

safety characteristics. 

PPE to use 

Mandatory and required at all times:  

• A hard hat 

• Safety glasses 

• A shirt with sleeves and long trousers 

• Safety boots with ankle supports. 

• A reflective jacket or vest 

Depending on the tasks: 

Harness  

Helmet light 

Tool belt  

Mesh gloves 

Paper dust mask 

Work cloth made of cotton 

Hearing protectors 

Insolating gloves for low voltage (until 1000 

volts) 

Safety helmets against electric shocks 

Gardening gloves  

Kneepads for tile fixers or other workers who 

need to make their jobs to their knees

For more details see Table 9.3. Risks during the construction of the living module in document Process of 

Analysis.  

 

a). Signposting of the risks 

Signposting will comply with the RD 485/1997, document that establishes the minimum regulations for 

health and safety signaling for working areas. The construction site is considered as a working area.  

The signs will be cleaned, maintained and verified constantly.  

Resistant material to knocks, water and possible environment aggressions. 

Adequate dimensions, calorimetrical and photometrical characteristics to guarantee its visibility and 

comprehension. 

Must be installed at the correct height and angles. 
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Must be installed in locations with the correct illumination, accessible and visible. 

Table 10.28. Signposting to use. 

Type 

 

Needed 

 

 

Location 

 

Picture 

Prohibition 

 

No access for unauthorized 

persons 
In access  

 

Non-smoking area In access 

No access for pedestrian In access 

Warnings 

 

Suspended load In access 

 

Electric shock risk 

In site Access 

and next to the 

power 

generator/transf

ormer 

Warning In access 

Risk of tripping In access 

Falling objects In access 

Obligation 

 

Obligatory head protection In access 

 

Obligatory foot protection In access 

Obligatory eyesight 

protection 
In access 

Obligatory hearing 

protection 
In access 

Obligatory hands protection In access 

Obligatory face protection. In dust areas 

Obligatory high visibility 

jacket 
In access 

Fire-fighting Fire extinguisher. 
Near the fire 

extinguisher 

 

 

 

 

 

First aids 

Rescue and relief operations 

In the internal 

perimeter of the 

lot 

 

Guideline to follow in a case 

of emergency. 

Inside the lot, 

near the first 

aids bag 

http://www.online-sign.com/build_sign.php?pic=3
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First aids. 
Near the first 

aids bag 

Others 

STOP. 

In the vehicles 

access/exit on 

site 

 

Maximum speed 20 km/h. 

In the vehicles 

access/exit on 

site 

Source: HS Department 

10.2.10. SAFE WORKING PROCEDURES OF EVERY TEAM MEMBER 

 

Below the working procedures, which according to the risk analysis performed, are considered necessary 

for the team to perform their jobs safely. These procedures should be known to all team members and 

must be met at all times. 

 

 

Table. 10.29. Access control procedure. 

  

Access control 

Procedure 

 

 

Code: HS_10.1 

Version: 1 

Health and Safety 

Department 

Contents 

 Aim of the instruction  

 Scope  

 Implications and responsibilities  

 Equipment needed work  

 Stages of labor and safety key points 

Aim of the instruction  

 

This guidance provides advice on the circumstances and manner in which the Tec Team 

should control the access to the construction site.  In order to minimize the risk of having 

accidents or incidents. 

Scope 

 

Take into account the access during the assembly and disassembly of the Trópika, and when 

the Site Coordinator consider necessary. Every person, Team member and SDE organizers 

shall comply with this instruction.  

Implications and responsibilities  

 

General Site Coordinator:  
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Approve or refuse  the entrance of the Team members and SDE organizers, based on the 

dangerousness of the jobs that are currently performing in the construction site 

HS Officer:   

Make sure every person inside the construction site meets all the prerequisites to enter.  Is in 

charge of maintaining a record of people who have entered the room during the day 

Team members and SDE Organizers:  

Comply with all the requisites to be inside the construction site and follow all the instructions 

given by the General Site Coordinator and HS Coordinator.  

 

Equipment needed work  

PPE: 

A hard hat 

Safety glasses 

A shirt with sleeves and long trousers 

Safety boots with ankle supports. 

A reflective jacket or vest 

Other:  

Control list, with date, work shift number and signature. 

 

 

Stages of labor and safety key points 

Stage Safety key point 

Previous requirements 

 

 Entrance to the construction site will be 

limited, only Tec Team members and 

SDE organizers with the corresponding 

identification.  

 General Site Coordinator shall give the 

approval for the access.  

 Before entering each person must sign a 

list with their names and charge also 

show an ID and keep it visible at all 

times. 

 Authorized workers shall be familiarized 

with this Safety Plan and all the 

procedures on it.  

 HS Officer shall give the EPP to every 

person and give safety instructions.  

 At the beginning of every shift, team 

members shall assist to the rest area in 

order to receive an HS introduction 

according to the works they are going to 

perform, also they have to wear the 

complete PPE, sign the assistance list 

and wear their identification card. If any 

of the team members don’t comply with 

those requirements the access to the 

construction site will be denied.   
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Inside the lot 

 At all times within the site construction 

people outside the team, must be 

accompanied by either the coordinator 

or officer HS. 

 If any person disrespect the safety rules 

inside the construction site HS 

Coordinator or General Site Coordinator 

have to asked to leave the site 

immediately.  

After 

 PPE must be placed in an orderly 

manner in the place intended for it.  

 At the end of every work shift Team 

members shall sign the attendance list 

with their departure time.  

Source: HS Department 

 

 

 

 

 

Table. 10.30. Accident or incident reporting procedure. 

 

  

Accident or incident reporting 

Procedure 

 

 

 

Code: HS_10.2 

Version: 1 

Health and Safety 

Department 

Contents 

 Aim of the instruction  

 Scope  

 Implications and responsibilities  

 Equipment needed work  

 Stages of labor and safety key points 

 

Aim of the instruction  

This guidance provides advice on the circumstances and manner in which the Tec Team 

should be notified of any injuries, diseases and dangerous occurrences. 

Scope 

All accidents and incidents occurred during the whole competition in France. Means for 

accident undesired event that results in personal injury or property damage and for incident 
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an unplanned, undesired event that adversely affects completion of a task.  

 

Implications and responsibilities  

HS Coordinator: 

 Investigate the accident and make a report, fill the Accident/Incident Report Form 

Insurance coordinator: 

 Call to call the insurance company to fix details, and keep the Accident/Incident Report Form.  

Injured Person: 

To ensure that an Accident/Incident Report Form is completed and brought to the attention of 

the person responsible for reporting the accident. 

 

Equipment needed work  

Accident/Incident Report Form (Appendix 3). 

Insurance card and number.  

Stages of labor and safety key points 

 

Stage Safety key point 

Immediately 

All injury accidents, however minor, must be 

reported to the HS Coordinator 

Seek first aid or medical attention as required 

HS Coordinator classify the event  according to 

the severity of the event and proceeds to send 

the person to the nearest health center  

 

As soon as possible 

HS Officer fill the Accident/Incident Report Form 

and make the investigation with the help of the 

injured person or witnesses 

Give the Accident/Incident Report Form to the 

Insurance Coordinator.  

Insurance Coordinator makes the call to the 

insurance company.  

After 

Implement the recommendations on the report 

(HS Coordinator and General Site Coordinator) to 

reduce the risk of happening again.  

Source: HS Department 

 

Table 10.31. Heavy equipment safe operation procedure. 

  

Heavy equipment safe 

operation Procedure 

 

Code: HS_10.3 

Version: 1 

Health and Safety 

Department 

Contents 

 Aim of the instruction  

 Scope  

 Implications and responsibilities  
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 Equipment needed to  work  

 Stages of labor and safety key points 

 Supervision 

 References 

 

Aim of the instruction  

 

Improper procedures used by operators and team members can cause injury, disability, or 

death. By understanding and  following safe operating procedures for use of heavy equipment, 

we can prevent injury for yourself and your  

Coworkers. Tec Team will follow OSHA 510 Standards for Construction Industry and SDE 

Organizers additional rules. 

 

Scope 

 

Team members are responsible of their knowledge of the rules and OSHA standards that will 

be given in the Health and Safety trainings.  All heavy equipment operators shall be trained 

and certified in order to work in a safe and effective way.  

Implications and responsibilities  

 

HS Officer:  

Ensure that the equipment operator complies with the requirements. HS coordinator is also a 

supervisor. 

Banksman:  

Give instructions to the equipment operator.  

Equipment Operator:  

Follow the safety instructions at every time.   

 

Equipment needed to work  

Boots or safety shoes  

Eye/face protection  

Hard hat  

Hearing protection  

Gloves 

Signaling 

Stages of labor and safety key points 

Stage Safety key point 

Previous phase 

• Ensure that all operators have been 

trained on the equipment they will use 

• Do not modify the equipment's capacity 

or safety features without the 

manufacturer's written approval 

• Where possible, do not allow debris 

collection work or other operations 

involving heavy equipment under 

overhead lines 

• Check vehicles at the beginning of each 

shift to ensure that the parts, equipment, 

and accessories are in safe operating 
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condition. Repair or replace any 

defective parts or equipment prior to 

use. All vehicles must have: 

 A service brake system, an 

emergency brake system, and a 

parking brake system 

 Working headlights, tail lights, and 

brake lights 

 An audible warning device (horn) 

 Intact windshield with working 

windshield wipers 

Stage of performance of the work 

• Follow Banksman instructions at any 

time 

• Do not operate vehicle in reverse with an 

obstructed rear view unless it has a 

reverse signal alarm capable of being 

heard above ambient noise levels or a 

signal observer indicates that it is safe to 

move 

• Vehicles loaded from the top (e.g., dump 

trucks) must have cab shields or 

canopies to protect the operator while 

loading 

• Ensure that vehicles used to transport 

workers have seats, with operable seat 

belts, firmly secured and adequate for 

the number of workers to be carried 

• Equipment should have roll-over 

protection and protection from falling 

debris hazards as needed 

• Prior to permitting construction 

equipment or vehicles onto an access 

roadway or grade, verify that the roadway 

or grade is constructed and maintained 

to safely accommodate the equipment 

and vehicles involved 

• Do not modify the equipment's capacity 

or safety features without the 

manufacturer's written approval 

• Where possible, do not allow debris 

collection work or other operations 

involving heavy equipment under 

overhead lines 

Supervision  

 

To ensure that unsafe acts are minimized it is essential that supervision is effective. The  

supervisor therefore needs to:  

 Check that the Method Statement is being worked to 

 Check that the method is as safe as possible 

 Check that people are kept clear of hazardous areas 
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 Check that the al the machinery is being used correctly 

 Check that tasks are only carried out by authorized people 

 Challenge unsafe practices 

 Record and arrange for the repair of any damage they see or have reported 

 Have the authority and ability to stop a task if they feel it is unsafe 

 Report and record unsafe behavior (including near misses). 

 

Forklift  

 

 Check prior to begin working: tires, oil level, oil leaks, water, gas, antifreeze, breaks, 

clutch, lights, lighting, fire extinguisher, pitchfork operation, slope and elevation 

systems. 

 Before moving check if there is no person or obstacles around. Keep safety distance. 

 Do not turn, break or accelerate sharply. 

 Load transportation: pick it up and raise it 15cm. above ground. Circulate with the 

mast sloped at its maximum. 

 Unload: place the forklift in front of the area and in the correct position, raise the load 

up to the height needed keeping the breaks on, move the forklift until the load is 

located above the designated area for unloading, situate the pitchfork in a horizontal 

position, unload the load, and back away slowly. 

 Try to move forward if there is enough visibility, if the load does not allow it, the 

circulation must be carried out in reverse. 

 Never circulate with the pitchfork raised. 

 Do not circulate with any parts of the body outside the cabin. 

 Do not exit the forklift while moving. Do not exit the forklift jumping, use the running 

board. 

 Use the seat belts and follow the site and traffic signals. 

 Do not transport people on the forklift. Do not race. 

 Do not circulate over unprotected cables, do not manipulate or repair any of the forklift 

systems while in motion or when not having the knowledge or authorization to do so. 

 When leaving the forklift: leave it in a correct area, with the hand break on, take away 

the contact keys, and always leave with the forklift in the lowest position possible. 

 

Crane  

 

 Will have to previously know the task and the working process to be carried on and will 

need permission to begin. 

 Needs good visual communication with the person signaling at any time and follow its 

instructions. 

 Do not work perched on the crane´s cabin. Always work from its work spot. 

 Do not handle loads above other workers. 

 Do not work with the crane in case of breakdown or anomalies. 

 Do not manipulate the buttons, electrical system or any other element of the crane 

while connected. Disconnect from the electric panel and signal it in order to prevent 

accidental reconnection. 

 Ensure crane has been adequately maintained, pre-use checks carried out and has 

current report of thorough examination 

Do not leave suspended loads on the crane when works are finished. 
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 Do not raise loads that weight more or equal to the limit stated by the manufacturer. 

 Check and use only raise elements in correct conditions. 

 Wind speed to be checked with hand held anemometer by Supervisor before lift starts. 

Lift to be aborted if wind speed exceeds 15 mph  

Telehandler  

 

 All personnel to wear high visibility clothing  

 Ensure personnel are fully briefed on need to keep clear of load during lifting and 

telehandler during travelling  

 Ensure telehandler is made secure from unauthorised access or operation 

 Ensure weight of load is known and accurate  

 Ensure telehandler has been adequately maintained, pre-use checks carried out and 

has current report of thorough examination 

 Route to be planned and overhead obstacles marked with goal posts and signs  

 Operator and banksman to be advised of any overhead risks 

 Wind speed to be checked with hand held anemometer by Supervisor before lift starts. 

Lift to be aborted if wind speed exceeds 15 mph  

 

 

References  

 

OSHA's Hazard Exposure and Risk Assessment Matrix for Hurricane Response and Recovery 

Work: Heavy Equipment and Powered Industrial 

OSHA's Powered Industrial Trucks e-tool 

OSHA's Construction Industry | Cranes and Derricks in Construction Final Rule - Frequently 

Asked Questions 

Safe Use of Telehandlers In Construction 

 
Source: HS Department 

 

Table 10.32. Safe use of hand tools and power tools procedure. 

  

Safe use of hand tools and 

power tools Procedure 

 

Code: HS_10.4 

Version: 1 

Health and Safety 

Department 

 

Contents 

 

 Aim of the instruction  

 Scope  

 Implications and responsibilities  

 Equipment needed work  

 Stages of labor and safety key points 

 References  
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Aim of the instruction  

 

This guidance provides advice on the circumstances and manner in which the Tec Team 

should use the power and hand tools. 

 

Scope 

 

Only those members knowledgeable in the safe operation of any potentially dangerous tool will 

be allowed access. Jobsite electric tools to include: drills, sander, circular saw, grinders, 

mechanical screwdrivers. Jobsite hand tools to include: screwdrivers, tape measure, spanners, 

socket wrench, pliers, wire cutters, clamps, hammers, level, hand wrenches, and paint 

brushes. 

 

Implications and responsibilities  

 

HS Coordinator:  

Assisting supervisors in identifying hazardous conditions in regards to hand/power tools; 

Inspecting areas to ensure that this policy is being adhered to and Providing safety awareness 

training, as needed. 

General Site Coordinator: 

Ensuring employees are trained to use tools properly and in accordance with the 

manufacturer’s instructions, keep all tools in good condition with regular maintenance and 

replacing all damaged tools.  

Worker:  

Use the right tool for the job; notify any bad condition founded in the tools.  

 

Equipment needed work  

 

A hard hat 

Safety glasses 

A shirt with sleeves and long trousers 

Safety boots with ankle supports. 

Depending on the tool jacket or vest and gloves, ask the HS Coordinator or Officer. 

 

Stages of labor and safety key points 

Stage Safety key point 

Previous phase 

• Examine each tool for damage before 

use 

• Utilize the proper protective equipment 

given by the HS Officer 

• Follow all maintenance instructions and 

read the manual of the tool before use it. 

• Participate in safety training 

Stage of performance of the work 

Power tools:  

• Never carry a tool by the cord or hose 

• Never remove prongs from any cords 

• Never stand in or near water when using 

tools 

• Always use a Ground Fault Circuit 
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Interrupter (GFCI) with electrical tools if 

working in a wet environment 

• Never “yank” the cord or the hose to 

disconnect it from the receptacle 

• Keep cords and hoses away from heat, 

oil and sharp edges 

• Replace all frayed and/or damaged 

extension cords. Do not try to tape cords 

• Disconnect tools when not in use, before 

servicing and when changing 

accessories such as blades, bits and 

cutters 

• All observers shall be kept at a safe 

distance away from the work area 

• Secure work with clamps or a vise, 

freeing both hands to operate the tool 

• Avoid accidental starting. The worker 

shall not hold a finger on the switch 

button while carrying a plugged-in tool. 

• Tools shall be maintained with care. They 

shall be kept sharp and clean for the 

best performance. Follow instructions in 

the user’s manual for maintenance, 

lubricating and changing accessories 

• Maintain good footing and balance 

• Avoid loose fitting clothes, ties or jewelry 

such as bracelets, watches or rings, 

which can become caught in moving 

parts 

• Use tools that are either double-

insulated or grounded (three-pronged) 

• Keep work area well lit when operating 

electric tools 

• Ensure that cords and hoses do not pose 

as a tripping hazard; and 

• All portable electric tools that are 

damaged shall be removed from use and 

tagged “Do Not Use”. This shall be done 

by supervisors and/or employees.  

• Hand tools 

• Floors shall be kept as clean and dry as 

possible to prevent accidental slips with 

or around dangerous hand tools  

• Around flammable substances, sparks 

produced by iron and steel hand tools 

can be a dangerous ignition source. 

Where this hazard exists, spark-resistant 

tools made from brass, plastic, 

aluminum or wood shall be used. 

After • Operate tools in specified areas, and 
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store tools in a specific area when not in 

use to prevent damage and abuse. 

• Report any damage to the General Site 

Coordinator. 

References  

OSHA{s Safety and Health Topics | Hand and Power Tools 

Alberta Construction Safety Association (s. f.). Safety Practice: Power and Hand Tool Use 
Source: HS Department 

 

Table 10.33. Safe hand lifting procedure. 

  

Safe hand lifting 

Procedure 

 

Code: HS_10.5 

Version: 1 

Health and Safety 

Department 

Contents 

 Aim of the instruction  

 Scope  

 Implications and responsibilities  

 Equipment needed work  

 Stages of labor and safety key points 

 References  

Aim of the instruction  

 

This guidance provides advice on the circumstances and manner in which the Tec Team 

should do the manual lifting.  All OSHA standard requirements and procedures will be 

followed. Almost, the load will not exceed 25 kilos/ person. 

Scope 

 

All hand lifting where the load will not exceed 25 kilos/ person. 

Implications and responsibilities  

 

General Site Coordinator:  

Give the instructions of the work.  

HS Officer: 

Monitoring that lifting works are conducted properly and correct if not.  

Equipment needed work  

 

A hard hat 

Safety glasses 

A shirt with sleeves and long trousers 

Safety boots with ankle supports. 

Jacket or vest 

Use gloves that aid in holding slippery objects 

 

Stages of labor and safety key points 
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Stage Safety key point 

Previous 

• Evaluate the next factors and take into 

account the comments of each one: 

Weight of Objects 

Lifting loads heavier than about 50 pounds will 

increase the risk of injury and place great stress 

on muscles, discs, and vertebrae. 

 

Awkward Postures 

 

Bending while lifting forces the back to support 

the weight of the upper body in addition to the 

weight you are lifting. Bending while lifting 

places strain on the back even when lifting 

something as light as a screwdriver. 

 

Bending moves the load away from the body and 

allows leverage to significantly increase the 

effective load on the back. This increases the 

stress on the lower spine and fatigues the 

muscles. 

 

Reaching moves the load away from the back, 

increases the effective load, and places 

considerable strain on the shoulders. 

 

Carrying loads on one shoulder, under an arm, or 

in one hand, creates uneven pressure on the 

spine. 

 

Poor housekeeping limits proper access to 

objects being lifted, and forces awkward 

postures. 

 

Frequency and Duration Lifting 

 

Holding items for a long period even if loads are 

light, increases risk of back and shoulder injury, 

since muscles can be starved of nutrients and 

waste products can build up. 

 

Repeatedly exerting, such as when pulling wire, 

can fatigue muscles by limiting recuperation 

times. Inadequate rest periods do not allow the 

body to rest. 

 

Handholds 

 

Inadequate handholds (Figure 11) make lifting 

https://www.osha.gov/SLTC/etools/electricalcontractors/materials/heavy.html#weight
https://www.osha.gov/SLTC/etools/electricalcontractors/materials/heavy.html#awkward
https://www.osha.gov/SLTC/etools/electricalcontractors/materials/heavy.html#lifting
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more difficult, move the load away from the 

body, lower lift heights, and increase the risk of 

contact stress and of dropping the load. 

 

During 

• Move items close to your body and use 

your legs when lifting an item from a low 

location  

• Avoid twisting, especially when bending 

forward while lifting. Turn by moving the 

feet rather than twisting the torso. 

• Keep your elbows close to your body and 

keep the load as close to your body as 

possible 

• Keep the vertical distance of lifts 

between mid-thigh and shoulder height. 

Do not start a lift below mid-thigh height 

nor end the lift above shoulder height. 

Lifting from below waist height puts 

stress on legs, knees, and back. Lifting 

above shoulder height puts stress on the 

upper back, shoulders, and arms. 

• Break down loads into smaller units and 

carry one in each hand to equalize loads. 

Use buckets with handles, or similar 

devices, to carry loose items. 

• Keep the load close to the body. When 

lifting large, bulky loads, it may be better 

to bend at the waist instead of at the 

knees in order to keep the load closer to 

your body. 

• Ask for help when is necessary 

• Rotate tasks so employees are not 

exposed to the same activity for too long. 

• Work in teams; one employee lifts and 

holds items while the other assembles. 

• Take regular breaks and break tasks into 

shorter segments. This will give muscles 

adequate time to rest. Working through 

breaks increases the risk of 

musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs), 

accidents, and reduces the quality of 

work because employees are 

overfatigued. 

• Move materials from containers with 

poor handholds or without handholds 

into containers with good handholds. 

• Wear proper personal protective 

equipment (PPE) to avoid finger injuries 

and contact stress. Ensure that gloves fit 

properly and provide adequate grip to 
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reduce the chance of dropping the load. 

References  

OSHA eTool: Solutions for Electrical Contractors - Materials Handling: Heavy Lifting 

NIOSH: Ergonomic Guidelines for Manual Material Handling 

 

Source: HS Department 

 

 

Table 10.34. Scaffolding use procedure. 

 

 

Scaffolding use 

Procedure 

 

Code: HS_10.6 

Version: 1 

Health and Safety 

Department 

Contents 

• Aim of the instruction  

• Scope  

• Implications and responsibilities  

• Equipment needed work  

• Stages of labor and safety key points 

• References  

Aim of the instruction  

 

The purpose of this safety policy and procedure is to establish guidelines for the  

protection of Tec Team members  who work on scaffold work surfaces. 

Scope 

 

Scaffolds shall be erected, moved, dismantled, or altered only under the supervision of a  

competent person and will have guardrails and toe boards installed. When scaffolding  

hazards exist that cannot be eliminated, then engineering practices, administrative  

practices, safe work practices, Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), and proper training  

regarding Scaffolds will be implemented. 

Implications and responsibilities  

 

General Safe Coordinator:  

Ensure implementation of Tec Team’s safety policy and procedure on Scaffolds. 

Safety Coordinator:  

Ensure that the equipment complies with safety specifications 

Worker:  

Report immediately any unsafe act or condition to his or her supervisor. 

Equipment needed work  

 

A hard hat 

Safety glasses 

A shirt with sleeves and long trousers 

Safety boots with ankle supports 
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A reflective jacket or vest 

Tool holder 

Stages of labor and safety key points 

Stage Safety key point 

Scaffold Erection 

• Check the structure and : Safety 

accessories, guardrails , toeboards 

• The scaffolding must be assembled with 

all the elements provided for 

configuration required. Do not use other 

than those provided. Do not modify the 

technical elements. 

• When assembling and disassembling 

scaffolding, if the collective protection 

personal is no longer assured, personal 

protection devices become mandatory. 

Access to the work area should be 

prohibited unauthorized persons. 

• The scaffold must always be perfectly 

horizontal. 

• The climatic conditions should not 

compromise the safety of workers. 

Working phase 

• Any scaffold, including accessories such 

as braces, brackets, trusses, screw legs, 

ladders, couplers, etc., damaged or 

weakened from any cause must be 

repaired or replaced immediately, and 

shall not be used until repairs have been 

completed. 

• Scaffolds shall not be moved while 

employees are on them 

• Eligible expenses by scaffolding must not 

be exceeded (charge distributed over the 

structure and supported by bearings). 

• Guardrails must always be in place, even 

when working against a wall. Never use 

enhancement to work on the set (chair, 

stool, scale ...). 

• During the use of the scaffolding, the 

media wheels are locked and blocked 

wheels. 

• Always access levels from the inside of 

the scaffold, never outside. Access doors 

must be closed automatically after each 

pass. Nothing should obstruct opening or 

closing. 

• The scaffold must not be used to support 

lifting devices such as hoists, winches, 

ducting materials... 

• Do not approach flying electric 

conductors or uninsulated. 
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• Do not use boards or planks to access 

the bearings, do not bridge with the 

building scaffolding or another. 

• Outriggers must always be in place, 

arranged diagonally the base of the 

rectangle. 

• Move the scaffolding manually two 

people on solid, level ground (slope 3 % 

max.) with stabilizers deployed. The 

scaffold must be emptied of its 

equipment and its occupants. The path 

must be free of obstructions on the 

ground or air. 

References  

OSHA: Safety requirements for scaffolding 
OSHA:  A Guide to Scaffold Use in the Construction Industry 
Source: HS Department 

 

 

 

 

Table 10.35. Trucks movements inside la lot procedure. 

 

 

Trucks movements inside the 

lot Procedure 

 

Code: HS_10.7 

Version: 1 

Health and Safety 

Department 

Contents 

 

 Aim of the instruction  

 Scope  

 Implications and responsibilities  

 Equipment needed work  

 Stages of labor and safety key points 

 

Aim of the instruction  

 

This guidance provides advice on the circumstances and manner in which the Tec Team 

should coordinate the trucks movements inside the lot.   

Scope 

 

Includes the entrance and movements of trucks inside the lot during assembly and 

disassembly process.  

Implications and responsibilities  
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General Site Coordinator: 

Must approve the entry of trucks at construction site with written permission 

Safety Officer:  

Monitor that no accidents occur 

Equipment needed work  

Written entrance permission  

Signposting  

Stages of labor and safety key points 

Stage Safety key point 

Previous to entrance 

General Site Coordinator check that the truck 

driver comply with all the requirements 

Realize a previous analysis of the truck’s 

movements between the HS Team Coordinator, 

Site Coordinator and the driver of the truck 

Entrance  

Truck’s speed will adapt to the step of a man 

one person must walk in front of the truck in 

order to guide the movements of the trucks, 

establish the maximum speed of the vehicles 

and avoid the accidents with people and the rest 

of vehicles and/or with the different elements 
Source: HS Department 

 

Table 10.36. Work at heights procedure 

  

Work at heights 

Procedure 

 

 
Code: HS_10.8 

Version: 1 
Health and Safety 

Department 

Contents 

 

 Aim of the instruction  

 Scope  

 Implications and responsibilities  

 Equipment needed work  

 Stages of labor and safety key points 

 References  

Aim of the instruction  

 

The objective of this procedure is to ensure that all Tec Team members working at the 

construction sites are protected from the hazards of falls from height or being affected by 

falling objects. 

Scope 
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The requirements of this procedure are mandatory for all Tec Team members on the site 

involving. This document applies for works over 0.8 m. 

Implications and responsibilities  

 

General Site Coordinator:  

Ensure all persons using personal fall protection systems are trained in the safe and correct 

use of that system including initiating a rescue plan after a worker has fallen. 

HS Officer:   

Ensure that the potential of an object or person to fall is managed as per this procedure. 

Ensure there are written procedures and equipment available for the safe retrieval of a person 

who has fallen. 

Ensure that the user of a fall protection system does not work alone. 

Team members and SDE Organizers:  

Inspect harnesses and lanyard assemblies prior to every use. 

Ensure that all the equipment is used properly.  

Equipment needed work  

PPE: 

• A hard hat 

• Safety glasses 

• A shirt with sleeves and long trousers 

• Safety boots with ankle supports. 

• A reflective jacket or vest 

• Work at heights equipment 

Stages of labor and safety key points 

Stage Safety key point 

Previous requirements 

 

 General Site Coordinator check that all 

workers are trained in the safe and 

correct use of that system including 

initiating a rescue plan.  

If there is a risk of an object falling on to persons 

working below then one of the following falling 

object risk management methods shall be 

implemented: 

 Time method – planning or otherwise 

managing work so that tasks creating 

an overhead work situation do not 

occur at the same time for different 

work groups. 

 Distance Method – planning or 

otherwise managing work so that 

tasks creating an overhead work 

situation do not occur in what is 

reasonably foreseeable and 

demarcated as the cordoned area. 

If there is a risk of a person falling  the control 

measures involve a fall arrest harness system 

 Team members have to inspect before 

start any work: 
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• Anchor points 

• Harnesses and accessories 

• Lanyards and accessories 

• Static lines and accessories 

• Rope systems and accessories 

• Mobile work platforms and 

attachments 

 Under no circumstances shall a person 

work under or be positioned under a 

suspended load.  

At work time 

 No person shall work in a position where 

there is potential for an un-arrested fall 

from a height that is likely to cause 

injury. 

 Fallow all the instructions given in the 

¨Work at heights Training¨.  

After 

 Put the equipment in its corresponding 

place. 

 Notify any damage in the equipment to 

the HS officer.  

References  

UK Healthy and Safe Executive: Working at height  
OSHA: Fall Protection  
Source: HS Department 

 

Table 10.37. Safe hoisting and rigging. 

  

 

Safe  

Hoisting and Rigging 

 
Code: HS_10.9 

Version: 1 
Health and Safety 

Department 

Contents 

 

 Aim of the instruction  

 Scope  

 Implications and responsibilities  

 Equipment needed work  

 Stages of labor and safety key points 

 References 

 

 

Aim of the instruction  

 

The following guidelines are to help plan lifts so that potential hazards can be identified and 
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controlled.  

Scope 

 

The requirements of this procedure are mandatory for all Tec Team members and apply to all 

lifts performed on the site.  

Implications and responsibilities  

 

General Site Coordinator:  

Ensure the proper use of lifting and rigging. Coordinating movements, logistics and 

attachment to this issue. 

Ensure that the equipment and accessories needed are available.  

Ensure that equipment is properly set up and positioned.  

Ensure that a signaler is assigned, if required, and identified to the equipment operator.  

Direct the lifting operation to ensure  that it is done safely and efficiently 

HS Coordinator:   

Ensure that the personnel involved have  received proper and current training and  

qualification for the procedure 

Stop the job when any potentially unsafe condition is recognized. 

Brigade member SDE Organizers:  

Direct emergency stabilization operations if an accident or injury occurs. 

Equipment needed work  

PPE: 

• A hard hat 

• Safety glasses 

• A shirt with sleeves and long trousers 

• Safety boots with ankle supports. 

• A reflective jacket or vest 

Stages of labor and safety key points 

Stage Safety key point 

Planning 

 Characterize the load in terms of 

dimensions, weight, and center of gravity  

 Characterize the task in terms of lifting, 

rotation, speeds, and travel directions  

 Evaluate hazards to determine 

consequences resulting from collision, 

upset, or dropping the load  

 Determine how to rig the load using good 

rigging practices.  

 Ensure that the attachment points and 

load can withstand the forces created by 

the rigging gear attachment  

 Select equipment and rigging based on: 

the type, category of lift, a minimum 

capacity of lifting equipment (hoist, 

crane, slings, lifting fixture, etc); and on 

the identified load, task, and hazards.  

 Ensure that sling angles are considered 

when determining forces on rigging 

equipment and the load.  
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Preparing and Testing 

 Verify that all equipment, fixtures, and 

accessories are operative, up-to-date on 

required periodic inspections, and in 

good condition before the operation 

begins  

 Perform all equipment pre-use 

inspections  

 Perform a test lift using similar or 

dummy loads  

 Prepare the area where the load is being 

moved to (for example, clear the area, 

ensure that dunnage is  

 in place)  

 Clear lift path of obstructions  

  

 Ensure that all personnel are trained on 

the types of equipment they will be using  

 Ensure that all personnel fully 

understand the requirements of the lift 

and their role in the operation  

Performing the Lift  

 Ensure all personnel involved in the lift 

understand the plan  

 Provide the task qualified supervision 

specified in the planning process  

 Vacate all non-essential personnel from 

the building or adjacent area (optional)  

 Ensure a signaler is assigned, if required  

 Identify the crane operator  

 Follow specific instructions/procedures 

for attachment of the rigging gear to the 

load. Use proper rigging techniques. 

Examples include padding sharp corners; 

orientation of chocker hitches for “rolls”, 

orientation of hooks, no binding of hoist 

rings, etc.  

 Slowly raise the crane to take the slack 

out of the rigging without actually lifting 

the item. Allow the rigging gear to settle 

into place, checking for twists and 

binding. Make sure that padding has 

remained in place and all slings are 

protected from sharp edges. Begin to 

raise the item to verify balance and 

check the braking system by watching 

that the load does not sink. If load is not 

balanced, lower the load and adjust. 

Repeat as necessary until the load is 

evenly balanced.  

 Stop the job when any potentially unsafe 
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condition is recognized  

Reference  

Department of Energy Standard 1090, “Hoisting and Rigging” (DOE-STD-1090-2007), “DOE-

STD-1090-2007; Hoisting and Rigging Standard (Formerly Hoisting and Rigging Manual)” 

SLAC Environment, Safety, and Health Manual (SLAC-I-720-0A29Z-001) 

Source: HS Department 

 

TABLE 10.38 CONFINED SPACES PROCEDURE  

  

 

Confined Spaces  

 
Code: HS_10.10 

Version: 1 
Health and Safety 

Department 

Contents 

 

 Aim of the instruction  

 Scope  

 Implications and responsibilities  

 Equipment needed work  

 Stages of labor and safety key points 

 References 

Aim of the instruction  

 

The following guidelines are to manage the risks associated with working in confined spaces.  

Scope 

 

The requirements of this procedure are mandatory for all Tec Team members and apply to all 

the works under the floor, which because of it characteristics is considered as a confined 

spaces.  

Implications and responsibilities  

General Site Coordinator:  

Fill the permit with the entrant. 

Ensure that the works are being done according to the safety standards 

HS Coordinator:   

Know space hazards including information on the mode of exposure, signs or symptoms and 

consequences. 

Verify emergency plans and specified entry conditions such as permits, procedures and 

equipment before allowing entry. 

Verify that rescue services are available and that the means for summoning them are 

operable.  

Take appropriate measures to remove unauthorized entrants. 
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Ensure that entry operations remain consistent with the entry permit and that acceptable entry 

conditions are maintained. 

Check and Sign the permit-required. 

Stop the work if there is not a permit signed. 

Terminate entry and cancel permits when entry operations are completed or if a new condition 

exists. 

Brigade member SDE Organizers:  

Direct emergency stabilization operations if an accident or injury occurs. 

Equipment needed work  

PPE: 

• A hard hat 

• Safety glasses 

• A shirt with sleeves and long trousers 

• Safety boots with ankle supports. 

• A reflective jacket or vest 

Stages of labor and safety key points 

Stage Safety key point 

Permit required  

Before entering the HS Coordinator have to sign 

the written permit, which have to contain: 

 Name of permit space to be entered, 

authorized entrant(s), eligible attendants 

and individuals authorized to be entry 

supervisors. 

 Name and signature of HS Coordinator. 

 Purpose of entry and known space 

hazards. 

 Measures to be taken to isolate permit 

spaces and to eliminate or control space 

hazards. 

 Name and telephone numbers of rescue 

and emergency services and means to 

be used to contact them. 

 Date and authorized duration of entry. 

 Acceptable entry conditions. 

 Communication procedures and 

equipment to maintain contact during 

entry. 
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 Special equipment and procedures, 

including personal protective equipment 

and alarm systems. 

 Any other information needed to ensure 

employee safety. 

During the work 

Authorized entrants are required to: 

 Know space hazards. 

 Use appropriate PPE properly. 

 Maintain communication with 

attendants. 

 Exit from the permit space as soon as 

possible when: 

 Ordered by the authorized 

person. 

 He or she recognizes the warning 

signs or symptoms of exposure. 

 A prohibited condition exists. 

 Alert the attendant when a prohibited 

condition exists or when warning signs or 

symptoms of exposure exist. 

The attendant is required to: 

 Remain outside the permit space during 

entry operations.  

 Perform non-entry rescues when 

specified by the employer's rescue 

procedure. 

 Know existing and potential hazards, 

including information on the mode of 

exposure, signs or symptoms, 

consequences and physiological effects. 

 Maintain communication with and keep 
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an accurate account of those workers 

entering the permit space.  

 Order evacuation of the permit space 

when: 

 A prohibited condition exists. 

 A worker shows signs of 

physiological effects of hazard 

exposure. 

 An emergency outside the 

confined space exists. 

 The attendant cannot effectively 

and safely perform required 

duties. 

 Ensure that unauthorized people stay 

away from permit spaces or exit 

immediately if they have entered the 

permit space. 

 Inform authorized entrants and the entry 

supervisor if any unauthorized person 

enters the permit space. 

 Perform no other duties that interfere 

with the attendant's primary duties. 

End of the work  
 Terminate entry.  

 

Reference  

CCOHS, Confined Space - Program 

OSHA, Permit-required confined spaces 1910.146 
Source: HS Department 

Table 10.39. Hazardous Substances Procedure 

  

 

Hazardous Substances 

 
Code: HS_10.11 

Version: 1 
Health and Safety 

Department 
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Contents 

 

 Aim of the instruction  

 Scope  

 Implications and responsibilities  

 Equipment needed work  

 Stages of labor and safety key points 

 References 

Aim of the instruction  

 

The following guidelines are a guide to handling in a correct way  hazardous substances in the 

construction of Trópika.  

Scope 

 

The requirements of this procedure are mandatory for all Tec Team members and apply to all 

hazardous substances used during the assembly and disassembly of Trópika.   

Implications and responsibilities  

 

General Site Coordinator:  

Ensure the proper use manipulation and use of the hazardous substances. 

Ensure that the resources and materials needed are available.  

HS Coordinator:   

Ensure that the personnel involved have  received proper and current training and  

qualification for the procedure. 

Inspect storage, transport and handling are according to the manufacturer instructions. 

Keep MSDS accessible and ensure that are known by the involved  team members. 

Brigade member SDE Organizers:  

Direct emergency stabilization operations if an accident or injury occurs. 

Equipment needed work  

PPE: 

• A hard hat 

• Safety glasses 

• A shirt with sleeves and long trousers 

• Safety boots with ankle supports. 

• A reflective jacket or vest 

• Gloves  

Stages of labor and safety key points 

Stage Safety key point 

Basic previous 

 Labeling all Hazardous products as 

‘Hazardous materials’ in English and 

Spanish.  
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  All waste classified as hazardous should 

be isolated and stored as per the MSDS 

provided by the manufacturer.  

  Locations should be identified on the 

construction site to store the wastes and 

the items should be segregated and 

stored in the bins accordingly.  

 Fire Extinguisher should be accessible.  

Specific substances   

admixtures, sealants, adhesives solvents 

etc.:  

 Every worker should use respiratory 

protective equipment during working 

with chemical admixture products, 

sealants, adhesives, solvents etc.  

 Avoid any kind of skin contact with the 

chemicals used.  

 Wash well with soap and warm water or 

use special cleansers, especially after 

direct contact with chemicals, and before 

drinking and eating.  

 Install effective exhaust ventilation to 

prevent air contamination; add local 

exhaust ventilation if necessary.  

 Do not inhale or smell the chemicals 

when the cans are opened.  

 Disposal of containers of chemical 

products, materials applied with 

chemical products etc should be done by 

segregating and collecting these 

separately as hazardous waste. These 

should then be given to an authorized 

agency for disposal. Provided by SDE 

organization. 
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 These materials should never be burnt.  

  

Paints, pigments, dyes and primers: 

 

  Every worker should use respiratory 

protective equipment during working 

with chemical admixture products, 

sealants, adhesives, solvents etc.  

 Avoid any kind of skin contact with the 

chemicals used.  

  Lead-based paint should be avoided 

completely.  

 Wash well with soap and warm water or 

use special cleansers, especially after 

direct contact with paints, pigments, etc., 

and before drinking and eating.  

 Do not inhale or smell the chemicals 

when the cans are opened.  

 Disposal of containers of paints, 

pigments, dyes and primers, other 

products used for its application, or any 

other products applied with these 

products should be done by segregating 

and collecting these separately as 

hazardous waste. These should then be 

given to an authorized agency for 

disposal. Provided by SDE organization. 

 

Reference  

OSHA:  DRAFT MODEL TRAINING PROGRAM FOR HAZARD COMMUNICATION.  

Source: HS Department 

 

Table 10.40. Control of hazardous energy procedure 
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Control of hazardous energy 

 
Code: HS_10.12 

Version: 1 
Health and Safety 

Department 

Contents 

 

 Aim of the instruction  

 Scope  

 Implications and responsibilities  

 Equipment needed work  

 Stages of labor and safety key points 

 

Aim of the instruction  

 

This procedure aims to protect team members who must do service or maintenance on 

machines or equipment and who could be injured by an unexpected start-up or release of 

hazardous energy. Service or maintenance includes erecting, installing, constructing, 

repairing, adjusting, inspecting, setting up, testing, cleaning, and dismantling machines or 

equipment.  

This policy will ensure that machinery or equipment is stopped, isolated from all hazardous 

energy sources, and properly locked or tagged out 

Scope 

 

This policy applies to all Tec Team members who may be exposed to hazardous energy during 

service or maintenance work. Uncontrolled energy includes potential, kinetic, flammable, 

chemical, electrical, and thermal sources.  

Implications and responsibilities  

 

General Site Coordinator:  

Enforce the use of lockout and tag out devices when employees do service or maintenance 

work and may be exposed to hazardous energy. 

Fill the permit to the work.  

 HS Coordinator:   

Ensure that the personnel involved have  received proper and current training and  

qualification for the procedure 

Stop the job when any potentially unsafe condition is recognized. 

Sign the permit of the work 

Brigade member SDE Organizers:  

Direct emergency stabilization operations if an accident or injury occurs. 

Equipment needed work  

PPE: 

• A hard hat dielectric. 

• Safety glasses 

• A shirt with sleeves and long trousers 

• Safety dielectric boots with ankle supports.  

• A reflective jacket or vest 
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Stages of labor and safety key points 

Stage Safety key point 

Basic rules 

 

 All energy sources to fixtures, equipment 

and/or machinery shall be locked out or 

tagged out to protect against accidental 

or inadvertent operation when such 

operation could cause injury to 

personnel. 

 Note that isolating a piece of equipment 

from its source may not eliminate all 

potential hazards. Stored energy may be 

present within the equipment or 

machinery.  

 Do not attempt to operate any switch, 

valve or other energy isolation device 

when it is locked or tagged out.  

 Never remove a lock or tag for another 

associate. Only the associate placing the 

lock or tag may remove it. If there is a 

need to remove another associate’s lock 

or tag in an emergency, only the HS 

Coordinator may do so after making 

every effort to contact the owner of the 

lock or tag. 

Before they begin service or maintenance 

work 

1. Inform all affected employees of equipment 

shutdown. 

2. Shut down equipment. 

3. Isolate or block hazardous energy. 

4. Remove any potential (stored) energy. 

5. Lockout or tagout the energy sources. 

6. Verify the equipment is isolated from 

hazardous energy and de-energized. 

remove lockout or tagout 

1. Remove tools and replace machine or 

equipment components. 

2. Inform coworkers about energy-control device 

removal. 
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3. Ensure all workers are clear of the work area. 

4. Verify machine or equipment power controls 

are off or in a neutral position. 

5. Remove the lockout or tagout device. 

6. Re-energize equipment 
Source: HS Department 

 

Alcohol and drugs 

When one of the team members notices a person inside the lot that is under the influence of alcohol or 

drugs must report it immediately to the Tec Team Safety Officer, who shall make a written report and 

request the person to leave the site to prevent accidents. Take the person to a safe place and report the 

situation to Juan Carlos Marti, Project Manager. 

At no time alcohol or illegal drugs are allowed on the site. 

PPE 

Every team member will have his own PPE and is going to be under de supervision of the HS officer.  At 

every time inside the site the use of PPE is obligatory (hardhats, safety eyewear, boots and vest). At the 

beginning of each work shift HS officer shall ensure that each team member carries the PPE needed to do 

their jobs otherwise cannot enter the construction site.  

The correct maintenance of the PPE is responsibility of every team member.  

 

10.2.11. MACHINERY AND AUXILIARY RESOURCES 

 

Every safety user´s manuals from manufacturer of the machinery, tools and auxiliary resources are going 

to be available thus each team member knows and will fulfill the terms of these. 

The manuals will be available for all team members but under the custody of the HS Coordinator. Is 

responsibility of every team member have read the manual of the machinery and auxiliary resources that is 

going to manipulate during all the process. 

10.2.12. PLANNED MEASURES IN CASE OF ACCIDENT 

 

a) First aids. 

The first aid procedure will be the proposed in part 10.2.17 of this document nevertheless the all the 

members of the team have the knowledge of basic first aid procedures. A brigade will be in charge of that 

matter on every shift. They will be informed of the stipulated procedure on the General Coordination Plan. 

Knowing what action needs to be taken to control an emergency can make the difference between life and 
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death, that is why half of Tec Team members are going to receive a 40 hours Basic First Aid Course given 

by EICPSA, a consultant company specialized in that subject. For specific information refer to appendix 4 

of General Coordination Plan. 

The course topics are:  

Legal and ethical issues 

Anatomy Basics 

body Systems 

Scene Rating 

Review of patient 

Review from head to toe 

Vital Signs 

Soft tissue injuries 

Bleeding 

Control of bleeding and bandages 

Musculoskeletal Injuries 

Shock 

Burns 

Poisoning 

Heat emergencies 

Medical Emergencies 

Imminent delivery 

 

b).First aids bag 

 

Is important to remind the presence of a Medical Center on Solar Village.  

Considerations of the portable first-aid bag: 

 It must contain only first-aid material. 

 It must be orderly. 

 Used material must be replaced, as well as the date of expire must be checked. 

 Its content must be in accordance with the training level of the first-aider (user). 

The contents of the firs aids bag according to the Spanish and French standards are: 

Adhesive tape 

Alcohol wipes or ethyl alcohol 

Antiseptic solution 

Assorted Washproof Plasters 

Elastic bandage 

First aids manual 

Moist Wipes 

Pairs of Gloves 

Plastic bag 

Safety pins Scissors 
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Sterile gauze 

Triangular bandage 

Tweezer
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c) Preventive medicine 

 

Every team member who is going to be part of the construction process has to pass a medical examination in 

which the Doctor ensures they are able to perform works in construction. 

The medical examination is going to consist in three parts: 

1. Electrocardiogram  

2. Medical physical  review  

3. Blood tests review 

Team members also are going to perform a physical test where experts on the area are going to determinate the 

physical condition of each one. This test consist will take in consideration endurance, speed, balance and agility.   

d) Accident victim evacuation 

 

The evacuation of injured people will be in charge of trained persons. That is the reason why we call the 

emergency number that will be provide in part  10.2.17 of this document, stabilize the victim, and wait for the 

ambulance to arrive to give the victim to professional hands. 

 

10.2.13. RISKS IDENTIFICATION FOR POSSIBLE LATER WORKS. 

 

For possible latters works we have identify some risks such as: 

Table 10.41. Risk identification for possible later works. 

Risk Activity 

Minor abrasions Setup of the elements on the container. 

Collision with vehicles During the transport of the container. 

Hits Setup of the elements on the container. 

 

All these risk will be prevented with training and safety courses to the team members this way they also are 

going to be aware of risky situations when something unplanned happen. 

 

10.2.14. USEFUL PLANS AND INFORMATION FOR POSSIBLE LATER WORKS 

 

After the disassembly phase their will be a reunion with the team so we can analyze and quantify if is necessary 

to do later works. Those tasks will be consider by the Site Operation Coordinator and the H&S Coordinator to 

determinate how those jobs will be develop, will having in consideration the safety of the members of the Team. 
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10.2.15. ADOPTED SYSTEM FOR THE LEVEL OF HEALTH AND SAFETY CONTROL DURING WORKS 

 

At every moment of the construction process the HS Coordinator or a Safety 

Officer will be on duty. Their responsibilities are: 

 Checking out deliverables 

 Realizing inspections during the construction 

 Training the workers before every shift 

 Checking the compliance with the HS Plan 

 Organize and distribute the PPE and collective equipment 

 Control the right habits like the cleaning, order, coordination  

 Answer any questions about Health and Safety  

 Check every member´s identification and sign in the assistance table 

 Communicate with the HS Coordinator or Safety Officer in charge of the previous shift 

Also in every shift is going to be at least one person trained in first aids and Extinguisher use.  

Every day after the work shifts start HS Coordinator or Safety Officer with the Construction Coordinator will be the 

first to go in the lot in order to check everything is correct like: 

 Plastic perimeter fending 

 General and prototype earthling installation  

 Circuit breaker with selective calibrator (with a qualified worker) 

 Signaling 

 Fire extinguishers 

 First aid kit 

 Scaffolding  

 Auxiliary plastic fencing and ribbons 

 Moreover he must check the general conditions of the lot: 

 Cleaning 

 Order 

In case of fire the team integrated a fire protection system: 

Fire protection system 

The housing module has been equipped with 2 smoke brand BKR  model FG200 Family Gard Smoke alarm). 

There is battery-powered smoke detector for early detection of smouldering fires and open fires with 

development of smoke indoors. Sensibility accordance with EN 14604. This device has a signal 

approximately 80dB (A) at 3m distance. FG200 smoke detector has an independent source 9V monobloc 

battery and has a dimensions 110 x 36 mm (Ø x H). The type protection is IP 42. That are located in the 

zones with more risk of fire, these areas are: 

 Kitchen 

 Flexible area 

 Bedroom 
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We will equipped three extinguisher in the house, those are located in: 

• The kitchen: in this area food will be prepared, that implies high temperatures and oil, which means that is 

the critique zone of our habitation module. To ensure that the habitants of the module can suppress an 

outbreak of fire, a extinguisher (ABC_21A-113B, 10 lbs, 0.9 m of height.) will be place on the kitchen. 

• In the laundry room (machine room) (BC_21A-113B, 10 lbs 0.9 m of height.) to ensure a better response in 

case of emergency will be located outside of it. The CO2 will take care of the emergency without damaging 

any device. 

• Living room: extinguisher (ABC_21A-113B, 10 lbs 0.9 m of height.) will be placed in the living room to ensure 

a better response in case of fire in that area. 

• Storage area: a water extinguisher (A_21A-113B, 2 1/2 gallons) will be supply in case of fire.   

 

To see detailed information please refer to the Fire protection system explained in the Drawing FP-001.  

 

10.2.16. FORMATION AND INFORMATION ABOUT HEALTH AND SAFETY 

 

Formation and information are primary in this process in order to reduce the probability of accidents and 

incidents during the assembly and disassembly of Trópika. The next plan explains with more detail the training 

received by every team member.  

All the members involved in construction work might know: 

 The own risks of their labor activity. 

 The procedures of safety work. 

 The correct use of the obligatory equipment of individual protection for their work. 

 Adopted measures in first-aids, fire-fighting and evacuation. 

  

Table 10.42. Safety Training Plan 

 

 

 

Safety Training Plan 

 

Version: 1 

Safety Department 

Contents 

 Introduction  

 Purpose and mission of the plan. 

 Management commitment 

 Contributors 

 Time and requirements 

 Safety Training Plan evaluation 

 Documentation of Training 

Introduction  

 

Training is one of the most important components within Tec Team´s safety management 

system. It gives team members an opportunity to learn their jobs properly, bring new ideas into 

the construction site, reinforce existing ideas and practices, and it helps to put our Safety 

Program into action.  
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Every Teac Team member will benefit from safety training through fewer workplace injuries 

and illnesses, reduced stress, and higher morale. Productivity, and competitiveness will 

increase.  

Purpose and mission of the plan 

 

The purpose of this plan is to establish the safety training the assembly and disassembly of 

the habitation module. 

The mission is to keep every member of the team safe; this will be achieved by giving the 

knowledge of safety to all the members. 

Management commitment 

 

We Tec Team will provide the necessary funds and scheduling time to ensure effective safety 

training is provided.  Both management and employees will be involved in developing the 

program.  

To most effectively carry out their safety responsibilities, all employees must understand  

 

 Their role in the program. 

 The hazards and potential hazards that need to be prevented or controlled. 

 The ways to protect themselves and others.  

 

We will achieve these goals by:  

• Educating everyone on the natural and system consequences of their actions. 

• Educating all Team members on their safety management system responsibilities. 

• Educating all Team members about the specific hazards and control measures. 

• Training all employees on safe work procedures and practices. 

  

Our training program will focus on safety concerns that determine the best way to deal with a 

particular hazard. When a hazard is identified, we will first try to remove it entirely. If that is not 

feasible, we will then train workers to protect themselves, if necessary, against the remaining 

hazard.  

 

Team members 

At a minimum, Team members must know the general safety rules of the worksite, specific 

site hazards and the safe work practices needed to help control exposure, and the individual's 

role in all types of emergency situations. We will ensure all Team members understand the 

hazards to which they may be exposed and how to prevent harm to themselves and others 

from exposure to these hazards.  

 

Team members must know they are responsible for complying with all company safety rules, 

and that most accidents will be prevented by their safe work practices. They must be very 

familiar with any personal protective equipment required for their jobs. They must know what 

to do in case of emergencies.  

Everyone in the team needs to understand that they are not expected to start working a new 

assignment until they have been properly trained. If a job appears to be unsafe, they will 

report the situation to the General Site Coordinator.  

 

Safety Coordinators and supervisors 

Coordinators will be given special training to help them in their leadership role. They will be 

taught to look for hidden hazards in the work under their supervision; insist on the 

maintenance of the physical protection in their areas; and reinforce employee hazard training 

through performance feedback and consistent enforcement when necessary.  

We will commit necessary resources to ensure supervisors understand the responsibilities 

below and the reasons for  

them:  

• Detecting and correcting hazards in their work areas before they result in injuries or 
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illnesses  

• Providing physical resources and psychosocial support that promote safe work  

• Providing performance feedback and effective recognition and discipline techniques  

• Conducting on-the-job training  

  

General Site Coordinator and Project Manager 

All Site Coordinators and Project Manager must understand their responsibilities within our 

Health and Safety Program. The subject can be covered periodically as a part of regular 

management meetings. Managers will be trained in the following subject areas:  

• Their responsibility to communicate the Safety Program  goals and objectives to team 

members;  

• Their role that includes making clear assignments of Safety Program responsibilities, 

providing  authority and resources to carry out assigned tasks, and holding subordinate 

managers and supervisors  accountable  

• Actively requiring compliance with mandatory Safety and Safety Program policies and rules.  

  

Training will emphasize the importance of General Site Coordinator and Project Manager 

visibly showing their commitment to the Safety program. They will be expected to set a good 

example by scrupulously following all the safety rules themselves. 

Contributors 

 

For the training Tec Team will count with the collaboration of experts in Safety area such as 

Teachers of the career of Occupational Safety and Environmental Health Engineering of 

Tecnológico de Costa Rica, Representatives of the association of engineers in occupational 

safety and environmental health (AISHLA) and the Safety, Health and Environment Program for 

Central America (SALTRA).  

Time and requirements 

Topics Description Requirements Time 

Safety in electrical 

installation. 

• General requirements 

• Specific purpose 

equipment 

Expert in electrical 

installation 

Classroom for 30 

persons 

5 hours 

Safety in constructions 

(prevention labor risk). 

• Health and Safety 

introduction 

• Definitions 

• PPE 

• Signaling 

• Tools, hand and power 

• Scaffolds 

• Fall protection 

• Heavy equipment 

operation  

 

 

Expert in Safety: 

SALTRA, (Safety, 

Health and 

Environment 

Program for Central 

America) 

and AISLHA, 

(Occupational 

Safety and 

Environmental 

Hygiene Engineer’s 

Association) 

Classroom for 30 

persons 

20 hours 

Ergonomics. 

 

 

• Material handling 

Expert in 

ergonomics for 

construction works 

Classroom for 30 

persons 

3 hours 

First aid training. 

• Legal and ethical issues 

• Anatomy Basics 

• body Systems 

EICPSA, company 

from by red cross 

members and 

nourses 

24 hours 
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• Scene Rating 

• Review of patient 

• Review from head to toe 

• Vital Signs 

• Soft tissue injuries 

• Bleeding 

• Control of bleeding and 

bandages 

• Musculoskeletal Injuries 

• Shock 

• Burns 

• Poisoning 

• Heat emergencies 

• Medical Emergencies 

• Imminent delivery 

First aid materials 

for the practices 

Spacious place for 

simulations 

Classroom for 30 

persons 

Extinguisher use. 

 Types of fire 

 Types of extinguishers 

 Parts of the extinguisher 

 Practice of extinguisher 

use 

Expert in fire 

prevention 

Spacious place for 

simulations 

Classroom for 30 

persons 

3 hours 

Emergency responce  

• Emergency telephone 

numbers and who may 

use them 

• Emergency exits and 

how they are marked 

• Evacuation routes  

• Signals that alert the 

need to evacuate 

• Procedure in case of 

different emergencies  

 

Classroom for 30 

persons 

5 hours 

Health and Safety Training Plan Evaluation 

HS Coordinator and General Site Coordinator will evaluate training through the following 

methods:  

• Observing employee skills 

• Surveys and interviews to determine employee knowledge and attitudes about training 

• Reviewing the training plan and lesson plans 

• Comparing training conducted with hazards in the workplace 

• Reviewing training documents 

• Comparing pre-and post-training injury and accident rates 

Documentation of Training 

Keep a record, both digital and printed, assistance to training, to verify the involvement of the 

team. It consists of a list indicating the subject of training, responsible person, date and time 

of beginning and end, this list shall be signed by the attendees at the beginning and end of the 

training. 
Source: HS Department. 

 

 

 

 

First aids training. 
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The Tec Team has received already training. EICPSA (http://www.eicpsa.com) was the company in charge to 

impart to 31 members the RCP and first aids training.  

The specific information of the group that received the formation is on the appendix 10.6, Attendance of CPR 

and First Aids training. 

The training consisted on 8 hours of CPR and 16 hours of first aids training. Those hours included theoretical 

and practical training. 

 

10.2.17. EMERGENCY PROCEDURES DURING THE ASSEMBLY AND DISASSEMBLY PHASES. 

 

The procedures in case of emergency during the assembly and disassembly are important to keep all the team 

members safe in case of an incident or an accident.  

During the assembly and disassembly of the project the emergency plan will be available to every member of the 

team. There will always be a signposting indicating the point of reunion. In every shift always will be a member of 

the brigade. The signposting will be described on the H&S drawing HS-401. 

Next emergency plan is described. 

WHAT TO DO IF THERE IS AN 

 ACCIDENT (Decree n°79 228 of 20 March 1979) 

 

PROTECT, ALERT, PROVIDE FIRST AID 

 

THINK BEFORE ACTING 

 

To avoid worsening the situation:  

 

PROTECT  

 Yourself  

 The victim(s)  

 Others (for example by informing those around, marking out the area, cutting off electricity etc.)  

 

Leave someone near the injured person(s)  

 

INFORM OR GET SOMEONE TO INFORM  

 Whoever the Project Supervisor has put in charge of HSE  

 First aiders on site  

 

Immediately: ALERT EMERGENCY SERVICES  

 

FIRST AID  

While awaiting the arrival of emergency services, do not move any injured person(s) except if there is an 

imminent danger, comfort the victim(s), cover the victim(s), and do not give them anything to drink.  
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IN THE EVENT OF ACCIDENT 

Call the Fire Service: 18 from mobile: 112 

 

and say:  

 

1. THIS IS THE CONSTRUCTION SITE: CITE DU SOLEIL 2014  

Address: Domaine du château de Versailles  

Allée des Matelots  

VERSAILLES  

Telephone No:  

 

2. SPECIFY THE NATURE OF THE ACCIDENT:  

For example: fall, a collapsed construction, asphyxiation etc.  

THE POSITION OF THE INJURED PERSON: They are on the patio, on the ground, or in a cavity etc… and if they 

need to be released because they are trapped.  

Specify if the accident occurred in the water.  

 

3. REPORT THE NUMBER OF INJURED PERSONS AND THEIR CONDITION  

For example: Three workers injured including one who is bleeding a lot and is not talking.  

 

4. ARRANGE A MEETING PLACE  

Send someone to the entrance of the construction site to direct emergency services.  

 

NEVER END THE CALL FIRST 

 

IMMEDIATELY INFORM THE CONTROL ROOM 
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SEE TABLE 10.7. FOR THE IDENTIFICATION OF RISKS AND EVALUATION OF THE EFFICIENCY OF THE 

ADOPTED PROTECTIONS. 

 

SEE TABLE 10.36. FOR THE IDENTIFICATION OF RISKS FOR POSSIBLE LATER WORKS. 
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10.3 HS SPECIFIC TERMS AND CONDITIONS DOCUMENT 

 

10.3.1 A STATEMENT IN WHICH THE TEAM COMMITS ITSELF TO AVOID OR MINIMIZE THE RISKS 

DERIVED FROM THE WORK PROCESS. 

 

I, Juan Carlos Marti,  

 

Professor and researcher; leading the Project TEC at Solar Decathlon 2014 for Instituto Tecnológico 

de Costa Rica. Licensed engineer at Industrial Design and Visual Communication. Faculty Advisor 

and project manager for TEC TEAM, hereby certify that the Trópika project, design completely by Tec 

Team and associated advisors for Solar Decathlon 2014 to be held in Versailles, France, by means 

of my signature a declare: 

 

Tec Team, including all decathletes, commit ourselves to avoid or minimize risks related with the 

process of assembly, maintenance and disassembly of the prototype Trópika. We have considered 

not only the risks involving the members of our team, but also those possibly involving members of 

the other teams, of the SDE organization, of the general public and of all the people in the Villa Solar 

during the competition.  

 

Sign: 

 

 

1. A statement in which the Team commits itself to envisage the health and safety demands 

from all the people taking part in the project (decathletes, sub-contracted workers, etc.), and 

in which the Team declares to have considered those demands in the HS Plan. 

 

To whom it may concern, 

Juan Carlos Marti, Professor and researcher; leading the Project TEC at Solar Decathlon 2014 for 

Instituto Tecnológico de Costa Rica. Licensed engineer at Industrial Design and Visual 

Communication. Faculty Advisor and project manager for TEC TEAM, hereby certify that the Trópika 

project, design completely by Tec Team and associated advisors for Solar Decathlon 2014 to be held 

in Versailles, France, by means of my signature a declare: 

 

Tec Team; have analyzed the risks associated to the process of assembly, maintenance and 

disassembly of the prototype Trópika. In this process all the people taking part in the project 

(decathletes) have participated. Their demands have been considered, and included in the planned 

measures to avoid or resolve the risks. All those measures are explained in this HS Plan, which all 

team members have to know and apply at every moment during the competition. 

Sign: 
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10.3.2 COMPLETE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS OF THE COLLECTIVE PROTECTIONS THAT SHALL BE 

USED (SEE RULE 52.7.6). 

To whom it may concern, 

Juan Carlos Marti, Professor and researcher; leading the Project TEC at Solar Decathlon 2014 for 

Instituto Tecnológico de Costa Rica. Licensed engineer at Industrial Design and Visual 

Communication. Faculty Advisor and project manager for TEC TEAM, hereby certify that the Trópika 

project, design completely by Tec Team and associated advisors for Solar Decathlon 2014 to be held 

in Versailles, France, by means of my signature a declare: 

 

Tec Team, have planned to provide the necessary collective protections to resolve the risks 

associated to the assembly, maintenance and disassembly processes of the prototype Trópika. All of 

these protections comply with the quality and technical specifications in accordance with the current 

French Legislation.  

All the protection equipment, auxiliary means, machinery, etc. have the “CE” branding guaranteeing 

their adaptation to the regulation in force. 

 

Sign:                                                  

 

 

10.3.3 COMPLETE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS OF THE INDIVIDUAL PROTECTIONS THAT SHALL BE 

USED (SEE RULE 52.7.7). 

 

To whom it may concern, 

Juan Carlos Marti, Professor and researcher;  leading the Project TEC at Solar Decathlon 2014 for 

Instituto Tecnológico de Costa Rica. Licensed engineer at Industrial Design and Visual 

Communication. Faculty Advisor and project manager for TEC TEAM, hereby certify that the Trópika 

project, design completely by Tec Team and associated advisors for Solar Decathlon 2014 to be held 

in Versailles, France, by means of my signature a declare: 

 

Tec Team, have planned to provide the necessary individual protections to resolve the risks 

associated to the assembly, maintenance and disassembly processes of the prototype Trópika. All of 

these protections comply with the quality and technical specifications in accordance with the current 

French Legislation.  

 

All the protection equipment, auxiliary means, machinery, etc. have the “CE” branding guaranteeing 

their adaptation to the regulation in force. 
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10.3.4  A DESCRIPTION OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THE SAFETY PLANS THAT EACH TEAM 

MEMBER HAS TO COMPLY WITH. 

 

Regarding the Project Trópika of the Tec Team, by means of my signature, I declare: 

 

 I have read this HS Plan, which aim is to avoid or resolve the risks associated to the 

assembly, maintenance and disassembly processes of the prototype Trópika. 

 I commit myself to comply with the planned measures described in this document, 

concerning the work I’m going to develop. Protecting myself, other team members 

and any person related or not with the project. 

 

 I know the measures to adopt for the works of the rest of the Team members. I 

commit myself to observe those measures, and help the rest of the people on the 

same purpose. 

 

 

 

Sign:                                              

 

10.3.5 A STATEMENT THAT ALL THE TEAM MEMBERS HAVE PASSED SPECIFIC MEDICAL 

EXAMINATIONS FOR THE WORKS THAT THEY WILL CARRY OUT AND HAVE THE NECESSARY 

QUALIFICATIONS. ALL TEAM MEMBERS SHALL BE PROPERLY IDENTIFIED IN THIS STATEMENT AND IT 

SHALL CLEARLY SPECIFY THAT ALL ARE OF LEGAL AGE. 

 

To whom it may concern, 

Juan Carlos Marti, Professor and researcher;  leading the Project TEC at Solar Decathlon 2014 for 

Instituto Tecnológico de Costa Rica. Licensed engineer at Industrial Design and Visual 

Communication. Faculty Advisor and project manager for TEC TEAM, hereby certify that the Trópika 

project, design completely by Tec Team and associated advisors for Solar Decathlon 2014 to be held 

in Versailles, France, by means of my signature a declare: 

 

All the members of the Tec Team, included in the following list, have passed the specific medical 

examinations for the works they will be carrying out. The conclusions of these medical examinations 

determine that they are all capable to develop the aforementioned activities.  
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Also all of the team members on the list above also have passed the physical examination which 

supports the results of the medical test 

 

Name PositionPosition  

Juan Carlos Martí Revelo worker 

Bryan Navarro Centeno worker 

Hugo Sánchez Ortiz Site Coordinator 

Fabricio Bonilla - worker 

Nicole Tames Espinoza worker 

Silvia Solano Quesada worker 

Veronica Ortiz Tencio Site Coordinator 

André Blanco Moraga HS Coordinator 

Randy Céspedes Deliyore worker 

Ana Laura Salazar 
Camacho 

HS Coordinator 

Andrey Sanabria Abarca worker 

Marco Hidalgo Araya worker 

Tito Solano - worker 

Enmanuel Salazar 
Ceciliano 

worker 

Priscila Hernández 
Castillo 

worker 

Estephania Largaespada 
Saenz 

worker 

Orlando Mata Coto worker 

Maricela Blanco Arias worker 

Francisco Rodríguez 
Bejarano 

Site Coordinator 

Daniel Rojas - worker 

Daylin Vega Mojica worker 

Natalia Bonilla - worker 

Adelina Ortega Rojas HS Coordinator 

David Vaglio Ureña worker 

Jorge Calderón Marín worker 

Erik Soto Mora worker 

José Andrés Sandi worker 

William Retana Calvo worker 

Adrián Sánchez Sequeira worker 

Javier Carvajal Artavia worker 

Allan Vado Loaiza worker 

Cynthia Taylor Herrera worker 
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Isaac Morales Taylor worker 

Carlos Morales Alvarado worker 

 

 

Sign:                                            

 

10.3.6 A STATEMENT THAT THE TEAM HAS RECEIVED THE SPECIFIC TRAINING TO ASSEMBLE AND 

DISASSEMBLE THE HOUSE THAT WILL BE EXHIBITED, PREVENTING UNEXPECTED RISKS. ALL TEAM 

MEMBERS SHALL BE PROPERLY IDENTIFIED IN THIS STATEMENT. 

 

To whom it may concern, 

Juan Carlos Marti, Professor and researcher; leading the Project TEC at Solar Decathlon 2014 for 

Instituto Tecnológico de Costa Rica. Licensed engineer at Industrial Design and Visual 

Communication. Faculty Advisor and project manager for TEC TEAM, hereby certify that the Trópika 

project, design completely by Tec Team and associated advisors for Solar Decathlon 2014 to be held 

in Versailles, France, by means of my signature a declare: 

 

All the members of the Tec Team have been trained for the works that they will be carrying out, in 

order to avoid or resolve risks, and prevent unexpected situations. 

 

Sign:                                             

 

 

 



11 Detailed Water Budget
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11. WATER BUDGET 

The water budget is calculated considering the test that the organization can apply the initial fills of the systems, the dinners and also the testing of all the 

appliances make it by the team. 

The water budget is going to be divided into the different sections of the competition, also the water required is going to be calculated by the amount of 

“activities” required. The activities are going to be the different task that required potable and non-potable water. (See table 5.4.1.1.1) 

Table 5.4.1.1.1 Water activities and water consumption of each one. 

 

Consumption per activity (liters) 

Hot Water 

Draws 

Dish 

Washer 

Clothes 

washer 

Watering 

plants 

Cleaning HVAC Dinners 

50 14 40 20 15 38 33.3 

Source (Term fluids Department TEC-Team) 

Considering this activities and the competition calendar the calculation was made.  

Table 5.4.1.1.2 Activities during Assembly period 

DATE 16-jun-14 17-jun-14 18-jun-14 19-jun-14 20-jun-14 21-jun-14 22-jun-14 23-jun-14 24-jun-14 25-jun-14 Total 

Amount 

of 

activities 

Period Assembly (Amount of activities) 

Activity 

Watering Plants 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 
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Cleaning 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 

Total Amount of non-potable Water (liters) 350 

 

 

 

Table 5.4.1.1.2 Activities during Competition period 

DATE 30-jun-14 01-jul-14 02-jul-14 03-jul-14 04-jul-14 07-jul-14 08-jul-14 09-jul-14 10-jul-14 11-jul-14 Total 

Amount 

of 

activities 

Period Competition (Amount of activities) 

Activity 

Watering Plants 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 

Cleaning 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 

Hot Water Draws 3 2 3 2 3 0 0 2 3 2 20 

Dish Washer 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 8 

Clothes Washer 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 

HVAC 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 

Total Amount of non-potable Water (liters) 2242 
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Table 5.4.1.1.3 Activities during Miscellaneous (Public visit and others) period 

DATE 26-jun-14 27-jun-14 28-jun-14 29-jun-14 05-jul-14 06-jul-14 12-jul-14 13-jul-14 14-jul-14 Total 

Amount 

of 

activities 

Period Miscellaneous (Amount of activities) 

Activity 

Watering Plants 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9 

Cleaning 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9 

HVAC 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9 

Total Amount of non-potable Water (liters) 543 

 

Table 5.4.1.1.4 Activities during disassembly period 

 

DATE 15-jul-14 16-jul-14 17-jul-14 18-jul-14 19-jul-14 20-jul-14 Total Amount 

of activities 

Period Disassembly  (Amount of activities) 

Activity 

Watering Plants 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 

Cleaning 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 

Total Amount of non-potable Water (liters) 315 
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Table 5.4.1.1.5 Equipment's initial fill up 

Equipment Water (l) liters for initial Fill up 

DHW 350 

HVAC 50 

Hydropneumatic Tank 50 

Pump priming 15 

Piping 25 

Solar Collectors 25 

Total Water (l) 515 

 

Table 5.4.1.1.6 Other Activities 

Activity Total  Total Water (liters) 

Dinners 3 100 

5.4.1.1.6 Total Amount of water 

Total (l) Required Water 4272.25 

 

The total amount of water is considering a 15% more for the systems test and initial fills. 



12 Construction Speci�cations
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THE PLUMBING AND HVAC SYSTEM INSTALLATION PROCESS 

The Plumbing and HVAC system will be installed by the following procedure. Since the type of pipe selected are flexible the installation is going to be 

simplified 

Specific Activities Task Materials Duration Hours Amount of workers 

1.Install the piping support 

structures 

1.1 Drill the holes to the piping 

supports 
strut bolts, struts nuts and 

struts 
4 

4 

 

1.2 Install the  Escutcheon and the 

Drop Ear Brass Elbow with bolts 

and struts 

 

2.Cut and Install the Pex 

piping 

2.1 Cut the Pex piping for the 

required sizes 

Pex piping (Blue, Red and 

Purp) 
8 

2.2 Install the Pex (Blue) piping for 

potable water 

2.3 Install the Pex (Red) piping for 

potable  hot water 

2.4 Install the Pex (Purp) piping for 

grey water 

3.Install accessories 

3.1 Install the different accessories 

such as no returning, thermostatic 

and ball valves. Different kinds of valves (no 

returning, ball, 

thermostatic), niples, male 

treats) 

3 3.2 Install the reductions and make 

the connections 

3.3 Leave all the required 

connections previews before 

installing the floor 

4.Install tanks and 

mechanical equipment's 

4.1 Locate the HOG tanks and the 

make the connections leaving the 

previews 

HOG tanks, Water Bags, 

recirculation pumps 
8 
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4.2 Install the required pumps for 

the bio-gardener and the artificial 

wetland 

4.3 Install Water delivery and Water 

Removal Bags 

4.4 Install the hot water 

recirculation pump 

4.5 Install the heating NC and NO 

electrovalve for the heating system 

4.6 Install de heating recirculation 

pump 

4.7 Install de Sensors of the 

heating systems 

5. Install Hot water piping 

insulations 

5.1 Cover the Hot water piping with 

the insulation 

Rockwool Insulation, Bolts, 

nuts, Insulation cover 
4 

5.2 Adjust the bolts and the 

supports of the insulation cover 

5.3 Leave the previews for the 

different appliances 

6. Termosolar System tank 

and copper piping 

6.1 Install Termosolar tank 

Copper piping, copper 

piping insulation, high 

pressure hose, Teflon, high 

temperature silicone, PVC 

cement,  Tin (Estaño), 

ligther 

8 

6.2 Install the copper piping 

6.3 Install the copper piping 

insulation 

6.4 Install the solar collectors 

6.5 Pressurize the system with the 

hydropneumatic tank (has to be 

installed) 

6.6 Install the heating copper 

piping 

6.7 Pressurize the heating circuit 

(heat exchanger and booster must 

be installed) 
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6.8 Install Sensors 

7. Install sensors (KNX) and 

(SDE) 

7.1 Install KNX flow meter KNX flowmeter, SDE 

flowmeter, temperature 

sensor for heating system 

2 7.2 Install SDE flow meter 

7.3 Install heating sensors 

8. Installation of HVAC 

equipment's 

8.1 Install Oasys 

HVAC equipment's 8 

8.2 Install Dehumidifier 

8.3 Install Booster 

8.4 Install Heat Exchanger 

8.5 Install Circuit Board 

8.6 Make electrical connections 

9. Duct Installation 

9.1 Install Under Floor Ducts 

P3 Ducts, Aluminum tape, 

blots and screws 
8 

9.2 Install Machine Room Ducts 

9.3 Install Diffusers (Kitchen, 

Flexible Area, Outside and room 

closet) 

9.4 Install Ducts Bathroom celling 

9.5 Install Machine Room Ducts 

10. Solar Chimney 

10.1 Lift the upper section of the 

chimney 

Cargo Holder 8 

10.2 Secure the upper part to the 

roof 

10.3 Install the bottom part in walls 

10.4 Uncover the chimney 

10.5 Seal the system 

 

 

 



13 Structural Calculations
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13. STRUCTURAL CALCULATIONS  

Summary 

The structural calculation was made under ASD and LRFD methodology; this specification can be 

finding in section 5.3.2. Were considered the national design codes and revision a check with the 

French rules are conducted to demonstrate their respective use. 

Respecting the elaboration of the design in a preliminary way, the design made by the construction 

engineering department is shown, and then the documentation of the company that approved the 

design, the company proceeded to remake de design based on general data that was given for the 

design; as it is showed in a comparative way, the values are close to the design and have the code 

requirements, showing that the dimensions and the characteristics of the principal elements are 

efficient for the design  

This section shows just the calculations of the habitation module and not the building’s projection, in 

the same way not all the elements are totally defined(rails, stairs, ramp) those were not designed but 

will be designed and promptly sent with the structural approbation in deliverable #5" 

The Company in charge of the structural design approval is IECA (Ingenieros structurals Consultores 

Asociados) its curriculum is shown on the annex number 13. The company sent the preliminary 

design of the structure, the approved design will be sent in its totality in deliverable #5\ 

The verification of the structure respecting the French code will be showed in the deliverable 

The structural Solution 

The habitation module Tropika is designed using the presentation of four principal frameworks (A, B, 

C, and D) those frameworks get the transmission of the load by the module’s tributary area. This 

system distributes the loads to the beams for later moving to the Shallow foundation system. The 

considerations of the permanent and temporary loads were taken according to the elements that are 

in tropika and also its national normative. 

Structural design of Trópika used the follow code. 

Code Subject of study Reference 

Código Sísmico 

de Costa Rica, 

2010. 

Structural Design 

Código Sísmico de Costa Rica – 2010. Colegio 

Federado de Ingenieros y Arquitectos. Editorial 

Tecnológico de Costa Rica, 4ta edición. Costa Rica 

2011. 

Código de 

Cimentaciones 

2005 

Structural Design 

Código de cimentaciones de Costa Rica. Colegio 

Federado de Ingenieros y Arquitectos. Editorial 

Tecnológico de Costa Rica, 2nda edición. Costa Rica 

2005 
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Reglamento de 

Construcciones 
Structural design 

Colegio Federado de Ingenieros y Arquitectos (1987). 

Reglamento de Construcciones. 

Manual de 

diseño de obras 

civiles 

Wind Design 
Manual de diseño de obras civiles Comisión Federal 

de Electricidad (CFE) e Instituto de  Diseño por viento 

Investigaciones Eléctricas (IIE) México, 2008 

Requisitos de 

reglamento para 

concreto 

estructural (aci 

318s-05) y 

comentario (aci 

318sr-05) 

Structural Design 

American concrete institute ACI 318 (2005). 

REQUISITOS DE REGLAMENTO PARA CONCRETO 

ESTRUCTURAL (ACI 318S-05) Y COMENTARIO (ACI 

318SR-05) (I ed.) MI 48333-9094 USA: Farmington 

Hills 

National Desing 

Specification for 

Wood 

construction 

Wood Design 

AF&PA American Wood Council (2005). ASD/LRFD 

Manual for Engineered Wood Construction 

Washington, DC : American Forest & Paper 

Association 

Table 13.1 

Description of the materials and its resistant properties. 

The materials to be described below are used for design of the principal structure, the techniques of 

materials that guide for the structural design  

1. Glued laminated timber: Vigamel 

Physical properties 

 

Mechanical Properties   
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1. Steel threaded rod: Junctions 

 

2. Wood Boards: OSB, Melina, Balsa, Teca 
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Wind and seismic estimation  

The wind calculation is resumed in the following table, his calculation can be verify in section of 

structural calculation, the result demonstrated the suction and pressure behavior  

Marco F Windward (kg) F leeward(kg) Fb distributed (kg/m) Fs distributed (kg/m) 

    A 1205,60 -567,08 89,30 -42,01 

B 1928,97 -907,33 142,89 -67,21 

C 2652,33 -1247,58 196,47 -92,41 

D 1928,97 -907,33 142,89 -67,21 

          Table 13.2 

The estimation of the behavior of the structure by transporting and assembly and disassembly phase 

will be demonstrated in the next deliverable. 

Calculations model (s) description 

The structural model was carried out in SAP 2000 and ETABS verified in the platform by IECA 

consultant. Calculus section images shown by the load model Tropika while verification company 

constructive 

General deformations of the structure. 

Result in structural calculations. 

Principal section of Trópika 

- Hoausing Module 

- Ramp 

- Lobby 

Principal elements for the design 

- Columns 

- Rafters 

- Roof Battens 

- Wall 

- Structural Floor panels 

- Railing 

- Strain 
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Module housing in SAP 200 

Models Retrieved SAP2000 software 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image 13.1. Axial load model 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image 13.2. Wind deformations 
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Image 13.3. Seismic deformations axis X 

 

 

Image 13.4. Seismic deformations framework A 
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Image 13.5. Wind deformations framework A 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image 13.6 Moment diagram element 143b  
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Image 13.7 Detail  Moment diagram element 143b  

 

 

Image 13.8 Moment diagram element front view  
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Image 13.9 Moment diagram element rearward view  

 

 

Image 13.10 Moment diagram envelope Sx 
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13.1 STRUCTURAL CALCULATION (TEC TEAM) 

The following sections represent the general structural calculation about the primary structure of 

Trópika, that section include the design of rafters, columns, footings, roof battens, each one with her 

respective design load the structural model in SAP 2000 

13.1.1 SEISMIC LOAD, ACCORDING CSCR. 

Table 13.1.1. Determination of seismic factors. 

 

Caracteristica  Dato Referencia (CSCR) 

 

 

Tipo de suelo S3   

 

 

Zona  III Tabla 2.1 

 

 

aef 0.36 tabla 2.3 

 

 

F.I 1 tabla 1.4 

 

 

Elemento tipo: Marco   

 

 

Ductilidad 1.5 articulo 4.2.1 

 

 

T  0.12 tabla 11.4 

 

 

FED 1.7 articulo: 7.4.5 

 

 

SR 2 figura 5.7 

 

 

C= 0.306 Cap.: 5 

 

 

W 28 Cap.: 5, ecuacion 5-1 

 

 

V= 8.568 art. 7.4.3, ecuación: 7-1 

 

 

Fi= 8.568 art. 7.4.4, ecuación: 7-2 

 

     Tabla 13.1.2 X axis seismic force distribution  

Viga 
Ancho 

tributario (m) 
Carga lineal (ton/m) Carga lineal (kg/m)  

 

 A 1.52 5.64 5636.84 

 B 2.45 3.50 3497.14 

 C 3.36 2.55 2550.00 

 D 1.22 7.02 7022.95 
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13.1.2  WIND DESIGN 

 

13.1.2.1 GENERAL CALCULATIONS  

   

Ubicación:                            Distrito La Merced, cantón central de San José, Costa Rica 

Descripción del techo: Una agua 

   Inclinación:  

 

12% 

   Angulo 
 

12 

   

      Códigos utilizados: 

    *Reglamento de Construcciones (RdC) 

 

 

   Altura 

mínima: 
12.85 m Altura 

13.36 m 
Altura 

máxima: 
13.87 m  promedio: 

   
   

Largo: 12.9 m 
Alero 1: 1.05 m 

Alero 2: 2.1 m 

Ancho: 9.25 m 
Alero 1: 1.2 m 

Alero 2: 2 m 

      

Marco de carga Espaciamiento (m) 

Ancho 

tributario 

(m) Área tributaria (m2) 

A 

3.05   

2.575 23.82 

      

B 

1.83 

2.44 22.57 

        

C 

4.88 

3.355 31.03 

  

  

    

D 4.54 42.00 

      Clasificación según uso: Grupo B C uso= 1 

Articulo XX.10.4 de RdC Clasificación por topografía: Sitio plano.  C top= 1 

      13.1.2.2 FIELD RUGOSITY: (DE TABLA TABLA XX 9 .1 RDC)  

 

h (m) q (kg/m2)   

  10 69   
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15 75   

  13.36 73.032   

  13.5 73.2   

  

   

  

  Techo q basica= 73.032 kg/m2 

  Paredes q basica= 73.2 kg/m2 

  

      ¨Articulo 4.3.10 del DpV establece que mitad del área total está en barlovento y mitad  

en sotavento 

           

 

A 

barlovento= 59.66 m2 = A sotavento 

       

De la misma forma, para cada marco de carga, el área se divide en Sotavento y Barlovento: 

 

Marco  

A 

barlovento  

(m2) 

A sotavento   

  
(m2)  

  A 11.91 11.91  

  B 11.29 11.29  

  C 15.52 15.52  

  D 21.00 21.00  

  

  
  

  La estructura es rígida, es decir, funciona como un solo elemento. No se da efecto de latigazo. 

  
  

  Relación 

h/d: 
0.52 h es la altura desde la viga corona, que es lo que afecta el 

                                              techo directamente 

  

  
  

  13.2.3 Puertas y ventanas totalmente abiertas. Techo con obstrucciones debajo 

      Factor de forma 

   
RdC 

Barlovento -0.25 

   Sotavento -0.4 

   
DpV 

Barlovento -0.619 RIGE 

  Sotavento -0.491 RIGE 

  

      Fuerzas sobre el techo 

    

Marco F barlovento  F sotavento 

Fb 

distribuida 

Fs 

distribuida  

   (kg)  (kg)  (kg/m) (kg/m) 

 A -538.38 -427.05 -116.41 -92.34 
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B -510.16 -404.67 -110.30 -87.50 

 C -701.47 -556.42 -151.67 -120.31 

 D -949.23 -752.94 -205.24 -162.80 

 

      13.1.2.3 PUERTAS Y VENTANAS CERRADAS. TECHO Y PAREDES. 

 

TECHO 

     Factor de forma 

   
RdC 

Barlovento -0.25 

   Sotavento -0.4 

   
DpV 

Barlovento -1.228 RIGE 

  Sotavento -0.891 RIGE 

   

 

     Fuerzas sobre el techo 

 

Marco F barlovento  F sotavento  

Fb 

distribuida  

Fs 

distribuida  

 (kg) (kg) (kg/m) (kg/m) 

 A -1068.07 -774.96 -230.93 -167.56 

 B -1012.08 -734.33 -218.83 -158.77 

 C -1391.60 -1009.71 -300.89 -218.31 

 

D -1883.13 -1366.34 -407.16 -295.42 

 

 

 

     PAREDES 

     q basica= 73.2 kg/m2 

   

      h barlovento 13.5 m 

   h sotavento 12.7 m 

   

      Marco B tributario A bar. (m2) A sot. (m2) 

  A 1.53 20.59 19.37 

  B 2.44 32.94 30.99 

  C 3.36 45.29 42.61 

  D 2.44 32.94 30.99 

  

      Factor de forma 

  
RdC 

Barlovento 0.8 RIGE 

  Sotavento -0.4 RIGE 

  
DpV 

Barlovento 0.8 

   Sotavento -0.3 
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Marco F barlovento F sotavento  

Fb 

distribuida 

Fs 

distribuida 

 (kg) (kg) (kg/m) (kg/m) 

 A 1205.60 -567.08 89.30 -42.01 

 B 1928.97 -907.33 142.89 -67.21 

 C 2652.33 -1247.58 196.47 -92.41 

 D 1928.97 -907.33 142.89 -67.21 

 

      Por lo tanto, se incluirá en el análisis la fuerza de viento más crítica. 

En este caso, la fuerza crítica se da cuando las paredes están cerradas. 

 

13.1.2.4 CRITICAL LOADS IN RAFTERS  

 

Simbología 

CP Carga permanente 

CT Carga temporal 

CV Carga de viento 

 MCP Momento con carga permanente 

MCT Momento con carga temporal 

Msx Momento de sismo en x 

Msy Momento de sismo en y 

MCV Moment con carga de viento 

 

 Del análisis structural con el software SAP 2000  se obtienen los siguientes valores críticos 

Vigas 

# 

element

* 

CP 

(kg/cm

) 

CT 

(kg/cm) 

CV 

(kg/cm) 

MCP       

(kg-cm) 

MCT     

(kg-cm) 

MSx        

(kg-cm) 

MSy      

(kg-cm) 

MCV    

(kg-cm) 

l      

(m) 

Viga de piso 

principal 
112 1.92 2.44 - 

23203.

83 

44099.6

0 

2598.4

2 

61762.

98 

16145.

97 

1.2

1 

Viga de piso 

transversal 
143 1.84 0.00 - 

15331.

80 

11874.1

9 

8464.6

3 

1420.5

5 
360.16 

0.6

1 

Viga corona 

principal 
59 0.90 0.00 - 

10233.

72 
130.17 

1063.0

3 

53968.

74 

7469.6

5 

3.6

5 

Viga  corona 

transversal 
40 0.14 0.00 - 

2772.4

6 
75.87 

15287.

90 
31.32 51.49 

4.8

7 

Viga de 

techo 

principal 

60 1.23 0.00 4.07 
22975.

55 
0.00 0.00 0.00 

76033.

06 
1.9

3 

Viga de 

techo 

transversal 

37 0.28 0.00 - 
5412.3

1 
172.71 

43730.

79 
326.23 61.24 4.8

7 
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*Número de acuerdo a configuración en SAP 200 

13.1.3 LOADS DETERMINATION 

13.1.3.1 ROOF LOADS 

          
Elemento Dimensiones 

 
Material Peso Unid 

Peso 

total (kg) 

 

Ancho 

(m) 

Alto 

(m) 

Largo 

(m) 

Area 

(m2) 

Cantidad  

(unid)   

Tanque de 

agua 
        1 

Termosifón 

de Ecosolar 
300 kg 300 

Colectores         2 
Colectores 

titanio 
35 kg 70 

Cielorraso       59   Fibrolit 5 mm 6 kg/m2 354.21 

Clavadores 0.05 0.1 225     
Pino 

hondureño 
730 kg/m3 410.625 

Cubierta       104   Total spam 12.7 kg/m2 1325.88 

Paneles 

solares 
    un.   10 

Policristalino 

3ra gen. 
21.59 kg 215.9 

          TOTAL 2676.62 kg Costado 8.7 m 

  

     

Frente 12 m 

  AREA 104.40 m2 18 clavadores @ 50 cm 

  

          Carga 25.64 kg/m2 

    

          
Viga de 

techo 

Área 

tributaria 
Carga lineal 

    A 2.58 m 66.02 kg/m 

    B 2.44 m 62.56 kg/m 

    C 3.36 m 86.02 kg/m 

    D 4.54 m 116.40 kg/m 
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13.1.3.2 FRAME A LOADS.  

Cargas parte superior Marco A (sobre viga corona) 

Elemento Dimensiones  Material 
Peso 

unitario 
Unidades 

Peso 

total 

(kg) 

  

Ancho 

(m) 

Alto 

(m) 

Largo 

(m)   

Estructura 

interna 0.05 0.08 10.50 

Pino caribea 

aserrado 486 kg/m3 20.16 

Fibrocemento 6.405 m2 Fibrolit 8 mm 9.6 kg/m2 61.49 

Aislante 6.405 m2 Prodex 3 mm 0.204 kg/m2 1.31 

Siding 6.405 m2 

Siding 14 

mm 16.8 kg/m2 107.60 

      

TOTAL 190.56 

Área 6.41 m2 

     
Carga 29.75 kg/m2 

     
Longitud 1.05 m 

     
Carga VC 31.24 kg/m 

     

        
 Cargas parte inferior Marco A (sobre viga de piso) 

Elemento Dimensiones  Material 
Peso 

unitario 
Unidades 

Peso 

total 

(kg) 

  

Ancho 

(m) 

Alto 

(m) 

Largo 

(m)   

Estructura 

interna 

0.05 0.08 27.50 Pino caribea 

aserrado 486 kg/m3 52.79 

Fibrocemento 16.775 m2 Fibrolit 8 mm 9.6 kg/m2 161.04 

Aislante 16.775 m2 Prodex 3 mm 0.204 kg/m2 3.42 

Siding 16.775 m2 

Siding 14 

mm 16.8 kg/m2 281.82 

      

TOTAL 499.07 
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Área 16.78 m2 

     
Carga 29.75 kg/m2 

     
Longitud 2.75 m 

     
Carga VP 81.82 kg/m 

     

        
  Tanque de agua en la parte superior del baño 

 

Diam 

(m) 

Largo 

(m) Vol (m3) 

Peso (kg) 

   
Tanque 0.8 1.2 0.20 200 

   
  Ancho Canto Longitud   

   
Estructura 0.05 0.08 14.6 26.68 

   
Cieloraso 3.05 0.01 2.44 44.65 

   

   

Total 271.33 

   

        
Área 7.44 m2 

     
Carga 36.46 kg/m2 

     
Sobre vigas 44.48 kg/m 

     

        

        
  Traslado a las columnas 

  

    

    

 

Carga 

(kg/m) 

Columna 

A-2 (kg) 
Columna 

A-3 (kg) 

Columna 

A-5 (kg) 

  
Viga Corona 31.24 38.11 95.28 57.17 

  
Viga de piso 81.82 99.81 249.54 149.72 

  
Tanque agua 44.48 0 81.40 27.13 
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13.1.3.3 FRAME B LOADS  

Cargas parte superior Marco B (sobre viga corona) 

La única carga sobre este elemento es la de la cubierta del baño (tanque+cieloraso), que se calcula 

más adelante. 

         Cargas parte inferior Marco B (sobre viga de piso) 

         

Elemento Dimensiones  Material 

Peso 

unitario Unid 

Peso 

total 

(kg) 

 
Pared 

interna 

Ancho 

(m) 

Alto 

(m) Largo (m)   

 
Estructura 

interna 0.05 0.08 10.82 

Pino caribea 

aserrado 486 

kg/m

3 20.77 

 Fibrocement

o 6.6 m2 Fibrolit 8 mm 9.6 

kg/m

2 63.36 

 

Aislante 6.6 m2 Prodex 3 mm 0.204 

kg/m

2 1.35 

 

Tablilla 6.6 m2 

Pino hondureño 10 

mm 4.86 

kg/m

2 32.08 

 

      

TOTAL 

117.5

5 

 Área 6.60 m2 

      

Carga 17.81 

kg/m

2 

      Longitud 2.75 m 

      Carga VP 48.98 kg/m 

      

         Tanque de agua en la parte superior del baño 

         

 

Diam 

(m) 

Largo 

(m) Vol (m3) 
Peso (kg) 

    Tanque 0.8 1.2 0.20 200 

    

  Ancho Canto 

Longitu

d   

    Estructura 0.05 0.08 14.64 26.68 

    Cieloraso 3.05 0.01 2.44 44.65 

    

   

Total 271.33 
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Área 7.44 m2 

      Carga 36.46 kg/m2 

      Sobre vigas 44.48 kg/m 

       Traslado a las columnas 

 

 

Carga 

(kg/m) 

Columna B-2 

(kg) 
Columna      B-3 (kg) 

Column

a B-5 

(kg) 

   Viga de piso 48.98 0.00 27.92 89.63 

   Tanque agua 44.48 0 81.40 27.13 

    

13.1.3.4 FRAME C LOADS  

Cargas parte inferior Marco C (sobre viga de piso) 

         

Elemento Dimensiones  Material 
Peso 

unitario 
Unidades 

Peso 

total 

(kg) 

 

Pared interna 

Ancho 

(m) 

Alto 

(m) 

Largo 

(m)   

 
Estructura 

interna 0.05 0.1 8.43 

Pino caribea 

aserrado 486 kg/m3 16.18 

 Fibrocemento 5.1425 m2 Fibrolit 8 mm 9.6 kg/m2 49.37 

 Aislante 5.1425 m2 Prodex 3 mm 0.204 kg/m2 1.05 

 

Tablilla 5.1425 m2 

Pino hondureño 

10 mm 4.86 kg/m2 24.99 

 

      

TOTAL 91.59 

 

         Área 5.14 m2 

      Carga 17.8 kg/m2 

      Longitud 2.75 m 

      Carga VP 49.0 kg/m 

      

         

          Traslado a las columnas 

 

Carga 

(kg/m) 

Columna C-2 

(kg) 
Columna C-5 (kg) 

    Viga de piso 49.0 0.00 91.59 
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13.1.3.5 FRAME D LOADS  

         Cargas parte superior Marco D (sobre viga corona) 

 
Elemento Dimensiones  Material 

Peso 

unitario 
Unid 

Peso total 

(kg) 

 Vidrio 6.5575 m2 10mm de grosor 25.3 kg/m2 165.90 

 

      

TOTAL 165.90 

 

         Área 6.56 m2 

      Carga 25.30 kg/m2 

      Longitud 1.10 m 

      Carga VC 27.83 kg/m 

      

         Cargas parte inferior Marco D (sobre viga de piso) 

 

Elemento Dimensiones  Material 

Peso 

unitario 
Unid Peso total 

(kg) 

 

  

Ancho 

(m) 

Alto 

(m) 

Largo 

(m)   

 
Estructura 

interna 0.05 0.08 25.70 

Pino caribea 

aserrado 486 kg/m3 49.33 

 Fibrocemento 15.675 m2 Fibrolit 8 mm 9.6 kg/m2 150.48 

 Aislante 15.675 m2 Prodex 3 mm 0.204 kg/m2 3.20 

 Siding 3.3 m2 Siding 14 mm 16.8 kg/m2 55.44 

 

Tablilla 12.375 m2 

Pino hondureño 

10 mm 4.86 kg/m2 60.14 

 

      

TOTAL 258.45 

 Área 13.48 m2 

      Carga 19.18 kg/m2 

      Longitud 2.75 m 

      Carga VP 52.74 kg/m 

      

         

         Traslado a las columnas 
 

 

Carga 

(kg/m) 

Columna D-2 

(kg) 
Columna D-3 (kg) 

Columna 

D-5 (kg) 

   Viga Corona 27.83 33.95 84.88 50.93 

   Viga de Piso 52.74 0 179.33 88.08 
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Peso de pared 3  

        
Peso de pared 3 (sobre viga de piso) 

Elemento Dimensiones  Material 
Peso 

unitario 
Unid Peso total (kg) 

  

Ancho 

(m) 

Alto 

(m) 

Largo 

(m)   

Estructura 

interna 0.05 0.08 13.75 

Pino caribea 

aserrado 486 kg/m3 25.06 

Fibrocemento 16.775 m2 

Fibrolit 8 

mm 9.6 kg/m2 161.04 

      

TOTAL 186.10 

        
Área 16.78 m2 

     
Carga 11.09 kg/m2 

     
Longitud 2.75 m 

     
Carga VP 30.51 kg/m 

     

        
13.4.6.2 Traslado a las columnas 

 

Carga 

(kg/m) 

Columna A-3 

(kg) 

Columna B-3 

(kg) 

   
Viga de piso 30.51 46.52 46.52 
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Peso de pared 4  

Peso de pared 4 (sobre viga de piso) 

Elemento Dimensiones  Material 
Peso 

unitario 
Unid 

Peso total 

(kg) 

  

Ancho 

(m) 

Alto 

(m) 

Largo 

(m)   

Estructura 

interna 0.05 0.08 13.75 

Pino caribea 

aserrado 486 kg/m3 25.06 

Aislante 16.775 m2 Prodex 3 mm 0.204 kg/m2 3.42 

Fibrocemento 16.775 m2 Fibrolit 8 mm 9.6 kg/m2 161.04 

      

TOTAL 189.52 

Área 16.78 m2 

     
Carga 11.30 kg/m2 

     
Longitud 2.75 m 

     
Carga VP 31.07 kg/m 

      

Peso pared 5 

Peso pared 5 (sobre viga de piso) 

Elemento Dimensiones  Material 
Peso 

unitario 
Unid 

Peso 

total 

(kg) 

 

Ancho 

(m) 

Alto 

(m) 

Largo 

(m) 

    

Estructura 

interna 0.05 0.079 22.00 

Pino caribea 

aserrado 486 kg/m3 42.23 

Fibrocemento 13.42 m2 Fibrolit 8 mm 9.6 kg/m2 128.83 

Aislante 13.42 m2 Prodex 3 mm 0.204 kg/m2 2.74 

Tablilla 13.42 m2 

Pino hondureño 

10 mm 4.86 kg/m2 65.22 
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TOTAL 173.80 

Área 13.42 m2 

     
Carga 12.95 kg/m2 

     
Longitud 2.75 m 

     
Carga VP 35.62 kg/m 

     

        
Traslado a las columnas 

 

Carga 

(kg/m) 

Columna C-5 

(kg) 

Columna D-5 

(kg) 

   
Viga de Piso 35.62 86.90154 86.90154 

    

Cargas sobre el Piso 

 

    

     

 

Área Material Peso unitario 

Peso total 

(kg) 

Interno 45.0 m2 Teca+balsa+OSB 20.21 kg/m2 909.45 

 
Terraza 51.5 m2 Plydeck 12 mm 14.4 kg/m2 741.6 

 
Baño 7.0 m2 Cerámica 50 kg/m2 350 

 
              

 
Cargas sobre las vigas de piso 

  
Viga Secciones Carga (kg/m2) 

Área tributaria 

(m) 

Carga lineal 

(kg/m) 

  

A 

Baño 50 

1.525 

76.25 

  
Interno 20.21 30.82 

  
Terraza 14.4 21.96 

  

B 

Baño 50 

2.44 

122.00 

  
Interno 20.21 49.31 

  
Terraza 14.4 35.14 

  

C 
Interno 20.21 

2.135 
43.15 

  
Terraza 14.4 30.74 

  

C' 
Interno 20.21 

2.44 
49.31 

  
Terraza 14.4 35.14 

  D Interno 20.21 1.22 24.66 
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Interno+terraza 34.61 1,22+0,61 33.44 

  
Terraza 14.4 1.83 26.35 

  

        
Teca+Balsa+OSB 

      

Material Grosor (mm) Densidad (kg/m3) Volumen (m3) 

Peso 

(kg) 

   
Teca 10 830 0.0298 24.707 

   
Balsa 25 150 0.0744 11.163 

   
OSB 12 680 0.0357 24.291 

   

   

Peso 1 panel 60.161 

   

   

Peso por area 20.21 kg/m2 

  

 13.1.4 RAFTERS DESIGN 

Caracterización de la madera y lugar de ejecucion 

 

     Material 

    Tipo de madera 

 

Madera laminada encolada 

Especificación de la madera Pino  

 Nombre científico 

 

Pinus Radiata 

 Condicion de la madera 

 

Seca 

 Humedad 

  

18% 

 Peso especifico basico promedio (PEB) 

  Grado estructural de la madera GS 

 

     Lugar 

    

Ubicación: 

Cantón Central de San José, distrito La 

Merced 

 

     Valores de diseño 

   

   

Madera 

laminada 

Madera 

aserrada 

Esfuerzo en flexión(fb) (kg/cm2) 107.800 894 

Esfuerzo en tensión (ft) (kg/cm2) 7.000 …. 

Esfuerzo en cortantev (fv) (kg/cm2) 8.820 119 

Esfuerzo en compresion paralela (kg/cm2) 81.300 415 

Esfuerzo en compresión perpendicular (kg/cm2)                      24.500                                   60 

 

Módulo de elasticidad (Eb) (kg/cm2) 102900.000 96939 
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Cargas  de diseño  

 

Factores   

  CP (Kg/cm) 1.92  fr 1 

 CT (Kg/cm) 2.44  f1 1 

 CV (Kg/cm) 0  
   CS (Kg/cm) 0  

   CE (Kg/cm) 0  
   

  
 

   Momento de diseño  Dimensiones de la pieza propuesta 

MCP (kg-cm) 12466.02 
 d 25 cm 

MCT (kg-cm) 23457.79 
 b 10 cm 

MCV (kg-cm) 4978.49 
 Longitud 121 cm 

Las vigas de Tropika presentan una condiciones de apoyo: Simplemente apoyado 

 

Los siguiente diagramas representan los diagramas de cortante, momento y deformaciones 

en una viga sometida a carga  constante 

  

       Figura 13.5.1 . Diagramas de cortante momento y deformaciones para viga simplemente 

apoyada 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

13.1.4.1.1  PRINCIPAL FLOOR RAFTER DESIGN BY FLEXION  
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MCS  (kg/cm2) 18218.02 
 

   

      Módulo de sección 

    

 

S=(b*d^2)/6 

    

S= 1041.666667 cm3 

 

 

  METODOLOGÍA ASD 

Se debe cumplir que  
 

 

   

   Donde  M: Momento 

 

F´b: Esfuerzo ajustado 

 

 

S:Módulo de Sección Fb:Esfuerzo básico 

  Tipo de apoyo: Apoyo simple 

    

      Esfuerzo Real Fb=MC/S 

    

      MCP  (kg/cm2) 11.967 

 

MCV (kg/cm2) 4.779 

 MCT  (kg/cm2) 22.519 

 

MCS  (kg/cm2) 17.489 

 

      Comprobación de diseño 

    

   

Fb u (kg/cm2) 

  FbMCP+FbMCT  

  

34.487 

  1,1(FbMCP+FbMCT)+FbMCVoMCS 

 

55.425 Rige 

 0,9*FbMCP+FbMCVoMCS 

 

28.260 

  

      Determinación del esfuerzo básico ajustado 

   Factor  Valor Descripción de factor Referencia 

 Cd 0.9 Factor de duración de carga Figura A13.3 

 Cm 0.8 Ajuste por humedad Figura A13.4 

 Ct 1 Ajuste por temperatura Figura A13.5 

 Cl 1 Ajuste por estabilidad Figura A13.6 

 Cv 1 Ajuste por volumen Figura A13.8 

 Cfu 1 Ajuste por uso Figura A13.10 

 Cc 1 Ajuste por sistema repetitivo Figura A13.11 

 Kf 2.54 Factor de  conversión Figura A13.15 

 Φ 0.85 Factor de resistencia Figura A13.16 

 λ Varia Coeficiente de reducción Figura A13.17 

  

 
 

     

      

Fb  
   

 
 

 

 
  ´ _prima 
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F´b (kg/cm2) 

     69.8544 

     

      Verificación de cumplimiento 

    Cada combinacion de carga con esfuerzos reales debe de ser menor a la F´b 

 CP+CT 

 

Cumple 

   1,1(CP+CT)+CVoCS 

 

Cumple Rige 

  0,9*CP+CVoCS 

 

Cumple 

   

      Lo que implica que la pieza propuesta simplemente apoyada SI 

 resiste la flexión (ASD) 

    

      METODOLOGÍA LRFD 

Se debe cumplir que   

  

   Donde Mu: Momento último S: Módulo de sección 

 

 

F´bn: 

Esfuerzo 

    Combinaciones de momento 

    

  

Mu (Kg-cm) 

  1,4MCP  

 

17452.428 

  1,2MCP+1,6*MCT*fr+1,6*CE  32840.906 

  1,05*MCP+fr*f1*MCT+MCS+MCE 6969.886 

  0,95*MCP+CS+CE 

 

25505.228 Rige 

 

       

Comprobación de 

diseño 
 

     

      M_prima= F´b_nom*S 

     

   

F´b_nom(Kg/m2) M_prima (Kg-m) 

1,4MCP 

 

0.6 111.715296 116370.1 

 1,2MCP+1,6*MCT*fr+1,6*CE 0.8 148.953728 155160.13 

 1,05*MCP+fr*f1*MCT+CS+CE 1 186.19216 193950.17 

 0,95*MCP+CS+CE 

 

1 186.19216 193950.17 

 

      Verificación de cumplimiento 

    Combinación  

     1,4MCP 

 

Cumple 

   1,2MCP+1,6*MCT*fr+1,6*CE Cumple 
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1,05*MCP+fr*f1*MCT+CS+CE Cumple 

   0,95*MCP+CS+CE 

 

Cumple Rige 

  Lo que implica que la pieza propuesta simplemente apoyada SI 

 resiste la flexión (LRFD) 

     

13.1.4.1.2 REVIEW OF DEFORMATIONS,  PRINCIPAL FLOOR  

Dimensiones de la pieza Factores de ajustes para Eb 

 L 121 cm Ci 1 

  d 25 cm Cm 1 

  b 10 cm Ct 1 

  Eb 102900 

     

       Cargas por unidad de longitud 

    

       CP (Kg/cm) 1.92 

     CT (Kg/cm) 2.44 

     CV (Kg/cm) 0.00 

     

       Calculo de propiedades geométricas 

    I (cm4) (b*d^3)/12 208.333 

    E Eb*Cm*Ct*Ci 102900 

    EI E*I 21437500 

    

       Factor multiplicador de acciones a largo plazo 

   LP 1.5 (Para madera seca) 

   

       Estimación de cargas para el calculo de deformaciones 

  Estimación de proporción de carga temporal 

 

f 30% 

     

1-f 70% 

 

 

 
 

     

       

   

2.652 

   

   

1.708 

   

   

5.686 

   

       La viga diseñada esta simplemente apoyadas por lo que la ecuación que define la deformación es 

 

 

   

  Total = 1.5(  Largo plazo)+( corto plazo) 

   argo plazo =  CP+f*CT 

  Corto plazo =  (1-f)*CT 

       =  

  
 

   
   total* 

  

  
 

  
 

   
    * 
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Para CT ∆= 0.31768 

 

    Para CP y CT ∆= 0.74031 

 

     

 

      Revisión 

      Apoyo de viga: Simplemente apoyada 

   De acuerdo a la condicion de la viga  

    

       Deformaciones permisibles (Según AP1 T13) (De la tabla de deformaciones) 

 

       

   

CT CT+CP 

 

Vigas de techo (L/360) 0.336 L/240 0.504 

 

Vigas de piso (L/360) 0.336 L/240 0.504 

       Comparación de deformaciones 

    

       

 

Piso CT CT y CP 

 

  

Real  Permisible Real Permisible 

 

  

0.318 0.336 0.740 0.504 

Valor 

despreciable             

  

Cumple Cumple 

 

       

 

Techo CT CT y CP 

 

  

Real  Permisible Real Permisible 

 

  

0.318 0.336 0.740 0.504 

Valor 

despreciable             

  

Cumple Cumple 

  

13.1.4.1.3  PRINCIPAL FLOOR SHEAR DESIGN  

Cargas de diseño 

 

Factores   

   CP (Kg/cm) 1.92 

 

fr 1 

  CT (Kg/cm) 2.44 

 

f1 1 

  CV (Kg/cm) 0.00 

     CS (Kg/cm) 0.00 
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Dimensiones de pieza propuesta 

   d 25 cm Área (A) 250 cm2 

 b 10 cm Longitud (L) 121 cm 

 

       
METODOLOGÍA ASD 

Se debe cumplir Fvu <  F'v 

    

       Determinación de esfuerzos reales 

    V= (wC*(L-2d))/2 

     Vc= (3/2)*(V/A) 

     

 

Carga V (Kg) VC (kg/cm2) 

   

 

CP 68.16 0.40896 

   

 

CT 86.62 0.51972 

   

 

CV 0 0 

   

       Factores de ajuste  

     De acuerdo a la tabla 5.3.1 del NDS los factores de ajuste para el diseño a flexión en el ASD son 

Cd,Cm, Ct,Ci 

      

       

 

Factor  Valor Descripción de factor Tabla 

 

 

Cd 0.900 Factor de duración de carga Figura A13.3 

 

 

Cm 0.875 Ajuste por humedad 

 

Figura A13.4 

 

 

Ct 1.000 Ajuste por temperatura 

 

Figura A13.5 

 

 

Kf 2.880 Factor de conversión 

 

Figura A13.15 

 

 

Φ 0.750 Factor de resistencia 

 

Figura A13.16 

 

 

λ Varia Coeficiente de reducción Figura A13.17 

 

       Combinación de cargas 

     F'v= fv*Cd*Cm*Ct*Ci 

     

       Tipo de combinación 

     

VCP+VCT 

 

F'v 

(kg/cm2) Fv u (kg/cm2) 

   1,1(VCP+VCT)+VCVoCS 6.94575 0.92868 

   0,9*VCP+VCVoCS 6.94575 1.021548 

   

  

6.94575 0.368064 

   Verificación de cumplimiento 

     

       Para que cumpla 
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combinación<FV 

CP+CT 

 

Cumple 

    1,1(CP+CT)+CVoCS Cumple 

    0,9*CP+CVoCS Cumple 

    

       Lo que implica que la pieza 

propuesta  SI 

resiste al cortante 

(ASD) 

   

 

 

 

 

     
METODOLOGÍA LRFD 

Se debe cumplir Vu<F'vn*A 

    

       Comprobación de diseño 

     

       VC= (w*(L-2d))/2 

     V´=(2/3)*Fb*A 

      

 
 

      

       Carga VC (Kg) 

     CP (Kg/cm) 68.16 

     CT (Kg/cm) 86.62 

     CS (Kg/cm) 0 

     CV (Kg/cm) 0 

     CE (kg/cm) 0 

     

       

  

λ F'v V´ Vu 

 1,4VCP 

 

0.6 10.00188 1666.98 95.424 

 1,2VCP+1,6*VCT*fr+1,6*CE 0.8 13.33584 2222.64 220.38 

 1,05*VCP+fr*f1*VCT+CS+CE 1 16.6698 2778.3 158.19 

 0,95*VCP+CS+CE 1 16.6698 2778.3 64.752 

 

     
 

 Verificación de cumplimiento 

     

       Para que cumpla 

combinación<V´ 

     

       1,4VCP 

 

Cumple 

    1,2VCP+1,6*VCT*fr+1,6*CE Cumple 

    1,05*VCP+fr*f1*VCT+CS+CE Cumple 
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0,95*VCP+CS+CE Cumple 

    

       Lo que implica que la pieza 

propuesta  SI resiste al cortante (LRFD) 

   

 

De acuerdo a la metodología de diseño de las secciones 13.5.1, 13.5.2 y 13.5.3 para las vigas 

críticas cuyos valores de diseño se encuentran en la sección 13.3 las dimensiones permisibles son 

las siguientes 

Tabla 13.1.4.1: Dimensiones de vigas de Trópika 

Viga 
# 

elemento 
d (cm) b (cm) 

Viga de piso principal 112 25 10 

Viga de piso transversal 143 20 10 

Viga de corona principal 59 25 10 

Viga de corona transversal 40 25 10 

Viga de techo principal 60 30 10 

Viga de techo transversal 37 30 10 

Vigas exteriores   10 5 

 

13.1.4.2 ROOF BATTENS DESIGN  

Dimensión de pieza propuesta 

    

 

a 10 cm 

 

 

 

b 10 cm 

Viga cargada uniformemente distribuida simplemente apoyada 

   
 

      
 

Claros 

      

 

l (m) Separación 

 

1 m 

 1 1.830 

     2 4.050 

     3 4.870 Crítico 

    

       Angulo de techo 12.000 ° 

    

       Carga total de techo  

     

 

Wt 65.64 kg/m2 (De análisis estructural) 
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Obtención de carga lineal 

     

 

Wt*l 52.512 kg/m 

   

       Componentes de carga 

total 

Wx 10.918 kg/m 

   Wy 51.364 kg/m 

   

       Diseño de elementos  

     Diseño para elemento critico (Claro 3) 

    

       Momentos 

      Mx 32.367 kg-m 

    My 152.276 kg-m 

    Módulo de Sección 

      Sx 166.667 cm3 

    Sy 166.667 cm3 

     

13.1.4.2.1 ROOF BATTENS FLEXION DESIGN  

 fb real 110.786 kg/cm2 

    

       Determinación del esfuerzo básico ajustado 

    Factor  Valor Descripción de factor 
  

Referencia 

 Cd 0.9 Factor de duración de carga 

 

Figura A13.3 

 Cm 0.8 Ajuste por humedad 

  

Figura A13.4 

 Ct 1 Ajuste por temperatura 

  

Figura A13.5 

 Cl 1 Ajuste por estabilidad 

  

Figura A13.6 

 Cv 1 Ajuste por volumen 

  

Figura A13.8 

 Cfu 1 Adjustment for use 

  

Figura A13.9 

 Cr 1 Repetitive system adjust 

 

Figura A13.12 

 Ci 1 Incition adjust 

  

Figura A13.11 

 Kf 2.54 

   

Figura A13.15 

 Φ 0.85 Resistance factor 

  

Figura A13.16 

 λ 0.6 Reduction coefficient 

 

Figura A13.17 

  

 
 

      

       ASD LRFD 

     F´b (kg/cm2) F´b (kg/cm2) 

     77.616 111.7153 Rules 
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      ASD LRFD 

     fb real<f'b fb real<f'b 

     

Don’t cumply 

cumply 

 

Rules 

 

     

13.1.4.2.2 ROOF BATTENS DEFORMATIONS REVIEW 

 

    Eb 

 

750000 

    I (a*b^3)/12 8.33333E-06 

    E Eb*Cm*Ct*Ci 675000 

    

EI E*I 5.625 

 

 

    

 
 

      

  

∆(cm) = 0.0000000014 

 

       

  

∆(cm)= 0.0000000067 

 
 

 

 

     

  

6.68798E-09 

    
 

      

 

L/240 0.0203 cm 

    
 

      

  

Cumple 

 

 

     

13.1.4.2.3 ROOF BATTENS SHEAR DESIGN 

  

 

  

Kf 2.88 

   Vx 38.23980013 Φ 0.75 

   Vy 179.9041151 λ 0.6 

   

 

fb real 218.1439 

    Esfuerzo básico 

      ASD 6.3504 

     LRFD 267.626592 

      

Por lo tanto 
 

 

Cumple 

    

       

       Cumple tanto paara flexion, deformaciones y cortante por lo que el tamaño del clavador cumple con 

  
 

   
    * 

  

  
 

  
 

   
    * 

  

  
`` 

   =  

   =  

                     

            =  

       =  
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medidas de 10x10 

 

13.1.4.3 COLUMN DESIGN  

Dimensiones de la pieza propuesta 

    d 10 cm Columna compuesta por cuatro individuales 

b 10 cm 

   Lef  480 cm 

   

 
  

   Condición de apoyo 

 

Rotación y traslación restringida (Doblemente empotrado) 

Factor de longitud efectiva (k) 1.000 

   Módulo de elasticidad 102900.000 

   Fc// 

 

81.300 

   Tipo de columna 

 

Columna rectangular 

  

      Area 400.000 cm2 

   Inercia 43333.333 cm4 

   Radio de giro  (Rg) 10.408 

    

      K*L/Rg 46.117 < 200 No hay pandeo 

Se puede  

     

      Determinación de P (Euler) 

  

Determinación de Pu 

      P= 

 

1 

   P/A= π*2*E*I/A*Leq^2 304.001 

 

Pu= 294.54 

      METODOLOGÍA ASD 

      

Se debe cumplir que  

 

 
 

   

      Determinación del esfuerzo básico ajustado 

   

      Factores de ajuste  

     De acuerdo a la tabla 5.3.1 del NDS los factores de ajuste para el diseño a flexión en el ASD son 

Cm, Ct, Ci, Cb 

     

      Factor  Valor Descrpción de factor Referencia 

Fc_per  
 

 
  ´ _per 
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Cm 0.800 Ajuste por humedad 

 

Figura A13.3 

Ct 1.000 Ajuste por temperatura 

 

Figura A13.4 

Cb 1.095 Ajuste por longitud de apoyo 

 

Figura A13.5 

 

 
 

     F'c_per (kg/cm2) 71.2188 

    

      Verificación de cumplimiento 

    Valor de P/A 304.001 

 

Por lo tanto  No cumple 

F'c_per (kg/cm2) 71.2188 

    METODOLOGÍA LRFD 

Se debe cumplir que  

   

   Factores de ajuste  

     De acuerdo a la tabla 5.3.1 del NDS los factores de ajuste para el diseño a flexión en el ASD son 

Cm, Ct, Ci, Cb,Kf, Φ,λ 

    

      Factor  Valor Factor description Reference 

Cm 0.800 Moisture adjust 

 

Ap A. T3 

Ct 1.000 Temperature adjust 

 

Ap A. T4 

Cb 1.095 Lenght support adjust 

 

Ap A. T5 

Kf 2.540 Factor de  

  

Ap A. T13 

Φ 0.850 Factor de resistencia 

 

Ap A. T14 

λ 0.900 Coeficiente de reducción 

 

Ap A. T15 

       

 
 

     

      F'c_per  n (kg/cm2) 138.385 

    F'c_per  n*A (kg) 55354.100 

    

      Compliance verification 

    

Pu = 294.540 

  

Complies  for 

LRFD 

 F'c_per  n*A (kg) 55354.100 

    

      Rules  LRFD 

      

This implies that the section fulfills submitted to compression parallel to grain 
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Image 13.2.1. Dynamic coefficient. 

13.2 WIND ANALYSIS ACCORDING TO UNE-ENV 1991-2-4-1998 (IECA 

CALCULATIONS) 

*Hereinafter this section,  the calculations were performed by ieca  

According to section 9.1, it can be used two methods: 

 Detailed 

 Simplified, for Cd < .2, buildings with h < 200m 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From figure NXXX1, h < 30 m, Cd < 1, use simplified method.  

Important data.  

                      (Section 5.2)  

                            

Fwind = Σ pressures (section 6.1) 

      
 

 
     

                    

           

            

      
    

 
    

        
 

  
           

  

Field category: 2 

Image 13.2.2: Exposition coefficient Ce (z) 
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Image 13.2.3: External coefficient 

Image 13.2.4: Areas for Cpe calculation 

Image 13..5: Slope angle. 

Image 13.2.6: Areas for wind forces analysis 

Topographic coefficient = 1 (flat land) 

Exposition coefficient (figure XXX2), with z≈5m, field category 2; Ce(z) ≈1.875 

External coefficient (Cpe) according to figure XXX3 

 

 

 

 

 

The model is divided in three different areas, as it can be seen in the next figure (XXX4): 

A1=27.8m2 

A2=10.10m • 5m = 50.5m2 

A3=10.1m • 4m = 40.4m2 

Agreeing with figure XXX3: Cpe = Cpe, 10 

 

One slope roof, section 10.2.4.  

 

Ze = hmax =5m  

α = 7º (≈12%)   

 

 

                Top view 

 

 e = min(b,2h) = 10 m 
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Image 13.2.7: Areas for wind forces analysis. 

Image 13.2.8.  Wall 

Image 13.2.8: Cpe from all the structure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                           → More critic 

                          Table 13.2.1 

 

Vertical walls, section 10.2.2. 

h = 5m  

b = 10.1   

bz = 7.83 

h < b’s; ze = 5 m 

d/h = 7.83/5 ≈ 1.6 

Cpe: D = +0.8 

        E = -0.3 

Diferent Cpe’s of the structure. 

 

 

 

 

 

For   Cpe, 10 Rooft zone 

 F G H I 

Θ = 0º or 180º -2.3 -1.3 -0.8  

Θ = 90º -1.6 -1.8 -0.6 -0.5 
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Image 13.2.8: French seismic hazard 

map  

                       

                                        

                                      

                                     

 

For D axis frame:  

          
  

  ⁄                

          
  

  ⁄                

          
  

  ⁄                

 Sy WyP WyN WyP euro WyN euro 

δ(cm) 6.68 3.83 -6.55 1.21 -6.09 

 Table 13.2.2 

Important notes:  

1) The wind forces from Costa Rica produce bigger deployments than the European wind force.  

2) The seismic forces produce bigger deployments than the wind forces.  
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13.3 ANALYSIS OF SEISMIC FORCES ACCORDING TO UNE-EN 1998-

1=2004 (EUROCODE 8, PART 1). 

13.3.1 Data.  

Importance class: II, γ = 1.0 

Vibration period on X axis, T1x = 0.49 s 

Vibration period on X axis, T1y = 0.26 s 

 T1x, T1y < 2 s 

 T1x, T1y < 4 ∙ Tc  → 4 ∙ Tc  = 3.2 

 

→ Use method of analysis of lateral force. 

Soil type: D (French National Annex to EC8)  

     D: S = 1.6, TB = 0.1, TC = 0.6, TD = 1.5 

    agr = 0.7 m/s2 

13.3.2 SHEAR STRESS AT THE BASE OF THE STRUCTURE. 

Fb=Sd(T1) ∙ m ∙ λ, λ = 1 

 Sd(T1): calculation range for T1;  TB = 0.2 s, TD = 2.0 s 

q = q0kw ≥ 1.5; q = 1.5, kw = 1 (Behavior coefficient for horizontal seismic actions).  

TB = 0.2 s ≤ T1x,y ≤ Tc = 0.8 s; Sd(T1) = ag ∙ S ∙ 2.5/q   

                             ag = γ ∙ agr = 1∙0.7 m/s2 = 0.7m/s2 

                                          S = 1.6 

                            Sd(T1) = ag ∙ S ∙ 2.5/q = 0.7 m/s2 ∙ (1.6) ∙ 2.5/1.5 = 1.87 

Fb = Sd(T1) ∙ m ∙ λ = 1.87 ∙ (1) ∙ m; m = W/g; Fb = 1.87 ∙ W/g = 0.19 W  

  French seismic coefficient: 0.19 

  Costa Rican seismic coefficient: 0.32 

 

∴ Rules the Costa Rican seismic coefficient. 
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13.4 DESING OF ELEMENTS. 

13.4.1 NAILER BETWEEN C-D AXIS. 

Cm = 40 kg/m2 ∙ 2.4 m = 96 kg/m 

Cv = 40 kg/m2 ∙ 2.4 m = 96 kg/m 

AT = 2.4m 

VMpeso propio = 440 kg/m3 ∙ 0.10 m ∙ 0.25 m = 11 kg/m 

Cu = 96 +96 + 11 kg/m = 203 kg/m 

     
       

 
          

  
     

 
        

     
         

 
          

  

     
         

 
         

Mu2 +Mu3 = 737 + 32 = 770 kg∙m  

 

NAILERS REINFORCEMENT USING A 6MM THICKNESS STEEL PLATE.  

 

    
  

  
   

         

      
       

b =7.5 cm 

n∙b = 210 cm 

 

  
              ⁄                    ⁄
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› Physical properties. 

 

B = 8 cm 

D = 10 cm 

Length = 4.8 m 

 

 

I = 1950 cm4 

S = 235 cm3 

 

E= 75000 kg/cm2 

γmad = 440 kg/m3   

 

› Allowable stresses: 

 

Flexion (F’b) = 83 kg/cm2 

Shear (F’v) = 10 kg/cm2  

 

 

  Calculation of M and V. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Relation Δtotal/Δallowable 

Δm+v/Δadm = 0.85   OK 

Δv/Δvadm = 0.64   OK 

 

 

› Loads: 

 

Dead: 40 kg/m2 

Live: 40 kg/m2  

Trib = 0.90 m 

 

 

F.mom = 8 

M = 193 kg∙m 

fb = 82 kg/cm2 

fb/Fb = 0.99 

fb ≤ Fb: OK 

 

F.cor = 2 

V = 181 kg∙m 

fv = 4 kg/cm2 

fv/Fv = 0.36 

fv ≤ Fv: OK 

 

  Deflexions 

 

F.def = 5 

Δm+v= 3.40 cm 

Δv = 1.70 cm 

 

  Allowable Deflexions 

 

(Δm+v)adm = 4.00 cm 

(Δv)adm = 2.67 cm 
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13.4.2 DESIGN OF THE RAMP RAFTERS.  

 

13.4.2.1  SUPPORT RAFTERS FOR RAMP NAILERS. 

 

› Physical properties. 

 

B = 10 cm 

D = 15 cm 

Length = 1.5m 

 

 

I = 417 cm4 

S = 83 cm3 

 

E= 75000 kg/cm2 

γmad = 440 kg/m3   

 

› Allowable stresses: 

 

Flexion (F’b) = 83 kg/cm2 

Shear (F’v) = 10 kg/cm2  

 

  Calculation of M and V. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Relation Δtotal/Δallowable 

Δm+v/Δadm = 0.5   OK 

Δv/Δvadm = 0.63   OK 

 

 

 

› Loads: 

 

Dead: 80 kg/m2 

Live: 400 kg/m2  

Trib = 2.10 m 

 

 

F.mom = 8 

M = 285 kg∙m 

fb = 76 kg/cm2 

fb/Fb = 0.92 

fb ≤ Fb: OK 

 

F.cor = 2 

V = 760 kg∙m 

fv = 8 kg/cm2 

fv/Fv = 0.76 

fv ≤ Fv: OK 

 

  Deflexions 

 

F.def = 5 

Δm+v= 0.31 

Δv = 0.26 cm 

 

  Allowable Deflexions 

 

(Δm+v)adm = 0.63 cm 

(Δv)adm = 0.42 cm 
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13.4.2.2 RAMP NAILERS. 

 

› Physical properties. 

 

 

B = 5 cm 

D = 10 cm 

Length = 1.5m 

 

 

I = 417 cm4 

S = 83 cm3 

 

E= 75000 kg/cm2 

γmad = 440 kg/m3   

 

› Allowable stresses: 

 

Flexion (F’b) = 83 kg/cm2 

Shear (F’v) = 10 kg/cm2  

 

  Calculation of M and V. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Relation Δtotal/Δallowable 

Δm+v/Δadm = 0.78   OK 

Δv/Δvadm = 0.98   OK 

 

 

 

 

› Loads: 

 

Dead: 80 kg/m2 

Live: 400 kg/m2  

Trib = 0.48 m 

 

 

F.mom = 8 

M = 66 kg∙m 

fb = 79 kg/cm2 

fb/Fb = 0.95 

fb ≤ Fb: OK 

 

F.cor = 2 

V = 175 kg∙m 

fv = 5 kg/cm2 

fv/Fv = 0.53 

fv ≤ Fv: OK 

 

  Deflections 

 

F.def = 5 

Δm+v= 0.49 

Δv = 0.41 cm 

 

  Allowable Deflections 

 

(Δm+v)adm = 0.63 cm 

(Δv)adm = 0.42 cm 
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Image 13.4.3.1: Forces over railing 
Image 13.4.3.2: Railings. 

13.4.3 RAMP RAILINGS. 

Taken from the Costa Rica Construction Regulations (“Reglamento de Construcciones de Costa 

Rica”), Article XX5, Forces over railings. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

M = P ∙ L                                            

M = 50 kg ∙ 1 m 

M = 50 kg ∙ m 

 

fb = 50 kg∙m ∙ 100 / 83 cm3 

fb = 60.24 kg/cm2 

F’b = 83 kg/cm2 

F’b > fb = 83 kg/cm2 > 60.24kg/cm2 

 

› Physical properties. 

 

 

B = 5 cm 

D = 10 cm 

Length = 1.5m 

 

 

I = 417 cm4 

S = 83 cm3 

 

E= 75000 kg/cm2 

γmad = 440 kg/m3   

 

› Allowable stresses: 

 

Flexion (F’b) = 83 kg/cm2 

Shear (F’v) = 10 kg/cm2  

 

 

› Loads: 

 

Dead: 80 kg/m2 

Live: 400 kg/m2  

Trib = 0.48 m 
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  Calculation of M and V. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Relation Δtotal/Δallowable 

Δm+v/Δadm = 0.78   OK 

Δv/Δvadm = 0.98   OK 

  

F.mom = 8 

M = 50 kg∙m 

fb = 60 kg/cm2 

fb/Fb = 0.72 

fb ≤ Fb: OK 

 

F.cor = 2 

V = 175 kg∙m 

fv = 5 kg/cm2 

fv/Fv = 0.53 

fv ≤ Fv: OK 

 

  Deflections 

 

F.def = 5 

Δm+v= 0.49 

Δv = 0.41 cm 

 

  Allowable Deflections 

 

(Δm+v)adm = 0.63 cm 

(Δv)adm = 0.42 cm 
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Image 13.4.1.  Column dimensions 

 13.4.4 COLUMN. 

  

   
   

  
            

               

             
                   

 

        Ix = Iy = IA; AA = 4∙A = 400 cm2 

 

  √
 

 
 √

      

   
           

 

CM = 0.73, (moisture > 16%) 

Ct = 1, for temperature less than 38ºC. 

Cf = 1, does not apply because the column is composed by section of 100x100 cm, less than 300. 

ϕc = 0.9; ϕs = 0.85 

Cb = 0 (for perpendicular compression) 

 

Analysis using ASD methodology.  

Le = L/U: U = 1; Le = L = 480 cm 

λ = L/d = 480/20 = 24 (slenderness)  

k = 0.671∙ (U∙E/Fc) 1/2 = 0.671∙ (1.79908/81.3)1/2 = 21 

  λ > k, 24 > 21, long column 

  
 

 
        

     

    ⁄   
 

  
 

 
   

       

                    

        
         

      ⁄   
               

→P/A < F’c OK 
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13.4.5 ROOF RAFTERS DESIGN. 

13.4.5.1  GRAVITATIONAL LOADS USED FOR ROOF RAFTER DESIGN 

General loads: 

 Dead load: 45 kg/m2 
 Live load: 40 kg/cm2 

Eje D: 

 Dead load: 45 kg/cm2   3.70 m = 166.5 kg/m  

 Live load: 40 kg/cm2   3.70 m = 148 kg/m  

Eje C: 

 Dead load: 45 kg/cm2   3.35 m = 150 kg/m  

 Live load: 40 kg/cm2   3.35 m = 135 kg/m  

Eje B: 

 Dead load: 45 kg/cm2   2.40 m = 108  kg/m  

 Live load: 40 kg/cm2   2.40 m = 96 kg/m  

Eje A: 

 Dead load: 45 kg/cm2   3.70 m = 115 kg/m  

 Live load: 40 kg/cm2   3.70 m = 102 kg/m  
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13.4.5.2   “A” AXIS ROOF RAFTER. 

 

› Physical properties. 

 

 

B = 10 cm 

D = 25 cm 

Length = 6 m 

 

 

I = 13021 cm4 

S = 1042 cm3 

 

E= 75000 kg/cm2 

γmad = 440 kg/m3   

 

› Allowable stresses: 

 

Flexion (F’b) = 83 kg/cm2 

Shear (F’v) = 10 kg/cm2  

 

  Calculation of M and V. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Relation Δtotal/Δallowable 

Δm+v/Δadm = 0.38   OK 

Δv/Δvadm = 0.25   OK 

 

 

 

› Loads: 

 

Dead: 45 kg/m2 

Live: 40 kg/m2  

Trib = 2.55 

 

 

F.mom = 8 

M = 750 kg∙m 

fb = 72 kg/cm2 

fb/Fb = 0.87 

fb ≤ Fb: OK 

 

F.cor = 2 

V = 711 kg∙m 

fv = 4 kg/cm2 

fv/Fv = 0.43 

fv ≤ Fv: OK 

 

  Deflections 

 

F.def = 5 

Δm+v= 0.95 

Δv = 0.42 cm 

 

  Allowable Deflections 

 

(Δm+v)adm = 2.50 cm 

(Δv)adm = 1.67 cm 
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13.4.5.3 “B” AXIS ROOF RAFTER. 

 

› Physical properties. 

 

 

B = 10 cm 

D = 25 cm 

Length = 6 m 

 

 

I = 13021 cm4 

S = 1042 cm3 

 

E= 75000 kg/cm2 

γmad = 440 kg/m3   

 

› Allowable stresses: 

 

Flexion (F’b) = 83 kg/cm2 

Shear (F’v) = 10 kg/cm2  

 

  Calculation of M and V. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Relation Δtotal/Δallowable 

Δm+v/Δadm = 0.36   OK 

Δv/Δvadm = 0.24   OK 

› Loads: 

 

Dead: 45 kg/m2 

Live: 40 kg/m2  

Trib = 2.40 m 

 

 

F.mom = 8 

M = 712 kg∙m 

fb = 68 kg/cm2 

fb/Fb = 0.82 

fb ≤ Fb: OK 

 

F.cor = 2 

V = 670 kg∙m 

fv = 4 kg/cm2 

fv/Fv = 0.40 

fv ≤ Fv: OK 

 

  Deflections 

 

F.def = 5 

Δm+v= 0.90 

Δv = 0.40 cm 

 

  Allowable Deflections 

 

(Δm+v)adm = 2.50 cm 

(Δv)adm = 1.67 cm 
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13.4.5.4 “C” AXIS ROOF RAFTER. 

 

› Physical properties. 

 

 

B = 10 cm 

D = 25 cm 

Length = 6 m 

 

 

I = 13021 cm4 

S = 1042 cm3 

 

E= 75000 kg/cm2 

γmad = 440 kg/m3   

 

› Allowable stresses: 

 

Flexion (F’b) = 83 kg/cm2 

Shear (F’v) = 10 kg/cm2  

 

  Calculation of M and V. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Relation Δtotal/Δallowable 

Δm+v/Δadm = 0.49   OK 

Δv/Δvadm = 0.34   OK 

  

› Loads: 

 

Dead: 45 kg/m2 

Live: 40 kg/m2  

Trib = 3.55 m 

 

 

F.mom = 8 

M = 965 kg∙m 

fb = 93 kg/cm2 

fb/Fb = 1.00 

fb ≤ Fb: OK 

 

F.cor = 2 

V = 920 kg∙m 

fv = 6 kg/cm2 

fv/Fv = 0.55 

fv ≤ Fv: OK 

 

  Deflections 

 

F.def = 5 

Δm+v= 1.22 

Δv = 0.56 cm 

 

  Allowable Deflections 

 

(Δm+v)adm = 2.50 cm 

(Δv)adm = 1.67 cm 
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13.4.5.5  “D” AXIS ROOF RAFTER. 

 

› Physical properties. 

 

 

B = 10 cm 

D = 25 cm 

Length = 6 m 

 

 

I = 13021 cm4 

S = 1042 cm3 

 

E= 75000 kg/cm2 

γmad = 440 kg/m3   

 

› Allowable stresses: 

 

Flexion (F’b) = 83 kg/cm2 

Shear (F’v) = 10 kg/cm2  

 

  Calculation of M and V. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Relation Δtotal/Δallowable 

Δm+v/Δadm = 0.07   OK 

Δv/Δvadm = 0.05   OK 

  

› Loads: 

 

Dead: 45 kg/m2 

Live: 40 kg/m2  

Trib = 3.70 m 

 

 

F.mom = 8 

M = 515 kg∙m 

fb = 49 kg/cm2 

fb/Fb = 0.60 

fb ≤ Fb: OK 

 

F.cor = 2 

V = 612 kg∙m 

fv = 4 kg/cm2 

fv/Fv = 0.37 

fv ≤ Fv: OK 

 

  Deflections 

 

F.def = 5 

Δm+v= 0.18 

Δv = 0.08 cm 

 

  Allowable Deflections 

 

(Δm+v)adm = 2.50 cm 

(Δv)adm = 1.67 cm 
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13.4.6 FLOOF PRINCIPAL RAFTERS DESIGN. 

13.4.6.1  “C” AXIS FLOOR PRINCIPAL RAFTER. 

› Physical properties. 

 

 

B = 10 cm 

D = 25 cm 

Length = 3.6 m 

 

 

I = 13021 cm4 

S = 1042 cm3 

 

E= 75000 kg/cm2 

γmad = 440 kg/m3   

 

› Allowable stresses: 

 

Flexion (F’b) = 83 kg/cm2 

Shear (F’v) = 10 kg/cm2  

 

  Calculation of M and V. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Relation Δtotal/Δallowable 

Δm+v/Δadm = 0.22   OK 

Δv/Δvadm = 0.23   OK 

  

› Loads: 

 

Dead: 80 kg/m2 

Live: 200 kg/m2  

Trib = 3.35 m 

 

 

F.mom = 8 

M =711 kg∙m 

fb = 68 kg/cm2 

fb/Fb = 0.73 

fb ≤ Fb: OK 

 

F.cor = 2 

V = 1146 kg∙m 

Fv = 7 kg/cm2 

fv/Fv = 0.69 

fv ≤ Fv: OK 

 

  Deflections 

 

F.def = 5 

Δm+v= 0.33 cm 

Δv = 0.23 cm 

 

  Allowable Deflections 

 

(Δm+v)adm = 1.50 cm 

(Δv)adm = 1.00 cm 
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13.4.6.2  “A” AXIS FLOOR PRINCIPAL RAFTER. 

› Physical properties. 

 

 

B = 10 cm 

D = 25 cm 

Length = 3.6 m 

 

 

I = 13021 cm4 

S = 1042 cm3 

 

E= 75000 kg/cm2 

γmad = 440 kg/m3   

 

› Allowable stresses: 

 

Flexion (F’b) = 83 kg/cm2 

Shear (F’v) = 10 kg/cm2  

 

  Calculation of M and V. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Relation Δtotal/Δallowable 

Δm+v/Δadm = 0.22   OK 

Δv/Δvadm = 0.23   OK 

  

› Loads: 

 

Dead: 80 kg/m2 

Live: 200 kg/m2  

Trib = 2.55 m 

 

 

F.mom = 8 

M =350 kg∙m 

fb = 34 kg/cm2 

fb/Fb = 0.40 

fb ≤ Fb: OK 

 

F.cor = 2 

V = 711 kg∙m 

fv = 4 kg/cm2 

fv/Fv = 0.43 

fv ≤ Fv: OK 

 

  Deflections 

 

F.def = 5 

Δm+v= 0.33 cm 

Δv = 0.23 cm 

 

  Allowable Deflections 

 

(Δm+v)adm = 1.50 cm 

(Δv)adm = 1.00 cm 
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13.4.6.3  “B” AXIS FLOOR PRINCIPAL RAFTER. 

› Physical properties. 

 

 

B = 10 cm 

D = 25 cm 

Length = 3.6 m 

 

 

I = 13021 cm4 

S = 1042 cm3 

 

E= 75000 kg/cm2 

γmad = 440 kg/m3   

 

› Allowable stresses: 

 

Flexion (F’b) = 83 kg/cm2 

Shear (F’v) = 10 kg/cm2  

 

  Calculation of M and V. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Relation Δtotal/Δallowable 

Δm+v/Δadm = 0.60   OK 

Δv/Δvadm = 0.40   OK 

 

 

 

› Loads: 

 

Dead: 80 kg/m2 

Live: 200 kg/m2  

Trib = 2.40 m 

 

 

F.mom = 8 

M =643 kg∙m 

fb = 62 kg/cm2 

fb/Fb = 0.74 

fb ≤ Fb: OK 

 

F.cor = 2 

V = 1080 kg∙m 

fv = 4 kg/cm2 

fv/Fv = 0.65 

fv ≤ Fv: OK 

 

  Deflections 

 

F.def = 5 

Δm+v= 0.90 cm 

Δv = 0.40 cm 

 

  Allowable Deflections 

 

(Δm+v)adm = 1.50 cm 

(Δv)adm = 1.00 cm 
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PROFESSIONAL PROFILE OF THE FIRM 
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STRUCTURAL ENGINNER 

Team member responsible for approving the house’s structural systems 

 

Eng. Erich Neurhor B   M.S.E M.sc. 

Master of Science in structural Engineering The University of Texas and Austin, 1993 

Director and founding member of IECA Internacional, San José, Costa Rica 

Experience: 22 years  

 

Contact information 

Telephone: (506) 2257-7068   

Cellphone:  (506) 8833-5536  

E-mail: eneurohr@iecainternacional.com 

Web page: www.iecainternacional.com  

License 

Colegio Federado de Ingenieros y Arquitectos (CFIA) 

 N° REG. IC 5721 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:eneurohr@iecainternacional.com
http://www.iecainternacional.com/
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STRUCTURAL DESIGN APPROVAL (format for the hard signature) 

 

I ______________________________________ certify that the structural design of Trópika meets the 

structural guidelines requested by the Codigo Sismico de Costa Rica 2010 (Costa Rica Seismic Code 

2010), el Reglamento de Construcciones de Costa Rica (Costa Rica Construction Regulations) the 

European normative for constructions and the Solar Decathlon Europe Building Code, consequently 

the construction in the territory of Costa Rica and Versailles can be done. 

 

 

___________________________ 

Signature 

Eng. Erich Neurhor B /Structural Enginer 

N° REG. IC 5721 



Team's Abbreviations

School's Name

Team's Name

Nº Description % Total

VAT Include VAT (Not Applicable)

Applicable)

VAT Included

A.1
Not Applicable (NA)                                -    € 0%
Not Applicable (NA)                                -    € 0%
Related to Domotics, Structural Design, Sustainable 

Buldings, HVAC
                  23.232,56  € 3%

23.232,56 € 0,00 € 3%

A.2

                    1.475,00  € 0%

Not Applicable (NA)                                -    € 0%

                       212,12  € 0%

                    2.219,00  € 0%

                    3.617,57  € 0%

                332.403,41  € 45%

339.927,10 € 0,00 € 46%

A.3

Only one person                        315,00  € 0%

Only one person                        481,00  € 0%

Only one person                        140,00  € 0%

Only one person                          26,00  € 0%

962,00 € 0,00 € 0%

A.4

Nine people (925.38 per person)                     8.328,42  € 1%

Nine people (160 per person)                     1.440,00  € 0%

Nine people (400 per person)                     3.600,00  € 0%

Nine people (90 per person)                        810,00  € 0%

14.178,42 € 0,00 € 2%

A.5

                    2.780,00  € 0%

                       975,00  € 0%

3.755,00 € 0,00 € 1%

382.055,08 € 0,00 € 52%

B.1

0%

Appliances                     6.150,17  € 

Biogarden                     1.797,48  € 

Exostructure                   16.077,52  € 

Floor structure, insulation and finishes                   11.048,45  € 

Furniture                   12.908,30  € 

House electrical                     8.355,66  € 

HVAC system                   10.159,53  € 

Miscellaneous components                     3.380,62  € 

Others                     8.495,53  € 

Plug-in Electronics                     8.090,87  € 

Plug-in Lighting                          92,93  € 

Plumbing (including fixtures)                     4.105,52  € 

Roof/ceiling structure, insulation and finishes                     4.230,60  € 

Solar electric system                     5.805,27  € 

Wall structure, insulation and finishes                     1.792,64  € 

Water Heating                     6.195,36  € 

Windows and doors                     5.575,66  € 

Not Applicable (NA)                                -    € 0%

Not Applicable (NA)                                -    € 0%

                       208,43  € 0%

114.470,55 € 0,00 € 15%

B.2

5% Estimated Rate * Total Direct Materials                     5.723,53  € 1%

120.194,08 € 0,00 € 16%

Travel & Transport

Expenses Allowance

Miscellaneous Expenses

Travel & Transport

Lodging

Administrative and miscellaneous

Total Direct Materials

B. HOUSE CONSTRUCTION_COST ESTIMATE

Total Material Overhead

Raw Materials

Purchased Materials & Parts

Direct Materials

Material Overhead

Purchased Services

Purchased Equipment

A. DEVELOPMENT PHASE_COST ESTIMATE

SDE  2014   COMPETITION EN FRANCE
Tec Team

Costa Rica Institute of Technology

Tec Team

Personnel

Communication

Administrative and miscellaneous

First Workshop

Second Workshop

Personnel

Budget

Lodging

Expenses Allowance

Miscellaneous Expenses

Name

Professors & Researchers

Granted Students

Consultants*

Architectural Models

Videos

Web Page (creation and maintenance)

Communication documentation

Consumables and office supplies

Administrative expenses

Sub-Total_Development Phase Cost Estimate

Communication

First Workshop

Second Workshop

Exhibitions

Media appearances*



Team's Abbreviations

School's Name

Team's Name

Nº Description % Total

VAT Include VAT (Not Applicable)

Applicable)

VAT Included

A. DEVELOPMENT PHASE_COST ESTIMATE

SDE  2014   COMPETITION EN FRANCE
Tec Team

Costa Rica Institute of Technology

Tec Team

BudgetName

B.3

Not Applicable (NA)                                -    € 0%

Not Applicable (NA)                                -    € 0%

Not Applicable (NA)                                -    € 0%

Not Applicable (NA)                                -    € 0%

0,00 € 0,00 € 0%

B.4

One month                   10.335,00  € 1%

10.335,00 € 0,00 € 1%

B.5

Training for 31 people                     1.802,00  € 0%

1.802,00 € 0,00 € 0%

B.6

                       550,00  € 0%

                       305,36  € 0%

                    3.870,04  € 1%

4.725,40 € 0,00 € 1%

137.056,48 € 18%

C.1

Not Applicable (NA)                                -    € 0%

                    5.000,00  € 1%

Not Applicable (NA)                                -    € 0%

5.000,00 € 0,00 € 1%

C.2

                    3.585,27  € 0%

                       387,59  € 0%

3.972,86 € 0,00 € 1%

8.972,86 € 0,00 € 1%

D.1

Thirty people (1,175 per person)                   35.250,00  € 5%
Thirty people (900 per person)                   27.000,00  € 4%
Thirty people (2,150 per person)                   64.500,00  € 9%
Thirty people (430 per person)                   12.900,00  € 2%

139.650,00 € 0,00 € 19%

Travel & Transport

Lodging

Expenses Allowance

Miscellaneous Expenses

Security

Personnel

Material and equipment

Other Expenses

Basic First Aid and CPR training 

General & Administrative Expenses

Indirect Expenses

Travels & Costs for Final Phase in Madrid

Disassembly in origin

Disassembly in origin

Total Consultants

C. HOUSE DISASSEMBLY IN ORIGIN AND TRANSPORTATION

Total Direct Labor

Laborers

Administrative

Construction project developer

Lower - Tier Subcontractors

Consultants

Other Direct Costs

Professors & Researchers

Granted Students

Total Lower - Tier Subcontractors

Other Direct Costs

Direct Labor

D. FINAL PHASE IN LE CITE DU SOLEIL:COST ESTIMATE

Sub-Total_House Disassembly in Origin Cost Estimate

Sub-Total_House Construction Cost Estimate

Total Travels & Costs for Final Phase in Madrid

House Transportation

House Transportation

Transport, insurance and taxes

Packaging material



Team's Abbreviations

School's Name

Team's Name

Nº Description % Total

VAT Include VAT (Not Applicable)

Applicable)

VAT Included

A. DEVELOPMENT PHASE_COST ESTIMATE

SDE  2014   COMPETITION EN FRANCE
Tec Team

Costa Rica Institute of Technology

Tec Team

BudgetName

D.2

Equipment and machinery                   10.000,00  € 1%

Equipment and machinery                   10.000,00  € 1%

20.000,00 € 0,00 € 3%

D.3

Thirty people (33,84 per person)                     1.000,00  € 0%

230 EUR per container x 3 containers                     1.300,00  € 0%

1% cost of the item                     2.500,00  € 0%

The insurence we will be taking is for liability 

and acident for 30 days
                    1.200,00  € 0%

6.000,00 € 0,00 € 1%

165.650,00 € 0,00 € 22%

E.1

                    9.000,00  € 1%

Not Applicable (NA)                                -    € 0%

                    8.000,00  € 1%

Containers Parcking                   30.000,00  € 

47.000,00 € 0,00 € 6%

E.2

Not Applicable (NA)                                -    € 0%

Not Applicable (NA)                                -    € 0%

Not Applicable (NA)                                -    € 0%

Not Applicable (NA)                        376,00  € 0%

376,00 € 0,00 € 0%

47.376,00 € 0,00 € 6%

741.110,42 € 0,00 € 100 % Total

If you benefit VAT Recovering 0,00 €

x If you don't 0,00 €

741.110,42 € 741.110,42 €

*The total cost of "Personnel-Consultants" and "Communication-Media Appearances" was not covered by the team, these costs were 

donations.

Granted Students

Consumables and office supplies

Administrative expenses

Please CHECK (X) your status >>>

Personnel

Materials

Machinery and Equipment

Professors & Researchers

Total Price / Cost Estimated included VAT

As built 

Sub-Total_Post Event Cost Estimate

As Built

Total Price / Cost Estimated

Sob-Total House permanent Assembly

Total Insurance Policies

Assembly and Disassembly Processes

Assembly in Le Cité du Soleil ©

Disassembly in Le Cité du Soleil ©

Insurance Policies

Sub-Total_Final Phase in La Cité du Soleil
®
 Cost Estimate

E. POST EVENT COST ESTIMATE

Liability Insurance

Transport Insurance

Accident Insurance

Medical Insurance

House Permanent Assembly

Total Assembly, Transport, Disassembly Processes



Current Year 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Unit sales per year 15 20 25 30 35 40

Sales price per unit 152.720,00€             160.356,00€             168.374,00€           176.792,00€          185.632,00€               194.913,60€             

Incomes 2.290.800,00€          3.207.120,00€          4.209.350,00€        5.303.760,00€       6.497.120,00€            7.796.544,00€          

Produced units 15 20 25 30 35 40

Unit Cost 130.529,10€             135.945,83€             142.098,12€           148.478,02€          155.301,93€               163.067,10€             

Production Cost (1.957.936,50)€         (2.718.916,60)€         (3.552.453,00)€       (4.454.340,60)€      (5.435.567,55)€           (6.522.684,00)€         

Administrative Cost (32.028,00)€              (33.624,00)€             (56.271,00)€            (59.666,00)€           (62.650,00)€                (65.783,00)€              

Depreciation (2.550,00)€                (2.550,00)€               (2.550,00)€              (2.550,00)€             (2.550,00)€                  (2.550,00)€                

Profit before tax 298.285,50€             452.029,40€             598.076,00€           787.203,40€          996.352,45€               1.205.527,00€          

Tax Rate (30%) (89.485,65)€              (135.608,82)€            (179.422,80)€          (236.161,02)€         (298.905,74)€              (361.658,10)€            

Profit after tax 208.799,85€             316.420,58€             418.653,20€           551.042,38€          697.446,72€               843.868,90€             

Depreciation 2.550,00€                 2.550,00€                 2.550,00€               2.550,00€              2.550,00€                   2.550,00€                 

Working Capital´s Investment (WC) (886.300,00)€           -€                          -€                         -€                        -€                      -€                            886.300,00€             

Fixed Investment (25.500,00)€             

Net Cash Flow (911.800,00)€           211.349,85€             318.970,58€             421.203,20€           553.592,38€          699.996,72€               1.732.718,90€          

NPV (13%) 1.368.666,70€         

IRR 42,48%

Comulative Cash Flows (911.800,00)€           (700.450,15)€            (381.479,57)€            39.723,63€             593.316,01€          1.293.312,73€            3.026.031,63€          

Payback Return (Years) 4,28

Trópika´s Cash flow (Base case)

SDE  2014   COMPETITION EN FRANCE
Team's Abbreviations Tec Team

School's Name Costa Rica Institute of Technology

Team's Name Tec Team



Current Year 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Unit sales per year 18 23 28 33 38 43

Sales price per unit 152.720,00€         160.356,00€          168.374,00€         176.792,00€               185.632,00€                 194.913,60€             

Incomes 2.748.960,00€      3.688.188,00€       4.714.472,00€      5.834.136,00€            7.054.016,00€              8.381.284,80€          

Produced units 18 23 28 33 38 43

Unit Cost 118.662,82€         123.587,12€          129.180,11€         134.980,02€               141.183,57€                 148.242,82€             

Production Cost (2.135.930,73)€     (2.842.503,72)€      (3.617.043,05)€     (4.454.340,60)€           (5.364.975,76)€            (6.374.441,18)€        

Administrative Cost (32.028,00)€          (33.624,00)€           (56.271,00)€          (59.666,00)€                (62.650,00)€                 (65.783,00)€              

Depreciation (2.550,00)€            (2.550,00)€             (2.550,00)€            (2.550,00)€                  (2.550,00)€                    (2.550,00)€                

Profit before tax 578.451,27€         809.510,28€          1.038.607,95€      1.317.579,40€            1.623.840,24€              1.938.510,62€          

Tax Rate (30%) (173.535,38)€        (242.853,08)€         (311.582,38)€        (395.273,82)€              (487.152,07)€               (581.553,19)€            

Profit after tax 404.915,89€         566.657,20€          727.025,56€         922.305,58€               1.136.688,17€              1.356.957,43€          

Depreciation 2.550,00€             2.550,00€              2.550,00€             2.550,00€                   2.550,00€                     2.550,00€                 

Working Capital´s Investment (WC) (886.300,00)€          -€                      -€                       -€                      -€                            -€                              886.300,00€             

Fixed Investment (25.500,00)€            

Net Cash Flow (911.800,00)€          407.465,89€         569.207,20€          729.575,56€         924.855,58€               1.139.238,17€              2.245.807,43€          

NPV (13%) 2.664.461,47€        

IRR 67,19%

Comulative Cash Flows (911.800,00)€          (504.334,11)€        64.873,09€            794.448,65€         1.719.304,23€            2.858.542,40€              5.104.349,83€          

Payback Return (Years) 3,07

Variations:

Decrease in production costs by 10% compared to the costs of the base scenario

Increased demand 3 homes per year relative to the base scenario projected demand

Trópika´s Cash flow (Optimistic case)

SDE  2014   COMPETITION EN FRANCE
Team's Abbreviations Tec Team

School's Name Costa Rica Institute of Technology

Team's Name Tec Team



Current Year 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Unit sales per year 12 17 22 27 32 37

Sales price per unit 152.720,00€                160.356,00€                168.374,00€                 176.792,00€                185.632,00€                 194.913,60€                

Incomes 1.832.640,00€             2.726.052,00€             3.704.228,00€              4.773.384,00€             5.940.224,00€              7.211.803,20€             

Produced units 12 17 22 27 32 37

Unit Cost 143.582,01€                149.540,41€                156.307,93€                 163.325,82€                170.832,12€                 179.373,81€                

Production Cost (1.722.984,12)€            (2.542.187,02)€            (3.438.774,50)€             (4.409.797,19)€            (5.466.627,94)€             (6.636.830,97)€            

Administrative Cost (32.028,00)€                 (33.624,00)€                 (56.271,00)€                  (59.666,00)€                 (62.650,00)€                  (65.783,00)€                 

Depreciation (2.550,00)€                   (2.550,00)€                   (2.550,00)€                    (2.550,00)€                   (2.550,00)€                    (2.550,00)€                   

Profit before tax 75.077,88€                  147.690,98€                206.632,50€                 301.370,81€                408.396,06€                 506.639,23€                

Tax Rate (30%) (22.523,36)€                 (44.307,29)€                 (61.989,75)€                  (90.411,24)€                 (122.518,82)€                (151.991,77)€               

Profit after tax 52.554,52€                  103.383,69€                144.642,75€                 210.959,56€                285.877,24€                 354.647,46€                

Depreciation 2.550,00€                    2.550,00€                    2.550,00€                     2.550,00€                    2.550,00€                     2.550,00€                    

Working Capital´s Investment (WC) (886.300,00)€           -€                              -€                              -€                              -€                              -€                              886.300,00€                

Fixed Investment (25.500,00)€             

Net Cash Flow (911.800,00)€           55.104,52€                  105.933,69€                147.192,75€                 213.509,56€                288.427,24€                 1.243.497,46€             

NPV (13%) 206.709,67€             

IRR 17,93%

Comulative Cash Flows (911.800,00)€           (856.695,48)€               (750.761,80)€               (603.569,05)€                (390.059,49)€               (101.632,24)€                1.141.865,22€             

Payback Return (Years) 5,80

Variations:

Increase in production costs by 10% compared to the costs of the base scenario

Decreased demand 3 homes per year relative to the base scenario projected demand

Trópika´s Cash flow (Pessimistc case)

Tec Team

Costa Rica Institute of Technology

Tec Team

SDE  2014   COMPETITION EN FRANCE
Team's Abbreviations

School's Name

Team's Name



Current Year 2015 2016

Unit sales per year 15 20

Sales price per unit 152.720,00€              160.356,00€              

Incomes 2.290.800,00€           3.207.120,00€           

Produced units 15 20

Unit Cost 130.529,10€              135.945,83€              

Production Cost (1.957.936,50)€          (2.718.916,60)€          

Administrative Cost (32.028,00)€               (33.624,00)€               

Depreciation (2.550,00)€                 (2.550,00)€                 

Profit before tax 298.285,50€              452.029,40€              

Tax Rate (30%) (89.485,65)€               (135.608,82)€             

Profit after tax 208.799,85€              316.420,58€              

Depreciation 2.550,00€                  2.550,00€                  

Working Capital´s Investment (WC) (886.300,00)€            -€                           -€                           

Fixed Investment (25.500,00)€              

Net Cash Flow (911.800,00)€            211.349,85€              318.970,58€              

NPV (13%) 7.687.929,46€          

IRR 50,60%

Comulative Cash Flows (911.800,00)€            (700.450,15)€             (381.479,57)€             

Payback Return (Years) 4,28

SDE  2014   COMPETITION EN FRANCE

Trópika´s Projected Cash flows to 20 years 

Team's Abbreviations

School's Name

Team's Name



2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

25 30 35 40 45

168.374,00€            176.792,00€           185.632,00€                 194.913,60€              204.659,28€       

4.209.350,00€         5.303.760,00€        6.497.120,00€              7.796.544,00€           9.209.667,60€    

25 30 35 40 45

142.098,12€            148.478,02€           155.301,93€                 163.067,10€              171.220,46€       

(3.552.453,00)€        (4.454.340,60)€       (5.435.567,55)€             (6.522.684,00)€          (7.704.920,48)€   

(56.271,00)€             (59.666,00)€            (62.650,00)€                  (65.783,00)€               (69.072,15)€        

(2.550,00)€               (2.550,00)€              (2.550,00)€                    (2.550,00)€                 (2.550,00)€          

598.076,00€            787.203,40€           996.352,45€                 1.205.527,00€           1.433.124,98€    

(179.422,80)€           (236.161,02)€          (298.905,74)€                (361.658,10)€             (429.937,49)€      

418.653,20€            551.042,38€           697.446,72€                 843.868,90€              1.003.187,48€    

2.550,00€                2.550,00€               2.550,00€                     2.550,00€                  2.550,00€           

-€                         -€                        -€                              

421.203,20€            553.592,38€           699.996,72€                 846.418,90€              1.005.737,48€    

39.723,63€              593.316,01€           1.293.312,73€              2.139.731,63€           3.145.469,11€    

SDE  2014   COMPETITION EN FRANCE
Tec Team

Costa Rica Institute of Technology

Tec Team

Trópika´s Projected Cash flows to 20 years 

Team's Abbreviations

School's Name

Team's Name



2022 2023 2024 2025 2026

50 55 60 65 70

214.892,24€        225.636,86€         236.918,70€         248.764,63€         261.202,87€         

10.744.612,20€   12.410.027,09€    14.215.121,94€    16.169.701,21€    18.284.200,60€    

50 55 60 65 70

179.781,48€        188.770,55€         198.209,08€         208.119,53€         218.525,51€         

(8.989.073,89)€   (10.382.380,34)€   (11.892.544,75)€   (13.527.769,66)€   (15.296.785,69)€   

(72.525,76)€        (76.152,05)€          (79.959,65)€          (83.957,63)€          (88.155,51)€          

(2.550,00)€          (2.550,00)€            (2.550,00)€            (2.677,50)€            

1.680.462,56€     1.948.944,71€      2.240.067,54€      2.557.973,92€      2.896.581,90€      

(504.138,77)€      (584.683,41)€        (672.020,26)€        (767.392,18)€        (868.974,57)€        

1.176.323,79€     1.364.261,29€      1.568.047,28€      1.790.581,74€      2.027.607,33€      

2.550,00€            2.550,00€             2.550,00€             -€                      2.677,50€             

(26.775,00)€          

1.178.873,79€     1.366.811,29€      1.570.597,28€      1.763.806,74€      2.030.284,83€      

4.324.342,90€     5.691.154,19€      7.261.751,47€      9.025.558,21€      11.055.843,04€    

SDE  2014   COMPETITION EN FRANCE
Tec Team

Costa Rica Institute of Technology

Tec Team

Trópika´s Projected Cash flows to 20 years 



2027 2028 2029 2030 2031

75 80 85 90 95

274.263,01€         287.976,16€         302.374,97€         317.493,72€         333.368,40€         

20.569.725,67€    23.038.092,75€    25.701.872,23€    28.574.434,42€    31.669.998,14€    

75 80 85 90 95

229.451,79€         240.924,37€         252.970,59€         265.619,12€         278.900,08€         

(17.208.883,90)€   (19.273.949,97)€   (21.502.500,43)€   (23.905.721,07)€   (26.495.507,52)€   

(92.563,29)€          (97.191,45)€          (102.051,02)€        (107.153,58)€        (112.511,25)€        

(2.677,50)€            (2.677,50)€            (2.677,50)€            (2.677,50)€            (2.677,50)€            

3.265.600,98€      3.664.273,83€      4.094.643,27€      4.558.882,27€      5.059.301,87€      

(979.680,30)€        (1.099.282,15)€     (1.228.392,98)€     (1.367.664,68)€     (1.517.790,56)€     

2.285.920,69€      2.564.991,68€      2.866.250,29€      3.191.217,59€      3.541.511,31€      

2.677,50€             2.677,50€             2.677,50€             2.677,50€             2.677,50€             

2.288.598,19€      2.567.669,18€      2.868.927,79€      3.193.895,09€      3.544.188,81€      

13.344.441,23€    15.912.110,41€    18.781.038,20€    21.974.933,29€    25.519.122,10€    

SDE  2014   COMPETITION EN FRANCE
Tec Team

Costa Rica Institute of Technology

Tec Team

Trópika´s Projected Cash flows to 20 years 



2032 2033 2034 2035

100 105 110 115

350.036,82€         367.538,66€         385.915,60€         405.211,38€         

35.003.682,16€    38.591.559,58€    42.450.715,54€    46.599.308,19€    

100 105 110 115

292.845,08€         307.487,34€         322.861,70€         339.004,79€         

(29.284.508,31)€   (32.286.170,41)€   (35.514.787,45)€   (38.985.550,77)€   

(118.136,82)€        (124.043,66)€        (130.245,84)€        (136.758,13)€        

(2.677,50)€            (2.677,50)€            (2.677,50)€            (2.677,50)€            

5.598.359,53€      6.178.668,01€      6.803.004,74€      7.474.321,79€      

(1.679.507,86)€     (1.853.600,40)€     (2.040.901,42)€     (2.242.296,54)€     

3.918.851,67€      4.325.067,61€      4.762.103,32€      5.232.025,25€      

2.677,50€             2.677,50€             2.677,50€             2.677,50€             

886.300,00€         

3.921.529,17€      4.327.745,11€      4.764.780,82€      6.121.002,75€      

29.440.651,27€    33.768.396,38€    38.533.177,20€    44.654.179,95€    

SDE  2014   COMPETITION EN FRANCE
Tec Team

Costa Rica Institute of Technology

Tec Team

Trópika´s Projected Cash flows to 20 years 



Current Year 2015 2016

Unit sales per year 15 20

Sales price per unit 152.720,00€              160.356,00€              

Incomes 2.290.800,00€           3.207.120,00€           

Produced units 15 20

Unit Cost 130.529,10€              135.945,83€              

Production Cost (1.957.936,50)€          (2.718.916,60)€         

Administrative Cost (32.028,00)€               (33.624,00)€              

Depreciation (2.550,00)€                 (2.550,00)€                

Profit before tax 298.285,50€              452.029,40€              

Tax Rate (30%) (89.485,65)€               (135.608,82)€            

Profit after tax 208.799,85€              316.420,58€              

Depreciation 2.550,00€                  2.550,00€                  

Working Capital´s Investment (WC) (886.300,00)€            -€                           -€                          

Fixed Investment (25.500,00)€              

Net Cash Flow (911.800,00)€            211.349,85€              318.970,58€              

NPV (13%) 14.472.645,83€        

IRR 50,68%

Comulative Cash Flows (911.800,00)€            (700.450,15)€             (381.479,57)€            

Payback Return (Years) 4,28

SDE  2014   COMPETITION EN FRANCE

Trópika´s Projected Cash flows to 50 years 

Team's Abbreviations

School's Name

Team's Name



2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

25 30 35 40 45

168.374,00€            176.792,00€           185.632,00€                194.913,60€              204.659,28€       

4.209.350,00€         5.303.760,00€        6.497.120,00€             7.796.544,00€           9.209.667,60€    

25 30 35 40 45

142.098,12€            148.478,02€           155.301,93€                163.067,10€              171.220,46€       

(3.552.453,00)€        (4.454.340,60)€       (5.435.567,55)€            (6.522.684,00)€          (7.704.920,48)€   

(56.271,00)€             (59.666,00)€            (62.650,00)€                 (65.783,00)€               (69.072,15)€        

(2.550,00)€               (2.550,00)€              (2.550,00)€                   (2.550,00)€                 (2.550,00)€          

598.076,00€            787.203,40€           996.352,45€                1.205.527,00€           1.433.124,98€    

(179.422,80)€           (236.161,02)€          (298.905,74)€               (361.658,10)€             (429.937,49)€      

418.653,20€            551.042,38€           697.446,72€                843.868,90€              1.003.187,48€    

2.550,00€                2.550,00€               2.550,00€                    2.550,00€                  2.550,00€           

-€                         -€                        -€                             

421.203,20€            553.592,38€           699.996,72€                846.418,90€              1.005.737,48€    

39.723,63€              593.316,01€           1.293.312,73€             2.139.731,63€           3.145.469,11€    

SDE  2014   COMPETITION EN FRANCE
Tec Team

Costa Rica Institute of Technology

Tec Team

Trópika´s Projected Cash flows to 50 years 

Team's Abbreviations

School's Name

Team's Name



2022 2023 2024 2025 2026

50 55 60 65 70

214.892,24€        225.636,86€         236.918,70€         248.764,63€         261.202,87€         

10.744.612,20€   12.410.027,09€    14.215.121,94€    16.169.701,21€    18.284.200,60€    

50 55 60 65 70

179.781,48€        188.770,55€         198.209,08€         208.119,53€         218.525,51€         

(8.989.073,89)€   (10.382.380,34)€   (11.892.544,75)€   (13.527.769,66)€   (15.296.785,69)€   

(72.525,76)€        (76.152,05)€          (79.959,65)€          (83.957,63)€          (88.155,51)€          

(2.550,00)€          (2.550,00)€            (2.550,00)€            -€                      (2.677,50)€            

1.680.462,56€     1.948.944,71€      2.240.067,54€      2.557.973,92€      2.896.581,90€      

(504.138,77)€      (584.683,41)€        (672.020,26)€        (767.392,18)€        (868.974,57)€        

1.176.323,79€     1.364.261,29€      1.568.047,28€      1.790.581,74€      2.027.607,33€      

2.550,00€            2.550,00€             2.550,00€             -€                      2.677,50€             

(26.775,00)€          

1.178.873,79€     1.366.811,29€      1.570.597,28€      1.763.806,74€      2.030.284,83€      

4.324.342,90€     5.691.154,19€      7.261.751,47€      9.025.558,21€      11.055.843,04€    

SDE  2014   COMPETITION EN FRANCE
Tec Team

Costa Rica Institute of Technology

Tec Team

Trópika´s Projected Cash flows to 50 years 



2027 2028 2029 2030 2031

75 80 85 90 95

274.263,01€         287.976,16€         302.374,97€         317.493,72€         333.368,40€         

20.569.725,67€    23.038.092,75€    25.701.872,23€    28.574.434,42€    31.669.998,14€    

75 80 85 90 95

229.451,79€         240.924,37€         252.970,59€         265.619,12€         278.900,08€         

(17.208.883,90)€   (19.273.949,97)€   (21.502.500,43)€   (23.905.721,07)€   (26.495.507,52)€   

(92.563,29)€          (97.191,45)€          (102.051,02)€        (107.153,58)€        (112.511,25)€        

(2.677,50)€            (2.677,50)€            (2.677,50)€            (2.677,50)€            (2.677,50)€            

3.265.600,98€      3.664.273,83€      4.094.643,27€      4.558.882,27€      5.059.301,87€      

(979.680,30)€        (1.099.282,15)€     (1.228.392,98)€     (1.367.664,68)€     (1.517.790,56)€     

2.285.920,69€      2.564.991,68€      2.866.250,29€      3.191.217,59€      3.541.511,31€      

2.677,50€             2.677,50€             2.677,50€             2.677,50€             2.677,50€             

2.288.598,19€      2.567.669,18€      2.868.927,79€      3.193.895,09€      3.544.188,81€      

13.344.441,23€    15.912.110,41€    18.781.038,20€    21.974.933,29€    25.519.122,10€    
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2032 2033 2034 2035 2036

100 105 110 115 120

350.036,82€         367.538,66€         385.915,60€         405.211,38€         425.471,94€         

35.003.682,16€    38.591.559,58€    42.450.715,54€    46.599.308,19€    51.056.633,32€    

100 105 110 115 120

292.845,08€         307.487,34€         322.861,70€         339.004,79€         355.955,03€         

(29.284.508,31)€   (32.286.170,41)€   (35.514.787,45)€   (38.985.550,77)€   (42.714.603,45)€   

(118.136,82)€        (124.043,66)€        (130.245,84)€        (136.758,13)€        (143.596,04)€        

(2.677,50)€            (2.677,50)€            (2.677,50)€            (2.677,50)€            -€                      

5.598.359,53€      6.178.668,01€      6.803.004,74€      7.474.321,79€      8.198.433,83€      

(1.679.507,86)€     (1.853.600,40)€     (2.040.901,42)€     (2.242.296,54)€     (2.459.530,15)€     

3.918.851,67€      4.325.067,61€      4.762.103,32€      5.232.025,25€      5.738.903,68€      

2.677,50€             2.677,50€             2.677,50€             2.677,50€             -€                      

(28.114,00)€          

3.921.529,17€      4.327.745,11€      4.764.780,82€      5.234.702,75€      5.710.789,68€      

29.440.651,27€    33.768.396,38€    38.533.177,20€    43.767.879,95€    49.478.669,63€    
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2037 2038 2039 2040 2041

125 130 135 140 145

446.745,54€         469.082,82€         492.536,96€         517.163,81€         543.022,00€         

55.843.192,70€    60.980.766,43€    66.492.489,55€    72.402.933,06€    78.738.189,70€    

125 130 135 140 145

373.752,78€         392.440,42€         412.062,44€         432.665,56€         454.298,84€         

(46.719.097,53)€   (51.017.254,50)€   (55.628.429,43)€   (60.573.178,71)€   (65.873.331,85)€   

(150.775,84)€        (158.314,63)€        (166.230,36)€        (174.541,88)€        (183.268,98)€        

(2.811,40)€            (2.811,40)€            (2.811,40)€            (2.811,40)€            (2.811,40)€            

8.970.507,93€      9.802.385,89€      10.695.018,35€    11.652.401,07€    12.678.777,48€    

(2.691.152,38)€     (2.940.715,77)€     (3.208.505,51)€     (3.495.720,32)€     (3.803.633,24)€     

6.279.355,55€      6.861.670,12€      7.486.512,85€      8.156.680,75€      8.875.144,24€      

2.811,40€             2.811,40€             2.811,40€             2.811,40€             2.811,40€             

6.282.166,95€      6.864.481,52€      7.489.324,25€      8.159.492,15€      8.877.955,64€      

55.760.836,58€    62.625.318,11€    70.114.642,35€    78.274.134,50€    87.152.090,14€    
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2042 2043 2044 2045 2046

150 155 160 165 170

570.173,10€         598.681,75€          628.615,84€          660.046,63€          693.048,96€          

85.525.964,68€    92.795.671,68€     100.578.534,46€   108.907.694,35€   117.818.323,88€   

150 155 160 165 170

477.013,78€         500.864,47€          525.907,70€          552.203,08€          579.813,23€          

(71.552.067,35)€   (77.633.993,08)€    (84.145.231,21)€    (91.113.508,16)€    (98.568.249,74)€    

(192.432,43)€        (202.054,05)€         (212.156,75)€         (222.764,59)€         (233.902,82)€         

(2.811,40)€            (2.811,40)€             (2.811,40)€             (2.811,40)€             (2.811,40)€             

13.778.653,50€    14.956.813,15€     16.218.335,11€     17.568.610,20€     19.013.359,93€     

(4.133.596,05)€     (4.487.043,95)€      (4.865.500,53)€      (5.270.583,06)€      (5.704.007,98)€      

9.645.057,45€      10.469.769,21€     11.352.834,58€     12.298.027,14€     13.309.351,95€     

2.811,40€             2.811,40€              2.811,40€              2.811,40€              2.811,40€              

9.647.868,85€      10.472.580,61€     11.355.645,98€     12.300.838,54€     13.312.163,35€     

96.799.958,99€    107.272.539,60€   118.628.185,57€   130.929.024,11€   144.241.187,46€   
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2047 2048 2049 2050 2051

175 180 185 190 195

727.701,41€           764.086,48€           802.290,81€           842.405,35€           884.525,61€           

127.347.747,14€    137.535.566,91€    148.423.799,29€    160.057.015,99€    172.482.494,87€    

175 180 185 190 195

608.803,90€           639.244,09€           671.206,29€           704.766,61€           740.004,94€           

(106.540.681,71)€   (115.063.936,24)€   (124.173.164,53)€   (133.905.655,80)€   (144.300.963,29)€   

(245.597,96)€          (257.877,86)€          (270.771,75)€          (284.310,34)€          (298.525,85)€          

-€                        (2.951,90)€              (2.951,90)€              (2.951,90)€              (2.951,90)€              

20.561.467,48€      22.210.800,91€      23.976.911,12€      25.864.097,96€      27.880.053,82€      

(6.168.440,24)€       (6.663.240,27)€       (7.193.073,33)€       (7.759.229,39)€       (8.364.016,15)€       

14.393.027,23€      15.547.560,64€      16.783.837,78€      18.104.868,57€      19.516.037,68€      

-€                        2.951,90€               2.951,90€               2.951,90€               2.951,90€               

(29.519,00)€            

14.363.508,23€      15.550.512,54€      16.786.789,68€      18.107.820,47€      19.518.989,58€      

158.604.695,69€    174.155.208,23€    190.941.997,91€    209.049.818,38€    228.568.807,96€    
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2052 2053 2054 2055 2056

200 205 210 215 220

928.751,90€           975.189,49€           1.023.948,96€        1.075.146,41€        1.128.903,73€        

185.750.379,09€    199.913.845,49€    215.029.282,59€    231.156.478,78€    248.358.821,39€    

200 205 210 215 220

777.005,19€           815.855,45€           856.648,22€           899.480,63€           944.454,66€           

(155.401.037,39)€   (167.250.366,49)€   (179.896.125,91)€   (193.388.335,35)€   (207.780.025,43)€   

(313.452,14)€          (329.124,75)€          (345.580,99)€          (362.860,04)€          (381.003,04)€          

(2.951,90)€              (2.951,90)€              (2.951,90)€              (2.951,90)€              (2.951,90)€              

30.032.937,65€      32.331.402,35€      34.784.623,79€      37.402.331,49€      40.194.841,03€      

(9.009.881,30)€       (9.699.420,70)€       (10.435.387,14)€     (11.220.699,45)€     (12.058.452,31)€     

21.023.056,36€      22.631.981,64€      24.349.236,65€      26.181.632,05€      28.136.388,72€      

2.951,90€               2.951,90€               2.951,90€               2.951,90€               2.951,90€               

21.026.008,26€      22.634.933,54€      24.352.188,55€      26.184.583,95€      28.139.340,62€      

249.594.816,21€    272.229.749,76€    296.581.938,31€    322.766.522,26€    350.905.862,88€    
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2057 2058 2059 2060 2061

225 230 235 240 245

1.185.348,92€        1.244.616,37€        1.306.847,18€        1.372.189,54€        1.440.799,02€        

266.703.507,06€    286.261.764,25€    307.109.088,38€    329.325.490,52€    352.995.760,15€    

225 230 235 240 245

991.677,39€           1.041.261,26€        1.093.324,33€        1.147.990,54€        1.205.390,07€        

(223.127.413,67)€   (239.490.090,67)€   (256.931.216,84)€   (275.517.730,40)€   (295.320.567,27)€   

(400.053,19)€          (420.055,85)€          (441.058,65)€          (463.111,58)€          (486.267,16)€          

(2.951,90)€              -€                        (3.099,50)€              (3.099,50)€              (3.099,50)€              

43.173.088,30€      46.351.617,73€      49.733.713,40€      53.341.549,05€      57.185.826,23€      

(12.951.926,49)€     (13.905.485,32)€     (14.920.114,02)€     (16.002.464,71)€     (17.155.747,87)€     

30.221.161,81€      32.446.132,41€      34.813.599,38€      37.339.084,33€      40.030.078,36€      

2.951,90€               -€                        3.099,50€               3.099,50€               3.099,50€               

(30.995,00)€            

30.224.113,71€      32.415.137,41€      34.816.698,88€      37.342.183,83€      40.033.177,86€      

381.129.976,59€    413.545.113,99€    448.361.812,87€    485.703.996,71€    525.737.174,57€    
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2062 2063 2064 2065

250 255 260 265

1.512.838,97€        1.588.480,92€        1.667.904,97€        1.751.300,22€        

378.209.743,02€    405.062.634,78€    433.655.291,35€    464.094.556,99€    

250 255 260 265

1.265.659,57€        1.328.942,55€        1.395.389,68€        1.465.159,16€        

(316.414.893,50)€   (338.880.350,94)€   (362.801.316,89)€   (388.267.178,56)€   

(510.580,51)€          (536.109,54)€          (562.915,02)€          (591.060,77)€          

(3.099,50)€              (3.099,50)€              (3.099,50)€              (3.099,50)€              

61.281.169,50€      65.643.074,79€      70.287.959,94€      75.233.218,17€      

(18.384.350,85)€     (19.692.922,44)€     (21.086.387,98)€     (22.569.965,45)€     

42.896.818,65€      45.950.152,36€      49.201.571,96€      52.663.252,72€      

3.099,50€               3.099,50€               3.099,50€               3.099,50€               

886.300,00€           

42.899.918,15€      45.953.251,86€      49.204.671,46€      53.552.652,22€      

568.637.092,72€    614.590.344,58€    663.795.016,04€    717.347.668,25€    
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Current Year 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Unit sales per year 15 20 25 30 35 40

Sales price per unit 152.720,00€                  160.356,00€                  168.374,00€                 176.792,00€                 185.632,00€                 194.913,60€               

Incomes 2.290.800,00€               3.207.120,00€               4.209.350,00€              5.303.760,00€              6.497.120,00€              7.796.544,00€            

Produced units 15 20 25 30 35 40

Unit Cost 130.529,10€                  135.945,83€                  142.098,12€                 148.478,02€                 155.301,93€                 163.067,10€               

Production Cost (1.957.936,50)€              (2.718.916,60)€              (3.552.453,00)€             (4.454.340,60)€             (5.435.567,55)€             (6.522.684,00)€          

Administrative Cost (32.028,00)€                   (33.624,00)€                   (56.271,00)€                  (59.666,00)€                  (62.650,00)€                  (65.783,00)€               

Depreciation (2.550,00)€                     (2.550,00)€                     (2.550,00)€                    (2.550,00)€                    (2.550,00)€                    (2.550,00)€                 

Interests (65.649,60)€                   (56.923,47)€                   (47.411,99)€                  (37.044,47)€                  (25.743,88)€                  (13.426,23)€               

Profit before tax 232.635,90€                  395.105,93€                  550.664,01€                 750.158,93€                 970.608,57€                 1.192.100,77€            

Tax Rate (30%) (69.790,77)€                   (118.531,78)€                 (165.199,20)€                (225.047,68)€                (291.182,57)€                (357.630,23)€             

Profit after tax 162.845,13€                  276.574,15€                  385.464,81€                 525.111,25€                 679.426,00€                 834.470,54€               

Depreciation 2.550,00€                      2.550,00€                      2.550,00€                     2.550,00€                     2.550,00€                     2.550,00€                   

Working Capital´s Investment (WC) (886.300,00)€             -€                               -€                               -€                              -€                              -€                              886.300,00€               

Fixed Investment (25.500,00)€               

Loan 729.440,00€              

Loan Repayment (96.957,01)€                   (105.683,14)€                 (115.194,62)€                (125.562,14)€                (136.862,73)€                (149.180,37)€             

Net Cash Flow (182.360,00)€             68.438,12€                    173.441,01€                  272.820,19€                 402.099,11€                 545.113,27€                 1.574.140,16€            

NPV (13%) 1.501.681,79€           

IRR 98,62%

Comulative Cash Flows (182.360,00)€             (113.921,88)€                 59.519,14€                    332.339,33€                 734.438,44€                 1.279.551,71€              2.853.691,88€            

Payback Return (Years) 2,37

Trópika´s Cash flow (Stage Investor)
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Team's Abbreviations

School's Name

Team's Name

Pessimistic case (6 

Years)

Base case       

(6 Years)

Optimistic case (6 

Years)
Stage Investor

Projected to   

20 Years

Projected to 50 

years
206.709,67€             1.368.666,70€   2.664.461,47€       1.501.681,79€       7.687.929,46€   14.472.645,83€    

17,93% 42,48% 67,19% 98,62% 50,60% 50,68%

5,80 4,28 3,07 2,37 4,28 4,28

Year Net Present Value (NPV)

Internal Rate of Return (IRR)

Payback Period (Years)
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Comulative Cash Flows Current Year 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Base Case (911.800,00)€   (700.450,15)€    (381.479,57)€    39.723,63€       593.316,01€      1.293.312,73€    3.026.031,63€     

Optimistic Case (911.800,00)€   (504.334,11)€    64.873,09€       794.448,65€     1.719.304,23€   2.858.542,40€    5.104.349,83€     

Pessimistic Case (911.800,00)€   (856.695,48)€    (750.761,80)€    (603.569,05)€    (390.059,49)€     (101.632,24)€      1.141.865,22€     

Stage Investor (182.360,00)€   (113.921,88)€    59.519,14€       332.339,33€     734.438,44€      1.279.551,71€    2.853.691,88€     

Net Cash Flows Current Year 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Base Case (911.800,00)€   211.349,85€     318.970,58€     421.203,20€     553.592,38€      699.996,72€       1.732.718,90€     

Optimistic Case (911.800,00)€   407.465,89€     569.207,20€     729.575,56€     924.855,58€      1.139.238,17€    2.245.807,43€     

Pessimistic Case (911.800,00)€   55.104,52€       105.933,69€     147.192,75€     213.509,56€      288.427,24€       1.243.497,46€     

Stage Investor (182.360,00)€   68.438,12€       173.441,01€     272.820,19€     402.099,11€      545.113,27€       1.574.140,16€     
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€ 206.709,67 

€ 1.368.666,70 

€ 2.664.461,47 

€ 1.501.681,79 

€ 7.687.929,46 

€ 14.472.645,83 
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Stage Investor
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APPENDIX 5.5.1 PLUMBING SYSTEMS 

5.5.1.1 Calculations 

As was mentioned in the Plumbing narrative section the calculations and methods below 

follows the Code for Hydraulic and Sanitation Systems in Buildings (CIHSE, acronym in 

Spanish) , 2nd edition, which is approved by the Association of Engineers and Architects 

of Costa Rica (Colegio Federado de Ingenieros y Arquitectos de Costa Rica, CFIA). 

 

The flow calculations were made it based in the flows of the sanitary fittings water. 

(Located in the section 5.5.1 of Plumbing design of the PM.) 

   ∑  

 

   

 √∑  
 

 

   

 

 

Due to the use of a washing closet, the constant takes the value of
 

  
. 

 
For this: 

∑  
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Now, based on these calculations we performed the corresponding projections to those 
needed for the apartment configuration as towers of 8 apartments. 
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Tower calculations:  

∑  
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11. WATER BUDGET 

The water budget is calculated considering the test that the organization can apply the initial fills of the systems, the dinners and also the testing of all the 

appliances make it by the team. 

The water budget is going to be divided into the different sections of the competition, also the water required is going to be calculated by the amount of 

“activities” required. The activities are going to be the different task that required potable and non-potable water. (See table 5.4.1.1.1) 

Table 5.4.1.1.1 Water activities and water consumption of each one. 

 

Consumption per activity (liters) 

Hot Water 

Draws 

Dish 

Washer 

Clothes 

washer 

Watering 

plants 

Cleaning HVAC Dinners 

50 14 40 20 15 38 33.3 

Source (Term fluids Department TEC-Team) 

Considering this activities and the competition calendar the calculation was made.  

Table 5.4.1.1.2 Activities during Assembly period 

DATE 16-jun-14 17-jun-14 18-jun-14 19-jun-14 20-jun-14 21-jun-14 22-jun-14 23-jun-14 24-jun-14 25-jun-14 Total 

Amount 

of 

activities 

Period Assembly (Amount of activities) 

Activity 

Watering Plants 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 
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Cleaning 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 

Total Amount of non-potable Water (liters) 350 

 

 

 

Table 5.4.1.1.2 Activities during Competition period 

DATE 30-jun-14 01-jul-14 02-jul-14 03-jul-14 04-jul-14 07-jul-14 08-jul-14 09-jul-14 10-jul-14 11-jul-14 Total 

Amount 

of 

activities 

Period Competition (Amount of activities) 

Activity 

Watering Plants 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 

Cleaning 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 

Hot Water Draws 3 2 3 2 3 0 0 2 3 2 20 

Dish Washer 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 8 

Clothes Washer 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 

HVAC 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 

Total Amount of non-potable Water (liters) 2242 
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Table 5.4.1.1.3 Activities during Miscellaneous (Public visit and others) period 

DATE 26-jun-14 27-jun-14 28-jun-14 29-jun-14 05-jul-14 06-jul-14 12-jul-14 13-jul-14 14-jul-14 Total 

Amount 

of 

activities 

Period Miscellaneous (Amount of activities) 

Activity 

Watering Plants 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9 

Cleaning 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9 

HVAC 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9 

Total Amount of non-potable Water (liters) 543 

 

Table 5.4.1.1.4 Activities during disassembly period 

 

DATE 15-jul-14 16-jul-14 17-jul-14 18-jul-14 19-jul-14 20-jul-14 Total Amount 

of activities 

Period Disassembly  (Amount of activities) 

Activity 

Watering Plants 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 

Cleaning 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 

Total Amount of non-potable Water (liters) 315 
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Table 5.4.1.1.5 Equipment's initial fill up 

Equipment Water (l) liters for initial Fill up 

DHW 350 

HVAC 50 

Hydropneumatic Tank 50 

Pump priming 15 

Piping 25 

Solar Collectors 25 

Total Water (l) 515 

 

Table 5.4.1.1.6 Other Activities 

Activity Total  Total Water (liters) 

Dinners 3 100 

5.4.1.1.6 Total Amount of water 

Total (l) Required Water 4272.25 

 

The total amount of water is considering a 15% more for the systems test and initial fills. 



INSTALLATION GUIDE

22-SEP-08

H2OG rainwater rescue solution

YOU WILL NEED:

Saw

Level Adjustable Wrench

90° 3½”O.D.
Elbow

(for horizontal
installation)

Plumbers
Tape

HOGs are designed to connect together 
using the supplied parts. Threaded Brass 
inserts at the top and bottom of each HOG 
allow secure attachment of Connectors, 
Vents and Outlets.
The 1 inch openings are plugged.  Remove 
the plugs from the holes you wish to use for 
connections.  Screw in the Connectors and 
Elbow Vent, sealing the threads with 
plumbers tape to prevent leaks.  Screw the 
Outlet to the end Connector.  Saw the top off 
the first HOG and cover with Inlet Screen.
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Inlet Screen

Downspout

Elbow Vents

HOGs
Connectors

Outlet

HOGs

Overflow

Overflow

Connectors

Outlet

Elbow Vents

Inlet Screen

Downspout

Top

Bottom
Front
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20”
(508mm)

50 gallon
(189 litre)
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(240mm)
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)

Please consult a qualified plumber if unsure about correct installation procedure. Rainwater HOGs must be installed in accordance with these instructions. Rainwater HOG LLC  takes no responsibility for any 
loss or damage caused by the use of the HOG and/or accessories. In the interests of continuing product improvement, specification may change without notice.



Each HOG weighs 440lb (200kg) 
when full.  
HOGs must always be installed 
so that the weight is supported 
on a firm surface.
Always ensure that the HOG is 
secure.
The Wall Kit stabilizes the HOG 
laterally and is NOT intended to 
carry any weight. Wall mounted 
HOGs must be installed bearing 
on the ground or another 
stable structure.

PLUMBINGINSTALLATION

WALL KIT

Inlet Screen

90° Ø3½” elbow
(not supplied)

Elbow Vents
(always turned

upward)

OutletConnectors

HORIZONTAL
(ON GROUND / UNDER DECKS)
1. Arrange HOGs on a slope of 1 in 100 (1°) 
with the inlet (top) end higher than the 
outlet (bottom) end. You may need to 
provide a thin layer of sand to ensure an 
even bearing surface and to create the 
required fall.
2. Ensure HOGs don’t slip or move when 
full. Use stakes, blocks or bedded sand if 
necessary.
3. Saw top off nub of inlet HOG (see ‘Inlet’). 
Affix 90° Ø3½” elbow (not supplied) with 
plumbers tape over collar of inlet.
4. Attach elbow vents to the top holes, and 
Connectors and Outlet to bottom holes.
5. Attach and direct overflow hose (see 
‘Plumbing’).
6. Place Inlet Screen over inlet opening 
under downspout (see ‘Plumbing’).

VERTICAL (ON WALL)

1. Place Wall Channels horizontally at center height of 
35½” (900mm) from base level and fix to wall using 
appropriate fixings (not supplied). Ensure the HOGs 
are sitting on a firm, stable and level surface.
2. Position Spring Nuts 19½” (500mm) apart between 
HOGs and 9 ¾” (250mm) from edge.
3. Saw the top off the inlet HOG nub along the ridged 
line to form a 3½ inch opening. 
4. Attach Elbow Vents to the top holes and attach 
Connectors and Outlet to 
bottom holes.
5. Attach and direct overflow 
hose (see ‘Plumbing’).
6. Place Inlet Screen over 
inlet opening under 
downspout (see Plumbing).
7. Stand HOG in position and 
bolt the Plate through  the 
HOG into the Spring Nut.

WARNING

Inlet HOG

Outlet HOG

Plate

Threaded
Rod

Domed
Nut

Wall Channel

Spring Nut

Wall Channel
Spring Nut

Inlet

Outlet

Stake base if necessary

1°
100

1

www.rainwaterhog.com
Toll Free Number 1888 700 1096

LOCATING WALL CHANNEL
20”
(508mm) typ

35½”
(900mm )

10”
(254mm)

  Wall Channels located
  in centre of “O”

Spring Nuts

VENTING

INLET

Air Air

Water Water Water

Install Elbow Vents at 
the highest point on 
all HOGs to allow air to 
escape. The Inlet HOG 
is automatically vented 
by the Inlet Screen.

OVERFLOW
For heavy flows, affix 
“T” piece of Ø3½” pipe 
(not supplied) over 
inlet collar with trunk 
to side. Otherwise, 
attach an extra hose 
(not supplied) for any 
overflow water by 
screwing the hose 
fitting into the top 
threaded connector 
point in any of the 
HOGs. Direct the 
overflow as desired  
using the hose.

DOWNPIPE
45°

3” (80mm)

Cut the downpipe on a 45° angle, with 
the lowest point 3” (80mm) above the 
screen to allow leaves to disperse. 
Clean screen out periodically.

Saw the top off the Inlet 
Nub on the Inlet HOG .  
This will form a 3½” raised 
opening.  Take care to saw 
along the indent indicated.  
The Inlet HOG is the HOG 
located below the 
downspout.  Place Inlet 
Screen over the Inlet hole.

saw along
indent guideline

Patent Pending

Inlet Screen

Inlet hole

Elbow Vents

Outlet

Plate

Threaded Rod

Wall Channel

Spring Nut

Domed Nut

Connector

Inlet HOG

Elbow Vent (always
turned upward)

Threaded Brass Insert
Remove plug taking care not to damage the threads.

Connector,
Outlet or 
Overflow

vertical installation

inlet hole

horizontal installation

inlet screen

inlet screen

T section

Top
threaded
connector

HOG

Tap into
existing
gulley

every drop helpsrainwater rescue
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Appendix 5.3.3.4 Water Consumption 

Table 5.3.3.4.1 Water consumption by 2 persons considering a normal design and the water saving design from Tropika 

Water consumption 2 Number of Person 

Saving water Design Normal Desing 

Sanitary 

Fittings 

Times of use per 

day/person 

Flow (l/s) or 

l/per cycle 

Time per use 

(s) 

Total (l) 

per day 

Total (l) per 

month 

Total (l) year Flow (l/s) or 

l/per cycle 

Total (l) per 

year 

Shower 1,00 0,095 480,00 91,20 2.764,27 33.171,26 0,20 69.834,24 

Sink 5,00 0,095 300,00 285,00 8.638,35 103.660,20 0,15 163.674,00 

Toilet 5,00 3,000 1,00 30,00 909,30 10.911,60 12,00 43.646,40 

washing 

sink 

0,25 0,095 120,00 5,70 172,77 2.073,20 0,30 6.546,96 

watered 

sink 

0,50 0,095 120,00 11,40 345,53 4.146,41 0,20 8.729,28 

kitchen 4,00 0,095 60,00 45,60 1.382,14 16.585,63 0,20 34.917,12 
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Source (Termofluids Department TEC-Team) 

Table 5.3.3.4.2 Amount of grey water generated by 2 persons considering Tropika design 

Amount of grey water generated 

Total (l) per day Total (l) per month Total (l) year 

108,340 3.283,785 39.405,425 

Source (Termofluids Department TEC-Team) 

 

Table 5.3.3.4.3 Amount of grey water generated by 2 persons considering Tropika design 

Amount of black water generated 

Total (l) per day Total (l) per month Total (l) year 

372,29 11.284,17 135.410,05 

Source (Termofluids Department TEC-Team) 

 

 

 

sink 

Dish 

washer 

0,214 14,000 1 5,992 181,61752 2179,41024 38 112395,29

95 

Clothes 

washer 

0,143 40,000 1 11,440 346,746 4.160,957 128 13315,061

76 

   Total (l) 486,33 Total (l) 176.888,68 Total (l) 453.058,3
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citerneo conception et fabrication
de citernes souples

citerneo www.citerneo.com

Citerne souple - EFFLUENTS dégrillés

Solutions de stockage de liquides

La société CITERNEO spécialisée dans la conception et la fabrication de citernes 
souples haute qualité de stockage de liquides, propose une gamme 100% recyclable 
répondant aux attentes techniques du marché mondial.

1

PRESENTATION DU PRODUIT

CARACTERISTIQUES TECHNIQUES

CONCEPTION ET FABRICATION DE CITERNES SOUPLES CERTIFIEES ISO 9001 VERSION 2008

PRECONISATIONS DE POSE

ATTESTATION DE CONFORMITE

AVIS TECHNIQUE

CERTIFICAT ISO 9001

GARANTIE

CONDITIONS GENERALES DE VENTE
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P R E S E N T A T I O N

Le concept exclusif de citernes souples développé par CITERNEO s’inscrit dans une démarche 
éco-responsable globale.
 
Réalisées dans une toile technique 100% recyclable, ces citernes constituent une solution efficace et 
fiable pour le stockage de liquides. Que ce soit pour des usages domestiques ou industriels, multi-utilisation, 
(lisiers, eaux usées domestiques, effluents agro-alimentaire, effluents industriels, lixiviat, digestat, eaux 
d’extinction, etc…), les citernes souples CITERNEO ne nécessitent aucun entretien spécifique.
Fabriquées dans un tissu 100% composite polyester avec enduction PVC, elles sont prévues pour 
résister à de fortes amplitudes thermiques oscillant de -30°C à +70°C.

Très faciles à poser, les citernes souples CITERNEO conviennent à toutes les configurations de terrain et  
nécessitent peu de travaux de terrassement, ni aucune technicité particulière. De plus, leur couleur verte 
et leur faible encombrement permettent une intégration harmonieuse dans l’environnement extérieur. 
CITERNEO propose aussi des citernes souples sur mesure spécifiquement adaptées aux besoins de ses 
clients.

La solution de stockage CITERNEO en citernes souples présente de nombreux avantages. Les odeurs 
sont confinées à l'intérieur de la citerne, le volume est totalement dédié (aucun apport d'eaux pluviales) et 
les capacités peuvent atteindre 1500 m3, sans compter la notion très économique de nos produits.

L’équipement proposé est une citerne souple fermée, étanche, pliable une fois vide dont la structure est 
constituée d’un tissu technique enduit PVC exclusif EXOM WR. 

Les citernes souples offrent une protection totale des liquides contenus. De par leur conception, le produit 
stocké n’est pas en contact avec les éléments extérieurs car la paroi interne de la citerne est en contact 
permanent avec le liquide contenu.

Très grande qualité mécanique

Meilleure résistance aux effluents acides et basiques

Conception spécifique citernes souples

Enduction hydrophobe pour une plus grande longévité

Compromis poids/résistance exceptionnel

Formulation anti-UV et antifongique

Résistance haute et basse température

++
++
++
++
++
++
++ ne  life

100% re cyc l a b l e
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Q U A L I T E S  D E  L A  C I T E R N E  S O U P L E

Solution économique

Confinement des odeurs

Stockage volume utile (constant utilisable à tout moment, maitrisé et stable)

Haute résistance aux températures : -30°C à +70°C

Capacités importantes jusqu’à 1500 m3

Terrassement minimal

Simplicité et rapidité d’installation

Compact et pliable

Sans permis de construire

Facilement intégrable dans l’environnement

Evite l’installation d’un périmètre de sécurité

Supprime le risque de chute accidentelle

Une solution qui peut être déplaçable, s’adaptant aux évolutions des sites

++
++
++
++
++
++
++
++
++
++
++
++
++

3

C A R A C T E R I S T I Q U E S  T E C H N I Q U E S

Gamme

Type d’enduction

Finition

Réaction au feu

Résistance rupture chaîne

Résistance rupture trame 

Résistance à la traction des soudures

Résistance au poinçonnement

Tenue à la température

Matière

Fil

Armure

WR

PVC

Vernis biface

Vitesse d’inflammabilité <100mm/min

4200

4000

3800

180

-30 / +70

PES

1100

P2/2

N/50mm

N/50mm

N/50mm

N

°C

dtex

ISO 3795

NF EN ISO 1421/V1

NF EN ISO 1421/V1

NF EN ISO 1421/V1

NF EN 388

EN 1876-1

ISO 2076

ISO 2060

Date de création : 08/01/2014 DC/SC/DTEFCI.B Version 2 - 30/01/2014
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E Q U I P E M E N T S

EQUIPEMENTS :

- Event bridé polypropilène de Ø 140mm sur le dessus.
- Trop plein DN 80mm.
- Remplissage et/ou vidange latérale DN 100mm, vanne guillotine, raccord symétrique et raccord tonne à lisier.

3

4

5

6

7

Trappe de visite DN 140 avec trop plein DN 50

Dégazage DN 80

Vanne guillotine DN 100

Anti-vortex

Raccord tonne à lisier

3 4

65 7

citerneo

Copyright © Citerneo

1

2

Raccord symétrique remplissage

Vanne guillotine DN 100

21

citerneo

Copyright © Citerneo

Vidange de la citerne :

Remplissage de la citerne :

citerneo www.citerneo.com
Date de création : 08/01/2014 DC/SC/DTEFCI.B Version 2 - 30/01/2014
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5

La pose de nos citernes souples nécessite une surface parfaitement plane et horizontale, vérifiée au 
niveau, et un sol propre et stable aux dimensions à vide de la citerne avec un dégagement de + 0,50 m 
minimum.

PREPARATION DE LA SURFACE :
Pour l’installation de la citerne, nous recommandons de 
préparer une plate-forme stable. Une couche de finition de 
sable (0/2) damé de 8 cm (+/- 2) d’épaisseur est ensuite 
nécessaire pour éviter les poinçonnements. Les matériaux 
concassés ne doivent pas être utilisés en partie superficielle.

P R E C O N I S A T I O N S  D E  P O S E

NIVEAU

Sol propre et nivelé
+ lit de sable (0/2) 8cm (+/-2cm)

INSTALLATION :

1 - Positionner la citerne roulée sur l’axe longitudinal à environ 
1 mètre du bord de la plateforme (la croix de repère indique le 
sens de déroulement de la citerne, elle se trouve sur la citerne)

2 - Dérouler la citerne dans le sens de la longueur

1

2

3

4

Date de création : 08/01/2014 DC/SC/DTEFCI.B Version 2 - 30/01/2014
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RACCORDEMENT ET REMPLISSAGE :
Le remplissage peut s’effectuer en gravitaire ou par pompage 
en se connectant à un raccord placé sur le dessus, le flanc ou 
sur le fond de la citerne. Il est aussi possible occasionnellement 
de plonger un tuyau directement par la trappe de visite. Tout 
raccordement hors sol à la citerne doit être souple pour absorber 
les variations de niveau. Il ne faut en aucun cas obstruer le 
trop plein, et mettre une citerne souple en pression. Le choix 
et le positionnement des équipements dépendent de l’utilisation. 
Nous validons avec vous systématiquement le plan d’implan-
tation des piquages avant de mettre le produit en fabrication.

3 - Déplier la citerne dans le sens de la largeur

4 - Ajuster le positionnement de la citerne sur la plateforme.
Attention : ne pas trainer la citerne au sol. Afin de la déplacer 
sur la plateforme, générer un tapis d’air sous la citerne en 
soulevant deux angles opposés en secouant de bas en haut.

OBLIGATION TECHNIQUE :
Présence impérative de dégazages car la citerne ne doit pas être mise sous pression.
La hauteur maximale de remplissage indiquée sur l’étiquette de prescription doit être absolument respectée.

6Date de création : 08/01/2014 DC/SC/DTEFCI.B Version 2 - 30/01/2014
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G A R A N T I E

7

CITERNEO OFFRE A L’ACHETEUR UTILISATEUR DE CITERNES SOUPLES AUTOPORTANTES 
POUR LE STOCKAGE D’EFFLUENTS DÉGRILLÉS :
- Une garantie de dix ans contre tout vice de matière (tissu technique).
- Une garantie de un an pour les équipements de la citerne et le matériel électromécanique sous réserve que l’installation et 
l’utilisation de la citerne soient conformes aux procédures recommandées.
Aucun coefficient de vétusté n’est appliqué à cette garantie.
Les citernes souples CITERNEO pour le stockage d’effluents sont conçues pour résister aux températures de stockage 
comprises entre – 30° C et + 70° C.
Tout stockage de liquide non conforme aux caractéristiques contractuelles entraînerait de plein droit la perte de la garantie.

OBTENTION DE LA GARANTIE :
La date d’application de la garantie est la date de facture de la citerne. 
En cas d’appel en garantie, le client devra : 
- Assurer la préparation du site pour faciliter l’accessibilité à la citerne et aux équipements à réparer.
- Rendre vide et propre la citerne pour permettre la réparation sur site et/ou l’expédition en usine.
S’il est prouvé que le matériel estampillé et livré par CITERNEO est défectueux pendant la période de garantie, CITERNEO 
procédera selon son choix et en fonction de la nature de l’incident, à la réparation à ses frais sur site ou en atelier, à l’échange 
des pièces défectueuses, ou au remplacement de la citerne.

CLAUSES D’EXCLUSIONS ET LIMITATIONS :
Ne rentrent pas dans le champ de la garantie : 
- La garantie ne joue pas pour les vices apparents. Sont également exclues les imperfections d’aspect de la matière (couleur, 
bulles d’air...) éventuellement recouvertes d’une pièce supplémentaire soudée.
- Les conséquences d’une négligence, d’un suremplissage, d’un défaut d’entretien ou d’utilisation (non conforme à la notice livrée 
avec la citerne).
- Les détériorations par quelque engin que ce soit.
- Les dommages causés par l’utilisation de produits chimiques, produits de nettoyage ou autres substances qui pourraient nuire 
à la matière (hydrocarbures, solvants sur base de cétone ou d’ester, aldéhydes…).
- Les dommages survenus durant le transport, le chargement, le déchargement, ou l’installation. Les réserves d’usage doivent 
être signalées (article 105 du code du commerce) vis-à-vis du transporteur en informant CITERNEO.
- Les dommages causés par des montages et démontages répétés ou lors d’un stockage intermédiaire de la citerne.
- Les dommages causés par des conditions climatiques extrêmes, crues, catastrophes naturelles, effractions, vandalisme, 
défauts mécaniques ou force majeure.
- Une altération de la couleur ponctuelle ou sur toute la surface.

PREVENTION :
Le remplissage de la citerne doit se faire sous surveillance. Les conséquences d’un surremplissage peuvent amener à la rupture 
de la citerne. 
CITERNEO se désengage de toutes responsabilités liées à la rupture de la citerne due à un suremplissage.

EXPIRATION :
La garantie expire lorsque : 
- Des réparations ou autres interventions sont effectuées sur la citerne sans accord écrit préalable de CITERNEO (demande 
formulée par lettre recommandée).
- Le paiement intégral n’est pas effectué par le client dans le délai prévu de règlement.
- Les défauts constatés n’ont pas été signalés par lettre recommandée accompagnée d’une copie de la facture, adressés à 
CITERNEO dans un délai de 15 jours maximum après constatation.
- Toute intervention effectuée par CITERNEO suite à une demande du client, n’est couverte que sur un an de garantie 
- Au terme de la garantie.
En dehors des cas de garanties énumérés ci-dessus, le fournisseur ne pourra être tenu responsable d’aucun dommage, y 
compris les dommages consécutifs.

LOI ET LITIGES :
La garantie légale résultant de l’article 1641 du code civil est applicable.
Les conditions ci-dessus sont soumises au droit français. Tout litige portant sur leur application ou leur exécution sera soumis aux 
tribunaux compétents du siège de CITERNEO.

Date de création : 08/01/2014 DC/SC/DTEFCI.B Version 2 - 30/01/2014
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C O N C E P T I O N  E T  F A B R I C A T I O N  D E  C I T E R N E S  S O U P L E S
C E R T I F I E E S  I S O  9 0 0 1  V E R S I O N  2 0 0 8
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C O N D I T I O N S  G E N E R A L E S  D E  V E N T E

9Date de création : 08/01/2014

1- OBJET
Les présentes Conditions Générales ont pour objet de définir les conditions dans lesquelles la Société CITERNEO 
s’engage envers le Client à vendre les produits visés au Devis-bon de commande.

2- PORTEE
2.1 Les présentes conditions générales, le Devis-bon de commande, ainsi que les documents qui y sont annexés (tels que 
ceux relatifs aux mises en garde et préconisations) constituent l’intégralité du Contrat entre les parties. Ils annulent et 
remplacent tout accord de principe ou échange de correspondance antérieur relatif à la même opération.
A toutes fins utiles, il est précisé que les présentes conditions générales prévalent sur toutes autres conditions 
contractuelles du Client, que ces dernières aient été ou non portées à l’attention de la Société CITERNEO.
2.2 Les documents contractuels qui constituent le Contrat (Devis-bon de commande, conditions générales, documents 
annexes) sont d’interprétation stricte.
On ne saurait par conséquent y découvrir à la charge de la Société CITERNEO d’autres obligations que celles qui y sont 
expressément stipulées.
En cas de contradiction entre les documents contractuels, les présentes conditions générales prévaudront.

3- CONLUSION DU CONTRAT
Un Contrat ne sera réputé conclu entre les parties qu’une fois accomplies les formalités essentielles suivantes :
   -remise par le client du Devis signé de sa main ou de celle de son représentant, accompagné des acomptes prévus.

4- OBLIGATION DE COLLABORATION
4.1 Le sérieux et l’implication que la Société CITERNEO est en droit d’attendre de son Client garantissent l’adéquation et 
la qualité des produits qui lui seront fournis.
Pour cette raison, avant toute commande, il incombe au Client de pourvoir à la définition et au recensement complet de 
ses besoins réels, de ses contraintes et objectifs à atteindre, en précisant clairement la nature et les caractéristiques des 
produits qu’il souhaite acquérir.
Ces renseignements sont communiqués à la Société CITERNEO en temps utiles.
4.2 Il appartiendra par la suite au Client de participer activement à la mise en œuvre des produits vendus, en respectant 
tous les prérequis et les mises en garde qui lui auront été communiqués, et en ne contrariant en aucune manière le travail 
de la Société CITERNEO.
Il reviendra encore au Client :
- de s’assurer systématiquement de la conformité et de l’absence de défectuosité des produits, dès leur délivrance ;
- de respecter, pendant et après l’exécution du Contrat, tous conseils, recommandations ou mises en garde qui lui seraient 
adressés par la société CITERNEO.

5- DEVOIR DE CONSEIL
A partir des renseignements fournis par le Client, la Société CITERNEO s’efforce de lui proposer, parmi les produits qu’elle 
fournit habituellement, celui qui semble le plus adapté à ses besoins.
Cette solution, une fois formalisée dans le bon de commande, est réputée satisfaire intégralement aux attentes du client.
Dans l’hypothèse où il s’estimerait incomplètement renseigné sur les contraintes inhérentes à la mise en place ou 
l’utilisation des produits convenus, il appartiendra au Client de s’enquérir auprès de la Société CITERNEO de toute 
explication nécessaire.
La Société CITERNEO n’assumera aucune responsabilité relative à l’adéquation d’un produit conçu ou préconisé par et 
sous la responsabilité d’un Tiers.

6- DROITS DE PROPRIETE INTELLECTUELLE AFFERENTS AUX PRODUITS ET SERVICES
Aucun droit de propriété intellectuelle, quel que soit sa nature, son objet ou son étendue, n’est conféré au client par suite 
d’un contrat conclu entre les parties.

7- NON-DIVULGATION ET NON-EXPLOITATION
Sans préjudice des obligations particulières résultant de la Loi ou d’une convention distincte entre les parties ou de 
l’usage, le Client s’interdit pendant toute la durée du contrat puis les cinq années suivant sa terminaison, de divulguer, 
communiquer ou exploiter de quelque manière que ce soit, directement ou indirectement :
- les plans, spécifications techniques, procédés, méthodes, caractéristiques en rapport avec les produits et services 
commercialisés par la société CITERNEO, dont elle aurait connaissance à l’occasion de l’exécution du contrat.
- toutes informations à caractère économique et commercial concernant la Société CITERNEO, dont il aurait 
connaissance à l’occasion de l’exécution du contrat.

8- DIVISIBILITE
Les contrats conclus entre les parties sont réputés divisibles l’un à l’égard des autres.
On entend par là, notamment :
- que l’annulation ou la résolution de l’un est sans conséquence sur la poursuite des autres ;
- que le client ne saurait se prévaloir de l’inexécution d’un contrat pour refuser de s’acquitter de ses obligations résultant 
d’un autre contrat.

9- DELIVRANCE
Nos délais de livraison sont donnés à titre indicatif et tout retard de livraison ne pourra donner lieu à aucun versement 
d'indemnité, ni à aucune annulation de commande.
Sauf stipulation contraire du Devis-bon de commande, la délivrance sera réalisée par la mise à disposition du produit au 
client dans les locaux de la société CITERNEO.
Dès sa délivrance, il incombe au Client de s’assurer lui-même, ou par l’intermédiaire de son transporteur, de la conformité 
du produit au Devis-bon de commande, ainsi qu’à son absence de vice caché ou apparent.
En l’absence de réserves mentionnées par le Client dans le procès-verbal de réception dressé à cette occasion, le produit 
délivré sera réputé conforme au Devis-bon de commande.
En l’absence de réserves formées par le Client dans un délai de 72 heures à compter de la livraison du produit, ce dernier 
sera réputé exempt de tout vice, même caché.

10- TRANSFERT DE PROPRIETE
10.1 La Société CITERNEO se réserve expressément la propriété des marchandises livrées jusqu’au paiement intégral 
de leur prix en principal et intérêts. L’acheteur deviendra responsable des produits dès leur remise matérielle, le transfert 
de possession entrainant celui des risques. L’acheteur s’engage donc à souscrire dès la signature du présent document, 
un contrat d’assurance garantissant les risques de perte, vol ou destruction des marchandises désignées.
Dans l’hypothèse d’un non-paiement total ou partiel du prix à échéance, pour quelque cause que ce soit, la Société 
CITERNEO pourra exiger de plein droit et sans formalité la restitution des produits aux frais du Client.
En cas de redressement judiciaire du Client, les commandes en cours non encore délivrées ne le seront qu’après accord 
express du mandataire judiciaire nommé, ou après complet paiement.
Le Client sera tenu d’informer la Société CITERNEO de toute mesure de saisie, réquisition ou confiscation qui serait 
réalisée par ou au profit d’un tiers.
En cas de cession des produits avant le transfert de propriété au profit du Client, la Société CITERNEO sera de plein droit 
subrogée dans les droits du Client contre le cessionnaire.
10.2 Nonobstant les stipulations ci-avant, le Client répondra envers la Société CITERNEO, de la délivrance des produits 
jusqu’à complet paiement de leur prix, non seulement des fautes dans la conservation desdits produits, mais encore de 
toute perte ou destruction, partielle ou totale, consécutive à un cas de force majeure ou à un cas fortuit.
Le Client devra assurer les produits contre le risque relatif à leur perte ou destruction, partielle ou totale, quelle qu’en soit 
la cause.

11- TRANSFERT DE GARDE
Le client est réputé avoir la garde matérielle et juridique des produits après leur délivrance, tant dans leur structure que 
dans leur comportement.
Il devra par conséquent s’assurer contre le risque de survenance d’un préjudice causé à des tiers, par suite du fait desdits 
produits.

12- TRANSPORT
Par suite des articles 9 et 10 ci-avant, les produits sont réputés voyager aux risques et périls du Client sauf si le transport 
est inclus dans le devis.
D’un commun accord, le déchargement au lieu de livraison est assuré exclusivement par les soins et sous la responsabili-
té du client, quelle que soit la participation apportée aux opérations de déchargement par le chauffeur du transporteur.
Dans l’hypothèse où le Client ne se rendrait pas disponible pour la réception des produits, la Société CITERNEO se 
réserve le droit de réclamer au Client tous les frais correspondant au retour, au retard ou à la nouvelle présentation des 
produits. En cas d’avarie, perte ou retard de quelque nature que ce soit, il est convenu entre les parties que le Client devra 
faire lui-même toutes réclamations utiles auprès du transporteur.

13- PRIX DES PRODUITS ET PAIEMENT
13.1 Le client s’engage, en contrepartie de la vente des produits visés au Devis, à payer à la société CITERNEO le prix y 
stipulé.
Il est convenu que ce prix ne comprend en aucun cas le coût du transport, qui fera l’objet d’une mention spécifique sur le 
Devis dans l’hypothèse où le Client conférait à la Société CITERNEO le soin de mandater une entreprise de transport.
Sauf disposition contraire du Devis, ce prix sera payable de la manière suivante :
- 30% à la signature du Devis validé par le Client à la Société CITERNEO ;
- Le solde à la délivrance.
13.2 N’est pas réputé constituer un paiement la remise d’un chèque, d’une traite ou d’autres titres créant une obligation de 
payer.
Toutes les sommes impayées à leur échéance produiront de plein droit et sans mise en demeure préalable, intérêts au 
taux de trois fois le taux légal.
Conformément aux articles 441-6 et D. 441-5, tout retard de paiement entraine de plein droit, outre les pénalités de retard, 
une obligation pour le débiteur de payer une indemnité forfaitaire de 40€ pour frais de recouvrement. Une indemnité 
complémentaire pourra être réclamée, sur justificatifs, lorsque les frais de recouvrement exposés sont supérieurs au 
montant de l’indemnité forfaitaire.
 La Société CITERNEO accorde un escompte de 4% pour tout paiement anticipé de la totalité à la commande.
13.3 Nonobstant l’article 8 ci-avant, à défaut de paiement total ou partiel à l’échéance prévue, la Société CITERNEO se 
réserve le droit de suspendre toutes les commandes en cours sans préjudice de toute action qu’elle pourrait mener en 
résolution du ou des contrats et/ou paiement de dommages et intérêts.
13.4 Le Client ne saurait faire obstacle au paiement du prix pour aucune autre raison que :
- la non-conformité du produit délivré au Devis;
- la présence de vices identifiés affectant le produit ;
Par conséquent, le Client ne saurait refuser notamment le paiement du prix aux motifs du retard de délivrance d’un 
accessoire du produit (manuel, dossier, relevés de débits, etc…)

14-GARANTIES
La Société CITERNEO offre une garantie de un an ( sauf indication contraire contractuelle )contre tout défaut des 
caractéristiques techniques de la matière ou tout défaut de fabrication  à compter de la date de facture.
Les accessoires sont garantis un an. 
Les interventions au titre de la garantie ne sauraient avoir pour effet de prolonger cette dernière.
La facture acquittée sera exigée pour invoquer la garantie.
Sont exclus de la garantie l'usure naturelle de la toile, une mauvaise utilisation, le stockage d'un autre produit que celui 
prévu à l'origine, les imperfections d'aspect de la matière (nuances de couleurs...) éventuellement recouvertes d'une pièce 
supplémentaire soudée, une mauvaise installation, le déplacement de la citerne. 

15- ECHANGE
Tout retour des produits devra avoir été préalablement et expressément approuvé par écrit par la Société CITERNEO.
En cas de retour, les produits devront être restitués dans leur conditionnement d’origine. Ils devront être retournés au plus 
tard dans un délai de 10 jours à compter de la réception de l’accord de la Société.
Les frais de retour, notamment de transport, seront à la charge du Client.
Les produits seront remplacés par les produits identiques.
Si le Client demande toutefois en remplacement, des produits de gammes supérieures ou de prix supérieurs, la différence 
de prix entre le produit retourné et le nouveau produit délivré fera l’objet d‘une facturation supplémentaire.
A défaut de remplacement, le retour des produits entrainera le remboursement par l’établissement d’un avoir sur les 
commandes ultérieures.
Aucun retour, ni aucune garantie sauf stipulations particulières ne pourront être mis en œuvre et/ou admis passé un an à 
compter de la délivrance du produit.

16- RESPONSABILITE DE LA SOCIETE CITERNEO
16.1 En cas de litige, la responsabilité de la Société CITERNEO ne pourra être retenue qu’à la condition pour le Client de 
rapporter la preuve d’un comportement fautif de cette dernière, et d’un lien de causalité avec le préjudice invoqué.
La responsabilité ne pourra être recherchée lorsque son manquement sera consécutif à un cas de force majeure.
16.2 La Société CITERNEO ne pourra être tenue de réparer aucun préjudice résultant, en totalité ou en partie, d’un 
manquement du Client à l’une quelconque des obligations générales ou particulières de collaboration, de prudence ou de 
diligence que les présentes conditions générales, la Loi, l’usage ou l’équité mettent à sa charge.
16.3 Sauf en cas de faute lourde, la Société CITERNEO ne pourra être tenue que du préjudice résultant de manière 
directe de l’inexécution de ses obligations. En ce sens exclue, par conséquent, la réparation des préjudices résultant des 
pertes d’exploitations et manques à gagner subis par le Client.
La responsabilité de la Société CITERNEO ne pourra jamais être engagée, quelle qu’en soit la cause au-delà du montant 
des sommes effectivement payées par le Client en contrepartie de l’obligation contractuelle objet du litige. Afin de 
déterminer si la limite de responsabilité de la Société CITERNEO est atteinte, il sera tenu compte de l’ensemble des 
sommes versées par elle à ce titre.
16.4 Enfin, la Société CITERNEO ne pourra être tenue d’indemniser un retard dans la délivrance des produits, quelles que 
soient les causes, importance et conséquence de ce retard.
Un retard de délivrance ne sera susceptible d’emporter la résolution du contrat que s’il atteint le double du délai de 
délivrance indicatif stipulé au devis-bon de commande, après mise en demeure adressée à la Société CITERNEO restée 
infructueuse durant un mois.

17- RESPONSABILITE DU CLIENT
En considération de la remise au Client de la notice technique des produits à leur délivrance, le Client est réputé avoir la 
garde de structure et de comportement des produits à compter de ce moment.
Dès lors, conformément à la Loi, le Client sera seul responsable envers les tiers de tout dommage qui pourrait survenir à 
leur personne ou à leurs biens, par le fait des produits dont il a la garde.
Dans l’hypothèse toutefois où la responsabilité de la Société CITERNEO serait retenue à l’égard des tiers en raison de 
faits imputables aux produits, le Client devra garantir et relever indemne la Société CITERNEO de tous recours et de 
toutes condamnations qui seraient prononcés à son encontre.

18- RESOLUTION
En cas de non-exécution de l’une des quelconques obligations du Client, et sans autre formalité qu’une mise en demeure 
adressée par lettre recommandée avec accusé réception, restée infructueuse pendant un délai de huit jours, la Société 
CITERNEO pourra considérer le contrat comme résolu de plein droit, sans préjudice de tous dommages et intérêts qui 
pourraient être réclamés au Client et sans action judiciaire.
Dans ce cas, les produits devront faire l’objet d’aucune utilisation par le Client et devront être mis à la disposition 
immédiate de la Société CITERNEO par retour aux frais du Client.

19- LOI APPLICABLE ET JURIDICTION COMPETENTE

Tous les contrats conclus entre le Client et la Société CITERNEO sont soumis, dans leur formation comme dans 
leur exécution, aux règles de l’Ordre juridique français.
Tout litige en découlant, qu’il soit relatif à leur validité, leur interprétation ou leur exécution, sera soumis à la 
compétence exclusive des tribunaux de Tours.
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APPENDIX AP 5.3.4.1 TRÓPIKA CIRCUITS AND PROTECTIONS 

CALCULATIONS 

 

TABLE AP 5.3.4.1 -1 TRÓPIKA MAIN PROTECTIONS BOX DISTRIBUTION, EL 

CIRCUIT #  
VOLTAGE DEMAND CURRENT 

(V)  (VA)  L1  (A)  L1  (A)  

EL/1 240 11037 46,0 46,0 

EL/2 120 600 9,0   

EL/3 120 196,3 1,6   

EL/4 240 150,0 0,6  

EL/5 120 400 4,2   

EL/6 120 800  6,7 

EL/7 120 600   9,0 
 TOTALS 13 783,3 61,4 61,7 
 HVAC 796,3  

 

TOTAL NON-HVAC 12 987,0  
 

 

  



TABLE AP 5.3.4.1-2 TRÓPIKA SECONDARY EF PROTECTIONS BOX DISTRIBUTION 

CIRCUIT #  
OUTLETS VOLTAGE DEMAND/OUTLET  DEMAND CURRENT 

(N)  (V)  (VA)  (VA)  L1  (A)  L2  (A)  

EF/1 3 120 43,3 130 1,1 
 

EF/2 1 120 1100,0 1100 9,2 
 

EF/3 1 240 3100,0 3100 12,9 12,9 

EF/4 1 240 2350,0 2350 9,8 9,8 

EF/5 2 120 500,0 1000 8,3 
 

EF/6 1 120 120,0 120 1,3 
 

EF/7 1 120 1100,0 1100 11,5 
 

EF/8 1 120 120,0 120,0 1,3 
 

EF/9 2 120 80,0 160,0 
 

1,7 

EF/10 8 120 6,0 48 
 

0,4 

EF/11 7 120 6,4 45 
 

0,4 

EF/12 7 120 7,9 55,5 
 

0,5 

EF/13 6 120 4,5 27 
 

0,2 

EF/14 7 120 3,1 22 
 

0,2 

EF/15 5 120 5,0 25 
 

0,2 

EF/16 1 120 1400,0 1400 
 

14,6 

EF/17 1 120 750,0 750 
 

7,8 

EF/18 1 240 300,0 500 4,2 4,2 

EF/19 1 120 250,0 250,0 
 

2,6 

EF/20 4 120 60,0 240,0 
 

2,5 

EF/21 1 120 50,0 50,0 
 

0,4 
  TOTALS 12592,5 59,5 58,3 

 

Table AP 5.3.4.1-1 uses the nominal voltage for the calculations. The demand was based on 

section 5.3.6.4 Energy consumption analysis: Trópika in France. Formula used for current 

demand: 𝐼 =  
𝑃 [𝑉𝐴]

𝑉 [𝑉]
 [𝐴] 

TABLE AP 5.3.4.1 -3 TRÓPIKA EL-BOX LOADS DESCRIPTION 

CIRCUIT #  APPLIANCE/SYSTEM  DESCRIPTION 

EL/1 EF Box SECONDARY EF-BOX ,  MEASURED SEPARA TELY  

EL/2 Booster 600 W MAXIMUM DEMAND  

EL/3 Small pumps 4 SMALL WATER PUMPS:  19,  19 ,  26 AND 93 W  

EL/4 Hot Water Tank 100 W DEMAND FOR ELE CTRIC CONTROL  

EL/5 Water pump 400 W DEMAND  

EL/6 Dehumidifier HIGHEST DEMAND:  800 W AT MAXIMUM CAPACITY  

EL/7 Evaporative Cooler HIGHEST DEMAND:  600 W AT MAXIMUM CAPACIT Y  

 



TABLE AP 5.3.4.1 -4 TRÓPIKA EF-BOX LOADS DESCRIPTION 

CIRCUIT #  APPLIANCE/SYSTEM  DESCRIPTION 

EF/1 Electronics HE:  TV ,  AUDIO,  COMPU TER AND VIDEO PLAYER -  

EF/2 Microwave oven USED ONLY FOR DINNER  PREAPARATION  

EF/3 Kitchen hob SMALL TWO-SPACES INDUCTION HOB:  MAX.  3100 W  

EF/4 Oven MAXIMUM DEMAND:  2350  W 

EF/5 Kitchen appliances 
DIFFERENT SMALL APPL IANCES,  PROBABLY USE D FOR 

DINNER PREPARATION  

EF/6 Refrigerator NOMINAL POWER:  120 W  

EF/7 Washing machine MAXIMUM DEMAND:  1100  W 

EF/8 Receptacles: bathroom  

EF/9 Receptacles: terrace OUTDOOR TYPE RECEPTA CLES  

EF/10 
Lighting in bedroom and flexible 

area 
8 LUMINAIRES :  48 W T OTAL DEMAND  

EF/11 Lighting in kitchen and corridor 7 CEIL ING LUMINAIRES :  45 W TOTAL  

EF/12 
Lighting in bathroom, kitchen 
furniture and machine room 

7 LUMINAIRES :  55,5 W  DEMAND  

EF/13 
Lighting in lobby and green 

tunnel 
6 LUMINAIRES  FOR OUTDOOR:  27 W  

EF/14 
Lighting in terrace, bathroom 

mirror and laundry area 
7 LUMINAIRES :  22 W  

EF/15 Lighting in main door and closet 5 LUMINAIRES :  25 W  

EF/16 Dishwasher MAXIMUM DEMAND:  1400  W AT FULL  CAPACITY  

EF/17 Clothes Dryer MAXIMUM DEMAND:  750 W AT FULL CAPACITY  

EF/18 Home Automation: KNX SMALL AUTOMATION LOA DS 

EF/19 
Receptacles: 

Electrical/mechanical room 
GENERAL USE,  PROBABL Y ELECTRIC TOOLS  

EF/20 Receptacles in bedroom GENERAL USE,  PROBABL Y LAMPS  

EF/21 
Receptacles: exhibition, lobby 

área 
TO BE USED DURING TH E COMPETITION  

 

 

 

  



TABLE AP 5.3.4.1-5. TRÓPIKA EL-BOX PROTECTIONS AND INSTALLATION 

CIRCUIT 

# 

WIRE GAUGE 
WIRE 

LENGTH 

VOLTAGE 

DROP 
BREAKER DUCT 

THHN #  (M)  % POL/A  TYPE  MM 

EL/1 8 2 0,37 3/50 GFCI 19 

EL/2 12 3 0,27 2/15 GFCI 13 

EL/3 12 8 0,13 2/15 GFCI 13 

EL/4 12 2 0,01 3/15 GFCI 13 

EL/5 12 3 0,13 2/15 GFCI 13 

EL/6 12 3 0,20 2/15 GFCI 13 

EL/7 12 8 0,73 2/15 GFCI 13 

 

TABLE AP 5.3.4.1 -6. TRÓPIKA EF-BOX PROTECTIONS AND INSTALLATION 

CIRCUIT 

# 

WIRE GAUGE WIRE LENGTH VOLTAGE DROP BREAKER DUCT 

THHN #  (M)  % POL/A  TYPE  MM 

EF/1 12 13 0,14 2/15 GFCI 13 

EF/2 12 10 0,92 2/15 GFCI 13 

EF/3 10 10 0,82 3/20 GFCI 19 

EF/4 12 10 0,99 3/15 GFCI 13 

EF/5 12 12 1,01 2/15 GFCI 13 

EF/6 12 14 0,18 2/15 GFCI 13 

EF/7 12 5 0,58 2/15 GFCI 13 

EF/8 12 8 0,10 2/15 GFCI 13 

EF/9 12 16 0,27 2/15 GFCI 13 

EF/10 12 5 0,02 2/15 GFCI 13 

EF/11 12 10 0,04 2/15 GFCI 13 

EF/12 12 14 0,07 2/15 GFCI 13 

EF/13 12 16 0,04 2/15 GFCI 13 

EF/14 12 12 0,02 2/15 GFCI 13 

EF/15 12 10 0,02 2/15 GFCI 13 

EF/16 10 10 0,92 2/15 GFCI 13 

EF/17 12 5 0,39 2/15 GFCI 13 

EF/18 12 3 0,13 3/15 GFCI 13 

EF/19 12 5 0,13 2/15 GFCI 13 

EF/20 12 12 0,30 2/15 GFCI 13 

EF/21 12 8 0,03 2/15 GFCI 13 
 

Voltage drop formula, and duct selection based on NEC 2008 210.19 (A1). 

Breaker selection based on a 125% current demand factor according to NEC 2008 system 

protections. 



APPENDIX AP 5.3.4.2. GENERAL ELECTRIC DESIGN SUMMARY 

TABLE AP 5.3.4.2-1 TRÓPIKA GENERAL ELECTRICAL SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

 

ELEMENT DESCRIPTION 

OPERATING 

CONDITIONS 

TOTAL INSTALLED DEMAND 12 987,0 VA 

MAXIMUM DEMAND 11 991,1 VA 

TOTAL INSTALLED DEMAND 

CURRENT 
108,2 A 

MAXIMUM DEMAND 

CURRENT 
99,9 A 

OVERALL DEMAND FACTOR 92,3 % 

GENERAL PROTECTION 

IN SDE MAIN BOX 

NOMINAL CURRENT 110 A 

VOLTAGE 120 V 

WIRES L-N-G  

FREQUENCY 60 HZ 

BETWEEN TRÓPIKA’S EL-BOX AND TRANSFORMER 

SERVICE CONDUCTORS 

CHANNELING DESIGN 

CABLES 

THHN (L1 AND L2)  # 6 -  

THHN (N)  # 6 -  

THHN (G)  # 6 -  

CONDUIT DIAMETER 27 MM 

BASED ON TABLE C.1.  ANNEX C,  NEC –  2008 

SERVICE CONDUCTORS, 

VOLTAGE DROP 

SIZE # 6 
 

-  

AREA 13,3  MM^2 

LENGTH 15  M 

CURRENT 50,0  A 

VOLTAGE DROP 0,94  % 

BETWEEN TRANSFORMER AND SDE BOX 

SERVICE CONDUCTORS 

CHANNELING DESIGN 

CABLES 

THHN (LINE)  # 4 -  

THHN (N)  # 4 -  

THHN (G)  # 6 -  

CONDUIT DIAMETER 35 MM 

BASED ON TABLE C.1.  ANNEX C,  NEC –  2008 

SERVICE CONDUCTORS, 

VOLTAGE DROP 

SIZE # 4 
 

-  

AREA 21,15  MM2  

LENGTH 5  M 

CURRENT 99,9  A 

VOLTAGE DROP 0,39  % 

EL-BOX DESCRIPTION 

THREE-LINE ONE PHASE 240 V, 1Φ ,  3 CONDUCTORS 

BUS BAR 
 

125  A 

SPACES 
 

16 
 

-  

MAXIMUM DEMAND CURRENT (240 V)  50,0  A 

BOX MAIN PROTECTION 
 

100  A 

EF-BOX DESCRIPTION THREE-LINE ONE PHASE 120/240 V, 1Φ ,  3 CONDUCTORS 



NEUTRAL BUS BAR  125 A  

SPACES  24 -   

MAXIMUM DEMAND CURRENT (240 V)  46,0 A  

BOX MAIN PROTECTION  50 A  

 

Notes: 

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 = 𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 − 𝐻𝑉𝐴𝐶 

𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 = 10 000 + 0,4 ∗ (𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 − 10 000) + 𝐻𝑉𝐴𝐶 

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 = 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑/240 

𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 = 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑/240 

𝑂𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 = 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑/𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 

𝑂𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 = 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑/𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 

NEC 2008 does not allow the use of main protections below 100 a for dwelling units 

 

 



APPENDIX AP 5.3.6.1 SCHEMATIC PROCESS OF ENERGY CONSUMPTION 

ESTIMATE, TRÓPIKA IN COSTA RICA 

 



 



 

APPENDIX AP 5.3.6.2. SCHEMATIC PROCESS OF ENERGY CONSUMPTION 

ESTIMATE, TRÓPIKA IN FRANCE 



APPENDIX AP 5.3 .6.3 

 

TABLE AP 5.3 .6.3 -1 TRÓPIKA’S DAILY,  WEE KLY,  MONTHLY AND YEA RLY ENERGY CONSUMPTI ON IN COSTA RICA  

 DAY (KWH)  WEEK MONTH YEAR 

 MON TUE  WED  THU FRI  SAT  SUN KWH KWH KWH 

KITCHEN HOB 0,70  0,52  0,53  0,70  0,79  0,53  0,79  4,55  19,70  236,4  

OVEN 1,48  0,00  0,00  0,00  2,23  0,00  2,23  5,94  25,71  308,5  

REFRIGERATOR 0,47  0,47  0,47  0,47  0,47  0,47  0,47  3,29  14,26  171,0  

DISHWASHER 0,97  0,00  0,00  0,97  0,00  0,00  0,97  2,91  12,61  151,3  

WASHING MACHINE  0,77  0,00  0,000  0,77  0,00  0,00  0,00  1,53  6,63  79,5  

LAPTOP 0,09  0,06  0,06  0,06  0,06  0,06  0,00  0,40  1,75  20,9  

TELEVIS ION 0,27  0,18  0,18  0,18  0,36  0,36  0,36  1,89  8,18  98,2  

MICROWAVE 0,28  0,28  0,28  0,28  0,28  0,09  0,09  1,56  6,75  80,9  

L IGHTING IN BEDROOM  0,12  0,12  0,12  0,12  0,12  0,05  0,05  0,69  3,01  36,1  

L IGHTING IN BATHROOM  0,09  0,09  0,09  0,09  0,09  0,09  0,09  0,64  2,76  33,1  

L IGHTING IN KITCHEN 0,16  0,16  0,15  0,16  0,24  0,24  0,24  1,34  5,82  69,7  

L IGHTING IN TERRACE  0,26  0,00  0,00  0,00  1,04  1,04  1,04  3,39  14,69  176,3  

L IGHTING IN FLEXIBLE  AREA 0,45  0,34  0,34  0,34  0,45  0,45  0,45  2,83  12,23  146,7  

L IGHTING IN WORKSTAT ION 0,01  0,01  0,01  0,01  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,06  0,24  2,9  

WATER RECIRCULATION PUMP 0,50  0,50  0,50  0,50  0,50  0,50  0,50  3,50  15,16  181,8  

POTABLE WATER PUMP 0,10  0,10  0,10  0,10  0,10  0,10  0,10  0,70  3,03  36,3  

K ITCHEN APPLIANCES  0,42  0,38  0,38  0,38  0,42  0,25  0,50  2,71  11,73  140,7  

CLOTHES  DRYER 1,32  0,00  0,00  1,32  0,00  0,00  0,00  2,64  11,43  137,1  

CLOTHES  IRON 0,30  0,00  0,00  0,60  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,90  3,90  46,7  

VAMPIRE LOADS* 0,26  0,26  0,26  0,26  0,26  0,26  0,26  1,85  8,00  96,0  

H IGH CONSUMING MODUL E 

TOTAL  
9,03  3,47  3,47  7,30  7,41  4,50  8,14  43,32  187,58  2250 

LOW CONSUMING MODULE  

TOTAL  
6,74  3,47  3,47  5,01  7,41  4,50  7,17  37,77  163,54  1962 

*Vampire loads, also phantom loads, are small loads which consume low amount of energy and are normally plugged in 24/7. Examples are fixed wireless 

telephones, mobile phones chargers, TV in off-mode, among others. 



TABLE AP 5.3 .6.3 -2 SUMMARY TABLE OF T RÓPIKA’S ENERGY USE IN COSTA RICA:  WHOLE  COMPLEX  

AVERAGE OF HIGH AND LOW CONSUMING MODULES 2106 KWH/YEAR  

 PERCENT AMOUNT (KWH )  

ENERGY USE CONSIDERED AT A 100% 52% 1095 

ENERGY USE CONSIDERED AT A 40% 48% 1010 

AVERAGED ANNUAL ENER GY USE PER MODULE 1499 KWH 

ANNUAL ENERGY USE FOR 32 UNITS 47 983 KWH 

 



APPENDIX AP 5.3.6.4 ENERGY CONSUMPTION CALCULATION: TRÓPIKA IN 

FRANCE 

 

The following analysis thoroughly explains assumptions made and calculations done in order to 

determine the living module’s energy use during the ten days of competition. It also explains how 

the SDE Event Calendar v2.0 has been studied and the determination of appliances use 

according to it. Versailles’ weather analysis, used to determine schedules of use and energy 

consumption of HVAC equipment, is explained in appendix AP 5.3.6.5. 

The summary shown in table AP 5.3.6.4-1 derives from the following analysis. HVAC equipment 

functioning and energy consumption are deeply explained in tables AP 5.3.6.4-3 and -4. 

SDE EVENT CALENDAR ANALYSIS 

The first step to determine energy use and power demand was the study of the competition 

calendar and SDE Reglament: both documents clearly define the requirements, periods of 

operation and cycles needed per day. 

Figure AP 5.3.6.4-1 shows the power demand distribution achieved after considering not only 

the previously explained variables but also the periods of virtual high and low energy generation. 

The objective of the following images is mainly to show how the analysis was graphically 

analyzed, it is not the idea for the jurors to be able to read the whole image through and 

specifically understand exactly what the analysis was about. TEC Team will upload to the SDE 

WAT the .xlsx file along with the deliverable in order for you to revise it. (Look for XXX in under 

deliverables folder). It is important to explain that the analysis will be worked further on when 

approaching the competition in order to detail it to a more reliable point, and changes will 

probably be made. This final analysis will be delivered by TEC Team prior to the event. 

While the event calendar details day by day in 30-minutes periods, TEC Team decided to analyze 

it in 10-minutes periods, which enabled us to more specifically simulate and calculate shorter 

periods of operation. Even though power demand is only important at instantaneous 

measurements and its analysis will be refined after further analyzing energy generation behavior 

and tasks times’ flexibility, as well as real appliances demand and energy consumption, energy 

consumption-time behavior can be determined and the final result will remain equal (see figure 

AP 5.3.6.4-2). The following figure shows the result of energy use for that same day shown in the 

previous image. 

 (See following page) 



 
FIGURE AP 5.3.6.4-1 POWER DEMAND EVERY TEN MINUTES 

 

FIGURE AP 5.3.6.4-2 ENERGY CONSUMPTION INCREASE EVERY TEN MINUTES 

After completing the previous analysis for each day of the competition, summary tables AP 5.3.6.4-1 and AP 5.3.6.4-2 were obtained. 



TABLE AP 5.3.6.4-1 ENERGY USE FOR EACH EQUIPMENT 

EQUIPMENT 

TOTAL 

ENERGY USE 

DAYS 

USED 

DAILY AVERAGE 

ENERGY USE 

KWH -  KWH 

WATER PUMP 0,54 10 0,054 

HOT WATER RECIRCULAT ON PUMP 3,84 12 0,32 

EVAPORATIVE COOLER 1,93 10 0,19 

DEHUMIDIFIER 16,33 10 1,63 

BOOSTER FAN 19,32 12 1,61 

KITCHEN HOBS 5,40 9 0,60 

OVEN 9,40 8 1,18 

REFRIGERATOR 3,84 12 0,32 

DISHWASHER 20,53 8 2,57 

WASHING MACHINE 31,17 10 3,12 

ELECTRONICS 7,80 10 0,78 

MICROWAVE OVEN NOT DEFINABLE 

LIGHTING 6,66 15 0,44 

KITCHEN APPLIANCES NOT DEFINABLE 

CLOTHES DRYER 15,00 10 1,50 

TABLE AP 5.3.6.4-2 ENERGY USE DURING THE COMPETITION AND PER YEAR 

DATE OF 

COMPETIT ION 

ENERGY USE 

KWH 

27-JUN 0,44 

28-JUN 0,44 

29-JUN 0,44 

30-JUN 14,33 

01-JUL  11,49 

02-JUL  14,33 

03-JUL  14,05 

04-JUL  12,55 

05-JUL  2,19 

06-JUL  2,19 

07-JUL  14,29 

08-JUL  11,72 

09-JUL  14,31 

10-JUL  14,07 

11-JUL  13,14 

TOTAL 139,9 KWH 

TOTAL ANNUAL 

CONSUMPTION 
3406,2 KWH 



In order to determine the total annual energy consumption the 15 days of energy use were 

considered, i.e. every day throughout the competition in which energy is used. Since competition 

evaluation focuses on a positive energy balance during those 15 days (sub-contest 4.2), Trópika 

complies and exceeds the amount required, at least according to the simulation and the energy 

consumption analysis. 

It is important to mention that energy required to prepare dinner (three tasks in total) has not yet 

been considered, since dinner menu and preparation details have not yet been studied. This will 

be completed to be delivered in Deliverable #5 the latest. 

TABLE AP 5.3.6.4-3 TROPIKA’S APPLIANCES SCHEDULES AND TIMES OF USE 

APPLIANCE/SYSTEM ASSUMPTIONS/ COMMENT S 
DEMAND 

FACTOR 

COOKTOP 
1,8 KW COOKTOP SURFA CE:  20 MINUTES PER D AY TO 

EVAPORATE 2,3 KG WAT ER (SUB- CONTEST 6.8)  
0,6  

OVEN 30 MINUTES EVERY DAY  @ 3 KW (SUB-CONTEST 6.6)  NA 

REFRIGERATOR 24 HOURS A DAY,  8  MI NUTES /  HOUR  NA 

DISHWASHER 1 CYCLE PER DAY (SUB -CONTEST 6.5)  0,5  

WASHING MACHINE 2 CYCLES PER DAY (SU B-CONTEST 6.3)  0,11 

LAPTOP 12 HOURS PER DAY,  D I FFERENT TIMES AND US ES  NA 

TELEVISION 12 HOURS PER DAY,  D I FFERENT TIMES AND US ES  NA 

LIGHTING 4 HOURS PER DAY,  D IF FERENT USES  ( INCLUDE D RULE 12.6 )  NA 

POTABLE WATER 

PUMP 
APROXIMATELY  17 MINUTES PER DAY,  1 ,6  MINUTES 10 

TIMES PER DAY  
NA 

CLOTHES DRYER 1 CYCLE PER DAY AT F ULL  LOAD  0,6  

VAMPIRE LOADS* 24 HOURS A DAY  NA 

*Vampire loads, also phantom loads, are small loads which consume low amount of energy and are normally plugged 

in 24/7. Examples are fixed wireless telephones, mobile phones chargers, TV in off-mode, among others. 

HVAC SYSTEMS ENERGY USE 

Operation times and energy use of HVAC equipment has been analyzed and calculated by means 

of an exhaustive study of Versailles’ weather conditions, appendix AP 5.3.6.5. After a deep data 

analysis and statistical methodology, hours and times of operation for each HVAC component 

were estimated. It is important to clarify Tec Team understands this analysis might not be very 

accurate in terms of specific times of use because conditions are unpredictable and will probably 

vary from what the statistics show, and understands, nevertheless, that total consumption 

periods and final results will not drastically change. 

  



TABLE AP 5.3.6.4 -4 TEMPERATURE AND RELATIVE HUMIDITY GENERAL 

CONTROL REQUIREMENTS 

TEMPERATURE CONTROL  

TEMPERATURE STAYS BE LOW RANGE CLOSE TO 7 0% OF 

THE TIME DURING THE COMPETITION:  70% OF THESE 

MEASUREMENTS  ARE BET WEEN 20 HOURS AND 8 HOURS  

EQUI PMENT  T IME  O F  O PERAT ION  

HOT  WAT ER 

REC IRCULAT ION PUMP  
21:3 0 T O 1 0:0 0  

B OOST ER FAN  21:3 0 T O 1 0:0 0  

TEMPERATURE IS  INSID E  RANGE A QUARTER OF  THE MEASURED PERIOD:  FOUR-

FIFTHS OF THOSE MEAS UREMENTS FIND BETWEE N 14 AND 20 HOURS.  H OWEVER,  

BETWEEN 17:30 AND 20 :00 COMFORT CONDITIONS ARE NOT M EASURED DURING 

THE COMPETITION,  WHI CH MEANS THAT TEMPER ATURE SHALL NOT BE  C ONTROLLED 

NO EQUIPMENT 

REQUIRED  

ONLY 7% OF THE T IME TEMPERATURE WILL  RIS E ABOVE 

THE SET RANGE.  FOUR OF  FIVE T IMES THIS  W ILL  HAPPEN 

BETWEEN 14 AND 17  HO URS 

EQUI PMENT  T IME  O F  O PERAT ION  

EVAPORAT IVE  CO OLER  15:0 0 T O 1 7:0 0  

RELATIVE HUMIDITY CONTROL  

RELATIVE HUMIDITY IS  PRACTICALLY NEVER BE LOW 

RANGE  
NO EQUIPMENT REQUIRE D 

RELATIVE HUMIDITY STAYS PRACTICALLY STAB LE INSIDE 

THE RANGE BETWEEN 14  AND 17 HOURS,  WHEN 

CONTROLLING IT  WOULD  NOT BE NECESSARY  

NO EQUIPMENT REQUIRE D 

BETWEEN 20 AND 8 HOU RS RELATIVE HUMIDITY  WILL  

NEED TO BE DECREASED  INTO THE RANGE  

EQUI PMENT  T IME  O F  O PERAT ION  

DEHUMIDIF IER  21:0 0 T O 1 0:0 0  

The following table explains the estimate of cycles of operation for each equipment during the 

periods of operation previously determined. 

TABLE AP 5.3.6.4 -5 OPERATION CYCLES PER HVAC EQUIPMENT 

EQUIPMENT 
TIME OF OPERATION CYCLES 

PER DAY  

OPERATION CYCLE 

LENGTH 

FOR A 0 TO 24 HOURS PERIOD  MINUTES  

DEHUMIDIFIER  
FROM 0 TO 10 HOURS  

FROM 21 TO 0 HOURS  
20 7 

EVAPORATIVE COOLER FROM 15 TO 17 HOURS  2 10 

HOT WATER 

RECIRCULATION PUMP 

FROM 0 TO 10 HOURS  

FROM 21:30 TO 0 HOURS 
23 7 

BOOSTER FAN 
FROM 0 TO 10 HOURS  

FROM 21:30 TO 0 HOURS 
23 7 

 

  



TABLE AP 5.3.6.4-6 ENERGY USE PER HVAC EQUIPMENT 

EQUIPMENT 

CONSUMPTION 

PER CYCLE 

DAILY 

AVERAGE 

CONSUMPTION  

COMPETIT ION TOTAL 

ENERGY USE 

KWH 

DEHUMIDIFIER  0,082 1,63 16,33 

EVAPORATIVE COOLER  0,95 0,19 1,93 

HOT WATER 

RECIRCULATION PUMP 
0,013 0,31 3,68 

BOOSTER FAN 0,07 1,56 18,68 

 



APPENDIX AP 5.3.6.5 VERSAILLES’ WEATHER ANALYSIS 

This section thoroughly explains the weather study carried out to determine average temperature 

and relative humidity conditions during the days of competition. These data are critical when 

understood that HVAC and passive air-conditioning systems’ functioning will depend on them. 

Data included in the analysis were selected according to availability and the amount of values 

was defined to make the study feasible but at the same time representative; specific 

characteristics of the analysis are detailed in the following table. 

TABLE AP 5.3.6.5 -1 VERSAILLES’ WEATHER ANALYSIS DETAILS 

TOPIC DESCRIPTION 

DATA ANALYZED TEMPERATURE (°C)  AND RELATIVE HUMIDITY (%)  

SOURCE HTTP://WWW.WORLDWEAT HERONLINE.COM 

LOCATION OF METERS VERSAILLES,  ILE -DE-FRANCE, FRANCE 

YEARS 

FROM 2008 TO 2013  

YEAR 2010 WAS EXCLUDED BECAUSE IT  SHOWED  COMPLETELY OUT-OF-

AVERAGE DATA 

EXACT DATES 

ANALYSIS WAS CARRIED OUT FOR DAYS BETWEEN JUNE 27 AND JULY 14  

PREVIOUSLY DETAILED DATES COVER THE COMPETITION DATES DEFINED 

BY THE ORGANIZATION:  JUNE 30 TO JULY 11  

T IMES OF 

MEASUREMENTS 
5 DATA PER DAY:  8  HO URS;  11 HOURS; 14 HOURS;  17 HOURS; 20 HO URS 

According to sub-contests 5.1 and 5.2 of the SDE Reglament (Rule 19) module’s internal 

temperature and relative humidity must be within specific ranges. The former must be calculated 

day by day depending on the previous seven days average temperatures, while the latter must 

be kept within the specific range known as comfort zone by air-conditioning specialists and 

related literature. 

In order to determine temperature range, 1) equation T°ea from sub-contest 5.1 of the SDE 

Reglament was programmed as an automatic formula; 2) temperature data were introduced as 

critical minimum (8 °C in previous seven days) and critical maximum (30 °C in previous seven 

days); 3) temperature range was estimated as the values between the average temperature from 

the maximum critical values and the average temperature from the minimal critical values, as 

shown in the following summary table. 

 
MINIMUM 

VALUE 

MODULE 

CONDITION 

MAXIMUM 

VALUE 

TEMPERATURE (°C)  22 <     T      <  26 

RELATIVE HUMIDITY (%) 40 <    RH    <  55 



Thus, once desirable ranges were defined, data were analyzed in order to obtain statistical results which could guide us to take specific 

decisions and define our goals in relation with internal comfort conditions. In order to finally get to real statistical average conditions, 

percentage of measured data outside, thereby inside, those ranges was calculated. 

TABLE AP 5.3.6.5-2 VERSAILLES’ WEATHER ANALYSIS STATISTICAL RESULTS 

 

YEAR 2008 2009 2011 2012 2013 

 
AV  N % AV  N % AV  N % AV  N % AV  N % 

T
E

M
P

E
R

A
T

U
R

E
 

>26 °C 28,3  3 4,2  28,9  15 16,6  28,4  5 5,56 27,7  3 3,3  27,1  7 7,7  

<22 °C 17,4  53 75,7  18,7  49 54,4  17,0  70 77,7  16,9  76 84,4  17 49 54,4  

R
E

L
A

T
IV

E
 

H
U

M
ID

IT
Y

 

>55 72,7  46 65,7  71,2  59 65,5  75,3  87 96,6  83,2  90 100 74,8  71 78,8  

<40 38 1 1,4  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Av: average of data above (below) the maximum (minimum) 

n: amount of values above (below) the maximum (minimum) from the total of measurements made each year 

%: percentage of measurements above (below) the maximum (minimum) from the total of measurements made each year 

From the previous table a general table with average values was obtained, which enabled us to formulate conclusions about HVAC equipment 

functioning and energy use. Percent of measurements below, inside and above temperature and relative humidity ranges were estimated, 

from which approximate operation schedules resulted. 

As previously mentioned, the results obtained from the previous and following tables were used as inputs to determine not only average 

ambient conditions to be expected during the days of competition but also preliminary schedules and times of use of air-conditioning systems, 

as well as estimated functioning conditions of Trópika’s passive and active comfort means implemented. This analysis is thoroughly explained 

in appendix AP 5.3.6.4.



TABLE AP 5.3.6.5 -3 TEMPERATURE AND RELATIVE HUMIDITY BEHAVIOR BASED 

ON STATISTICS 

TEMPERATURE BEHAVIOR  

BELOW RANGE (<22 °C)  INSIDE RANGE ABOVE RANGE (>26 °C)  

68,8 % 23,5 % 7,7 % 

APPROXIMATELY 70% OF T  

BELOW RANGE 

MEASUREMENTS ARE 

BETWEEN 20 AND 8 

HOURS 

APPROXIMATELY 80% OF T  

INSIDE RANGE 

MEASUREMENTS ARE 

BETWEEN 14 AND 20 HOURS 

APPROXIMATELY 80% OF  T  

ABOVE RANGE 

MEASUREMENTS ARE 

BETWEEN 14 AND 17 HOURS 

CONCLUSIONS 

TEMPERATURE STAYS BE LOW RANGE CLOSE TO 7 0% OF THE TIME DURIN G THE COMPETITION:  7 0% 

OF THESE MEASUREMENT S ARE BETWEEN 20 HOURS AND 8 HOURS  

TEMPERATURE IS  INSID E  RANGE A QUARTER OF  THE MEASURED PERIOD:  FOUR-FIFTHS OF THOSE 

MEASUREMENTS  FIND BE TWEEN 14 AND 20 HOUR S.  HOWEVER,  BETWEEN 1 7 :30 AND 20:00 

COMFORT CONDIT IONS A RE NOT MEASURED DURI NG THE COMPETIT ION,  WHICH MEANS THAT 

TEMPERATURE SHALL NO T BE CONTROLLED.  

ONLY 7% OF THE T IME TEMPE RATURE WILL  RISE ABO VE THE SET RANGE.  FO UR OF FIVE TIMES THI S  

WILL  HAPPEN BETWEEN 14 AND 17 HOURS  

RELATIVE HUMIDITY BEHAVIOR  

BELOW RANGE (<40 %)  INSIDE RANGE ABOVE RANGE (>55 %)  

0,2 % 17,7 % 70,6 % 

THERE ARE PRACTICALLY 

NO MEASUREMENTS OF 

HR BELOW THE RANGE 

85 % OF THE T IME REL ATIVE 

HUMIDITY IS INSIDE H E 

RANGE IS BETWEEN 14 AND 

17 HOURS 

APPROXIMATELY 70% OF RH 

ABOVE RANGE 

MEASUREMENTS ARE 

BETWEEN 20 AND 8 HOURS 

CONCLUSIONS 

IT  CAN BE ASSUMED TH AT RELATIVE HUMIDITY SHALL NEVER  BE INCREASED  

RELATIVE HUMIDITY STAYS PRACTICALLY STABLE  INSIDE THE RANGE BETWEEN 14 AND 17 HO URS,  

WHEN CONTROLLING IT  WOULD NOT BE NECESSA RY 

BETWEEN 20 AND 8 HOU RS RELATIVE HUMIDITY  WILL  NEED TO BE DECR EASED INTO THE RANGE  
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“Es la competencia universitaria más importante a 
nivel mundial, que reúne las mejores 20 propuestas 
en la aplicación de energía solar en el sector de 
vivienda."

SDE
SOLAR DECATHLON EUROPE

TEC TEAM

Declarado de 
interés público



TEC TEAM
DISCIPLINAS 
trabajando en 13 académicas

EQUIPO

INSTITUTO TECNÓLOGICO DE COSTA RICA

Hemos sido escogidos dentro de los mejores 20 
equipos universitarios del mundo, que competirán 
en la edición del Solar Decathlon Europa 2014, 
Francia.

Somos estudiantes, profesores e investigadores del 
Instituto Tecnológico de Costa Rica, de diferentes 
disciplinas, unidos por un objetivo y un sueño en 
común.

TROPIKA
CONCEPTO HABITACIONAL

VERSATILIDAD
COMO PATROCINADOR

La construcción está pensada para ser resuelta con 
materiales locales, energías responsables y un 
modelo con la capacidad de ser replicable en 
cualquier lugar del mundo que cuente con 
características climatológicas similares a las de Costa 
Rica.

MAXIMIZANDO CONDICIONES TRÓPICALES SOLUCIONES INTELIGENTES 

COLABORADORES

Además de funcionar como una casa el modelo 
puede apilarse hasta en 4 pisos para convertirse 
en una solución vertica que busca el máximo 
aprovechamiento del espacio

El proyecto representa un hito en la vinculación 
academia, gobierno y sector empresa.

Team Réciprocité
Team Rooftop

Team Bucharest 2014

Team Inside Out

Team Delft Versailles 2014

Team ONTOP

UPE Team

Rame4 DenCIty

Lucerne Suisse

Plateau Team

Chiba University Japan

Atlantic Challenge

DTU

Team Shunya

Casa Fenix UTFSN

Kmutt Team

Barcelona Tech 2014

NCTU UNICODE
Mexico

TEC TEAM



TEC TEAM

Solar Decathlon 
París-Francia2014

@sde14tec | #tecteam Tec Team

Es una competencia a nivel mundial que reta a equipos 

universitarios a diseñar y construir casas que funcionen 

con energía solar.



@sde14tec | #tecteam Tec Team

del

futuro
casa

38 estudiantes del TEC
construyendo con sus manos la

TEC TEAM



@sde14tec | #tecteam Tec Team

que
sabías?

TEC TEAM

El TEC participará en el Solar Decathlon 
2014, contra 19 Universidades de las 
más prestigiosas a nivel mundial.

Alemania

Francia

Costa
Rica

Japón

Italia

USA

México



@sde14tec | #tecteam Tec Team

que
sabías

juan 

?

TEC TEAM

Egresado de la Escuela de Diseño, 
formó un equipo de casi 40 estudian-
tes del TEC para participar en el 
Solar Decathlon 2014

martí
carlos 



@sde14tec | #tecteam Tec Team

que
sabías

es el primer equipo multidisciplinario del TEC
 TEAM 

?

TEC TEAM

TEC
Arquitectura

Diseño

Industrial

Electro-

mecaánica

Electrónica

Ingeniería

Ambiental

Seguridad

Laboral

Administración

Computación

Ingeniería

Contrucción



La Escuela de Ingeniería en

ahora forma parte de
CONTRUCCIóN

TEC TEAM

Solar Decathlon 
París-Francia2014

@sde14tec | #tecteam Tec Team



TEC TEAM

La Escuela de Ing. 

ahora forma parte de

D seño
ndustrial

Solar Decathlon 
París-Francia2014



La Escuela de Ingeniería

ahora forma parte de
electrónica

TEC TEAM

Solar Decathlon 
París-Francia2014

@sde14tec | #tecteam Tec Team



La Escuela de Ingeniería

ahora forma parte de

electro
mecánica

TEC TEAM

Solar Decathlon 
París-Francia2014

@sde14tec | #tecteam Tec Team

david
vaglio



La Escuela de

ahora forma parte de
arquitectura

TEC TEAM

Solar Decathlon 
París-Francia2014

@sde14tec | #tecteam Tec Team



La Escuela de Ingeniería en

ahora forma parte de

tecnologías
informaciónde

TEC TEAM

Solar Decathlon 
París-Francia2014

@sde14tec | #tecteam Tec Team



La Escuela de Ingeniería en

ahora forma parte de
e Higiene Ambiental

seguridad
laboral

TEC TEAM

Solar Decathlon 
París-Francia2014

@sde14tec | #tecteam Tec Team



ahora forma parte de

La Escuela de Ingeniería en

mecatrónica

TEC TEAM

Solar Decathlon 
París-Francia2014

@sde14tec | #tecteam Tec Team



TEC TEAM

La Escuela de Ing. 

ahora forma parte de

D seño
ndustrial

Solar Decathlon 
París-Francia2014



ahora forma parte de
COMPUTACIón

TEC TEAM

Solar Decathlon 
París-Francia2014

@sde14tec | #tecteam Tec Team

La Escuela de Ingeniería en



ahora forma parte de
ambiental

TEC TEAM

Solar Decathlon 
París-Francia2014

@sde14tec | #tecteam Tec Team

La Escuela de Ingeniería 



TEC TEAM

Tendremos mesa de

una presentación de

ping pong

photobooth

concursos y más...
monocafé

1 1 : 30
mañana

frente al comedor

T E  I N V I TA M O S

















Inauguración oficial 
de Trópika

Encuentro con 
patrocinadores, socios y 
medios de comunicación

Invita:www.tecteamcostarica.org

Día: Jueves 20 de Febrero.
Hora: 9:00 a.m.

info@tecteamcostarica.org
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PATROCINADORES: TEC EN EL 
SOLAR DECATHLON VERSAILLES 

2014 

PATROCINADORES: TEC EN EL 
SOLAR DECATHLON VERSAILLES 

2014 

PATROCINADORES: TEC EN EL 
SOLAR DECATHLON VERSAILLES 

2014 

PATROCINADORES: TEC EN EL 
SOLAR DECATHLON VERSAILLES 

2014 

PATROCINADORES: TEC EN EL 
SOLAR DECATHLON VERSAILLES 

2014 

PATROCINADORES: TEC EN EL 
SOLAR DECATHLON VERSAILLES 

2014 

PATROCINADORES: TEC EN EL 
SOLAR DECATHLON VERSAILLES 

2014 

PATROCINADORES: TEC EN EL 
SOLAR DECATHLON VERSAILLES 

2014 

Confección de Tríángulos decorativos  















sde14tec@gmail.com
www.tecteamcostarica.org

Juan Carlos Martí  +506 8328 0431

Bryan Navarro  +506 6003 0453

TEC TEAM
Seleccionado para

Europe 2014
SOLAR DECATHLON

EFICIENCIA ENERGÉTICA
SOSTENIBILIDAD

BAJO IMPACTO AMBIENTAL

“Es la competencia universitaria más importante a 
nivel mundial, que reúne las mejores 20 propuestas 
en la aplicación de energía solar en el sector de 
vivienda."

SDE
SOLAR DECATHLON EUROPE

TEC TEAM

Declarado de 
interés público



TEC TEAM
DISCIPLINAS 
trabajando en 13 académicas

EQUIPO

INSTITUTO TECNÓLOGICO DE COSTA RICA

Hemos sido escogidos dentro de los mejores 20 
equipos universitarios del mundo, que competirán 
en la edición del Solar Decathlon Europa 2014, 
Francia.

Somos estudiantes, profesores e investigadores del 
Instituto Tecnológico de Costa Rica, de diferentes 
disciplinas, unidos por un objetivo y un sueño en 
común.

TROPIKA
CONCEPTO HABITACIONAL

VERSATILIDAD
COMO PATROCINADOR

La construcción está pensada para ser resuelta con 
materiales locales, energías responsables y un 
modelo con la capacidad de ser replicable en 
cualquier lugar del mundo que cuente con 
características climatológicas similares a las de Costa 
Rica.

MAXIMIZANDO CONDICIONES TRÓPICALES SOLUCIONES INTELIGENTES 

COLABORADORES

Además de funcionar como una casa el modelo 
puede apilarse hasta en 4 pisos para convertirse 
en una solución vertica que busca el máximo 
aprovechamiento del espacio

El proyecto representa un hito en la vinculación 
academia, gobierno y sector empresa.

Team Réciprocité
Team Rooftop

Team Bucharest 2014

Team Inside Out

Team Delft Versailles 2014

Team ONTOP

UPE Team

Rame4 DenCIty

Lucerne Suisse

Plateau Team

Chiba University Japan

Atlantic Challenge

DTU

Team Shunya

Casa Fenix UTFSN

Kmutt Team

Barcelona Tech 2014

NCTU UNICODE
Mexico

TEC TEAM
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Media Plan 2014 
 

Objective 

Contribute to brand positioning associated to TEC's participation, included TEC Team, Trópika, sponsors and partners, emphasizing compliance 

with the negotiations agreed with each party. 

 

Strategy 

The media plan for this year, is governed under the premise to make the most of different media, as was done in the previous year, these media 

involving TV, Newspaper, Radio, Magazine and Web, however the premise for this year aims to extend the same with the addition of 

international, regional media and blogs. 

 

Since we are going to have a greater number of attractive features, also participation in events, press conferences and major events related to 

construction, disarmament, boarding, books, simulations, competition, etc. Thus the latent possibility to form part of the "Creative Business Cup 

2014" to be held in Denmark, direct linking events to our Web site, Web sites and / or social networks of our sponsors and / or partners, are 

aspects that certainly look forward to use them in the best way, to fulfill our goals and exceed the expectations of all involved. 

 

Given the above context the implementation, execution and monitoring of the following work plan, where the classification is proposed: 

 

o A: Topics of interest. It is subject to certain potential for the media. It is not recommended to invite a journalist to do an exclusive 

interview, much less for a press conference.  

o AA: Is the issue that lends itself to more than a press release, because it can arouse the interest of one or more media interviews one by 

one, but does not qualify to invite the press massively.  

o AAA: Topics of great interest. You can prepare a press conference, an event or a tour, etc. 

 

DATE TOPIC APPROACH MECHANISM SUGGESTED MEDIA CATEGORY 

February Start of Trópika 

construction. 

 

Simulation of Solar 

Decathlon Europe, 

during the Construction 

The TEC Team takes stage the 

Pedregal Events Center for a small 

simulation of what you will be 

building in France, joining the 

house right there in a week, for 

display at the Construction and 

Press releases and / or 

associated interviews 

with the development 

of building Trópika and 

expectations of the first 

project official 

All media, including 

blogs, regional and 

international media. 

  

Including special 

invitations to the 

AAA 
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and Housing Expo 2014. Housing Expo 2014, with the first 

full-scale prototype, where they 

will be sharing with different 

visitors and media the most 

important aspects.  

 

We take advantage of press 

conferences with participation of 

sponsors and partners that 

reflects the seriousness of the 

project. 

presentation and 

massive-scale. 

  

Meeting between TEC 

Executive Team, 

sponsors and partners.  

 

Press Conference.  

 

Guided participants of 

Expo-Building Views. 

press conference, the 

timetable for 

subsequent 

interviews, press 

releases and / or 

visits to specific 

points of interest. 

March Start of Trópika 

construction. 

 

Experiences during the 

Construction and 

Housing Expo 2014 and 

the main challenges of 

the project to the next 

steps and strategies 

associated with 

marketing and / or 

market Trópika, in 

different contexts. 

The TEC Team will be sharing 

about the main technical and non-

technical challenges associated 

with the project as well as the 

experience and learning gained 

during the development of the 

Construction and Housing Expo 

2014. 

  

Addition will provide an overview 

of what the future expectations of 

the project, so what would be the 

development of competition as it 

is a possible implementation and 

replication of the model in the 

Costa Rican reality, emphasizing 

the benefits to the population 

aging, the environment, urban 

intervention, affordability and 

business model for the Costa 

Press releases and / or 

interviews associated 

to anticipated topics. 

All media, including 

blogs, regional and 

international media. 

  

Include some specific 

media such as “El 

Cabildo”, “Hoy en 

Positivo”, “La Voz de 

los Mayores”, 

“Habitar”, “Mercados 

y Tendencias”, 

“Estrategias y 

Negocios”. 

AA 
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Rican population. 

 

April Official presentation of 

Trópika at its 100%.  

 

Trópika's shipping, 

heading to Versailles, 

France. 

The TEC Team proceeds to 

present exclusively in real scale, 

the final proposal to be presented 

at the Solar Decathlon.  

 

The TEC Team proceed to embark 

Trópika in containers for later 

assembly in France, performed an 

act in conjunction with sponsors 

and all involved in the project, 

prior to landing. 

Press releases and / or 

interviews associated 

to anticipated topics. 

 

Meeting between TEC 

Executive Team, 

sponsors, partners and 

stakeholders.  

 

Press Conference with 

guided tour at its 100% 

Trópika. 

All media, including 

blogs, regional and 

international media. 

  

Including special 

invitations to the 

press conference 

tour. 

AAA 

May Final preparations for 

the departure of the TEC 

Team France. 

The TEC Team takes the last 

strategic adjustments to meet 

next month to challenges 

involving competition, where they 

seek to be in the top five, also 

shared with the Costa Rican 

population on the experience, 

expectations and specific aspects 

that have sued this great 

competition. 

Press releases and / or 

interviews associated 

to anticipated topics. 

All media, including 

blogs, regional and 

international media. 

 

AA 

June TEC Team travel to 

France. 

 

Start of Trópika’s 

construction in France. 

 

The TEC Team leaves for France 

and with them all the enthusiasm 

and desire to put up the name of 

Costa Rica one of the most 

important university competitions 

worldwide, where not only a house 

will be built will, but demonstrate 

Press releases and / or 

interviews associated 

to anticipated topics. 

 

Meeting between TEC 

Executive Team, 

sponsors, partners and 

All media, including 

blogs, regional and 

international media. 

 

AAA 
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the ability of the Costa Rican 

population to innovate and 

promote real solutions to the 

different needs of the planet. And 

the potential they represent 

collaborative approaches between 

academia-government and private 

sector. 

 

The TEC Team begins construction 

of Trópika in Versailles, France, 

putting in evidence once again the 

ability of Costa Ricans, the 

challenge pressure of 19 other 

competitors who seek to put in 

place in just 10 days which adds 

called as "the houses of the 

future", which must be 100% 

functional and equipped to meet 

international best practice and 

addressing 10 tests ranging from 

energy efficiency and market 

viability of each of the proposed 

solutions. 

stakeholders.  

 

Announcements and 

thanks for Stream and 

/ or informative 

Podcast. 

July SDE Awards 2014.  

 

Returns the TEC Team. 

Emphasis will be placed on the 

amount of points that the TEC 

Team accumulates during the 

competition and the difference 

from its closest competitors, and 

the media coverage at the time 

that one or more awards will 

Press releases and / or 

interviews associated 

to anticipated topics. 

 

Meeting between TEC 

Executive Team, 

sponsors, partners and 

All media, including 

blogs, regional and 

international media, 

considering various 

media site during the 

competition. 

AAA 
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receive, like any other aspect of 

relevance presented during the 

meeting. 

 

Subsequently intended to 

emphasize the results of the 

competition, including the 

experience, learning and 

reflections. 

stakeholders.  

 

Announcements and 

thanks for Stream and 

/ or informative 

Podcast. 

 

Regarding social networks, the TEC Team has Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and LinkedIn, for constant communication of news, press, graphic, 

audiovisual materials, photography and others. 

 

It is important to note that we have provided a media impact that exceeds that recorded in previous editions of the Solar Decathlon Europe 

2014, where for example according to records of the Solar Decathlon Europe in Madrid in 2012, a media impact is quantified around the 

following: 

 Online with over 1200 publications.  

 Printed with 250 articles in 150 magazines around the world.  

 Audio-video with more than 500 reports across the globe and more than 87 radio interviews.  

 During the competition with 220,000 visitors and hundreds of reporters from around the world. 

Additionally, the national spread, as of the Trópika project today, has been replicated in more than 30 media country in which “La Nación”, “La 

República”, Channel 7, Channel 11, Channel 9, SINART, Monumental, is included “El Financiero”, “Prensa Libre”, among others. All this publicity 

has been generated due to the interest generated by a project of this nature, which is part of issues associated with renewable energy, energy 

efficiency, entrepreneurship, innovation, sustainability, architecture, construction, science and technology, all within an international framework 

that strengthens our participation, not only as a college proposal, but as a given country. 



Sponsorship - Solar Decathlon 2014
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Solar Decathlon
Competencia mundial contruyendo viviendas del futuro

This competition aims university teams to design, build and operate houses where new gui-
delines are presentd in favor of energy efficiency, sustainability, innovation and low environ-
mental impact. Only the 20 best proposals clasify, where TEC is part of this select group  for 
the 2014 edition. 

This edition will be held in Versailles, France sponsored by the French government, the 
Department of Energy and the U.S. Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL). The Solar Deca-
thlon is today one of the most prestigious competitions in the world around renewables.

Participación de Costa Rica - marca país

Participation in the Solar Decathlon TEC represents an excellent opportunity to demonstra-
te, promote and strengthen the perception people have of Costa Rica, in their commitment 
to sustainable development and their leadership, innovation, engineering and intelligent 
design. 

The Solar Decathlon is an opportunity to demonstrate the country’s ideal which seeks to 
place Costa Rica as a country committed to sustainable development and enhance our 
ability to generate high technology.  

Solar Decathlon Madrid 2012
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SPONSORS

LETS CHANGE
TOGETHER 
COSTA RICA
THE FUTURE OF

Space reserved for 2 flag sponsors. Companies will have more 
brand exposure in the project., have additional benefits and the 
opportunity to use the house in an exclusive event.

Space reserved for prominent companies. Have exposure both 
nationally and internationally. These companies represent the base 
of our project. In addition they will have exclusive benefits of brand 
projection.

All companies wishing to join the project, will have large benefits 
under our plan of media: print, radio, television and internet.

Every company, institution or individual that helps us materialize this 
great project.
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*

Brand inside the house

Exclusive presentation pre-contest and post-con-
test inaguration

Possibility of a private event for customers and 
partners

Positioning of logo on back-panel in press

Positioning the logo in the television space within 
our outreach to the media

Recognition of the company in the radial space 
Monumental described in our media plan,

Company logo on the shirt used by the team

Branding on a Billboard outside the house

Brand positioning in front of our house in France

Projection of brand on our printed materials

Digital news about their brands on our social 
networks and website

Logo on our social networks and official website 
with link to your pages

Invitation to the exclusive inauration event

(2 a month) (3 a month) (4 a month)(1 a month)

(5 guests) (8 guests) (10 guests)(3 guests)

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

image size will vary depending on the category 

Sponsors
3 ways to collaborate

In-Kind donations: Necessary household materials, appliances, tools 
and more are included.
Cash: Donations will be used during the development and competi-
tion, as well for materials, logistics, and prototyping.
Technical assistance: a fundamental part of the project, technical 
expertise in different areas: photovoltaic systems, carbon footprint 
analysis, logistics, among others.

Declared of 
Public Interes 
by President

Sponsor Mega-Sponsor Giga-Sponsor Tera-Sponsor
$1000-9999

BENEFITS
$10000-29999 $30000-49999 $50000 -

1

2
3
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+ Benefits
We need your active part on the project

Linking to TEC
Linking with the Technological Institute of Costa Rica , the university will publicly recognized 
the positive impact your business brings to our institution.

Image Exhibition
Good corporate image to support initiatives that promote the search for a sustainable society 
which aims to use resources more efficiently  and is conscious of the environmental impact.

Talent
To foster a generation of young innovators and entrepreneurs with social mentality, leaders-
hip and creativity, which make up the a strong working force in the near future .

Networking
Network of excellence to be able to establish contacts and links to other sponsors and 
students participants of the 20 competing teams.

Brand Exposure
Media exposure worldwide , companies can disseminate their brand and their work to your 
target audience around the world.

Branding
Positioning as a desirable employer for their CSR , an organization committed to society and 
the environment.

Generating Content
The material generated by our team can be used in media and marketing of your organiza-
tion, the same shall be provided with continuous updates of high quality and visual impact, 
helping to attract customers, employees, and other partners.

Strategic Alliances
Possibility to establish alliances or collaboration agreements in the development of joint 
projects between the different partners.

Public Recognition
Public recognition as an organization committed to youth, entrepreneurship, innovation , 
sustainable development and the elderly.
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Brand Exposure
In and outside the house

Tera - 12 logos - 15x15 in

Billboard

Tera
Giga
Mega

-- 15x15 in
-  9x9 in
-  6x6 in

Mega - 1 logo-   0,8x0,8 in

In the reception in France

Tera
Giga
Mega

- 1 logo - 12x12 in
- 1 logo - 7x7 in
- 1 logo - 6x6 in

Back-panel

Tera
Giga

-  12x12 in
-  7x7 in

Shirt

Tera
Giga

- 1 logo - 6x6 in
- 1 logo - 3x3 in

Print Material

Tera
Giga

- 1 logo - 2,0x2,0 in
- 1 logo - 1,2x1,2 in

Web and Digital Material

Tera - all sections - 2,2x2,2 in
Giga - all sections - 2,0x2,0 in
Mega - sponsors section - 1,7x1,7 in
Sponsor - sponsors section - 1,5x1,5 in

www.tecteamcostarica.org
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TEC TEAM

en Centro América
1 de los 3

1 de los 20
en Latinoamérica y

en el mundo

UNICOS´SOMOS

representando a
COSTA RICA

en el Solar Decathlon Europe 2014

@sde14tec | #tecteam Tec Team Tecnológico
de Costa RicaTEC

Contact us:
Ing. Juan Carlos Martí

Project Manager
Tel: 8328-0431
sde14tec@gmail.com

Bryan Navarro
Sponsors Manager
Tel: 6003-0453
bryannc06@gmail.com
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The TEC TEAM is a group of students from di�erent disciplines 
of the Instituto Tecnológico de Costa Rica which was chosen 
among the top twenty university teams in the world, which will 
compete in the Solar Decathlon Europe 2014, in France. 

This Corporate Visual Identity Manual contains the basic 
graphic elements and its implementing rules, aims to ensure 
consistency in the use of graphic symbols and provide variants 
that achieve a homogeneous and di�erentiated graphic image. 

The parameters and rules are presented to make use of isotype 
as correct and reproducible dimensions, modi�cations and 
possible applications.

PRESENTATION



CORPORATE IMAGE

The next pages will present the guidelines to use for the 
construction of the graphic logo of TEC TEAM and its  technical 

speci�cations.

TEC TEAM

1



The logotype represents the name of the team in one 
typographical source in capital letters. The text is use with  the 

standard measures of the typography.

LOGO

TEC TEAM

2



TYPOGRAPHY

The typography Jose�n Sans Std Light in capitals letters is used 
for principal font.The text is used with the standard measures 
of typography.

This kind of sans serief facilitate reading, which gives clarity and 
solidity to the logotype.

Josefin Sans Std Light

abcdefghijklmnñopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNÑOPQRSTUVWXYZ

1234567890!?%&@( ),.*+-
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TYPOGRAPHY

Euphemia and Helvetica Neue fonts are used for printed and 
digital materials like documents and publicity. These types of 

typography  present high legibility and great e�ciency  to 
transmit information.  

Euphemia

abcdefghijklmnñopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNÑOPQRSTUVWXYZ

1234567890!?%&@( ),.*+-

Helvetica Neue Lt Std

abcdefghijklmnñopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNÑOPQRSTUVWXYZ

1234567890!?%&@( ),.*+-
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In a grid of 20X x 21X four intrinsic and equilaterial triangules 
are drawn 

ISOTYPE

x

x
x
1.5 x

19 x
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A line is traced from the vertex of every angle of the exterior 
triangle up to the opposite side of the same triangule passing 

through the inmediate vertexes of the central triangles. 

ISOTYPE
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Some section are moved from their original position.

0.5 x

0.5 x

0.6 x

0.8 x

ISOTYPE
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x

0.9 x

Some sections stand out from the �gure.

ISOTYPE
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Some lines are eliminated from the �gure.

ISOTYPE
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The logotype is inserted in a grid of 27X x 23X with the same 
proportions .

0.5 x 15.7 x

1.3 x

IMAGOTYPE
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In order to protect the image, it is forbidden to insert any other 
gra�c inside the zone delimitated with the letter M. Its 
measures are the same than the M from the logotype. 

TEC TEAM

SPACE SECURITY
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The graphic logo can be use with the name of Costa Rica under 
the name of the team, beside it can be used without the name.

VARIANTS OF USE

12



It is important to respect the minimum size of the logotype to 
avoid losing legibility 

1,9 x 1,6 cm1,9 x 1,7 cm 0,7 x 0,7 cm

TEC TEAM

MINIMUM SIZE
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The o�cial chromatic is based in the four previous pantones, 
however the mentioned shades are used in diferents opacity. 

The equivalents  of the corporate colors are attached in CMYK 
and RGB of the corporate colors.  

Pantone Cool Grey 10 C

70% 62% 55% 6%

100% 100% 104%

Pantone 370 C

72% 33% 100% 0%

110% 134% 50%

Pantone Black C

0% 0% 0% 100%

33% 27% 15%

Pantone 376 C

60% 3% 100% 0%

141% 178% 53%

CHROMATIC
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100%

80%

60%

TEC TEAM

TEC TEAM

TEC TEAM

TEC TEAM

TEC TEAM

TEC TEAM

TEC TEAM

TEC TEAM

TEC TEAM

TEC TEAM

TEC TEAM

TEC TEAM

To use the graphic logotype in the corporate colors, it is 
recommended to gradate up to 60%. The brand will be use in 

applications with white backgrounds or contrast colors.

CHROMATIC VARIANTS

15



Thy logotype can also be use in white with background 
applying one of the corporative colors up to a 60%.

100%

80%

60%

TEC TEAM

TEC TEAM

TEC TEAM

TEC TEAM

TEC TEAM

TEC TEAM

TEC TEAM

TEC TEAM

TEC TEAM

TEC TEAM

TEC TEAM

TEC TEAM

EMPTY FILLING
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TEC TEAM TEC TEAM

Black and white are used as positive/negative 
of the graphic logo if it is necessary. 

POSITIVE / NEGATIVE

17



Grey scale is recommended for surfaces up tu 10% minimum of 
saturation.

TEC TEAM TEC TEAM TEC TEAM

100% 50% 10%

GRAYSCALE
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TEC TEAM TEC TEAM

According to the situation , the graphic logo can be use as a 
watermark with opacities from 20% to 10%. 

TEC TEAM

20% 15% 10%

WATERMARK
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Just in special occasions  the white logo can be use over a 
picture. They have to be totally contrasting so it keeps its 

legibility

TEC TEAM TEC TEAM

OVER IMAGE
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Changes of proportion, color, font, direction, location of 
elements or any other are forbidden.

TEC TEAM

TEC TEAM

TEC TEA
M

TEC TEAM

INCORRECT USES

21





brandbook



This is a guide to show the basic 
elements that make up Trópika. 

Have a look it would help you get to 
know our brand a little better. We will 

appreciate your time.
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the brand
identity

TEC Team has designed Trópika, an innovative, 
unprecedented solar housing proposal that will 
be presented at the Solar Decathlon 2014. The 
main goal of Trópika is to become a real solution 
for the coming years, not only by creating a 
solar energy efficient living proposal but also 
by proposing a solution of housing for older 
generations, given the high proportion of elderly 

people that is expected in the coming years. 

Through Trópika, TEC Team aims to offer 
senior citizens benefits in terms of efficiency, 
functionality, accessibility, inclusivity, versatility, 
sustainability, replicability and easy construction, 
which is our value proposition. These are the 
most valuable aspects that make a difference to 

opt for this type module housing.

4



our vision
a closer future...

OUR VISION 
 
To make Trópika an optimal solution for the 
needs of the future by considering the demands 
of senior citizens in a solar housing proposal that 
will be presented at the Solar Decathlon 2014, 
positioning TEC Team in terms of capability of 

engineering, innovation and intelligent design.

5



what we 
stand for...

OUR MISSION 

We are a team of students from the Costa Rica 
Institute of Technology that will be presenting at 
the Solar Decathlon 2014 a smart, solar efficient 
living proposal for the tropics named Trópika 
which separates itself from other proposals by 
offering functionality, accessibility, inclusiveness 
and mobility to the growing population of senior 

citizens.
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guidelines
Our logo is a valuable asset.  

Treat it nicely



distribution

x

6x

7x

5.25x

x
x/3

Take a minute to see how to 
distribute the logo

8



typography

Casper typography is used in its standares 
parameters for the logo.

Titillium font is used as a complementary font   
for printed and digital media.

Aa

Aa

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnñopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnñopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890
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chromatic

The oficial chromatic is based in the four 
previous colors. The equivalents of the 

corporate colors are attached in CMYK and RGB.

6 %

31 %

77 %

64 %

255 %

188 %

53 %

87 %

2 %

22 %

0 %

0 %

248 %

190 %

183 %

239 %

48 %

23 %

96 %

99 %

161 %

192 %

53 %

30 %

0 %

0 %

0 %

0 %
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positive / negative

Black and white are used as positive/negative
of the graphic logo if it is necessary.

11



watermark

According to the situation , the graphic logo can 
be use as a watermark with opacities from 20% 

to 10%.

20 % 15 % 10 %

12





 

 

Appendix 1. Interview to construction companies. 

Interview 
Subject: Risk during constructive process of 
habitation module. 
 
Elaborated by André Blanco M & Adelina Ortega R.  

 

Interview objective 

This interview is made for collect information to determinate the risks during the constructive 
process and ways to mitigate them. 

General information 

 
Company Name: _____________________________________________________ 
Date of Application:____________________  
Interviewer :_______________________________________________________  
 

Questions 

 

1. According to your experience in the construction section, which are the risk that the 
workers are exposed to? 

2. Which risks are the more common to occur? 

3. Can you tell us the main stages of your construction process? 

4. In which stage are more risks?  

5. Which risks do you consider have more impact? 

6. What system do you use to mitigate the risk your workers are exposed to? 

 

 



 

 

Risk analysis during the assembly and disassembly process 
The risk analysis was made with the Australian’s Risk Administration Standard AS/NZS 

4360: 1999; the procedure to make it is describe then. 
 
•Context: The TEC Team won the opportunity to compete in the international event, Solar 
Decatlhon Europe 2014. The teams had to desing the module, recive training for all specific tasks 
and is required that students of differents disciplines have to be capable of put the module together 
in 10 days, so, the risk evaluation is a very important part of the project. 
 
•Risk identification: The methodology that we used for the risk identification is the integration of:              
-Professionals opinions: The data was collected with a interview to the CEO of the Health and 
Safety department of 5 construction companies. 
-TEC Team opinion: We decide that the point of view of the members of the Team is very 
important  due to the knowledgment of the specific task that they have to develop in this project. 
-SDE regulation: The SDE regulation mention several risk that are in the French Law. We 
integrated those on the summary chart due to the  lack of the frequency.  
 
•Risk analysis: For make the risk analysis we define the parameters for every level either for the 
probability or the impact. 
 

-In the next chart we define the parameters for every level of the impact: 
 
 

Chart 1. Impact’s descriptive scale. 

Nivel  Descriptor Detalles 

1 Insignificant 
-Minor scrapes and/or hits that 

don’t require attention. 
-2 hours delay on tasks. 

2 Minor 
-Wounds that at least require the 

use of first aid kit. 
-5 hours delay on tasks. 

3 Moderate 
-Bleeding wounds. 

-8 hours delay on tasks. 

4 Major 
-Wounds that require special 

attention. 
-12 hours delay on tasks. 

5 Catastrophic. 
-Dead or hospitalization. 

-18 hours or more delay on tasks. 

Source: Blanco & Ortega, 2013. 
 

-The qualitative criteria for the probability of each risk are stablished on the chart 2. 
 

Chart 2. Probability’s descriptive scale.  

Nivel  Descriptor Descripción 

A Almost certain 

Is expected to occur la majority of 

time. 



 

 

Nivel  Descriptor Descripción 

B Likely 
Probably occurs the majority 

C Possible 
Its can occur sometime. 

D Unlikely 
Is rare for it to occur. 

E Rare 

Its can only occur in exceptional 

situations. 

Source: Australian’s Administration Risk Standard. (1999). 
 
 

•Risk Evaluation: When the impact level and the frecuency is assign to each risk we can 
determinate de risk analysis, the next chart describes the analysis. 
 

Chart 3. Risk analysis matrix. 

Probability 
Impact 

1 2 3 4 5 

A H H E E E 

B M H H E E 

C L M H E E 

D L L M H E 

E L L L H H 

Source: Australian’s Administration Risk Standard. (1999). 
 

: E= extreme, require immediate attention, H= high, requiere attention from the manager, M= moderate, its 
require manager responsabilities y L= low, require routine procedures managment. 

 
 
                                          
                                        



 

 

Risk analysis during the design and materials selection of the module. 
The risk analysis was made with the Australian’s Risk Administration Standard AS/NZS 

4360: 1999; the procedure to make it is describe then. 
 
•Context: The TEC Team won the opportunity to compete in the international event, Solar 
Decatlhon Europe 2014. The teams had to desing the module, recive training for all specific tasks 
and is required that students of differents disciplines have to be capable of put the module together 
in 10 days, so, the risk evaluation is a very important part of the project. 
 
•Risk identification: The methodology that we used for the risk identification were the selection of 
the most critical activities during the design and the materials selection and then analyze the 
associated risk. 
 
•Risk analysis: For make the risk analysis we define the parameters for every level either for the 
probability or the impact. 
 

-In the next chart we define the parameters for every level of the impact: 
 
 

Chart 1. Impact’s descriptive scale. 

Nivel  Descriptor Detalles 

1 Insignificant 3 days delay. 

2 Minor 1 weeks delay. 

3 Moderate 2 weeks delay. 

4 Major 3 weeks delay. 

5 Catastrophic. 4 or more, weeks delay. 

Source: Blanco & Ortega, 2013. 
 

-The qualitative criteria for the probability of each risk are stablished on the chart 2. 
 

Chart 2. Probability’s descriptive scale.  

Nivel  Descriptor Descripción 

A Almost certain 

Is expected to occur la majority of 

time. 

B Likely 
Probably occurs the majority 

C Possible 
Its can occur sometime. 

D Unlikely 
Is rare for it to occur. 



 

 

Nivel  Descriptor Descripción 

E Rare 

Its can only occur in exceptional 

situations. 

Source: Australian’s Administration Risk Standard. (1999). 
 
 

•Risk Evaluation: When the impact level and the frecuency is assign to each risk we can 
determinate de risk analysis, the next chart describes the analysis. 
 

Chart 3. Risk analysis matrix. 

Probability 
Impact 

1 2 3 4 5 

A H H E E E 

B M H H E E 

C L M H E E 

D L L M H E 

E L L L H H 

Source: Australian’s Administration Risk Standard. (1999). 
 

E= extreme, require immediate attention, H= high, requiere attention from the manager, M= moderate, its 
require manager responsabilities y L= low, require routine procedures managment. 

 
 
                                          
                                        



 

 

Appendix 9.4. Risk analysis of each task from the assembly and disassembly process. 

Activities Task 
Associated 

risk 

Risk Analysis 
Individual 
Protection 

Collective 
Protection 

Frecuency Impact level 

Previous 
works 

-Clean the 
construction site. 

Ergonomic B 4 E 

-Lumbar 

support belt. 
 

Safety 
shoes use. 

-Training in 

material 

handling. 
-Ergonomic 

tools. 
-Active 

breaks. 
-Tidiness 
program. 

Same Level 
Falls 

D 2 L 

-Arrival of the 
container to the 

site. 

Collision with 
vehicles 

D 5 E 
-Reflective 

vest. 

-Delimited 

zone for 

trucks and 

forklift. 
-Preventive 

trucks 
checks. 

-Install the working 

areas. 
 
-Place the metallic 

safety fences to 

delimit the 

construction site, 

crane area and other 

machinery area. 
 
-Place the tends, 

safety ribbons and 

plastic safety fences 

to delimit the work 

areas. 
 

-Place the 
signposting. 

Overexertion B 4 E 

-Lumbar 

support belt. 
-Sunblock 

use. 
-Work 

clothes made 

of cotton. 
 
-Shirts with 

sleeves 

-Manual 

handling 

training. 
-Work shifts. 
-Ergonomic 

tools. 
-Active 

breaks. 
-Hydration 

stations. 
-Rest shifts. 

-Sun 
shelter. 

Ergonomic B 4 E 

Heatstroke D 4 H 

Burns D 4 H 

Download tools. 

Falling 
objects 

C 4 E -Helmet use. 
 
-Lumbar 

support belt. 
 

-Safety 
shoes, 
safety 

helmet, 
safety 

glasses and 
gloves use. 

-Scaffold 

with skirting. 
-Crane’s 

hook with 

safety lock. 
-Training in 

load  

handling. 
-Ergonomic 

tools. 
-Active 

breaks. 
-First aid kit 

Ergonomic B 4 E 

Minor 
Abrasions 

A 2 H 

Hits A 2 H 

Cuts B 3 H 

-Assemble basic 

equipment. 
 
-Installation of 

Falling 
objects 

C 4 E 
-Helmet 

use. 

-Scaffold 

with skirting. 
-Crane’s 
hook with 

safety lock. 



 

 

Activities Task 
Associated 

risk 

Risk Analysis 
Individual 
Protection 

Collective 
Protection 

Frecuency Impact level 

heavy equipment. 
 

-Installing light 
equipment. 

Ergonomic B 4 E 

-Lumbar 
support 

belt. 
 

-Safety 
shoes, 
safety 

helmet, 
safety 

glasses and 
gloves use. 

-Training in 
material 
handling. 

-Ergonomic 
tools. 

-Active 
breaks. 

-First aid kit 

Minor 
Abrasions 

A 2 H 

Hits A 2 H 

Cuts B 3 H 

Site 
preparation 

-Checking the 

ground levels. 
 
-Ajust footing level 

out. 
 
-Determinate the 

location of the 

footings. 
 

-Level out the 
footings. 

Same Level 
Falls 

D 2 L 

-Safety 
glasses and 
gloves use. 

-Tidiness 
program. 

-Training in 
material 
handling. 

-First aid kit 

Minor 
Abrasions 

A 2 H 

Hits A 2 H 

Cuts B 3 H 

Establishme
nt of the 

foundation 
system 

-Transport the 
footings with the 
forklift to the site. 

 
-Place the 

footings to its 
place. 

 
-Check alignment. 

Collision with 
vehicles 

D 5 E 

-Reflective 
vest. 

 
-Sunblock 

use. 
 

-Work 
clothes 
made of 
cotton. 

 

-Delimited 
zone for 

trucks and 
forklift. 

 
-Preventive 

trucks 
checks. 

 
-Hydration 
stations. 

 
-Rest shifts. 

 
-Tidiness 
program. 

Heatstroke D 4 H 

Same Level 
Falls 

D 2 L 



 

 

Activities Task 
Associated 

risk 

Risk Analysis 
Individual 
Protection 

Collective 
Protection 

Frecuency Impact level 

Establishme
nt of primary 

structure 

-Transport the 

columns from 

container to the site 

with the forklift. 
 
-Attach the column 

to the crane. 
 
-Hoist the column 
Set columns into 

the fundations. 
 
-Place column’s 

holders. 
 
-Transport the rafter 

to its site with the 

forklift. 
 
-Attach the rafter to 

the crane. 
 
-Hoist the rafter 

with the crane. 
 

 
-Placement of the 

rafters. 
-Attach rafters to 

columns. 
 
-Transport the 

floor’s tie rafters 

with the forklift. 
 
-Attach the rafters 

with the  floor tie 

rafters 
Attach the columns 

with the  floor tie 

rafters. 
 
-Attach the footings 

with the  floor tie 

rafter. 
 
-Transport the 

capping rafters with 

the forklift. 
 
-Install the 

scaffolding. 
 
-Hoist the capping 

rafter into position 

Falling 
objects 

C 4 E 

-Helmet 
use. 

 
-Reflective 

vest. 
-Safety 

glasses and 
gloves use. 

-Scalffold 
with 

skirting. 
 

-Crane’s 
hook with 

safety lock. 
 

-Delimited 
zone for 

trucks and 
forklift. 

-Preventive 
trucks 

checks. 
-Training in 

material 
handling. 
-First aid 

kit. 

Collision with 
vehicles 

D 5 E 

Hits A 2 H 

Minor 
Abrasions 

A 2 H 



 

 

Activities Task 
Associated 

risk 

Risk Analysis 
Individual 
Protection 

Collective 
Protection 

Frecuency Impact level 

with the crane. 
 

-Attach the 
capping rafter to 

the columns. 

Floor 
installation 

-Transport the 
floor panel to the 

site with the 
forklift. 

-Classify the 
panels by tis size. 
-Attach the floor 
panels to each 

other. 
-Place the floor 
panels with the 

crane. 
-Attach the floor 

panels to the 
rafter. 

Falling 
objects 

C 4 E 

-Reflective 
vest. 

-Safety 
shoes, 
safety 

helmet, 
safety 

glasses and 
gloves use. 

-Scalffold 
with 

skirting. 
-Crane’s 
hook with 

safety lock. 
-Delimited 
zone for 

trucks and 
forklift. 

-Preventive 
trucks 

checks. 
-Training in 

material 
handling. 

-First aid kit 

Collision with 
vehicles 

D 5 E 

Minor 
Abrasions 

A 2 H 

Hits A 2 H 

Enclousures 

-Placement of the 
scaffoldings. 

-Transport the 
wall panels to the 

site with the 
forklift. 

-Attach the wall 

Different level 
falls 

B 4 E 
-Protective 
equipment 
for working 
at heights. 
-Reflective 

vest. 
- 

-Lumbar 

-Training in 
working at 
heights. 

-Scaffolds. 
-Lifelines, 
anchorage 
points and 
ladder use. 

Falling 
objects 

C 4 E 



 

 

Activities Task 
Associated 

risk 

Risk Analysis 
Individual 
Protection 

Collective 
Protection 

Frecuency Impact level 

panels to the 
crane. 

-Wall hoisting. 
-Place the wall 
panels between 

columns. 
-Attach the wall 

panels to the 
columns. 

-Transport the 
innerwall to the 

site with the 
forklift. 

-Assemble the 
innerwall panels. 

-Inner walls 
hoisting with the 

crane. 
-Place the wall 

panels. 
-Attach the inner 
wall panels with 
the perimeter. 
-Transport the 
windows to the 

site with the 
forklift. 

-Assemble the 
windows items. 

-Place each 
element of the 

window 
-Transport the 
door to the site 
with the forklift. 

-Doors 
installations. 

Collision with 
vehicles 

D 5 E 

support 
belt. 

-Safety 
shoes, 
safety 

helmet, 
safety 

glasses and 
gloves use. 
-Sunblock 

use. 
-Work 
clothes 
made of 
cotton. 

-Scalffold 
with 

skirting. 
-Crane’s 
hook with 

safety lock. 
-Delimited 
zone for 

trucks and 
forklift. 

-Preventive 
trucks 

checks. 
-Training in 

material 
handling. 
-Ergomic 

tools. 
-Active 
breaks. 

-Training in 
material 
handling. 

-First aid kit 
-Hydration 
stations. 

-Rest shifts. 

Overexertion B 4 E 

Ergonomic B 4 E 

Minor 
Abrasions 

A 2 H 

Hits A 2 H 

Cuts B 3 H 

Heatstroke D 4 H 

Roof 
installation 

-Transport the 
roof rafter to the 

site with the 
crane. 

-Attach the roof 
rafters to the 

crane. 
-Hoist the roof 

rafter. 
-Attach the hoist 

rafter to the 
columns 

-Transport the 
roof battens from 
the container to 

Different level 
falls 

B 4 E 

-Protective 
equipment 
for working 
at heights. 
-Reflective 

vest. 
- 

-Lumbar 
support 

belt. 
-Safety 
shoes, 
safety 

helmet, 
safety 

glasses and 
gloves use. 

-Training in 
working at 
heights. 

-Scaffolds. 
-Lifelines, 
anchorage 
points and 
ladder use. 
-Scalffold 

with 
skirting. 
-Crane’s 
hook with 

safety lock. 
-Delimited 
zone for 

trucks and 

Falling 
objects 

C 4 E 

Collision with 
vehicles 

D 5 E 

Overexertion B 4 E 



 

 

Activities Task 
Associated 

risk 

Risk Analysis 
Individual 
Protection 

Collective 
Protection 

Frecuency Impact level 

the site with the 
forklift. 

-Attach the roof 
battens to the roof 

rafter. 
-Transport the 

roof deck to the 
site with the 

forklift. 
-Attach roof 

deck’s pieces 
together. 

-Attach to the roof 
battens. 

-Install the 
support structure 
for the bathroom 

roof. 
-Install the water 

tanks. 
-Transport the 

bathroom ceiling 
panels to the site. 

-Attach the 
bathroom ceiling 

panels to the 
crane 

-Hoist the 
bathroom ceiling 

panels. 
-Place the 

bathroom ceiling 
panels. 

-Attach the 
bathroom ceiling 

panels to the 
structure. 

-Transport the 
module ceiling 

panels to the site. 
-Attach the 

module’s ceiling  
panels to the 

crane. 
-Hoist the module 
ceiling panels with 

the crane. 
-Place the module 

ceiling panels. 
-Attach the 

module ceiling 
panels to the 

structure 

Ergonomic B 4 E 

-Sunblock 
use. 

-Work 
clothes 
made of 
cotton. 

forklift. 
-Preventive 

trucks 
checks. 

-Training in 
material 
handling. 
-Ergomic 

tools. 
-Active 
breaks. 

-Training in 
material 
handling. 

-First aid kit 
-Hydration 
stations. 

-Rest shifts. 

Minor 
Abrasions 

A 2 H 

Hits A 2 H 

Cuts B 3 H 

Heatstroke D 4 H 



 

 

Activities Task 
Associated 

risk 

Risk Analysis 
Individual 
Protection 

Collective 
Protection 

Frecuency Impact level 

Electrical 
installation        

Domitic 
installation        

Thermofluid
s instalation        

Garden 
installation        

Hall and 
ramp 

construction 

-Transport hall 
columns from 

container to the 
site with the 

forklift. 
-Attach the 

columns to the 
crane. 

-Hoist the hall 
columns 

-Place the hall 
columns 

-Attach hall 
columns to footing 

-Transport the 
rafter with the 

forklift. 
-Place the rafter 
with the crane. 

-Attach the rafter 
to columns 

-Transport floor 
enclosures with 

the forklift. 
-Attach floor 

enclousures to 
the rafter. 

-Transport the 
capping rafter 

-Hoist the capping 
rafter. 

-Attach the 
capping to the 

column 

Different level 
falls 

B 4 E 

-Protective 
equipment 
for working 
at heights. 
-Reflective 

vest. 
- 

-Lumbar 
support 

belt. 
-Safety 
shoes, 
safety 

helmet, 
safety 

glasses and 
gloves use. 

-Safety 
shoes, 
safety 

helmet, 
safety 

glasses and 
gloves use. 
-Sunblock 

use. 
-Work 
clothes 
made of 
cotton. 

-Training in 
working at 
heights. 

-Scaffolds. 
-Lifelines, 
anchorage 
points and 
ladder use. 
-Scalffold 

with 
skirting. 
-Crane’s 
hook with 

safety lock. 
-Delimited 
zone for 

trucks and 
forklift. 

-Preventive 
trucks 

checks. 
-Manual 
handling 
training. 
-Work 
shifts. 

 
-Ergomic 

tools. 
-Active 
breaks. 

-Training in 
material 
handling. 

-First aid kit 
-Training in 

material 
handling. 

Falling 
objects 

C 4 E 

Collision with 
vehicles 

D 5 E 

Overexertion B 4 E 

Ergonomic B 4 E 

Minor 
Abrasions 

A 2 H 

Hits A 2 H 

Cuts B 3 H 

Heatstroke D 4 H 



 

 

Activities Task 
Associated 

risk 

Risk Analysis 
Individual 
Protection 

Collective 
Protection 

Frecuency Impact level 

-Transport the 
ramp to the site. 
-Assemble the 

ramp items 
-Place the ramp 
-Assemble the 

roof deck  
-Place the roof 

deck 
-Assemble the 
garden items 

-Place the garden 
items 

Same Level 
Falls 

D 2 L 

-First aid kit 
-Hydration 
stations. 

-Rest shifts. 
-Tidiness 
program. 

Final details 

-Transport the 
marquee 

-Attach the 
marquee to the 
capping rafter  
-Transport the 

railings 
-Place the 
railings. 

-Place tensors 
-Transport the 

flowerpots 
-Place the 
flowerpots 
-Place the 

components 
-Transport the 

furniture  
-Place the 
furniture 

-Transport the 
grid 

-Place the grid  
-Place the 

components 
-Transport the 

metallic letters of 
the module 
-Place the 

metallic letters. 
-Transport the 

ramp accessories. 
-Place the ramp 

accessories. 
-Asssemble the 

ramp. 

Different level 
falls 

B 4 E 

-Protective 
equipment 
for working 
at heights. 
-Reflective 

vest. 
- 

-Lumbar 
support 

belt. 
-Safety 
shoes, 
safety 

helmet, 
safety 

glasses and 
gloves use. 

-Safety 
shoes, 
safety 

helmet, 
safety 

glasses and 
gloves use. 
-Sunblock 

use. 
-Work 
clothes 
made of 
cotton. 

-Training in 
working at 
heights. 

-Lifelines, 
anchorage 
points and 
ladder use. 
-Scaffold 

with 
skirting. 

-Delimited 
zone for 

trucks and 
forklift. 

-Manual 
handling 
training. 
-Work 
shifts. 

 
-Ergonomic 

tools. 
-Active 
breaks. 

-Training in 
material 
handling. 

-First aid kit 
-Training in 

material 
handling. 

-First aid kit 
-Hydration 
stations. 

-Rest shifts. 
-Tidiness 
program. 

Falling 
objects 

C 4 E 

Collision with 
vehicles 

D 5 E 

Overexertion B 4 E 

Ergonomic B 4 E 

Minor 
Abrasions 

A 2 H 

Hits A 2 H 

Cuts B 3 H 

Heatstroke D 4 H 

Same Level 
Falls 

D 2 L 

   



 

 

  



 

 

  



 

 

  



 

 

  



 

 

  



 

 

  



 

 

 



 



Id Modo de 
tarea

Nombre de tarea DuraciónComienzo 
programado

Fin PredecesorasWorkers

1 Site preparation 11,5 horaslun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14
2 Start Day 1 Shift 1 0 horas lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14
3 Arrival of the first container 11,5 horaslun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 2
4 Arrival of the container 30 mins lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14
5 Download the materials to site 

accomodation
45 mins lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 4 6

6 Download and placement of the 
basic tools

45 mins lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 5 6

7 Download the footings elements 1 hora lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 6 6

8 Download the columns and rafters
from the container

2 horas lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 7 6

9 Download the inferior sheets from
the container

1 hora lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 8 6

10 Start Day 1 Shift 2 0 horas lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14
11 Download the rockwool from the container1 hora lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 9 6
12 Download the superior sheets 

from the container
30 mins lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 11 6

13 Download the roof accesories 
from the container

30 mins lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 12 6

14 Download the solar panels 
structure from the container

30 mins lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 13

15 Download water collectors from 
the container

30 mins lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 14CC 6

16 Download the chimney structure 
from the container and its 
enclosures

30 mins lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 15 2

17 Download the floor structural 
insulation panels from the 
container

30 mins lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 16 2

18 Download the Panel 1 Wall 7 from
the container

1 hora lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 17 6

19 Download the Panel 2 Wall 7 from
the container

30 mins lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 18 6

20 Download Panel 3 Wall 7from the 
container

30 mins lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 19 6

21 Assembly of the rest and office area 
awning

30 mins lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 5

22 Assembly of the workshop area 
awning

15 mins lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 21

23 Install of the working areas 2 horas lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 22 3
24 Place the safety fences and the 

signposting
2 horas lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 23 3

25 Tropikas assembly 227,07 horaslun 16/06/14 jue 26/06/14
26 Clean of the site, work in pairs and 

shift transition
1 hora lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 10

27 Main structure 39,65 horaslun 16/06/14 mié 18/06/14
28 Determinate the location of the 

module elements
3,5 
horas

lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 24 3

29 Finish Day 1 Shift 1 0 horas lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 26
30 Footings placement 6 horas lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14
31 Transport the plaques to the 

site
30 mins lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 7;28 4

32 Place the plaques on its site 2 horas lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 31;28 4
33 Place the dummies and adjust 

the levels
2 horas lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 32 4

34 Start Day 1 Shift 3 0 horas lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14
35 Check alignment and final 

levels
1,5 
horas

lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 33 4

36 Assembly of the main structural 
frameworks

14,5 
horas

lun 16/06/14 mar 
17/06/14

37 Structural frameworks 
individual assembly

5 horas lun 16/06/14 mar 
17/06/14

44 Arrival of the crane 0 horas lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14
45 Placement of Axis A structural 

framework
45 mins mar 17/06/14 mar 

17/06/14
35;44;415

46 Placement of Axis B structural 
framework

45 mins mar 17/06/14 mar 
17/06/14

45 5

47 Boom Lift between Axis A and 
B, next to Axis 5

0 horas mar 17/06/14 mar 
17/06/14

48 Attach Axis A and Axis B 
structural frameworks on the 
capping and roof rafters, 
including the rafters on 3 and 4 
(bathroom's roof)

2 horas mar 17/06/14 mar 
17/06/14

46;49;50;475

49 Scaffoldings placement next to 
Axis A structural framework. 
Check everything is ok

1,5 
horas

lun 16/06/14 mar 
17/06/14

42 4

50 Scaffoldings placement next to 
Axis B. Check everything is ok.

1 hora mar 17/06/14 mar 
17/06/14

49 4

51 Placement of Axis A' floor rafter 30 mins mar 17/06/14 mar 
17/06/14

48 4

52 Placement of the floor tie 
rafters between Axis A and B

2 horas mar 17/06/14 mar 
17/06/14

51 4

53 Placement of Axis C structural 
framework

1 hora mar 17/06/14 mar 
17/06/14

48 5

54 Scaffoldings placement next to 
Axis C. Check everything is ok.

30 mins mar 17/06/14 mar 
17/06/14

53 4

55 Placement of Axis D structural 
framework

1 hora mar 17/06/14 mar 
17/06/14

53 5

56 Finish Day 1 Shift 3 0 horas mar 17/06/14 mar 17/06/14
57 Start Day 2 Shift 1 0 horas mar 17/06/14 mar 17/06/1456
58 Placement of the floor tie 

rafters between Axis B and C
0,75 
horas

mar 17/06/14 mar 
17/06/14

52;53 4

59 Scaffoldings placement next to 
Axis D. Check everything is ok.

1 hora mar 17/06/14 mar 
17/06/14

55CC;544

60 Attach Axis C and Axis D 
structural frameworks on the 
capping and roof rafters

2 horas mar 17/06/14 mar 
17/06/14

59 5

61 Placement of Axis C' floor rafter 0,5 
horas

mar 17/06/14 mar 
17/06/14

58;60 4

62 Placement of the floor tie 
rafters between Axis C and D

1 hora mar 17/06/14 mar 
17/06/14

61 4

63 Bathroom's roof 5,92 horasmar 17/06/14 mar 17/06/14
64 Hoist the bathroom's roof with 

the crane
30 mins mar 17/06/14 mar 

17/06/14
58;60

65 Place the roof panel's on its site 15 mins mar 17/06/14 mar 
17/06/14

64 5

66 Attach the roof panel's to the 
capping rafters

30 mins mar 17/06/14 mar 
17/06/14

65 5

67 Placement of the Boom Lift 
between Axis B and C, next to 
Axis 5

0 mins mar 17/06/14 mar 
17/06/14

47 5

68 Placement of the roof battens 2 horas mar 17/06/14 mar 
17/06/14

60;67;664

69 Placement of the Capping rafter
and roof rafters between Axis B 
and C

2 horas mar 17/06/14 mar 
17/06/14

68 4

70 Check structure levels 12 horasmar 17/06/14 mar 17/06/1446CC All
71 Roof 11,65 horasmar 17/06/14 mié 18/06/14
72 Place the lifelines 1 hora mar 17/06/14 mar 17/06/1469;66
73 Start Day 2 Shift 2 0 horas mar 17/06/14 mar 17/06/14
74 Attach the inferior sheets to the

crane
30 mins mar 17/06/14 mar 

17/06/14
68;70;9;69;724

75 Hoist the inferior sheets to the 
top of the battens and the Z's to
attach the roof

15 mins mar 17/06/14 mar 
17/06/14

74 4

76 Crane leaving 0 horas mar 17/06/14 mar 17/06/1475
77 Clean of the site, work in pairs 

and shift transition
1 hora mar 17/06/14 mar 

17/06/14
73

78 Finish Day 2 Shift 1 0 horas mar 17/06/14 mar 17/06/1477
79 Attach the inferior  sheets to 

the battens
2 horas mar 17/06/14 mar 

17/06/14
75 4

80 Floor 3 horas mar 17/06/14 mar 17/06/14
82 Attach the rockwool to the 

forklift
30 mins mar 17/06/14 mar 

17/06/14
79;11;754

83 Hoist the rockwool to the top of
the battens

30 mins mar 17/06/14 mar 
17/06/14

82 4

84 Place the rockwool above the 
inferior sheets

1 hora mar 17/06/14 mar 
17/06/14

83 4

85 Attach the superior sheets to 
the forklift

30 mins mar 17/06/14 mar 
17/06/14

83;12 4

86 Hoist the superior sheets to the
top of the battens

30 mins mar 17/06/14 mar 
17/06/14

85;84 4

87 Attach the superior sheets to 
the inferior sheets

2 horas mar 17/06/14 mar 
17/06/14

86 4

88 Start Day 2 Shift 3 0 horas mar 17/06/14 mar 17/06/14
89 Hoist the roof accesories with 

the foklift
30 mins mar 17/06/14 mar 

17/06/14
86;87;134

90 Place the gutter 0,97 horasmar 17/06/14 mar 17/06/1487;89 4
91 Place the drains 0,91 horasmar 17/06/14 mié 18/06/1490 4
92 Place the roof accesories 1 hora mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/1491 4
93 Clean of the site, work in pairs 

and shift transition
1 hora mar 17/06/14 mar 

17/06/14
88

94 Finish Day 2 Shift 2 0 horas mar 17/06/14 mar 17/06/1493

16/06

16/06

16/06
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Id Modo de 
tarea

Nombre de tarea DuraciónComienzo 
programado

Fin PredecesorasWorkers

95 Roof components assembly 5,9 horasmié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14
96 Chimney superior structure 1,25 

horas
mié 18/06/14 mié 

18/06/14
97 Hoist the main structure to 

the top of the roof
15 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 

18/06/14
87;16 4

98 Attach the main structure to 
the roof

0,25 
horas

mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

97 4

99 Place the chimney accesories
(botaguas)

7,5 
mins

mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

98 4

100 Hoist the chimney enclosures 30 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

99

101 Place the chimney 
enclousures

7,5 
mins

mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

100 4

102 Solar panels 3,75 horasmié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14
103 Solar panels structure 

assembly
0,75 
horas

mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

14;92 2

104 Hoist the solar panels with 
the forklift

1 hora mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

103;92CC2

105 Attach the solar panels to the
structure

3 horas mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

103;104CC2

106 Water collectors 4,25 horasmié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14
107 Hoist the water collectors to 

the top of the roof
15 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 

18/06/14
15;92;1012

108 Water collectors structure 
assembly

0,5 
horas

mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

107 2

109 Attach the water collectors to
the structure

1 hora mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

108 2

110 Install the pipes to connect 
the water collectors to the 
hot water tank

2 horas mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

109 2

111 Place plastic sheets under 
the floor to work properly

30 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

105;110;113

112 Arrival of the second container 12,13 
horas

mar 17/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

113 Download the plastic sheets 
(Producol) from the container

30 mins mar 17/06/14 mar 
17/06/14

93

114 Download the electrical 
components from the container

1 hora mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

113 5

115 Dowload the mechanical 
equipment from the container

30 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

114 5

116 Download the Oasys, Water 
bombs, Tanks, Dehumifier, 
Booster, Head exchanger, ducts , 
etc.

2 horas mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

115 5

117 Dowload Panel 1 Wall 11 from the
container

15 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

116 5

118 Download Panel 2 Wall 11 from 
the container

15 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

117 5

119 Dowload Panel 1 Wall 8 from the 
container

15 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

118 5

120 Download Panel 2 Wall 8 from the
container

15 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

119 5

121 Download Panel 3 Wall 8 from the
container

15 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

120 5

122 Dowload Panel 1 Wall 10 from the
container

15 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

121 5

123 Download Panel 2 Wall 10 from 
the container

15 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

122 5

124 Download Panel 3 Wall 10 from 
the container

15 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

123 5

125 Download Wall 6 from the 
container

15 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

124 5

126 Finish Day 2 Shift 3 0 horas mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14125
127 Start Day 3 Shift 1 0 horas mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14126
128 Download Wall 9 from the 

container
15 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 

18/06/14
127 5

129 Download the Panel 1 Wall 3 from
the container

15 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

128 5

130 Download the Panel 2 Wall 3 from
the container, including wall's roof

15 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

129 5

131 Download the Panel 1 Wall 1 from
the container

15 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

130 5

132 Download the Panel 2 Wall 1 from
the container

15 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

131 5

133 Download the Panel 1 Wall 2 from
the container

15 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

132 5

134 Download the Panel 2 Wall 2 from
the container

15 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

133 5

135 Download Wall 4 from the 
container

15 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

134 5

136 Download the chimney duct from 
the container

15 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

135 5

137 Download the chimney enclosure 
structure from the container

30 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

136 5

138 Download the Lobby, hall, and 
ramp components from the 
container

1 hora mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

137 5

139 Download the Lobby floor 
enclousure panels from the 
container

1 hora mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

138 5

140 Download the internal enclosures 
panels

30 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

139 5

141 Walls 20,15 horasmié 18/06/14 jue 19/06/14
142 Wall 7 3,75 horasmié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14
143 Attach the Panel 1 to the forklift15 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 

18/06/14
140 5

144 Place Panel 1 on its site 30 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14143 5
145 Attach the Panel 1 to the floor 

and columns
30 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 

18/06/14
144 5

146 Attach the Panel 2 to the forklift
trough the window space

15 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

145 5

147 Place Panel 2 on its site 30 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14146 5
148 Attach Panel 2 to the Panel 1, 

Capping rafter and Columns
30 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 

18/06/14
147 5

149 Attach the Panel 3 to the forklift15 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

148 5

150 Start Day 3 Shift 2 0 horas mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14
151 Place Panel 3 on its site 30 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 

18/06/14
149 5

152 Attach the Panel 3 to the 
capping rafter, roof rafter and 
columns

30 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

151 5

153 Electrical installations 9,94 horasmié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14
154 Placement of the electrical 

pipes under the floor
0,75 
horas

mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

111 4

155 Connect the electrical pipes 
and cables under the floor

3 horas mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

154 4

156 Attach the electrical pipes to 
the floor and floor tie rafters

1 hora mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

155 4

157 Place the electrical pipes and 
cables on the walls

2 horas mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

156 4

158 Wiring between walls and floor 1 hora mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14157 4
159 Place the lighting piping 2 horas mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14158 4
160 Clean of the site, work in pairs 

and shift transition
1 hora mié 18/06/14 mié 

18/06/14
150

161 Finish Day 3 Shift 1 0 horas mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14160
162 Wall 11 1 hora mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14
163 Place Panel 1 on its site 15 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14151 5
164 Attach Panel 1 to the floor and Wall 7 Panel 115 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14163 5
165 Place Panel 2 on its site 15 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14164 5
166 Attach Panel 2 to the Panel 1, Capping rafter and Wall 7 Panel 215 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14165 5
167 Wall 8 1,67 horasmié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14
168 Place Panel 1 on its site 15 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14166 5
169 Attach Panel 1 to the floor and Wall 7 Panel 125 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14168 5
170 Place Panel 2 on its site 15 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14169 5
171 Attach Panel 2 to the Panel 1, Capping rafter and Wall 7 Panel 215 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14170 5
172 Place Panel 3 on its site 15 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14171 5
173 Attach Panel 3 to the Capping rafter, roof rafter and Wall 7 Panel 315 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14172 5
174 Wall 10 1,5 horasmié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14
175 Place Panel 1 on its site 15 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14173 5
176 Attach Panel 1 to the floor, column and Wall 11 Panel 115 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14175 5
177 Place Panel 2 on its site 15 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14176 5
178 Attach Panel 2 to the Panel 1, Capping rafter and Wall 11 Panel 215 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14177 5
179 Place Panel 3 on its site 15 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14178 5
180 Attach Panel 3 to the Capping rafter and Roof rafter15 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14179 5
181 Wall 6 0,5 horasmié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14
182 Place Wall 6 on its site 15 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14180 5
183 Attach Wall 6 to the Floor, Capping rafter and Columns15 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14182 5
184 Wall 9 0,5 horasmié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14
185 Place Wall 9 on its site 15 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14183 5
186 Attach Wall 9 to the Floor, Capping rafter and Columns15 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14185 5
187 Wall 3 2,22 horasmié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14
188 Attach the Panel 1 to the forklift15 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14186 5
189 Place Panel 1 on its site 15 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14188 5
190 Attach the Panel 1 to the floor and columns30 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14189 5
191 Attach the Panel 2 to the forklift

in the top of the panel
15 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 

18/06/14
190 3

192 Place Panel 2 on its site 15 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14191 5
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Id Modo de 
tarea

Nombre de tarea DuraciónComienzo 
programado

Fin PredecesorasWorkers

193 Attach Panel 2 to the Panel 1 
and Columns

30 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

192 5

194 Start Day 3 Shift 3 0 horas mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14
195 Electrical installations 8 horas mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14
196 Lightning wiring 4 horas mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14159 4
197 Ceiling's panels placement 2 horas mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14196 4
198 Outleds placement 2 horas mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14197 4
199 Wall 1 2,5 horasmié 18/06/14 jue 19/06/14
200 Attach the Panel 1 to the forklift15 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 

18/06/14
193 5

201 Place Panel 1 on its site 30 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14200 5
202 Attach the Panel 1 to the floor 

and columns
30 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 

18/06/14
201 5

203 Attach the Panel 2 to the forklift15 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

202 5

204 Place Panel 2 on its site 30 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14203 5
205 Attach Panel 2 to the Panel 1, 

Capping rafter and Columns
30 mins mié 18/06/14 jue 19/06/14 204 5

206 Clean of the site, work in pairs 
and shift transition

1 hora mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

194

207 Finish Day 3 Shift 2 0 horas mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14206
208 Wall 2 1,5 horasjue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14
209 Place Panel 1 on its site 15 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 205 5
210 Attach the Panel 1 to the Floor 

and Column
30 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 209 5

211 Place Panel 2 on its site 15 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 210 5
212 Attach Panel 2 to the Panel 1, 

Capping rafter and Column
30 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 211 5

213 Wall 4 0,5 horasjue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14
214 Place Wall 4 on its site 15 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 212 5
215 Attach Wall 4 to the Floor, Capping rafter and Columns15 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 214 5
216 Chimney inferior structure 0,68 horasjue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14
217 Placement of the chimney duct 3 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 215 5

218 Attach the inferior duct with the 
superior one

7,5 
mins

jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 217 5

219 Placement of the inferior 
enclosure

0,5 
horas

jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 217;2185

220 Lobby, hall and ramp 2,5 horasjue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14
221 Footings, dummies and bases placement1 hora jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 219 5
222 Columns placement 0,5 horasjue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 221 5
223 Floor rafters placement 1 hora jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 222 5
224 Electric installations 8,15 horasmié 18/06/14 jue 19/06/14
225 Protection boxes piping and 

wiring
8 horas mié 18/06/14 jue 19/06/14 194 4

226 Luminers placement 3 horas mié 18/06/14 jue 19/06/14 198 4
227 Install the solar panels 1 hora jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 226;1053
228 Finish Day 3 Shift 3 0 horas jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14
229 Start Day 4 Shift 1 0 horas jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 228
230 Lobby, hall and ramp 11 horasjue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14
231 Capping rafters placement 2 horas jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 223 5
232 Pergola structure placement 1 hora jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 231 5
233 Ramp placement 1 hora jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 232 5
234 Looby, hall and ramp floor 

enclosure
7 horas jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14

235 Place the floor panels on its site 6 horas jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 233
236 Start Day 4 Shift 2 0 horas jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14
237 Place the stairs and other 

details
1 hora jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 235

238 Electrical installations 4 horas jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14
239 Solar panels wiring 2 horas jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 225
240 Service conductors 2 horas jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 225 4
241 Transformer installation 2 horas jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 240 4
242 Mechanical installations 6,02 horasjue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14
243 Install the HVAC equipments 6,02 horasjue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14
244 Install the Oasys 2 horas jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 115;241
245 Install the dehumifier 2 horas jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 244 4
246 Clean of the site, work in pairs 

and shift transition
1 hora jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 236

247 Finish Day 4 Shift 1 0 horas jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 246
248 Arrival of the third container 9,75 horasjue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14
249 Download the windows wood 

framing
15 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 236 5

250 Download the windows 
aluminium framing

15 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 249 5

251 Download the doors and its 
componentsfrom the container

15 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 250 5

252 Download the biogardener 
components from the container

30 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 251 5

253 Download the artifitial wetland 
components from the container

30 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 252 5

254 Download the hidrophonic system
components

30 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 253 5

255 Download the domotic 
components

30 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 254 5

256 Download the sanitary slab 30 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 255 5
257 Start Day 4 Shift 3 0 horas jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14
258 Download the exterior 

components
30 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 256

259 Download the finishes 
components from the container

6 horas jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 258 5

260 Install the HVAC equipments 7,12 horasjue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14
261 Install the booster 1 hora jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 245 4
262 Install the Head exchanger 1 hora jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 261 4
263 Install the circuit board 2 horas jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 262 4
264 Make electrical connections 1 hora jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 263 4
265 Hot water tank installation 1 hora jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 264 4
266 Cut and install the Pex piping 8 horas jue 19/06/14 vie 20/06/14
267 Install the blue pipes for potable 

water
3 horas jue 19/06/14 vie 20/06/14 265 4

268 Clean of the site, work in pairs 
and shift transition

1 hora jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 257

269 Finish Day 4 Shift 2 0 horas jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 268
270 Install the dred pipes for potable 

hot water
3 horas vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 267 4

271 Install the purp pipes for gey 
water

2 horas vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 270 4

272 Install mechanical accesories 6,27 horasjue 19/06/14 vie 20/06/14
273 Install different accesories such as 

no returning, thermosthatic and 
ball valves

1 hora vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 271 4

274 Finishes 6,25 horasjue 19/06/14 vie 20/06/14
275 Walls internal enclosures 

placement
6 horas jue 19/06/14 vie 20/06/14 259 2

276 Insternal enclosures between 
columns, roof rafter-roof; 
windows-columns, etc.

2 horas vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 275FF 2

277 Finish Day 4 Shift 3 0 horas vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14
278 Start Day 5 Shift 1 0 horas vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 277
279 Install mechanical accesories 2 horas vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14
280 Install the reductions and make 

the connections
1 hora vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 273 4

281 Install all the required connections1 hora vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 280 4

282 Install tanks and mechanical 
equipments

5,5 
horas

vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14

283 Install the HOG tanks 30 mins vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 281 4
284 Install the required pumps for the 

bio-gardener and the artifitial 
wetland

1 hora vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 283 4

285 Install the Water delivery and 
Water Removal Bags

30 mins vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 284 4

286 Install the hot water recirculation 
pump

1 hora vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 285 4

287 Install the heating NC and NO 
electrovalves for the heating 
system

30 mins vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 286 4

288 Install de heating recirculation 
pump

1 hora vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 287 4

289 Install de Sensors of the heating 
systems

1 hora vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 288 4

290 Artificial wetland 2 horas vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14
291 Place the wetland recipients on its

place
1 hora vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 2

292 Connect the wetland with the 
mechanical installations

1 hora vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 291 2

293 Hydrophonic system installation 5 horas vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14

294 Place the terrace flowerpot 1 hora vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 2
295 Place the canoe 30 mins vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 294 2
296 Place the substratums 1 hora vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 295 2
297 Place the plants 1 hora vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 296 2
298 Install the pipeline 1 hora vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 297 2
299 Connect it 30 mins vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 298 2
300 Exterior 4 horas vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14
301 Flower pots placement 2 horas vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 299 2
302 Start Day 5 Shift 2 0 horas vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14
303 Grid placement 2 horas vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 301 2
304 Install the hot water piping 

insulations
3 horas vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14
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Id Modo de 
tarea

Nombre de tarea DuraciónComienzo 
programado

Fin PredecesorasWorkers

305 Cover the Hot water piping with 
the insulation

1 hora vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 289 4

306 Clean of the site, work in pairs 
and shift transition

1 hora vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 302

307 Finish Day 5 Shift 1 0 horas vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 306
308 Ajust the bolts and the supports of

the insulation cover
1 hora vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 305 4

309 Leave the previews for the 
different appliances

1 hora vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 308 4

310 Duct installation 6 horas vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14
311 Install Under Floor Ducts 2 horas vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 309 4
312 Install Machine Room Ducts 1 hora vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 311 4
313 Install Diffusers (Kitchen, Flexible 

Area, Outside and room closet)
2 horas vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 312 4

314 Start Day 5 Shift 3 0 horas vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14
315 Install Ducts Bathroom celing 1 hora vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 313 4
316 Windows 8 horas vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14
317 Install the windows framing 4 horas vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 275;276;3032
318 Download the windows (glass) 1 hora vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 317 2
319 Install the windows 3 horas vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 318 2
320 Biogardener 8,68 horasvie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14
321 Place the biogardener recipient 15 mins vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 303 2

322 Introduce the soils into the 
biogardener recipient

1 hora vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 321

323 Introduce the plant into the 
biogardener recipient

30 mins vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 322 2

324 Place the grase tramp 15 mins vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 323 2
325 Place the sedimenter 15 mins vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 324 2
326 Place the HOG tank 3 horas vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 325 2
327 Connect the biogardener recipient to the mechanical installations30 mins vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 326 2
328 Clean of the site, work in pairs 

and shift transition
1 hora vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 314

329 Finish Day 5 Shift 2 0 horas vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 328
330 Termosolar System tank and copper

piping
1,5 
horas

vie 20/06/14 sáb 
21/06/14

331 Install the copper piping 30 mins vie 20/06/14 sáb 21/06/14 315 4
332 Install the copper piping 

insulation
30 mins sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14 331 4

333 Install the heating copper piping 30 mins sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14 331 4

334 Install Sensors 30 mins sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14 332 4
335 Exterior 3 horas vie 20/06/14 sáb 21/06/14
336 "Caña brava" structure 3 horas vie 20/06/14 sáb 21/06/14 319 2
337 Railings placement 2 horas vie 20/06/14 sáb 21/06/14 319
338 Finishes 6 horas sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14
339 Internal floor finish 6 horas sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14 336 4
340 Finish Day 5 Shift 3 0 horas sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14
341 Start Day 6 Shift 1 0 horas sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14 340
342 Doors 5,77 horassáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14
343 Install the door's framing 1 hora sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14 339 2
344 Place the door's on its site 30 mins sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14 343 2
345 Start Day 6 Shift 2 0 horas sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14
346 Finishes 32,07 horassáb 21/06/14 dom 22/06/14
347 Bathroom finishes including 

sanitary slab
6 horas sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14 344 4

348 Clean of the site, work in pairs 
and shift transition

1 hora sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14 345

349 Finish Day 6 Shift 1 0 horas sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14 348
350 Taps 1 hora sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14 347 4
351 Furniture placement 2 horas sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14 347 4
352 Decoration placement 2 horas sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14 351 4
353 Appliances placement 3 horas sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14 352 4
354 Railings placement 30 mins sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14 353 4
355 Finish Day 6 Shift 2 0 horas sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14
356 Start Day 7 Shift 1 0 horas dom 22/06/14 dom 22/06/14
357 Finishes, installations details and 

module's conditioning
8 horas dom 22/06/14 dom 

22/06/14
356

358 Finish Day 7 Shift 1 0 horas dom 22/06/14 dom 22/06/14357
359 Start Day 7 Shift 2 0 horas dom 22/06/14 dom 22/06/14358
360 Finishes, installations details and 

module's conditioning
8 horas dom 22/06/14 dom 

22/06/14
359

361 Finish Day 7 Shift 2 0 horas dom 22/06/14 dom 22/06/14360
362 Termosolar System tank and copper

piping
4,5 
horas

mar 24/06/14 mar 
24/06/14

363 Install Termosolar tank 30 mins mar 24/06/14 mar 24/06/14375 4
364 Presurize the system with the 

hydroneumatic tank
30 mins mar 24/06/14 mar 

24/06/14
363 4

365 Presurize the heating circuit 30 mins mar 24/06/14 mar 24/06/14364 4
366 Connect the machinary, the ducts 

and the pipes
3 horas mar 24/06/14 mar 

24/06/14
365CC 4

367 Connect the Termosolar System 
and copper piping

3 horas mar 24/06/14 mar 
24/06/14

365 4

368 Test 73,63 horaslun 23/06/14 jue 26/06/14
369 Test Water Systems 3 horas mar 24/06/14 mar 24/06/14367
370 Test Termosolar Systems 3 horas mar 24/06/14 mar 24/06/14369
371 Test HVAC Systems 3 horas mar 24/06/14 mar 24/06/14370
372 Test Electric system 3 horas mar 24/06/14 mar 24/06/14371
373 Teste Domotic System 3 horas mar 24/06/14 mar 24/06/14372
374 Electrical installations from the 

SDE organization to monitoring
3 horas lun 23/06/14 lun 23/06/14 241

375 Connection to the electricity 
system

30 mins mar 24/06/14 mar 
24/06/14

374 4

376 Water delivery 5 horas lun 23/06/14 lun 23/06/14 285
377 Water delivery 5 horas mié 25/06/14 mié 25/06/14376
378 Inspections 8 horas jue 26/06/14 jue 26/06/14
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SIMPLY POWERFUL SOLAR

PANTHEON II 
INTEGRATED 
MICROINVERTER 

DELIVER TrueAC MODULES POWERED BY SOLARBRIDGE 
With the SolarBridge Pantheon II integrated microinverter, solar module manufacturers can offer higher power,  
TrueACTM modules to the Australian market. The Pantheon II matches the performance and lifetime of the most  
advanced solar modules.

SolarBridge partners with the industry’s top solar panel manufacturers to integrate its microinverters onto modules  
before they ship. The final products are TrueAC modules with unrivaled reliability and superior power that enable  
the fastest, easiest installation possible. Built to last, the Pantheon II is backed by a 25-year warranty.

REDUCE INSTALLATION COSTS
•	 Cut field installation time up to 50% 

•	 Eliminate the need for DC system design knowledge with plug-and-play, TrueAC modules 

•	 Reduce material costs with no DC components and integrated AC cable management

MAXIMIZE ENERGY HARVEST
•	 Capture up to 25% more energy per site over central and string inverter-based systems

•	 Optimize output with module-level maximum power point tracking (MPPT)

•	 Expand business opportunities with more installation sites qualified for solar

DELIVER THE SAFEST SOLUTION 
•	 Prevent arc faults in DC field wiring, the leading cause of fires in PV systems

•	 Assist emergency first responders with easy AC module system power shutoff

•	 Keep installers safe by eliminating high-voltage DC on rooftops

EXPECT SUPERIOR RELIABILITY  
•	 Extend the life of PV systems with an integrated 25-year warranty that matches module life expectancy

•	Ensure performance with a patented architecture that leverages film capacitors

For more information about the SolarBridge Pantheon II integrated microinverter, go to  
www.solarbridgetech.com.au or email info@solarbridgetech.com.



Technical specifications are subject to change without prior notice. Voltages and currents are RMS.
©  SolarBridge Technologies 10/11/2013. All other trademarks are property of their respective owners. 

INPUT (DC) DATA P250LV-230-AU

Recommended STC Module Input Power Rating 235 W – 280 W 

Maximum Usable Continuous Input Power 250 W

Maximum Input Voltage (DC) 48 V

MPPT Voltage Range (DC) 18 V – 37 V

Maximum Power Voltage Range (DC) 25 V – 37 V

Maximum DC Short Circuit Current 15 A

Maximum DC Input Current 10 A

OUTPUT (AC) DATA @ Nominal 230 VAC, 50Hz

Maximum Continuous Output Power 238 W

Nominal AC Output Current 1.035 A

Operating Voltage Range (AC) 200 V - 270 V

Adjustable Operating Voltage Range (AC) 180 V – 270 V

Adjustable Operating Frequency Range 45 Hz – 55 Hz

Power Factor > 0.99

Total Harmonic Distortion AS 4777.2, EN61000-3-2 Compliant

MECHANICAL DATA 

Ambient Temp Range -40° C to +65° C

Operating Temp Range ( case) -40° C to +85° C

Nighttime Power Consumption ( Tare ) < 150 mW

Dimensions ( W x H x D ) 27.23 cm x 10.13 cm x 3.53 cm (10.72 in. x 3.99 in. x 1.39 in.) 

Weight 1.6 kg (3.6 Ibs.)

Weight With Cables 2.3 kg (5.0 lbs.)

Cooling Natural Convection; No Fans

Enclosure Environmental Rating Outdoor: Tested to IP 67

AC Connector Type Square Style, Double Locking (EN50521/UL 6703A)

EFFICIENCY

Peak Inverter Efficiency 95.6%

Euro (EN50530) Efficiency 93.2%

Power Point Tracking Effectiveness > 99.5%

FEATURES  @230 VAC 

Maximum Units Per 20 A Branch 16 (Single Phase) 

Communication Power Line Carrier

Warranty 25 Years

SPECIFICATIONS

COMPLIANCE @230 VAC

Australia
Regulatory Compliance Mark (RCM) 
Supplier No. 5425

Safety
Certificate of Suitability CS9905N 
IEC62109-1, IEC62109-2, AS/NZS 3100, AS 
60529, AS 4777.2, AS 4777.3
Listed as an approved inverter with the Clean 
Energy Council  (CEC) 

EMC
ACMA DoC and Compliance Folder
IEC61000-6-3, EN50065-1 Class 122
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Read this First!

This document contains important information and instructions to safely install an
array of alternating current photo-voltaic (ACPV) solar modules that have been pre-
configured with SolarBridge P250LV-230-AU microinverters from the factory (referred
to in this manual as "AC Modules"). Failure to follow these instructions can result in
equipment damage or failure, or personal injury, and might void the system war-
ranty.

The following symbols are used throughout this document to alert you to important
safety information that you will need during the installation:

This symbol indicates that failure to follow instructions may result in serious hardware failure. Use
caution when completing this task.

This symbol indicates that failure to follow instructions may result in serious personal injury. Use
extreme caution when completing this task.

The following labels are used on the microinverter housing:

CAUTION - Risk of Electric Shock!

Take note and follow instructions. Failure to follow instructions could result in equipment dam-
age, injury or property damage.

Caution. Hot surface.

Refer to the operating instructions.

IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS - SAVE THESE
INSTRUCTIONS

l Perform all electrical installations in accordance with any national and local codes, such as the
Australian Standards AS/NZS 3000:2007, AS/NZS 5033 2012, AS 4777.1: 2005, and AS/NZS
1170.2 2011. Only qualified personnel who are accredited by the Clean Energy Council should
install and/or replace the AC module.

l The microinverter is rated for category III installations. However, in areas with risk of surge
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conditions due to lightning or grid quality, surge protective devices may be necessary to provide
better protection to the microinverter electronics. Refer to AS/NZS 3000 and AS/NZS 1768.

l The microinverter is rated IP67 enclosure protection and is suitable for outdoor installations in PV
module installations attached directly to the PV module frame.

l This AC module is intended for operation in an environment having a maximum ambient tem-
perature of<<Insert manufacturer's PV module NRTL ambient temperature spec-
ification>>. The microinverter is rated for a 65C ambient and 85C case temperature.

l Work with the local electric company and authorities having jurisdiction (AHJ) before, during, and
after the installation of the solar electric system. The following are examples of possible require-
ments the electric company might have regarding the installation:

l An upgrade of the existingmeter

l A readily accessible AC system disconnect and a diagram showing its placement

l An inspection or approval before connecting the system to the utility grid

l Qualified personnel or electric company employee to connect the system to the utility grid

l WARNING: Shock Hazard. AC wiring from the utility to the array junction box is energized by both
utility dedicated branch circuit(s) and AC modules with grid connectedmicroinverters that are
rated as "Utility Interactive" (grid protective device tested to AS 4777.3). Opening the array's ded-
icated branch disconnect will also cause the AC modules to stop producing power. Proper safety
procedures must be followed when installing or accessing the dedicated branch circuit wiring,
which includes unplugging the AC modules from the dedicated branch circuit.

l The AC module interconnecting cable system includes an internal equipment earthing conductor
connected to eachmodule through pluggable connectors with a longer earthing contact. The
microinverter is protection class I and requires an earthing conductor.

l The AC module does NOT require a DC or AC Multiple Earthed Neutral (M.E.N) System at the
inverter, and the neutral within the AC module is isolated from earth.

l The AC module must be connected to a dedicated branch circuit from an AC supply system with
the neutral referenced to M.E.N. System at the building or structure electrical service entrance.

l The connector on the AC interconnecting cables can be disconnected under load and can be used
as a disconnect device. Some AHJs might require a separate disconnect next to the AC module
system as well as a readily accessible disconnect. The AC connector has been evaluated to
IEC/EN 50521.

l The AC cables and connectors are UV rated for outdoor use, are rated for 20 A, and have insu-
lation rated to a minimum temperature of 90 C.

l The AC dedicated branch circuit wiring from the readily accessible disconnect to the AC module
array must include an equipment earthing conductor run in the same raceway or cable as the AC
circuit conductors. This earthing conductor must be connected to the green colored conductor of
the transition cable, which is part of the AC module interconnecting cable system.
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l The AC module interconnecting cable system provides an internal earthing conductor for earth-
ing the AC modules only. Other metal structures, such as mounting systems, must be earthed
per code.

l If a module is removed from within the string, it is recommended that you bridge the gap in the
string using an AC extension cable. Inserting an extension cable maintains earth continuity to sub-
sequent modules in the string. See "AC Wiring Accessories" on page 26 for a list of available
extension cables. Other auxiliary earthingmethods may be used.

l The metal components of the AC module, including frame andmicroinverter, can reach tem-
peratures of approximately 80 C or more under extreme environmental conditions. To reduce
risk of burns, use appropriate safety procedures when handling.

l CAUTION: To reduce the risk of fire, connect only to a circuit that has a dedicated 20 amperes
maximum overcurrent protection in accordance with the Australian Standards AS/NZS
3000:2007.

l For a 20 A circuit, no more than 16 AC modules should be connected in order to avoid over-
loading the circuit during peak module power combined with low grid voltages.

l The AC module output is Utility Interactive tested as a grid protective device to AS 4777.2 and AS
4777.3.

l To provide proper ventilation to the underside of the module, install modules with a minimum
space of 25 mm between the module and the mounting surface.

The AC Module is provided with an integral microinverter and is evaluated as an assembly for outdoor
PV applications. There is no direct current (DC) field wiring required and the integral microinverter has
no serviceable parts inside. The following caution is provided as part of the microinverter certification:

CAUTION - Risk of Electric Shock!

l Do not remove cover. No user serviceable parts inside. Refer servicing to qualified service per-
sonnel.

l Both AC and DC voltage sources are terminated inside this equipment. Each circuit must be
individually disconnected before servicing the microinverter.

l When the photovoltaic module is exposed to light, it supplies a DC voltage to the microinverter.

l If this equipment is used in a manner not specified by the manufacturer, the protaction provided
by the equipmentmay be impaired.

l DC wiring and AC interconnecting cables cannot be replaced. If wiring or cables are damaged,
the equipment should be scrapped.

Australian Certification
Regulatory Compliance Mark (RCM)

l EMC – ACMA compliance (IEC 61000-6-3 and EN 50065-1)
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• PLC is rated Class 122

l Electrical Safety Certificate of Suitability (AS/NZS 3100, AS 4777.2, AS 4777.3)

• CEC approved grid connectedmicroinverter
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Chapter 1:Introduction

The solar module you are about to install is equipped with a microinverter that converts the direct
current (DC) power generated by a photovoltaic (PV) module into the alternating current (AC) power
used in homes and businesses. Integrating this microinverter with the standard PV module results in an
AC module that is the safest module on the market. You no longer need to connect the DC power to a
separate microinverter or to a large, centralized inverter, eliminating exposure to potentially lethal DC
voltages.

Modules arrive at the installation site with the integratedmicroinverter and its fully-insulated AC con-
nection cable already installed. The DC voltage produced by the module is fed directly into the
microinverter. Wiring the modules together is a simple matter of plugging the attached AC cable into the
insulated cable of the neighboringmodule. The reduced risk has the added benefit of reducing the
overall installation time.

NOTE: For the purposes of this document, a string is defined as the set of AC modules connected in
parallel to a dedicated 20 A branch circuit. An array refers to the entire installation of one or more
strings connected to the structure’s AC service equipment.

Components of an AC Module

SolarBridge DC-to-AC micro-
inverter

Module's Junction Box

Insulated AC Cable, which con-
tains an equipment earthing con-
ductor

Mid-Cable Junction

AC Cable Connector

See "AC Wiring Accessories" on page 26 for a list of installation accessories such as cables and wire
clips.

1
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NOTE: The AC cable connectors can be disconnected under load.

Earthing in the AC Cables

NOTE: Perform all electrical installations in accordance with any national and local codes, such as
the Australian Standards AS/NZS 3000:2007, AS/NZS 5033 2012, AS 4777.1: 2005, and AS/NZS
1170.2 2011. Only qualified personnel who are accredited by the Clean Energy Council should install
and/or replace the AC module.

The AC cable attached to the microinverter and all accessory cables are fully insulated and contain an
equipment earthing conductor. The full earth path from the transition cable to the module frame follows:

l The transition cable's green conductor is connected to the earthing conductor from the utility ded-
icated branch circuit.

l All connectors have green earth contacts that are longer than the circuit contacts. This extra
length ensures the earth is the first to make contact when connectingmodules and the last to
break contact when disconnectingmodules.

l The AC earth wire inside the microinverter makes a bolted termination to the microinverter chas-
sis and is environmentally sealed.

l The microinverter chassis is bonded at the factory to the module frame with stainless steel hard-
ware to provide earth continuity to the AC PV module frame.

The AC cable provides equipment earthing for the AC module only. It is the installer's responsibility to
ensure that any metallic parts in contact with the module (i.e. mounting systems) are provided with a
means of equipment earthing according to the manufacturer’s instructions and local code.

Because the DC power is internal to the module, a earthing conductor is not required.

Because the AC modules are connected in a “daisy chain” fashion, disconnecting one module from within
the string removes power and earth from subsequent modules in the string. Extreme care should be
taken to ensure that no other energized sources are adjacent to these unearthedmodules, or auxiliary
earthingmethods must be provided.

If a module is removed from within the string, it is recommended that you bridge
the gap in the string using an AC extension cable. Inserting an extension cable main-
tains earth continuity to subsequent modules in the string. See "AC Wiring
Accessories" on page 26 for a list of available extension cables. Other auxiliary
earthingmethods may be used.

A best practice for all solar module installers, especially those in areas with frequent lightning, is to
secure the module support rails and hardware using earthing hardware that has been certified to meet
requirements for earthing systems. Connect the entire structure to a earthing electrode system using a
dedicated, suitably sized, copper conductor.
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NOTE: The conductor used for lightning protection from the structure to the earthing electrode
systemmust not be run inside the same conduit that contains the equipment earthing conductor and
AC circuit conductors.

Module Layout Diagram
A module layout diagram is a paper model describing the configuration of the array and the placement
of eachmodule in the array. Following the installation, this information is recreated within the enabling
the module owner, service providers, and system administrators to monitor the performance of each
module.

TIP: It is recommended that you always create the module layout diagram and add the information
to your monitoring tool regardless of whether the module owner requests monitoring.

The layout diagram uses the serial number of the microinverter to identify where eachmodule is
installed in the array.

Use the module layout template below to create a module layout diagram of your installation site.

1. Fill in the data requested at the top of the table.

2. Before a module is installed, peel the serial number sticker from the mid-cable junction.

3. Place the sticker in the same location in the table relative to the microinverter's position in the
actual array.

TIP: As you place stickers in the table, don't get too far ahead of the actual installation.
Modules could end up installed out of order with the placement of the stickers.

4. Fill in the sheet number information at the bottom of the table.

5. When complete, use the layout diagram to recreate the array in the monitoring tool.
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Connecting Latching Cables
1. Align and insert the latchmale connector into the female connector.

Each connector has alignment groves and ridges that ensure the connectors cannot be plugged
together incorrectly. Ensure both ends are fully seated before attempting to close the latch.

Latch male connector

Female connector

Alignment grooves

2. Snap the latch in place to secure the connectors. Ensure both sides of the latch are engaged.
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Disconnecting Latching Cables
Use the provided disconnect tool to safely release the latching connectors.

1. Insert the ends of the tool into the latch recesses as shown in the images below. You will feel and
hear a click when the tool is fully seated.
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2. Use your thumbs, firmly push or pull the top of the disconnect tool toward the latchmale con-
nector until the latch snaps free.
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Chapter 2:Module Preparation

The preparation steps described in this section apply to a large majority of the modules you will install.
Occasionally, however, situations will dictate that the cables be routed differently. Or, your individual
experiences will determine steps or cable management techniques that work better for you or, more
importantly, for your inspectors.

Before you begin preparing the modules for installation, consider the following items, whichmight
require changes to the cable management of one or more modules:

l Where is the junction or transition box or boxes located in relation to the module that will connect
to it?

Whether the box is located to the left or right of the array (as viewed from the ground facing the
installed array) determines which transition cable you need (male or female) and what prep-
aration is needed for the final module in the string. With the junction or transition box to the left,
a female transition cable is required. With the junction or transition box to the right of the array,
a male transition cable is needed. The final module will require an end cap as well as additional
cable management to secure the end of the AC cable. (See Appendix A for example con-
figurations.)

Before connecting the transition cable, calculate the distance from the transition box to the
module plus the distance under the module to reach the appropriate AC connector. This will deter-
mine the length of transition cable that you will need.

How will youmanage the transition cable? If the transition box is under the module, youmight be
able to use the module's cable clips to secure the transition cable to the module frame.

TIP: Always place cable clips at least 75mm from a plug or mid-cable junction to ensure
proper stress relief.

l Do you need any extension cables?Will the extension cable reach from connector to connector
or is it necessary to modify the standard cable management of one or bothmodules to make the
connection easier?

How will youmanage the extension cables? If the extension cables will connect two rows of
modules in the same string, use cable clips to secure the transition cable to the module frame.
Including waves or loops in the cable between clips can help manage slack.

If the extension cable is running across open roof, another cable management system will be
needed to keep the extension cable off of the roof and protected from the sun. If the distance to
be crossed is longer than the length of the extension cable, youmust transition back to standard
building wiring systems to span the distance. Use a transition cable to connect the module into a

2
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junction or transition box and wire according to Australian Standards AS/NZS 3000:2007, AS/NZS
1170.2 2011 and AS/NZS 5033 2012.

The preparation and installation instructions included in this section are general instructions for installing
AC modules onmost mounting systems. In some cases, it might be necessary to modify these instruc-
tions to accommodate specific installation requirements. For example, if you encounter more cable slack
than is represented in these diagrams, use standard cable management practices to secure the excess
cable off of the roof.

NOTE: The graphics in this chapter view the back or underside of the module as you would see it
when performing the procedure.

Preparing the Modules
AC modules require minimal preparation before installation. Simply secure the connector cable in the
already attached cable clip and attach the 90-degree clip to the side of the module frame. You're ready to
install.

Secure the cable in the S clip.

Attach the 90-degree clip to the side frame.

During shipping, the AC cable connectors are securely fastened to prevent movement.
Use caution when unpacking the module to ensure the connectors do not swing loose
and cause damage to the module backsheet or underlying solar cell.

Preparing the Last Module in the String
The last module in the string will require a slightly different preparation.
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The last module will have an unused AC connector. One end or the other will not be plugged into a neigh-
boringmodule. This unused connector must be secured under the modules and off of the rooftop. Use
an appropriate cable clip and end cap as shown in the following example:
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Chapter 3:Module Installation

This section describes how to lay down and interconnect AC modules on a previously installed mounting
system. No attempt is made to describe how to install the mounting system on the roof or how to use
module clamps.

Before installing the mounting system, ensure that mounting rails will be positioned below the micro-
inverter once the module is installed. The microinverter extends beyond the edge of the frame of most
modules. Do not install modules with the microinverter resting on the mounting rail.

The frame of the installed module must rest firmly on the mounting rail.
Installing a module with the microinverter resting on the rail and uneven
contact between the frame and the rail can cause damage to the micro-
inverter and the module.

NOTE: Perform all electrical installations in accordance with any national and local codes, such as
the Australian Standards AS/NZS 3000:2007, AS/NZS 5033 2012, AS 4777.1: 2005, and AS/NZS
1170.2 2011. Only qualified personnel who are accredited by the Clean Energy Council should install
and/or replace the AC module.

NOTE: Follow all module manufacturer's safety handling instructions while moving or installing
modules.

The metal components of the AC module, including frame andmicroinverter,
can reach temperatures of approximately 80 C. To reduce risk of burns, use
appropriate safety procedures when handling.

Installing the Modules
The ideal installation path is to begin closest to the installed transition box and plug in eachmodule as
youmove away from the box. Depending on the configuration of your array and the location of the tran-
sition box, this pathmay not be feasible. For example, in a 2-row configuration, we recommend
installing the bottom row first and working up toward the transition box, which is likely mounted higher
up the roof.

The following diagram shows two installed modules as viewed from the bottom or underside of the
module.

3
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1. Connect the transition cable to the junction or transition box according to local and national stand-
ards, such as Australian Standards AS/NZS 3000:2007, AS/NZS 1170.2 2011 and AS/NZS 5033
2012.

Connect the colored wires as follows:

Connect this transition
cable wire....

...to this residential wire.

Red Blue

Black Brown

Green Green/Yellow

White Not Used
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NOTE: After connecting transition cable wires to the residential wires, youmust mark the
transition cable wires to indicate the wire's correct purpose. Using either colored tape or
heat shrink, mark each wire as follows:

Red wire: Mark blue for N
Black wire: Mark brown for Line
White wire: Insulate (not used)

2. Install the first module, nearest to the transition box, according to racking system instructions.

3. Plug the transition cable into the connector of the first module and close the connector latch.

Before connectingmodules to transition cable, ensure the neutral and
earthing wires are properly landed and the AC string overcurrent protection
device is in the OFF position.

4. Install the secondmodule.

5. Reach under the top edge of the first module and plug in the AC cable from new module. Close
the latch.

TIP: For end- or edge-mount racking systems, it might be necessary to lift the top of the
module slightly above the frame to reach the plug.

6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 until you reach the end of the row.

See "Module Preparation" on page 9 for information on preparing the final module in the string.

If the string will continue to another row, then an extension cable is needed. Plug the extension
cable into the current module and place it in the general vicinity of where the next module will be
installed. Use appropriate cable management strategies to secure the extension cable.
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TIP: For rail mount systems, lay the extension cable over the rails on which the next module
will be installed. This ensures that the cable remains under the module for protection from the
sun and uses the rails to keep the cable off the roof surface. Once the module is installed, you
can also secure the cable to the module frame with cable clips, if necessary.
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Appendix A:Examples

The diagrams in this appendix provide examples of array configurations youmight encounter and the
types of cables necessary for each configuration. The graphics in this appendix view the front of the
module as you would see it when installed.

Junction Box - Top Right

A
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Junction Box - Top Left
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Two Strings – Two rows each
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Two Strings – Single Rows
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Landscape – Two Strings
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Appendix B:Three-line Diagram

The following 3-line diagram provides wiring instructions and recommendations for installing AC
modules in a 230 V environment.

B
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Appendix C:AC Wiring Accessories

The following AC wiring accessories are available to assist in any array configuration you will
encounter.

Part Name Model Number Description

Standard Cable
Clip

SBT-AC-CCS l Attaches to the edge of the mod-
ule frame and holds the AC cable
parallel to the frame edge.

l Available in boxes of 500.

S-clip SBT-AC-CCS-01 l Attaches to the AC cable exiting
the microinverter and secures
the right AC cable with con-
nector to prevent sagging.

l Available in boxes of 250.

90-Degree Cable
Clip

SBT-AC-CCA l Attaches to the edge of the mod-
ule frame and holds the AC cable
perpendicular to the frame edge.

l Available in boxes of 500.

90-Degree Cable
Clip

SBT-AC-CCA-01 l Attaches to the edge of the mod-
ule frame and holds the AC cable
perpendicular to the frame edge.

l Ships attached to microinverter
cable

l Replacement parts available in
boxes of 500.

Latch Male
End Cap

SBT-AC-ECM l Covers the female cable con-
nector at the end of a string to
protect the AC interconnecting
cable from dirt and moisture.

l Available in boxes of 250.

C
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Part Name Model Number Description

Female End Cap SBT-AC-ECF l Covers the latch male cable con-
nector at the end of a string to
protect the AC interconnecting
cable from dirt and moisture.

l Available in boxes of 250.

Transition Cable SBT-TCF-5

SBT-TCF-10

l Female cable connector on one
end and 100 mm of stripped
wires on the other.

l 20 A, exterior-rated 4-wire (L1,
L2, N, and Earth) cable.

l Available in 5 ft (1.5 m) and 10
ft (3 m) lengths.

l Each cable is shipped with one
cable release tool.

SBT-TCM-5

SBT-TCM-10

l Latch male cable connector on
one end and 100 mm of stripped
wires on the other.

l 20 A, exterior-rated 4-wire (L1,
L2, N, and Earth) cable.

l Available in 5 ft (1.5 m) and 10
ft (3 m) lengths.

l Each cable is shipped with one
cable release tool.
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Part Name Model Number Description

Extension Cable SBT-ECMF-5

SBT-ECMF-10

l Female cable connector on one
end and latch male cable con-
nector on the other.

l 20 A, exterior-rated 4-wire (L1,
L2, N, and Earth) cable.

l Available in 5 ft (1.5 m) and 10
ft (3 m) lengths.

SBT-ECMM-5

SBT-ECMM-10

l Latch male interconnecting
cable connectors on both ends.

l 20 A, exterior-rated 4-wire (L1,
L2, N, and Earth) cable.

l Available in 5 ft (1.5 m) and 10
ft (3 m) lengths.

SBT-ECFF-5

SBT-ECFF-10

l Female cable connectors on
both ends.

l 20 A, exterior-rated 4-wire (L1,
L2, N, and Earth) cable.

l Available in 5 ft (1.5 m) and 10
ft (3 m) lengths.
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Appendix D:Technical Specifications

Note to Author: The specification included in this section are related to the SolarBridge Pantheon
Inverter only. Youmust add the module specifications.

Output Ratings

Parameter

Output power factor rating > 0.99

Operating voltage range (ac) (L-N) 1 200 V - 270 V

Operating frequency range or single frequency1 45 - 55 Hz

Number of phases 1

Nominal output voltage (ac) 230 V

Normal output frequency 50 Hz

Maximum continuous output current (ac)2 1.035 A

Maximum output power (ac) 238 W

Utility interconnection voltage and frequency trip limits and trip times See "Utility Interaction" on
next page

Total Harmonic Distortion (THD)

Individual harmonics (per AS 4777.2)

< 5% (Passed up to 50th
harmonic)

Individual passed AS
4777.2"Utility Interaction" on

next page

Maximum units per 20 amp dedicated branch circuit3 16

Maximum circuit breaker overcurrent protection2 20 A

1See "Utility Interaction" on next page
2Maximum overload current at peak module performance combined with low grid voltage is 1.25 A.
3This is the maximum number of microinverters that can be connected in parallel to a single dedicated
branch circuit, which is protected by a circuit breaker rated at 20 A.

D
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Utility Interaction
The microinverter is shipped from the factory with the following default settings:

l Nominal Grid Voltage: 230V RMS Single Phase

l Nominal Grid Frequency: 50 Hz

l Standards that apply to firmware: AS4777.3

l Anti-islanding disconnect time: < 2.0 S

After the microinverter detects a grid condition, as defined in the following tables, and ceases to process
power, the inverter will not begin processing power again until at least 1 minute after the grid has
returned to the acceptable values noted in the tables.

Grid Connection Limits

Parameter Default Accuracy

Grid Voltage Too High Level 1 270 V RMS ± 5V

Grid Voltage Too Low Level 1 200 V RMS ± 5V

Grid Frequency Too High Level 1 55.0 HZ ± 0.1 Hz

Grid Frequency Too Low Level 1 45.0 Hz ± 0.1 Hz

Grid Connection Time Limits

Parameter Default Accuracy

Grid Voltage Too High Level 1 1.5 S 0.03 S

Grid Voltage Too Low Level 1 1.5 S 0.03 S

Grid Frequency Too High Level 1 1.5 S 0.03 S

Grid Frequency Too Low Level 1 1.5 S 0.03 S
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ET-P660250WW        ET-P660250WB 

Simplified Installation

Smart Monitoring

Reliability and Safety

Flexible design and easy expansion 
Up to 50% faster to install 
No separate grounding or DC wiring

24/7 web-based monitoring
Module-level operating information
Customizable system views



Physical Characteristics Unit:mm (inch)

Nominal Power Output
Power Tolerance

250W
0~+5W

-0.44%/℃Temp.Coeff. of Pmax
45.3±2℃  NOCT

DC Electrical Data

Container
Pieces per Pallet
Pieces per Container

Packing Manner
20’ GP

22
264

40’ GP
22

616

Cooling (Microinverter) Natural convection – No fans
IP67Protection Level

-40~+85℃Operating Temp. Range (Case)

Operating Conditions 

         
 
AC Connector                                

Maximum Load

Weight

Dimensions
Mechanical Specifications 

1640 x 992 x 57.5 mm 
(64.57 x 39.06 x 2.26 inch)

 21.59 kg（47.59 lbs）

5400 Pascals 

(EN50521/UL 6703A)
 Square style, double locking

Maximum Units per 20A Branch
Maximum Current per Branch <20A

16(single phase)
NO

Power Line Carrier

Each module on website
Communication   
Monitor   

Extra grounding wire 

AC Module Features

ET Solar AC Module Series features an innovative  integration of ET  
Modules and SolarBridge Pantheon II microinverters. ACPV systems with 
ET AC Modules yield more energy, lower design and installation costs 
and feature innovative web-based and on-site monitoring of each module.

Compared with traditional PV systems, this innovative AC solution from 
ET Solar can produce up to 25% more energy by reducing losses from 
DC wiring, shading and module mismatch. ET AC System also avoids 
high-voltage DC on the roof, which makes installation and maintenance 
safer and more flexible. The AC connectors are specially designed to 
prevent theft.

ET Solar AC Module Series features a 25-year end-to-end performance 
warranty.

The Ultimate All-in-One Solar Solution

Warranty (year)

Module Certification
      

10-year warranty on material and workmanship;

25-year performance warranty for PV module; 

25-year warranty for microinverter
IEC 61215 ED.2, IEC 61730, IEC 61701.
Listed as an approved PV module with the 
Clean Energy Council (CEC)

CS9905N, AS/NZS 3100, AS 60529, 
AS 4777.2, AS 4777.3
Listed as an approved inverter with the 

Warranty and Certifications 

Microinverter Certifications

Clean Energy Council (CEC)
IEC61000-6-3, EN50065-1 Class 122

60(±1%)

AC Output Data
238W

50Hz
200~270V

Nominal Output Current 1.035A

230V

< 150 mW
95.60%

         AS 4777.2 
EN61000-3-2 Compliant

Nominal Output Power
Nominal Voltage 
Nominal Frequency 
Operating Voltage Range 

THD

Peak Efficiency 
Night Power Consumption

Depending on installation method
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Read this First!  

This document contains important information and instructions to safely install an 

array of alternating current photo-voltaic (AC) solar modules. Failure to follow 

these instructions can result in equipment damage or failure, or personal injury, 

and might void the system warranty.  

The following symbols are used throughout this document to alert you to important 

safety information that you will need during the installation: 

 

This symbol indicates that failure to follow instructions may result in serious hardware failure. 

Use caution when completing this task. 

 

This symbol indicates that failure to follow instructions may result in serious personal injury. 

Use extreme caution when completing this task. 

IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS - SAVE THESE 
INSTRUCTIONS 

• Perform all electrical installations in accordance with any local codes, the National 

Electrical Code (NEC) ANSI/NFPA 70 for US installations, or the Canadian Electrical Code 

Part I, CSA C22.1 for Canada. 

• This unit or system is provided with fixed trip limits and shall not be aggregated above 

30 kW on a single Point of Common Connection. See "Utility Interaction" on page 33 for 

voltage and frequency trip limits. 

•  This AC module is intended for operation in an environment having a maximum 

ambient temperature of 85℃. 

• Work with the local electric company and authorities having jurisdiction (AHJ) before, 

during, and after the installation of the solar electric system. The following are examples 

of possible requirements the electric company might have regarding the installation: 

• An upgrade of the existing meter 

• A readily accessible AC system disconnect and a diagram showing its placement 

• An inspection or approval before connecting the system to the utility grid 

• Qualified personnel or electric company employee to connect the system to the 

utility grid 

WARNING: Shock Hazard. AC wiring from the utility to the array junction box is energized by 

both utility dedicated branch circuit(s) and AC modules rated as "Utility Interactive". Opening 

the array's dedicated branch disconnect will also cause the AC modules to stop producing 
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power. Proper safety procedures must be followed when installing or accessing the dedicated 

branch circuit wiring, which includes unplugging the AC Modules from the dedicated branch 

circuit. 

• The AC module interconnecting cable system includes an internal equipment grounding 

conductor (EGC) connected to each module through pluggable connectors with a longer 

ground pin. 

• The AC module does NOT require a DC or AC grounding electrode conductor (neutral) at 

the inverter, and the neutral within the AC module is isolated from ground.  

• The AC module must be connected to a dedicated branch circuit from an AC supply 

system with the neutral referenced to ground at the building or structure electrical 

service entrance. 

•  The connector on the AC interconnecting cables is rated for disconnect under load and 

can be used as an NEC disconnect device. Some AHJs might require a separate 

disconnect next to the AC module system as well as a readily accessible disconnect.  

• The AC cables and connectors are listed for outdoor use, are rated for 20A, and have 

insulation rated to a minimum temperature of 90C. These cables are listed for use with 

AC modules.  

• The AC dedicated branch circuit wiring from the readily accessible disconnect to the AC 

module array must include an equipment grounding conductor (EGC) run in the same 

raceway or cable as the AC circuit conductors. This EGC must be connected to the green 

colored conductor of the transition cable, which is part of the AC module interconnecting 

cable system. 

• The AC module interconnecting cable system provides an internal EGC for grounding the 

AC modules only. Other metal structures, such as mounting systems, must be grounded 

per code.  

• If a module is removed from within the string, it is recommended that you bridge the 

gap in the string using an AC extension cable. Inserting an extension cable maintains 

ground continuity to subsequent modules in the string. See "AC Wiring Accessories" on 

page 27 for a list of available extension cables. Other auxiliary grounding methods may 

be used. 

• The metal components of the AC module, including frame and microinverter, can reach 

temperatures of approximately 80C or more under extreme environmental conditions. 

To reduce risk of burns, use appropriate safety procedures when handling.  

CAUTION: To reduce the risk of fire, connect only to a circuit that has a dedicated 20 amperes 

maximum overcurrent protection in accordance with the National Electrical Code, ANSI/NFPA 

70.  
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Changes or modifications not expressly approved by the party responsible for compliance could 

void the user’s authority to operate the equipment. 
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Grounding in the AC Cables 

The AC cable attached to the microinverter and all accessory cables are fully insulated and 

contain an equipment grounding conductor (EGC). The full ground path from the transition 

cable to the module frame follows:  

• The transition cable's green conductor is connected to the EGC from the utility dedicated 

branch circuit.  

• All connectors have green ground contacts that are longer than the circuit contacts. This 

extra length ensures the ground is the first to make contact when connecting modules 

and the last to break contact when disconnecting modules. 

• The AC ground wire inside the microinverter makes a bolted termination to the 

microinverter chassis and is environmentally sealed.  

• The microinverter chassis is bonded at the factory to the module frame with stainless 

steel hardware to provide ground continuity to the AC PV module frame.  

The AC cable grounding path has been tested by a NRTL. Before an AC module assembly can 

be labeled with the NRTL certification mark and shipped from an authorized and inspected 

factory, each assembly must pass a ground continuity check to verify electrical continuity from 

the AC cable ground contact to the module frame. 

The AC cable provides equipment grounding for the AC module only. It is the installer's 

responsibility to ensure that any metallic parts in contact with the module (i.e. mounting 

systems) are provided with a means of equipment grounding according to the manufacturer’s 

instructions and local code.   

Because the DC power is internal to the module, a grounding electrode conductor (GEC) is not 

required.  

Because the AC modules are connected in a “daisy chain” fashion, disconnecting one module 

from within the string removes power and ground from subsequent modules in the string. 

Extreme care should be taken to ensure that no other energized sources are adjacent to these 

ungrounded modules, or auxiliary grounding methods must be provided.  

 

 
If a module is removed from within the string, it is recommended that you bridge 

the gap in the string using an AC extension cable. Inserting an extension cable 

maintains ground continuity to subsequent modules in the string. See "AC Wiring 

Accessories" on page 27 for a list of available extension cables. Other auxiliary 

grounding methods may be used. 
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• 16 amps /1.14 nominal current = 14 modules per branch circuit 

• 1.14 x 14 modules= 15.96 amps ≤ 16 amps 

Module Layout Diagram 
A module layout diagram is a paper model describing the configuration of the array and the 

placement of each module in the array. Following the installation, this information is 

recreated within the monitoring tool enabling the module owner, service providers, and 

system administrators to monitor the performance of each module.  

The layout diagram uses the serial number of the microinverter to identify where each module 

is installed in the array.  

Use the module layout template below to create a module layout diagram of your installation 

site.  

1. Fill in the data requested at the top of the table.  

2. Before a module is installed, peel the serial number sticker from the mid-cable junction.  

3. Place the sticker in the same location in the table relative to the microinverter's position 

in the actual array.  

4. Fill in the sheet number information at the bottom of the table.  

5. When complete, use the layout diagram to recreate the array in the monitoring tool.  
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Module Preparation 

The preparation steps described in this section apply to a large majority of the modules you will 

install. Occasionally, however, situations will dictate that the cables be routed differently. Or, 

your individual experiences will determine steps or cable management techniques that work 

better for you or, more importantly, for your inspectors.  

Before you begin preparing the modules for installation, consider the following items, which 

might require changes to the cable management of one or more modules:  

• Where is the junction or transition box located in relation to the module that will connect 

to it?  

Whether the box is located to the left or right of the array (as viewed from the ground 

facing the installed array) determines which transition cable you need (male or female) 

and what preparation is needed for the final module in the string. With the junction or 

transition box to the left, a female transition cable is required. The final module in the 

string will require an end cap be plugged into the mid-cable junction. With the junction 

or transition box to the right of the array, a male transition cable is needed. The final 

module will require additional cable management to secure the end of the AC cable.  

Before connecting the transition cable, calculate the distance from the transition box to 

the module plus the distance under the module to reach the appropriate AC connector. 

This will determine the length of transition cable that you will need.  

How will you manage the transition cable? If the transition box is under the module, you 

might be able to use the module's cable clips to secure the transition cable to the module 

frame.  

NOTE: Always place cable clips at least three inches from a plug or mid-cable junction to 

ensure proper stress relief.  

• Do you need any extension cables? Will the extension cable reach from connector to 

connector or is it necessary to modify the standard cable management of one or both 

modules to make the connection easier?  

How will you manage the extension cables? If the extension cables will connect two rows 

of modules in the same string, use cable clips to secure the transition cable to the 

module frame. Including waves or loops in the cable between clips can help manage 

slack.  

If the extension cable is running across open roof, another cable management system 

will be needed to keep the extension cable off of the roof and protected from the sun. If 

the distance to be crossed is longer than the length of the extension cable, you must 

transition back to standard building wiring systems to span the distance. Use a transition 
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Module Installation 

This section describes how to lay down and interconnect AC modules on a previously installed 

mounting system. No attempt is made to describe how to install the mounting system on the 

roof or how to use module clamps.  

Before installing the mounting system, ensure that mounting rails will be positioned below the 

microinverter once the module is installed. The microinverter extends beyond the edge of the 

frame of most modules. Do not install modules with the microinverter resting on the mounting 

rail. 

 

 
The frame of the installed module must rest firmly on the mounting rail. 

Installing a module with the microinverter resting on the rail and uneven 

contact between the frame and the rail can cause damage to the 

microinverter and the module. 

 

 
The metal components of the AC module, including frame and 

microinverter, can reach temperatures of approximately 80℃. To reduce 

risk of burns, use appropriate safety procedures when handling.  

 

Installing the Modules 
The ideal installation path is to begin closest to the installed transition box and plug in each 

module as you move away from the box. Depending on the configuration of your array and the 

location of the transition box, this path may not be feasible. For example, in a 2-row 

configuration, we recommend installing the bottom row first and working up toward the 

transition box, which is likely mounted higher up the roof.  

The following diagram shows two installed modules as viewed from the bottom or underside of 

the module.  
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4. Install the second module.  

5. Reach under the top edge of the first module and plug in the AC cable from new module. 

Close the latch. 

NOTE: For end- or edge-mount racking systems, it might be necessary to lift the top of 

the module slightly above the frame to reach the plug.  

6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 until you reach the end of the row.  

See "Module Preparation" on page 13 for information on preparing the final module in 

the string.  

If the string will continue to another row, then an extension cable is needed. Plug the 

extension cable into the current module and place it in the general vicinity of where the 

next module will be installed. Use appropriate cable management strategies to secure 

the extension cable. 

NOTE: For rail mount systems, lay the extension cable over the rails on which the next 

module will be installed. This ensures that the cable remains under the module for 

protection from the sun and uses the rails to keep the cable off the roof surface. Once 

the module is installed, you can also secure the cable to the module frame with cable 

clips, if necessary. 
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Technical Specifications 

Parameter 208V 240V 

Peak Power (Pmax) 250W 

Module Efficiency 15.37% 

Maximum Power Voltage (Vmp) 30.02V 

Maximum Power Current (Imp) 8.33A 

Open Circuit Voltage (Voc) 37.58V 

Short Circuit Current (Isc) 8.98A 

Power Tolerance ±3% 

Maximum System Voltage DC1000V 

Normal Operating Cell Temperature 45.3±2℃ 

Temp. Coeff. Of Pmax -0.43%/℃ 

Output power factor rating  0.99  0.99 

Operating voltage range (ac) (L-L) 2 183-229 V  211 – 264 V 

Operating frequency range or single frequency1  59.3 - 60.5 Hz  59.3 - 60.5 Hz 

Number of phases 13  14 

Nominal output voltage (ac) 208 V  240 V 

Normal output frequency 60 Hz  60 Hz 

Maximum continuous output current (ac) 1.14 A5  0.992 A4 

Maximum output power (ac)  238 W 238 W 

Utility interconnection voltage and frequency trip limits and trip times   See "Utility Interaction" on page 33

Total Demand Distortion (TDD) /Individual harmonics (per IEEE 1547)   < 5% 

(Passed up to 40th harmonic) 

                                                 
2See "Utility Interaction"  
3Single-phase device requiring two of the phases (L1 and L2, L2 and L3, or L1 and L3) for 
power production along with a neutral for voltage sensing only, per IEEE 1547.  
4Single-phase device requiring two of the phases (L1 and L2) for power production along 
with a neutral for voltage sensing only, per IEEE 1547.  
5Maximum overload current at peak module performance combined with low grid voltage is 
1.31A for 208 V and 1.25A for 240 V.  
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Parameter 208V 240V 

Maximum units per 2-pole 20 amp dedicated branch circuit 145  166 

Maximum output fault current (ac) and duration 11.9 Apk, 0.31 Arms, total duration 

1.2 ms 

Maximum output overcurrent protection 20 A5  20 A5 

Dimension 1640x992x57.5mm 

64.57x39.06x2.26 inch 

Weight 

 

21.59kg 

47.59 lbs 

Cooling Natural Convection/No Fans 

Protection Level IP 65(NEMA 6) 

 

                                                 
6This is the maximum number of microinverters that can be connected in parallel to a single 
dedicated branch circuit, which is protected by a 2-pole circuit breaker rated at 20 A. This 
number is derived based on the requirements of the National Electrical Code (NEC) and the 
current rating of the microinverter. If more microinverters than this number need to be 
installed, additional 20-A branches shall be used, keeping the number of microinverters on 
each branch less or equal to this number. 
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Installation | Safety instructions | Maintenance  
Photovoltaic modules user manual  
ET Solar series module 

Please carefully read the following installation and safety instructions. Non-compliance with 
these instructions may void the module warranty.  

Purpose of this guide  

This guide contains information regarding the installation and safe handling of ET Solar 
photovoltaic modules (hereafter referred to as "modules"). All instructions should be read 
and understood before attempting installation. If there are any questions, please contact 
your dealer or ET Solar for further information. The installer should conform to all safety 
precautions in the guide when installing modules. Before installing a solar photovoltaic 
system, the installer should become familiar with the mechanical and electrical 
requirements for photovoltaic systems. Keep this guide in a safe place for future 
reference. If not otherwise specified, it is recommended that the requirements of the U.S. 
National Electrical Code (NEC) or respective European Code be followed. 

General  

 Installing solar photovoltaic systems requires specialized skills and knowledge. The 
installer assumes all risk of injury, including risk of electric shock. Module installation 
should be performed only by qualified persons.  

 All modules come with a permanently attached junction box and #12 AWG (4 mm²) 
wire terminated in Multi Contact PV connectors. Your dealer can provide additional 
extension cables to simplify module wiring.  

 Each individual module can generate DC voltages greater than 30 volts (V) when 
exposed to direct sunlight. Contact with a DC voltage of 30 V or more is potentially 
hazardous. Exercise caution when wiring or handling modules exposed to sunlight.  

 When disconnecting wires connected to a photovoltaic module that is exposed to 
sunlight, an electric arc may occur. Arcs can cause burns, start fires or otherwise create 
safety problems. Exercise caution when disconnecting wiring on modules exposed to 
sunlight.  

 Photovoltaic solar modules convert light energy to direct-current electrical energy, and 
are designed for outdoor use. Proper design of support structures is the responsibility of 
the system designer and installer.  

 Modules may be ground mounted, pole mounted, or mounted on rooftops.  
 Do not apply paint or adhesive to the module.  
 When installing modules, observe all applicable local, regional and national codes and 

regulations. Obtain a building and/or electrical permit where required. 

 Storage Temperature:-10℃～40℃, Storage Humidity:≤70%RH; 

 Use environment temperature:-40～85℃,other use of harsh conditions please indicate. 

Do not attempt to disassemble the module, and do not remove any attached 
nameplates or components. Doing so will void the warranty. 

Do not use mirrors or other hardware to artificially concentrate sunlight on 
the module. 
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Safety precautions for installing a solar photovoltaic system  

 Solar modules produce electrical energy when exposed to sunlight. DC voltages 
may exceed 30V on a single exposed module.  

 Only connect modules with the same rated output current in series. If modules are 
connected in series, the total voltage is equal to the sum of the individual module 
voltages.  

 Only connect modules or series combinations of modules with the same voltage in 
parallel. If modules are connected in parallel, the total current is equal to the sum of 
individual module or series combination currents.  

 Bypass diodes are preassembled in each module. Do not remove these diodes. 
 Keep children well away from the system while transporting and installing 

mechanical and electrical components.  
 Completely cover all modules with an opaque material during installation to 

prevent electricity from being generated.  

Do not wear metallic rings, watchbands, ear, nose, or lip rings or other metallic 
devices while installing or troubleshooting photovoltaic systems. 

Use appropriate safety equipment (insulated tools, insulating gloves, etc) approved 
for use on electrical installations. 

 Observe the instructions and safety precautions for all other components used in the 
system, including wiring and cables, connectors, DC-breakers, mounting hardware, 
inverters, etc.  

 Use only equipment, connectors, wiring and mounting hardware suitable for use in a 
photovoltaic system.  

 Always use the same type of module within a particular photovoltaic system.  
 Under normal operating conditions, PV modules will produce currents and voltages 

that are different than those listed in the date sheet. Data sheet values are applicable 
at standard test data.  

 Short-circuit current and open-circuit voltages should be multiplied by a factor of 1.25 
when determining component voltage ratings, conductor ampacity, fuse sizes and size of 
controls connected to the module or system output. An additional multiplying factor of 
125 percent (80 percent de-rating) may be applicable.  

General installation notes  

 Drainage holes must not be covered with parts of the mounting system. The junction box 
has a breather port which must be mounted facing downward and cannot be exposed to 
the rain. The junction box should be on the higher side of the module when it is mounted 
in order to orient the breather port correctly.  

 Do not lift the module by grasping the module's junction box or electrical leads.  
 Do not stand or step on module.  
 Do not drop the module or allow objects to fall on the module.  
 Do not place any heavy objects on the module.  
 Do not scratch the anodized coating of the frame (except for grounding connection). 
 Do not scratch the glass surface. 
 Prior to installation, do not store modules outdoors or in a damp environment. 
 Inappropriate transport and installation may damage the module glass or frame.  
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Mechanical Installation  

Selecting the location  

 Select a suitable location for installation of the module.  
 For optimum performance, the module must be facing true south in northern latitudes 

and true north in southern latitudes.  
 For detailed information on optimal module orientation, refer to standard solar 

photovoltaic installation guides or a reputable solar installer or systems integrator.  
 Shading on the module will reduce electricity production.  
 Do not install the module near equipment or in locations where flammable gases can be 

generated or collected.  

Selecting the proper mounting structure and hardware  

 Observe all instructions and safety precautions included with the mounting system to 
be used with the module.  

 Do not drill holes in the glass surface of the module. Doing so will void the warranty.  
 Do not drill additional mounting holes in the module frame. Doing so will void the 

warranty.  
 Modules must be securely attached to the mounting structure using four mounting 

points for normal installation. If heavy wind or snow loads are anticipated, additional 
mounting points should also be used. Please see the drawing below.  

 Load calculations are the responsibility of the system designer or installer.  
 The mounting structure and hardware must be made of durable, anti-corrosion and 

UV-resistant material.  

Mounting methods  

1. Mounting with Bolts  

 The module must be attached and supported by at least four bolts through the 
indicated mounting holes.  

 Most installations will use the four inner mounting holes on the module frame(include 
short frame mounting holes).  

 Depending on the local wind and snow loads, additional mounting points may be required. 
(e.g. if the snow load is as high as 5400pa, please use eight bolts) 
 

         

2. Mounting with Clamping Hardware  
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 If module clamps are used to secure the module, the torque on the clamp bolt should 
be around 8–10 Nm.  

 A minimum of four module clamps should be used, two on each long/short frame side, 
in the general clamping areas denoted by the wide arrows on the drawing.  

 Depending on the local wind and snow loads, additional module clamps may be 
required. (e.g. if the snow load is as high as 5400pa, please use eight clamps on the 
long frame) 
 

 

 

 

 

3. Zero-Rack modules mounting with Zep 
Compatible hardwares  

 The array of Zero-Rack modules must be mounted to the roof with Zep Leveling Feet 
and suitable roof attachment devices to maintain the waterproof integrity of the roof. 
The system designer and/or installer are responsible for load calculation and proper 
quantity and locations of the Zep Leveling Feet. Local wind loading and snow loading 
should be accounted for in the system design. 

 The mounting system design shall comply with all local building codes. 
 A minimum gap of 0.25” between modules is required to allow for thermal expansion. 
 The system must not be immersed in water or constantly exposed to water spray. 
 For more details, please visit the official website of Zep Solar (www.zepsolar.com). 
 Warranty void if non-Zep-certified hardware is attached to groove in module frame. 

 

http://www.zepsolar.com/
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P660&M660&M572                                  P672&M672  

Zep System I&II , mechanical load up to 5400pa 

3. Other  

 Other mounting methods are acceptable as long as the minimum requirement as 
described under 2. Mounting with clamping hardware are met.  
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Electrical Installation  

Grounding  

 All module frames must be properly grounded.  
 Observe all local electric codes and regulations.  
 A bonding or toothed washer is required to make proper and reliable electrical grounding 

connection with the anodized aluminum frame.  
 Devices listed and identified for grounding metallic frames of PV modules are permitted 

to ground the exposed metallic frames of the module to grounded mounting structures.  
 Consider using a lay-in lug, rated for outdoor use, if the module grounding 

conductor is to be larger than #10 AWG.  
 When using lay-in lugs, the grounding conductor should be inserted into 

the opening indicated in the figure, and secured using the set screw.  

Please use our recommended grounding method below on the long 

frame when the modules are used in salty environment. 

 

PV module grounding with lay in lug (φ4mm grounding holes) 

General electrical installation  

 Do not use modules of different configurations in the same system.  
 This module is supplied with Multi Contact connectors for electrical connections.  
 Refer to local code to determine appropriate types and temperature ratings of 

conductors. Wiring should be #12 AWG, 4 mm² (minimum) and must be 
temperature rated at 90 °C (minimum).  

 Completely cover system modules with an opaque material to prevent electricity 
from being generated while disconnecting conductors.  

 Refer to local code to determine over current, conductor ampacity and size 
requirements.  

 Installation shall be in accordance with local code.  
 For best performance, ensure that positive and negative DC wires run closely 

together avoiding loops.  

WARNING!  
Electrical shock hazard!  
Do not touch bare conductors or other potentially energized parts. 

Testing, debugging and troubleshooting 
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 Blocking diode can be used in PV system to prevent reverse current from the battery if 

there is no photo current in the module. If charge controllers are not used, then it is 
recommended to use blocking diodes. For more details on charge controllers, please 
consult with professionals. 

 In cases where two or more modules are connected serially in a system, if part of the 
modules are occluded and the other part are exposed to the sun, the high reverse current 
will flow partially or completely through the module, causing the modules to overheat and 
even damaging the modules. Bypass diode used in modules can protect modules from 
such impact of excessive reverse current.. The bypass diodes have been integrated in 
the junction box.  

 Operators should protect themselves from electrical shock during debugging or 
maintenance of solar systems. 

 

Test procedure for modules serial connected before connect them to the PV system. 
 Use digital multimeter to check the total open circuit voltage of the serially connected 

modules. The results should be equal to the sum of the open circuit voltage of individual 
modules, which can be found from the label on the modules. If the total open circuit 
voltage is much lower than expected, please follow the following procedure in this 
instruction. 

 

Troubleshooting for low voltage 
 There are two causes of low open circuit voltage, environmental change or circuit fault. 

The drop of irradiance or increase of environmental temperature reduces the open circuit 
voltage, which is normal. The troubleshooting here refers to the low voltage caused by 
circuit faults, which is usually due to incorrect connection of terminals or damage of 
bypass diodes. 

 First, check all wiring connections, and ensure they are well-connected.into the PV 
system. Then check the modules each by each as below: 

 Measure the open circuit voltage of a module. 
 Cover the module completely with opaque material. 
 Disconnect the module from the system. 
 Remove the opaque material from the module, and measure its open circuit voltage. 
 If the measured voltage is one third or two thirds of the rated value, it indicates that 

bypass diodes were broken,and should be replaced. 

 

Maintenance  

ET Solar recommends the following maintenance items to ensure optimal performance of the 
module:  
 Clean the glass surface of the module as necessary. Use water and a soft sponge or 

cloth for cleaning. A mild, non-abrasive cleaning agent can be used if necessary. Do not 
use dishwasher detergent. Do not have water staying on the glass surfaces of PV 
modules for a long time. 

 If a module power decreases abnormally, and its glass surface is found covered by dust, 
please contact your module installer, retailer or ET solar immediately for technical 
support. 

 Do not attempt to clean a module if the front glass is broken or the backsheet is  
perforated. 

 Electrical and mechanical connections should be checked periodically by qualified 
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personnel to verify that they are clean, secure and undamaged.  
 Check the electrical and mechanical connections periodically to verify that they are clean, 

secure and undamaged.  
 Problems should only be investigated by qualified personnel.  
  Observe the maintenance instructions for all other components used in the system.  

Shutting down the system  

 Completely cover system modules with an opaque material to prevent electricity from 
being generated while disconnecting conductors.  

 Disconnect system from all power sources in accordance with instructions for all other 
components used in the system.  

 The system should now be out of operation and can be dismantled. In doing so, observe 
the all safety instructions as applicable to installation.  

 

Electrical ratings of the concerned modules:  

Pls refer to each kinds of ET module datasheet. 

Disclaimer of liability  

Because the use of this manual and the conditions or methods of installation, operation, use 
and maintenance of photovoltaic products are beyond ET Solar's control, ET Solar does not 
accept responsibility and expressly disclaims liability for loss, damage, or expense arising 
from or in any way connected with improper installation, operation, use or maintenance . 
Improper installation, operation, use or maintenance means that installation, operation, use or 

maintenance does not strictly follow this manual and/or the local, regional and national codes 

and regulations.  

ET Solar shall not be any way responsible or liable for natural causes, including but not 
limited to normal wear and tear of photovoltaic products, the natural effects of exposure to 
weather conditions over time and the outdoor dust build-up. 

ET Solar shall not be in any way responsible or liable for the end user Customer or any 
third-party arising out of any non-performance or delay in performance of any terms and 
conditions of sale, including this manual, due to fire, flood, blizzard, hurricane, thunder, acts of 
God, changes of public policies, terrorism, war, riots, strikes, unavailability of suitable and 
sufficient labor or materials and other events which are out of control of ET Solar. 

No responsibility is assumed by ET Solar for any infringement of patents or other rights of 
third parties, which may result from use of the PV product. No license is granted by 
implication or otherwise under any patent or patent rights.  

The information in this manual is based on ET Solar's knowledge and experience and is 
believed to be reliable, but such information including product specification (without limitations) 
and suggestions does not constitute a warranty, expressed or implied. ET Solar reserves the 
right to change the manual, the product, the specifications, or product information sheets 
without prior notice.  
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Information about manufacturer:  

ET Solar China 
27F, Galaxy International Plaza, 
7 Shanxi RD, Nanjing 210009, China 

Tel:  86 25 86898096 86898098 
Fax:  86 25 86898097 
E-mail: support@etsolar.com 

 
Please consult your dealer or the manufacturer concerning the warranty of your modules. If 
you have any further questions, your dealer and ET Solar will gladly assist you.  
Subject to technical modifications without notice. 2009 © ET Solar Group.  
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Sistema Conectado a la Red: Parámetros de la simulación

PVsyst Licensed to  Enertiva (Costa Rica) Traducción sin garantía, Sólo el texto inglés está garantizado.

Proyecto  : Solar Decathlon Costa Rica

Lugar geográfico Pavas, San Jose País Costa Rica

Ubicación Latitud 9.9°N Longitud 84.1°W
Hora definido como Hora Legal Huso hor. UT-6 Altitud 1071 m

Albedo  0.20
Datos climatológicos: San Jose Síntesis - Meteonorm 6.1

Variante de simulación  : Orientado al sur

Fecha de simulación 02/03/14 09h53

Parámetros de la simulación

Orientación Plano Receptor Inclinación 15° Acimut 0°

Modelos empleados Transposición Perez Difuso Measured

Perfil obstáculos Sin perfil de obstáculos

Sombras cercanas Sin sombreado

Características generador FV

Módulo FV Si-poly Modelo YL245P-29b
Fabricante Yingli Solar

Número de módulos FV En serie 1 módulos En paralelo 133 cadenas
N° total de módulos FV N° módulos 133 Pnom unitaria 245 Wp
Potencia global generador Nominal (STC) 32.6 kWp En cond. funciona. 30.4 kWp (40°C)
Caract. funcionamiento del generador (50°C) V mpp 28 V I mpp 1074 A
Superficie total Superficie módulos 217 m² Superf. célula 194 m²

Inversor Modelo M 215-60-240-S22 / 240-S23
Fabricante Enphase

Características Tensión Funciona. 16-36 V Pnom unitaria 0.215 kW AC
Banco de inversores N° de inversores 133 unidades Potencia total 28.595 kW AC

Factores de pérdida Generador FV

Pérdidas por polvo y suciedad del generador Fracción de Pérdidas 2.0 %
Factor de pérdidas térmicas Uc (const) 20.0 W/m²K Uv (viento) 0.0 W/m²K / m/s

Pérdida Óhmica en el Cableado Res. global generador 0.40 mOhm Fracción de Pérdidas 1.4 % en STC

Pérdida Calidad Módulo Fracción de Pérdidas 1.0 %
Pérdidas Mismatch Módulos Fracción de Pérdidas 2.0 % en MPP
Efecto de incidencia, parametrización ASHRAE IAM = 1 - bo (1/cos i - 1) Parám. bo 0.05

Necesidades de los usuarios : Carga ilimitada (red)
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Sistema Conectado a la Red: Resultados principales

PVsyst Licensed to  Enertiva (Costa Rica) Traducción sin garantía, Sólo el texto inglés está garantizado.

Proyecto  : Solar Decathlon Costa Rica

Variante de simulación  : Orientado al sur

Parámetros principales del sistema Tipo de sistema Conectado a la red
Orientación Campos FV inclinación 15° acimut 0°
Módulos FV Modelo YL245P-29b Pnom 245 Wp
Generador FV N° de módulos 133 Pnom total 32.6 kWp
Inversor Modelo M 215-60-240-S22 / 240-S23 Pnom 215 W ac
Banco de inversores N° de unidades 133.0 Pnom total 28.59 kW ac
Necesidades de los usuarios Carga ilimitada (red)

Resultados principales de la simulación
Producción del Sistema Energía producida 47.33 MWh/año Produc. específico 1453 kWh/kWp/año

Factor de rendimiento (PR) 76.5 %
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Producciones normalizadas (por kWp instalado):  Potencia nominal 32.6 kWp

Yf : Energía útil producida  (salida inversor)        3.98 kWh/kWp/día
Ls : Pérdida sistema  (inversor, ...)                      0.18 kWh/kWp/día
Lc : Pérdida colectada (pérdidas generador FV) 1.05 kWh/kWp/día
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Factor de rendimiento (PR)

PR : Factor de rendimiento (Yf/Yr) :  0.765

Orientado al sur

Balances y resultados principales

GlobHor T Amb GlobInc GlobEff EArray E_Grid EffArrR EffSysR

kWh/m² °C kWh/m² kWh/m² MWh MWh % %

Enero 163.8 21.60 186.2 177.4 4.785 4.582 11.83 11.33

Febrero 153.7 22.20 166.8 158.7 4.281 4.098 11.82 11.31

Marzo 172.0 22.61 175.5 166.5 4.509 4.318 11.82 11.32

Abril 178.5 23.11 173.0 163.8 4.454 4.266 11.85 11.35

Mayo 166.8 22.20 154.8 146.1 4.038 3.865 12.01 11.49

Junio 144.9 21.50 132.5 124.8 3.498 3.348 12.15 11.63

Julio 151.1 21.80 138.8 130.6 3.653 3.499 12.12 11.61

Agosto 154.7 21.50 147.7 139.5 3.872 3.709 12.06 11.56

Septiembre 147.2 20.80 146.9 139.3 3.841 3.679 12.04 11.53

Octubre 147.3 20.70 154.7 146.8 4.068 3.898 12.10 11.60

Noviembre 135.4 20.90 148.9 141.3 3.906 3.742 12.07 11.57

Diciembre 151.2 21.40 173.3 164.7 4.512 4.325 11.99 11.49

Año 1866.5 21.69 1899.2 1799.6 49.417 47.331 11.98 11.47

Leyendas: GlobHor Irradiación global horizontal

T Amb Temperatura Ambiente

GlobInc Global incidente plano receptor

GlobEff Global efectivo, corr. para IAM y sombreados

EArray Energía efectiva en la salida del generador

E_Grid Energía reinyectada en la red

EffArrR Eficiencia Esal campo/superficie bruta

EffSysR Eficiencia Esal sistema/superficie bruta
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Sistema Conectado a la Red: Diagrama de pérdidas

PVsyst Licensed to  Enertiva (Costa Rica) Traducción sin garantía, Sólo el texto inglés está garantizado.

Proyecto  : Solar Decathlon Costa Rica

Variante de simulación  : Orientado al sur

Parámetros principales del sistema Tipo de sistema Conectado a la red
Orientación Campos FV inclinación 15° acimut 0°
Módulos FV Modelo YL245P-29b Pnom 245 Wp
Generador FV N° de módulos 133 Pnom total 32.6 kWp
Inversor Modelo M 215-60-240-S22 / 240-S23 Pnom 215 W ac
Banco de inversores N° de unidades 133.0 Pnom total 28.59 kW ac
Necesidades de los usuarios Carga ilimitada (red)

Diagrama de pérdida durante todo el año

Irradiación global horizontal1867 kWh/m²

+1.7% Global incidente plano receptor

-3.3% Factor IAM en global

-2.0% Pérdidas por polvo y suciedad del generador

Irradiancia efectiva en receptores1800 kWh/m² * 217 m² recep.

eficiencia en STC = 15.00% Conversión FV

Energía nominal generador (en efic. STC)58.66 MWh

-1.0% Pérdida FV debido a nivel de irradiancia

-11.4% Pérdida FV debido a temperatura

-1.0% Pérdida calidad de módulo

-2.0% Pérdida mismatch campo de módulo

-1.0% Pérdida óhmica del cableado

Energía virtual del generador en MPP49.42 MWh

-4.2% Pérdida del inversor durante el funcionamiento (eficiencia)

0.0% Pérdida del inversor a través de la Pnom inversor
0.0% Pérdida del inversor debido a umbral de potencia
0.0% Pérdida del inversor a través de la Vnom inversor
0.0% Pérdida del inversor debido a umbral de tensión

Energía Disponible en la Salida del Inversor47.33 MWh

Energía reinyectada en la red47.33 MWh
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Sistema Conectado a la Red: Parámetros de la simulación

PVsyst Licensed to  Enertiva (Costa Rica) Traducción sin garantía, Sólo el texto inglés está garantizado.

Proyecto  : Solar Decathlon Costa Rica

Lugar geográfico Pavas, San Jose País Costa Rica

Ubicación Latitud 9.9°N Longitud 84.1°W
Hora definido como Hora Legal Huso hor. UT-6 Altitud 1071 m

Albedo  0.20
Datos climatológicos: San Jose Síntesis - Meteonorm 6.1

Variante de simulación  : Orientado al sur

Fecha de simulación 02/03/14 19h43

Parámetros de la simulación

Orientación Plano Receptor Inclinación 12° Acimut 0°

Modelos empleados Transposición Perez Difuso Measured

Perfil obstáculos Sin perfil de obstáculos

Sombras cercanas Sin sombreado

Características generador FV

Módulo FV Si-poly Modelo YL245P-29b
Fabricante Yingli Solar

Número de módulos FV En serie 1 módulos En paralelo 144 cadenas
N° total de módulos FV N° módulos 144 Pnom unitaria 245 Wp
Potencia global generador Nominal (STC) 35.3 kWp En cond. funciona. 32.9 kWp (40°C)
Caract. funcionamiento del generador (50°C) V mpp 28 V I mpp 1163 A
Superficie total Superficie módulos 235 m² Superf. célula 210 m²

Inversor Modelo M 215-60-240-S22 / 240-S23
Fabricante Enphase

Características Tensión Funciona. 16-36 V Pnom unitaria 0.215 kW AC
Banco de inversores N° de inversores 144 unidades Potencia total 30.960 kW AC

Factores de pérdida Generador FV

Pérdidas por polvo y suciedad del generador Fracción de Pérdidas 2.0 %
Factor de pérdidas térmicas Uc (const) 20.0 W/m²K Uv (viento) 0.0 W/m²K / m/s

Pérdida Óhmica en el Cableado Res. global generador 0.40 mOhm Fracción de Pérdidas 1.5 % en STC

Pérdida Calidad Módulo Fracción de Pérdidas 1.0 %
Pérdidas Mismatch Módulos Fracción de Pérdidas 2.0 % en MPP
Efecto de incidencia, parametrización ASHRAE IAM = 1 - bo (1/cos i - 1) Parám. bo 0.05

Necesidades de los usuarios : Carga ilimitada (red)
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Sistema Conectado a la Red: Resultados principales

PVsyst Licensed to  Enertiva (Costa Rica) Traducción sin garantía, Sólo el texto inglés está garantizado.

Proyecto  : Solar Decathlon Costa Rica

Variante de simulación  : Orientado al sur

Parámetros principales del sistema Tipo de sistema Conectado a la red
Orientación Campos FV inclinación 12° acimut 0°
Módulos FV Modelo YL245P-29b Pnom 245 Wp
Generador FV N° de módulos 144 Pnom total 35.3 kWp
Inversor Modelo M 215-60-240-S22 / 240-S23 Pnom 215 W ac
Banco de inversores N° de unidades 144.0 Pnom total 31.0 kW ac
Necesidades de los usuarios Carga ilimitada (red)

Resultados principales de la simulación
Producción del Sistema Energía producida 51.2 MWh/año Produc. específico 1452 kWh/kWp/año

Factor de rendimiento (PR) 76.4 %
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Producciones normalizadas (por kWp instalado):  Potencia nominal 35.3 kWp

Yf : Energía útil producida  (salida inversor)        3.98 kWh/kWp/día
Ls : Pérdida sistema  (inversor, ...)                      0.18 kWh/kWp/día
Lc : Pérdida colectada (pérdidas generador FV) 1.05 kWh/kWp/día
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Factor de rendimiento (PR)

PR : Factor de rendimiento (Yf/Yr) :  0.764

Orientado al sur

Balances y resultados principales

GlobHor T Amb GlobInc GlobEff EArray E_Grid EffArrR EffSysR

kWh/m² °C kWh/m² kWh/m² MWh MWh % %

Enero 163.8 21.60 182.5 173.6 5.081 4.867 11.84 11.34

Febrero 153.7 22.20 164.9 156.8 4.582 4.387 11.81 11.31

Marzo 172.0 22.61 175.6 166.5 4.878 4.671 11.81 11.31

Abril 178.5 23.11 174.9 165.6 4.866 4.661 11.83 11.33

Mayo 166.8 22.20 157.8 149.1 4.449 4.258 11.98 11.47

Junio 144.9 21.50 135.5 127.7 3.865 3.700 12.12 11.61

Julio 151.1 21.80 141.8 133.5 4.034 3.863 12.09 11.58

Agosto 154.7 21.50 149.7 141.5 4.241 4.063 12.04 11.54

Septiembre 147.2 20.80 147.6 139.9 4.172 3.996 12.02 11.51

Octubre 147.3 20.70 153.9 145.8 4.377 4.195 12.09 11.59

Noviembre 135.4 20.90 146.8 139.2 4.169 3.995 12.07 11.57

Diciembre 151.2 21.40 169.6 161.0 4.783 4.585 11.99 11.50

Año 1866.5 21.69 1900.5 1800.3 53.498 51.241 11.97 11.46

Leyendas: GlobHor Irradiación global horizontal

T Amb Temperatura Ambiente

GlobInc Global incidente plano receptor

GlobEff Global efectivo, corr. para IAM y sombreados

EArray Energía efectiva en la salida del generador

E_Grid Energía reinyectada en la red

EffArrR Eficiencia Esal campo/superficie bruta

EffSysR Eficiencia Esal sistema/superficie bruta
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Sistema Conectado a la Red: Diagrama de pérdidas

PVsyst Licensed to  Enertiva (Costa Rica) Traducción sin garantía, Sólo el texto inglés está garantizado.

Proyecto  : Solar Decathlon Costa Rica

Variante de simulación  : Orientado al sur

Parámetros principales del sistema Tipo de sistema Conectado a la red
Orientación Campos FV inclinación 12° acimut 0°
Módulos FV Modelo YL245P-29b Pnom 245 Wp
Generador FV N° de módulos 144 Pnom total 35.3 kWp
Inversor Modelo M 215-60-240-S22 / 240-S23 Pnom 215 W ac
Banco de inversores N° de unidades 144.0 Pnom total 31.0 kW ac
Necesidades de los usuarios Carga ilimitada (red)

Diagrama de pérdida durante todo el año

Irradiación global horizontal1867 kWh/m²

+1.8% Global incidente plano receptor

-3.3% Factor IAM en global

-2.0% Pérdidas por polvo y suciedad del generador

Irradiancia efectiva en receptores1800 kWh/m² * 235 m² recep.

eficiencia en STC = 15.00% Conversión FV

Energía nominal generador (en efic. STC)63.5 MWh

-1.0% Pérdida FV debido a nivel de irradiancia

-11.4% Pérdida FV debido a temperatura

-1.0% Pérdida calidad de módulo

-2.0% Pérdida mismatch campo de módulo

-1.1% Pérdida óhmica del cableado

Energía virtual del generador en MPP53.5 MWh

-4.2% Pérdida del inversor durante el funcionamiento (eficiencia)

0.0% Pérdida del inversor a través de la Pnom inversor
0.0% Pérdida del inversor debido a umbral de potencia
0.0% Pérdida del inversor a través de la Vnom inversor
0.0% Pérdida del inversor debido a umbral de tensión

Energía Disponible en la Salida del Inversor51.2 MWh

Energía reinyectada en la red51.2 MWh
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Sistema Conectado a la Red: Parámetros de la simulación

PVsyst Licensed to  Enertiva (Costa Rica) Traducción sin garantía, Sólo el texto inglés está garantizado.

Proyecto  : Proyecto Conectado a la Red at La Forêt-le-Roi

Lugar geográfico La Forêt-le-Roi País Francia

Ubicación Latitud 48.5°N Longitud 2.1°E
Hora definido como Hora Legal Huso hor. UT+1 Altitud 146 m

Albedo  0.20
Datos climatológicos: La Forêt-le-Roi Síntesis - Meteonorm 6.1

Variante de simulación  : Techo Orientación Sur

Fecha de simulación 24/02/14 15h54

Parámetros de la simulación

Orientación Plano Receptor Inclinación 15° Acimut 22°

Modelos empleados Transposición Perez Difuso Measured

Perfil obstáculos Sin perfil de obstáculos

Sombras cercanas Sin sombreado

Características generador FV

Módulo FV Si-poly Modelo YL245P-29b
Fabricante Yingli Solar

Número de módulos FV En serie 1 módulos En paralelo 16 cadenas
N° total de módulos FV N° módulos 16 Pnom unitaria 245 Wp
Potencia global generador Nominal (STC) 3920 Wp En cond. funciona. 3467 Wp (50°C)
Caract. funcionamiento del generador (50°C) V mpp 27 V I mpp 129 A
Superficie total Superficie módulos 26.1 m² Superf. célula 23.4 m²

Inversor Modelo M 215-60-240-S22 / 240-S23
Fabricante Enphase

Características Tensión Funciona. 16-36 V Pnom unitaria 0.215 kW AC
Banco de inversores N° de inversores 16 unidades Potencia total 3.440 kW AC

Factores de pérdida Generador FV

Pérdidas por polvo y suciedad del generador Fracción de Pérdidas 2.0 %
Factor de pérdidas térmicas Uc (const) 20.0 W/m²K Uv (viento) 0.0 W/m²K / m/s

Pérdida Óhmica en el Cableado Res. global generador 3.5 mOhm Fracción de Pérdidas 1.5 % en STC

Pérdida Calidad Módulo Fracción de Pérdidas 1.0 %
Pérdidas Mismatch Módulos Fracción de Pérdidas 2.0 % en MPP
Efecto de incidencia, parametrización ASHRAE IAM = 1 - bo (1/cos i - 1) Parám. bo 0.05

Necesidades de los usuarios : Carga ilimitada (red)
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Sistema Conectado a la Red: Resultados principales

PVsyst Licensed to  Enertiva (Costa Rica) Traducción sin garantía, Sólo el texto inglés está garantizado.

Proyecto  : Proyecto Conectado a la Red at La Forêt-le-Roi

Variante de simulación  : Techo Orientación Sur

Parámetros principales del sistema Tipo de sistema Conectado a la red
Orientación Campos FV inclinación 15° acimut 22°
Módulos FV Modelo YL245P-29b Pnom 245 Wp
Generador FV N° de módulos 16 Pnom total 3920 Wp
Inversor Modelo M 215-60-240-S22 / 240-S23 Pnom 215 W ac
Banco de inversores N° de unidades 16.0 Pnom total 3440 W ac
Necesidades de los usuarios Carga ilimitada (red)

Resultados principales de la simulación
Producción del Sistema Energía producida 3675 kWh/año Produc. específico 937 kWh/kWp/año

Factor de rendimiento (PR) 80.3 %
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Producciones normalizadas (por kWp instalado):  Potencia nominal 3920 Wp

Yf : Energía útil producida  (salida inversor)        2.57 kWh/kWp/día
Ls : Pérdida sistema  (inversor, ...)                      0.12 kWh/kWp/día
Lc : Pérdida colectada (pérdidas generador FV) 0.51 kWh/kWp/día
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Factor de rendimiento (PR)

PR : Factor de rendimiento (Yf/Yr) :  0.803

Techo Orientación Sur

Balances y resultados principales

GlobHor T Amb GlobInc GlobEff EArray E_Grid EffArrR EffSysR

kWh/m² °C kWh/m² kWh/m² kWh kWh % %

Enero 24.6 3.97 30.3 28.2 105.3 99.6 13.28 12.55

Febrero 40.9 4.83 48.4 45.3 168.5 160.4 13.31 12.67

Marzo 78.1 7.86 90.1 84.8 304.4 290.8 12.93 12.35

Abril 113.8 10.02 122.4 115.5 408.8 391.0 12.78 12.22

Mayo 146.1 14.08 150.2 141.8 493.5 472.2 12.57 12.03

Junio 154.6 17.61 157.2 148.5 504.0 481.9 12.27 11.73

Julio 163.0 18.77 165.2 155.7 534.3 511.6 12.37 11.85

Agosto 143.1 19.70 150.8 142.5 480.8 460.3 12.20 11.68

Septiembre 98.6 15.70 111.6 105.0 365.6 350.0 12.54 12.00

Octubre 61.8 11.81 75.5 70.7 253.8 242.4 12.85 12.28

Noviembre 32.4 6.83 39.7 37.0 137.2 130.4 13.22 12.57

Diciembre 19.4 4.41 26.1 24.1 89.6 84.2 13.12 12.34

Año 1076.4 11.34 1167.6 1099.2 3845.8 3674.9 12.60 12.04

Leyendas: GlobHor Irradiación global horizontal

T Amb Temperatura Ambiente

GlobInc Global incidente plano receptor

GlobEff Global efectivo, corr. para IAM y sombreados

EArray Energía efectiva en la salida del generador

E_Grid Energía reinyectada en la red

EffArrR Eficiencia Esal campo/superficie bruta

EffSysR Eficiencia Esal sistema/superficie bruta

Fabricio Bonilla
Highlight

Fabricio Bonilla
Highlight

Fabricio Bonilla
Highlight
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Sistema Conectado a la Red: Diagrama de pérdidas

PVsyst Licensed to  Enertiva (Costa Rica) Traducción sin garantía, Sólo el texto inglés está garantizado.

Proyecto  : Proyecto Conectado a la Red at La Forêt-le-Roi

Variante de simulación  : Techo Orientación Sur

Parámetros principales del sistema Tipo de sistema Conectado a la red
Orientación Campos FV inclinación 15° acimut 22°
Módulos FV Modelo YL245P-29b Pnom 245 Wp
Generador FV N° de módulos 16 Pnom total 3920 Wp
Inversor Modelo M 215-60-240-S22 / 240-S23 Pnom 215 W ac
Banco de inversores N° de unidades 16.0 Pnom total 3440 W ac
Necesidades de los usuarios Carga ilimitada (red)

Diagrama de pérdida durante todo el año

Irradiación global horizontal1076 kWh/m²

+8.5% Global incidente plano receptor

-3.9% Factor IAM en global

-2.0% Pérdidas por polvo y suciedad del generador

Irradiancia efectiva en receptores1099 kWh/m² * 26 m² recep.

eficiencia en STC = 15.00% Conversión FV

Energía nominal generador (en efic. STC)4311 kWh

-2.2% Pérdida FV debido a nivel de irradiancia

-5.3% Pérdida FV debido a temperatura

-1.0% Pérdida calidad de módulo

-2.0% Pérdida mismatch campo de módulo

-0.8% Pérdida óhmica del cableado

Energía virtual del generador en MPP3846 kWh

-4.4% Pérdida del inversor durante el funcionamiento (eficiencia)

0.0% Pérdida del inversor a través de la Pnom inversor
0.0% Pérdida del inversor debido a umbral de potencia
0.0% Pérdida del inversor a través de la Vnom inversor
0.0% Pérdida del inversor debido a umbral de tensión

Energía Disponible en la Salida del Inversor3675 kWh

Energía reinyectada en la red3675 kWh
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Congratulations and thank you from Bosch!

Thank you for selecting a Bosch dishwasher.You have joined the many consumers who demand quiet and 
superior performance from their dishwashers.

This manual was written with your safety and convenience in mind, and the information contained herein is 
very important. We highly recommend that you read this manual before you use your dishwasher for the first 
time. 

To learn more about your dishwasher and available accessories, as well as many other top quality Bosch 
appliances, visit our website at:

www.boschappliances.com (U.S.A) 
OR 

www.bosch-appliances.ca (Canada)

If you have any questions or comments, please contact us at: 1-800-944-2904 or write to us at:

BSH Home Appliances, Corp.
5551 McFadden Avenue

Huntington Beach, CA 92649
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1 Important Safety Instructions                     
Please Read & Save this Information

Misuse of the dishwasher can result in serious in-
jury or death. Do not use the dishwasher in any 
way not covered in this manual or for any purpose 
other than those explained in the following pages.

■

Severe product damage and/or injury could result 
from the use of unqualified service technicians or 
non-original replacement parts. All repairs must be 
performed by a qualified service technician using 
only original equipment factory replacement 
parts.

■ 

Electrical shock or fire could result if the electrical 
supply for the dishwasher covered in this manual is 
incorrectly installed or if the dishwasher has been 
improperly grounded. Do not use the dishwasher 
covered in this manual unless you are certain the 
electrical supply has been correctly installed or the 
dishwasher has been properly grounded.

Never use steam cleaning products to  clean your 
dishwasher. The manufacturer will not be liable for 
the possible damages or consequences.

■

Never use harsh chemicals to clean your 
dishwasher. Some chloride-containing products 
can damage your dishwasher and may present 
health hazards!

■

It is highly recommended for the end user to 
become familiar with the procedure to shut off 
the incoming water supply and the procedure 
to shut off the incoming power supply. See the 
installation Instructions or contact your installer 
for more information.

 

WARNING NOTICE
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WARNING: To reduce the risk of fire, electrical shock, or serious injury, observe 
the following:

This dishwasher is provided with Installation 1. 
Instructions and this Use and Care Manual. Read 
and understand all instructions before using the 
dishwasher.

This appliance must be grounded to a metal, 2. 
permanent wiring system, or an equipment 
grounding conductor must be run with the circuit 
conductors and connected to the equipment 
grounding terminal or lead on the dishwasher. 
See the Installation Instructions included with 
this dishwasher for more information on electrical 
requirements.

Use this dishwasher only for its intended function, 3. 
which is the washing of household dishware and 
kitchenware.

Use only detergents or rinsing agents 4. 
recommended for use in a dishwasher, and keep 
them out of the reach of children.

When loading items to be washed:5. 

a.  Locate sharp items so that they are not likely to 
damage the door seal.

b.  Load knives and other sharp utensils with 
their HANDLES UP to reduce the risk of cut-type 
injuries.

c.     Do not wash plastic items unless they are marked 
“dishwasher safe” or the equivalent. For plastic 
items not so marked, check the manufacturer’s 
recommendations.

d.   Do not operate your dishwasher unless all 
enclosure panels are in place.

e.    Do not tamper with or override controls and 
interlocks

Do not abuse, sit on, or stand on the door or dish 6. 
racks of the dishwasher.

To reduce the risk of injury, do not allow children 7. 
to play in or on the dishwasher.

When children become old enough to operate 8. 
the appliance, it is the legal responsibility of the 
parents or legal guardians to ensure that they are 
instructed in safe practices by qualified persons.

Under certain conditions, hydrogen gas may 9. 
be produced in a hot water system that has not 
been used for two weeks or more. Hydrogen gas 
is explosive. Before using a dishwasher that is 
connected to a hot water system that has been 
unused for two weeks or longer, turn on all hot 
water faucets and let the water flow from each for 
several minutes. This will release any accumulated 
hydrogen gas. As the gas is explosive, do not 
smoke or use an open flame during this time.

Remove the dishwasher door to the washing 10. 
compartment  when removing an old dishwasher 
for service or discarding.

To avoid floor damage and possible mold growth, 11. 
do not  allow wet areas to remain around or under 
the dishwasher.

Protect your dishwasher from the elements. 12. 
Protect against  freezing to avoid possible damage 
to the fill valve. Damage caused by freezing is not 
covered by the warranty.
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Door Gasket

Vent

Filter System

Serial Number
Label

Top Rack

Top Rack Spray 
Arm

Bottom Rack 
Spray Arm

Rinse Agent
Dispenser

Bottom Rack

Silverware 
Basket

Detergent 
Dispenser

2  Dishwasher Components

FILTER SYSTEM

* Features vary by model
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Noise Reduction System: A two-pump motor system, the 
Suspension Motor™, and insulation make this dishwasher 
one of the quietest in North America.

Nylon Coated Racks: Eliminate cuts and nicks, and have a 
five year warranty.

Flow-Through Heater™: Heats water up to a sanitizing 
temperature.

SaniDry™: A high temperature final rinse, a low 
temperature stainless steel tub, and the sheeting action 
of a rinse agent result in drying that is hygienic, energy 
efficient, and economical.

EcoSense™ Wash Management System: Checks water 
condition and decides whether a second fresh water fill 
is necessary.

Triple Filtration System: Multiple filters ensure distribu-
tion of clean water and protect the main pump and the 
drain pump from foreign material.

* Delay Start: This option allows you to delay the start 
time of your dishwasher.

* Upper Rack & Lower Rack Flip Tines: Increase the rack 
flexibility to accomodate larger/taller items.

* Half Load: Reduces the energy and water consumption 
when washing small, lightly soiled loads.

* Extra Dry Heat: Raises the temperature of the rinse 
water and increases the drying time which will result in 
improved drying.

* OptiDry™: This feature senses when the unit is low on 
rinse agent and automatically increases the drying time.

* Manual Adjustable Rack: The top rack can be raised or 
lowered manually to accomodate tall items in the top and 
bottom racks.

* model dependant

3  Dishwasher Features

Dishware Materials
NOTE: Before using your dishwasher for the first time, 
check the information in this section. Some items are not 
dishwasher safe and should be handwashed; others require 
special loading.

Recommended
Aluminum: Colored anodized aluminum may fade over 
time. Minerals in your water may cause the aluminum to 
darken or spot. This can usually be removed with a soap-
filled steel wool pad.

China, Crystal, Stoneware: Some hand-painted utensils 
may discolor, fade, or spot. Hand-wash these utensils. 
Position fragile glassware so that it will not topple over 
or come in contact with other utensils during the wash 
cycle.

Glass: Milk glass may discolor or become yellow.

Non-stick Coatings: Apply a light coating of vegetable oil 
to non-stick surfaces after drying.

Plastics: Make sure the plasticware is dishwasher safe.

Stainless Steel, Sterling Silver, and Silver Plates: Load 
these utensils in a way that they do not come in contact 
with other metals.

Not Recommended
Acrylic: Crazing (small cracks throughout the acrylic) may 
occur.

Adhesive-Joined Pieces: Adhesives that join materials 
such as plastic, wood, bone, steel copper, tin, etc. may 
loosen.

Bone-Handled Utensils: Handles may separate.

Iron: Iron will rust. Hand-wash and dry immediately.

Non-Dishware Items: Your dishwasher is intended for 
use in cleaning ONLY standard household dishware and 
kitchenware.

Pewter, Brass, Bronze: Pewter will tarnish. Hand-wash 
and dry immediately.

Tin: Tin will stain. Hand-wash and dry immediately.

Wood: Wooden bowls, wooden utensils, and utensils with 
wooden handles can crack, warp, and lose their finish.
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4  Loading the Dishware
Do not pre-wash items that have loosely attached soiling. 
Remove large food particles, bones, seeds, toothpicks, 
and excessive grease. Items having burned-on, baked-on 
or starchy soils may require pre-treatment.

Refer to the Dishware Materials section for more 
information about dishware suitability.

Load only dishwasher-safe items into the dishwasher. 
Load dishes in the dishwasher racks so that the insides 
of bowls, pots and pans are facing the spray arms. Avoid 
nesting and contact points between dishes. Separate 
items of dissimilar metals.

Loading the Top Rack
NOTE: Ensure items do not protrude through the bottom 
of the racks and block the spray arms.

NOTE: When pushing the top rack into the dishwasher, push 
it until it stops against the back of the tub so the top rack 
spray arm will connect to the water supply at the back of the 
tub. Do not push the top rack with the door.

Loading the Bottom Rack
Place large items in the bottom rack. Load pots, pans and 
bowls upside down.

TOP RACK - 10 PLACE SETTING

BOTTOM RACK - 10 PLACE SETTING

BOTTOM RACK - 12 PLACE SETTING

TOP RACK - 12 PLACE SETTING
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To avoid dishwasher damage, do not load the dishwasher 
with paper products, plastic bags, packing materials, or 
anything other than normal, dishwasher-safe dishware 

and kitchenware.

NOTICE

Unloading the Dishwasher
Unload the bottom rack first.•	
Unload the silverware basket.•	
Unload the top rack.•	

BOTTOM RACK - 12 PLACE SETTING 
w/Standard Silverware Basket

TOP RACK - 12 PLACE SETTING 
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5  Rack Accessories
Extra Tall Item Sprinkler
If an item is too tall to be placed into the bottom rack even 
with the top rack in the raised position, remove the empty 
top rack by pulling it out of the dishwasher until it stops. 
Pull the front of the rack upward and outward until the 
rollers are completely free of the roller guides.

Set the top rack aside. Push the roller guides back into the 
dishwasher. Insert the Extra Tall Item Sprinkler into the top 
rack spray outlet and turn the sprinkler clockwise to lock 
it into position. Load the dishwasher lower rack as shown 
below. It can accommodate items up to 22" tall.

NOTE: Keep the vent on the tub’s right side clear by placing 
tall items such as plastic cutting boards and tall baking 
sheets on the bottom rack’s left side,or center.

To remove the sprinkler and return the dishwasher to its 
normal condition:

Turn the sprinkler counterclockwise and remove it.•	

Do not block vent

Retrieve the top rack•	
Tilt the rack upwards and position the top rack rollers •	
onto the roller guides.
Continue pushing the top rack until the rollers are on •	
the guide.
Push the rack into the dishwasher all the way.•	

Flip Tines

The racks on select models consist of tines that you can 
fold down or raise depending on what you have to load 
in the rack.
To fold down:

Grasp the tine.•	
Release from notch.•	
Push downwards.•	

 Manual Rack Height Adjustment 

Remove the empty rack by pulling it out of the dish-
washer to the point that it can be lifted upward, as shown 
above. Pull the rack outward and up until the rollers are 
completely free of the roller guides. 

To avoid dishwasher damage, do not reinstall the top rack 
without removing the extra tall item sprinkler.

NOTICE
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6 Loading the        
Silverware Basket

NOTE: The silverware basket tops can be folded up to 
accommodate large or oddly-shaped items.

With the silverware basket tops down, load the silverware 
basket following the patterns suggested below.

Place knives and sharp utensils with their handles up, 
and forks and spoons with their handles down. If large or 
oddly-shaped items are to be loaded into the silverware 
basket with the tops up, load the items so that they do 
not nest together.

The Standard Silverware Basket

The standard silverware basket (select models) fits in the 
back of the lower rack.  The basket lid can be snapped to 
the handle to leave the basket open.

CAUTION
The sharp points and edges of knives and other sharp 
utensils can cause serious injuries. Load knives and 
other sharp utensils with edges down. Do not al-
low children to handle or play near knives and sharp 

utensils.

Re-insert the rack with the other set of rollers on the roller 
guides, as shown below.

Small Item Clips
The small item clips keep lightweight items and plastic 
containers from tipping over and filling up with water 
during the wash cycle. To attach the small item clip:
•	 Position	it	on	the	bottom	wire	and	attach	as		  
 shown below.
•	 Push	the	clip	towards	the	wire	until	it	fastens	 
 securely.
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1 - Salad Fork  

2 - Tea Spoon  

3 - Dinner Fork

4 - Knife

5 - Table Spoon

6 - Serving Spoon

7 - Serving Fork

Loading the Standard Silverware Basket
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The Flexible Silverware Basket 
This basket splits along its length, resulting in two halves 
that may be placed in a variety of positions in the lower 
rack, greatly increasing the lower rack’s loading versatility. 
The basket snaps together back to back as shown below.

To split the Flexible Silverware Basket:
Grasp the basket  and slide the two halves in opposite •	
directions, as shown.
Pull the two halves apart.•	

The basket also snaps together sideways as shown 
below.
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1 - Salad Fork   5 - Table Spoon

2 - Tea Spoon   6 - Serving Spoon

3 - Dinner Fork   7 - Serving Fork

4 - Knife

Some  Basket Placement Options Loading the Flexible Silverware Basket
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7 Adding Detergent & Rinse Agent

Detergent
Use only detergent specifically designed for dishwashers. 
For best results, use fresh powdered dishwashing 
detergent.

The dishwasher uses less water so you need to use less 
detergent. With soft water, 1 tbsp. (15ml) of detergent will 
clean most loads. The detergent dispenser cup has lines 
that measure detergent to:

1 tablespoon (15ml) AND•	
1.75 tablespoons (25ml)•	

3 tablespoons (45ml) of detergent will completely fill the 
detergent dispenser cup.

NOTE: If you do not know the hardness of your water 
supply, use 15ml of detergent. Increase the amount, 
if necessary, to the least amount required to get your 
kitchenware clean.

Use the measuring lines in the detergent dispenser 
cup as a guide to measure the amount of detergent 
recommended in the Tables below.

To avoid dishwasher damage, do not use hand 
dishwashing  products in your dishwasher.

■
To avoid dishwasher damage, do not use too much 
detergent if your water is soft. Using too much detergent 

in soft water may cause etching in glassware.

ATTENTION

Recommended Detergent Amount
Water Type

Wash 
Cycle

Unit Hard Medium Soft

Power 
Scrub

ml
Tbsp

45
3

45
3

25-45
1.75 - 3

Auto 
Wash

ml
Tbsp

25-45
1.75 - 3

25
1.75

15-25
1 - 1.75

Regular
Wash

ml
Tbsp

25-45
1.75 - 3

25
1.75

15-25
1 - 1.75

Quick 
Wash

ml
Tbsp

25
1.75

15-25
1 - 1.75

15
1

Delicate 
Wash

ml
Tbsp

25
1.75

15-25
1 - 1.75

15
1

Rinse & 
Hold None None None
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Use fresh powdered detergent for best results.•	
1 tablespoon will clean most loads.•	
Do not use more than 3 tablespoons. Do not overfill.•	
When using detergent tabs, lay them flat to  avoid •	
contact with the cover.

Always use Rinse Agent even if your detergent con-•	
tains rinse agent.
Add rinse agent when the Rinse Agent Indicator Light •	
on the control panel illuminates.

1 - Place finger as shown above
2- Slide door forward and press down firmly until you  
       hear a click.

To open the cover, push the button as shown above.•	

To add rinse agent, pour in the oval.•	

TO CLOSE

TO OPEN

Adding Detergent Adding Rinse Agent
3 TBS MAX 
2 TBS (25 ML)  

1 TBS (15 ML)  

Lift tab to 
open

Rinse Agent
To achieve proper drying, always use a liquid rinse agent, 
even if your detergent contains a rinse agent or  drying 
additive.

NOTE: The dishwasher indicates low rinse agent by the 
Rinse Agent Indicator Light.
Add liquid rinse agent to the dispenser until the rinse 
agent reservoir is full. Wipe up any excess rinse agent that 
puddles when the dispenser reservoir is full. 

After filling the rinse agent dispenser, the indicator light 
will go out in a few minutes after the dishwasher door is 
shut.

Refer to the following page for more information on adding 
detergent and rinse agent to the dishwasher.
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8 Dishwasher Features & Options

Wash Cycles *

* The cycles listed below vary by models.

Power Scrub
Cleans items having baked-on or hard dried food soils. 
These items may require soaking or hand scouring.

Auto Wash
The sensors in the dishwasher automatically adjust the 
cycle length, temperature and water changes based 
on the soil load. This cycle contains additional sensor 
decisions when compared to other cycles.

Regular Wash
Thoroughly cleans large loads having loosely attached 
normal soiling.

Delicate
For delicate or heirloom dishware and silverware or 
other special items. Always make sure that the items are 
dishwasher safe. Refer to the Dishware Materials section 
of this manual for further information. Hand washing may 
be the best treatment for such items.

Quick Wash
Cleans lightly soiled dishes and reduces overall wash time. 
Use this cycle to clean glasses and dessert dishes that may 
need to be re-used at the same event.

Rinse & Hold
Allows you to rinse the food soil off of a partial load and 
hold them in the dishwasher until there is a full load.

Wash Cycle Options

Extra Dry Heat
With this option you can raise the temperature of the rinse 
water and increase the drying time for improved drying.

Delay Start
This option allows you to delay the start time of your dish-
washer. 

Half Load
In the Power Scrub Plus, Regular, and Auto Wash cycles 
you can reduce the energy and water consumption when 
washing small, lightly soiled loads that fill approximately 
half the dishwasher’s capacity.

For more information on how to active these options, see 
"Operating the Dishwasher" section.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Sanitized Indicator
When the “Sanitized” light appears on the control 
panel, it means that the dishware and kitchenware that 
were just washed have been sanitized according to the 
requirements of the National Sanitation Foundation (NSF). 
For more information on NSF certification, go to the Wash 
Cycle Information section of this manual.

Refill Rinse Agent Indicator
An indicator light will illuminate to alert you when more 
rinse agent is required.

Javo
Óvalo

Javo
Resaltar

Javo
Línea

Javo
Línea

Javo
Resaltar
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9 Wash Cycle Information

NOTE: To save energy, this dishwasher has a “Smart Control” 
that automatically adjusts the cycle based on soil loads and 
incoming water temperature. The “Smart Control” makes 
decisions that can cause the cycle time and water usage to 
adjust intermittently. The cycle times listed in the Use and Care 
manual are based on normal soil loads and 120°F incoming 
water and will vary based on your actual conditions.

See the Cycles and Options Charts to determine the cycles 
available for your specific model.

NOTE: On select models, the Half Load feature will reduce 
the water consumption by approximately 30 percent in the 
Power Scrub Plus, Regular, and Auto Wash cycles.

Power 
Scrub

Auto 
Wash

Regular 
Wash

Delicate Quick 
Wash

Rinse & 
Hold

Cycle 
Time 
(minutes)

130 105-119 95-115 80 30 9

Water 
consumption 
(gallons)

Minimum 6.8 3.6 2.3 3.0 3.0 1.0

Maximum 6.8 6.0 5.2 3.0 3.0 1.0

Water 
consumption 
(liters)

Minimum 25.6 13.6 8.7 11.3 11.3 4.0

Maximum 25.6 22.6 19.5 11.3 11.3 4.0

Wash Temp °F 160 130-150 122-131 122 113 Incoming

Rinse Temp  °F 156 156 149-156 156 122 Incoming

With Half 
Load option

Power 
Scrub

Auto 
Wash

Regular 
Wash

Delicate Quick 
Wash

Rinse & 
Hold

Cycle Time 
(minutes) 110 99-110 95-105 75

Water 
consumption 
(gallons)

17.9 10.5-15.9 8.7-14.9 10.9

Water 
consumption 
(liters)

4.7 2.8-4.2 2.3-3.9 2.9

Javo
Resaltar

Javo
Resaltar

Javo
Resaltar

Javo
Resaltar

Javo
Resaltar

Javo
Resaltar

Javo
Resaltar

Javo
Resaltar

Javo
Resaltar

Javo
Resaltar
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10  Operating the Dishwasher 
        SHX4AP,  SHX5AL, SHX6AP 

To start the dishwasher:
Open the Door. Press the “ON/OFF” button.•	
One of the Wash Cycle LEDs will be flashing. You can •	
now select a wash cycle.
Press the "<" or ">" button to select the desired wash •	
cycle.
Press the “START” button (LED stops flashing)•	
Close the door to begin the cycle•	

NOTE

Rinse Agent Indicator Light will be illuminated if the 1. 
unit needs Rinse Agent.
If you close the door without pressing the start button 2. 
the unit will beep.

To cancel a cycle:
Open the dishwasher door just far enough to expose •	
the control panel. Be careful of hot water splash out!

Press and hold the “START/RESET” button until the •	
“Active” indicator light goes out.
Close the door and wait for about 1 minute for the •	
dishwasher to drain.
Open the door and press the “ON/OFF” button.•	
You are now ready to start a new cycle.•	

To enter the options mode(rinse agent setting, extra 
dry heat, cycle completion signal):

Door must be open. Press the "ON/OFF" button to •	
turn the unit on.
One of the Wash Cycle LEDs will be flashing.•	
Press and hold down the ">" button, then press and •	
release the "START/RESET" button. Now release the 
">" button.

The "Clean" and one other LED will be flashing. You are •	
now in the options setup mode.
Press ">" to select the option you would like to adjust.•	

If the "Clean" and "Rinse Agent" LED are flashing you can 
adjust the Rinse Agent settings.
If the "Clean" and "Sanitized" LED are flashing you can set 
the Extra Dry Heat.

To set the amount of Rinse Agent:
NOTE:  If your glasses have spots on them, you need more 
rinse agent. If your glasses have streaks, you need less 
Rinse Agent.
Follow the prior instructions to enter "options" mode. With 
the "Clean" and "Rinse Agent" LEDs flashing:

Press the "<" button to change the amount of rinse •	
agent dispensed.

0 LEDs flashing --> Rinse Agent dispenser is OFF
1 LED  flashing --> Lowest amount of rinse agent
2 LEDs flashing --> Medium amount dispensed
3 LEDs flashing --> Highest amount of rinse agent
Press•	  "START" to save your settings.

To turn Extra Dry Heat on or off:
With the "Clean" and "Sanitized" LEDs flashing:

Press the "<" button to turn Extra Dry Heat on or off. •	
The wash cycle LEDs will illuminate when you press 
"<".
0 LEDs flashing --> Extra Dry Heat is OFF
1 LED flashing --> Extra Dry Heat is ON

To set the Cycle Completion Signal:
With the "Clean" , "Sanitized" , and "Rinse Agent" LEDs 
flashing:

Press the "<" button to change the cycle completion •	
tone level. The wash cycle LEDs will illuminate when 
you press "<".
0 LEDs flashing --> Cycle Completion Signal is OFF
1 LED  flashing  -->  Low tone level
2 LEDs flashing --> Medium tone level
3 LEDs flashing --> Highest tone level
Press•	   START to save your settings.

You could be seriously scalded if you allow hot water to 
splash out of the dishwasher. OPEN THE DOOR CAREFULLY 
during any wash or rinse cycle. Do not fully open the door 

until water noises have stopped.

WARNING

Depending on your model you will either have 4, 5 or 6 wash 
cycles. 
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To start the dishwasher:
Door must be closed. Press the “ON/OFF” button.•	
One of the Wash Cycle LEDs will be flashing. You can •	
now select a wash cycle.
Press the "<" or ">" button to select the desired wash •	
cycle.
Select the "Half Load" or "Delay Start" features if •	
desired at this point.

In addition to your Wash Cycle selection, for small loads of 
lightly soiled dishes press the “Half Load” button. This will 
save energy and water.

If you would like to delay the start time of the dishwasher  
press the “DELAY” button until the  desired delay time 
(3,6,9 hrs.) is displayed by the corresponding LED. 

Press the “START” button to begin the cycle (Wash •	
Cycle Indicator Light will stop flashing)
Press the “START” button (LED stops flashing)•	

NOTE: Rinse Agent Indicator Light will be illuminated if 
the unit needs Rinse Agent.

Child Lock
After pressing the “START” button you can activate •	
the Child Lock feature.

Press and hold down the “<” button until Child Lock •	
LED illuminates (Light goes out when button is 
released). 
Now any button you press (except ON/OFF) will not •	
function and the Child Lock LED illuminates when 
you press any button.
To deactivate, press and hold the “<” button until the •	
Child Lock LED goes out. 

To cancel a cycle:
Press and hold the “START/RESET” button until the •	
"Active" LED goes out.
Wait for about 1 minute until the dishwasher drains.•	
Press the “ON/OFF” button.•	
The "Clean" indicator light will illuminate.•	
You are now ready to start a new cycle.•	

•	

To enter the options mode(rinse agent setting, extra 
dry heat, cycle completion signal):

Door must be closed. Press the "ON/OFF" button to •	
turn the unit on.
One of the Wash Cycle LEDs will be flashing.•	
Press and hold down the ">" button, then press and •	
release the "START/RESET" button. Now release the 
">" button.
The "Clean" and one other LED will be flashing. You •	
are now in the options setup mode.
Press ">" to select the option you would like to •	
adjust.

If the "Clean" and "Rinse Agent" LED are flashing you can 
adjust the Rinse Agent settings.
If the "Clean" and "Sanitized" LED are flashing you can set 
the Extra Dry Heat.

To set the amount of Rinse Agent:
NOTE:  If your glasses have spots on them, you need more 
rinse agent. If your glasses have streaks, you need less 
Rinse Agent.
Follow the prior instructions to enter "options" mode. 
With the "Clean" and "Rinse Agent" LED flashing:

Press the "<" button to change the amount of rinse •	
agent dispensed.
0 LEDs flashing --> Rinse Agent dispenser is OFF
1 LED  flashing --> Lowest amount of rinse agent
2 LEDs flashing --> Medium amount dispensed
3 LEDs flashing --> Highest amount of rinse agent
Press•	  START to save your settings.

To turn Extra Dry Heat on or off:
With the "Clean" and "Sanitized" LED flashing:

Press the "<" button to turn Extra Dry Heat on or off. •	 0 
0 LEDs flashing --> Extra Dry Heat is OFF

         1 LED flashing --> Extra Dry Heat is ON
Press •	 START to save your settings.

Operating the Dishwasher 
SHE5AL
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To start the dishwasher:
Door must be closed. Press the “ON/OFF” button.•	
The Countdown Display and one of the Wash Cycle •	
LEDs will be flashing. You can now select a wash 
cycle.
Press the "<" or ">" button to select the desired wash •	
cycle.
Select the "Half Load" or "Delay Start" features if •	
desired at this point.

In addition to your Wash Cycle selection, for small loads of 
lightly soiled dishes press the “Half Load” button. This will 
save energy and water.

If you would like to delay the start time of the dishwasher  
press the “DELAY” button until the  desired delay time 
(1-24 hrs.) shows in the Countdown Display window. 

Press the “START” button to begin the cycle (Wash •	
Cycle Indicator Light will stop flashing)
Close the door to begin the cycle•	

NOTE: Rinse Agent Indicator Light will be illuminated if 
the unit needs Rinse Agent.

To cancel a cycle:
Press and hold the “START/RESET” button until the •	
countdown display reads "0:01".
Wait until the display reads "0:00" and turn the unit •	
OFF.
Open the door and press the “ON/OFF” button.•	
You are now ready to start a new cycle.•	

To enter the options mode(rinse agent setting, extra 
dry heat, cycle completion signal):

Door must be closed. Press the "ON/OFF" button to •	
turn the unit on.

The countdown display and one of the Wash Cycle •	
LEDs will be flashing.
Press and hold down the ">" button, then press and •	
release the "START/RESET" button. Now release the 
">" button.
The "Sanitized" LED will be flashing. You are now in •	
the options setup mode.
Press ">" to select the option you would like to •	
adjust.

If the display shows "d:00" or "d:01" you can turn the Extra 
Dry Heat ON or OFF.
If the display shows between "r:00" to "r:06" you can adjust 
the amount of rinse agent dispensed.

To set the amount of Rinse Agent:
NOTE:  If your glasses have spots on them, you need more 
rinse agent. If your glasses have streaks, you need less 
Rinse Agent.
Follow the prior instructions to enter "options" mode. 
With the display window showing "r:00" - "r:06":

Press the "<" button to change the amount of rinse •	
agent dispensed.
r:00 --> Rinse Agent  OFF
r:03 --> Medium amount of rinse agent dispensed
r:06 --> Highest amount of rinse agent dispensed
Press•	  START to save your settings.

To turn Extra Dry Heat on or off:
With the countdown display showing "d:00" or "d:01":

Press the "<" button to turn Extra Dry Heat on or off. •	 0 
d:00 --> Extra Dry Heat is OFF
d:01  --> Extra Dry Heat is ON
Press •	 START to save your settings.

Operating the Dishwasher 
SHE6AP
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11  Care and Maintenance 

Maintenance Tasks
Certain areas of your dishwasher require occasional 
maintenance. The maintenance tasks are easy to do and 
will ensure continued superior performance from your 
dishwasher:

Wiping up Spills and Splash-outs•	
Water may occasionally splash out of your dishwasher, 
especially if you interrupt a cycle or open the dishwasher 
door during a cycle. To avoid floor damage and possible 
mold growth, do not allow wet areas to remain around or  
under the dishwasher.

Clean the Stainless Steel Inner Door and Tub•	
Clean the outer edges of the inside door panel regularly 
to remove debris that might collect from normal loading. 
If spots begin to appear on the stainless steel tub or inner 
door, make sure the rinse agent reservoir is full.

Check and•	  clean the Spray arm nozzles
Occasionally check the spray arms to ensure that the spray 
arm nozzles (holes) are unobstructed. You must remove 
the spray arms to check them for obstruction.

To remove the top spray arm:
Remove the empty top rack from the dishwasher.1. 

Turn the rack upside down. The top spray arm is held 2. 
in position by a locking nut as shown below. Turn 
the locking nut counter-clockwise and remove it as 
shown below to release the spray arm.

Remove the spray arm as shown below.3. 

Look for obstruction in the spray nozzles.4. 
If the spray nozzles need cleaning, flush them under 5. 
running water.

To reinstall the top spray arm:
Return the top spray arm to its installed position.1. 
Return the locking nut to its installed position and 2. 
turn it 1/8 turn clockwise.
Return the top rack to the top rack roller guides.3. 

To remove the bottom spray arm:
Remove the empty bottom rack from the dishwasher 1. 
tub.
Grasp and lift the bottom spray arm as shown below.2. 

Look for obstruction in the spray nozzles.3. 
If the spray nozzles need cleaning, flush them under 4. 
running water.

To reinstall the bottom spray arm:
Return the bottom spray arm to its installed position 1. 
and press it so that it snaps into place.
Return the bottom rack to its installed position.2. 

Check and•	  clean the filter system
This dishwasher has a filter system that consists of a Large 
Object Trap/Cylinder Filter assembly and a Fine Filter. 
Select models have an additional Micro Filter. The filter 
system is located on the inside of your dishwasher under 
the lower rack and is easily accessible. During normal use, 
the filter system is self-cleaning. You should occasionally 
inspect it for foreign objects and clean it when necessary.
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To remove the Large Object Trap/ Cylinder Filter Assembly:
Remove the bottom rack.1. 
Grasp the assembly and turn it counterclockwise2. 

         - ¼ turn as shown below.

Lift out the assembly as shown below.3. 

Carefully examine the assembly. If you find debris in 4. 
the Large Object Trap, turn it upside-down and gently 
tap it on a surface such as a countertop to dislodge 
and remove the debris.
Flush the Cylinder Filter clean by holding it under 5. 

running water.

To avoid injury, do not reach into the large object 
trap with your fingers. The large object trap could 

contain sharp objects.

CAUTION
To reinstall the filter system:

Return the fine filter to its originally installed 1. 

position.
Turn the locking nut clockwise 1/4 turn until it is 2. 
locked. The arrow on the ring handle and the arrow 
on the Fine Filter should point to each other.

Clean the Exterior Door Panel•	
Colored Doors
Use only a soft cloth that is lightly dampened with soapy 
water.
Stainless Steel Doors
Use a soft cloth with a non-abrasive cleaner (preferably 
a liquid spray) made for cleaning stainless steel. For the 
best results, apply the stainless steel cleaner to the cloth, 
then wipe the surface.

Clean the Door Gasket•	
Regularly clean the door gasket with a damp cloth to 
remove food particles and other debris. Also clean the 
door seal, located inside the dishwasher at the bottom of 
the door.

Winterizing Your Dishwasher•	
If your dishwasher will be unused for an extended period of 
time in a location that experiences freezing temperatures 
(e.g., in a holiday home or through a vacation period), 
have your dishwasher winterized by an authorized service 
center.
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Self Help

Dishwashers may occasionally exhibit problems that are unrelated to a malfunction of the dishwasher itself. The following information 
may help you with a dishwasher problem without involving a repair professional.

Problem Cause Action

Dishwasher does not start Door may not be properly latched.1. 
Unit may not be turned on.2. 
Unit not reset or previous cycle not 3. 
completed.
Delay start engaged.4. 
Interruption of electrical power supply 5. 
to dishwasher or blown fuse.
Child lock activated (select models).6. 
The door may have been closed with-7. 
out first selecting a cycle.
Water supply may not be turned on.8. 

Shut the door completely.1. 
Press the main power switch to turn unit on.2. 
To reset, refer to “Canceling or changing the 3. 
cycle” section in this manual.
To reset, refer to “Delay Start” section in this 4. 
manual.
Check circuit breaker.5. 
Deactivate the child lock. Refer to “Child Lock” 6. 
section in this manual if applicable.
Select a cycle, press the START button and 7. 
close the door. (For SHX models)
Check and turn on water supply.8. 

Dishwasher beeping (end of cycle 
signal)

Default factory settings alert the customer 
that the cycle has completed by beep-
ing. This feature can be deactivated if so 
desired.

To adjust the volume or deactivate, refer to “Cycle 
Completion Signal” section in this manual.

Display does not illuminate or 
console lights are not on

A fuse may have been blown or circuit 1. 
breaker tripped.
Door not closed or latched.2. 

Note: For models with controls on the 
top portion of the door, the display only 
illuminates when the door is opened and 
controls are visible. 

Check the fuse or circuit breaker box and 1. 
replace the fuse or reset the breaker if neces-
sary.
Ensure that door is properly latched and 2. 
completely closed.

Dishwasher seems to run a 
long time

Incoming water is not warm enough. 1. 
Cycle time can vary due to soil and 2. 
water conditions.
Rinse agent dispenser is empty.3. 
Dishwasher connected to cold water 4. 
supply.

Note: Refer to “Cycle Chart Data” section in 
this manual for typical cycle length. 

Before starting a cycle, run hot water faucet 1. 
at the sink nearest to the dishwasher. 
Sensors in the dishwasher automatically in-2. 
crease the cycle time to ensure a good wash 
when heavy soil is detected.
Add rinse agent.  3. 
Verify dishwasher is connected to hot water 4. 
supply plumbing.

Dishes aren’t getting clean 
enough

Spray arm movement is obstructed.1. 
Spray arm nozzles clogged.2. 
Improper use of detergents.3. 
Filters could be clogged.4. 
Dishes are nested or loaded too close 5. 
together.
Selected wash cycle is not suitable for 6. 
food soil condtions.

Ensure that spray arm movement is not 1. 
blocked by hand rotating spray arms. 
Remove the spray arms and clean accord-2. 
ing to “Check/Clean the Spray Arm Nozzles” 
in Care and Maintenance section of this 
manual.
Increase or decrease detergent depending 3. 
on the water hardness. Refer to Table under 
“Adding Detergent and Rinse Agent”.
Clean the filter. Refer to “Check/Clean the 4. 
Filter System” under Care and Maintenance 
section of this manual.
Rearrange load such that water spray can 5. 
reach all items in the dishwasher. See also 
“Preparing and Loading” section of this 
manual.
Refer to “Wash Cycle” section in Operating 6. 
the Dishwasher section of this manual.
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Problem Cause Action

Dishes are not getting dry enough Rinse agent dispenser is empty. (Rinse 1. 
agent indicator is activated).
Improper loading of dishes.2. 
Selected cycle does not include drying.3. 

Note: Plastic or Teflon do not typically dry 
as  completely as other items due to their 
inherent properties.

Add rinse agent. The use of rinse agent im-1. 
proves drying.
Rearrange load to ensure items are not 2. 
nested. Refer also to the “Preparing and Load-
ing” section of this manual.
Rinse and Hold setting does not include dry-3. 
ing cycle,

Note: Select models offer an extra heating op-
tions to improve drying performance. Refer to 
“Wash Cycle options”  under  the Operating the 
Dishwasher section of this manual.

Odor Food debris is present at the bottom of 1. 
the dishwasher.
Food particles are present near the 2. 
door seal.
Dishes left too long in unit before run-3. 
ning a cycle.
Residual water is present at the bot-4. 
tom of the dishwasher.
Drain hose is obstructed.5. 

Remove the filters and clean according to the 1. 
“Check/Clean the Filter System” section of this 
manual.
Refer to “Clean the Door Gasket and Door 2. 
Seal” in the Care and Maintenance section of 
this manual .
Run a Rinse/Hold cycle if you do not intend to 3. 
immediately wash the dishes.
Ensure the unit has completely drained from 4. 
the last cycle. Refer to the “Canceling or 
changing the cycle” section of this manual.
Remove any obstructions from the drain hose 5. 
by calling qualified personnel.

Note: If odor still persists, run the Normal/Regular 
cycle until it flushes and interrupt the cycle and 
place an 8 oz. cup of distilled white vinegar solu-
tion on the top rack and then finish the cycle.

Dishwasher not filling with water Restriction in the water supply system.1. 
Previous wash cycle was not com-2. 
pleted.
Delay-start is active.3. 

Ensure that the water supply valve (typically  1. 
located under kitchen sink) is open and check 
that the water supply line has no kinks and 
clogs.
Refer to the “Canceling or changing the cycle” 2. 
section of this manual.
Cancel the delay-start or wait until delay-3. 
start time completes (times out). Refer to the 
“Delay Start” section of this manual.

Water Leaks Suds1. 
Door seal could be pulled away from 2. 
track.
Condensation vent is blocked.3. 
Improper installation.4. 

Wrong type of detergent results in suds and 1. 
leaks. Use only dishwasher detergents. If 
suds still persist, then add one tablespoon of 
vegetable oil at the bottom of the dishwasher 
and run the desired cycle.
Ensure that door seal is in the track.2. 
Ensure that condensation vent is not blocked. 3. 
Refer to “Loading Extra Tall Items”  in the Pre-
paring and Loading the Dishwasher section 
of this manual.
Have proper installation verified by qualified 4. 
personnel (water supply, drain system, level-
ing, plumbing).

Tub stains Stains on the dishwasher interior are 1. 
due to hardness of water.
Silverware in contact with tub.2. 

Concentrated Lemon juice can reduce the 1. 
build up of hard water stains. Run a normal 
cycle until it flushes and interrupt the cycle 
and then place an 8 oz. cup of the concen-
trated lemon solution on the top rack and 
finish the cycle. This can be done periodically 
to avoid build up.
Ensure that the silverware does not make 2. 
contact with the tub while running a cycle.
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Streaks on glassware or residue on the 
dishes  

Incorrect rinse agent setting. Depending on the hardness of water, adjust 
the rinse agent dispenser. Refer to “Adding 
Detergent and Rinse Agent” section in this 
manual for adjustment.

Fascia panel discolored or marked Abrasive cleaner used. Use mild detergents with soft damp cloth.

Noise during wash cycle The dishes may not be arranged properly. Water circulation sound is normal, but if you 
suspect items are banging into each other 
or into the spray arms, refer to the “Prepar-
ing and Loading” section of this manual for 
optimal arrangement.

Detergent dispenser cover will not shut Improper operation of detergent 1. 
cover.
Previous cycle has not been finished,  2. 
reset, or cycle was interrupted.

Refer to “Adding Detergent and Rinse 1. 
Aid” section of this manual for instruc-
tions on opening and closing the 
dispenser.
Refer to the “Canceling or changing the 2. 
cycle” section of this manual.

Unable to select desired cycle Previous cycle has not finished. Refer to the “Canceling or changing the cycle” 
section of this manual.

Problem Cause Action
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Customer Service
Your Bosch dishwasher requires no special care other than that described in the Care and Maintenance 
section. If you are having a problem with your dishwasher, before calling for service please refer to the Self 
Help section. If service is necessary, contact your dealer or installer or an authorized service center. Do not 
attempt to repair the appliance yourself. Any work performed by unauthorized personnel may void the 
warranty.

If you are having a problem with your Bosch dishwasher and are not pleased with the service you have 
received, please take the following steps until the problem is corrected to your satisfaction:

1. Contact your installer or the Bosch Authorized Service Contractor in your area.
2. Contact Customer Service from  our website, www.boschappliances.com.
3. Write us at the address below:

 BSH Home Appliances, Corporation
 5551 McFadden Avenue
 Huntington Beach, CA 92649

4. Call us at 1-800-944-2904.

Please be sure to include your model information listed below as well as an explanation of the problem 
and the date it originated.

You will find the model and serial number information on the label located on the right edge of the dish-
washer door as shown above.

Also, if you are writing, please include a daytime phone number where you can be reached.

Please make a copy of your invoice and keep it with this manual. The customer must show proof of pur-
chase to obtain warranty service.  

Your Model Information:

•		 Model	Number

•		 Serial	Number

•		 Date	Purchased

•		 Date	Installed
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Statement of Limited Product Warranty
Bosch Dishwashers

What this Warranty Covers & Who it Applies to:  The limited warranty 
provided by BSH Home Appliances (“Bosch”) in this Statement of Limited 
Product Warranty applies only to Bosch dishwashers (“Product”) sold to 
you, the first using purchaser, provided that the Product was purchased: 
(1) for your normal, household (non-commercial) use, and has in fact at 
all times only been used for normal household purposes; (2) new at retail 
(not a display, “as is”, or previously returned model), and not for resale, or 
commercial use; and (3) within the United States or Canada, and has at 
all times remained within the country of original purchase. The warranties 
stated herein apply only to the first purchaser of the Product and are not 
transferable.  

•	 Please make sure to return your registration card; while not 
necessary to effectuate warranty coverage, it is the best way for 
Bosch to notify you in the unlikely event of a safety notice or product 
recall. 

How Long the Warranty Lasts:  Bosch warrants that the Product is free 
from defects in materials and workmanship for a period of three hundred 
sixty five (365) days from the date of purchase.  The foregoing timeline 
begins to run upon the date of purchase, and shall not be stalled, tolled, 
extended, or suspended, for any reason whatsoever.    Labor and shipping 
costs are included in this basic coverage.
Extended Limited Warranty:  Bosch also provides these additional limited 
warranties: 

•	 2 Year Limited Warranty:  Bosch will repair or replace any 
component that proves to be defective in materials or workmanship 
(excludes labor charges).

•	 5 Year Limited Warranty on Electronics:  Bosch will repair or 
replace any Bosch microprocessor or printed circuit board if it 
proves to be defective in materials or workmanship (excludes labor 
charges).

•	 5 Year Limited Warranty on Dish Racks:  Bosch will replace the 
upper or lower dish rack (excluding rack components), if the rack 
proves defective in materials or workmanship (excludes labor 
charges).

•	 Lifetime Warranty against Stainless Steel Rust Through: Bosch 
will replace your dishwasher with the same model or a current 
model that is substantially equivalent or better in functionality, if 
the inner liner should rust through (excludes labor charges). Bosch 
will replace the stainless steel door if the door should rust through 
(excludes labor charges).

The foregoing timeline begins to run upon the date of purchase, and 
shall not be stalled, tolled, extended, or suspended, for any reason 
whatsoever.  

Repair/Replace as Your Exclusive Remedy:  During this warranty period, 
Bosch or one of its authorized service providers will repair your Product 
without charge to you (subject to certain limitations stated herein) if your 
Product proves to have been manufactured with a defect in materials or 
workmanship.  If reasonable attempts to repair the Product have been 
made without success, then Bosch will replace your Product (upgraded 
models may be available to you, in Bosch’s sole discretion, for an additional 
charge).  All removed parts and components shall become the property 
of Bosch at its sole option. All replaced and/or repaired parts shall assume 
the identity of the original part for purposes of this warranty and this 
warranty shall not be extended with respect to such parts. Bosch’s sole 
liability and responsibility hereunder is to repair manufacturer-defective 
Product only, using a Bosch-authorized service provider during normal 
business hours. For safety and property damage concerns, Bosch highly 
recommends that you do not attempt to repair the Product yourself, or 
use an un-authorized servicer; Bosch will have no responsibility or liability 
for repairs or work performed by a non-authorized servicer.  If you choose 
to have someone other than an authorized service provider work on your 
Product, THIS WARRANTY WILL AUTOMATICALLY BECOME NULL AND VOID. 
Authorized service providers are those persons or companies that have been 
specially trained on Bosch products, and who possess, in Bosch’s opinion, 
a superior reputation for customer service and technical ability (note that 
they are independent entities and are not agents, partners, affiliates or 
representatives of Bosch). Notwithstanding the foregoing, Bosch will not 
incur any liability, or have responsibility, for the Product if it is located in a 
remote area (more than 100 miles from an authorized service 

provider) or is reasonably inaccessible, hazardous, threatening, or 
treacherous locale, surroundings, or environment; in any such event, if 
you request, Bosch would still pay for labor and parts and ship the parts 
to the nearest authorized service provider, but you would still be fully 
liable and responsible for any travel time or other special charges by the 
service company, assuming they agree to make the service call.  
Out of Warranty Product:  Bosch is under no obligation, at law or 
otherwise, to provide you with any concessions, including repairs,  
pro-rates, or Product replacement, once this warranty has expired.

Warranty Exclusions:  The warranty coverage described herein excludes 
all defects or damage that are not the direct fault of Bosch, including 
without limitation, one or more of the following: (1) use of the Product 
in anything other than its normal, customary and intended manner 
(including without limitation, any form of commercial use, use or storage 
of an indoor product outdoors, use of the Product in conjunction with air 
or water-going vessels); (2) any party’s willful misconduct, negligence, 
misuse, abuse, accidents, neglect, improper operation, failure to 
maintain, improper or negligent installation, tampering, failure to follow 
operating instructions, mishandling, unauthorized service (including self-
performed “fixing” or exploration of the appliance’s internal workings); (3) 
adjustment, alteration or modification of any kind; (4) a failure to comply 
with any applicable state, local, city, or county electrical, plumbing and/or 
building codes, regulations, or laws, including failure to install the product 
in strict conformity with local fire and building codes and regulations; 
(5) ordinary wear and tear, spills of food, liquid, grease accumulations, 
or other substances that accumulate on, in, or around the Product; and 
(6) any external, elemental and/or environmental forces and factors, 
including without limitation, rain, wind, sand, floods, fires, mud slides, 
freezing temperatures, excessive moisture or extended exposure to 
humidity, lightning, power surges, structural failures surrounding the 
appliance, and acts of God.  In no event shall Bosch have any liability or 
responsibility whatsoever for damage to surrounding property, including 
cabinetry, floors, ceilings, and other structures or objects around the 
Product.  Also excluded from this warranty are scratches, nicks, minor 
dents, and cosmetic damages on external surfaces and exposed parts; 
Products on which the serial numbers have been altered, defaced, or 
removed; service visits to teach you how to use the Product, or visits 
where there is nothing wrong with the Product; correction of installation 
problems (you are solely responsible for any structure and setting for the 
Product, including all electrical, plumbing or other connecting facilities, 
for proper foundation/flooring, and for any alterations including without 
limitation cabinetry, walls, floors, shelving, etc.); and resetting of breakers 
or fuses. 

 TO THE EXTENT ALLOWED BY LAW, THIS WARRANTY SETS OUT YOUR 
EXCLUSIVE REMEDIES WITH RESPECT TO PRODUCT, WHETHER THE 
CLAIM ARISES IN CONTRACT OR TORT (INCLUDING STRICT LIABILITY, 
OR NEGLIGENCE) OR OTHERWISE.  THIS WARRANTY IS IN LIEU OF ALL 
OTHER WARRANTIES, WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. ANY WARRANTY 
IMPLIED BY LAW, WHETHER FOR MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS 
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL BE EFFECTIVE 
ONLY FOR THE PERIOD THAT THIS EXPRESS LIMITED WARRANTY IS 
EFFECTIVE. IN NO EVENT WILL THE MANUFACTURER BE LIABLE FOR 
CONSEQUENTIAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT, “BUSINESS LOSS”, 
AND/OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES, LOSSES, OR EXPENSES, INCLUDING 
WITHOUT LIMITATION TIME AWAY FROM WORK, HOTELS AND/OR 
RESTAURANT MEALS, REMODELLING EXPENSES IN EXCESS OF DIRECT 
DAMAGES WHICH ARE DEFINITIVELY CAUSED EXCLUSIVELY BY BOSCH, 
OR OTHERWISE.  SOME STATES DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR 
LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, AND 
SOME STATES DO NOT ALLOW LIMITATIONS ON HOW LONG AN 
IMPLIED WARRANTY LASTS, SO THE ABOVE LIMITATIONS MAY NOT 
APPLY TO YOU.  THIS WARRANTY GIVES YOU SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS, 
AND YOU MAY ALSO HAVE OTHER RIGHTS WHICH VARY FROM STATE 
TO STATE.  No attempt to alter, modify or amend this warranty shall be 
effective unless authorized in writing by an officer of BSH.

How to Obtain Warranty Service:  TO OBTAIN WARRANTY SERVICE 
FOR YOUR PRODUCT, YOU SHOULD CONTACT THE NEAREST BOSCH 
AUTHORIZED SERVICE CENTER, OR CALL 800-944-2904, or write Bosch 
at:  BSH Home Appliances - 5551 McFadden Avenue, Huntington Beach, 
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Félicitations et merci de Bosch !

Merci d’avoir choisi un lave-vaisselle Bosch. Vous avez rejoint les nombreux consommateurs qui exigent un 
rendement supérieur et silencieux de leur lave-vaisselle.
Ce guide a été écrit avec sécurité et côté pratique en tête et l’information contenue ici est importante. Nous 
recommandons fortement de lire ce guide avant d’utiliser ce lave-vaisselle la première fois. 

Pour en connaître plus sur ce lave-vaisselle et les accessoires disponibles ainsi que les autres appareils Bosch 
de haute qualité, visitez notre site : 

www.boschappliances.com (U.S.A) 
OU 

www.bosch-appliances.ca (Canada)

Vous pouvez communiquer avec nous pour tout commentaire et toute question en téléphonant au :
 1-800-944-2904 ou en écrivant à :

BSH Home Appliances, Corp.
5551 McFadden Avenue

Huntington Beach, CA 92649
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1 Instructions de sécurité importantes                     
Lire et Conserver cette information

L’usage inadéquat de cet appareil peut causer des 
blessures sérieuses ou la mort. Ne pas utiliser le 
lave-vaisselle de quelle que façon que ce soit non  
indiquée dans ce guide ou de façon autre que celle 
décrite aux pages suivantes. 

■

Il peut en résulter des dommages importants 
au produit ou des blessures sérieuses à cause de 
l’utilisation de service d’un technicien non qualifié 
ou de pièces de rechange non autorisée.

■ 

Il peut en résulter un choc électrique ou un incendie 
si l’alimentation électrique au lave-vaisselle décrit 
dans ce guide est mal installée ou si la mise à la 
terre est inadéquate. Ne pas utiliser l’appareil en 
cas d’incertitude quant à l’alimentation électrique.

Ne jamais utiliser de produits nettoyants à vapeur 
pour nettoyer le lave-vaisselle. Le fabricant ne sera 
pas responsable des dommages ou problèmes 
possibles

■

Ne jamais utiliser de produits chimiques pour 
nettoyer le lave-vaisselle. Certains produits 
contiennent du chlore pouvant endommager 
l’appareil et causer un risque pour la santé!

■

Il est fortement recommandé que l’utilisateur se 
familiarise avec la marche à suivre pour fermer 
l’alimentation en eau. Voir les instructions 
d’installation ou communiquer avec l’installateur 
pour plus de détails.

 

                      AVERTISSEMENT    ATTENTION
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Avertissement : pour réduire le risque d’incendie, de choc électrique ou de 
blessures sérieuses, observer ce qui suit:

Les instructions d’installation et le guide d’utilisation 1. 
et d’entretien sont fournis avec l’appareil. Lire et 
comprendre toutes les instructions avant d’utiliser 
l’appareil.

Cet appareil doit être mise à la terre sur un 2. 
système de câblage permanent en métal ou un 
conducteur de mise à la terre doit être acheminé 
avec les conducteurs de circuit et branché sur 
une borne mise à la terre d’équipement ou le fil 
du lave-vaisselle. Voir les instructions d’installation 
comprises avec l’appareil pour plus de détails sur 
les exigences électriques.

Utilise seulement le lave-vaisselle pour l’usage 3. 
auquel il est destiné, soit laver la vaisselle et les 
ustensiles de cuisine.

Utiliser seulement du détergent et de l’agent de 4. 
rinçage recommandés pour lave-vaisselle et les 
conserver hors de la portée des enfants.

Au moment de charger des articles:5. 

a.  Placer les articles affûtés de façon à ce qu’ils 
n’endommagent pas le joint de la porte..

b.  Charger les couteaux et ustensiles affûtés avec 
le manche vers le haut pour réduire tout risque de 
blessure.

c.  Ne pas laver des articles en plastique à 
moins qu’ils ne soient spécifiquement conçus 
pour les lave-vaisselle. En cas de doute, voir les 
recommandations du fabricant.

d.   Ne pas actionner l’appareil si les panneaux ne 
sont pas en place.

e.    Ne pas jouer avec ni outrepasser les contrôles 
et les dispositifs de verrouillage.

Ne pas abuser, s’asseoir ni se tenir debout sur la 6. 
porte ni sur les paniers de l’appareil.

Pour réduire tout risque de blessures, ne pas 7. 
laisser les enfants jouer avec ou dans l’appareil.

Lorsque les enfants sont suffisamment âgés pour 8. 
actionner l’appareil, il est de la responsabilité 
des parents ou du tuteur de s’assurer qu’ils en 
connaissent les pratiques sécuritaires.

Dans certains cas, du gaz hydrogène peut se 9. 
former dans un système d’eau chaude non utilisé 
pendant deux semaines ou plus. L’hydrogène est 
un gaz explosif. Avant d’utiliser un appareil branché 
sur un système d’eau chaude non utilisé pendant 
une longue période, ouvrir tous les robinets d’eau 
chaude et laisser l’eau couler quelques minutes. 
Ceci permet à l’hydrogène de s’échapper. Puisque 
ce gaz est explosif, ne pas fumer ni utiliser une 
flamme nue à ce moment.

Enlever la porte du lave-vaisselle au moment de 10. 
l’enlever pour le jeter ou le remplacer.

Pour éviter tout dommage au plancher ou de la 11. 
moisissure, ne pas laisser l’eau stagner autour ou 
sous l’appareil.

Protéger le lave-vaisselle des éléments. Protéger 12. 
contre le gel afin d’éviter tout dommage possible 
à la soupape de remplissage. Tout dommage 
causé par le gel n’est pas couvert par la garantie.
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Joint de porte

Évent

Système de 
filtre

Serial Number
Label

Panier 
supérieur

Bras gicleur du 
panier supérieur

Bras gicleur du 
panier inférieur

Distributeur 
d’agent de 

rinçage

Panier inférieur

Panier à  
ustensiles

Distributeur de 
détergent

2  Composants du Lave-Vaiselle

Système de filtre
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Système de réduction du bruit: système de moteur à 2 
pompes, moteur à suspension et triple isolation faisant de 
ce lave-vaisselle le plus silencieux en Amérique du Nord.

Paniers enduit de nylon: élimine les coupures et les enco-
ches ; garantis 5 ans.

Chauffe-eau Flow-Throughmc: chauffe l’eau jusqu’à une 
température sanitaire.

Séchage par condensation: rinçage final à haute 
température, cuve en acier inoxydable à basse température 
et action de l’agent de rinçage donnant un séchage 
hygiénique, éconergique et économique.

Système de gestion de lavage ECOSENSEmc: vérifie la 
condition de l’eau et décide si un second remplissage 
d’eau fraîche est nécessaire.

Système de filtration triple: Multiples filtres assurent une 
distribution d’eau propre et protège les pompes principale 
et de drainage des objets étrangers.

*  Marche différée: cette option permet de différer la 
mise en marche du lave-vaisselle.

*  Hauteur de panier réglable: le panier supérieur peut 
être monté ou abaissé pour accommoder de grands ar-
ticles dans le panier inférieur ou supérieur.

*  Demi-charge: réduit la consommation d’énergie et 
d’eau au moment de laver de petites charges peu sales.

* Chaleur de séchage additionnelle: augmente la 
température de l’eau de rinçage et augmente la durée du 
séchage pour de meilleurs résultats.

*  OptiDry™: fonction permettant de détecter si l’agent de 
rinçage est bas et augmente automatiquement la durée 
du séchage.

*  Manual Adjustable Rack: The top rack can be raised or 
lowered to accomodate tall items in the top and bottom 
racks.

* model dependant

3  Caractéristiques du Lave-vaisselle

MATéRIAuX
REMARQUE : avant d’utiliser le lave-vaisselle la première 
fois, consulter l’information ci-dessous. Certains articles ne 
vont pas au lave-vaisselle et devraient être lavés à la main, 
d’autres requièrent un chargement spécial. Communiquer 
avec le fabricant de ces articles afin de s’assurer qu’ils vont 
au lave-vaisselle en toute sécurité.

Recommandés
Aluminum: L’aluminium anodisé coloré peut pâlir avec le 
temps. Les minéraux dans l’eau peuvent faire noircir ou 
tacher l’aluminium. Ceci peut habituellement être enlevé 
avec un tampon en laine d’acier savonneux.

Porcelaine, cristal, faïence: Certaines pièces peintes à la 
main peuvent se décolorer, pâlir ou faire des taches. Laver 
ces pièces à la main. Positionner les verres fragiles afin 
qu’ils ne basculent pas ni n’entrent en contact les uns avec 
les autres pendant le cycle de lavage.

Verre: Les verres de lait jaunissent.

Enduit antiadhésif: Appliquer une légère couche d’huile 
végétale sur les surfaces antiadhésives après le séchage.

Plastique: S'assurer que le plastique va au lave-vaisselle.

Acier inoxydable, argenterie: Placer ces articles de façon 
à ce qu’ils n’entrent pas en contact avec des métaux 
différents.

Non recommandés
Acrylique: Peut craqueler (fines craquelures).

Pièces jointes par un adhésif: les matériaux joints par 
un adhésif comme le plastique, le bois, l’os, le cuivre, etc. 
peuvent se défaire.

Ustensiles avec manche en os: Les manches peuvent se 
défaire.

Fer: rouille. Laver à la main et assécher immédiatement.

Articles n’allant pas au lave-vaisselle: cet appareil est 
destiné SEULEMENT au nettoyage de la vaisselle et des 
ustensiles de cuisine.

Étain, laiton, bronze: l’étain terni. Laver à la main et 
assécher immédiatement.

Fer blanc: tache. Laver à la main et assécher  
immédiatement.

Bois: bols, ustensiles et manches en bois peuvent 
craqueler, se voiler et perdre leur fini.
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4  Chargement de la Vaisselle
Ne pas prélaver les articles peu sales. Enlever les grosses 
particules d’aliments, os, graines, cure-dents et graisse 
excessive. Les articles très sales avec aliments durcis, 
encollés peuvent nécessiter un prétrempage.

Consulter «Matériaux» pour plus de détails.

Charger seulement des articles allant au lave-vaisselle. 
Placer la vaisselle dans les paniers avec les bols et les cas-
seroles à l’envers, face aux bras gicleurs. Éviter de les em-
piler et les points de contact entre les articles. Séparer les 
articles de métaux différents.

Chargement du panier supérieur
REMARQUE : s’assurer que les articles ne dépassent pas le 
fond du panier et n’obstruent pas les bras gicleurs.

REMARQUE : au moment de pousser le panier supérieur dans 
le lave-vaisselle, le pousser jusqu’au fond afin que le bras 
gicleur supérieur se branche sur l’alimentation en eau. Ne 
pas pousser le panier avec la porte.

Chargement du panier inférieur
Placer les grands articles dans le panier inférieur. Charger 
les casseroles et les bols à l’envers.

PANIER SUPÉRIEUR – 10 COUVERTS

PANIER INFÉRIEUR - 10 COUVERTS

PANIER INFÉRIEUR- 12 COUVERTS

PANIER SUPÉRIEUR – 12 COUVERTS
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Pour éviter tout dommage au lave-vaisselle, ne pas 
charger des articles tels papier, sac de plastique, matériaux 
d’emballage ou tout produit autre que la vaisselle. Charger 

seulement la vaisselle et les ustensiles de cuisine.

NOTICE

Vider le lave-vaisselle
Vider d'abord le panier inférieur.•	
Vider le panier à ustensiles.•	
Vider le panier supérieur.•	

PANIER INFÉRIEUR- 12 COUVERTS
w/Standard Silverware Basket

PANIER SUPÉRIEUR – 12 COUVERTS
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5  Accessoires de Panier
Le bras gicleur pour grands articles
Si un article est trop grand pour être placé dans le panier 
inférieur même si le panier supérieur est levé, enlever ce 
dernier en le tirant jusqu’à la butée. Tirer le devant vers le 
haut et l’extérieur jusqu’à ce que les roulettes se libèrent 
des guides.

Le mettre de côté. Pousser les guides au fond du lave-
vaisselle. Insérer le bras gicleur pour grands articles dans 
la prise du bras gicleur supérieur et tourner dans le sens 
horaire pour verrouiller en place.

REMARQUE : ne pas obstruer l’évent du côté droit de la cuve. 
Placer les grands articles comme planche à découper, plaque 
à biscuits du côté gauche, au centre ou à l’arrière.

Pour enlever le bas gicleur et remettre l’appareil en état 
initial:

Tourner le bras gicleur dans le sens contre horaire et •	

Ne pas obstruer 
l’évent

l’enlever.
Reprendre le panier supérieur.•	
Incliner le panier vers le haut et positionner les •	
roulettes sur les guides.
Continuer de pousser jusqu’à ce que les roulettes •	
soient dans les guides.
Pousser complètement le panier jusqu’au fond.•	

Dents rabattables
Les paniers de certains modèles comprennent des dents 
que l'on peut abaisser ou élever selon les besoins pour le 
lavage.

Pour rabattre : 
Saisir les dents.•	
Dégager de l'encoche.•	
Pousser vers le bas.•	

RéGLAGE MANuEL DE LA HAuTEuR

Retirer le panier supérieur vide en le tirant jusqu’au point où 
il peut être soulevé. Tirer le panier vers l’extérieur et vers le 
haut jusqu’à ce que les roulettes se dégagent des guides. 

Pour éviter tout dommage au lave-vaisselle, ne pas 
réinstaller le panier supérieur sans avoir enlevé le bras 

gicleur pour grands articles.

NOTICE
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Remettre le panier avec l’autre jeu de roulettes. 

Pince pour petits articles
Cette pince maintient les articles légers et les contenants 
en plastique en place et qu'ils ne se remplissent pas d'eau 
pendant le lavage.

6 Charger le Panier 
à ustensils

REMARQUE : le dessus du panier à ustensiles peut être plié 
vers le haut pour accommoder des objets larges ou de forme 
variée.

Le dessus du panier à ustensiles abaissé, charger le panier 
en suivant l'exemple donné.

Placer les couteaux et les ustensiles affûtés avec le manche 
vers le haut. Charger des ustensiles de forme spéciale 
dans le panier à ustensiles, dessus ouvert, afin qu’ils ne 
s’entassent pas les uns sur les autres.

ATTENTION
Les bords affûtés et tranchants des couteaux et autres 
ustensiles peuvent causer des blessures. Charger 
ces articles les pointes vers le bas. Ne pas laisser 
les enfants manipuler ni jouer avec les couteaux et 

autres articles semblables

Paniers à ustensiles standard
Ce panier s'ajuste au derriere du panier inférieur.
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1 - Fourchettes à salade

2 - Cuillères à thé

3 - Fourchettes

4 - Couteaux

5 - Cuillères à soupe

6 - Cuillères à service

7 - Fourchettes à service

Panier à ustensiles flexible
Ce panier se sépare sur sa longueur donnant ainsi deux 
moitiés que l'on peut placer à différentes places et 
maximiser le chargement. Le panier se réenclenche tel 
qu'il est illustré. 

Pour séparer le panier flexible:
Saisir le panier et faire glisser les deux moitiés dans des •	
directions opposées.
Séparer les deux moitiés.•	

Le panier s'enclenche de façon latérale, comme illustré.
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OPTIONS D’EMPLACEMENT DE PANIER 1 - Fourchettes à salade     5 - Cuillères à soupe

2 - Cuillères à thé                       6 - Cuillères à service

3 - Fourchettes     7 - Fourchettes à service

4 - Couteaux
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7 Ajout De Détergent et D'agent de Rinçage

Détergent
Utiliser seulement du détergent spécifiquement conçu 
pour les lave-vaisselle. Pour de meilleurs résultats, utiliser 
du détergent en poudre frais.

Ce lave-vaisselle utilise moins d’eau, il faut donc mois 
de détergent. Avec de l’eau douce, 1 c. à table (15 mL) 
de détergent nettoie la plupart des charges. Le godet à 
détergent est doté de lignes pour mesurer le détergent 
de:

1 c. à table (15ml) AND•	
1.75 c. à table (25ml)•	

3 c. à table (45 mL) de détergent remplissent complètement 
le godet.

REMARQUE : si l’on ne connaît pas la dureté de l’eau, utiliser 
15 mL de détergent. Augmenter la quantité de détergent, 
au besoin, jusqu’à la plus petite quantité nécessaire pour 
laver la vaisselle et les ustensiles.

Use the measuring lines in the detergent dispenser 
cup as a guide to measure the amount of detergent 
recommended in the Tables below.

Pour éviter tout dommage, ne pas utiliser de détergent à 
vaisselle à la  main dans l’appareil.

■
Pour éviter tout dommage, ne pas trop utiliser de 
détergent si l’alimentation en eau est douce, cela cause 

des rayures sur les verres.

ATTENTION

REMPLISSAGE Du DISTRIBuTEuR DE DéTERGENT

Remplir le distributeur tel qu’il est recommandé dans le 
tableau ci-dessus.

REMARQuE : le lave-vaisselle indique que l'agent de 
rinçage est bas par un symbole à l'affichage à rebours. 
Ajouter de l'agent de rinçage liquide dans le distributeur 
jusqu'à ce qu'il soit plein. Essuyer les déversements, au 
besoin. 

Après le remplissage de l'agent de rinçage, le voyant 
s'éteint après quelques minutes une fois la porte du lave-
vaisselle fermée (certains modèles seulement).

Voir les pages suivantes pour plus de détails sur l'ajout de 
détergent et d'agent de rinçage.

Quantité de détergent recommandée
Type d'eau

Cycle de 
lavage

Unit Hard Medium Soft

Récurage 
plus

ml
Tbsp

45
3

45
3

25-45
1.75 - 3

Lavage au-
tomatique

ml
Tbsp

25-45
1.75 - 3

25
1.75

15-25
1 - 1.75

Lavage 
régulier

ml
Tbsp

25-45
1.75 - 3

25
1.75

15-25
1 - 1.75

Lavage 
rapide

ml
Tbsp

25
1.75

15-25
1 - 1.75

15
1

Délicat ml
Tbsp

25
1.75

15-25
1 - 1.75

15
1

Rinçage et 
attente None None None
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Utiliser du détergent en poudre frais pour de meilleurs •	
résultats
1 c. à table nettoie la plupart des charges.•	
3 c. à table maximum, ne pas trop remplir.•	
Avec du détergent en tablette, le poser à plat pour •	
éviter tout contact avec le couvercle.

Pour un séchage approprié, toujours utiliser de l’agent •	
de rinçage, même si le détergent en contient.
Ajouter de l'agent de rinçage lorsque le voyant DEL •	
sur le pannau de contrôle s'allume.

Placer le doigt comme à la figure.•	
Faire glisser vers l’avant, puis presser jusqu’à ce qu’il y •	
ait un CLIC.

Pour ouvrir le couvercle, pousser le bouton.•	

Pour ajouter de l’agent de rinçage, verser dans •	
l’ovale.

POUR FERMER

POUR OUVRIR

Ajout de détergent Ajout d'agent de rinçage

3 TBS MAX 
2 TBS (25 ML)  

1 TBS (15 ML)  

Lift tab to 
open
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8 Options du lave-vaisselle

Cycles de Lavage *

*Les cycles donnés peuvent varier selon les modèles.

Récurage puissant
Pour nettoyer les articles avec taches ou aliments incrustés 
et tenaces ; trempage ou récurage à la main requis.

Lavage automatique
Les capteurs du lave-vaisselle règlent automatiquement la 
durée du cycle, les changements de température et d'eau 
selon la saleté. Ce cycle est doté de capteurs additionnels 
comparativement aux autres cycles.

Régulier
Pour nettoyer les grosses charges normalement sales. 

Délicat
Pour la vaisselle et les ustensiles délicats et autres articles 
spéciaux. Toujours s’assurer que les articles sont conçus 
pour les lave-vaisselle. Consulter la rubrique Matériaux 
pour plus de détails. Le lavage à la main peut être 
préférable pour ces articles.

Lavage rapide
Nettoie la vaisselle légèrement sale et réduit la durée du 
cycle. Utiliser poru nettoyer les verres et les assiettes à 
dessert pouvant être nécessaires pendant une fête.

Rinçage et attente
Permet de rincer les aliments d'une charge partielle et 
d'attendre que le lave-vaisselle soit plein.

Options de cycle de lavage

Demi charge
Pour les cycles récurage puissant plus, régulier, lavage 
automatique et délicat/économique, l’on peut réduire la 
consommation d’énergie et d’eau au moment de laver 
de petite charge, légèrement sale qui remplit environ la 
moitié du lave-vaisselle. 

Pour activer, sélectionner la touche demie charge en plus 
de la touche du cycle récurage puissant plus, régulier, 
lavage automatique ou délicat/économique.

Chaleur de séchage additionnelle
Avec cette option, l’on peut augmenter la température de 
l’eau de rinçage ainsi que la durée du séchage pour amé-
liorer le séchage.

Marche différée
Pour différer la mise en marche du lave-vaisselle. 

Signal de fin de cycle
Une tonalité retentit lorsque le cycle est complété et que 
la vaisselle est lavée et séchée. L’on peut annuler la tonalité 
ou régler le volume.

Affichage à rebours
Il indique la durée résiduelle pour le cycle. La durée change 
en fonction de la température de l’eau et des réglages.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Voyant hygiénique
Lorsque ce voyant s’allume au panneau de contrôle, 
cela indique que la vaisselle et les articles de cuisines 
ont été lavés de façon sanitaire selon la norme de la 
fondation sanitaire nationale (NSF). Pour plus de détails, 
voir la rubrique Information sur le cycle de lavage dans 
ce guide.

Voyant de remplissage d’agent de rinçage
Ce voyant s’allume lorsque de l’agent de rinçage est 
requis.
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9 Information Sur les cycles de lavage

REMARQUE: pour économiser l’énergie, le lave-vaisselle est 
doté d’un contrôle intelligent qui règle automatiquement 
le cycle en fonction de la charge sale et de la température 
d’eau entrante. Ce contrôle prend les décisions où la durée 
du cycle et l’utilisation d’eau sont réglées, à sa discrétion, et 
change subitement à mi cycle. Les durées de cycle données 
dans le guide d’utilisation et d’entretien sont en fonction 
de charges sales normales et de l’eau entrante à 120 °F et 
varient selon les conditions réelles.

Voir les tableaux d'options et de cycles pour déterminer 
les cycles disponibles pour le modèle en particulier.

REMARQUE : sur certains modèles, la demie charge réduit la 
consommation d'eau d'environ 30 % pour les cycles de ré-
curage plus, régulier et lavage automatique. 

Power 
Scrub

Auto 
Wash

Regular 
Wash

Delicate Quick 
Wash

Rinse & 
Hold

Durée Cycle 
(minutes) 130 105-119 95-115 80 30 9

Conosommation 
en eau en gallons

Minimum 6.8 3.6 2.3 3.0 3.0 1.0

Maximum 6.8 6.0 5.2 3.0 3.0 1.0

Conosommation 
en eau en litres

Minimum 25.6 13.6 8.7 11.3 11.3 4.0

Maximum 25.6 22.6 19.5 11.3 11.3 4.0

Temp  Lavage °F 160 130-150 122-131 122 113 Incoming

Temp Rinçage °F 156 156 149-156 156 122 Incoming

Power 
Scrub

Auto 
Wash

Regular 
Wash

Delicate Quick 
Wash

Rinse & 
Hold

Durée Cycle
(minutes) 110 99-110 95-105 75

Conosommation en 
eau en litres 17.9 10.5-15.9 8.7-14.9 10.9

Conosommation en 
eau en gallons 4.7 2.8-4.2 2.3-3.9 2.9
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10  Fonctionnement du Lave-vaisselle 
        SHX4AP,  SHX5AL, SHX6AP 

Mise en marche:
Ouvrir la porte. Presser la touche MARCHE-ARRÊT.•	
Un des voyants DEL de lavage clignote. Choisir un •	
cycle de lavage. 
Presser la touche < ou > pour choisir le cycle désiré. •	
Presser MARCHE (le DEL cesse de clignoter).•	
Fermer la porte pour activer le cycle.•	

REMARQUES

Le voyant d’agent de rinçage s’allume si l’appareil a 1. 
besoin d’agent de rinçage.
Si la porte est fermée sans presser la touche MARCHE, 2. 
un bip est émis. 

Pour annuler un cycle:
Ouvrir suffisamment la porte du lave-vaisselle pour •	
exposer le panneau de contrôle. Faire attention aux 
éclaboussures.

Presser et maintenir la touche MARCHE/REMISE •	
jusqu’à ce que le voyant «actif» s’éteigne.
Fermer la porte et attendre 1 minute afin que le lave-•	
vaisselle se draine.
Ouvrir la porte et presser la touche MARCHE-ARRÊT.•	
L’on peut maintenant enclencher un nouveau cycle.•	

Pour passer en mode option (réglage agent de rinçage, 
chaleur de séchage additionnelle, signal de fin de 
cycle):

La porte doit être ouverte. Presser la touche MARCHE-•	
ARRÊT pour mettre l’appareil en circuit.
Un des voyants DEL de cycle de lavage clignote.•	

Presser et maintenir la touche >, puis presser et relâch-•	
er MARCHE/REMISE. Relâcher la touche >.

Régler la quantité d’agent de rinçage:
REMARQUE:  Si les verres sont tachés, il faut plus d’agent 
de rinçage ; si les verres sont rayés, il en faut moins.
Suivre les instructions ci-dessus pour passer en mode op-
tion. Lorsque les voyants DEL propre et agent de rinçage 
clignotent.

Presser la touche < pour changer la quantité d’agent •	
de rinçage.

0 DEL – distributeur d’agent de rinçage hors circuit 
1 DEL – quantité minimale
2 DEL – quantité moyenne
3 DEL – quantité maximale

•						Presser	MARCHE	pour	sauvegarder	le	réglage.

Chaleur de séchage additionnelle:
Lorsque les voyants DEL propre et hygiénique clignotent.

Presser la touche < pour mettre cette option en ou hors •	
circuit. Le DEL du cycle de lavage s’allume en pressant la 
touche <.

0 DEL – option hors circuit
1 DEL – option en circuit 

Réglage du signal de fin de cycle:
Les voyants DEL propre, hygiénique et agent de rinçage 
clignotent:

Presser la touche < pour changer le niveau sonore du •	
signal de fin de cycle. Le DEL du cycle de lavage s’allume 
en pressant la touche <.
0 DEL – signal de fin de cycle hors circuit 
1 DEL – tonalité minimale
2 DEL – tonalité moyenne
3 DEL – tonalité maximale

•							Presser	MARCHE	pour	sauvegarder	le	réglage.	

Risque de brûlures si l’eau chaude éclabousse hors du 
lave-vaisselle. OUVRIR LA PORTE AVEC PRÉCAUTION 
pendant tout cycle de lavage ou de rinçage. Ne pas ouvrir 
complètement la porte tant que les bruits d’eau n’ont pas 

cessés.

AVERTISSEMENT

Selon le modèle, il y a 4, 5 ou 6 cycles de lavage. 
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Mise en Marche:
La porte doit être fermée. Presser la touche MARCHE-•	
ARRÊT.
Un des voyants DEL de lavage clignote. Choisir un •	
cycle de lavage. 
Presser la touche < ou > pour choisir le cycle désiré. •	
Choisir demie charge ou marche différée, si désiré à •	
ce moment.

En plus du choix du cycle de lavage, pour les petites 
charges, presser la touche demie charge. Ceci permet 
d’économiser énergie et eau.

Si l’on choisit de différer la mise en marche, presser la 
touche DIFFÉRÉ jusqu’à ce que la durée (3, 6 ou 9 h) figure 
à l’affichage à rebours. 

Presser MARCHE pour enclencher le cycle, le voyant •	
de cycle de lavage cesse de clignoter.

Remarque : Le voyant d’agent de rinçage s’allume si 
l’appareil a besoin d’agent de rinçage.

Presser la touche MARCHE (le DEL cesse de clignoer).•	
Fermer la porte pour activer le cycle.•	

Remarque : Le voyant d’agent de rinçage s’allume si 
l’appareil a besoin d’agent de rinçage.

Verrouillage enfant
Après avoir pressé la touche MARCHE, l’on peut •	
activer le verrouillage enfant.
Presser et maintenir la touche < jusqu’à ce que le •	
DEL verrouillage enfant s’allume (il s’éteint lorsque la 
touche est relâchée). 
Toute touche pressée à l’exception de MARCHE-AR-•	
RÊT ne fonctionne pas et le DEL verrouillage enfant 
s’allume lorsque l’on presse une touche.
Pour désactiver, presser et maintenir la touche < •	
jusqu'à  ce que le DEL verrouillage enfant s’éteigne. 

Pour annuler un cycle:
Presser et maintenir la touche MARCHE/REMISE •	
jusqu’à ce que le voyant «actif» s’éteigne.
Fermer la porte et attendre 1 minute afin que le lave-•	
vaisselle se draine. 
Ouvrir la porte et presser la touche MARCHE-ARRÊT.•	

L’on peut maintenant enclencher un nouveau cycle.•	

Pour passer en mode option (réglage agent de rinçage, 
chaleur de séchage additionnelle, signal de fin de 
cycle)

La porte doit être fermée. Presser la touche MARCHE-•	
ARRÊT pour mettre l’appareil en circuit.
Un des voyants DEL de cycle de lavage clignote.•	
Presser et maintenir la touche >, puis presser et •	
relâcher MARCHE/REMISE. Relâcher la touche >.
Le voyant Propre et un DEL clignotent. L’on est en •	
mode réglage d’options.
Presser > pour choisir l’option désirée.•	

Si les DEL Propre et Agent de rinçage clignotent, l’on peut 
régler l’agent de rinçage.
Si les DEL Propre et Hygiénique clignotent, l’on peut ré-
gler la chaleur de séchage additionnelle.

Régler la quantité d’agent de rinçage:
REMARQUE:  si les verres sont tachés, il faut plus d’agent 
de rinçage ; si les verres sont rayés, il en faut moins.

Suivre les instructions ci-dessus pour passer en mode 
option. Lorsque les voyants DEL Propre et Agent de 
rinçage clignotent:

Presser la touche < pour changer la quantité d’agent •	
de rinçage.
0 DEL – distributeur d’agent de rinçage hors circuit 
1 DEL – quantité minimale
2 DEL – quantité moyenne
3 DEL – quantité maximale
Presser MARCHE pour sauvegarder le réglage.•	

Chaleur de séchage additionnelle:
Lorsque les voyants DEL Propre et Hygiénique clignotent:

Presser la touche < pour mettre cette option en ou •	
hors circuit. Le DEL du cycle de lavage s’allume en 
pressant la touche <. 

0 DEL – option hors circuit
1 DEL – option en circuit

Presser MARCHE pour sauvegarder le réglage.•	

Fonctionnement  du Lave-vaisselle 
SHE5AL
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Mise en Marche:
La porte doit être fermée. Presser la touche MARCHE-•	
ARRÊT.
L’affichage à rebours et un des voyants DEL de lavage •	
clignote. Choisir un cycle de lavage. 
Presser la touche < ou > pour choisir le cycle désiré.•	
Choisir demie charge ou marche différée, si désiré à •	
ce moment.

En plus du choix du cycle de lavage, pour les petites 
charges, presser la touche demie charge. Ceci permet 
d’économiser énergie et eau.

Si l’on choisit de différer la mise en marche, presser la 
touche DIFFÉRÉ jusqu’à ce que la durée (3, 6 ou 9 h) figure 
à l’affichage à rebours.

Presser MARCHE pour enclencher le cycle, le voyant •	
de cycle de lavage cesse de clignoter.

Remarque : Le voyant d’agent de rinçage s’allume si 
l’appareil a besoin d’agent de rinçage

Presser la touche MARCHE (le DEL cesse de clignoter).•	
Fermer la porte pour activer le cycle.•	

REMARQUES

Le voyant d’agent de rinçage s’allume si l’appareil a 1. 
besoin d’agent de rinçage.
Si la porte est fermée sans presser la touche MARCHE, 2. 
un bip est émis.

Pour annuler un cycle:
Presser et maintenir la touche MARCHE/REMISE •	
jusqu’à ce que l’affichage indique «0:01».
Attendre que l’affichage indique «0:00» et mettre •	
l’appareil hors circuit. 
Ouvrir la porte et presser la touche MARCHE-ARRÊT.•	
L’on peut maintenant enclencher un nouveau cyc•	

Pour passer en mode option (réglage agent de rinçage, 
chaleur de séchage additionnelle, signal de fin de 
cycle):

La porte doit être fermée. Presser la touche MARCHE-•	
ARRÊT pour mettre l’appareil en circuit.
Un des voyants DEL de cycle de lavage clignote.•	
Presser et maintenir la touche >, puis presser et •	
relâcher MARCHE/REMISE. Relâcher la touche >.
Le voyant DEL  hygiénique clignote. L’on est en mode •	
réglage d’options.
Presser > pour choisir l’option désirée•	

Si l’affichage indique d:00 ou d:01, l’on peut mettre la 
chaleur de séchage additionnelle en ou hors circuit.

Si l’affichage indique r:00 à r:06, l’on peut régler la quantité 
d’agent de rinçage.

Régler la quantité d’agent de rinçage:
REMARQUE : si les verres sont tachés, il faut plus d’agent 
de rinçage ; si les verres sont rayés, il en faut moins.

Suivre les instructions ci-dessus pour passer en mode op-
tion. Lorsque l’affichage indique r:00 à r:06:

Presser la touche < pour changer la quantité d’agent •	
de rinçage.
r:00 –agent de rinçage hors circuit 
r:03 – quantité moyenne
r:06 – quantité maximale
Presser MARCHE pour sauvegarder le réglage.•	

Chaleur de séchage additionnelle:
Lorsque l’affichage indique d:00 ou d:01:

Presser la touche < pour mettre cette option en ou •	
hors circuit. 
d:00– option hors circuit
d:01 – option en circuit
Presser MARCHE pour sauvegarder le réglage.•	

Fonctionnement du Lave-vaisselle 
SHE6AP
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11  Entretien 

Entretien
Certaines sections du lave-vaisselle requièrent un entretien 
occasionnel facile à faire pour un rendement supérieur.

Essuyer les déversements et éclaboussures•	
De l’eau peut parfois éclabousser hors de l’appareil, 
surtout si un cycle est interrompu ou si la porte est 
ouverte pendant un cycle. Pour éviter tout dommage et 
moisissure possible, ne pas laisser l’eau stagner autour et 
sous le lave-vaisselle.

Nettoyer la cuve et l’intérieur de porte en acier •	
inoxydable

Nettoyer les bords extérieurs du panneau de porte 
intérieur régulièrement pour enlever les débris pouvant 
s’accumuler pendant une charge normale. Si des taches 
apparaissent sur la cuve ou l’intérieur de la porte en 
acier inoxydable, s’assurer que le distributeur d’agent de 
rinçage est plein.

Vérifier et nettoyer les embouts de bras gicleurs•	
Vérifier occasionnellement les bras gicleurs afin de 
s’assurer que les trous ne sont pas obstrués. Il faut enlever 
les bras pour vérifier s’il y a des obstructions.

Pour enlever le bras gicleur supérieur:

Enlever le panier supérieur du lave-vaisselle.1. 
Mettre le panier à l’envers. Le bras gicleur est maintenu 2. 
en place par un écrou de verrouillage, comme ci-
dessous. Tourner cet écrou dans le sens contre horaire 

et l’enlever, comme ci-dessous, pour dégager le bras 
gicleur. 
Enlever le bras gicleur, comme ci-dessous.3. 

Vérifier s’il y a des obstructions dans les trous.4. 
S’il faut le nettoyer, le passer à l’eau courante.5. 

Pour réinstaller le bras gicleur supérieur:
Remettre le bras gicleur à sa position initiale.1. 
Remettre l’écrou de verrouillage en position initiale et 2. 
le tourner dans le sens horaire 1/8 de tour.
Remettre le panier supérieur dans les guides.3. 

Pour enlever le bras gicleur inférieur:
Enlever e panier inférieur vide du lave-vaisselle.1. 
Saisir et soulever le bas gicleur.2. 
S’assurer qu’il n’y a pas d’obstruction.3. 
S’il faut le nettoyer, le passer à l’eau courante.4. 

Pour réinstaller le bras gicleur inférieur:
Remettre le bras gicleur inférieur à sa position initiale 1. 
et le presser pour qu’il s’enclenche en place.
Remettre le panier inférieur à sa position initiale.2. 

Vérifier et nettoyer le système de filtre•	
Ce lave-vaisselle est doté d’un système de filtre 
comprenant un assemblage crépine et filtre cylindrique 
et d’un filtre fin. Certains modèles sont dotés d’un micro 
filtre. Ce système de filtre est situé à l’intérieur du lave-
vaisselle sous le panier inférieur et est facile d’accès. 
Pendant une utilisation normale, le système de filtre 
s’autonettoie. Il faut vérifier occasionnellement s’il y a des 
objets étrangers et le nettoyer, au besoin.
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Pour enlever l’assemblage crépine/filtre cylindrique:
Enlever le panier inférieur.1. 
Saisir l’assemblage comme montré ci-dessous et 2. 
tourner dans le sens contre horaire ¼ de tour.

Soulever l’assemblage, comme ci-dessous.3. 

Examiner avec précaution l’assemblage. S’il y a des 4. 
débris, le tourner à l’envers et délicatement taper sur 
un plan de travail pour déloger et enlever les débris.
Passer le filtre cylindrique à l’eau courante.5. 

Pour éviter toute blessure, ne pas mettre les doigts 
dans la crépine, car elle peut contenir des objets 

coupants.

ATTENTION
Pour réinstaller le système de filtre:

Remettre le filtre fin en position initiale1. 

Tourner l’écrou de verrouillage dans le sens horaire de 2. 
¼ de tour jusqu’à ce qu’il se verrouille. La flèche sur la 
poignée et celle du filtre fin doivent pointer l’une vers 
l’autre.

Nettoyer le panneau de porte extérieur•	
Porte de couleur
Utiliser seulement un chiffon doux légèrement humide 
d’eau savonneuse.

Porte en acier inoxydable
Utiliser un chiffon doux avec un nettoyant non abrasif 
(préférablement en vaporisateur) conçu pour l’acier 
inoxydable. Pour de meilleurs résultats, appliquer le 
nettoyant sur le chiffon, puis essuyer la surface.

Nettoyer le joint de porte•	
Nettoyer régulièrement le joint de porte avec un chiffon 
humide pour enlever les particules et autres débris. 
Nettoyer aussi le joint situé à l’intérieur du lave-vaisselle, 
au bas de la porte.

Hivériser le lave-vaisselle•	
Si l’appareil n’est pas utilisé pendant une longue période 
dans un endroit où il peut y avoir du gel (ex. : chalet, 
pendant les vacances), il faut faire hivériser le lave-vaisselle 
par un centre de service autorisé.
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Aide
Les lave-vaisselle présentent parfois des problèmes qui ne sont pas reliés au fonctionnement de l’appareil. L’information suivante peut 
aider à résoudre le problème sans faire appel à un technicien. 

Problème Cause Action

Le lave-vaisselle ne se met pas 
en marche.

La porte peut ne pas être bien enclen-1. 
chée.
L’appareil n’est peut-être pas mis en 2. 
circuit.
L’appareil n’est pas réinitialisé ou le 3. 
cycle précédent n’est pas complété.
Mise en marche différée enclenchée.4. 
Interrupteur de l’alimentation élec-5. 
trique au lave-vaisselle ou fusible grillé.
Verrouillage enfant activé (certains 6. 
modèles)
La porte a été fermée sans qu’un ne 7. 
soit sélectionné.
L’alimentation en eau n’est pas ou-8. 
verte. 

Fermer complètement la porte.1. 
Presser l’interrupteur d’alimentation principal 2. 
pour mettre l’appareil en circuit.
Pour réinitialiser, consulter « Annuler ou 3. 
changer un cycle » dans ce guide. 
Pour réinitialiser, consulter « Marche différée 4. 
» dans ce guide.
Vérifier le coupe-circuit. 5. 
Désactiver le verrouillage enfant. Consulter 6. 
« Verrouillage enfant » dans ce guide, si ap-
plicable.
Choisir un cycle et fermer la porte.7. 
Vérifier et ouvrir l’alimentation en eau. 8. 

Le lave-vaisselle sonne (signal de fin 
de cycle)

Les réglages par défaut indiquent au 
propriétaire que le cycle est complété en 
émettant une tonalité. Cette fonction peut 
être désactivée, si désirée.

Pour désactiver ou régler le volume, consulter « 
Signal de fin de cycle » dans ce guide.

L’affiche ne s’allume pas ou les 
voyants ne sont pas en circuit.

1.    Un fusible peut être grillé ou le   
       coupe-circuit est déclenché. 
2.    La porte n’est pas fermée ou enclen 
        chée. 
        Remarque : pour les modèles dotés   
        de contrôle sur le dessus de la   
        porte, l’affiche ne s’allume que    
        lorsque la porte est ouverte et que 
        les contrôles sont visibles. 

Le lave-vaisselle semble fonc-
tionner longtemps.

1.   L’eau de remplissage n’est pas suffisam 
      ment chaude. 
2.   La durée du cycle peut varier à cause  
      de la saleté et des conditions de l’eau. 
3.  Le distributeur d’agent de rinçage est 
      vide. 
4.  Le lave-vaisselle est branché sur l ’alim 
      entation en eau froide. 
      Remarque :  « Données du tableau de  
      cycle » dans ce guide pour la durée 
      t ypique d’un cycle. 

1. Vérifier le fusible ou le coupe-circuit et 1. 
remplacer le fusible ou réenclencher le 
coupe-circuit. 
2. S’assurer que la porte est bien enclenchée 2. 
et bien fermée. 

La vaisselle n’est pas suf-
fisamment propre.

Le mouvement du bras gicleur est 1. 
obstrué. 
L’embout du bras gicleur est obstrué. 2. 
Mauvaise utilisation de détergent. 3. 
Les filtres sont peut-être obstrués.4. 
La vaisselle empilée ou chargée trop 5. 
près les unes des autres. 
Cycle de lavage choisi ne convient pas 6. 
au type de saleté.  

Avant de commencer un cycle, faire couler 1. 
l’eau chaude à l’évier près du lave-vaisselle. 
Les capteurs du lave-vaisselle augmentent 2. 
automatiquement la durée du cycle afin 
d’assurer un bon lavage lorsque de la vais-
selle est très sale est détectée 
Ajouter de l’agent de rinçage. 3. 
Vérifier si le lave-vaisselle est branché sur 4. 
l’alimentation en eau chaude. 

1.     S’assurer que le mouvement du bran gicleur  
         n’est pas obstrué en le tournant.
2.     Enlever le bras gicleur et nettoyer selon les 
         directives données à « Vérifier et nettoyer les 
         embouts de bras gicleur » dans ce guide. 
3.     Augmenter ou diminuer la quantité de 
         détergent selon la dureté de l’eau. Consulter 
         le tableau donné à « Ajout de détergent et  
         d’agent de rinçage ».
4.     Nettoyer le filtre. Consulter « Vérifier et net
         toyer le système de filtre » à la rubrique Ent
         retien dans ce guide. 
5.     Réarranger la charge afin que l’eau giclée 
         puisse atteindre la vaisselle. Voir « Prépara
         tion et charge » dans ce guide. 
6.     Consulter la section « Cycle de lavage » à la 
        rubrique Fonctionnement du lave-vaisselle  
        dans ce guide. 
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Problème Cause Action

La vaisselle n’est pas assez sèche. 1.    Le distributeur d’agent de rinçage est 
       vide (le voyant d’agent de rinçage est 
       allumé).
2.    Mauvais chargement de la vaisselle.
3.    Le cycle de lavage ne comprend pas le 
       séchage. 
       Remarque : le plastique et le téflon 
       ne sèche pas complètement comme 
       les autres articles à cause de leurs
       propriétés inhérentes.

1.    Ajouter de l’agent de rinçage, lequel améliore 
        le séchage. 
2.    Réarranger la charge ; ne pas empiler les  
       articles. Consulter « Préparation et charge
       ment »dans ce guide. 
3.    Le réglage rinçage attente ne comprend pas l
        le séchage. 
        Remarque : certains modèles offrent des op 
        tions additionnelles de séchage pour amé
        liorer le séchage. Consulter « Options de 
        cycle de séchage » à la section Fonction
        nement du lave-vaisselle dans ce guide. 

Odeur 1.    Des débris d’aliments sont présents au 
       fond du lave-vaisselle.
2.    Des particules d’aliments sont présents 
       près du joint de porte.
3.    La vaisselle est demeurée trop 
       longtemps dans le lave-vaisselle avant  
       d’enclencher un cycle.
4.    Il reste de l’eau au fond du lave-vais
       selle.
5.    LE tuyau de drainage est obstrué.

1.    Enlever les filtres et les nettoyer selon « 
        Vérifier et nettoyer le système de filtre » dans  
        ce guide. 
2.    Consulter « Nettoyage du joint d’étanchéité 
        de la porte » à la section Entretien dans ce 
        guide. 
3.    Activer le cycle rinçage-attente si l’on n’a pas 
        l’intention d’effectuer immédiatement un 
        cycle de lavage. 
4.    S’assurer que l’appareil est complètement 
       drainé du dernier cycle. Consulter « Annuler 
       ou changer un cycle » dans ce guide. 
5.    Enlever toute obstruction du tuyau de drain
       age en téléphonant à du personnel qualifié. 
       Remarque : si l’odeur persiste, effectuer un 
       cycle de lavage normal pour vidanger, puis 
       arrêter le cycle et mettre une tasse de 8 
       onces de solution de vinaigre blanc distillé 
       dans le panier supérieur et terminer le cycle. 

Le lave-vaisselle ne se remplit
pas d’eau

1.   Quelque chose obstrue le système 
      d’alimentation en eau. 
2.   Le cycle précédent n’était pas com
      plété.
3.   La marche différée est activée. 

1.   S’assurer que la soupape d’alimentation 
       en eau (habituellement située sous l’évier 
       de la cuisine) est ouverte et que la canalisa
       tion d’alimentation en eau n’est pas coincée 
       ni obstruée. 
2.    Consulter « Annuler ou changer un cycle » 
       dans ce guide. 
3.    Annuler la marche différée ou attendre que le 
       différé soit complété. Consulter « Marche dif 
       férée » dans ce guide. 

Fuites d’eau Mousse.1. 
Le joint de porte est peut-être sortie 2. 
de sa cannelure.
L’évent de condensation est bloqué.3. 
Installation inadéquate. 4. 

1.    Mauvais type de détergent utilisé causant 
       de la mousse et des fuites. Utiliser seulement 
       du détergent pour lave-vaisselle. Si la mousse 
       persiste, ajouter une cuillère à table d’huile 
       végétale au fond du lave-vaisselle et activer  
       un cycle de lavage. 
2.    S’assurer que le joint est bien en place dans sa 
       cannelure.
3.    S’assurer que l’évent de condensation n’est  
       pas obstrué. Consulter « Charger les très  
       grands articles » à la section Préparation et 
       chargement du lave-vaisselle dans ce guide. 
4.   Faire vérifier l’installation par un technicien 
      qualifié (alimentation en eau, système de 
      drainage, mise de niveau, plomberie).
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Rayures sur les verres ou résidus sur la 
vaisselle

Réglage inadéquat de l’agent de rinçage. Selon la dureté de l’eau, régler le distributeur 
d’agent de rinçage. Consulter « Ajout de dé-
tergent et d’agent de rinçage » dans ce guide. 

Panneau avant décoloré ou marqué. Nettoyant abrasif utilisé Utiliser un détergent doux avec un chiffon 
humide doux.

Bruits pendant le cycle de lavage La vaisselle est mal placée. Les bruits d’eau sont normaux, mais si des 
articles se frappent les uns les autres ou sur 
les bras gicleurs, consulter « Préparation et 
chargement » dans ce guide. 

Le couvercle du distributeur de détergent 
ne ferme pas

Mauvais fonctionnement du cou-1. 
vercle. 
Le cycle précédent n’est pas complété, 2. 
remis ou le cycle a été interrompu.

Consulter « Ajout de détergent et d’agent 1. 
de rinçage » dans ce guide sur les in-
structions sur la façon d’ouvrir et fermer 
le couvercle. 
Consulter « Annuler ou changer un cycle 2. 
» dans ce guide. 

Impossible de sélectionner le cycle désiré. Le cycle précédent n’est pas complété Consulter « Annuler ou changer un cycle » 
dans ce guide.

Problem Cause Action

Taches dans la cuve Les taches à l’intérieur du lave-vais-1. 
selle sont causées par la dureté de 
l’eau.
Les ustensiles ont été en contact avec 2. 
la cuve. 

1.   Du jus de citron concentré peut réduire 
       l’accumulation de taches d’eau calcaire. 
       Effectuer un cycle de lavage jusqu’au 
       drainage et arrêter le cycle, mettre une 
       tasse de 8 onces de solution de jus de 
       citron concentré dans le panier supérieur 
       et terminer le cycle. Ceci peut être fait  
       périodiquement pour éviter 
       l’accumulation. 
2.   S’assurer que les ustensiles n’entrent pas 
      en contact avec la cuve pendant le lavage. 
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Service à la clientèle
Le lave-vaisselle Bosch ne requiert aucun autre entretien que celui décrit à la rubrique entretien. Si le lave-
vaisselle présente un problème, avant d’effectuer un appel de service, consulter la rubrique aide. Si un 
service est nécessaire, communiquer avec le marchand ou l’installateur ou un centre de service autorisé. 
Ne pas tenter de réparer l’appareil. Tout service effectué par une personne non qualifiée peut annuler la 
garantie.

Si l’on éprouve des problèmes avec le lave-vaisselle Bosch, et que le service n’est pas satisfaisant, suivre les 
étapes ci-dessous (dans l’ordre donné) jusqu’à ce que le problème soit corrigé de façon satisfaisante:

1. Communiquer avec l’installateur ou un centre de service autorisé Bosch dans la région.
2. Communiquer avec le service à la clientèle du site www.boschappliances.com.
3. Écrire à l’adresse ci-dessous:

 BSH Home Appliances, Corporation
 5551 McFadden Avenue
 Huntington Beach, CA 92649

4. Téléphoner au 1-800-944-2904.

S’assurer d’inclure l’information du modèle indiquée ci-dessous ainsi qu’une explication du problème et 
de la date du début.

Les numéros de modèle et de série sont situés sur la plaque signalétique, coin droit de la porte du lave-
vaisselle, figure ci-dessus.

De plus, si par écrit, indiquer un numéro de téléphone de jour.

Faire une copie de la facture et la conserver dans ce guide. Le consommateur est responsable de la 
preuve d’achat pour obtenir un service sous garantie.  

Information du modèle:

•		 Numéro	de	modèle

•		 Numéro	de	série

•		 Date	d’achat

•		 Date	d’installation
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Couverture de la garantie :  la garantie limitée fournie par BSH Home 
Appliances («Bosch») dans cet énoncé de garantie limitée s’applique 
seulement aux lave-vaisselle Bosch («produit») vendu au premier acheteur, 
en autant que le produit ait été acheté : 1) pour une utilisation normale 
résidentielle (non commerciale), et qu’en fait en tout temps a été utilisé 
pour un usage domestique normal ; 2) nouveau au détail (non en montre, 
tel quel ou un retour), qu’il n’est pas destiné à la revente ni à un usage 
commercial et 3) aux États-Unis ou au Canada et qu’il est demeuré en 
tout temps dans le pays où l’appareil a été acheté. Les garanties données 
ici s’appliquent seulement au premier acheteur du produit et ne sont pas 
transférables.  

•	 S’assurer de retourner la carte d’enregistrement ; quoiqu’elle n’est 
pas nécessaire pour la couverture de garantie, cela permet à Bosch 
de communiquer avec l’utilisateur dans l’éventualité où il y aurait 
un problème de sécurité ou un rappel de produit. 

Durée de la garantie:  Bosch garantit que le produit ne présente aucun 
défaut de matériaux ou de fabrication pour une période de trois-cent-
soixante-cinq (365) jours (1 an) à compter de la date d’achat. La durée 
commence à la date d’achat et ne sera pas allongée, prolongée, interrompue 
pour quelle que raison que ce soit. Les frais de main-d’œuvre et d’expédition 
sont compris dans la couverture de base.
Garantie limitée prolongée:  Bosch offre également ces garanties limitées 
additionnelles: 

•	 Garantie limitée de 2 ans:  Bosch réparera ou remplacera tout 
composant ayant un défaut de matériaux ou de fabrication 
(excluant les frais de main-d’œuvre).

•	 Garantie limitée de 5 ans sur les pièces électroniques:  Bosch 
réparera ou remplacera tout microprocesseur ou panneau de 
circuits imprimés Bosch présentant un défaut de matériaux ou de 
fabrication (excluant les frais de main-d’œuvre).

•	 Garantie limitée de 5 ans sur les paniers:  Bosch remplacera le 
panier supérieur ou inférieur (excluant les composants du panier), 
si le panier présente un défaut de matériaux ou de fabrication 
(excluant les frais de main-d’œuvre).

•	 Garantie à vie contre la perforation de l’acier inoxydable 
causée par la rouille: Bosch remplacera le lave-vaisselle par le 
même modèle ou un modèle semblable, équivalent ou mieux, 
si la doublure intérieure présente une perforation par la rouille 
(excluant les frais de main-d’œuvre). Bosch remplacera la porte 
en acier inoxydable si elle présente des perforations par la rouille 
(excluant les frais de main-d’œuvre).

La durée commence à la date d’achat et ne sera pas allongée, prolongée, 
interrompue pour quelle que raison que ce soit. Les frais de main-d’œuvre 
et d’expédition sont compris dans la couverture de base.  

Réparation ou remplacement comme solution exclusive:  pendant 
la période de garantie, Bosch ou un de ses centres de service autorisés 
réparera le produit sans frais (sujet à certaines limitations indiquées dans 
le présent document), si le produit présente un défaut de fabrication 
ou de matériaux. Si des tentatives raisonnables pour réparer le produit 
sont vaines, alors Bosch remplacera le produit (un modèle supérieur 
peut être disponible, à la seule discrétion de Bosch, moyennant des frais 
additionnels). Toutes les pièces ou les composants enlevés demeurent la 
seule propriété de Bosch. Toute pièce et tout composant réparés doit être 
identique à la pièce d’origine à des fins de cette garantie et la garantie ne 
sera pas prolongée en regard de telles pièces. La seule responsabilité de 
Bosch est de faire réparer le produit défectueux par un centre de service 
autorisé pendant les heures d’affaires normales. Pour la sécurité et éviter des 
dommages à la propriété, Bosch recommande fortement de ne pas réparer 
le produit soi-même, par une personne non qualifié ; Bosch ne sera pas tenu 
responsable des réparations ou du travail effectué par une personne non 
autorisée. Si le consommateur désire faire réparer par une personne autre 
qu’une personne autorisée, CETTE GARANTIE EST AUTOMATIQUEMENT 
NULLE ET NON AVENUE. Les centres de service autorisés sont les personnes 
ou les compagnies qui ont été spécialement formées sur les produits Bosch 
et qui possèdent, selon l’opinion de Bosch, une réputation supérieure pour 
le service à la clientèle et la capacité technique (il est à noter qu’elles sont 
des entités indépendantes et non des agents, partenaires, affiliations 
ou représentants de Bosch). Nonobstant ce qui suit, Bosch ne sera pas 
tenu responsable d’aucune façon si le produit est situé dans une région 
éloignée (supérieure à 100 miles d’un centre de service autorisé) ou n’est 
pas accessible de façon raisonnable, dans un

environnement hasardeux, dangereux ; dans une telle éventualité, à la 
demande du consommateur, Bosch pourrait payer les frais de main-d’œuvre 
et de pièces et expédier les pièces à un centre de service autorisé le plus près, 
mais le consommateur serait entièrement responsable pour toute durée de 
déplacement et autres frais spéciaux encourus par le centre de service, en 
autant qu’il accepte l’appel de service.  
Produit hors garantie:  Bosch n’a aucun obligation, par loi ou autre, d’offrir 
toute concession, incluant réparation, prorata ou remplacement de produit 
une fois la garantie expirée.

Exclusions à la garantie:  la garantie décrite dans le présent document 
exclut tout défaut ou dommage non directement relié à Bosch, incluant 
sans limitation, un ou plusieurs de ce qui suit : 1) utilisation du produit 
autre qu’un usage normal, habituel et de la façon destinée (incluant 
sans limitation toute forme d’utilisation commerciale, d’utilisation ou de 
rangement d’un produit pour l’intérieur à l’extérieur, utilisation du produit 
de concert avec un transporteur aérien ou marin) ; 2) mauvaise conduite, 
négligence, mauvaise utilisation, abus, accidents, fonctionnement 
inadéquat, mauvais entretien, installation inadéquate ou négligente, 
altération, manquement d’observer les instructions de fonctionnement, 
mauvaise manipulation, service non autorisé (incluant réparation par le 
consommateur ou exploration du fonctionnement interne du produit) ; 3) 
ajustement, modification ou altération de toute sorte ; 4) manquement à la 
conformité des normes applicables fédérales, provinciales, municipales ou 
électrique du pays, codes de plomberie et/ou de construction, réglementation 
ou lois, incluant le manquement d’installer le produit en stricte conformité 
avec les codes et réglementations de construction et d’incendie locaux ; 5) 
usure ordinaire, déversements d’aliments, liquide, accumulation de graisse 
ou autres substances accumulées dans, sur ou autour du produit ; et 6) 
toute force ou tout facteur externe, élémentaire et/ou environnemental, 
incluant sans limitation, pluie, vent, sable, inondation, incendie, coulée de 
boue, gel, humidité excessive et exposition prolongée à l’humidité, foudre, 
surtension, problème de structure autour de l’appareil et actes de Dieu. 
En aucun cas, Bosch ne sera tenu responsable des dommages survenus à 
la propriété, incluant les armoires, planchers, plafonds et autres objets ou 
structures autour du produit. Également exclus de la garantie, égratignures, 
encoches, enfoncement et dommages esthétiques sur les surfaces externes 
ou les pièces exposées ; produit sur lequel le numéro de série a été modifié, 
altéré, effacé, enlevé ; appel de service pour enseigner le fonctionnement du 
produit ou les visites où il n’y a aucun problème avec le produit ; correction 
de problèmes d’installation (le consommateur est seul responsable pour 
toute structure et tout réglage du produit, incluant l’électricité, la plomberie 
et autres connexions nécessaires, pour un plancher/fondation appropriée, 
et pour toute modification incluant, sans limitation, armoire, mur, plancher, 
tablette, etc.) et la remise de coupe-circuit ou remplacement de fusible. 

 SELON LA PORTÉE PERMISE PAR LA LOI, CETTE GARANTIE DONNE DES 
SOLUTIONS EXCLUSIVE RELATIVEMENT AU PRODUIT, QUE LA RÉCLAMATION 
SURVIENNE PAR CONTRAT OU TORT (INCLUANT RESPONSABILITÉ STRICTE OU 
NÉGLIGENCE) OU AUTRE. CETTE GARANTIE EST EN LIEU DE TOUTE AUTRE 
GARANTIE, EXPRESSE OU IMPLICITE, TOUTE GARANTIE PAR LOI, À DES FINS 
DE COMMERCIALISATION OU À DES FINS PARTICULIÈRES, OU AUTRE, SERA 
EN VIGUEUR SEULEMENT POUR LA PÉRIODE EFFECTIVE DE LA GARANTIE 
LIMITÉE EXPRESSE. EN AUCUN CAS, LE FABRICANT NE PEUT ÊTRE TENU 
RESPONSABLE DES DOMMAGES ACCESSOIRES, SPÉCIAUX, INDIRECTS, PERTES 
D’AFFAIRES, ET/OU DOMMAGES PUNITIFS, PERTES, FRAIS INCLUANT SANS 
LIMITATION LE MANQUEMENT AU TRAVAIL, REPAS À L’HÔTEL ET/OU AU 
RESTAURANT, FRAIS DE REMODELAGE SURVENUS À CAUSE DE DOMMAGES 
DIRECTS DÉFINITIVEMENT CAUSÉS EXCLUSIVEMENT PAR BOSCH OU AUTRE. 
CERTAINS ÉTATS NE PERMETTENT PAS L’EXCLUSION OU LA LIMITATION 
DES DOMMAGES ACCESSOIRES OU INDIRECTS ET NE PERMETTENT PAS LA 
LIMITATION SUR LA DURÉE D’UNE GARANTIE IMPLICITE, PAR CONSÉQUENT 
LES LIMITATIONS SUSMENTIONNÉES PEUVENT  NE PAS S’APPLIQUER. CETTE 
GARANTIE DONNE DES DROITS SPÉCIFIQUES ET IL PEUT Y EN AVOIR D’AUTRES 
QUI VARIENT D’UN ÉTAT À L’AUTRE. Aucune tentative de modifier, changer 
ou amender cette garantie ne peut être effective sans le consentement écrit 
autorisé par un officier de BSH.

Pour un service sous garantie :  POUR OBTENIR UN SERVICE SOUS GARANTIE, 
COMMUNIQUER AVEC UN CENTRE DE SERVICE AUTORISÉ BOSCH DANS LA 
RÉGION OU TÉLÉPHONER AU 800-944-2904 ou écrire à Bosch au : BSH Home 
Appliances, 5551 McFadden Avenue, Huntington Beach, CA 92649

Énoncé de la garantie limitée
des lave-vaisselle Bosch
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Felicidades y Gracias de parte de Bosch!

Gracias por haber escogido una lavadora de platos Bosch.  Usted se ha unido a muchos clientes quienes 
exigen un rendimiento silencioso y excepcional de su lavadora de platos.

Este manual ha sido escrito tomando en cuenta su seguridad y comodidad.  La información incluida es muy 
importante.  Le aconsejamos que lea este manual antes de utilizar su lavadora de platos por la primera vez. 

Para averiguar aún más detalles acerca de su lavadora de platos y los accesorios disponibles, además de 
muchos otros aparatos domésticos de la alta calidad Bosch, visite nuestro sitio web a:

www.boschappliances.com (U.S.A) 
OR 

www.bosch-appliances.ca (Canada)

Por favor comuníquese con nosotros en caso que tenga preguntas o comentarios.  Nos puede llamar al 
número telefónico gratis:1-800-944-2904, o nos puede escribir a:

BSH Home Appliances, Corp.
5551 McFadden Avenue

Huntington Beach, CA 92649
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1 Instrucciones Importantes de Seguridad                     
Comprenda y Guarde esta Información

El mal uso de la lavadora de platos puede causar le-
siones serias o la muerte. No use la lavadora de pla-
tos cubierta por este manual de otra forma o para 
algún otro propósito que no sea explicado en las si-
guientes páginas.

■

El empleo de técnicos de servicio no calificados o 
el uso de refacciones no originales puede dañar el 
producto severamente y/o causar lesiones. Todas las 
reparaciones deben ser realizadas por un técnico de 
servicio calificado utilizando solamente refacciones 
originales de fábrica.

■ 

Cuando se instala incorrectamente la alimentación 
eléctrica para su lavadora de platos cubierta en este 
manual o cuando la lavadora de platos se conectó mal 
a tierra, existe el riesgo de una descarga eléctrica o un 
fuego. No use la lavadora de platos cubierta en este 
manual, si usted no está seguro que la alimentación 
eléctrica ha sido instalada correctamente o que el 
lavavajillas ha sido aterrizado correctamente.

Nunca use productos de limpieza con vapor para 
limpiar su lavadora de platos. El fabricante no será 
responsable de posibles daños o consecuencias.

■

¡Nunca use químicos agresivos para limpiar su 
lavadora de platos. Algunos productos de limpieza 
que contienen cloruro pueden dañar su lavadora 
de platos y constituyen un riesgo para la salud!

■

Recomendamos altamente que el consumidor 
final se familiarice con los procedimientos para 
apagar el suministro del agua entrante y para 
apagar la alimentación eléctrica. Consulte las 
instrucciones de instalación o hable con su 
instalador para más información.

 

ADVERTENCIA CuIDADO
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ADVERTENCIA: Para reducir el riesgo de un fuego, una descarga eléctrica o 
lesiones serias, observe lo siguiente:

La lavadora de platos de Bosch incluye 1. 
Instrucciones de Instalación así como este Manual 
de Uso y Cuidado.  Lea y comprenda todas las 
instrucciones antes de utilizar la lavadora de 
platos.

Este aparato debe estar puesto a tierra por medio 2. 
de un sistema permanente de cableo metálico 
o de un dispositivo conductor de puesta a tierra 
instalado con los conductores de circuito y 
conectado a la borna de la puesta a tierra del 
equipo o de la lavadora de platos.  Consulte el 
Manual de Instalación que acompaña esta lavadora 
de platos para averiguar más información acerca 
de los requisitos del equipo eléctrico.

Utilice la lavadora de platos de Bosch únicamente 3. 
para realizar la función intencionada que es la 
de lavar la vajilla y los utensilios de cocina en su 
hogar.

Utilice únicamente detergentes o agentes de 4. 
enjuague recomendados para uso en la lavadora 
de platos y manténgalos fuera del alcance de 
niños.

A medida que cargue los artículos para lavar:5. 

a.  Acomode los artículos filosos de modo que no 
dañen el sello de la puerta.

b.  Cargue los cuchillos y otros utensilios filosos 
CON EL MANGO HACIA ARRIBA para reducir el 
riesgo de cortarse.

c.     No lave artículos de plástico a menos de 
que indiquen “a prueba de lavadora de platos” 
[dishwasher safe].  En cuanto a los productos 
de plástico que no lleven tal aviso, consulte el 
fabricante para averiguar sus recomendaciones.

d.   No opere su lavadora de platos a menos de que 
todos los paneles del gabinete estén instalados 
correctamente.

e.    No intente alterar, modificar o sobrecontrolar 
los controles o los interruptores de seguridad 
eléctricos.

No abuse ni se siente o se pare en la puerta o en 6. 
las rejillas para trastes de la lavadora de platos.

Con el fin de reducir el riesgo de heridas, no 7. 
permita que niños jueguen adentro o encima de 
la lavadora de platos.

Cuando los niños llegan a una edad suficiente 8. 
para operar el aparato, es la responsabilidad legal 
de los padres o de los tutores legales asegurar que 
personas calificadas los instruyan sobre prácticas 
seguras.

Bajo ciertas condiciones, el gas hidrógeno podría 9. 
acumularse en un sistema de agua caliente que no 
se ha usado durante por lo menos dos semanas.  
El gas hidrógeno es explosivo.  Antes de usar una 
lavadora de platos conectada a un sistema de agua 
caliente que no ha sido operada por dos o más 
semanas, abra todas las llaves de agua caliente y 
permita que corra el agua por algunos minutos.  
De este modo se dispersa el gas hidrógeno que se 
acumuló.  Ya que el gas podría explotar, no fume 
ni prenda una llama durante este proceso.

Quite la puerta del compartimiento de lavado (la 10. 
tina) antes de poner  la lavadora de platos fuera 
de servicio o cuando lo deseche.

Para no dañar el piso y evitar la posible formación 11. 
de moho, no permita áreas húmedas alrededor o 
abajo de la lavadora de platos.

Proteja su lavadora de platos12.  de los elementos. 
Protéjala de la congelación para evitar posibles 
daños a la válvula de llenado. La garantía no cubre 
daños causados por la congelación.
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Sello de la 
puerta

Abertura de 
ventilación

Sistema de 
Filtración

Etiqueta con el 
número de Modelo/

Serie

Rejilla superior

Brazo rociador 
de la rejilla 
superior

Brazo rociador de 
la rejilla inferior

Surtidor del
Agente de 
Enjuague

Rejilla inferior

Canasta para 
los cubiertos

Surtidor de
Detergente

2  Componentes de la Lavadora de Platos

Sistema de Filtración
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Sistema de Reducción de Ruido: Un sistema motorizado 
con dos bombas, el motor suspendido (Suspension 
Motor™), y el triple aislamiento hacen que esta lavadora de 
platos sea una de las más silenciosas en Norteamérica.

Rejillas revestidas de nylon: Eliminan cortes y mellas y 
vienen con una garantía de cinco años.

Calentador de Paso™: Calienta el agua hasta una tem-
peratura para desinfectar.

SaniDry™: El enjuague final realizado a una temperatura 
alta, la tina de acero inoxidable a una temperatura más 
baja junto con la acción del agua que se escurre en forma 
de láminas gracias al agente del enjuague resulta en un 
secado higiénico, económico y eficiente en el uso de 
energía eléctrica.

Sistema de Manejo de Agua EcoSense™: Revisa la 
condición del agua y determina la necesidad de llenar 
con agua fresca por segunda vez.

Sistema de Filtración Triplíquese: Tres filtros le aseguran 
la distribución de agua limpia y protegen la bomba princi-
pal y la bomba de evacuación contra materiales ajenos.

* Retardar la Puesta en Marcha: Esta opción le permite 
retardar el tiempo de inicio de su lavadora de platos.

* Púas plegables de la rejilla superior e inferior: Aumentan 
la flexibilidad de la rejilla para acomodar artículos más 
grandes/altos.

* Media Carga: Reduce el consumo de energía y agua 
cuando lave cargas pequeñas, poco sucias.

* Calor Extra Secante: Sube la temperatura del agua de 
enjuague y aumenta el tiempo de secado, resultando un 
secado mejorado.

* OptiDry™: Esta característica detecta cuando falta 
agente de enjuague y automáticamente incrementa el 
tiempo de secado.

* Rejilla de Ajuste Manual: Se puede subir o bajar la rejilla 
superior para acomodar artículos muy altos en las rejillas 
superiores e inferiores.

* depende del modelo

3  Características de la lavadora de platos

Materiales de Vajillas
NOTA: Antes de usar su lavadora de platos por primera vez, 
revise la información en esta sección. Algunos artículos que 
usted desea limpiar no están a prueba de lavadora de platos 
y deben ser lavados a mano; otros requieren de un acomodo 
especial. Póngase en contacto con el fabricante del artículo 
si usted tiene dudas acerca de que el uso de la lavadora de 
platos sea apropiado.

Recomendado
Aluminio: El aluminio anodizado de color puede 
oscurecerse con el tiempo. Los minerales en su agua 
pueden causar que el aluminio se oscurezca o que se 
manche. Generalmente se pueden quitar estas manchas 
usando esponjillas de fibra metálica rellenas de jabón.

Porcelana, Cristal, Cerámica:  Algunas piezas pintadas a 
mano pueden perder el color, oscurecerse o mancharse. 
Lave estas piezas a mano. Posicione piezas frágiles de 
vidrio de tal modo que no se puedan voltear y que no 
tengan contacto con otras piezas durante el ciclo de 
lavado.

Vidrio: El vidrio opalino puede ponerse amarillo.

Capas antiadherentes: Aplique una ligera capa de aceite 
vegetal a las superficies antiadherentes después del 
secado.

Plásticos: Asegúrese que la pieza está apta para ser usada 
en una lavadora de platos.

Acero Inoxidable, Plata de Ley, y Plateado: Coloque las 
piezas hechas de metales diferentes de tal modo que no 
tengan contacto una con la otra pieza.

No Recomendado
Acrílico: Puede ocurrir el craquelado (grietas pequeñas en 
el acrílico).

Piezas unidas por adhesivos: Se pueden aflojar los 
adhesivos que unen materiales como plástico, madera, 
hueso, acero, cobre, estaño, etc.

Utensilios con mango de hueso: Se pueden separar los 
mangos.

Hierro: El hierro se oxida. Lave las piezas de hierro a mano y 
séquelas de inmediato.

Piezas no diseñadas para lavavajillas: Su lavadora de 
platos está diseñada para limpiar SÓLO trastes y artículos 
de cocina caseros.

Estaño: El estaño se oxidará. Lave las piezas de hierro a 
mano y séquelas de inmediato.

Madera: Los tazones de madera, utensilios de madera y 
piezas con mango de madera pueden agrietarse, doblarse 
y perder su acabado.
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4 Cómo Cargar la Lavadora de Platos

No haga ningún lavado preliminar de los artículos con 
suciedad pegada ligeramente. Elimine las partículas 
grandes de alimentos, los huesos, semillas, palillos para los 
dientes y la grasa excesiva. Tal vez es necesario pretratar 
(remojar o frotar a mano) las piezas con suciedades 
pegadas, quemadas o endurecidas.
Consulte la sección Materiales de Vajilla para más 
información sobre materiales de vajilla apropiados.
Cargue únicamente artículos a prueba de lavadoras de 
platos [dishwasher-safe] en su lavadora. Cargue su vajilla 
en las rejillas de la lavadora de platos de tal forma que 
los interiores de platos, ollas y sartenes encaren los brazos 
rociadores. Evite amontonar las piezas y los puntos de 
contacto entre éstas. Separe los artículos hechos de 
metales diferentes.
Cómo Cargar la Rejilla Superior

NOTA: Asegúrese que los artículos no se salgan del fondo 
de las rejillas y que bloqueen los brazos rociadores.
NOTA: Cuando reintroduzca la rejilla superior hacia adentro 
de la lavadora de platos, empújela hasta que se detenga 
contra la pared trasera de la tina de tal modo que el brazo 
rociador de la rejilla superior se conecte al sistema de 
alimentación de agua en la parte trasera de la tina. No 
empuje la rejilla superior usando la puerta.

REJILLA SUPERIOR - Juego de vajilla para 10 personas

REJILLA INFERIOR - Juego de vajilla para 10 personas

REJILLA INFERIOR - Juego de vajilla para 12 personas

REJILLA SUPERIOR - Juego de vajilla para 12 personas
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Para evitar daños a la lavadora de platos, no la cargue con 
productos de papel, bolsas de plástico, material de em-
balaje o cualquier otra cosa que no sea vajilla o utensilio 

de cocina normal, a prueba de lavadoras de platos.

AVISO

Cómo Descargar la Lavadora de Platos
Descargue primero la rejilla inferior.•	
Descargue la canasta para cubiertos.•	
Descargue la rejilla superior.•	

REJILLA INFERIOR - Juego de vajilla para 12 personas
w/Standard Silverware Basket

REJILLA SUPERIOR - Juego 
de vajilla para 12 personas
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5  Cómo Cargar la Lavadora de Platos
Rociador para Artículos Extra Altos
Si algún artículo está demasiado alto para poder colo-
carse en la rejilla inferior aún con la rejilla superior en la 
posición elevada, extraiga la rejilla superior vacía jalán-
dola hacia afuera de la lavadora de platos hasta que se 
detenga. Jale hacia arriba y hacia afuera la orilla delantera 
de la rejilla hasta que los rodillos queden completamente 
libres de los rieles guías.

Guarde la rejilla al lado. Empuje los rieles guías de nuevo 
hacia adentro de la lavadora de platos. Encaje el Rociador 

para Artículos Extra Altos en la salida de agua para la rejilla 
superior y déle vuelta en sentido del reloj hasta asentarlo 
en su posición.

NOTA: No tape la abertura de ventilación que se encuentra 
en la pared derecha de la tina acomodando artículos 
altos como las tablas de plástico para cortar alimentos y 

No tape la abertura 
de ventilación

las bandejas para hornear en el lado izquierdo de la rejilla 
inferior o en el centro.

Para extraer el rociador y restablecer la lavadora de platos 
a su condición normal:

Gire el rociador en el sentido contrario del reloj y •	
sáquelo.
Recoja la rejilla superior•	
Incline la orilla delantera de la rejilla superior hacia ar-•	

riba y acomode los rodillos en los rieles guías.
Siga empujando la rejilla superior hacia adentro hasta •	
que todos los rodillos se acomoden en los rieles.
Empuje la rejilla superior hacia adentro de la lavadora •	
de platos.

Púas Plegables
Las rejillas en algunos modelos selectos consisten en púas 
que se pueden doblar hacia abajo o hacia arriba, dependi-
endo de los artículos que usted quiere cargar en la rejilla.

Para doblarlas hacia abajo:
Agarre la púa.•	
Suéltela desde la ranura.•	
Dóblela hacia abajo.•	

Para evitar daños a la lavadora de platos, no vuelva a instalar 
la rejilla superior antes de quitar el rociador para artículos 

extra altos.

AVISO
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Vuelva a introducir la rejilla con el otro juego de rodillos en 
los rieles guías como se muestra abajo.

Sujetadores para Artículos Pequeños
Los sujetadores para artículos pequeños evitan que 
cosas ligeras y recipientes de plástico se volteen y que 
se llenen con agua durante el ciclo de lavado.

6 Cómo Cargar la 
Canasta para los 
Cubiertos

NOTA: Las tapaderas de las canastas para los cubiertos se 
pueden doblar hacia arriba para poder acomodar artículos 
grandes o los de forma irregular.

Con las tapaderas dobladas hacia abajo, cargue la canasta 
para los cubiertos según los modelos indicados abajo.

Acomode los cuchillos y artículos filosos con el mango 
hacia arriba pero los tenedores y cucharas con el mango 
hacia abajo. En caso de que tenga que cargar artículos 
grandes o algunos de forma irregular en la canasta para 
los cubiertos (con la tapadera hacia arriba), acomódelos 
de modo que no se amontonen.

PRECAUCIÓN
Las puntas filosas o los filos de cuchillos y otros utensili-
os filosos pueden causar lesiones graves. Trate de acom-
odar los cuchillos y otros utensilios filosos con la punta 
o el filo hacia abajo. No permita que los niños toquen o 

jueguen cerca de cuchillos y otros utensilios filosos

La canasta estandar para los cubiertos
Esta canasta cabe en el centro de la parte delantera de la 
rajilla inferior.
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1 - Tenedor para Ensalada

2 - Cucharita

3 - Tenedor de Mesa

4 - Cuchillo

5 - Cuchara Grande

6 - Cuchara de Servir

7 - Tenedor de Servir

La Canasta Flexible para los Cubiertos 
Esta canasta se parte por todo su largo, produciendo 
dos mitades que se pueden acomodar en muchas 
diferentes posiciones en la rejilla inferior y así ampliar 
considerablemente su versatilidad para cargarla. Se 
pueden unir ambas mitades a presión para volver a formar 
una canasta completa como se muestra abajo.

Cómo Dividir la Canasta para los Cubiertos:
Agarre la canasta y deslice las dos mitades en •	
direcciones opuestas, tal como se muestra.
Jale y separe las dos mitades.•	

También se pueden unir las mitades a lo largo como se 
muestra abajo.
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Algunas Sugerencias Cómo Puede Acomodar las 
Mitades

La Canasta Flexible para los Cubiertos
1 - Tenedor para Ensalada            5 - Cuchara Grande

2 - Cucharita                                                      6 - Cuchara de Servir

3 - Tenedor de Mesa                                       7 - Tenedor de Servir

4 - Cuchillo
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7 Como Anadir Detergente y Agente de       
Enjuague

Detergente
Use únicamente detergentes diseñados específicamente 
para lavadora de platos. Para obtener mejores resultados, 
use detergentes frescos en polvo para uso en lavadora 
de platos.

La lavadora de platos utiliza menos agua, así que debe usar 
menos detergente. Con agua blanda, 15 ml (1 cuchara) 
de detergente limpiará la mayoría de las cargas. La copa 
para detergente en el surtidor tiene rayas que miden la 
cantidad de detergente cada:

1 cucharada (15ml) Y•	
1.75 cucharadas (25ml)•	

3 cucharadas (45ml) de detergente llenan la copa del 
dispensador totalmente.

NOTA: Si usted no sabe si el agua es blanda o dura, 
empiece con 15 ml de detergente. Aumente la cantidad 
de detergente, si es necesario, hasta la cantidad mínima 
que se necesita para limpiar sus trastes.

Guíese por las rayas de medición en la copa para 
detergente para echar la cantidad adecuada de detergente 
recomendada en las Tablas de abajo.

Para evitar daños al lavavajillas, no use productos para 
lavar la vajilla a mano.

■
Para no dañar la vajilla, no use demasiado detergente si 
el agua en su casa es blanda. Demasiado detergente en 

agua muy blanda puede rayar la cristalería.

ATENCIÓN

Agente de Enjuague
Para lograr un secado apropiado, siempre use un agente de 
enjuague líquido, aún si su detergente también contiene 
algún agente de enjuague o aditivo para secado.

NOTA: La lavadora de platos indica la falta del agente 
de enjuague exhibiendo el símbolo en el visualizador de 
cuenta regresiva.
Añada agente de enjuague líquido al dispensador hasta 
llenar el depósito del agente de enjuague. Quite con un 
trapo el agente de enjuague derramado que se acumula 
cuando el depósito está lleno. 

Después de llenar el dispensador con agente de enjuague, 
se apagará la luz indicadora algunos minutos después 
de cerrar la puerta de la lavadora de platos (solamente 
algunos modelos selectos).

Consulte la siguiente página para más información sobre 
cómo añadir detergente y agente de enjuague a la lavadora 
de platos.

Recommended Detergent Amount
Water Type

Wash 
Cycle

Unit Hard Medium Soft

Fregado 
Potente 

ml
Tbsp

45
3

45
3

25-45
1.75 - 3

Lavado 
Auto

ml
Tbsp

25-45
1.75 - 3

25
1.75

15-25
1 - 1.75

Lavado 
Regular

ml
Tbsp

25-45
1.75 - 3

25
1.75

15-25
1 - 1.75

Lavado 
Rapido

ml
Tbsp

25
1.75

15-25
1 - 1.75

15
1

Delicado ml
Tbsp

25
1.75

15-25
1 - 1.75

15
1

Enjuagar y 
Retener None None None
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Para obtener mejores resultados, use detergentes frescos •	
en polvo.
1 cuchara de detergente limpiará la mayoría de las cargas.•	
No use más de 3 cucharadas. No llene más.•	
Cuando use tiras de detergente, colóquelas de un modo •	
plano para no tener contacto con la tapa.

Siempre use agente de enjuague aún cuando su de-•	
tergente contenga un agente de enjuague.
Añada agente de enjuague cuando se ilumina la luz •	
LED en el panel de control.

Coloque su dedo como se muestra arriba.•	
Deslice la tapa hacia adelante y presiónela firmemente •	
hasta que la tapa cierre a presión.

Presione el botón como se muestra arriba para abrir •	
la tapa.

Para añadir agente de enjuague, échelo en el óvalo.•	

Para Cerrar

Para Abrir

Cómo Añadir Detergente Cómo Añadir Agente de Enjuague

3 TBS MAX 
2 TBS (25 ML)  

1 TBS (15 ML)  

Lift tab to 
open
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8 Características y Opciones de la Lavadora

Ciclos de Lavado *

* Los ciclos que aparecen abajo varían según el modelo.

Fregado Fuerte
Limpia vajillas con restos alimenticios endurecidos por 
el horno o muy pegados. Puede ser necesario remojar o 
restregar estos trastes a mano.

Lavado Automático
Los sensores en la lavadora de platos ajustan 
automáticamente la duración del ciclo y los cambios de 
temperatura y agua en base a la carga de suciedades. 
Este ciclo contiene decisiones adicionales del sensor 
comparado con otros ciclos.

Lavado Regular
El ciclo regular limpia a fondo cargas grandes con sucie-
dad ordinaria pegada ligeramente.

Lavado Delicado
Para lavar la vajilla, cristalería o los cubiertos delicados 
o de gran valor, u otros artículos especiales. Asegúrese 
siempre que los artículos estén a prueba de lavadora 
de platos. Consulte la sección de Materiales de Vajilla en 
este manual para más información. Puede que el mejor 
tratamiento sea lavar estos artículos a manos.

Lavado Rápido
Limpia vajillas con poca suciedad y reduce el tiempo 
general de lavado. Use este ciclo para lavar vasos y platos 
para postres que tal vez se deben reutilizar en el mismo 
evento.

Enjuagar y Retener
Le permite enjuagar los restos alimenticios de una carga 
parcial de vajillas y retener o guardarlos en la lavadora de 

platos hasta que se llene ésta.

Opciones de los Ciclos de Lavado

Calor Extra Secante
Con esta opción usted puede subir la temperatura del 
agua de enjuague y aumentar el tiempo de secado lo cual 
producirá un secado mejor.

Retardar la Puesta en Marcha
Esta opción le permite retardar el tiempo de la puesta en 
marcha para su lavadora de platos. 

Media Carga
En los ciclos de lavado Power Scrub Plus (Fregado Extra 
Fuerte), Regular y Lavado Automático, usted puede re-
ducir el consumo de energía y de agua cuando lava car-
gas pequeñas, ligeramente sucias que llenan aproxima-
damente mitad de la capacidad de la lavadora de platos.

Para más información sobre cómo activar estas opciones, 
consulte la sección "Cómo Operar la Lavadora de Platos" .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Indicador de Desinfectado
Cuando se prende la luz indicadora “Desinfectado” 
(Desinfectado) en el panel de control, esto quiere decir que 
la vajilla y los artículos de cocina han sido desinfectados 
conforme a los requerimientos de la National Sanitation 
Foundation (NSF) (Fundación Nacional de Salubridad). 
Para más información sobre la certificación de NSF, 
consulte la sección Información sobre los Ciclos de Lavado 
de este manual.

Indicador de Rellenado del Agente de Enjuague
Una luz indicadora LED que se ilumina cuando se necesita 
llenar de nuevo el agente de enjuague.
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9 Información de los ciclos de lavado

NOTA: Para ahorrar energía, esta lavadora de platos 
viene con un “Control Inteligente” [Smart Control], que 
automáticamente ajusta el ciclo basado en las cargas de 
suciedades y la temperatura del agua que entra. El “Control 
Inteligente” toma decisiones que pueden causar que en 
ciertos momentos se ajuste el tiempo del ciclo y el uso de 
agua, para luego cambiar repentinamente a mitad del 
ciclo. Los tiempos de ciclos listados en el Manual de Uso y 
Cuidado se basan en cargas de suciedades normales y una 
temperatura del agua entrante de 120°F (49°C) y varían 
dependiendo de sus condiciones reales.

Consulte la tabla de ciclos disponibles para determinar 
cuales ciclos están disponibles en su modelo específico.

NOTA: En algunos modelos, la opción de Media Carga re-
ducirá el consumo de agua por casi el 30 porciento en los 
ciclos de lavado Power Scrub Plus (Fregado Potente), Regular 
y Automático.

Fregado  
Fuerte

Lavado    
Automatico

Lavado  
Regular

Lavado 
Delicado

Lavado 
Rápido

Enjuagar 
y Retener

Tiempo 
de ciclo 
(minutos)

130 105-119 95-115 80 30 9

Consumo 
de agua en 
galones

Mínimo 6.8 3.6 2.3 3.0 3.0 1.0

Máximo 6.8 6.0 5.2 3.0 3.0 1.0

Consumo 
de agua en 
litros

Mínimo 25.6 13.6 8.7 11.3 11.3 4.0

Máximo 25.6 22.6 19.5 11.3 11.3 4.0

Temp. de Lavar °F 160 130-150 122-131 122 113 Entrante

Temp. de Enjuagar  °F 156 156 149-156 156 122 Entrante

La opción de 
Media Carga

Fregado 
Fuerte

Lavado   
Automático

Lavado 
Regular

Lavado 
Delicado

Quick 
Wash

Rinse & 
Hold

Tiempo de 
ciclo(minutos) 110 99-110 95-105 75

Consumo 
de agua en 
galones

17.9 10.5-15.9 8.7-14.9 10.9

Consumo 
de agua en 
litros

4.7 2.8-4.2 2.3-3.9 2.9
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10  Cómo Operar la Lavadora de Platos 
        For Top/Hidden Controls 

Para poner la lavadora de platos en marcha:
Abra la puerta. Pulse el botón "On/Off" (Prender/Apagar).•	
Uno de los LEDs del Ciclo de Lavado estará parpade-•	
ando. Usted ahora puede seleccionar un ciclo de la-
vado.
Pulse el botón "<" o ">" para seleccionar el ciclo de •	
lavado deseado.
Pulse el botón "START" (LED deja de parpadear)•	
Cierre la puerta para iniciar el ciclo•	

NOTA: Si usted cierra la puerta sin pulsar el botón start 
(inicio), la lavadora emitirá un pitido.

Para cancelar un ciclo:
Abra la puerta de la lavadora de platos suficiente-•	
mente para exponer el panel de control. Tenga cui-
dado del agua caliente que pueda salpicar!
Mantenga pulsado el botón "START/RESET" hasta que •	

se apague la luz indicadora "Activo".
Cierre la puerta y espere 1 minuto hasta drenar la la-•	
vadora de platos.
Abra la puerta y pulse el botón "On/Off" (Prender/•	
Apagar).
Ahora usted puede iniciar un ciclo nuevo.•	

Para entrar al modo de opciones (ajuste del agente de en-
juague, calor extra secante, señal de terminación de ciclo):

La puerta debe estar abierta. Pulse el botón "ON/OFF" •	
(Prender/Apagar) para prender la lavadora.
Uno de los LEDs del Ciclo de Lavado estará parpade-•	
ando.

Mantenga presionado el botón ">", luego pulse y suelte el 
botón "START/RESET". Ahora suelte el botón ">".

Para fijar la cantidad de agente de enjuague:
NOTA:  Si sus vasos salen manchados, usted necesita más 
agente de enjuague. Si sus vasos salen rayados, usted 
necesita menos agente de enjuague.
Siga las instrucciones anteriores para entrar al modo de 
"opciones". Con los LEDs de "Limpio" y "Agente de En-
juague" parpadeando:

Pulse el botón "<" para cambiar la cantidad de agente •	
de enjuague dispensado.

0 LEDs parpadean --> Dispensador del agente de en-
juague está apagado
1 LED  parpadea -->Mínima cantidad del agente de en-
juague
2 LEDs parpadean --> Cantidad mediana dispensada
3 LEDs parpadean --> Máxima cantidad del agente de 
enjuague
Pulse•	  "START" para guardar sus configuraciones.

Para prender o apagar el calor extra secante:
Con los LEDs "Limpio" y "Desinfectado" parpadeando:

Pulse el botón "<" para prender o apagar el calor ex-•	
tra secante. Se iluminan los LEDs del ciclo de lavado 
cuando usted pulsa "<".
0 LEDs parpadean --> Calor Extra Secante APAGADO
1 LED parpadea --> Calor Extra Secante ACTIVADO

Para fijar la Señal de Terminación de Ciclo:
Con los LEDs de "Limpio" , "Desinfectado" , y "Agente de 
Enjuague" parpadeando:

Pulse el botón "<" para cambiar el nivel sonoro de la •	
señal de terminación de ciclo. Se iluminan los LEDs 
del ciclo de lavado cuando usted pulsa "<".
0 LEDs parpadean --> Señal de terminación de ciclo 
APAGADA
1 LED  parpadea  -->  Bajo nivel sonoro
2 LEDs parpadean --> Mediano nivel sonoro
3 LEDs parpadean --> Alto nivel sonoro
Pulse•	  START para guardar sus configuraciones.

Usted podría sufrir quemaduras graves por agua caliente que salpica 
de la lavadora de platos. ABRA LA PUERTA CUIDADOSAMENTE durante 
cualquier ciclo de lavado o de enjuague. Espere hasta que cese el ruido 

del agua antes de abrir la puerta completamente.

WARNING

Dependiendo de su modelo, usted tendrá 4, 5 0 6 ciclos de 
lavado. 
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Para poner la lavadora de platos en marcha:
La puerta debe estar cerrada. Pulse el botón "On/Off" •	
(Prender/Apagar).
Uno de los LEDs del Ciclo de Lavado estará parpadeando. •	
Usted ahora puede seleccionar un ciclo de lavado.
Pulse el botón "<" o ">" para seleccionar el ciclo de la-•	
vado deseado.
Seleccione las opciones "Media Carga" o "Retardar la •	
Puesta en Marcha" si así lo desea en este momento.

Además de seleccionar su ciclo de lavado, pulse el botón 
"Media Carga" para cargas pequeñas de trastes poco sucios. 
Con esto usted ahorrará energía y agua.

Si usted quiere retardar el tiempo de inicio de la lavadora de 
platos, pulse el botón "RETARDAR" hasta que el visualizador 
de cuenta regresiva muestre el tiempo de retardo deseado 
(3, 6, 9 hr.). 

Pulse el botón "START" para iniciar el ciclo (La luz •	
indicadora del ciclo de lavado dejará de parpadear)

NOTA: Se prende la luz indicadora del agente de enjuague 
cuando la lavadora requiere agente de enjuague.

Pulse el botón "START" (LED deja de parpadear)•	
Cierre la puerta para iniciar el ciclo•	

NOTA: Se prende la luz indicadora del agente de enjuague 
cuando la lavadora requiere agente de enjuague.

Bloqueo para Protección de Niños
Después de pulsar el botón "START", usted puede activar •	
la opción del Bloqueo para Protección de Niños.

Mantenga presionado el botón "<" hasta que se ilumina •	
la luz indicadora  del Bloqueo para Protección de Niños 
(Se apaga la luz al soltar el botón). 
Ahora no funcionará ningún botón que usted pulsa •	
(excepto ON/OFF) y se ilumina el LED del Bloqueo para 
Protección de Niños al pulsar cualquier botón.
Para desactivarlo, mantenga presionado el botón “<” •	
hasta que se apague la luz indicadora del Bloqueo para 
Protección de Niños. 

Para cancelar un ciclo:
Mantenga presionado el botón "START/RESET" hasta •	
que se apague el LED de "Activo".
Espere 1 minuto hasta drenar la lavadora.•	
Pulse el botón "On/Off" (Prender/Apagar).•	
Ahora usted puede iniciar un ciclo nuevo.•	

Para entrar al modo de opciones (ajuste del agente de 
enjuague, calor extra secante, señal de terminación de 
ciclo):

La puerta debe estar cerrada. Pulse el botón "ON/OFF" •	
(Prender/Apagar) para prender la lavadora.
Uno de los LEDs del Ciclo de Lavado estará parpadean-•	
do.
Mantenga presionado el botón ">", luego pulse y suelte •	
el botón "START/RESET". Ahora suelte el botón ">".
Parpadearán la luz de "Limpio" y un LED más. Ahora se •	
encuentra en el modo de configuración de opciones.
Pulse ">" para seleccionar la opción que desea ajustar.•	

Si parpadean el LED de "Limpio" y "Agente de Enjuague", 
usted puede cambiar los ajustes del Agente de Enjuague.
Si parpadean el LED de "Limpio" y "Desinfectado", usted 
puede fijar el Calor Extra Secante.

Para fijar la cantidad de agente de enjuague:
NOTA:  Si sus vasos salen manchados, usted necesita más 
agente de enjuague. Si sus vasos salen rayados, usted neces-
ita menos agente de enjuague.
Siga las instrucciones anteriores para entrar al modo de "op-
ciones". Con el LED de "Limpio" y "Agente de Enjuague" par-
padeando:

Pulse el botón "<" para cambiar la cantidad de agente de •	
enjuague dispensado.
0 LEDs parpadean --> Dispensador del agente de enjuague 
está apagado
1 LED  parpadea -->Mínima cantidad del agente de en-
juague
2 LEDs parpadean --> Cantidad mediana dispensada
3 LEDs parpadean --> Máxima cantidad del agente de en-
juague
Pulse•	  START para guardar sus configuraciones.

Para prender o apagar el Calor Extra Secante:
Con el LED de "Limpio" y "Desinfectado" parpadeando:

Pulse el botón "<" para prender o apagar el calor extra •	
secante. 
0 LEDs parpadean --> Calor Extra Secante APAGADO•	

         1 LED parpadea --> Calor Extra Secante ACTIVADO
Pulse •	 START para guardar sus configuraciones.

Operar la Vajilla 
SHE5AL
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Para poner la lavadora de platos en marcha:
La puerta debe estar cerrada. Pulse el botón "On/Off" •	
(Prender/Apagar).
El visualizador de cuenta regresiva y uno de los LEDs •	
de los Ciclos de Lavado parpadearán. Usted ahora 
puede seleccionar un ciclo de lavado.
Pulse el botón "<" o ">" para seleccionar el ciclo de •	
lavado deseado.
Seleccione las opciones "Media Carga" o "Retardar la •	
Puesta en Marcha" si así lo desea en este momento.

Además de seleccionar su ciclo de lavado, pulse el botón 
"Media Carga" para cargas pequeñas de trastes poco 
sucios. Con esto usted ahorrará energía y agua.

Si usted quiere retardar el tiempo de inicio de la lavadora 
de platos, pulse el botón "RETARDAR" hasta que el 
visualizador de cuenta regresiva muestre el tiempo de 
retardo deseado (3, 6, 9 hr.). 

Pulse el botón "START" para iniciar el ciclo (La luz •	
indicadora del ciclo de lavado dejará de parpadear)

NOTA: Se prende la luz indicadora del agente de enjuague 
cuando la lavadora requiere agente de enjuague.

Pulse el botón "START" (LED deja de parpadear)•	
Cierre la puerta para iniciar el ciclo•	

NOTA

Se prende la luz indicadora del agente de enjuague 1. 
cuando la lavadora requiere agente de enjuague.
Si usted cierra la puerta sin pulsar el botón start 2. 
(inicio), la lavadora emitirá un pitido.

Para cancelar un ciclo:
Mantenga presionado el botón "START/RESET" hasta •	
que el visualizador de cuenta regresiva diga "0:01".
Espere hasta que el visualizador diga "0:00" y apague •	
la lavadora.
Abra la puerta y pulse el botón "On/Off" (Prender/•	
Apagar).
Ahora usted puede iniciar un ciclo nuevo.•	

Para entrar al modo de opciones (ajuste del agente de 
enjuague, calor extra secante, señal de terminación de 
ciclo):

La puerta debe estar cerrada. Pulse el botón "ON/OFF" •	
(Prender/Apagar) para prender la lavadora.
Uno de los LEDs del Ciclo de Lavado estará parpade-•	
ando.
Mantenga presionado el botón ">", luego pulse y suel-•	
te el botón "START/RESET". Ahora suelte el botón ">".
El LED de "Desinfectado" parpadeará. Ahora se en-•	
cuentra en el modo de configuración de opciones.
Pulse ">" para seleccionar la opción que desea •	
ajustar.

Si el visualizador dice "d:00" o "d:01" usted puede prender 
o apagar el Calor Extra Secante.
Si el visualizador dice entre "r:00" a "r:06" usted puede 
cambiar la cantidad del Agente de Enjuague dispensado.

Para fijar la cantidad de agente de enjuague:
NOTA:  Si sus vasos salen manchados, usted necesita más 
agente de enjuague. Si sus vasos salen rayados, usted 
necesita menos agente de enjuague.
Siga las instrucciones anteriores para entrar al modo de 
"opciones". Con el visualizador indicando "r:00" - "r:06":

Pulse el botón "<" para cambiar la cantidad de agente •	
de enjuague dispensado.
r:00 --> Agente de Enjuague  APAGADO
r:03 --> Cantidad mediana del Agente de Enjuague dis-
pensado
r:06 --> Máxima cantidad del agente de enjuague dis-
pensado
Pulse•	  START para guardar sus configuraciones.

Para prender o apagar el calor extra secante:
Con el visualizador indicando "d:00" o "d:01":

Pulse el botón "<" para prender o apagar el Calor Ex-•	
tra Secante. 0 d:00 --> Calor Extra Secante APAGADO
d:01  --> Calor Extra Secante ACTIVADO
Pulse •	 START para guardar sus configuraciones.

Cómo Operar la Lavadora de Platos 
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11  Cuidado y Mantenimiento 

Tareas de Mantenimiento
Ciertas áreas de su lavadora de platos requieren de un 
mantenimiento ocasional. Las tareas de mantenimiento 
son fáciles de hacer y asegurarán un funcionamiento 
superior del aparato por mucho tiempo. Estas tareas son:

Limpiar derrames y salpicaduras•	
Ocasionalmente, agua se derrama o salpica de su lavadora 
de platos, particularmente cuando se abre la puerta o se 
interrumpe un ciclo de operación. Seque de inmediato 
el agua que salpica de su lavadora de platos para evitar la 
formación de moho y daños al piso.

Limpiar la Cara Interior de la Puerta y de la Tina Hechas •	
de Acero Inoxidable

Limpie las orillas del panel interior habitualmente para 
eliminar desechos que se acumulan durante el proceso de 
cargar la vajilla. Cuando se forman manchas en la tina o en 
el panel interior de la puerta, llene el tanque del agente de 
enjuague.

Revisar y limpiar las boquillas rociadoras•	
De vez en cuando examine los brazos rociadores para 
verificar que las boquillas rociadoras (orificios) no estén 
tapadas. Usted debe desmontar los brazos rociadores para 
ver si están tapados.

Para extraer el brazo rociador superior:
Saque la rejilla superior vacía de la lavadora de platos.1. 
Voltee la rejilla. El brazo rociador superior está sujetado 2. 
con una contratuerca como se muestra abajo.  Gire la 

tuerca en sentido contrario del reloj y quítela, como se 

muestra abajo para soltar el brazo rociador.
Desprenda el brazo rociador como se muestra abajo.3. 
Revise que las boquillas rociadoras no estén obstruidas.4. 
Si se necesita destapar las boquillas, límpielas bajo un 5. 
chorro de agua.

Para reinstalar el brazo rociador superior:
Reacomode el brazo rociador en su posición instalada.1. 
Regrese la contratuerca en su posición instalada y déle 2. 
1/8 de la vuelta en sentido del reloj.
Reacomode los rodillos de la rejilla superior en los rieles 3. 
guías.

Para extraer el brazo rociador inferior:
Saque la rejilla inferior vacía de la tina de la lavadora de 1. 
platos.

Agarre y jale hacia arriba el brazo rociador inferior como 2. 
se muestra abajo.
Revise que las boquillas rociadoras no estén obstruidas.3. 
Si se necesita destapar las boquillas, límpielas bajo un 4. 
chorro de agua.

Para reinstalar el brazo rociador inferior:
Reacomode el brazo rociador inferior en su posición 1. 
instalada y oprímalo hasta que encaje a presión.
Reacomode la rejilla inferior en su posición instalada.2. 

Revisar y limpiar el sistema de filtración•	
Esta lavadora de platos cuenta con un sistema de filtración 
que se compone de una trampa para objetos grandes/
conjunto de filtro cilíndrico y de un filtro fino. Algunos 
modelos incluyen un micro-filtro adicional. 
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El sistema de filtración se instaló en el piso de la lavadora 
de platos debajo de la rejilla inferior para facilitar el acceso. 
Normalmente el sistema de filtración se limpia a sí mismo, 
sin embargo, de vez en cuando usted debería revisarlo para 
eliminar objetos ajenos y limpiarlo cuando sea necesario.
Para quitar la trampa para objetos grandes/conjunto de 
filtro cilíndrico:

Saque la rejilla inferior.1. 
Agarre el conjunto y gírelo 1/4 de vuelta en sentido 2. 

contrario del reloj como se muestra abajo.
Jale el conjunto hacía arriba como se muestra abajo.3. 

Examine cuidadosamente el conjunto. Si nota 4. 
desechos en la trampa para objetos grandes, voltéela 
y déle un golpe ligero en alguna superficie tal como 
una mesa para desalojar y eliminar los desechos.
Limpie el filtro cilíndrico bajo un chorro de agua.5. 

Para evitar lesiones, no meta los dedos en la trampa para 
objetos grandes. La trampa para objetos grandes podría 

contener objetos filosos.

PRECAUCIÓN Para reinstalar el sistema de filtración:
Reacomode el filtro fino en su posición instalada.1. 
Gire la contratuerca 1/4 en sentido del reloj hasta que 2. 

quede  bloqueada. La flecha en la agarradera de anillo 
y la flecha en el filtro fino deben apuntarse una a la 
otra.

Limpiar la Cara Exterior de la Puerta•	
Puertas Pintadas
Use únicamente un paño suave ligeramente humedecido 
con agua enjabonada.
Puertas de Acero Inoxidable
Use un paño suave con un limpiador no abrasivo 
(preferiblemente en forma líquida suministrado a través 
de un atomizador) fabricado especialmente para limpiar 
el acero inoxidable. Para obtener los mejores resultados, 
primero moje el paño con el limpiador de acero inoxidable 
para después pasarlo por la superficie.

Limpiar el Empaque y el Sello de la Puerta•	
Limpie habitualmente el empaque de la puerta con un 
paño mojado para eliminar las partículas de alimentos 
y los otros desechos que se le hayan pegado. Limpie 
también el sello de la puerta que se encuentra adentro de 
la lavadora de platos en la parte inferior de la puerta.

Preparar su Lavadora de Platos para el Invierno•	
En caso de que su lavadora de platos quedara sin 
usarse durante un período largo en un lugar expuesto a 
temperaturas glaciales (por ejemplo en su casa de campo 
o en su hogar durante un viaje), usted debería solicitar 
ayuda de un centro de servicio autorizado para preparar 
su lavadora de platos para el invierno.
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Autoayuda

A veces las lavadoras de platos exhiben problemas que no tienen nada que ver con el funcionamiento de la máquina en sí.  La 
información a continuación le podría ayudar a resolver algún problema sin tener que acudir a un técnico de reparaciones.

Problema Causa Acción

La lavadora de platos no se pone en 
marcha

Tal vez no cerró bien la puerta.1. 
Tal vez no está prendida la unidad.2. 
La unidad no fue reseteada o no ter-3. 
minó el ciclo anterior.
Se retardó la puesta en marcha.4. 
Interrupción del suministro eléctrico 5. 
a la lavadora de platos o un fusible 
quemado.
Bloqueo para protección de niños acti-6. 
vado (modelos selectos).
Tal vez se cerró la puerta sin haber 7. 
seleccionado un ciclo.
Tal vez no se prendió el suministro de agua.8. 

Cierre la puerta completamente.1. 
Oprima el interruptor principal del aparato.2. 
Para resetearlo, vea la sección “Cancelar o 3. 
cambiar el ciclo” en este manual.
Para resetearlo, vea la sección “Retardar la 4. 
Puesta en Marcha” en este manual.
Revise el cortacircuitos5. 
Desactive la protección. Consulte la sección 6. 
“Bloqueo para protección de niños” en este 
manual si aplica.
Seleccione un ciclo y cierre la puerta.7. 
Revise y prenda el suministro de agua.8. 

La lavadora de platos emite pitidos 
(señal del fin de ciclo)

Los ajustes de fábrica alertan al cliente que 
el ciclo ha terminado a través de los piti-
dos. Se puede desactivar esta característica 
si así lo desea.

Para ajustar el volumen o deactivarlo, consulte 
la sección “Señal de Ciclo Terminado” en este 
manual.

No se enciende el visualizador o 
no se encienden las luces de la 
consola

Tal vez se quemó un fusible o se activó 1. 
el cortacircuitos.
La puerta no está cerrada o trancada.2. 

Nota: Para modelos con los controles en la 
parte superior de la puerta, se enciende el 
visualizador sólo cuando se abre la puerta 
y cuando estén visibles los controles. 

Revise el fusible o la caja del cortacircuitos y 1. 
cambie el fusible o resetee el cortacircuitos si 
es necesario.
Asegúrese que la puerta esté bien trancada y 2. 
completamente cerrada.

Parece que el ciclo dura 
demasiado tiempo en termi-
narse

El agua entrante no está caliente. 1. 
El tiempo del ciclo puede variar debido 2. 
a las suciedades y las condiciones del 
agua.
El surtidor del agente de enjuague 3. 
está vacío.
El lavavajillas está conectado al sumi-4. 
nistro de agua fría

Nota: Consulte “Datos de los Ciclos” en este 
manual para la duración típica del ciclo. 

Antes de poner en marcha la lavadora de pla-1. 
tos, abra la llave de agua caliente en la pila o 
lavabo más cerca de la lavadora de platos. 
Los sensores en la lavadora de platos aumen-2. 
tan el tiempo del ciclo automáticamente para 
asegurar un lavado bueno cuando se detectan 
cargas fuertes de suciedades.
Añada agente de enjuague.  3. 
Verifique que la lavadora de platos esté 4. 
conectado a la tubería de agua caliente.

Los trastes no se están 
limpiando satisfactoriamente

El movimiento del brazo rociador está 1. 
obstruido.
Los orificios del brazo rociador están 2. 
tapados.
Mal uso de detergentes.3. 
Los filtros pueden estar tapados.4. 
Los trastes están amontonados o car-5. 
gados demasiado juntos.
El ciclo de lavado seleccionado no es 6. 
apto para las condiciones de los restos 
alimenticios.

Asegúrese que el movimiento del brazo no 1. 
está obstruido girándolo con la mano. 
Quite los brazos rociadores y límpielos 2. 
según “Checar/Limpiar los Orificios del Brazo 
Rociador” en la sección de Cuidado y Mante-
nimiento de este manual.
Aumente o reduzca el detergente según 3. 
la dureza del agua. Consulte la tabla bajo 
“Añadir Detergente y Agente de Enjuague”.
Limpie el filtro. Vea “Checar/Limpiar el 4. 
Sistema de Filtros” en la Sección de Cuidado y 
Mantenimiento de este manual.
Reacomode los trastes para que el agua 5. 
rociada pueda alcanzar todos los artículos en 
la lavadora de platos. Vea también la sección 
“Preparar y Cargar” de este manual.
Consulte la sección “Cicilo de Lavado” en la sec-6. 
ción Cómo Operar la lavadora de platos de este 
manual.
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Problema Causa Acción

Los trastes no se secan satisfacto-
riamente

El surtidor del agente de enjuague 1. 
está vacío. (El indicador del agente de 
enjuague está activado).
Mal acomodo de los trastes.2. 
El ciclo seleccionado no incluye el 3. 
secado.

Nota: Artículos de plástico o teflón 
generalmente no se secan igual que 
otros artículos debido a sus propiedades 
inherentes.

Añada agente de enjuague. El uso de agente 1. 
de enjuague mejora el secado.
Reacomode los trastes para asegurar que no 2. 
están amontonados. Vea también la sección 
“Preparar y Cargar” de este manual.
La opción Enjuagar y Retener no incluye el 3. 
ciclo de secado,

Nota: Algunos modelos incluyen opciones adicio-
nales de calentar para mejorar su desempeño. 
Vea “Opciones del Ciclo de Lavado”  bajo la sec-
ción Cómo Operar la Lavadora de Platos de este 
manual.

Olor Hay restos alimenticios en la parte 1. 
inferior de la lavadora de platos.
Hay partículas alimenticias cerca del 2. 
empaque de la puerta.
Se dejaron los trastes demasiado        3. 
tiempo en la lavadora de platos antes 
de iniciar un ciclo.
Hay aguas residuales en la parte infe-4. 
rior de la lavadora de platos.
La manguera de drenaje está tapada.5. 

Quite los filtros y límpielos según la sección 1. 
“Checar/Limpiar el Sistema de Filtros” de este 
manual.
Vea “Limpiar el empaque y el sello de la 2. 
puerta” en la sección de Cuidado y Manten-
imiento de este manual .
Maneje un ciclo Enjuagar/Retener si no quiere 3. 
lavar los trastes de inmediato.
Asegúrese que la unidad esté totalmente 4. 
drenada del otro ciclo. Vea la sección “Can-
celar o cambiar el ciclo” de este manual.
Llame a personal calificado para quitar las 5. 
obstrucciones de la manguera de drenaje.

Nota: Si persiste el mal olor, use un ciclo Normal/
Regular hasta el enjuague e interrumpa el ciclo 
y ponga una taza de 8 oz. (0.25 l) de vinagre 
blanco destilado en la rejilla superior y luego 
termine el ciclo.

La lavadora de platos
 no se llena con agua

El sistema de suministro de agua tiene 1. 
un flujo reducido.
No se terminó el ciclo de lavado 2. 
anterior.
Está activada la opción Retardar la 3. 
Puesta en Marcha.

Asegúrese que la válvula de suministro de agua 1. 
esté abierta (generalmente debajo del fregadero) 
y revise que la tubería no esté doblada o tapada.
Vea la sección “Cancelar o cambiar el ciclo” de 2. 
este manual.
Cancele el retardo de la puesta en marcha o 3. 
espere hasta que termine el tiempo del retardo. 
Vea la sección “Retardar la Puesta en Marcha” de 
este manual.

Fugas de agua Espuma jabonosa1. 
Tal vez se jaló el empaque de la puerta 2. 
de la guía.
La abertura de condensación está 3. 
tapada.
Instalación equivocada.4. 

El tipo de detergente equivocado produce 1. 
espuma y fugas. Use sólo detergentes para la 
lavadora de platos. Sí aún hay espuma, añada 
una cuchara de aceite vegetal en la parte in-
ferior del lavavajillas y corra el ciclo deseado.
Asegúrese que el sello de la puerta esté en la guía.2. 
Asegúrese que la abertura de ventilación no 3. 
esté tapada. Vea “Cargar Artículos Extra Altos”  
en la sección Preparar y Cargar la lavadora de 
platos de este manual.
Contrate a personal calificado para checar 4. 
la instalación (suministro de agua, drenaje, 
nivelación, tubería).

Manchas en la tina Se deben las manchas en el interior 1. 
del lavavajillas a la dureza del agua.
Los cubiertos están en contacto con 2. 
la tina.

Jugo de limón concentrado puede reducir la 1. 
formación de manchas de agua. Opere un 
ciclo normal hasta que enjuague e interrumpa 
el ciclo y ponga una taza de 8 oz. (0.25 l) de 
la solución con el jugo de limón sobre la rejilla 
superior y termine el ciclo. Haga eso de vez en 
cuando para evitar la formación de manchas.
Asegúrese que los cubiertos no tengan con-2. 
tacto con la tina durante un ciclo de lavado.
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Hay rayas en los artículos de cristal o re-
siduos en los trastes  

Ajuste incorrecto del agente de enjuague. Dependiendo de la dureza del agua, ajuste 
el surtidor del agente de enjuague. Consulte 
la sección “Añadir Detergente y Agente de 
Enjuague” en este manual para los ajustes.

La lámina exterior del panel está descol-
orida o marcada

Se utilizó un detergente abrasivo. Use detergentes suaves con un paño húme-
do.

Hay ruido durante el ciclo de lavado Los trastes no están acomodados 
correctamente.

Es normal escuchar el agua circulando, pero 
si usted sospecha que los trastes se están pe-
gando o que están pegando los brazos rocia-
dores, consulte la sección “Preparar y Cargar” 
de este manual para un óptimo acomodo.

La tapa del surtidor de detergente no se 
cierra

Operación equivocada de la tapa de 1. 
detergente.
El ciclo anterior no ha terminado, no 2. 
ha sido reseteado o el ciclo fue inter-
rumpido.

Consulte la sección “Añadir Detergente 1. 
y Agente de Enjuague” de este manual 
para averiguar las instrucciones de cómo 
abrir y cerrar la tapa del surtidor.
Consulte la sección “Cancelar o cambiar 2. 
el ciclo” de este manual.

No se puede seleccionar el ciclo deseado El ciclo anterior aún no ha terminado. Consulte la sección “Cancelar o cambiar el 
ciclo” de este manual.

Problema Causa Acción
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Su la lavadora de platos Bosch no requiere de ningún otro cuidado especial del que se describe en la sección 
de Cuidado y Mantenimiento. Si usted tiene algún problema con su lavadora de platos, antes de solicitar 
servicio técnico, por favor consulte la sección de Autoayuda. Si se necesita servicio, póngase en contacto con 
su distribuidor o instalador o con un centro de servicio autorizado. No trate de reparar el aparato usted mismo. 
Todo trabajo realizado por personas no autorizadas puede invalidar la garantía.

Si usted tiene algún problema con su lavadora de platos Bosch y no está contento con el servicio que haya 
recibido, tome los siguientes pasos por favor (en el orden listado abajo) hasta corregir el problema a su entera 
satisfacción:

1. Contacte a su instalador o al contratista de servicio autorizado por Bosch en su área.
2. Póngase en contacto con el servicio al cliente a través de la página Web, www.boschappliances.com.
3. Escríbanos a la siguiente dirección:

 BSH Home Appliances, Corporation
 5551 McFadden Avenue
 Huntington Beach, CA 92649

4. Llámenos al1-800-944-2904.

Por favor incluya la información de su modelo listado abajo así como una explicación del problema y la fecha 
cuando se originó.

Usted podrá encontrar la información sobre el número de modelo y el número de serie en la placa (etiqueta) 
que se encuentra en la orilla derecha de la puerta del lavadora de platos

Además, si nos escribe, favor de incluir un número telefónico donde lo podamos localizar durante el día.

Por favor saque una copia de su factura y guárdela junto con este manual. El cliente debe mostrar un com-
probante de compra para obtener el servicio de garantía.  

Información de su modelo:

•		 Número	de	modelo

•		 Número	de	serie

•		 Fecha	de	compra

•		 Fecha	de	instalación

12  Servicio al cliente 
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Lo que esta garantía cubre y para quiénes aplica:  Las garantías ofrecidas 
por BSH Home Appliances (“Bosch”) en esta Declaratoria de Garantía 
Limitada aplican sólo a los lavavajillas Bosch (“Producto”) que usted compró, 
el primer usuario comprador, siempre y cuando el Producto fue adquirido 
(1) para su uso casero normal (no comercial) y que en realidad ha sido 
utilizado siempre para propósitos domésticos normales; (2) nuevo en la 
tienda (no un equipo de exhibición, “tal como es”, o un modelo previamente 
devuelto) y no para la reventa o uso comercial; y (3) en los Estados Unidos 
o Canadá y que siempre ha permanecido en el país de la compra original. 
Las garantías declaradas aquí aplican sólo al primer usuario comprador del 
Producto y no se pueden transferir.  

• Asegúrese por favor de devolver su tarjeta de registro; aunque no 
es necesario para efectuar la cobertura de la garantía, es la mejor 
manera para Bosch de notificarle a usted en el caso poco probable 
de un aviso de seguridad o una devolución del producto. 

entos sesenta y cinco (365) días (i.e. 1 año) a partir de la fecha de compra.  
El tiempo mencionado arriba comienza a ejecutarse a partir de la fecha 
de compra y no se puede detener, estar sujeto a derechos, extender o 
suspender por ningún motivo.  En esta cobertura básica se incluyen los 
costos de la mano de obra y del envío.
Garantía limitada extendida:  Bosch otorga además estas garantías 
limitadas adicionales: 

• Garantía Limitada de 2 años:  Bosch reparará o reemplazará 
cualquier componente que resulte defectuoso en materiales o 
fabricación (excluye la mano de obra).

• Garantía Limitada de 5 años sobre partes electrónicas:  Bosch 
reparará o reemplazará cualquier microprocesador Bosch o tarjeta 
de circuito impreso si resulta defectuoso en materiales o fabricación 
(excluye la mano de obra).

• Garantía Limitada de 5 años sobre las rejillas:  Bosch reemplazará 
la rejilla superior o inferior (excluye componentes de las rejillas), 
si la rejilla resulta defectuosa en materiales o fabricación (excluye 
la mano de obra).

• Garantía de por vida contra la oxidación del acero inoxidable: 
Bosch reemplazará su lavavajillas con el mismo modelo o con 
un modelo más nuevo que es sustancialmente igual o mejor en 
funcionalidad, si la camisa interior llega a oxidarse (excluye la mano 
de obra). Bosch reemplazará la puerta de acero inoxidable en caso 
de oxidarse (excluye la mano de obra).

El tiempo mencionado arriba comienza a ejecutarse a partir de la fecha 
de compra y no se puede detener, estar sujeto a derechos, extender o 
suspender por ningún motivo.  

Reparación/Reemplazo como su único remedio:  Durante el período de 
garantía, Bosch o uno de sus centros de servicio autorizados va a reparar 
su Producto sin costo alguno para usted (sujeto a ciertas limitaciones 
mencionadas aquí), si su Producto resulta defectuoso en materiales y 
fabricación. Si se hicieron intentos razonables para reparar el Producto 
sin éxito, entonces Bosch va a reemplazar su Producto (modelos más 
actuales pueden estar disponibles para usted, a discreción exclusiva de 
Bosch, con un cargo adicional). Todas las partes y componentes remividos 
se convertirán en propiedad de Bosch a su discreción.  Todas las partes 
reemplazadas y/o reparadas asumirán la identidad de la parte original 
para los propósitos de esta garantía y esta garantía no se puede extender 
con respecto a tales partes. La única responsabilidad de Bosch bajo esta 
garantía es reparar el Producto defectuoso de fábrica usando un proveedor 
de servicio autorizado por Bosch durante horarios normales de trabajo. Por 
cuestión de seguridad y daños al producto, Bosch recomienda altamente 
que usted mismo no intente reparar el Producto o usar un centro de servicio 
no autorizado; Bosch no será responsable de reparaciones o trabajos 
realizados por un centro de servicio no autorizado. Si usted elige a alguien 
diferente que un proveedor de servicio autorizado para trabajar con su 
Producto, ESTA GARANTÍA PERDERÁ AUTOMÁTICAMENTE SU VALIDEZ. 
Proveedores de servicio autorizados son aquellas personas o empresas 
que han sido entrenados especialmente en productos de Bosch y quienes 
tienen, en opinión de Bosch, una excelente reputación para dar servicio al 
cliente y ofrecer servicios técnicos de gran calidad (Se trata de entidades 
independientes y no de agentes, socios, afiliados o representantes de 
Bosch). No obstante lo anterior, Bosch no será responsable para el Producto 
si está ubicado en un área remota (más de 100 millas (160 kilómetros) de 
un proveedor de servicio autorizado) o si está en un entorno o ambiente 
inaccesible, peligroso, amenazador o traicionero; en cualquier caso, si usted 
lo solicita, Bosch aún así pagaría la mano de obra y las partes y enviaría 
las partes al proveedor de servicio autorizado más cercano, pero usted 

tendría toda la responsabilidad de viajar y enfrentar los gastos especiales 
generados por la empresa de servicio, suponiendo que ésta acepta la visita 
para dar el servicio.  
Producto fuera de garantía:  Bosch no está obligado por la ley o de otra 
forma, de proporcionarle a usted alguna concesión, incluyendo reparaciones, 
prorratas, o el reemplazo del Producto, una vez que esta garantía haya 
llegado a su vencimiento.

Exclusiones de la garantía:  La cobertura de la garantía que se describe aquí 
excluye todos los defectos o daños que no son la responsabilidad directa 
de Bosch, incluyendo sin limitación, uno o más de los siguientes puntos: 
(1) el uso del Producto en un modo diferente de su uso normal, usual e 
intencionado (incluyendo sin limitación cualquier forma de uso comercial, 
el uso o almacenamiento de un producto para interiores en el exterior, el uso 
del Producto junto con naves marítimas o aéreas); (2) el mal comportamiento 
intencional de cualquier parte, negligencia, mal uso, abuso, accidentes, 
descuido, operación incorrecta, falta de mantenimiento, instalación 
incorrecta o negligente, manipulación, falta de observar las instrucciones 
de operación, mal manejo, servicio no autorizado (incluyendo “arreglos” 
hechos por usted mismo o explorar el funcionamiento interno del aparato); 
(3) ajustes o alteraciones o modificaciones de cualquier tipo, (4) la falta de 
cumplir con los códigos, regulaciones o leyes eléctricas y/o de construcción 
estatales, locales y municipales que pueden aplicar, incluyendo la falta de 
instalar el producto conforme a los códigos y las regulaciones locales de 
fuego y construcción;  (5) el desgaste normal, derrames de alimentos o 
líquidos, acumulaciones de grasa u otras substancias acumuladas sobre, en 
o alrededor del Producto y (6) fuerzas y factores externos, elementales y 
ambientales, incluyendo sin limitación, lluvia, viento, arena, inundaciones, 
fuegos, deslizamiento de lodo, temperaturas bajo cero, exceso de humedad 
o exposición extendida a humedad, relámpagos, sobretensiones, fallas 
estructurales alrededor del aparato y casos fortuitos. Por ningún motivo 
Bosch será responsable de daños a la propiedad cercana al aparato, 
incluyendo gabinetes, pisos, techos y otras estructuras u objetos que rodean 
el Producto. También se excluyen de esta garantía raspaduras, hendiduras, 
abolladuras ligeras y daños cosméticos en superficies externas y partes 
expuestas; Productos donde se alteró, se desfiguró o se quitó el número 
de serie; visitas de servicio para enseñarle como usar el Producto, o visitas 
donde no hay nada malo con el Producto; la corrección de problemas de la 
instalación (usted es el único responsable de  cualquier estructura y entorno 
para el producto, incluyendo todas las instalaciones eléctricas, hidráulicas u 
otras conexiones, para una cimentación/pisos adecuados y para alteraciones 
incluyendo sin limitación gabinetes, paredes, pisos, estantes, etc.); y para 
poner o reemplazar cortacircuitos o fusibles.  

AL GRADO PERMITIDO POR LA LEY, ESTA GARANTíA ESTABLECE 
SUS REMEDIOS EXCLUSIVOS CON RESPECTO AL PRODUCTO, SIN 
IMPORTAR SI LA RECLAMACIóN SURGE EN CONTRATO O AGRAVIO 
(INCLUYENDO LA RESPONSABILIDAD ESTRICTA, O NEGLIGENCIA). ESTA 
GARANTíA SUSTITUYE TODAS LAS OTRAS GARANTíAS EXPRESAS O 
IMPLíCITAS. CUALQUIER GARANTíA IMPLICADA POR LA LEY, YA SEA DE 
COMERCIABILIDAD O APTITUD PARA ALGÚN PROPóSITO PARTICULAR, SERÁ 
EFECTIVA SOLAMENTE POR EL PERíODO EFECTIVO EXPRESADO EN ESTA 
GARANTíA. BAjO NINGÚN MOTIVO EL FABRICANTE SERÁ RESPONSABLE 
DE DAñOS CONSECUENCIALES, ESPECIALES, INCIDENTALES, INDIRECTOS, 
LA “PéRDIDA DE NEGOCIO” Y/O DAñOS PUNITIVOS, PéRDIDAS, O GASTOS, 
INCLUYENDO SIN LIMITACIóN EL TIEMPO AUSENTE DEL TRABAjO, 
HOTELES Y/O COMIDAS EN RESTAURANTES, GASTOS DE REMODELACIóN 
EN EXCESO DE LOS DAñOS DIRECTOS QUE DEFINITIVAMENTE FUERON 
CAUSADOS EXCLUSIVAMENTE POR BOSCH, O DE OTRA FORMA. ALGUNOS 
ESTADOS NO PERMITEN LA EXCLUSIóN O LIMITACIóN DE DAñOS 
INCIDENTALES O CONSECUENCIALES, Y ALGUNOS ESTADOS TAMPOCO 
PERMITEN LIMITAR LA DURACIóN DEL PERíODO DE TIEMPO DE UNA 
GARANTíA IMPLICADA, DE MODO QUE LAS LIMITACIONES MENCIONADAS 
ARRIBA TAL VEz NO APLICAN PARA USTED. ESTA GARANTíA LE OTORGA 
DERECHOS ESPECíFICOS, Y USTED PUEDE TENER TAMBIéN OTROS 
DERECHOS QUE VARíAN DE ESTADO A ESTADO.
Ningún intento de alterar, modificar o enmendar esta garantía será efectivo 
a menos que haya sido autorizado por escrito por un ejecutivo de BSH.

Cómo obtener el servicio de garantía: PARA OBTENER SERVICIO DE 
GARANTÍA PARA SU PRODUCTO, PóNGASE EN CONTACTO CON SU CENTRO 
DE SERVICIO AUTORIZADO DE BOSCH MÁS CERCANO, O LLAME AL 800-944-
2904, o escriba a Bosch a:  BSH Home Appliances - 5551 McFadden Avenue, 
Huntington Beach, CA 92649 /

13  Declaratoria de Garantia Limitada
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5551	McFadden	Avenue,	Huntington	Beach,	CA	92649	•	800/944-2904
Part	Number:	9000433252	REV	A		•	07/09	©	BSH	Home	Appliances	Corporation	2007	•	Litho	U.S.A.

BSH reserves the right to change specifications or design without notice.  Some models are certified for use in Canada.  
BSH is not responsible for products which are transported from the United States for use in Canada.  Check with your 
local Canadian distributor or dealer.  BSH Home Appliances, Corporation, 5551 McFadden Avenue, Huntington Beach, 
CA 92649.

BSH se réserve le droit de modifier les données techniques ou le design sans préavis. Certains modèles sont certifiés pour 
une utilisation au Canada. BSH n’est pas responsable pour les produits transportés des États-Unis pour une utilisation au 
Canada. Vérifier auprès d’un marchand ou distributeur canadien. BSH Home Appliances Corporation, 5551 McFadden 
Avenue, Huntington Beach, CA 92649.

BSH se reserva el derecho de modificar las especificaciones o el diseño sin previo aviso. Algunos modelos están certificados 
para ser usados en Canadá. BSH no es responsable de productos que son transportados desde los Estados Unidos para 
ser utilizados en Canadá. Consulte a su distribuidor local en Canadá. BSH Home Appliances Corporation, 5551 McFadden 
Avenue, Huntington Beach, CA 92649.
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IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

WARNING
For your safety the following information in this manual must be followed 
to minimize the risk of fi re or explosion or to prevent property damage, 
personal injury or death.

Do not store or use gasoline or other fl ammable vapors and 
liquids in the vicinity of this or any other appliance.

WHAT TO DO IF YOU SMELL GAS:
• Do not try to light any appliance.
• Do not touch any electrical switch; do not use any phone in 

your building.
• Clear the room, building or area of all occupants.
• Immediately call your gas supplier from a neighbor’s phone. 

Follow the gas supplier’s instructions.
• If you cannot reach your gas supplier, call the fi re department.

Installation and service must be performed by a qualifi ed 
installer, service agency or the gas supplier.
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IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

Defi nitions
 This is the safety alert symbol. It is used to alert 

you to potential personal injury hazards. Obey all safety 
messages that follow this symbol to avoid possible injury 
or death.

Recognize safety symbols, words 
and labels
Safety items throughout this manual are labeled with 
a WARNING or CAUTION based on the risk type as 
described below:

IMPORTANT
IMPORTANT indicates installation, operation or 
maintenance information which is important but not 
hazard-related.

WARNING
WARNING indicates a potentially hazardous situation 
which, if not avoided, could result in death or serious 
injury.

WARNING
Please read all instructions before using this dryer.

CAUTION
CAUTION indicates a potentially hazardous situation 
which, if not avoided, may result in minor or moderate 
injury.

DANGER
DANGER indicates an imminently hazardous situation 
which, if not avoided, will result in death or serious 
injury.

Save these instructions for future reference.

NOTE
The instructions appearing in this Use and Care 
Guide are not meant to cover every possible condition 
and situation that may occur. Common sense and cau-
tion must be practiced when installing, operating and 
maintaining any appliance.

Read all instructions before using this appliance. This 
book contains valuable information about:

• Operation
• Care
• Service

Keep it in a safe place.

Model Number _________________________

Serial Number _________________________

Purchase Date _________________________

This Use and Care Guide provides general operating 
instructions for your dryer. It also contains information 
about features for several other models. Your dryer may 
not have every feature included. 
Use the dryer only as instructed in this Use & Care 
Guide.

Product Record

Record Your Model and Serial Numbers
The model and serial numbers of your dryer are found 
on the dryer serial plate located inside the door opening. 
Record and retain these numbers.
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Avoid fi re hazard or electrical shock. Do not use an adaptor plug or extension cord or remove grounding 
prong from electrical power cord. Failure to follow this warning can cause serious injury, fi re or death.

Grounding typeGrounding type

10-30R10-30R
3-wire3-wire

240 v Electric Dryer240 v Electric Dryer 120 v Gas Dryer120 v Gas Dryer

14-30R14-30R
4-wire4-wire

(fused 30 amp)(fused 30 amp)

(fused 30 amp)(fused 30 amp)

wawall receptaclll receptacle

PoPower cord withwer cord with
3-prong 3-prong grgrounded plugounded plug

Do not,Do not, underunder
anany ciry circumstances,cumstances,
cut,cut, remoremoveve,
or bor bypass thypass th

UL-approved serviceUL-approved service
cord must be installedcord must be installed
on electric dryers (noton electric dryers (not
provided with unitprovided with unit
except thoseexcept those
manufactured for salemanufactured for sale
in Canada).in Canada).

e
grgrounding prounding prong.ong.

PREVENT FIRE
• Do not dry items that have been previously cleaned in, 

soaked in, or spotted with gasoline, cleaning solvents, 
kerosene, waxes, etc. Do not store these items on or 
near the dryer. These substances give off vapors that 
could ignite or explode.

• Do not place items exposed to cooking oils in your dryer. 
Items contaminated with cooking oils may contribute to 
a chemical reaction that could cause a load to catch fi re.

• Do not dry articles containing rubber, plastic or similar ma-
terials such as bras, galoshes, bath mats, rugs, bibs, baby 
pants, plastic bags and pillows that may melt or burn. 
Some rubber materials, when heated, can under certain 
circumstances produce fi re by spontaneous combustion.

• Clean the lint screen before or after each load. The in-
terior of the dryer, lint screen housing and exhaust duct 
should be cleaned approximately every 18 months by 
qualifi ed service personnel. An excessive amount of lint 
build-up in these areas could result in ineffi cient drying 
and possible fi re. See Care and Cleaning.

• Do not operate the dryer if the lint screen is blocked, 
damaged or missing. Fire hazard, overheating and 
damage to fabrics can occur.

• Do not obstruct the fl ow of ventilating air. Do not stack 
or place laundry or throw rugs against the front or back 
of the dryer.

• Do not spray any type of aerosol into, on or near dryer 
at any time.

• Do not use fabric softeners or products to eliminate 
static unless recommended by the manufacturer of the 
fabric softener or product.

• Do not continue to use the dryer is you hear squeaking, 
grinding, rubbing or other unusual noises. This could be 
a sign of mechanical breakdown and lead to fi re or seri-
ous injury. Contact a qualifi ed technician immediately.

• Failure to comply with these warnings could result in 
fi re, explosion, serious bodily injury and/or damage to 
the rubber or plastic parts of the dryer.

 WARNING - RISK OF FIRE
To reduce the risk of fi re, electrical shock, or injury to persons when using this dryer, comply with the basic warnings 
listed below. Failure to comply with these warnings could result in serious personal injuries.
You can be killed or seriously injured if you don’t follow these Important Safety Instructions:

IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

WARNING
FIRE HAZARD

A clothes dryer produces combustible lint. The dryer 
must be connected to an outdoors exhaust. Regularly 
inspect the outdoor exhaust opening and remove any 
accumulation of lint around the opening and in the 
surrounding area.
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PROTECT CHILDREN
• Do not allow children to play on or in the dryer. Close 

supervision of children is necessary when the dryer is 
used near children. As children grow, teach them the 
proper, safe use of all appliances.

• Destroy the carton, plastic bag and other packing ma-
terials after the dryer is unpacked. Children might use 
them for play. Cartons covered with rugs, bedspreads 
or plastic sheets can become airtight chambers.

• Keep laundry products out of children’s reach. To pre-
vent personal injury, observe all warnings on product 
labels.

• Before the dryer is removed from service or discarded, 
remove the dryer door to prevent accidental entrapment.

• Failure to comply with these warnings could result in 
serious personal injuries.

PREVENT INJURY
• To prevent shock hazard and assure stability during 

operation, the dryer must be installed and electrically 
grounded by a qualifi ed service person in accordance with 
local codes. Installation instructions are packed in the 
dryer for the installer’s reference. Refer to INSTALLATION 
INSTRUCTIONS for detailed grounding procedures. If the 
dryer is moved to a new location, have it checked and 
reinstalled by a qualifi ed service person. 

• To prevent personal injury or damage to the dryer, the 
electrical power cord of a gas dryer must be plugged into 
a properly grounded and polarized 3-prong outlet. The 
third grounding prong must never be removed. Never 
ground the dryer to a gas pipe. Do not use an extension 
cord or an adaptor plug.

• ALWAYS disconnect the dryer from the electrical supply 
before attempting any service or cleaning. Failure to do so 
can result in electrical shock or injury.

• Do not use any type spray cleanser when cleaning dryer 
interior. Hazardous fumes or electrical shock could occur.

• To prevent injury, do not reach into the dryer if the drum 
is moving. Wait until the dryer has stopped completely 
before reaching into the drum.

PREVENT INJURY AND DAMAGE TO THE DRYER
• All repairs and servicing must be performed by an 

authorized servicer unless specifi cally recommended in 
this Owner’s Guide. Use only authorized factory parts.

• Do not tamper with controls.
• Do not sit on, step on or stand on the dryer. Do not 

rest heavy loads on top. The dryer is not meant to 
support weight.

• Do not install or store the dryer where it will be ex-
posed to the weather.

• A thermal limiter switch automatically turns off the 
motor in the unlikely event of an overheated situation 
(electric dryers only). A service technician must replace 
the thermal limiter switch after correcting the fault. 

• Failure to comply with these warnings could result in 
serious personal injuries. 

IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

CAUTION
The California Safe Drinking Water and Toxic Enforcement Act requires the Governor of California to publish a list of 
substances known to the state to cause cancer, birth defects or other reproductive harm, and requires businesses to 
warn customer of potential exposure to such substances. Included in this list are soot and carbon monoxide, both of 
which may be produced by the use of this product.
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FEATURES

*Not all models come with drying rack and 
stacking kit from the factory. They may be 
purchased as accessories.

Control LockLCD Display

Drum Light

Exhaust Channel 
Outlet

Heavy Duty 
Drying Rack*

Reversible Door

Door Latch

Cycle Selector

Door Strike

Lint Filter

Large Surface 
Moisture Sensor

Adjustable 
Leveling Legs

Stacking Kit for Mounting 
on Matching Washer*
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

Operating Your Dryer

(Mesh bag not included.)

Normal Operating Sounds

You may or may not hear the following sounds from your 
new dryer:

A. WATER VALVE (Steam models only.) The fl ow 
of water is controlled by electric solenoids. During 
operation there may be a clicking sound as the valve 
opens and closes to control the water fl ow.

B. SUSPENSION ROLLERS The dryer drum is 
supported by a set of suspension rollers. At times 
there may be a thumping or rolling sound when the 
dryer starts. This may happen if the dryer has not 
been in use for a period of time, or after a heavy 
load has remained in the dryer drum for an extended 
period, creating a temporary fl at spot on the edge 
of the roller. The noise should dissipate as the dryer 
operates and the fl at spots smooth out.

C. AIR FLOW SYSTEM Your dryer is equipped with a 
high volume air handling system. In some installations 
there may be some sounds associated with air 
movement throughout the dryer, including the air duct, 
blower, and exhaust system. This is normal and can 
vary with load size and type.

D. GAS VALVE (Gas models only.) The fl ow of gas is 
controlled by electric solenoids. During operation there 
may be a clicking sound as the valve opens and closes to 
control the gas fl ow.

E. GAS BURNER (Gas models only.) When the burner 
is operating, there may be sounds generated as the 
air fl ow mixes with the gas fl ame. This noise is normal 
and will only occur when the gas is ignited in the 
combustion tube.

1 Prepare load for drying.
• Dry items of similar fabric, weight and construction 

in the same load.
• Separate dark items from light-colored items. Sepa-

rate items that shed lint from those that attract lint.
• Check for stains which may not have been removed 

in washing. Repeat stain removal process and wash 
again before drying. Dryer heat may permanently 
set some stains.

• Place delicate or small items in a mesh bag.
• Be sure buckles, buttons and trim are heatproof 

and won’t damage the drum fi nish. Close zippers; 
fasten hooks and Velcro®-like fasteners. Tie strings 
and sashes to prevent snagging and tangling.

B

C

D

E

A

WARNING
To reduce the risk of fi re, electric shock or injury to 
persons, read the IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS 
in this Use and Care Guide before operating your dryer.

CAUTION
Do not continue to use the dryer if you hear squeaking, 
grinding, rubbing or other unusual noises. This could 
be a sign of mechanical breakdown and lead to fi re or 
serious injury. Contact a qualifi ed technician immediately.
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

2 Check that the lint fi lter is 
clean and in place. 

3 Load the dryer and close the door.
• Load items loosely. The average wet load will 

fi ll the drum 1/3 to 1/2 full. Items need room to 
tumble freely for even drying and less wrinkling.

• If desired, place a dryer fabric softener sheet on 
top of the load at the beginning of the cycle.

• To save energy and time and avoid uneven drying 
and wrinkling, do not overload the dryer.

• When drying large items, dry only two or three 
items at a time. Fill out the load with small and 
medium sized items.

• For delicate or very small loads, add two or three 
similar items to improve tumbling action.

4 Select the appropriate cycle and settings for 
each load.

• Adjustments made to a cycle will be remembered  
and recalled each time that cycle is selected in the 
future.

• Turn the cycle selector knob in either direction to 
select the cycle desired. The indicator for that cycle 
will be illuminated.

• The estimated drying time for Auto Dry cycles or 
the actual drying time for Timed Dry cycles will be 
displayed.

• A suitable drying temperature, dryness level and 
options will automatically be indicated for the cycle se-
lected. See the “Dryer Settings Chart” for more details.

• To change the drying temperature and dryness 
level, press the temp or dry level buttons to scroll 
to the desired settings.

• To select or delete an option, press the button for 
that option. The indicator will be illuminated when 
the option has been selected. The indicator will no 
longer be lighted when the option has been deleted.

Operating Your Dryer, continued

5 Start the cycle.
• Close the door and press START to begin the 

cycle. The dryer will not operate with the door 
open. To interrupt the cycle, press pause; press 
START to resume the cycle. Press cancel to stop 
the cycle.

• If changes to the cycle, temperature, dryness level 
or options are attempted after the cycle starts, the 
lights will blink and a signal will beep.

• To change the cycle once the cycle has begun, 
press cancel and select a new cycle. To change 
the temperature, dryness level or options once the 
cycle has begun, press pause and make the new 
selections.

• To add or remove items when the dryer is running, 
open the door. The dryer will stop when the door 
is opened. Allow the drum to come to a complete 
stop before reaching inside.

• Close the door and press START to resume the cycle.
• A signal will sound at the end of the cycle if the 

chime option has been selected.

To return to factory 
settings, press these 
two buttons at the 
same time and 
hold until the signal 
sounds.

6 When the cycle ends, remove items immedi-
ately and hang or fold.

IMPORTANT
Clean the lint fi lter after every load. CLEAN FILTER 
will be displayed at the end of the cycle to remind you 
to remove lint from the fi lter.

CAUTION
Do not operate dryer without 
lint fi lter in place.

NOTE
If drying a single large or bulky item, such as a 
comforter, remove the item part way through the cycle 
and turn it “inside out” to maximize drying effectiveness. 
Place item back in dryer and re-start cycle.

NOTE
If a setting is not available for the cycle selected, the 
indicator will not light.

NOTE
Over-drying can cause wrinkles, shrinkage, lint, 
harshness and a build up of static electricity.
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

Turn the cycle selector in either direction to the cycle 
desired. The indicator for that cycle will be illuminated.
To change the cycle once it has begun, press the cancel 
button before selecting a new cycle. Just turning the 
cycle selector knob to another selection will not change 
the cycle.

Cycle Selection

This manual covers many models and not all cycles, options, or features listed are available on every model. Consoles shown 
above for reference only. Your model may differ.

Auto Dry Cycles
Auto Dry cycles take the guesswork out of selecting the 
correct drying time for each load. Moisture sensing bars 
at the back of the dryer drum sense the moisture level of 
the load as it tumbles through the heated air. With Auto 
Dry cycles, the load will automatically be dried at the 
selected temperature to the desired dryness level.
Auto Dry cycles save time and energy and protect fabrics. 
When the load has reached the selected dryness level, it 
will continue to tumble during a cool down period. This 
helps reduce wrinkling and makes items easier to handle 
during unloading.
Drying time varies depending on size and dampness of 
load and fabric type. If the load is too small or almost dry, 
the moisture sensing bars may not detect enough moisture 
to continue the cycle and the cycle may end after a few 
minutes. If this occurs, select a Timed Dry cycle.
Room temperature and humidity, type of installation and 
electrical voltage or gas pressure can also affect drying 
time.

heavy duty
Select this Auto Dry cycle to dry durable fabrics such as 
jeans and overalls.
bedding
Select this Auto Dry cycle to dry bedding and bulky 
items such as comforters, blankets, sleeping bags and 
parkas.
towels
Select this Auto Dry cycle for towels and bath mats.

Timed Dry Cycles

Because this is not an Auto Dry cycle, you will not be 
able to select a dryness level.

“dry time” button

quick dry
Select this timed cycle to quickly dry small loads in 25 
minutes.
steam refresh
Select this cycle to refresh fabrics, remove odors and 
reduce static by injecting the perfect amount of steam 
into clothing that has been left in the dryer, stored in 
crowded closets, drawers, or unpacked luggage.
time dry
To manually select the drying time for any load, turn 
the knob to time dry. Press the dry time button on 
the setting panel to scroll through drying times from 15 
(touch up) to 90 minutes.

WARNING
FIRE HAZARD

To avoid fi re hazard, do not use heat to dry items 
containing feathers or down, foam rubber, plastics 
similarly textured, rubber-like materials. Use the Timed 
Dry cycle and the Air Dry setting.

normal
Select this Auto Dry cycle for cotton items.
mixed load
Select this Auto Dry cycle to dry loads containing a mix 
of fabrics.
casual
Select this Auto Dry cycle for cottons and blends with a 
no-iron fi nish.
delicates
Select this Auto Dry cycle for knits and delicate items.

Follow the fabric care label 
instructions on items 
to be dried.

For best results

Javo
Resaltar
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Dryness Level (Auto Dry)
To change the preset level, press the dry level button to 
scroll to the degree of dryness desired.
To protect your fabrics, not all dryness levels are available 
with every cycle. If a dry level is not appropriate for the 
cycle, it cannot be selected.
The dry level selected for the cycle will be remembered 
and recalled each time that cycle is selected in the future. 
Select the normal dry level for most Auto Dry cycles.
Occasionally a load may seem too damp or over-dried at 
the end of the cycle. To increase drying time for similar 
loads in the future, select more. For loads requiring less 
drying time, select less.
Select damp for items you wish to partially dry before 
hanging or ironing.

high
Recommended for most cotton fabrics.
normal
Recommended for wrinkle free, easy care, lightweight 
fabrics and bulky loads.
low
Recommended for delicate fabrics.
air dry
This setting (no heat) should only be used with a Timed 
Dry cycle to dry items containing feathers, down, foam 
rubber, plastics or rubber-like materials; to refresh 
clothing, stuffed animal, pillows or blankets; and to 
dust draperies.

Cycle Settings

Appropriate drying Temperature, Dryness Level and 
Options will automatically be displayed for each cycle.  
The settings can be changed before the cycle is started.

Drying Temperature
To change the preset temperature, press the temp 
button to scroll to the desired setting.
To protect your fabrics, not all temperatures are available 
with every cycle.
The temperature selected for the cycle will be remembered 
and recalled each time that cycle is selected in the future.

sanitize
Recommended for durable fabrics and towels. Use this 
selection to remove harmful bacteria from your clothing 
or other items where sanitization is desired.

This option will kill 99.9% of bacteria with no carryover 
of bacteria between loads. A higher temperature is 
required. Please check fabric care labels to prevent 
damage.

To return to factory 
settings, press these 
two buttons at the 
same time and 
hold until the signal 
sounds.

NSF Protocol P154
Sanitization Performance of
Residential Clothes Dryers

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

NOTE
Only sanitizing cycles have been designed to meet the 
requirements of NSF P154 protocol for sanitization 
effi cacy.

NOTE
To change settings after the cycle starts, press pause, 
adjust the setting and press START to resume the cycle.

Follow the fabric care label 
instructions on items 
to be dried.

For best results
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

line dry
Select this option to simulate hanging your laundry in 
a summer breeze combined with the wrinkle-releasing 
benefi ts of tumble action. Since drying times are 
calculated with the dryer’s automatic moisture sensors 
and heat is radically reduced or eliminated, cycle time 
will be lengthened. As a result, depending on moisture 
content of load, overall energy consumption decreases. 
Available on mixed load, normal, casual, and 
delicates.
delay start
Press delay start to select a drying time convenient 
to your schedule or during off peak energy hours. 
The delay time selected will be displayed and begin 
counting down when you select START.

Cycle Options

To add options, press the corresponding options buttons 
to illuminate the selections desired. To delete options, 
press the options buttons again and the indicator lights 
will turn off. Some options require a “Press & Hold” effort 
to activate or deactivate the secondary function.
Not all options are available on every model. To protect 
your fabrics, not all options are available with every cycle. 
If an option is not appropriate for the cycle, the indicator 
will not light. Occasionally, a setting and option in the 
same cycle will confl ict with each other, like sanitize 
temp and damp dry level. When this happens, the option 
selected fi rst will cause the confl icting option to not be 
selectable.

energy saver
The energy saver option reduces the drying temperature 
a few degrees to save energy. In conjunction with 
automatic moisture sensors, cycle times will increase 
slightly, but overall energy usage will decrease.
add steam
The add steam option injects steam into the clothing 
prior to cool down to reduce wrinkling.
wrinkle release
Select wrinkle release if the dried load might not 
be removed promptly at the end of the cycle. The dry 
load will continue tumbling without heat to help reduce 
wrinkling. When chime is selected, a beep will be 
heard periodically. The load may be removed any time 
during wrinkle release.

chime (press & hold)
A signal will sound at the end of the cycle (and periodically 
during wrinkle release) if this option is selected.
anti static
The anti static option injects steam into the clothing 
just before cycle completion to reduce static.
control lock
To lock the controls between cycles, press and hold the 
control lock button for 5 seconds. Repeat to unlock 
the controls when you are ready to operate the dryer. 
Use this feature to reduce the likelihood of accidental 
operation by children.

NOTE
To change the options after the cycle starts, press pause, 
adjust the setting and press START to resume the cycle.

NOTE
While counting down during delay start, you will notice 
your dryer periodically tumbling for a few minutes without 
heat to redistribute the load, maximizing load freshness.
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Drying Rack (on select models)
Use the drying rack for items which should not be tumble 
dried. Insert the rack into the dryer drum, resting the 
back support on the moisture sensor bars and the front 
legs on the air grill.

Place items to be dried on top of the rack, leaving space 
between items and not allowing them to hang over the 
sides or through the holes. The weight should not exceed 
10 lbs (4.5 kg). Select the air (no heat) setting for items 
containing plastic, foam rubber, rubber-like materials, 
feathers or down.

When items are dry, remove the rack and store it in a 
convenient location.

Other Features

Status Display
The estimated total cycle time will be displayed when the 
cycle is selected. The estimated remaining cycle time is 
displayed during the cycle.
Drum Light
The drum light will come on whenever the door is opened 
to illuminate the drum during loading and unloading. 
Closing the door turns off the light.

Reversible Door
Your dryer is equipped with a reversible door. The door 
can be hinged on the right or left side.

DRYING
SANITIZING
COOLING
ADDING STEAM

WRINKLE REL.
CYCLE COMPLETE
CLEAN FILTER

STATUS DISPLAY

The following will also be displayed at the 
appropriate times during the cycle:

moisture sens-
ing bars

rear 
support front 

legs

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

NOTE
For step-by-step instructions on DOOR REVERSAL, refer 
to the Installation Instructions supplied with this dryer.

NOTE
If your model did not come supplied from the factory 
with a drying rack you may order one.
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

These Temperatures, Dryness Levels and Options are available with the following cycles:
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temp

  sanitize

  high

  normal

  low

  air dry

dry level

  max

  high

  normal

  low

  damp

options

  energy saver

  add steam

  wrinkle release

  line dry

  delay start

  press & hold chime

  anti static

  control lock

 = Available selections.      = Cycle defaults.      = Non-modifi able presets.

Dryer Settings Chart
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IMPORTANT
Do not store or place laundry products on top of 
dryer at any time. They can damage the fi nish or 
controls.

IMPORTANT
Clean the lint fi lter after every load.

• Before cleaning the dryer interior, unplug the electrical 
power cord to avoid electrical shock hazards. 

• Do not use any type spray cleanser when cleaning the 
dryer interior. Hazardous fumes or electrical shock could 
occur.

INSIDE
• Clean the lint fi lter after every load. Lint build-up on the 

fi lter restricts air fl ow, which causes longer drying times. 
The fi lter is located at the bottom of the door open-
ing. Remove by pulling straight up. Remove the lint and 
replace the fi lter. 

• Occasionally a waxy build-up may form on the lint fi lter 
and/or moisture sensing bars from using dryer-added 
fabric softener sheets. To remove this build-up, wash 
them with warm, soapy water. Dry the fi lter thoroughly 
and replace. Do not operate the dryer without the lint 
fi lter in place. 

• If the dryer drum becomes stained from noncolorfast 
fabrics, clean the drum with a damp cloth and a mild liq-
uid household cleanser. Remove cleanser residue before 
drying the next load.

• Every 18 months an authorized servicer should clean the 
dryer cabinet interior and exhaust duct. These areas can 
collect lint and dust over time. An excessive amount of lint 
build-up could result in ineffi cient drying and possible fi re 
hazard.

OUTSIDE
• Clean the cabinet with mild soap and water. Never use 

harsh, gritty or abrasive cleansers.
• If the cabinet becomes stained, clean with diluted chlo-

rine bleach (1 part bleach to 8 parts water). Rinse several 
times with clear water.

• Remove glue residue from tape or labels with a mixture 
of warm water and mild detergent. Or, touch residue with 
the sticky side of the tape or label.

• When cleaning chrome parts use a window cleaner with 
ammonia or mild soap and water.

• Before moving the dryer, place a strip of cardboard or 
thin fi berboard under the front leveling legs to prevent 
damage to the fl oor.

CARE AND CLEANING

WARNING
FIRE HAZARD

A clothes dryer produces combustible lint. The 
dryer must be connected to an outdoors exhaust. 
Regularly inspect the outdoor exhaust opening 
and remove any accumulation of lint around the 
opening and in the surrounding area.

WARNING
To reduce risk of fi re or serious injury to persons or 
property, comply with the basic warnings listed in the 
Important Safety Instructions and those listed below.
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SOLUTIONS TO COMMON PROBLEMS

Common Drying Problems
Many drying problems involve poor cleaning results, poor soil and stain removal, residues of lint and scum, and fabric 
damage. For satisfactory drying results, follow these suggestions provided by The Soap and Detergent Association.

PROBLEM POSSIBLE CAUSES SOLUTIONS PREVENTIVE MEASURES
Greasy, oily 
stains

• Fabric softener sheet. • Rub fabric softener stains with 
bar soap. Rinse and rewash.

• Add a few bath towels to small loads 
for proper tumbling.

• Some “silk-like” fabrics should be air 
dried.

• Use proper drying temperature.
• Place fabric softener sheet on top of 

load before starting the dryer.

Lint • Overloading.
• Overdrying causes static 

electricity.
• Lint screen not clean when 

cycle began.
• Lint is attached to “pills.”

• Reduce load size and rewash 
using liquid fabric softener in the 
fi nal rinse.

• Or, add a fabric softener sheet 
and tumble without heat.

• Use lint brush or roller to remove 
lint.

• Do not overload dryer.
• Use fabric softener in washer or dryer 

to reduce static electricity.
• Remove items when they are slightly 

damp to avoid overdrying.
• Check that lint fi lter is clean and in 

place.

Pilling
(Fibers break 
off, ball up and 
cling to fabric.)

• Overdrying. • Use a lint brush or shaver to 
remove pills.

• Use fabric softener to lubricate fi bers. 
• When ironing, use spray starch or 

fabric fi nish on collars and cuffs.
• Turn items inside out to reduce 

abrasion.

Shrinking • Temperature too high.
• Overdrying.

• Irreversible condition. • Follow fabric care label directions.
• If shrinking is a concern, check load 

often.
• Remove items while slightly damp and 

hang or lay fl at to complete drying.
• Block knits into shape.

Wrinkling • Overloading.
• Leaving items in dryer after 

cycle ends.

• Reduce load size and tumble at 
medium or low heat for 5-10 
minutes.

• Remove items immediately. Hang 
or fold.

• Do not overload dryer.
• Remove items as soon as cycle ends.
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Avoid Service Checklist
Before calling for service, review this list. It may save both time and expense. The list includes common occurrences 
that are not the result of defective workmanship or materials in this dryer.

OCCURRENCE POSSIBLE CAUSE SOLUTION

Dryer does not start. Electrical power cord is not securely plugged in or plug 
may be loose.

Make sure the plug fi ts tightly in wall outlet.

House fuse blown or circuit breaker tripped. Reset circuit breaker or replace fuse. 

Make sure electrical line is not overloaded and the dryer is on 
a separate circuit.

Thermal limiter tripped. Call authorized service person for replacement.

Dryer runs but won’t 
heat.

There are 2 house fuses in the dryer circuit. If 1 of the 2 
fuses is blown, the drum may turn but the heater will not 
operate. (electric models)

Replace fuse.

Gas supply valve is not open (gas models). Check to make sure supply valve is open. See INSTALLATION 
INSTRUCTIONS for procedure.

Dryer does not have enough air supply to support the 
burner fl ame (gas models).

See INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS.

LP gas supply tank is empty or there has been a utility 
interruption of natural gas (gas models).

Refi ll or replace tank.

Dryer should heat when utility service is restored.

Drying cycle takes too 
long, outside of the 
dryer feels too hot or 
smells hot.

Lint fi lter is clogged with lint. Make sure all lint has been removed from the dryer lint fi lter 
before starting each cycle.

Exhaust duct requirements have not been met. Exhaust duct must be at least 4 inches in diameter and made 
of rigid or semi-rigid metal.

When in place, the duct must have no more than four 90° 
bends and must not exceed length listed in INSTALLATION 
INSTRUCTIONS.

Electric dryer is connected to a 208 volt circuit. Drying time will be 20% longer than drying on a 240 volt 
circuit.

Drying procedures have not been followed. See “Operating Instructions.”

Outside exhaust hood or exhaust duct may be clogged 
or restricted.

Clean out any obstruction.

High humidity. Use a dehumidifi er near the dryer.

Excessive wrinkling. Dryer is overloaded. Do not overload. See “Operating Instructions.”

Items left in dryer too long. Remove items as soon as cycle ends.

Insuffi cient sorting of items. See “Operating Instructions.”

Drying temperature too high. Follow fabric care label instructions.

Scratching or chipping 
of the drum fi nish.

Foreign objects such as coins, pins, clips or buttons 
are inside the dryer.*

Always remove foreign objects from pockets before launder-
ing. Remove objects from drum and restart dryer. 

Permanently attached items such as belt buckles, 
zippers and fasteners may be hitting the inside of 
the drum.*

It may be necessary to sew a scrap of material securely 
around ornaments before drying to prevent scratching and 
damage to the dryer.

*Drum damage caused by foreign objects or permanently attached items is not covered by the warranty.

SOLUTIONS TO COMMON PROBLEMS
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MAJOR APPLIANCE WARRANTY INFORMATION

For the applicable warranty period as set forth below, as measured from your original date of purchase, Electrolux will repair or 
replace any parts of this appliance that prove to be defective in materials or workmanship when such appliance is installed, used 
and maintained in accordance with the provided instructions.

Warranty Periods:
 • All parts — One year including labor
 • Wash tub — Functional life of the product (excluding labor) 
 • Wash tub drive motor, non-cosmetic defects — Ten years (excluding labor) 

Exclusions
This warranty does not cover the following:
 1. Products with original serial numbers that have been removed, altered or cannot be readily determined.
 2.  Product that has been transferred from its original owner to another party or removed outside the USA or Canada.
 3.  Rust on the interior or exterior of the unit.
 4.  Products purchased “as-is” are not covered by this warranty. 
 5.  Food loss due to any refrigerator or freezer failures.
 6. Products used in a commercial setting.  
 7.  Service calls which do not involve malfunction or defects in materials or workmanship, or for appliances not in ordinary 

household use or used other than in accordance with the provided instructions.
 8.  Service calls to correct the installation of your appliance or to instruct you how to use your appliance.
 9.  Expenses for making the appliance accessible for servicing, such as removal of trim, cupboards, shelves, etc., which are not a 

part of the appliance when it is shipped from the factory. 
 10. Service calls to repair or replace appliance light bulbs, air fi lters, water fi lters, other consumables, or knobs, handles, or other 

cosmetic parts.
 11. Surcharges including, but not limited to, any after hour, weekend, or holiday service calls, tolls, ferry trip charges, or mileage 

expense for service calls to remote areas, including the state of Alaska.
 12.  Damages to the fi nish of appliance or home incurred during installation, including but not limited to fl oors, cabinets, walls, etc.
 13. Damages caused by: services performed by unauthorized service companies; use of parts other than genuine Electrolux 

parts or parts obtained from persons other than authorized service companies; or external causes such as abuse, misuse, 
inadequate power supply, accidents, fi res, or acts of God.

DISCLAIMER OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES; LIMITATION OF REMEDIES
CUSTOMER’S SOLE AND EXCLUSIVE REMEDY UNDER THIS LIMITED WARRANTY SHALL BE PRODUCT REPAIR OR REPLACEMENT 
AS PROVIDED HEREIN. CLAIMS BASED ON IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR 
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ARE LIMITED TO ONE YEAR OR THE SHORTEST PERIOD ALLOWED BY LAW, BUT 
NOT LESS THAN ONE YEAR. ELECTROLUX SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES SUCH AS 
PROPERTY DAMAGE AND INCIDENTAL EXPENSES RESULTING FROM ANY BREACH OF THIS WRITTEN LIMITED WARRANTY OR 
ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY. SOME STATES AND PROVINCES DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL 
OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR LIMITATIONS ON THE DURATION OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES, SO THESE LIMITATIONS OR 
EXCLUSIONS MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. THIS WRITTEN WARRANTY GIVES YOU SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS. YOU MAY ALSO HAVE 
OTHER RIGHTS THAT VARY FROM STATE TO STATE.

IF YOU NEED SERVICE
Keep your receipt, delivery slip, or some other appropriate payment record to establish the warranty period should service be 
required. If service is performed, it is in your best interest to obtain and keep all receipts. Service under this warranty must be 
obtained by contacting Electrolux at the addresses or phone numbers below.

This warranty only applies in the USA and Canada. In the USA, your appliance is warranted by Electrolux Major Appliances North 
America, a division of Electrolux Home Products, Inc. In Canada, your appliance is warranted by Electrolux Canada Corp. Electrolux 
authorizes no person to change or add to any obligations under this warranty. Obligations for service and parts under this warranty 
must be performed by Electrolux or an authorized service company. Product features or specifi cations as described or illustrated are 
subject to change without notice.

USA
1.800.944.9044
Electrolux Major Appliances
10200 David Taylor Drive
Charlotte, NC  28262

Canada
1.800.265.8352

Electrolux Canada Corp.
5855 Terry Fox Way

Mississauga, Ontario, Canada
L5V 3E4
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USE AND CARE GUIDE 
 

Induction Cooktop, Models 
SINC1110 
SINC2220 

SINC424220 
SINC430220 

 
 

 

 

TO REDUCE THE RISK OF FIRE OR ELECTRIC SHOCK, 
DO NOT REMOVE TOP OR BOTTOM COVER. 

NO USER-SERVICEABLE PARTS INSIDE. 
INSTALLATION, REPAIR, AND REMOVAL SHOULD BE DONE BY 

AUTHORIZED SERVICE PERSONNEL ONLY. 

 
Before installation, record the model and serial number as 
found on the back of your cooktop. If you require service or 
call with a question, please have this information ready. 

 

Model:____________________________________ 
 
Serial Number:______________________________ 
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Your SUMMIT® Induction Cooktop 

Thank you for purchasing one of SUMMIT's induction cooktops. This 
product is intended to provide you with many years of quality service. 
Please read this manual in its entirety to maximize the lifespan and 
performance of your appliance. 
 

About Induction Cooking 

When you turn on the power of your induction cooktop, coils inside 
produce a magnetic field underneath the glass ceramic surface. 
When the proper cookware is placed on top of a magnetized cooking 
zone, the magnetic field sends currents into the cookware, causing 
friction and generating instant heat inside your pot or pan. 
 
We hope you enjoy the speed, efficiency, and safety of this 
appliance.  
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IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS 
 
Keep these instructions handy for future use. If lost, this manual is available from our 
website at www.summitappliance.com 
 
Read these instructions carefully before installation or operation of the appliance. 
Failure to follow these warnings could result in a fire or explosion that causes property 
damage, personal injury or death. To reduce the risk of fire, electric shock or injury, take 
the following precautions: 
 
Safety During Installation 

• This appliance must be installed by a qualified technician. 

• Have the professional installer show you the location of the circuit breaker or fuse. 

• Do not place the unit on or near a hot gas or electric burner or in a heated oven. 

• See INSTALLATION for additional safety requirements.  
 
Intended Use 

• This appliance is for built-in household use only. Do not use outdoors or free-
standing. 

• Do not use the appliance to heat a room. 
 

Cooking Safety 

• Do not allow aluminum foil, paper or cloth to come in contact with a hot zone. 

• Do not allow pans to boil dry or empty. 

• Never leave the cooktop unattended when in use. 

• Always use the proper pot and pan size. The use of undersized cookware will expose 
a portion of the hot zone, which can result in ignition of clothing or personal burns.  

• Always remove the covers on sealed or canned goods before heating to avoid 
explosion.  

• Do not touch hot surfaces. Use dry pot holders to hold the handles of pots and pans.  

• Close supervision is necessary when any appliance is used by or near children. 
 

Cleaning Safety 

• When cleaning with a wet sponge or cloth, be careful to avoid burns from steam. 

• Do not clean the unit when it is still hot. Some cleaners may produce noxious fumes 
when applied to a hot surface. 

 
Condition of Unit 

• Do not operate any appliance with a damaged cord or plug.  

• Do not cook on a broken cooktop, as cleaning solutions and spills may penetrate the 
break and create the risk of electric shock.  
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Environment of Unit 

• To reduce the risk of fire, do not place any heating or cooking appliances beneath the 
appliance. 

• To reduce the risk of fire, do not let any objects (glass, paper, etc.) obstruct the inlet 
under your cooktop.  

• To reduce the risk of electric shock, do not mount unit over a sink. 

• To reduce the risk of fire, do not store anything directly on top of the appliance 
surface when the appliance is in operation.  

• Always have a working smoke detector in or near the kitchen. 

• Do not leave lids or other metal objects on the cooktop. If the cooktop is turned on, 
these objects can heat up quickly and may cause burns.  

• Do not place rough or uneven objects on the unit as they may damage the surface.  

• If the cooktop is near a window, ensure that curtains do not blow over or near the 
unit. 

• Do not use the cooktop as a work surface. Certain substances such as salt, sugar, or 
sand can scratch the glass ceramic surface. 

• Do not store hard or pointed objects over the cooktop as they can damage the unit if 
they fall on top. 

• Do not put detergents or flammable materials in the equipment installed under the 
cooktop.   

 
Power Cord Safety  

• To protect against electric shock, do not immerse cord, plugs, or main body in water 
or any other liquid. 

• Do not let cord hang over edge of table or counter. 

• Do not allow cord to touch hot surface. 

• A short power supply cord or detachable power supply cord should be used to 
reduce the risk of becoming entangled in or tripping over a longer cord.  

 
For SINC1110 only: This appliance has a polarized plug (one blade is wider 
than the other). To reduce the risk of electric shock, this plug is intended to fit into 
a polarized outlet only one way. If the plug does not fit fully into the outlet, 
reverse the plug. If it still does not fit, contact a qualified electrician. Do not 
attempt to modify the plug in any way. 

 
Service and Repair Safety 

• There are no user serviceable parts on this appliance. Only an authorized service 
representative should attempt to service your cooktop.  
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Installation  
 

This appliance is not user serviceable. Installation must be completed by a 
qualified professional.  

 
 

Before Installation 

�  Ensure that cooktop is turned OFF. 

�  Record the model and serial numbers located on the rating plate on the 
underside of the cooktop. You may need these numbers in case of 
future repairs.  

 
 

Cooktop Installation  

1. Cut an opening in the counter surface. Refer to the drawings on the 
following pages for appropriate dimension sizes and follow these 
instructions:  

• Keep a minimum of 2 inches of space free around the opening. 

• Make sure the thickness of the counter surface is at least 1¼ inches. 

• Select heat-resistant table material to avoid damage caused by heat 
radiation.  

• Ensure that the underside of the induction cooktop is well ventilated 
and the air inlet is not blocked.  

• The distance between the hotplate and any cupboard above the 
appliance should be at least 30 inches.  

2. After cutting the opening, remove any shavings or other loose material 
that may interfere with the appliance's operation. 

3. Apply suitable waterproof sealant to secure the cooktop in place and to 
prevent the influx of water, food, and other foreign substances.  

4. Gently insert the cooktop into the cutout and secure.  
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MODEL SINC1110 
120V   60Hz 

1800W 
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MODEL SINC2220 
220V   60Hz 

3100W 
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MODEL SINC424220 
220V   60Hz 

6800W 
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MODEL SINC430220 
220V   60Hz 

6800W 
 

FRONT

FRONT
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Electrical Connection 
 

Note: This appliance must be installed in accordance with National 
Electrical Codes, as well as all state, municipal and local codes. The 
correct voltage, frequency, and amperage must be supplied to the 
appliance from a dedicated grounded circuit which is protected by a 
correctly sized circuit breaker or time delay fuse. Appliance voltage, 
frequency, and amperage ratings are listed on the product rating 
plate. 

 

� For the SINC1110, plug the cord into a grounded outlet. 

� For the SINC2220, SINC424220, and SINC430220 models, attach 
the leads to a power supply. 

 

Model Voltage Frequency 
Minimum Circuit 

Breaker Amperage 
Total  
Watts 

SINC1110 120 60 20 1800 
SINC2220 220 60 15 3100 

SINC424220 220 60 35 6800 
SINC430220 220 60 35 6800 

 

To test the connection: 

1. Clear the surface of the cooktop. 

2. Clean cooktop surface. 

3. Turn on power supply. 

4. Verify that the appliance is functioning properly. 

 

Fabricio Bonilla
Highlight
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How to Use Your Cooktop 
 

1. Getting Started 
Before operating your induction cooktop, clean the surface (see 
CLEANING YOUR COOKTOP for instructions) to remove any foreign 
substances that may remain from packaging, shipping and installation. 
 
Place usable cooking utensils in the center of the cooking zone and plug 
the appliance in. The instruction power light will illuminate. 
 
The following illustration shows a typical control panel for an induction 
cooktop: 

 

ON/OFF refers to the appliance power, while HEATING and TIMER refer 
to specific functions.  

 
2. Heating 

HEATING is the default function of the induction cooktop. When pressing 
ON/OFF, the heating light will illuminate and the cooktop will heat the 
cookware at 1200W. The heat can be adjusted by touching ▲ and ▼.  
There are eight levels of power from 1 to 8, with 8 being the highest. 

 
3. Timer 

When pressing TIMER, the light of the TIMER and also the HEATING 
light will illuminate accordingly. The cooktop will enter the Time Setting 
mode. The timer can be adjusted from 0 to 180 minutes for model 
SINC1110 (and from 0 to 99 minutes for the other models) by pressing 
▲ and ▼. Five seconds after setting, the window will automatically shift 
to the HEATING mode display.  

HEATING 
(upper burner) 

HEATING 
(lower burner) 
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To view the countdown time, press TIMER again. The display window 
will show you the remaining time.  

 
5. Lock 

Models manufactured prior to 2009 include a child lock that prevents you 
from changing the settings while the appliance is turned on. This child 
lock does NOT prevent the appliance from being turned on. 
 
Models manufactured in and after 2009 contain child locks that will 
prevent the cooktop power from turning on when touched in locked 
mode. To unlock, touch the LOCK key again.  

 
 
 

Notes on Using Your Cooktop 
 

� This appliance will get hot during use and will remain hot for a time after 
use. 

� Never heat empty cookware. This can damage both the cookware and 
the appliance. 

� Remember to turn off cooktop after use. If left on, the ventilator will 
continue to operate, causing a waste of energy. 

� Keep unit away from a gas range or other heat source. If the 
surrounding temperature is too hot, the cooktop will stop heating. 

� Make sure to wipe off water from the bottom of the pot before heating.  

� Use caution when boiling water. During the boiling process, hot water 
may splash out.   
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Proper & Improper Cookware 
 
The quality of your cooking is dependent on the cookware you use. 
Because induction cooking requires a magnetic vessel for heating, only 
certain materials can be used on your cooktop. 

 
Proper Cookware 

Flat-bottom pots or pans with diameter from 12 to 26 cm (4.7 to 10.83 
inches) made from the following: 

• Magnetic stainless steel 

• Cast iron 

• Enameled iron 

• Nickel 
 

Improper Cookware 

Pots or pans with or made of the following CANNOT be used on your 
cooktop: 

• Rounded-bottom  

• Bottom measuring less than 12 cm (4.7 inches) 

• Pot with stands 

• Heat resistant glass 

• Ceramic container 

• Copper 

• Aluminum 

• Non-magnetic stainless steel 
 

� If you are unsure about the usability of your cookware, simply 
take a magnet (such as one on your refrigerator) and hold it 
under the bottom of your pot or pan. If the magnet sticks, the 
cookware CAN be used on the induction cooktop. 
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Cleaning Your Cooktop 
 

After each use, unplug or turn off the power and let your unit cool down 
completely. When it is cool to the touch, apply approximately 1 teaspoon (5 
ml) of nonabrasive cleaner to the surface of the ceramic glass with a lightly 
dampened cloth. Use a second cloth to remove any remaining cleaner 
residue. Wipe dry with a dry cloth.  
 
Do NOT use the following to clean your unit: 

• Glass cleaners which contain ammonia or chlorine bleach as these 
materials may stain the cooktop 

• Caustic cleaners that may etch the surface 

• Abrasive cleaners 

• Metal scouring pads and scrub sponges 

• Powdery cleaners containing chorine bleach 

• Flammable cleaners such as lighter fluid or WD-40 
 
Note: Sugary products can damage the ceramic glass surface. If dry 

sugar, sugar syrup, tomato products, or milk spills on the surface 
DURING heating, clean immediately. 
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Troubleshooting Guide 
  

If you encounter the following error messages while using your cooktop, 
check the guide below to see if you can correct the problem yourself before 
calling for assistance: 

 
Error Message Possible Causes Solution 

E0 

There is no pan on 
the unit.  
 
Pan is not induction-
capable. 

Use an induction-
friendly pan (see 
PROPER & 
IMPROPER 
COOKWARE). 

E1 

The temperature of 
internal components 
is too high.  
 
There is a 
temperature testing 
circuit failure. 

Clear/unblock 
ventilation slots. Let 
the device cool off for 
a few minutes. If the 
error message 
remains on display 
after the device has 
cooled off, contact an 
authorized repairman. 

E2 

The pan is empty. 
 
The temperature of 
the pan is too high. 
 
There is a 
temperature testing 
circuit failure. 

Check that the pan is 
not empty. 
 
Remove the 
cookware from the 
cooktop. Let the 
device cool off for a 
few minutes and try 
again. 

E3 
The voltage is 
unusual. 

Let the device cool off 
for a few minutes and 
try again. 

 
If your unit is still not functioning properly, call SUMMIT toll-free at 800-932-
4267 to speak with a representative. 
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Warranty 
FELIX STORCH, INC. 
770 Garrison Avenue 

Bronx, NY 10474 
718-893-3900 

 

SUMMIT LIMITED WARRANTY 
 

SUMMIT Appliances warrants this product to be free from defects in materials and workmanship 
for a period of one year from the date of original purchase or delivery. Any parts determined to 
be defective will be replaced by SUMMIT at no charge to you. Plastic parts, liners, and outer 
cabinets are warranted to be manufactured to commercially acceptable standards and free from 
defects at the time of delivery. 
 

This limited warranty does not apply to:  
 

1. Improper installation 

2. Customer misuse, negligence or damage 

3. Incorrect electrical current 

4. Products with serial number altered or removed 

5. Products sold or used outside the fifty United States or District of Columbia 

6. Commercial or industrial users 

7. Damage to this product from accidents, alterations, failure to follow instructions, fire, 
floods, earthquakes, war, civil disturbance or Acts of God. 

 

SUMMIT is not liable for consequential or incidental damage. 
 

MAIL WARRANTY CARD TO:  
 

Felix Storch, Inc. 
SUMMIT APPLIANCE DIV. 

770 Garrison Avenue 
Bronx, NY 10474 

 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 

FACTORY REGISTRATION CARD 

THANK YOU FOR PURCHASING A QUALITY SUMMIT® APPLIANCE 

 

SUMMIT Model No. ____________________________ Serial No. ______________________________ 

Customer’s Name ______________________________________ Date of Delivery _________________ 

Address _________________________________________________________ Apt No. _____________ 

City _________________________________________ State _____________ Zip _________________ 

Dealer’s Name ______________________________________ City _____________ State___________ 

Is this unit for: � Private Home   � Apartment   � Office   � Other ______________________________ 

Reason for selecting this unit:  � Dealer Recommendation   � Features   � Size   � Price 

         � Other ______________________________________________________ 

Rev 03/29/12
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SAFETY INFORMATION

Read technical instruction before installing the • 
refrigerator.

Use this appliance only for its intended purpose • 
as described in this instruction manual.
This appliance is not intended for use by persons 
(including children) with reduced physical, sensory 
or mental capabilities, or lack of experience 
and knowledge, unless they have been given 
supervision or instruction concerning use of the 
appliance by a person responsible for their safety.
Warnings and Important Safety Instructions in • 
this manual do not cover all possible conditions 
and situations that may occur.
It is your responsibility to use common sense, 
caution, and care when installing, maintaining, 
and operating your appliance.
Because these following operating instructions • 
cover various models, the characteristics of 
your refrigerator may di�er slightly from those 
described in this manual.
R-600a or R-134a is used as a refrigerant. 
Check the compressor label on the rear of 
the appliance or the rating label inside the 
fridge to see which refrigerant is used for 
your refrigerator. When this product contains 
fl ammable gas (Refrigerant R-600a), contact 
your local authority in regard to safe disposal of 
this product.
In order to avoid the creation of a fl ammable • 
gas-air mixture if a leak in the refrigerating 
circuit occurs, the size of the room in which the 
appliance may be sited depends on the amount 
of refrigerant used.
Never start up an appliance showing any signs • 
of damage.
If in doubt, consult your dealer.
The room must be 1 m³ in size for every 8 g of 
R-600a refrigerant inside the appliance.
The amount of refrigerant in your particular 
appliance is shown on the identifi cation plate 
inside the appliance.
Refrigerant squirting out of the pipes could • 
ignite or cause an eye injury. When refrigerant 
leaks from the pipe, avoid any naked fl ames 
and move anything fl ammable away from the 
product and ventilate the room immediately.
Failing to do so may result in fi re or explosion. -

Important safety symbols and 
precautions:

WARNING

Hazards or unsafe practices that may 
result in severe personal injury or 
death.

CAUTION

Hazards or unsafe practices that may 
result in minor personal injury or 
property damage.

Do NOT attempt.

Do NOT disassemble.

Do NOT touch.

Follow directions carefully.

Unplug the power plug from the wall 
socket.
Make sure the machine is grounded to 
prevent electric shock.

Call the contact center for help.

Note.

These warning signs are here to prevent injury 
to you and others.
Please follow them carefully.
After reading this section, keep it in a safe 
place for future reference.

CE Notice
This product has been determined to be in 
compliance with the Low Voltage Directive 
(2006/95/EC), the Electromagnetic Compatibility 
Directive (2004/108/EC),  Commission Delegated 
Regulation (EU) No 1060/2010 and the Eco-Design 
Directive(2009/125/EC) implemented by Regulation 
(EC) No 643/2009 of the European Union.
(For products sold in European Countries only)

safety information

Read instruction before starting the refrigerator.• 
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SEVERE WARNING SIGNS 
FOR TRANSPORTATION AND 
SITE

• When transporting and installing the 

appliance,care should be taken to 

ensure that no parts of the refrigerating 

circuit are damaged.

Refrigerant leaking from the pipe work could  -

ignite or cause an eye injury. If a leak is 

detected, avoid any naked fl ames or potential 

sources of ignition and air the room in which the 

appliance is standing for several minutes.

This appliance contains a small amount of  -

isobutane refrigerant(R-600a), a natural gas 

with high environmental compatibility that is, 

however, also combustible.

When transporting and installing the appliance, 

care should be taken to ensure that no parts of 

the refrigerating circuit are damaged.

When transporting and installing the refrigerator, • 

do not touch the water hose on the back side 

of the refrigerator. 

This may damage the refrigerator and as a  -

result the water dispenser can not be used.

SEVERE WARNING SIGNS 
FOR INSTALLATION

• Deteriorated insulation of electrical 

parts may cause an electric shock or 

fi re.

Do not place this refrigerator in direct sunlight or • 

expose to the heat from stoves, room heaters 

or other appliance.

Do not plug several appliances into the same • 

multiple power board.

The refrigerator should always be plugged into 

its own individual electrical outlet which has a 

voltage rating that matched the rating plate.

This provides the best performance and  -

also prevents overloading house wiring 

circuits, which could cause a fi re hazard from 

overheated wires.

If the wall socket is loose, do not insert the • 

power plug.

There is a risk of electric shock or fi re. -

Do not use a cord that shows cracks or • 

abrasion damage along its length or at either 

end.

Do not pull or excessively bend the power cord. • 

Do not twist or tie the power cord.• 

WARNING

WARNING

Do not hook the power cord over a metal • 

object, place a heavy object on the power 

cord, insert the power cord between objects, or 

push the power cord into the space behind the 

appliance.

When moving the refrigerator, be careful not to  -

roll over or damage the power cord.

This may result in an electric shock or fi re. -

Do not use aerosols near the refrigerator.• 

Aerosols used near the refrigerator may cause  -

an explosion or fi re.

Do not bend the power cord excessively or  -

place heavy articles on it.

• This refrigerator must be properly 

installed and located in accordance 

with the manual before it is used.

Do not install the refrigerator in a damp place or • 

place where it may come in contact with water.

Deteriorated insulation of electrical parts may  -

cause an electric shock or fi re.

Connect the power plug in proper position with • 

the cord hanging down.

If you connect the power plug upside down,  -

wire can get cut off and cause fi re or an electric 

shock.

Make sure that the power plug is not squashed • 

or damaged by the back of the refrigerator.

When moving the refrigerator, be careful not to • 

roll over or damage the power cord.

This constitutes a fi re hazard. -

Keep the packing materials out of reach of • 

children.

There is a risk of death from suffocation if  -

children put them on their head.

This appliance should be positioned in such a • 

way that it is accessible to the power plug.

Failing to do so may result in an electric shock  -

or fi re due to electric leakage. 

Do not install this appliance near a heater, • 

infl ammable material.

Do not install this appliance in a humid, oily or • 

dusty location, in a location exposed to direct 

sunlight and water (rain drops).

Do not install this appliance in a location where • 

gas may leak.

This may result in an electric shock or fi re. -

If any dust or water is in the refrigerator, pull • 

out power plug and contact your Samsung 

Electronics service center.

Otherwise there is a risk of fi re. -

Do not stand on top of the appliance or place • 
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objects (such as laundry, lighted candles, 

lighted cigarettes, dishes, chemicals, metal 

objects, etc.) on the appliance.

This may result in an electric shock, fi re,  -

problems with the product, or injury.

• This appliance must be properly 

grounded.

Do not ground the appliance to a gas pipe, • 

plastic water pipe, or telephone line.

You must ground the refrigerator to prevent any  -

power leakages or electric shocks caused by 

current leakage from the refrigerator.

This may result in an electric shock, fi re,  -

explosion, or problems with the product.

Never plug the power cord into a socket that is  -

not grounded correctly and make sure that it is 

in accordance with local and national codes.

• If the power cord is damaged, 

have it replaced immediately by the 

manufacturer or its service agent.

The fuse on the refrigerator must be changed • 

by a qualifi ed technician or service company.

Failing to do so may result in an electric shock  -

or personal injury.

CAUTION SIGNS FOR 
INSTALLATION

• Keep ventilation opening in the 

appliance enclosure or mounting 

structure clear of obstruction.

Allow the appliance to stand for 2 hours after • 

installation.

The installation or any service of this appliance • 

is recommended by a qualifi ed technician or 

service company.

Failing to do so may result in an electric shock,  -

fi re, explosion, problems with the product, or 

injury.

SEVERE WARNING SIGNS 
FOR USING

• Do not touch the power plug with wet 

hands.

This may result in an electric shock. -

Do not store articles on the top of the appliance.• 

When you open or close the door, the articles  -

CAUTION

WARNING

may fall and cause a personal injury and/or 

material damage.

Do not put items fi lled with water on the • 

refrigerator.

If spilled, there is a risk of fi re or electric shock. -

Do not touch the inside walls of the freezer or • 

products stored in the freezer with wet hands.

This may cause frostbite. -

Do not use or place any substances sensitive • 

to temperature such as infl ammable sprays, 

infl ammable objects, dry ice, medicine, or 

chemicals near the refrigerator.

Do not keep volatile or infl ammable objects or 

substances (benzene, thinner, propane gas, 

alcohol, ether, LP gas and other such products 

etc.) in the refrigerator.

This refrigerator is for storing food only. -

This may result in a fi re or an explosion. -

Do not store pharmaceuticals products, • 

scientifi c materials or temperature-sensitive 

products in the refrigerator.

Products that require strict temperature controls  -

must not be stored in the refrigerator.

Do not place or use electrical appliance inside • 

the refrigerator/freezer, unless they are of a type 

recommended by the manufacturer.

If you smell pharmaceutical or smoke, pull • 

out power plug immediately and contact your 

Samsung Electronics service center.

If any dust or water is in Refrigerator, pull • 

out power plug and contact your Samsung 

Electronics service center.

Otherwise there is a risk of fi re. -

If gas leak is detected, avoid any naked fl ames • 

or potential sources of ignition and air the room 

in which the appliance is standing for several 

minutes.

Do not use mechanical devices or any other • 

means to accelerate the defrosting process, 

other than those recommended by the 

manufacturer.

Do not damage the refrigerant circuit.• 

Do not spray volatile material such as • 

insecticide onto the surface of the appliance.

As well as being harmful to humans, it may also  -

result in an electric shock, fi re or problems with 

the product.

Do not use a hair dryer to dry the inside of the • 

refrigerator.

Do not place a lighted candle in the refrigerator 

for removing bad odours.

This may result in an electric shock or fi re. -

Fill the water tank, ice tray and water cubes only • 
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with potable water (mineral water or purifi ed 

water).

Do not fi ll the tank with tea, juice or sports  -

drink, this may damage the refrigerator.

Do not let children hang on the door.• 

If not, a serious injury may occur.

Risk of children entrapment. -

Do not let children enter inside the refrigerator. 

Do not leave the doors of the refrigerator open • 

while the refrigerator is unattended and do not 

let children enter inside the refrigerator. 

Do not allow babies or children go inside the • 

drawer.

It can cause death from suffocation by  -

entrapment or personal injury.

Do not sit on the Freezer door.• 

The door may be broken and cause a personal  -

injury.

To prevent children entrapment, you must • 

reinstall the divider using provided screws after 

cleaning or other actions if you removed the 

divider from the drawer.

Do not use mechanical devices or any other • 

means to accelerate the defrosting process, 

other than those recommended by the 

manufacturer.

Do not damage the refrigerant circuit.• 

Do not put fridge shelf in upside down. Shelf • 

stopper could not work.

It may cause a personal injury because of glass  -

shelf drop.

Do not put fridge shelf in place for box. If put in • 

to force, inside wall or glass could be crashed.

It may cause a personal injury or material  -

damage.

• In the event of a gas leak (such as 

propane gas, LP gas, etc.), ventilate 

immediately without touching the 

power plug. Do not touch the appliance 

or power cord.

Do not use a ventilating fan. -

A spark may result in an explosion or fi re. -

Use only the LED Lamps provided by • 

manufacturer or service agent.

Children should be supervised to ensure that • 

they do not play with the appliance.

Keep fi ngers out of “pinch point” areas; • 

clearances between the doors and cabinet are 

necessarily small.

Do not let children hang on the door.• 

If not, a serious injury may occur.

There is a Risk of children entrapment.• 

Do not let children enter inside the refrigerator.

Bottles should be stored tightly together so that • 

they do not fall out.

This product is intended only for the storage of • 

food in a domestic environment.

Never put fi ngers or other objects into the • 

dispenser hole, and ice maker bucket.

It may cause a personal injury or material  -

damage.

Do not insert hands, feet or metal objects (such • 

as chopsticks, etc.) into the bottom or the back 

of the refrigerator.

This may result in an electric shock or injury. -

Any sharp edges may cause a personal injury. -

• Do not attempt to repair, disassemble, 

or modify the appliance yourself.

Do not use any fuse(such as cooper, steel wire,  -

etc.) other than the standard fuse. 

When repairing or reinstalling the appliance is  -

required, contact your nearest service center.

Failing to do so may result in an electric shock,  -

fi re, problems with the product, or injury.

• If the appliance generates a strange 

noise, a burning or smell or smoke, 

unplug the power plug immediately and 

contact your nearest service center.

Failing to do so may result in an electric or fi re  -

hazards.

Pull the power plug out of the socket before • 

changing the interior lamps of the refrigerator

Otherwise, there is a risk of electric shock. -

If you experience diffi culty when changing the • 

light, contact service agent. 

If the products is equipped with the LED Lamp, • 

do not disassemble the Lamp Cover and LED 

Lamp by yourself.

Please contact your service agent. -

Plug the power plug into the wall socket fi rmly. • 

Do not use a damaged power plug, damaged 

power cord or loose wall socket.

This may result in an electric shock or fi re. -

Do not put a container fi lled with water on the • 

appliance. 

If spilled, there is a risk of fi re or electric shock.  -

Never stare directly at the UV LED lamp for long • 

periods of time. 

This may result in eye strain due to the  -

ultraviolet rays.
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CAUTION SIGNS FOR USING

• To get best performance from the 
product,

Do not place foods too closely in front of the  -
vents at the rear of the appliance as it can 
obstruct free air circulation in the refrigerator 
compartment.
Wrap the food up properly or place it in airtight  -
containers before putting it into the refrigerator.
Do not put any newly introduced food for  -
freezing near to already existing food.
Do not place glass or bottles or carbonated • 
beverages into the freezer.
The container may freeze and break, and this  -
may result in injury.
Please observe maximum storage times and • 
expiry dates of frozen goods.
There is no need to disconnect the refrigerator • 
from the power supply if you will be away for 
less than three weeks. But, remove all the food 
if you are going away for the three weeks or 
more. Unplug the refrigerator and clean it, rinse 
and dry.
Do not place carbonated or fi zzy drinks in the • 
freezer compartment.
Do not put bottles or glass containers in the 
freezer.
When the contents freeze, the glass may  -
break and cause personal injury and property 
damage.
Do not change or modify the functionality of the • 
refrigerator.
Changes or modifi cations may result in a  -
personal injury and/or property damage.
Any changes or modifi cations performed by 
a 3rd party on this completed appliance are 
neither covered under Samsung warranty 
service, nor is Samsung responsible for safety 
issues and damages that result from 3rd party 
modifi cations.
Do not block air holes.• 
If the air holes are blocked, especially with a  -
plastic bag, the refrigerator can be over cooled. 
Use only the ice-maker provided with the • 
refrigerator.
Wipe excess moisture from the inside and leave • 
the doors open.
Otherwise, odor and mold may develop. -
When the refrigerator got wet by water, pull • 
out the power plug and contact your Samsung 
Electronics service center.

CAUTION
Be careful that your fi ngers are not caught in.• 

CAUTION SIGNS 
FOR CLEANING AND 
MAINTENANCE

• Do not spray cleaning products directly 
on the display.

Printed letters on the display may come o�. -
If any foreign substance such as water has • 
entered the appliance, unplug the power plug 
and contact your nearest service center.
Failing to do so may result in an electric shock  -
or fi re.
Remove all foreign substances such as dust • 
or water from the power plug terminals and 
contact points using a dry cloth on a regular 
basis.
Unplug the power plug and clean it with a dry  -
cloth.
Failing to do so may result in an electric shock  -
or fi re.
Do not clean the appliance by spraying water • 
directly onto it. 
Do not use benzene, thinner, or Clorox, Chloride • 
for cleaning. 
They may damage the surface of the appliance  -
and may cause a fi re.
Never put fi ngers or other objects into the • 
dispenser hole.
It may cause a personal injury or material  -
damage.

• Before cleaning or performing 
maintenance, unplug the appliance 
from the wall socket. 

Failing to do so may result in an electric shock  -
or fi re.

CAUTION

2012.11.19   11:29:50 AM

• Do not apply strong shock or excessive force
 onto the surface of glass.
- Broken glass may result in a personal injury 
and/or property damage. 
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SEVERE WARNING SIGNS 
FOR DISPOSAL

• Leave the shelves in place so that 

children may not easily climb inside.

Ensure that none of the pipes on the back of • 

the appliance are damaged prior to disposal.

R-600a or R-134a is used as a refrigerant. • 

Check the compressor label on the rear of 

the appliance or the rating label inside the 

refrigerator to see which refrigerant is used for 

your refrigerator.

When this product contains fl ammable gas 

(Refrigerant R-600a), contact your local 

authority in regard to safe disposal of this 

product. Cyclopentane is used as an insulation 

blowing gas.

The gases in insulation material require special 

disposal procedure.

Please contact your local authorities in regard 

to the environmentally safe disposal of this 

product. Ensure that none of the pipes on the 

back of the appliances are damaged prior to 

disposal. The pipes shall be broken in the open 

space.

When disposing of this or other refrigerator/s, • 

remove the door/door seals, door latch so that 

children or animals cannot become trapped 

inside. Children should be supervised to 

ensure that they do not enter and play with the 

appliance.

If trapped inside, the child may become injury  -

and suffocate to death.

Please dispose of the packaging material for • 

this product in an environmentally friendly 

manner. 

Keep all packaging materials well out of the • 

reach of children, as packaging materials can 

be dangerous to children. 

If a child places a bag over its head, it may  -

result in suffocation.

 

ADDITIONAL TIPS FOR 
PROPER USAGE

In the event of a power failure, call the local • 

offi ce of your Electricity Company and ask how 

long it is going to last.

Most power failures that are corrected within  -

an hour or two will not affect your refrigerator 

temperatures.

However, you should minimize the number of 

door openings while the power is off.

But should the power failure last more than 24  -

WARNING

hours, remove all frozen food.

If keys are provided with the refrigerator, the • 

keys should be kept out of the reach of children 

and not be in the vicinity of the appliance.

The appliance might not operate consistently • 

(possibility of defrosting of contents or 

temperature becoming too warm in the frozen 

food compartment) when sited for an extended 

period of time below the cold end of the range 

of temperature for which the refrigerating 

appliance is designed.

Do not store food which goes bad easily at low • 

temperature, such as bananas, melons.

Your appliance is frost free, which means there • 

is no need to manually defrost your appliance, 

as this will be carried out automatically.

Temperature rise during defrosting can comply • 

with ISO requirements.

But if you want to prevent an undue rise in the 

temperature of the frozen food while defrosting 

the appliance, please wrap the frozen food up 

in several layers of newspaper.

Any increase in temperature of frozen food • 

during defrosting can shorten its storage life.

Do not re-freeze frozen foods that have thawed • 

completely. 

Saving Energy Tips
Install the appliance in a cool, dry room with  -

adequate ventilation.

Ensure that it is not exposed to direct sunlight 

and never put it near a direct source of heat 

(radiator, for example).

Never block any vents or grilles on the  -

appliance.

Allow warm food to cool down before placing it  -

in the appliance.

Put frozen food in the refrigerator to thaw. -

You can then use the low temperatures of the 

frozen products to cool food in the refrigerator.

Do not keep the door of the appliance open for  -

too long when putting food in or taking food 

out. The shorter time for which the door is 

open, the less ice will form in the freezer.

Allow clearance to the right, left, back and top  -

when installing.

This will help reduce power consumption and 

keep your energy bills lower.
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setting up your refrigerator
GETTING READY TO INSTALL 
THE REFRIGERATOR
Congratulations on the purchase of your Samsung 
Refrigerator.
We hope you will enjoy the many state-of-the-art 
features and effi ciencies that this new appliance 

•  This refrigerator must be properly 
installed and located in accordance 
with the manual before it is used.
 Use this appliance only for its  • 
intended purpose as described in this 
instruction manual.

• 
servicing be performed by a qualifi ed 
individual.

• 
material for this product in an 
environmentally friendly manner.

• 
before changing the interior light of the 
refrigerator.

 cirtcele fo ksir a si ereht ,esiwrehtO  -
shock.

Selecting the best location for the 
refrigerator

Select a location without direct exposure to • 
sunlight.
Select a location with level (or nearly level) • 
fl ooring.
Select a location with enough space for the • 
refrigerator doors to open easily.

WARNING

Allow suffi cient space to install the refrigerator • 
on a fl at surface.
If your refrigerator is not level, the internal  -
cooling system may not work correctly.
Overall space required in use. -
Refer to drawing and dimension as below.

The fi gure above shows a RT38*.

1040
1040
964
964
964

115˚

115˚
115˚
115˚
135˚
135˚
135˚

135˚
135˚

A B C

contents
SETTING UP YOUR REFRIGERATOR …………………………………………………………………… 08

OPERATING THE SAMSUNG REFRIGERATOR ………………………………………………………… 11

TROUBLESHOOTING ……………………………………………………………………………………… 18

119

1001 mm ( A)

12
75

 m
m

 (
B

)at least 
50 mm

at least 
50 mm

   115°                                                                       

50 mm

100 mm

We atrongly recommend that any 

Please dispose of the packaging

Pull the power plug out of the socket 

•  Read technical instruction before
  installing the refrigerator.

WARNING
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Allow suffi cient space to the right, left, 
back and top for air circulation.
This will help reduce power consumption 
and keep your energy bills lower.

Do not install the refrigerator where the 
temperature will go below 10 °C.

Please ensure that appliance can be 
moved freely in the event of maintenance 
& service.

When installing, servicing, or cleaning 
behind the refrigerator, be sure to pull the 
unit straight out and push back in straight 
after fi nishing. Also, make sure your fl oor 
supports the full-load refrigerator.
Otherwise, it may cause fl oor damage.

Please tie up the extra length of the power 
cord at the back of the refrigerator so as 
not to be touched on the fl oor preventing 
the power cord from being crushed by the 
rollers upon relocation.

FLOORING

For proper installation, this refrigerator must be 
placed on a level surface of hard material that 
has the same height as the rest of the fl ooring. 
This surface should be strong enough to support 
a fully loaded refrigerator (or approximately 100 
kg). To protect the fl oor fi nish, cut a large section 
of the cardboard carton and place it under the 
refrigerator where you are working. 

Pulling or pushing the refrigerator may 
damage the fl oor.
Moving the refrigerator after installation 
may damage the fl oor.

CAUTION

CAUTION

Be careful : do not damage the cover leg 
while moving the refrigerator. The cover 
leg protects the wire and hose . If it is 
damaged, the refrigerator may also be 
damaged.

Cover Leg

LEVELLING THE REFRIGERATOR
If the front of the appliance is slightly higher than 
the rear, the door can be opened and closed more 
easily.

< Case2 >
< Case1 >

Case 1) The appliance tilts down to the left.
Turn the left adjusting leg in the direction of the • 
arrow until the appliance is level.

Case 2) The appliance tilts down to the right.
Turn the right adjusting leg in the direction of • 
the arrow until the appliance is level.

CAUTION

DA68-02832A(EN)-0.0.indd   09 2012.11.19   11:29:51 AM
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Standtable

Insert

Optional Standtable set base of 
refrigerator, when you use it you can not 
turn the adjusting leg. 
(There is no Standtable according to the 
model).

SETTING UP THE 
REFRIGERATOR
Now that you have your new refrigerator installed 
and in place, you are ready to set up and enjoy 
the full features and functions of the appliance.
By completing the following steps, your refrigerator 
should be fully operational.
If not, fi rst check the power supply and electricity 
source or try the troubleshooting section at the 
back of this user guide.
If you have any further questions, contact your 
Samsung Electronics service center.

Place the refrigerator in an appropriate location 1. 
with reasonable clearance between the wall 
and the refrigerator.
Refer to installation instructions in this manual.
Once the refrigerator is plugged in, make sure 2. 
the interior light comes on when you open the 
doors.
Set the temperature control to the coldest 3. 
temperature and wait for an hour.
The freezer should get slightly chilled and the 
motor should run smoothly.
After powering the refrigerator, it will take a few 4. 
hours to reach the appropriate temperature.
Once the refrigerator temperature is suffi ciently 
cool, you can store food and drink in the 
refrigerator.

DA68-02832A(EN)-0.0.indd   10 2012.11.19   11:29:58 AM

NOTES APPLY ONLY FOR ECUADOR MODELS 

Conditions for the continued detention of the refrigerator* 
(Not applicable) 

The total area of the shelf storage is 228.25 cm* 
for RT29/RT32 and 271.29 cm  for RT35/RT38.

Total storage volume* 

MODEL LITERS

RT29 299

RT32 320

RT35 359

RT38 380

2

2 
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operating the SAMSUNG 
refrigerator
USING THE CONTROL PANEL 
(DISPLAY TYPE)

Each time you press the button, a short 
beep will sound.

1  Power Cool
When you press the 1. Power Cool  button, the 
Indicator (  ) will light up and the refrigerator 
will speed up the time.
This function will be activated for several hours 2. 
and then return to the previous temperature.

3. 
When the Power Cool process is completed, 

the freezer switches back to the previous 
temperature setting.
To deactivate this function, press the Power  
Cool button.

When you use the Power Cool function, 
the coolong of the refrigerator will be 
speeded up for several hours.

When you use this function the energy 
consumption of the refrigerator will increase. 

need it and return the freezer to your original 
temperature setting. If you need to freeze 

temperature of the freezer compartment to 
 

 
2  Fridge

Press the Fridge  button to set the fridge to 
desired temperature from the range 1 °C to 
between 1 °C and 7 °C.
Default set temperature is set on 2 °C and each 
time you press the Fridge  button, temperature 
will changing following order and temperature 
indicator will display the desired temperature.

If you need to freeze large amount of food 

compartment on Freezer max Cold  and 
the temperature of the refrigerator on 
1~2 °C (Display model) or  Normal~5 (non-
Display model)  at least 24 hours before.

1 °C 7 °C 5 °C 3 °C 2 °C

3

If you do not want to make more ice, press the  
 button, and the indicator will light up.

We recommend you stop ice making if the 
following occur:

There is enough ice in the ice bucket. -

You want to save water and energy. -

The water tank is empty. -

(TYPE A) (TYPE B)

1 2 1 2 3

the right end and the temperature of 
refrigerator to 1~2°C(Display model) or 
Optimal ~5(non-Display model) at least
 24 hours before. 
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CONTROLLING THE 
TEMPERATURE

MAKING ICE (OPTIONAL)
TWIST ICE MAKER
Making Ice Cubes
Remove the ice cube tray by pulling it towards 

you. Fill the tray with water up to the maximum 

water level marked on the rear of the tray.

Slide the tray back into the holder, taking care not 

to spill the water.

Wait until the ice cubes are formed.

Removing the Ice Cubes

Make sure that the ice cube storage bin is in place 

under the ice cube tray. If not, slide it into place.

Water Level

Temperature Temperature 
control knobcontrol knob

FreezerFreezer RefrigeratorRefrigerator

(A TYPE ) (B TYPE ) (C TYPE )

FridgeFridge
DisplayDisplay

DA68-02832E(0.2).indb   12DA68-02832E(0.2).indb   12 2013.1.21   2:18:41 PM2013.1.21   2:18:41 PM

We recommend setting the temperature of the 
freezer and the refrigerator to Optimal  
a stable performance of the appliance.
If food in the refrigerator is frozen or if you wish 
to increase the temperature of the freezer, set 
the Freezer Temperature Controller to the Left.

If the room temperature is lower than 10 °C, • 
set the Freezer Temperature Controller to the  
Right  to make ice.

If the room temperature is higher than 35 °C,• 
set the Freezer Temperature Controller on  
Optimal to make ice.

Adjusting the Temperature of the 
Freezer.
If you wish to lower the temperature of the freezer, set the temperature controller of the freezer to the 

If you wish to increase the temperature of the
freezer, set the temperature controller to the Left.

If the room temperature is lower than 10 °C, • 
set the Freezer Temperature Controller to 
the Right.

may cause problems.

Right.

Otherwise the performance of the refrigerator 

Adjusting the Fridge Temperature

If the room temperature is higher than 35 °C, • 
 do not set the Freezer Temperature 
Controller to the Right.

refrigerator’s performance.
Otherwise there may be problems with the 

Optimal

If the food in the refrigerator is not as cold as you
would like or if you wish to lower the temperature  
of the refrigerator, set the refrigerator’s Temperature 
Controller 5~6 or the Temperature on the Display 
model to 1. If food in the refrigerator is frozen  
or  if you wish to increase the temperature 
of the freezer, set the refrigerator’s Temperature 
Controller to 1~3 or the Temperature of the Display 
model to 3~7.

If the room temperature is lower than 10 °C, • 
do not set the refrigerator’s Temperature 
Controller to 1~2 or the Temperature of the 
Display model to 5~7. Otherwise there may 
be problems with the refrigerator’s performance.

When the room temperature is higher than • 
35 °C, set the Fridge Temperature Controller 
on  4~6 or the Temperature of Display model 
on 1~2. Otherwise there may be problems 
with the refrigerator’s performance.
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Twist one of the levers fi rmly in the clockwise  
direction until the tray twists slightly.
Result : The ice cubes fall into the storage bin.
Repeat Step 2 for the other half of the tray, if 
necessary. Remove the storage bin by:

Lifting it slightly• 

Pulling it towards you• 

Danger of explosion
• 

freeze should never be stored in the 
freezer as the glass will explode when 
the contents freeze.

TRAY TYPE (OPTIONAL)
Making ice cubes
Fill up the ice tray with water and that till it reaches 
the maximum level mark on the rear of the tray.
Put the ice tray in the freezer.

Removing the ice cubes
Hold both ends of the ice tray, remove the ice 
cubes from the tray by twisting it gently.

USING WATER DISPENSER 
(OPTIONAL)
With the water dispenser, you can obtain chilled 
water easily without opening the refrigerator door.

If you push continually the dispenser lever 
for about 1 minute, the dispenser will stop 
to work. To get more water, push the lever 

CAUTION

again.
The dispenser is designed with an 
operating time of about 1 minute and a 
capacity of about 1 L  at each use.

Lift up and pull out the water tank.
Hold the handgrips on both sides to lift out the • 
water tank.

Clean the inside of water tank before using it • 
for the fi rst time. 

After disassembling the water talk,  wipe up • 
the inside of refrigerator until it is clean and dry.

After putting back the water tank, do not 
disassemble the shelf below the water talk. 
It may cause a personal injury or material 
damage.

water tank, remove the lid completely, 
place the water tank back and use it to 
store food.

Fill the water tank with water, ensuring that it is 
in a stable position, allowing for the extended 
water supply outlet.

Fill with water up to 5 L. If it is fi lled higher than • 
this, it may overfl ow when the lid is closed.

It is impossible to fi ll the tank with water while it • 
is positioned in the refrigerator.

Method 1.
Fill the water lifting the round lid in the arrow 
direction to open.

Method 2.
Please fi ll the water after holding and lifting the 
large lid to open it.

CAUTION

Water tank

After

Glass bottles containg liquids  that  can 

Make sure that the ice cube storage bin is in place 
under the ice cube tray. If not, slide it into place.

Water Level
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Close the refrigerator door after fi tting the 
water tank.

Confi rm that the dispenser cock is outside • 
after closing the door.

Fix water tank on the shelf inside the 
fridge.
If not, water tank may not be operate 
correctly.
Do not use the refrigerator without the 
water tank.
If not, it may cause an effi ciency problem. 
While fi xing the water tank, be careful that 
your fi ngers will not be caught.

Only fi ll the tank with water (mineral water 
or purifi ed water) and do not use any other 
liquid.

Be careful that the tank will not drop while 
you are moving the refrigerator because  
you may get hurt if the water tank is fi lled 
with water.

Do not disassemble the internal pump 
which is connected to the water tank.
Be careful to not damage the hose and 
nozzle of the water tank.
The dispenser can not be operated if it is 
disassembled or damaged.

CAUTION

CAUTION

CAUTION

CAUTION

Place a glass underneath the water outlet and 
push gently against the dispenser lever with 
your glass.
Make sure the glass is in line with the 
dispenser to prevent the water from bouncing 
out.

When you do not use the water dispenser 
for 2~3 days (especially during the 
summer), the dispensed water may have 
a funny smell or taste. If this occurs, we 
recommend that you discard the fi rst 1~2 
glasses for better tasting water.

If you have just installed the Refrigerator, pour 
out the fi rst six glassfuls of water to fl ush out 
impurities in the water supply system. Make sure 
water fl ows cleanly before drinking.

Make sure that no water is in the water 
tank when you are going on a long 
vacation or business trip.

Please wait 1 second before removing 
the cup after dispensing water to prevent 
spills.
Please push the dispenser lever 1~10 
seconds when you use it fi rst time due to 
air with in the hose.

*  rekaM ecI otuA eht swohs evoba erug fi ehT  
option model.

When upper Ice Tray full, switch the upper and 
lower ice tray.

Test button
 In case ice does not come out, pull out • 
the ice bucket and press test button 
located on right side of ice maker.

CAUTION

CAUTION

CAUTION

< Before >

Test button

< After >

2012.11.19   11:30:0 AM
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Some parts in the picture may di�er from 
your refrigerator, depending of the model 
and option (for example ice tray, auto ice 
maker, twice ice maker, cool pack, shelf or 
water dispenser).

•  If you plan to go away for a signifi cant 
time, empty the refrigerator and turn it 
o�. Wipe the excess moisture from the 
inside of the appliance and leave the 
doors open.
This helps keep odour and mold from 
developing.
 If the refrigerator is not to be used for a • 
long period of time, pull out the power 
plug.

 eht ni ecaps erom teg oT •  
freezer compartment, you can 
remove applicable fi tting(s) such 
as cool pack(s), shelf(s), twist Ice 
maker(s), ice storage bin(s) and their 
supporter(s) which can be removed 
without aid of a tool.
It does not a�ect thermal and 
mechanical characteristics.
A declared storage volume of freezer 
compartment is calculated with above 
things removed. 

 rekam eci htob evomer ot tnaw uoy fI • 

WARNING

kits, you have to remove right one fi rst. 
(only for ice maker option model)

If you do not want to use water • 
dispenser, you can remove water tank. 
(only for dispenser model)

To get the best energy effi ciency of • 
this product, please leave all selves, 
drawers and baskets on their original 
position like as 15 page illustration.

The lower guard of the • 
freezer compartment is only two star 
section. So, the lower guard shall 
be placed on the original position 
for proper performance.

 yalpsid eht fo noitcnuf mralA ehT • 
model works when door of the 
fridge is open. Please also check if the 
freezer door is closed, because alarm 
does not ring  when the freezer door is 
opened. 
In the case of  a non-display model, 
the alarm does not ring  even if the 
doors of the fridge and the freezer are 
open. Check if the doors are closed. 

2012.11.19   11:30:3 AM

In particular, there is load limit line at 
the right side of the freezing upper 
Guard compartment. Please do not
put food items on the right side of
the load limit line. (Optional)

• 
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REMOVING THE REFRIGERATO R 
ACCESSORIES

While assembling, put the freezer shelf, 
refrigerator shelves and cool pack in the 
correct position and do not put them 
upside down. It may cause a personal 
injury or material damage.

Pull out the ice tray and box and then pull out 1. 
the right side of support tray ice. Same steps 
to left side. (Only for ice max option model)

Be careful when you pull out the ice tray 
support because it will protrude up to you 
suddenly.

Be careful when you disassemble and 
assemble the ice tray support because the 
upper side of it has a sharp edge. It may 
occur fi nger injury. 

To assemble, place the ice tray support 
above the slots with the right side higher.
Hold it underneath in the middle and push 
the ice tray support until it snaps into 
place. 

CAUTION

CAUTION

Lift up the freezer shelf or cool pack and pull it 2. 
forward and then pull out the ice tray and box. 
Pull out the support tray ice. (Only for freezer 
shelf or cool pack option model)

Remove ice tray and then lift up the freezer 3. 
shelf, and pull it forward. 
(Only for ice tray option model) 

Pull the the refrigerator shelves towards you.4. 

Lift up the cool pack and pull it forward. 5. 
(Only for auto ice maker option model)
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Pull it out while pressing the end of the sill on 6. 
the low temperature catalyzing deodorizer.

Lift up and pull out the door guards.7. 

Before removing any accessories, make 
sure that no food is in the way.
When possible, remove the food altogether 
to reduce the risk of accidents.

CLEANING THE REFRIGERATOR
Do not use Benzene, Thinner or Clorox™ 
for cleaning. They may damage the surface 
of the appliance and can create a risk of 
fi re.

Do not spray the refrigerator with water 
while it is plugged in, as it may cause an 
electric shock.
Do not clean the refrigerator with benzene, 
thinner or car detergent for risk of fi re.

Unplug the power cord of the refrigerator.1. 
Slightly dampen a soft lint-free cloth or paper 2. 
towel with water.

Do not use any kind of detergent to clean 
the refrigerator because that can discolor 
or damage the refrigerator.

Wipe the inside and outside of refrigerator until 3. 
it is clean and dry.
Plug the power code of the refrigerator.4. 

REPLACING THE INTERIOR 
LIGHT

For LED lamp, please contact service 
engineer to replace it. 

WARNING

catalyzing

2012.11.19   11:30:8 AM

Some models will not allow the drawer
to be removed  without removing the 
door bin �rst.
Please remove the door guards �rst
to reduce the risk material.
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Troubleshooting
PROBLEM SOLUTION
The appliance is not 
operating at all or the 
temperature is too high.

Check that the power plug is correctly connected.• 

Is the temperature control on the front panel correctly set?• 

Does sun shine on the appliance or are there heat sources nearby?• 

Is the back of the appliance too near to the wall?• 

The food in the refrigerator 
is frozen.

Is the temperature control on the front panel set to the coldest • 

temperature?

Is the surrounding temperature too low?• 

Did you store the food with a high water content in the coldest part • 

of the fridge?

There are unusual noises. Check that the appliance is installed on a stable, level fl oor.• 

Is the back of the appliance too near to the wall?• 

Have any foreign objects fallen behind or under the appliance?• 

Is the noise coming from the compressor in the appliance?• 

A ticking sound may be heard inside the appliance; this is normal. • 

This sound occurs when the various accessories contract or expand.

The front corners and 
sides of the appliance are 
warm and condensation 
starts to form.

Heat-proof pipes are installed in the front corners of the appliance • 

to prevent condensation from forming.

When the surrounding temperature rises, this may not always be 

effective. However, this is not abnormal.

In very humid weather, condensation may form on the outer • 

surface of the appliance when the moisture in the air comes into 

contact with the cool surface of the appliance.

Ice Maker is not producing 
ice.

Did you wait for 12 hours after installation of the refrigerator before • 

making ice?

Did you manually stop the ice making function?• 

Is the freezer temperature too warm? Try setting the freezer • 

temperature lower.

Did you fi ll the water tank with water?• 

Did you check fi tting the water tank correctly ?• 

Water dispenser is not 
functioning.

Is the water tank frozen because the fridge temperature is too low?• 

Try selecting a warmer setting on the Digital display.

Did you fi ll with water in water tank?• 

Did you check fi tting the water tank correctly ?• 

You can hear a liquid 
bubbling in the appliance. This is the refrigerant, which cools the inside of the appliance.• 

There is a bad smell inside 
the appliance.

Has a food item spoiled?• 

Make sure that strong smelling food (for example, fi sh) is wrapped • 

so that it is airtight.

Clean out your freezer periodically and throw away any spoiled or • 

suspect food.

There is a layer of frost on 
the appliance walls.

Are the air outlet vents blocked by food stored inside the refrigerator.• 

Space the food out as much as possible to improve ventilation.• 

Is the door fully closed?• 

Condensation forms on 
the inside wall of the 
appliance and around 
vegetables.

Food with a high water content is stored uncovered with a high • 

humidity level or the door has been left open for a long time.

Store the food with a cover or in sealed containers.• 
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Ambient Room Temperature Limits
This refrigerator is designed to operate in ambient temperatures specifi ed by its temperature class 
marked on the rating plate.

Class Symbol
Ambient Temperature range (°C)

IEC 62552 (ISO 15502) ISO 8561 

Extended Temperate SN +10 to +32 +10 to +32
Temperate N +16 to +32 +16 to +32
Subtropical ST +16 to +38 +18 to +38

Tropical T +16 to +43 +18 to +43

Internal temperatures may be a�ected by such factors as the location of the fridge/freezer, 
ambient temperature and the frequency with which you open the door.
Adjust the temperature as required to compensate for these factors.

2012.11.19   11:30:9 AM

Correct Disposal of This Product
(Waste Electrical & Electronic Equipment)
(Applicable in the European Union and other European countries 
with separate collection systems)

English

This marking shown on the product or its literature, indicates that it should not be 
disposed with other household wastes at the end of its working life. To prevent pos -
sible harm to the environment or human health from uncontrolled waste disposal, 
please separate this from other types of wastes and recycle it responsibly to pro -
mote the sustainable reuse of material resources.
Household users should contact either the retailer where they purchased this prod -
uct, or their local government office, for details of where and how they can take this 
item for environmentally safe recycling.
Business users should contact their supplier and check the terms and conditions 
of the purchase contract. This product should not be mixed with other commercial 
wastes for disposal.

Contact SAMSUNG WORLD WIDE
If you have any questions or comments relating to Samsung products, please contact the 
SAMSUNG customer call center.

COUNTRY Custom Care Center WEBSITE

ARGENTINE 0800-333-3733 www.samsung.com/ar

BRAZIL 0800-124-421  4004-0000 www.samsung.com/br

CHILE 800-SAMSUNG(726-7864) www.samsung.com/cl

MEXICO 01-800-SAMSUNG(726-7864) www.samsung.com/mx

NICARAGUA 00-1800-5077267 www.samsung.com/latin

HONDURAS 800-7919267 www.samsung.com/latin

COSTA RICA 0-800-507-7267 www.samsung.com/latin

ECUADOR

EL SALVADOR

1-800-10-7267

800-6225

www.samsung.com/latin

www.samsung.com/latin

GUATEMALA 1-800-299-0013 www.samsung.com/latin

JAMAICA

PANAMA

1-800-234-7267

800-7267

www.samsung.com/latin

www.samsung.com/latin

PUERTO RICO 1-800-682-3180 www.samsung.com/latin

REP. DOMINICA 1-800-751-2676 www.samsung.com/latin

TRINIDAD & TOBAGO 1-800-SAMSUNG(726-7864) www.samsung.com/latin

VENEZUELA 0-800-100-5303 www.samsung.com/latin

COLOMBIA 01-8000112112 www.samsung.com.co
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imagínese las posibilidades

Gracias por comprar un producto Samsung.
Para recibir un servicio completo, registre su producto en

www.samsung.com/register

Dispositivo independiente
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información de seguridad
INFORMACIÓN DE SEGURIDAD

Leer instruccion técnica antes de instalar el  • 

Leer las instrucciones de uso antes de encender
el artefacto.
Utilice este aparato solo para las funciones • 
propias que se describen en este manual de 
instrucciones. Este electrodoméstico no está 
diseñado para que lo usen personas (incluidos 
los niños) con las capacidades físicas, 
sensoriales o mentales reducidas, o faltas de 
conocimiento y experiencia, sin la supervisión 
o las indicaciones de una persona responsable 
que garantice un uso seguro del aparato.
Las advertencias y las instrucciones de • 
seguridad importantes de este manual no 
abarcan todas las situaciones posibles que 
puedan surgir. Es su responsabilidad usar 
el sentido común y actuar con precaución 
y cuidado durante la instalación, el 
mantenimiento y el uso del electrodoméstico.
Ya que las siguientes instrucciones de • 
funcionamiento se aplican a varios modelos, 
las características de su frigorífi co pueden 
variar ligeramente de las descritas en 
este manual. Se utilizan los refrigerantes 
R600a o R134a. Compruebe la etiqueta 
del compresor situada en la parte posterior 
del electrodoméstico o la etiqueta de 
especifi caciones del interior del frigorífi co para 
ver cuál es el refrigerante utilizado. Cuando 
este producto contenga gases infl amables 
(refrigerante R600a), póngase en contacto 
con las autoridades locales para eliminar este 
aparato de forma segura.

Símbolos y precauciones de 
seguridad importantes:

ADVERTENCIA

Prácticas peligrosas o inseguras que pueden 
provocar lesiones físicas graves o la muerte.

PRECAUCIÓN

Prácticas peligrosas o inseguras que pueden 
provocar lesiones físicas leves o daños en 
la propiedad.

NO intentarlo.

NO desmontar.

NO tocar.

Seguir las instrucciones cuidadosamente.

Desconectar el enchufe de la toma mural.

Comprobar que el frigorífi co está conectado a 
tierra para prevenir una descarga eléctrica.

Llamar al centro de servicio técnico.

Nota.

Estos símbolos de advertencia tienen la 
función de prevenir lesiones personales a 
usted y a otras personas.
Debe seguirlos cuidadosamente.
Después de leer esta sección, guárdela para 
consultas futuras.

Aviso CE
Se ha establecido que este producto cumple 
la Directiva sobre baja tensión (2006/95/CE), la 
Directiva sobre compatibilidad electromagnética 
(2004/108/CE) y la Directiva sobre diseño ecológico 
(2009/125/CE) establecidas por el Reglamento (CE) 
N.º 643/2009 de la Unión Europea.

SEÑALES DE ADVERTENCIA 
IMPORTANTES SOBRE EL 
TRANSPORTE Y LA INSTALACIÓN

• Cuando transporte e instale el 
electrodoméstico, tenga cuidado de 
no dañar ninguna pieza del circuito de 
refrigeración.

Cuando este producto contenga gases • 
infl amables (refrigerante R600a).
Una fuga de refrigerante se puede infl amar o  -
causar lesiones oculares. Si detecta una fuga, 
evite la presencia de llamas o fuentes capaces 
de provocar una ignición y ventile durante 
varios minutos la habitación donde está 
instalado el frigorífi co.
Para evitar que se mezcle el gas infl amable y  -
el aire en caso de una fuga en el circuito de 
refrigeración, el tamaño de la habitación donde 
se pueda instalar el electrodoméstico dependerá 
de la cantidad de refrigerante utilizado.
Nunca ponga en marcha un electrodoméstico  -
que presente indicios de daños. En caso de 
duda, póngase en contacto con el distribuidor. 
El tamaño de la habitación donde se instale el 
frigorífi co debe ser de 1 m³ por cada 8 g de 
refrigerante R600a. La cantidad de refrigerante 
de cada electrodoméstico se indica en la 
placa de identifi cación que se encuentra en el 
interior. 

ADVERTENCIA
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SEÑALES DE PRECAUCIÓN 
DE MÁXIMA IMPORTANCIA 
PARA EL TRANSPORTE Y EL 
EMPLAZAMIENTO

• Cuando transporte e instale el aparato, 
debe prestar un cuidado especial en 
asegurarse de que no resulte dañada 
ninguna parte del circuito de refrigeración.

En caso de que se produzca una fuga de  -
refrigerante en las tuberías, podría infl amarse 
o provocar lesiones en los ojos. Si detecta una 
fuga, evite cualquier tipo de fuego o fuentes 
potenciales del mismo, o aire en la sala donde 
se encuentra el aparato durante varios minutos.
Este aparato contiene una pequeña cantidad de  -
refrigerante isobutano (R600a), un gas natural 
de alta compatibilidad ambiental pero aún así es 
un combustible. Cuando transporte e instale 
el aparato, debe llevar especial cuidado en 
asegurarse de que no resulte dañada ninguna 
parte del circuito de refrigeración.
Cuando transporte e instale el aparato, no • 
toque el conducto de agua de la parte trasera 
del refrigerador.
Podría dañar el refrigerador así como inutilizar el  -
dispensador de agua.

SEÑALES DE ADVERTENCIA 
DE MÁXIMA IMPORTANCIA 
PARA LA INSTALACIÓN

• El deterioro del aislamiento de los 
componentes eléctricos podría provocar 
un incendio o una descarga eléctrica.

No sitúe este refrigerador bajo la luz directa del sol • 
ni en un lugar donde esté expuesto al calor de 
estufas, radiadores u otros aparatos.
No enchufe varios aparatos en la misma toma.• 
El refrigerador debe estar siempre enchufado a 
su propia toma de corriente individual cuya 
tensión se ajuste a la que aparece en la etiqueta
de características.
De esta forma, obtendrá un mejor rendimiento  -
y evitará sobrecargar los circuitos eléctricos de 
su casa, algo que podría provocar un riesgo de 
incendio por el recalentamiento de los cables.

• 

Puede haber un riesgo de incendio o de  -
descargas eléctricas.

Si la toma de corriente está suelta, no conecte 
el enchufe.

No utilice un cable que tenga grietas o muestras de • 
desgaste, bien sea a lo largo o en sus extremos.
No tire ni doble demasiado el cable del enchufe

. 
• 

No retuerza ni ate el cable de corriente.• 

ADVERTENCIA

ADVERTENCIA

No enganche el cable de corriente a un objeto • 
metálico, no coloque ningún objeto pesado 
sobre el mismo, no lo disponga entre objetos, 
ni lo recoja en el espacio detrás del aparato.
Cuando mueva el refrigerador, tenga cuidado de  -
no pisar ni dañar el cable de alimentación.
Podría producirse una descarga eléctrica o un  -
incendio.
No utilice aerosoles cerca del refrigerador.• 
El uso de aerosoles cerca del refrigerador podría  -
producir una explosión o un incendio.
No doble demasiado el cable del enchufe ni  -
apoye objetos pesados sobre él.

• Este refrigerador debe ser instalado y ubicado 
adecuadamente siguiendo las instru cciones 
de este manual antes de ser utilizado.

No instale el refrigerador en lugares húmedos o en • 
zonas donde pueda mojarse.
El deterioro del aislamiento de los componentes  -
eléctricos podría provocar un incendio o una 
descarga eléctrica.
Introduzca el enchufe de alimentación de la • 
forma adecuada, con el cable hacia abajo.
Si lo enchufa en el otro sentido, podría cortarse el  -
cable y causar un incendio o una descarga eléctrica.
Asegúrese de que el enchufe no se aplasta o • 
avería por la parte posterior del refrigerador.
Cuando mueva el refrigerador, tenga cuidado de • 
no pisar ni dañar el cable de alimentación.
Esto puede provocar un riesgo de incendio. -
Mantenga los elementos de empaque fuera del • 
alcance de los niños.
Existe un riesgo de asfi xia si los niños se los  -
ponen en la cabeza.
El aparato debe colocarse de forma que se • 
pueda acceder al enchufe. 
En caso contrario, podría producirse una descarga  -
eléctrica o un incendio debido a una fuga eléctrica. 
No instale este aparato cerca de un aparato • 
calefactor ni de ningún material infl amable.
No instale este aparato en un lugar húmedo, • 
grasiento o polvoriento, ni en lugares expuestos a la 
luz directa del sol y del agua (salpicaduras de lluvia).
No instale este aparato en un lugar donde • 
pueda producirse una fuga de gas.
Podría producirse una descarga eléctrica o un  -
incendio.
Si detecta polvo o agua en el refrigerador, • 
desenchufe inmediatamente el aparato y 
póngase en contacto con el servicio técnico de 
Samsung Electronics.
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De lo contrario, podría existir un riesgo de incendio. -
No se suba al aparato ni deje objetos encima • 
(como ropa, velas encendidas, cigarrillos 
encendidos, platos, productos químicos, 
objetos metálicos, etc.).
Podría producirse una descarga eléctrica, un  -
incendio, problemas con el producto o lesiones.

• El refrigerador debe disponer de una 
toma a tierra.

Para la toma de tierra no use una tubería de • 
gas, ni una conducción de agua ni una línea 
telefónica.
Debe conectar el refrigerador a la tierra para evitar  -
que se produzcan fugas de corriente o descargas 
eléctricas provocadas por dichas fugas.
Podría producirse una descarga eléctrica, un  -
incendio, una explosión o problemas con el producto.
No introduzca nunca el enchufe de alimentación  -
en una toma sin tierra y asegúrese de que 
cumple la normativa local y nacional.

• Si el cable de alimentación está 
dañado, pida al fabricante o al 
servicio técnico que se lo sustituya 
inmediatamente.

El fusible del refrigerador debe ser sustituido • 
por un electricista califi cado o por  servicio 
técnico.
En caso contrario, podría producirse una  -
descarga eléctrica o lesiones personales.

SEÑALES DE PRECAUCIÓN 
PARA LA INSTALACIÓN

• Mantenga libres de obstrucción las 
aberturas de ventilación del aparato o 
de la estructura.

Deje el aparato en posición vertical al menos 2 • 
horas después de instalarlo.
Se recomienda realizar la instalación o el • 
mantenimiento de este aparato por un técnico 
o una empresa de reparaciones califi cados.
En caso contrario, podría producirse una  -
descarga eléctrica, un incendio, una explosión, 
problemas con el producto o lesiones.

SEÑALES DE ADVERTENCIA 
DE MÁXIMA IMPORTANCIA 
PARA EL USO

• No toque el enchufe de alimentación 
con las manos húmedas.
Podría producirse una descarga eléctrica. -

PRECAUCIÓN

ADVERTENCIA

No deje objetos encima del aparato.• 
Al abrir o cerrar la puerta, podrían caerse esos  -
objetos y provocar daños a alguna persona y/o 
daños materiales.
No deje recipientes con agua sobre el refrigerador.• 
Si se vierte, existe riesgo de incendio o de  -
descargas eléctricas.
No toque las paredes interiores del congelador • 
ni los productos almacenados en él con las 
manos húmedas.
Podría causarle quemaduras por congelación. -
No utilice ni coloque sustancias sensibles a la • 
temperatura como aerosoles infl amables, objetos 
infl amables, hielo seco, medicamentos o productos 
químicos cerca del refrigerador tsus edraug oN . ancias 
ni objetos infl amables o volátiles (benceno, 
disolventes, gas propano, etc.) en el refrigerador.
Este refrigerador solamente sirve para almacenar  -
alimentos.
Podría producirse un incendio o una explosión. -
No almacene en el refrigerador productos • 
farmacéuticos, material científi co ni productos 
que sean sensibles a la temperatura.
Los productos que requieran controles estrictos  -
de temperatura no deben almacenarse en el 
refrigerador.
No use electrodomésticos dentro del refrigerador/• 
congelador, a menos que sean los del tipo 
recomendado por el fabricante.
Si nota algún olor químico o humo, desenchufe • 
inmediatamente el aparato y póngase en contacto 
con el servicio técnico de Samsung Electronics.
Si detecta polvo o agua en el refrigerador, • 
desenchufe inmediatamente el aparato y 
póngase en contacto con el servicio técnico de 
Samsung Electronics.
De lo contrario, podría existir un riesgo de incendio. -
Si detecta una fuga de gas, evite cualquier tipo • 
de fuego o fuentes potenciales del mismo, o 
aire en la sala donde se encuentra el aparato 
durante varios minutos.
No utilice accesorios mecánicos ni ningún otro • 
medio para acelerar el proceso de descongelación 
que no sean los recomendados por el fabricante.
Evite dañar el circuito del refrigerante.• 
No pulverice materiales volátiles como • 
insecticida sobre la superfi cie del aparato.
Además de ser nocivo para las personas,  -
también puede provocar una descarga eléctrica, 
un incendio o problemas con el producto.
No utilice un secador de pelo para secar el interior • 
del refrigerador. No coloque una vela encendida 
dentro del refrigerador para eliminar los malos olores.
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Podría producirse una descarga eléctrica o un  -
incendio.
Llene el depósito de agua, la bandeja del hielo y • 
los cubitos solo con agua potable (agua mineral 
o agua purifi cada).
No llene el depósito con té, zumo o bebidas  -
energéticas; podría dañar el refrigerador.
No deje que los niños se cuelguen de la puerta.• 
Podrían lesionarse gravemente.
Riesgo de que los niños queden encerrados. -
No deje que los niños se metan en el refrigerador. 
No deje las puertas del refrigerador abiertas sin la • 
presencia de un adulto y no deje que los niños 
se metan en el refrigerador. 
No deje que los bebés o los niños se metan en • 
el cajón.
Podría causar lesiones personales o la muerte  -
por asfi xia al quedarse encerrados.
No se siente en la puerta del congelador.• 
Podría romperse y provocar lesiones. -
Para evitar que los niños queden atrapados en • 
su interior, debe instalar de nuevo las divisiones 
con los tornillos incluidos después de limpiar o 
realizar cualquier otra acción si ha extraído las 
divisiones del cajón.
No utilice accesorios mecánicos ni ningún • 
otro medio para acelerar el proceso de 
descongelación que no sean los recomendados 
por el fabricante.
Evite dañar el circuito del refrigerante.• 
No ponga boca abajo los estantes del refrigerador. • 
El tope de estante quedaría inoperativo.
Podría provocar lesiones personales al caerse  -
el estante de cristal.
No ponga un estante en el lugar del cajón. Si se • 
fuerza, la pared interior o el cristal podrían romperse.
Podría causar lesiones personales o daños materiales. -

• En caso de que se produzca una fuga de gas 
(propano, gas PL, etc.), ventile inmediatamente 
sin tocar la toma de corriente. No toque el 
aparato ni el cable de corriente.

No utilice un ventilador. -
La presencia de una chispa podría provocar  -
una explosión o un incendio.
Utilice sólo las luces LED suministradas por el • 
fabricante o el servicio técnico.
Se debe tener cuidado de que los niños no • 
jueguen con el aparato.
Tenga cuidado de que sus dedos no queden • 
atrapados en ciertos puntos; el espacio entre las 
puertas y las estructuras tiene que ser reducido.

No deje que los niños se cuelguen de la puerta.• 
Podrían lesionarse gravemente.
Existe un riesgo de que los niños queden encerrados. • 
No deje que los niños se metan en el refrigerador.
Las botellas deben guardarse bien juntas, unas • 
con otras, para que no se caigan.
Este producto está destinado solamente al • 
almacenamiento de alimentos en entornos domésticos.
Nunca ponga los dedos ni otro objeto en la abertura • 
del dispensador ni en el cubo de la cubitera.
Podría causar lesiones personales o daños materiales. -
No introduzca las manos, los pies u objetos • 
metálicos (como cuchillos, palillos, etc.) en la 
parte inferior o en la parte trasera del refrigerador.
Podría producirse una descarga eléctrica o  -
causar lesiones personales.
Sus bordes afi lados podrían provocarle lesiones. -

• No desmonte, ni repare, ni modifi que el 
refrigerador por su cuenta.

No utilice ningún fusible (como cobre, cable de  -
acero, etc.) que no sea el normalizado. 
Cuando sea necesario reparar o reinstalar el  -
aparato, póngase en contacto con el servicio 
técnico más cercano.
En caso contrario, podría producirse una  -
descarga eléctrica, un incendio, problemas con 
el producto o lesiones.

• Si el refrigerador produce ruido extraño, 
algún olor químico o humo, desenchufe 
inmediatamente el aparato y póngase en 
contacto con el servicio técnico más cercano.

En caso contrario, podrían producirse daños  -
eléctricos o un incendio.
Retire el enchufe de la toma de corriente antes • 
de sustituir las bombillas interiores del refrigerador.
Si no lo hace, corre el riesgo de sufrir una  -
descarga eléctrica.
Si tiene algún problema para cambiar la bombilla, • 
póngase en contacto con su servicio técnico. 
Si el aparato incluye luces LED, no desmonte la • 
cubierta de la luz ni los LED por su cuenta.
Póngase en contacto con su servicio técnico. -
Inserte fi rmemente el enchufe de alimentación en la • 
toma. Si el enchufe de alimentación o el cable están 
dañados o la toma de la pared está suelta, no los utilice.
Podría producirse una descarga eléctrica o un  -
incendio.
No deje recipientes con agua sobre el aparato. • 
Si se vierte, existe riesgo de incendio o de  -
descargas eléctricas. 
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No mire fi jamente la luz LED UV por mucho tiempo. • 
Esto podría provocar tensión ocular debido a  -
los rayos ultravioletas.

SEÑALES DE PRECAUCIÓN 
PARA EL USO

• Para obtener el mayor rendimiento del 
producto:

No coloque alimentos demasiado cerca de los  -
orifi cios de ventilación al fondo del aparato, ya 
que podrían obstruir la circulación de aire en el 
compartimento refrigerador.
Envuelva los alimentos correctamente o  -
colóquelos en contenedores herméticos antes 
de guardarlos en el refrigerador.
No coloque alimentos nuevos para congelar  -
cerca de alimentos ya congelados.
No deje botellas ni envases de cristal o bebidas • 
carbonatadas en el congelador.
El contenedor se podría congelar y romper, y  -
causar lesiones personales.
Respete los plazos máximos de conservación y • 
fechas de caducidad de los alimentos congelados.
No necesita desconectar el refrigerador de la • 
alimentación si va a estar fuera menos de tres 
semanas. No obstante, retire todos los alimentos 
si va a estar fuera más de tres semanas. 
Desconecte el refrigerador, límpielo y séquelo.
No coloque bebidas carbonatadas o gaseosas • 
en el congelador. No deje botellas ni envases 
de cristal en el congelador.
Al congelarse su contenido, el cristal puede  -
romperse y provocar lesiones personales y 
daños materiales.
No cambie ni modifi que la función del refrigerador.• 
Los cambios o modifi caciones podrían causar  -
lesiones personales y/o daños materiales.
Cualquier cambio o modifi cación realizados 
por terceros en el aparato acabado no estarán 
cubiertos por la garantía de Samsung, ni 
implicarán la responsabilidad de Samsung en los 
problemas de seguridad y en los daños causados 
por las reparaciones realizadas por terceros.
No cubra las rejillas de ventilación.• 
Si se cubren las rejillas de ventilación, en  -
especial con una bolsa de plástico, el refrigerador 
corre el riesgo de enfriarse en exceso. 
Utilice únicamente la cubitera automática • 
incluida en el refrigerador.
Limpie el exceso de humedad de su interior y • 
deje las puertas abiertas.
De lo contrario, desarrollará moho y mal olor. -

PRECAUCIÓN

Si se moja el refrigerador, desenchufe • 
inmediatamente el aparato y póngase en contacto 
con el servicio técnico de Samsung Electronics.
Tenga cuidado de no atraparse los dedos.• 

SEÑALES DE PRECAUCIÓN 
PARA LA LIMPIEZA Y EL 
MANTENIMIENTO

•  
productos de limpieza.

Podrían borrarse las inscripciones de la pantalla. -
Si alguna sustancia extraña, como agua, • 
se introduce en el aparato, desenchufe 
inmediatamente el aparato y póngase en 
contacto con el servicio técnico más cercano.
En caso contrario, podría producirse una  -
descarga eléctrica o un incendio.
Limpie cualquier sustancia extraña, como el • 
polvo o el agua, de los terminales del enchufe 
de alimentación y de los puntos de contacto 
con un paño seco de forma regular.
Desconecte el enchufe y límpielo con un paño  -
seco.
En caso contrario, podría producirse una  -
descarga eléctrica o un incendio.
No limpie el aparato pulverizando agua • 
directamente sobre el mismo. 
No utilice benceno, disolventes ni lejía para la • 
limpieza. 
Pueden dañar la superfi cie del aparato y  -
provocar un incendio.
Nunca ponga los dedos ni otro objeto en la • 
abertura del dispensador.
Podría causar lesiones personales o daños  -
materiales.

• Antes de cambiar la luz interior o llevar 
a cabo un mantenimiento, desenchufe 
el refrigerador de la toma de corriente. 

En caso contrario, podría producirse una  -
descarga eléctrica o un incendio.

PRECAUCIÓN
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SEÑALES DE PRECAUCIÓN 
DE MÁXIMA IMPORTANCIA 
PARA LA ELIMINACIÓN DEL 
APARATO

• Deje los estantes en su sitio para que 
los niños tengan difi cultades para entrar.

Asegúrese de que ninguna de las tuberías de • 
la parte de atrás está dañada antes de tirar el 
aparato.
Se utiliza R-600a o R-134a como refrigerante. • 
Compruebe la etiqueta del compresor en la parte 
posterior del aparato o la placa de características 
en el interior del congelador para ver cuál es el 
refrigerante que utiliza. Si el producto contiene un 
gas infl amable (Refrigerante R-600a), contacte con 
sus autoridades locales para deshacerse de este 
producto de forma segura. Se usa ciclopentano 
como gas de soplado aislante. Los gases del 
material de aislamiento requieren un procedimiento 
especial de eliminación. Póngase en contacto con 
las autoridades locales para deshacerse de este 
producto de forma segura. Asegúrese de que 
ninguna de las tuberías de la parte de atrás está 
dañada antes de tirar el aparato. Las tuberías se 
pueden romper al aire libre.
Cuando tire este u otro refrigerador, retire las • 
puertas/sellos o seguros de las puertas de 
forma que los niños o animales no puedan 
quedar atrapados dentro de él. Se debe tener 
cuidado de que los niños no se meten en el 
aparato ni juegan con él.
Si se quedara atrapado, el niño podría  -
lesionarse y morir por asfi xia.
Por favor, deshágase del material de embalaje • 
de este producto de forma que no resulte 
nociva para el medio ambiente. 
Mantenga los elementos del envoltorio fuera • 
del alcance de los niños, ya que pueden ser 
peligrosos para ellos. 
Existe un riesgo de asfi xia si los niños se los  -
ponen en la cabeza.

 

CONSEJOS ADICIONALES 
PARA UN USO ADECUADO

En caso de un fallo de alimentación, llame a la • 
ofi cina local de su empresa de electricidad y 
trate de averiguar la duración del corte.
La mayoría de los cortes de alimentación  -
inferiores a una o dos horas no afectan las 
temperaturas del frigorífi co.
No obstante, debe abrir la puerta del refrigerador
lo menos posible durante el corte.

ADVERTENCIA

Si el corte dura más de 24 horas, retire todos  -
los alimentos congelados.
Si se suministran llaves con el refrigerador, éstas • 
deben mantenerse fuera del alcance de los 
niños y no deben dejarse cerca del aparato.
Es posible que el aparato no funcione de forma • 
regular (posibilidad de descongelación del 
contenido o temperatura demasiado alta en el 
compartimento de alimentos congelados) cuando 
se ajusta durante un periodo de tiempo demasiado 
largo por debajo del límite frío del rango de 
temperaturas para el cual se ha diseñado.
No guarde alimentos que se echen a perder • 
fácilmente a bajas temperaturas, tales como 
plátanos o melones.
Su aparato no produce escarcha. Por ello, no • 
necesita descongelarlo manualmente, ya que 
esta acción se realiza de forma automática.
El aumento de temperatura durante la • 
descongelación cumple las normas ISO.
Sin embargo, si desea evitar un aumento de 
temperatura de la comida congelada durante la 
descongelación del aparato, envuelva la comida 
congelada en varias hojas de papel periódico.
Cualquier aumento de temperatura de • 
los alimentos congelados durante la 
descongelación puede reducir su duración.
No vuelva a congelar alimentos que se hayan • 
descongelado completamente. 

Consejos para ahorrar energía
Instale el aparato en una habitación fresca y  -
seca, y con la ventilación adecuada.
Asegúrese de que no está expuesto a la luz 
directa del sol o ubicado cerca de una fuente 
de calor (como un radiador).
No cubra las rejillas de ventilación del refrigerador. -
Deje enfriar la comida caliente antes de meterla  -
en el aparato.
Deje los alimentos congelados en el refrigerador  -
para que se descongelen. Aprovechará la 
temperatura de los productos congelados para 
enfriar los alimentos del refrigerador.
No deje la puerta del aparato abierta demasiado  -
tiempo cuando meta o saque alimentos. 
Cuanto menos tiempo esté abierta la puerta, 
menos escarcha se formará en el congelador.
Al instalar el refrigerador, deje espacio libre a la  -
derecha, a la izquierda, en la parte de atrás y 
en la parte superior.
De esta forma reducirá su consumo de energía 
y ahorrará dinero.

2012.11.22   9:52:33 AM
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Preparación del refrigerador
PREPARACIÓN DE LA 
INSTALACIÓN
Enhorabuena! Le felicitamos por la compra de su 
refrigerador Samsung.
Esperamos que goce de la tecnología de punta y 
de la efi ciencia que su nuevo aparato le ofrece.

•  Este refrigerador debe ser instalado y 
ubicado adecuadamente siguiendo las 
instrucciones de este manual antes de 
ser utilizado.

 Use este aparato únicamente para su • 
objetivo, tal como se describe en el 
manual de instrucciones.
 C ualquier tipo de mantenimiento debe • 
ser realizado por personal cualifi cado.

• 
embalaje de este producto de forma 
que no resulte nociva para el medio 
ambiente.

• 
corriente antes de sustituir la luz 
interior del refrigerador.
-  S i no lo hace, corre el riesgo de sufrir 
una descarga eléctrica.

Selección de la mejor ubicación para 
el refrigerador.

Seleccione una ubicación que no esté • 
expuesta a la luz directa del sol.
Seleccione una ubicación con el suelo nivelado • 
(o muy poco desnivelado).
Seleccione una ubicación con sufi ciente • 
espacio para abrir las puertas fácilmente.
Prevea espacio sufi ciente para que el refrigerador • 
pueda instalarse en una superfi cie plana.

ADVERTENCIA

Si el refrigerador no está nivelado, es posible que  -
el sistema de refrigeración interno no funcione 
correctamente.
Espacio requerido para un funcionamiento  -
adecuado. Consulte el plano y las dimensiones 
más adelante.

La fi gura anterior muestra un RT38*.

1040
1040
964
964
964

115˚

115˚
115˚
115˚
135˚
135˚
135˚

135˚
135˚

A B C

RT38 (Puerta de  cristal)

RT35 (Puerta de  cristal)
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Retire el enchufe de la toma de  

Por favor deshágase del material de  

•   Leer instrucción técnica antes de instalar  
  el artefacto.  ADVERTENCIA

Javo
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Deje sufi ciente espacio libre a la derecha, 
a la izquierda, en la parte de atrás y en la 
parte superior para que circule el aire.
De esta forma reducirá su consumo de 
energía y ahorrará dinero.

No instale el refrigerador en lugares donde la 
temperatura caiga por debajo de 10 °C.

Asegúrese de que el aparato se puede 
mover fácilmente para su mantenimiento.

Al instalar el refrigerador, realizar un 
mantenimiento o una limpieza en la parte 
trasera del mismo, asegúrese de que el 
aparato sale y se vuelve a colocar recto. 
Asegúrese de que el suelo puede soportar el 
refrigerador completamente cargado. En caso 
contrario, podría causar daños en el suelo.

Recoja el cable sobrante del cable de 
alimentación en la parte trasera del 
refrigerador de forma que no arrastre por el 
suelo y así evitar aplastarlo con las ruedas 
al desplazarlo.

SUELO
Para una instalación correcta, este refrigerador
debe colocarse en una superfi cie nivelada de un 
material duro de la misma altura que el resto del 
suelo. Esta superfi cie debe ser sufi cientemente 
fuerte para soportar el peso del refrigerador lleno o
aproximadamente 100 Kg. Para proteger el 
acabado del suelo, corte una sección grande de 
cartón y colóquela bajo el refrigerador cuando vaya 
a trabajar con él. 

Al tirar o empujar el refrigerador, se puede 
dañar el suelo.
Al mover el refrigerador después de instalarlo, 
se puede dañar el suelo.

Tenga cuidado de: no dañar la cubierta 
inferior al mover el refrigerador. Esta cubierta 
protege el cable y el conducto. Si se 
daña, también podría causar un mal 
funcionamiento del refrigerador.

PRECAUCIÓN

PRECAUCIÓN

PRECAUCIÓN

NIVELACIÓN DEL REFRIGERADOR
Si la parte delantera del aparato está un poco 
más elevada que la trasera, la puerta se abre y se 
cierra con mayor facilidad.

Supuesto 1) El aparato está inclinado hacia la 
izquierda.

Gire la pata ajustable izquierda en el sentido de • 
la fl echa hasta que el aparato esté nivelado.

Supuesto 2) El aparato está inclinado hacia la 
derecha.

Gire la pata ajustable izquierda en el sentido de • 
la fl echa hasta que el aparato esté nivelado.

Soporte

En algunos países se usa un soporte 
como base del refrigerador; en tal caso, no 
se puede girar la pata ajustable de este 
modelo. (No hay soportes compatibles 
con este modelo).

Inserción

< Caso 2 >
< Caso 1 >

Cubierta frontal

2012.11.22   9:52:33 AM
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PREPARACIÓN DEL 
REFRIGERADOR
Ahora que ha instalado su nuevo refrigerador está 
listo para ponerlo en marcha y disfrutar de las 
nuevas funciones y características del aparato.
Cuando haya realizado los pasos siguientes, su 
refrigerador estará listo para funcionar.
Si hay algún problema, compruebe en primer 
lugar la alimentación eléctrica o consulte la 
sección de solución de problemas al fi nal de este 
manual.
Si tiene alguna duda, póngase en contacto con el 
servicio técnico de Samsung Electronics.

Sitúe el refrigerador en un lugar adecuado 1. 
dejando un espacio razonable entre la pared y 
el aparato
Consulte las instrucciones de instalación en 
este mismo manual).
Si el refrigerador está enchufado, la luz interior 2. 
debe encenderse al abrir las puertas.
Ajuste el control a la temperatura más baja y 3. 
espere durante una hora.
El congelador deberá empezar a enfriarse y el 
motor funcionará suavemente.
Después de conectar el refrigerador, éste 4. 
tarda unas horas en alcanzar la temperatura 
adecuada.
Cuando el refrigerador alcance una temperatura 
sufi cientemente baja, podrá almacenar 
alimentos y bebidas en él.

2012.11.22   9:52:35 AM

NOTAS APLICABLES SOLO PARA ECUADOR 

Condiciones para la detención prolongada del refrigerador   * 
(No aplica) 

El área total de la parrilla de almacenamiento es de 228.25 cm* 
para RT29/RT32 y 271.29 cm  para RT35/RT38.

Volumen de almacenamiento total �jado es de :* 

MODELO LITROS

RT29 299

RT32 320

RT35 359

RT38 380

2

2
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funcionamiento del refrigerador 
samsung
UTILIZACIÓN DEL PANEL DE 
CONTROL (PANTALLA TIPO B)

Cada vez que pulse el botón se oirá un 
tono.

1  Power Cool
Al pulsar el botón 1. Power Cool  (Enfriamiento 
acelerado), el indicador (  ) se iluminará y 
se reducirá el tiempo necesario para que el 
refrigerador enfríe.
Esta función estará activada durante varias 2. 
horas y volverá a la temperatura ajustada 
previamente.
Esta función se desactivará automáticamente.3. 
Cuando se completa el proceso de 
enfriamiento acelerado, el indicador 
correspondiente se apaga y el congelador 
regresa a la anterior confi guración de 
temperatura.
Para desactivar esta función, vuelva a pulsar el 
botón Power Cool (Enfriamiento acelerado).

Al usar esta función, se acelerará el 
enfriamiento del refrigerador durante varias 
horas.

Al usar esta función, el consumo de energía 

desactivarla cuando no la necesite para que 
el congelador vuelva a su ajuste de 
temperatura original.  

Si necesita almacenar grandes cantidades 
de alimentos, sitúe la temperatura del 
congelador en el extremo derecho y la 
temperatura del frigorí�co en 1~2° C 
(modelo con pantalla) o Optimal~5 
(modelo sin pantalla) con al menos 
24 horas de antelación.

 
2  Refrigerador

Toque el botón Fridge  (Refrigerador) para ajustar el 
refrigerador a la temperatura deseada entre 1 °C y 
7 °C.
La temperatura predeterminada es de 
2 °C y cada vez que pulse el botón Fridge  
(Refrigerador), la temperatura cambiará de la forma 
correspondiente y el indicador de temperatura 
mostrará la temperatura deseada.

1 °C 7 °C 5 °C 3 °C 2 °C

3

Si no desea fabricar más hielo, toque el botón  
 (Hielo/Sin hielo), y el indicador 

correspondiente se iluminará.
De forma predeterminada, la función de hielo está 
activada. 
Recomendamos dejar de fabricar hielo si ocurre lo 
siguiente:

Hay sufi ciente hielo en el cubo de hielo. -

Desea ahorrar agua y energía. -

El depósito de agua está vacío. -

(TIPO A) (TIPO B)

1 2 1 2 3

2012.11.22   9:52:35 AM
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CONTROL DE TEMPERATURA

FABRICACIÓN DE HIELO 
(OPCIONAL)
CUBITERA
Hacer cubitos
Extraiga la bandeja de cubitos tirando de la 

misma. Llene la bandeja con agua hasta el nivel 

máximo marcado en la parte trasera de la misma.

Vuelva a deslizar la bandeja en su soporte con 

cuidado de no derramar el agua.

Espere a que se formen los cubitos.

Extracción de los cubitos

Compruebe que el recipiente del hielo 

se encuentra debajo de la bandeja de hielo. Si no 

lo está, colóquelo en su lugar.

Nivel de agua

(TIPO A) (TIPO B) (TIPO C)

RefrigeradorRefrigerador

Control de Control de 
temperaturatemperatura

CongeladorCongelador RefrigeradorRefrigerador

PantallaPantalla

DA68-02832P(ES)-0.1.indd   12DA68-02832P(ES)-0.1.indd   12 2013.1.14   3:14:30 PM2013.1.14   3:14:30 PM

Recomendamos situar el control de temperatura 
del refrigerador y del congelador en Óptimo para
garantizar un funcionamiento estable del aparato.
Si los alimentos del refrigerador se han congelado 
o si desea aumentar la temperatura del conge-
lador, sitúe el control de temperatura del conge-
lador hacia la izquierda.

• Cuando la temperatura ambiente sea inferior a
10°C, sitúe el control de temperatura del 
congelador hacia la derecha para fabricar hielo.

• Cuando la temperatura ambiente sea inferior a
35°C, sitúe el control de temperatura del conge-
lador en Óptimo para fabricar hielo.

Ajuste de la temperatura del conge-
lador.
Si desea bajar la temperatura del congelador, 
sitúe el control de temperatura del congelador 
hacia la derecha.

Si desea aumentar la temperatura del congelador, 
sitúe el control de temperatura del congelador 
hacia la izquierda.

•Cuando la temperatura ambiente sea inferior a 
10°C, sitúe el control de temperatura del conge-
lador hacia la derecha.

Si no, podría causar problemas en el rendimien-
to del frigorífico.

• Cuando la temperatura ambiente sea superior 
a 35°C, no sit e el control de temperatura del 
congelador hacia la derecha.
Si no, podría causar problemas en el rendimiento 
del refrigerador.

Ajuste de la temperatura del refrig-
erador

ú

Si los alimentos del refrigerador no están tan fres-
cos como quisiera o si desea bajar la temperatura 
del refrigerador, sitúe el control de temperatura 
del refrigerador en 5~6 o bien, en el modelo con 
pantalla, en 1. Si los alimentos del refrigerador se 
han congelado o si desea aumentar la temperatura 
del congelador, sitúe el control de temperatura 
del refrigerador en 1~3 o bien, en el modelo con 
pantalla, en 3~7.
• Cuando la temperatura ambiente sea inferior a 

10°C, no sitúe el control de temperatura del 
refrigerador en 1~2 o bien, en el modelo con 
pantalla, en 5~7. Si no, podría causar problemas 
en el rendimiento del refrigerador.

• Cuando la temperatura ambiente sea superior a
35°C, sitúe el control de temperatura del refrig-
erador en 4~6 o bien, en el modelo con pantalla, 
en 1~2. Si no, podría causar problemas en el 
rendimiento del refrigerador.

Optimal

Javo
Óvalo

Javo
Óvalo

Javo
Resaltar

Javo
Resaltar
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Gire una de las palancas fi rmemente 
en el sentido de las agujas del reloj hasta que la 
bandeja se incline un poco.
Resultado: Los cubitos caerán en el recipiente 
de hielo. Repita el paso 2 para la otra mitad de 
la bandeja, si fuera necesario. Para extraer el 
recipiente de hielo:

Levántelo ligeramente• 

Tire del recipiente• 

Peligro de explosión
 nagnetnoc euq oirdiv ed salletob saL • 

líquidos nunca deberán guardarse en 
el congelador ya que el vidrio puede 
reventar cuando se congela su contenido.

TIPO DE BANDEJA (OPCIONAL)
Hacer cubitos
Llene la bandeja de hielo con agua hasta el nivel 
máximo marcado en la parte trasera de la misma.
Coloque la bandeja de hielo en el congelador.

Extracción de los cubitos
Sujete la bandeja por ambos extremos, extraiga los 
cubitos de la bandeja fl exionándola delicadamente.

USO DEL DISPENSADOR DE 
AGUA (OPCIONAL)
Con el dispensador, puede obtener agua fría sin 
necesidad de abrir la puerta del refrigerador.

Si pulsa la palanca del dispensador de 
forma ininterrumpida durante 1 minuto, 

PRECAUCIÓN

el dispensador se parará. Para obtener 
más agua, vuelva a pulsar la palanca. El 
dispensador está diseñado para funcionar 
durante un minuto aproximadamente y su 
capacidad por cada uso es de 1 L.

Levante el depósito de agua y sáquelo.
Agarre el depósito por las asas laterales para • 
sacarlo.

Limpie el interior del depósito de agua antes • 
de usarlo por primera vez. 

Tras desmontar el depósito de agua, pase un • 
paño por el interior del refrigerador hasta que 
esté limpio y seco.

Cuando haya vuelto a instalar el depósito 
de agua, no quite el estante que hay justo 
debajo. Podría causar lesiones personales 
o daños materiales.

Si desea obtener más espacio, vacíe el 
depósito de agua, saque la tapa, vuelva a 
colocar el depósito y úselo para guardar 
alimentos.

Llene el depósito de agua, asegurándose de 
que está estable y teniendo cuidado con el 
dispensador de agua.

Llénelo hasta 5 L. Si se llena más, podría • 
desbordar al cerrar la tapa.

Es imposible llenar el depósito con agua • 
cuando está en su lugar en el refrigerador.

Método 1.
Llene el depósito de agua levantando la tapa en el 
sentido de la fl echa para abrirlo.

Método 2.
Llene el depósito de agua levantando toda la tapa 
para abrirlo.

PRECAUCIÓN

Depósito de agua

Después

2012.11.22   9:52:36 AM
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Cierre la puerta del refrigerador después de 
volver a colocar el depósito de agua en su 
interior.

Compruebe que la llave de paso del • 
dispensador está fuera tras cerrar la puerta.

Coloque el depósito de agua en la bandeja 
interior del refrigerador. En caso contrario, 
puede que el depósito no funcione 
correctamente. No use el refrigerador sin el 
depósito de agua. Esto podría resultar en 
un problema de efi ciencia. Al manipular el 
depósito de agua, tenga cuidado de no 
pillarse los dedos.  

Llene el depósito solo con agua (agua 
mineral o agua purifi cada), no use ningún 
otro líquido.

Tenga cuidado de que no se caiga el 
depósito de agua mientras mueve el 
refrigerador porque podría hacerse daño si el 
depósito está lleno.

Ponga un vaso bajo el dispensador de 
agua y presione ligeramente la palanca del 
dispensador de agua con el vaso. Compruebe 
que el vaso esté alineado con el dispensador 
para evitar que el agua caiga fuera del vaso.

Cuando no haya utilizado el dispensador 
de agua durante 2~3 días (especialmente 

PRECAUCIÓN

PRECAUCIÓN

PRECAUCIÓN

PRECAUCIÓN

en verano), el agua puede presentar un 
olor o un sabor extraño. En tal caso, 
recomendamos desechar los primeros 2 
vasos para mejorar el sabor del agua.

Si acaba de instalar el refrigerador, tire los seis 
primeros vasos de agua para deshacerse de las 
impurezas del sistema de suministro de agua. 
Compruebe que el agua sale clara antes de 
beberla.

Compruebe que el depósito de agua está 
vacío si va a ausentarse durante un tiempo 
prolongado.

Espere 1 segundo antes de retirar el vaso 
después de servir el agua para evitar 
derrames  por el líquido sobrante en la 
manguera.
Antes del primer uso, presione la palanca 
del dispensador de agua unos 10 
segundos para sacar el aire del conducto.

Uso del dispensador de agua
Cuando encienda el refrigerador, deje que la cubitera 
funcione un par de días. Durante ese tiempo, tire 
las dos primeras tandas de cubitos producidos 
para asegurarse de que no quedan impurezas en 
el sistema.

*  noc oledom le artseum roiretna arug fi aL  
cubitera.

Cuando la bandeja de hielo superior esté llena, 
intercámbiela por la inferior.

Botón Test
 led atreibuc al eriter ,oleih elas on iS • 

cubo de hielo y pulse el botón de 
prueba situado en el lado derecho de 
la cubitera.

PRECAUCIÓN

PRECAUCIÓN

< Antes >

Botón Test

< Después >

2012.11.22   9:52:37 AM
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La imagen puede diferir en parte de su 
refrigerador en función del modelo y opciones 
(por ejemplo: bandeja de hielo, cubitera, 
cubitera doble, bloque acumulador de frío, 
estante o dispensador de agua).

•  Si tiene planeado irse durante un 
largo periodo, vacíe el refrigerador y 
desconéctelo. Limpie el exceso de 
humedad de su interior y deje las 
puertas abiertas.
De lo contrario, se puede producir 
moho y mal olor.

• 
durante un largo período de 
Si el refrigerador no se va a utilizar

tiempo, desconecte el enchufe de 
alimentación.

• Si desea crear más espacio en el 
compartimento del congelador, 
puede retirar componentes extraíbles 
los bloques acumuladores de frío, 
los estantes, la cubitera doble, los 
recipientes de hielo y sus soportes, 
que pueden quitarse sin herramientas.
Esto no afectará a las características 
térmicas y mecánicas.
El volumen de almacenamiento del 
compartimento del congelador se 
calcula sin estos elementos extraíbles. 

ADVERTENCIA

• 
hielo, debe extraer primero el de la 
Si va a retirar los dos elementos de

derecha. (Solo para el modelo con 
cubitera)

Si no desea usar el dispensador • 
de agua, puede sacar el depósito 
de agua. (Solo para el modelo con 
dispensador)

Para conseguir la mejor efi ciencia • 
energética de este producto, deje 
todos los estantes, los cajones y las 
cestas en su posición original, tal y 
como se indica en la ilustración (página 
15).

La sección inferior del compartimento • 
del congelador es dos estrellas. Por 
consiguiente, la tapa inferior se debe 
colocar en su posición original para 
que funcione correctamente.

 La función de alarma del modelo • 
con pantalla suena cuando se deja 
la puerta del refrigerador abierta. 
Compruebe también que la puerta del 
congelador está cerrada, ya que la 
alarma no suena cuando la puerta del 
congelador está abierta. 
En los modelos sin pantalla, la alarma 
no suena aunque la puerta del 
refrigerador y la del congelador estén 
abiertas. Asegúrese de que las puertas 
están cerradas. 

2012.11.22   9:52:39 AM

En particular, hay una linea límite de
carga de lado superior derecho de la
puerta de la nevera a la altura del 
compartimento superior.
Favor de no colocar objetos en el 
lado derecho de la línea límite de 
carga. (Optional)

• 
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DESMONTAJE DE LOS 
ACCESORIOS DEL REFRIGERADOR

En el montaje, coloque el estante del 
congelador, los estantes del refrigerador y el 
bloque acumulador de frío en la posición 
correcta (no los ponga boca abajo). Podría 
causar lesiones personales o daños 
materiales.

Retire primero la bandeja del hielo y el cajón, 1. 
y extraiga la bandeja soporte de la derecha. 
Repita los pasos para la izquierda. (Solo para 
el modelo con cubitera doble)

Tenga cuidado al retirar la bandeja de 
soporte porque podría impactarle.

Tenga cuidado al colocar o al retirar la 
bandeja de soporte del hielo ya que 
el borde superior es afi lado. Podría 
provocarle algún corte en las manos. 

Para montarla, coloque la bandeja de 
soporte del hielo sobre las ranuras con la 
parte derecha más arriba.
Sujétela por debajo en la parte media 
y empuje la bandeja hasta que haya 
encajado completamente. 

PRECAUCIÓN

PRECAUCIÓN

Levante el estante del congelador o el bloque 2. 
acumulador de frío y tire de él; extraiga entonces 
la bandeja de hielo y el cajón. Retire la bandeja 
de soporte. (Solo para el modelo con estante de 
congelador o con bloque acumulador de frío)

Retire la bandeja del hielo, levante el estante 3. 
del congelador y extráigalo. 
(Solo para el modelo con bandeja de hielo) 

Tire de los estantes del refrigerador.4. 

Levante el bloque acumulador de frío y 5. 
extráigalo. (Solo para el modelo con cubitera)

Sáquelo presionando el reborde del 6. 
desodorizante catalizador.

Levante las baldas de la puerta y extráigalas.7. 

catalizador
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Antes de retirar cualquier accesorio, 
compruebe que los alimentos no 
obstruyan el paso.
Si puede, retire todos los alimentos para 
reducir el riesgo de accidentes.

LIMPIEZA DEL REFRIGERADOR
No utilice benceno, disolventes ni lejía para 
la limpieza. Pueden dañar la superfi cie del 
aparato y crear un riesgo de incendio.

No pulverice agua sobre el refrigerador
mientras esté conectado. Podría 
producirse una descarga eléctrica.
No utilice benceno, disolvente ni 
detergente de coches para limpiar el 
refrigerador. Existe un riesgo de incendio.

Desenchufe el cable de alimentación del 1. 
refrigerador.
Humedezca con un poco de agua un paño sin 2. 
pelusas o papel de cocina.

No use ningún tipo de detergente para 
limpiar
el refrigerador porque podría desteñirlo o 
causar algún daño.

Pase el paño por el interior y el exterior del 3. 
refrigerador hasta que esté limpio y seco.
Enchufe el cable de alimentación del refrigerador.4. 

SUSTITUCIÓN DE LA LUZ 
INTERIOR

Para sustituir la bombilla de LED, póngase 
en contacto con un técnico autorizado. 

ADVERTENCIA

2012.11.22   9:52:45 AM

En los modelos no se pueden retirar
el cajon sin desmontar antes el 
compartimiento de la puerta.
Retire antes los estantes de la puerta para 
reducir el riesgo de daños materiales.
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solución de problemas
PROBLEMA SOLUCIÓN
El aparato no funciona en 
absoluto o la temperatura 
es demasiado alta.

Compruebe que el enchufe de alimentación está conectado correctamente.• 
¿Se ha ajustado la temperatura correctamente en el panel de control?• 
¿Se refl eja el sol en el aparato o hay alguna fuente de calor cerca?• 
¿Está la parte trasera del aparato demasiado cerca de la pared?• 

Los alimentos en 
el refrigerador están 
congelados

¿Se ha ajustado el control de temperatura en el panel frontal en la • 
temperatura más fría?
¿Es demasiado baja la temperatura del entorno?• 
¿Ha almacenado alimentos con un alto contenido de agua en la parte • 
más fría del refrigerador?

Se oyen ruidos extraños. Compruebe que el aparato está instalado en una superfi cie nivelada y • 
estable.
¿Está la parte trasera del aparato demasiado cerca de la pared?• 
¿Se ha caído algún objeto extraño detrás o debajo del aparato?• 
¿Procede el ruido del compresor del aparato?• 
Se oye un ruido como de clic dentro del aparato; esto es normal. • Esto 
ocurre cuando algunos accesorios se expanden o contraen.

Las esquinas frontales y 
los laterales del aparato 
están templados y se 
produce condensación.

En las esquinas frontales del aparato hay unos conductos refractarios • 
para evitar que se forme condensación. Si la temperatura ambiente 
aumenta, esto puede no ser tan efectivo. Sin embargo, es normal.
En condiciones muy húmedas, puede formarse condensación en la • 
superfi cie externa del aparato cuando la humedad del aire entra en 
contacto con la superfi cie fría del aparato.

La cubitera no produce 
hielo.

¿Ha esperado 12 horas después de instalar el refrigerador antes de • 
producir hielo?
¿Ha detenido manualmente la producción de hielo?• 
¿Es demasiado alta la temperatura del congelador? Trate de ajustarlo a • 
una temperatura más baja.
¿Ha llenado el depósito de agua con agua?• 
¿Ha comprobado que el depósito de agua está instalado • 
correctamente?

El dispensador de agua no 
funciona.

¿Está congelado el depósito de agua porque la temperatura del • 
refrigerador es demasiado baja?
Seleccione un valor más elevado en el panel de control.
¿Ha llenado el depósito de agua?• 
¿Ha comprobado que el depósito de agua está instalado correctamente?• 

Se oye un ruido en 
el aparato, como de 
movimiento de agua.

Se trata del refrigerante utilizado para enfriar el interior del aparato.• 

Dentro del aparato se 
percibe mal olor.

¿Hay algún alimento podrido?• 
Compruebe que los alimentos que despiden olores fuertes (por • 
ejemplo, pescado) están envueltos de forma hermética.
Limpie el congelador periódicamente y tire cualquier alimento podrido o • 
de mala apariencia.

En las paredes del aparato 
se forma escarcha.

¿Bloquea algún alimento las rejillas de ventilación del refrigerador?• 
Distribuya los alimentos de forma que mejore la ventilación.• 
¿Está la puerta bien cerrada?• 

En las paredes del aparato 
y junto a las verduras se 
produce condensación.

Los alimentos con un elevado contenido en agua se han guardado sin • 
envoltorio con mucha humedad o la puerta 
se ha dejado abierta durante mucho tiempo.
Guarde los alimentos envueltos o en recipientes herméticos.• 
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Límites de la temperatura ambiente de la estancia
Este refrigerador/congelador se ha diseñado para funcionar en las temperaturas ambiente defi nidas por 
su clase de temperatura indicada en la placa de características.

Clase Símbolo
Intervalo de temperatura ambiente (°C)

IEC 62552 (ISO 15502) ISO 8561 

Templada extendida SN +10 a +32 +10 a +32
Templada N +16 a +32 +16 a +32

Subtropical ST +16 a +38 +18 a +38
Tropical T +16 a +43 +18 a +43

Las temperaturas internas pueden verse afectadas por factores como la ubicación del 
refrigerador/congelador, la temperatura ambiente y la frecuencia con la que se abre la puerta.
Ajuste la temperatura según convenga para compensar estos factores.
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Comuníquese con SAMSUNG WORLD WIDE
Si desea formular alguna pregunta o comentario en relación con los productos de Samsung, 
comuníquese con el  CALL CENTER de SAMSUNG.

CIUDAD CALL CENTER SITIO WEB

ARGENTINA 0800-333-3733 www.samsung.com/ar

BRASIL 0800-124-421  4004-0000 www.samsung.com/br

CHILE 800-SAMSUNG(726-7864) www.samsung.com/cl

MEXICO 01-800-SAMSUNG(726-7864) www.samsung.com/mx

NICARAGUA 00-1800-5077267 www.samsung.com/latin

HONDURAS 800-7919267 www.samsung.com/latin

COSTA RICA 0-800-507-7267 www.samsung.com/latin

ECUADOR 1-800-10-7267 www.samsung.com/latin

EL SALVADOR 800-6225 www.samsung.com/latin

GUATEMALA 1-800-299-0013 www.samsung.com/latin

JAMAICA 1-800-234-7267 www.samsung.com/latin

PANAMA 800-7267 www.samsung.com/latin

PUERTO RICO 1-800-682-3180 www.samsung.com/latin

REP. DOMINICA 1-800-751-2676 www.samsung.com/latin

TRINIDAD & TOBAGO 1-800-SAMSUNG(726-7864) www.samsung.com/latin

VENEZUELA 0-800-100-5303 www.samsung.com/ve

COLOMBIA 01-8000112112 www.samsung.com/co

PERU 0-800-777-08 www.samsung.com/pe

Code No. DA68-02832U-05

Eliminación correcta de este producto (material eléctrico y elec-
trónico de descarte)
(Aplicable en la Unión Europea y en países europeos con sistemas 
de recogida selectiva de residuos)
La presencia de esta marca en el producto o en el material informativo que lo acom-
paña, indica que al finalizar su vida útil no deberá eliminarse junto con otros residuos 
domésticos. Para evitar los posibles daños al medio ambiente o a la salud humana 
que representa la eliminación incontrolad a de residuos, separe este producto de 
otros tipos de residuos y recíclelo correctamente para promover la reutilización 
sostenible de recursos materiales. Los usuarios particulares pueden contactar con el 
establecimiento donde adquirieron el producto, o con las autoridades locales perti-
nentes, para informarse sobre cómo y dónde pueden llevarlo para que sea sometido 
a un reciclaje ecológico y seguro. Los usuarios comerciales pueden contactar con 
su proveedor y consultar las condiciones del contrato de compra. Este producto no 
debe eliminarse mezclado con otros residuos comerciales.

Javo
Óvalo
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IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

Defi nitions
 This is the safety alert symbol. It is used to alert 

you to potential personal injury hazards. Obey all safety 
messages that follow this symbol to avoid possible injury 
or death.

Recognize safety symbols, words 
and labels
Safety items throughout this manual are labeled with 
a WARNING or CAUTION based on the risk type as 
described below:

IMPORTANT
IMPORTANT indicates installation, operation or 
maintenance information which is important but not 
hazard-related.

WARNING
WARNING indicates a potentially hazardous situation 
which, if not avoided, could result in death or serious 
injury.

WARNING
Please read all instructions before using this washer.

CAUTION
CAUTION indicates a potentially hazardous situation 
which, if not avoided, may result in minor or moderate 
injury.

DANGER
DANGER indicates an imminently hazardous situation 
which, if not avoided, will result in death or serious 
injury.

Save these instructions for future reference.

NOTE
The instructions appearing in this Use and Care 
Guide are not meant to cover every possible condition 
and situation that may occur. Common sense and cau-
tion must be practiced when installing, operating and 
maintaining any appliance.

Read all instructions before using this appliance. This 
book contains valuable information about:

• Operation
• Care
• Service

Keep it in a safe place.

Model Number _________________________

Serial Number _________________________

Purchase Date _________________________

This Use and Care Guide provides general operating 
instructions for your washer. It also contains information 
about features for several other models. Your washer may 
not have every feature included. 
Use the washer only as instructed in this Use & Care 
Guide.

Product Record

Record Your Model and Serial Numbers
The model and serial numbers of your washer are found 
on the serial plate located inside the door opening. 
Record and retain these numbers.
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IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

PREVENT FIRE
• Do not wash items that have been previously cleaned 

in, soaked in, or spotted with gasoline, cleaning sol-
vents, kerosene, cooking oils, waxes, etc. Do not store 
these items on or near the washer. These substances 
give off vapors or chemical reactions that could ignite 
or explode.

• Do not put oily or greasy rags or clothing on top of the 
washer. These substances give off vapors that could 
ignite the materials.

• Do not add gasoline, cleaning solvents, or other 
fl ammable or explosive substances to the wash water. 
These substances give off vapors that could ignite or 
explode.

• Under certain conditions, hydrogen gas may be pro-
duced in a hot water system that has not been used 
for 2 weeks or more. HYDROGEN GAS IS EXPLOSIVE. 
If the hot water system has not been used for such a 
period, before using the washer, turn on all hot water 
faucets and let the water fl ow from each for several 
minutes. This will release any accumulated hydrogen 
gas. Hydrogen gas is fl ammable; do not smoke or use 
an open fl ame during this time. 

• Do not store or use gasoline or other fl ammable vapors 
or liquids in the vicinity of this or any other appliance.

• Failure to comply with these warnings could result in 
fi re, explosion, serious bodily injury and/or damage to 
the rubber or plastic parts of the washer.

• Do not continue to use the washer if you hear squeak-
ing, grinding, rubbing or other unusual noises. This 
could be a sign of mechanical breakdown and lead to 
fi re or serious injury. Contact a qualifi ed technician 
immediately.

PROTECT CHILDREN
• Do not allow children to play on or in the washer. Close 

supervision of children is necessary when the washer 
is used near children. As children grow, teach them the 
proper, safe use of all appliances.

• Destroy the carton, plastic bag and other packing ma-
terials after the washer is unpacked. Children might use 
them for play. Cartons covered with rugs, bedspreads 
or plastic sheets can become airtight chambers.

• Keep laundry products out of children’s reach. To pre-
vent personal injury, observe all warnings on product 
labels.

• Before the washer is removed from service or dis-
carded, remove the washer door to prevent accidental 
entrapment.

• Failure to comply with these warnings could result in 
serious personal injuries.

WARNING
To reduce the risk of fi re, electrical shock, or injury to persons when using this washer, comply with the basic 
warnings listed below. Failure to comply with these warnings could result in serious personal injuries.
You can be killed or seriously injured if you don’t follow these Important Safety Instructions:
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IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

Grounding typeGrounding type
wawall receptaclll receptacle

PoPower cord withwer cord with
3-prong 3-prong grgrounded plugounded plug

Do not,Do not, underunder
anany ciry circumstances,cumstances,
cut,cut, remoremoveve,
or bor bypass thypass the
grgrounding prounding prong.ong.

PREVENT INJURY
• To prevent shock hazard and assure stability during 

operation, the washer must be installed and electrically 
grounded by a qualifi ed service person in accordance 
with local codes. Installation instructions are packed in 
the washer for installer’s reference. Refer to INSTAL-
LATION INSTRUCTIONS for detailed grounding 
procedures. If the washer is moved to a new location, 
have it checked and reinstalled by a qualifi ed service 
person.

• To prevent personal injury or damage to the washer, 
the electrical power cord must be plugged into a 
properly grounded and polarized 3-prong outlet. The 
third grounding prong must never be removed. Never 
ground the washer to a gas pipe. Do not use an exten-
sion cord or an adaptor plug.

• Follow package directions when using laundry products. 
Incorrect usage can produce poisonous gas - resulting 
in serious injury or death.

• Do not combine laundry products for use in same load 
unless specifi ed on the label.

• Do not mix chlorine bleach with ammonia or acids such 
as vinegar.

PREVENT INJURY AND DAMAGE TO THE APPLIANCE
To prevent serious personal injury and damage to the 
washer:

• All repairs and servicing must be performed by an au-
thorized servicer unless specifi cally recommended in this 
Use & Care Guide. Use only authorized factory parts. 

• Do not tamper with controls.
• Do not install or store the washer where it will be 

exposed to the weather.
• Do not install on carpet. Install washer on a solid fl oor. 

It may be necessary to reinforce the fl oor to prevent 
vibration or movement.

• Do not sit on, step on or stand on the washer. Do not 
rest heavy loads on top. The washer is not meant to 
support weight.

• To reduce the risk of electric shock, disconnect this 
appliance from the power supply before attempting 
any user maintenance. Canceling a cycle or turning the 
power off at the console does not disconnect this appli-
ance from the power supply.

• To prevent injury, do not reach into the washer while 
parts are moving. Before loading, unloading or add-
ing items, press cancel button to stop the cycle. Allow 
the wash tub drum to coast to a complete stop before 
reaching inside.

• This washer is equipped with an electrical overload 
protector. The washer motor will stop if it becomes 
overheated.

• Failure to comply with these warnings could result in 
serious personal injuries.

WARNING
FIRE/ELECTRICAL SHOCK HAZARD

Avoid fi re hazard or electrical shock. Do not use an 
adaptor plug or extension cord or remove grounding 
prong from electrical power cord. Failure to follow this 
warning can cause serious injury, fi re or death.

WARNING
HARMFUL VAPOR HAZARD

Do not use or mix liquid chlorine bleach with other 
household chemicals such as toilet cleaners, rust 
removers, acid or products containing ammonia. These 
mixtures can produce dangerous fumes which can 
cause serious injury or death.
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FEATURES

Control Lock

Drum Light*

Door Latch with 
Safety Lock

Cycle Selector

Laundry Product 
Dispenser Drawer 

Door Striker

Cascading 
Wash Vanes

Vent Latch

Stainless Steel 
Wash Drum

Inner glass with small 
article redistribution ramp

Adjustable 
Leveling Legs

LCD Display

*Not all models are available with drum light.
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Normal Operating Sounds

You may or may not hear the following sounds from your 
new washer:

A. DRAIN HOSE The washer has a fl exible drain hose 
to carry water from the washer to the stand pipe of 
your home. You will hear water fl owing into your stand 
pipe. This is a normal part of the operation of the 
washer.

B. WATER VALVES/DISPENSER As water enters 
the dispenser system, it is common to hear a water 
fl owing sound. This normal sound will vary slightly 
based on the water pressure in your home.

C. DRAIN PUMP Your washer is equipped with a high 
velocity drain pump. It is normal to hear humming and 
gurgling sounds as water is pumped from the washer. 
Both of these sounds are normal and indicate that 
your pump is functioning correctly.

D. HIGH SPEED MOTOR A powerful motor is used to 
drive the drum to high spin speeds to extract water 
from your load. You will hear a sound associated with 
these higher spin speeds. This sound is normal and 
will vary slightly as the spin speed varies with load size 
and cycle selected.

A

B

C

D

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

CAUTION
Abnormal, on-going sounds may be an indication of a 
pending washer failure and should be investigated by a 
qualifi ed technician.
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Operating Your Washer

WHITES
CASUAL

COLORS
TOWELS

(Mesh bag not included.)

1 Sort laundry into loads that can 
be washed together.

• Sort items 
by recom-
mended cycle 
and water temperature.

• Separate white, light and colorfast items from dark 
and non-colorfast items.

• Separate items that shed lint from items that 
attract lint. Casual, synthetic, knit, and corduroy 
items will pick up lint from towels, rugs, and che-
nille bedspreads.

• Separate heavily soiled items from lightly soiled 
items.

• Separate lacy, sheer, loosely knit, or delicate items 
from durable items.

• Do not machine wash items containing fi berglass. 
Small particles of fi berglass left in the drum may 
transfer to fabrics in other loads and cause skin 
irritation.

2 Prepare items for washing.
• Empty pockets.

• Brush off lint and dirt. Shake out rugs and beach 
towels.

• Close zippers, fasten hooks, tie strings and sashes, 
and remove non-washable trims and ornaments.

• Mend rips and tears to prevent further damage 
during washing.

• Turn knit items inside out to prevent pilling.

• Place delicate and small items such as bras, hosiery 
and baby socks in a mesh bag.

• Combine large and small items in a load.
• Load large items fi rst. Large items should not be 

more than half the total wash load.
• Washing single items such as a sweater, towel or 

jeans is ineffi cient and may cause an out-of-bal-
ance load. Add 1 or 2 similar items to help balance 
the load.

• Wash a single heavy item such as a king-sized 
comforter, bedspread or sleeping bag separately.

• The washer can be fully loaded, but the items 
should not be tightly packed. The door should close 
easily.

3 Pretreat stains and heavy soil.
• See Stain Removal Guide in this guide for 

safe, successful 
stain removal 
instructions.

4 Add laundry load to washer.

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

WARNING
To reduce the risk of fi re, electric shock or injury to 
persons, read the IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS in 
this Use and Care Guide before operating your washer.
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For best results
Use a low-sudsing, high effi ciency detergent to 
prevent oversudsing in front load washers. Look 
for this symbol on the detergent label:  

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

IMPORTANT
Open and close the dispenser drawer slowly. Closing 
the drawer too quickly could result in early dispensing 
of the bleach or fabric softener.

IMPORTANT
To prevent fabric damage, do not overfi ll the “LIQUID 
BLEACH” chamber or pour liquid chlorine bleach 
directly onto the load.

IMPORTANT
Use of multi-product (detergent plus softener) sheets 
or color-absorbing sheets NOT recommended. They 
could disable your machine and result in unwarranted 
repair costs.

IMPORTANT
Do not mix liquids and powders.

NOTE
To prevent staining, do not overfi ll the “Fabric 
Softener” chamber or pour liquid fabric softener 
directly on the wash load.

NOTE
From time to time you may see water in the “LIQUID 
BLEACH” and “FABRIC SOFTENER” chambers. This is 
part of the normal operation of the washer.

5 Add laundry products to the dispenser.

Detergent, liquid chlorine bleach and liquid fabric soft-
ener will be dispensed at the proper times in the cycle.

Operating Your Washer, continued

Liquid or Powder Detergent
• Use the cap or scoop provided by the detergent 

manufacturer to measure the amount recommended.
• Detergent dosage may need to be adjusted for 

water temperature, water hardness, load size and 
soil level.

Other Wash Products
Color-safe bleach, water conditioner, detergent booster 
and enzyme products may be added with the deter-
gent. Put liquid products with liquid detergent in the 
“DETERGENT WASH” chamber or powder products with 
powder detergent in the “DETERGENT WASH” chamber.

Liquid Chlorine Bleach 
• If desired, add liquid chlorine bleach to the cham-

ber labeled “LIQUID BLEACH” and marked with this 
symbol .

• Fill to the MIN line for small loads or the MAX line 
for large loads.

• DO NOT fi ll above the maximum fi ll line.

• Add color-safe bleach with the detergent.

Liquid Fabric Softener 
• If desired, pour the recommended amount of liquid 

fabric softener into the chamber labeled “FABRIC 
SOFTENER” and marked with this symbol .

• Fill to the MIN line for small loads or the MAX line 
for large loads.

• DO NOT fi ll above the maximum fi ll line.

• Use of a fabric softener-dispensing ball is not 
recommended in tumble action washers.
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

Operating Your Washer, continued

Follow the fabric care label instructions 
on items to be dried.

For best results

• A signal will sound at the end of the cycle if the 
chime option has been selected.

• Remove items from the washer when the cycle 
ends and place in dryer, line dry or dry fl at as 
directed on the fabric care label.

• Excess wrinkling, color transfer or odors may 
develop in items left in the washer after the cycle 
has ended, if not removed promptly.

6 Select the appropriate cycle and settings for 
the load.
• Turn the cycle selector knob in either direction to 

select the cycle desired. The indicator for that cycle 
will be illuminated.

• The estimated cycle time, suitable wash and rinse 
water temperatures, fi nal spin speed, soil level, 
and options for each cycle will be indicated for the 
cycle selected. See the “Washer Settings Chart” for 
more details.

• To change the settings, press the temp, spin 
speed and soil level buttons to scroll to the 
desired settings.

• To select or delete an option, press the button for 
that option. The indicator will be illuminated when 
the option has been selected. The indicator will no 
longer be lighted when the option has been deleted.

• Adjustments to a cycle will be remembered and re-
called each time that cycle is selected in the future.

• To change the cycle once the cycle has begun, 
press cancel, select a new cycle, and press START 
again. Just turning the cycle selector knob will not 
change the cycle.

• To stop the cycle, press cancel.

7 Start the washer.
• Close the door and press START. The washer will 

not operate with the door open. “DOOR OPEN” will 
be displayed as a reminder to close the door.

• Select delay start to delay the beginning of the 
cycle, if desired.

• As a safety measure, the door will automatically 
lock during the entire wash cycle.

• To add a forgotten item to the washer any time 
during the wash portion of the cycle, press pause. 
When the door unlocks, open the door, add the 
item, close the door and press START to resume 
the cycle

• If changes to the settings or options are attempted 
after the cycle starts, you will hear several beeps 
when the buttons are pressed. To change the 
settings or options, press pause, make the new 
selections and press START again.

To return to factory 
settings, press these 
two buttons at the 
same time and 
hold until the signal 
sounds.

NOTE
If the cycle is interrupted during spin, it will take 
approximately 2-3 minutes for the door lock to release.  
DO NOT force open the door.

NOTE
To provide the best care for your laundry, not every 
setting or option is available with every cycle. If a 
setting or option is not available for the cycle selected, 
the indicator will not light.

CAUTION
ENTRAPMENT and TIP-OVER HAZARD

Do not leave the door open if there are small children 
or pets present. An open door could entice children to 
hang on the door or crawl inside the washer. If there 
are no small children present, you may leave the door 
ajar to prevent odor build up.
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Turn the cycle selector in either direction to the cycle 
desired. The indicator for that cycle will be illuminated.
To change the cycle once it has begun, press the cancel 
button before selecting a new cycle. Just turning the 
cycle selector knob to another selection will not change 
the cycle.

Cycle Selection

normal
Use this load for cotton, linen, towels, shirts, sheets, 
denims and mixed loads.

casual
Use this cycle for cottons and blends with a permanent 
press or no-iron fi nish.

quick wash
Quickly wash a small, lightly soiled load.

delicates
Use this cycle for lightly soiled knits and delicates which 
require gentle washing.

hand wash
Use this cycle to provide intermittent, gentle tumbling 
for items labeled “Hand Wash”.

bedding
This cycle is designed for bulky items such as comforters, 
blankets, mattress pads, sleeping bags and similar items.

heavy duty
Use this cycle for heavily soiled, durable garments - ex. 
towels, sports gear, or fabric tote bags. For best soil 
and stain removal, use the hottest water safe for the 
fabrics being washed.

whites
Use this cycle for white fabrics and lightly colored 
clothing. Refer to fabric care label for use of liquid 
chlorine bleach.

spin only
Use the spin only cycle anytime you want to drain 
water from the washer and spin out the load or as 
a follow-up to a no spin selection. Select the spin 

speed appropriate to the load. Fresh rinse is also a 
selectable option.

sanitize
Use the sanitize cycle to clean and sanitize heavily 
soiled, colorfast fabrics including towels, bedding, and 
children’s clothing.

It is recommended that you set your water heater to 
120° F (49° C) or higher to ensure proper performance 
during this cycle. If the setting is lower or the load 
is extra large, the cycle time will be extended by 30 
minutes or more.

The sanitize cycle will kill 99.9% of bacteria with 
no carryover of bacteria between loads. No bleach or 
harsh chemicals are needed, but higher temperatures 
are required. Please check fabric care labels to prevent 
damage.

The wash water is heated by an internal boost heater 
to a maximum of 152° F (67° C) as the load tumbles. 
Cold water is added to cool down the load prior to drain 
and spin.

As a precaution, the washer door is locked once the 
water temperature reaches 130° F (55° C). If the 
cycle is cancelled during the wash phase and the 
water temperature is greater than 150° F (66° C), an 
automatic cool down and drain will occur before the 
door can be opened.

NSF Protocol P172
Sanitization Performance of Residential
and Commercial, Family-Sized Clothes
Washers

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

NOTE
Only sanitizing cycles have been designed to meet the 
requirements of NSF P172 protocol for sanitization 
effi cacy.

NOTE
If the voltage at your outlet is under 110 v, the internal 
heater may not adequately heat the wash water. If 
the cycle is interrupted while the water is heating, the 
fi nal temperature of the wash water may be lower and 
sanitation may be reduced.

This manual covers many models and not all cycles, options, or features listed are available on every model. Consoles shown 
above for reference only. Your model may differ.

Follow the fabric care label 
instructions on items 
to be washed.

For best results

Javo
Óvalo

Javo
Línea

Javo
Línea
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

Cycle Settings

Appropriate wash temperature, spin speeds, soil level 
and options will automatically be displayed for each 
cycle. The settings can be changed before the cycle is 
started. Make modifi cations according to fi ber content, 
colorfastness and soil level. Modifi cations for each cycle 
will be remembered and recalled each time that cycle is 
selected in the future.

hot
Use this setting for heavily soiled white or colorfast 
cottons and blends.
warm
Use this setting for normally soiled white or colorfast 
cottons or blends.
cold
Some warm water will automatically blend with cold tap 
supply to achieve a precise cold. Use this setting for 
lightly soiled non-colorfast items, knits, delicates, and 
hand washables.
cold water clean
Wash and rinse temperatures are equivalent to 
temperature of cold tap supply. Use this selection for 
fabrics and colors that are prone to dye transfer. For 
use with cold water  detergents.

NSF Protocol P172
Sanitization Performance of Residential
and Commercial, Family-Sized Clothes
Washers

SPIN SPEED

SOIL LEVEL

Max, high, medium and low spin speeds are available 
for each cycle. The spin speed and/or duration of fi nal 
spin vary from model to model and cycle to cycle.
Increasing the spin speed will extract more water, 
decrease drying time and conserve energy. Decreasing 
the spin speed will reduce wrinkling.
Select low spin speed to gently spin items that should 
be line dried.
Use no spin to omit the fi nal spin at the end of the cycle. 
The load will be very wet. Remove items from the wash 
drum to drip dry or select a spin only cycle to remove 
excess water at a more convenient time.

Adjust the wash time based on the soil level of each load. 
Max, heavy, normal, light and extra light soil levels 
are available.

Follow the fabric care label instructions 
on items to be washed.

For best results

WASH WATER TEMPERATURE
To change the preset temperature, press the temp 
button to scroll to the desired setting. A cold water rinse 
saves energy and reduces wrinkling.
To protect your fabrics, not all temperatures are available 
with every cycle. The indicator will not light if the setting 
is not available with that cycle.
Wash water temperatures are automatically regulated to 
maximize detergent effectiveness and improve washing 
performance. The water heater setting and its distance 
from the washer, water usage in other parts of the home, 
and seasonally low ground water temperature in some 
geographic areas can affect water temperature.

sanitize
This setting sanitizes heavily soiled colorfast fabrics 
such as towels, bedding, and children’s clothing by 
killing 99.9% of bacteria using wash water heated with 
a boost heater to 152° F (67° C). Cold water is used to 
cool and rinse the load.

To return to factory 
settings, press these 
two buttons at the 
same time and 
hold until the signal 
sounds.

NOTE
To change settings after the cycle starts, press pause, 
adjust the setting and press START to resume the cycle.

NOTE
Only sanitizing cycles have been designed to meet the 
requirements of NSF P172 protocol for sanitization 
effi cacy.

Javo
Resaltar

Javo
Resaltar
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To add options, press the corresponding options buttons 
to illuminate the selections desired. To delete options, 
press the options buttons again and the indicator lights 
will turn off. Some options require a “press & hold” 
effort to activate or deactivate the secondary function.
Not all options are available on every model. To protect your 
fabrics, not all options are available with every cycle. If an 
option is not appropriate for the cycle, the indicator will not 
light. Occasionally, a setting and option in the same cycle 
will confl ict with each other, like no spin (or low spin) 
and energy saver. When this happens, the energy 
saver option will override any incompatible selections.

add steam
Select this option to add approximately 20 minutes 
of tumbling in steam during the wash cycle. It is 
recommended for heavily soiled loads to help enhance the 
release of tough stains from fabrics after initial agitation.
stain clean
Use the stain clean option to add a 5-minute soak 
in the middle of the wash portion of the heavy duty, 
whites, normal, casual, and delicates cycles.

Cycle Options

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

chime (press & hold)
A signal will sound at the end of the cycle if this option 
is selected.
delay start
Press delay start to select a wash time convenient 
to your schedule or during off peak energy hours. 
The delay time selected will be displayed and begin 
counting down when you select Start.
max fi ll (press & hold)
Increase the water fi ll level of the agitation portion of 
any wash cycle.
fresh rinse
Use this option when additional rinsing is desired to 
remove excess dirt and detergent. It is recommended 
for heavily soiled loads or if household members have 
sensitive skin.
clean washer
To clean and freshen the washer, perform the clean 
washer cycle. Add bleach according to instructions 
in “Inside Routine Cleaning (Preventive)”, turn cycle 
selector to correct position, press clean washer and 
then START when prompted.

This maintenance cycle uses hot water and two rinses 
to remove residue that may cause odor. See “Inside 
Routine Cleaning (Preventive)” for detailed information 
about the clean washer cycle.
control lock
To lock the controls between cycles, press and hold the 
control lock button for 5 seconds. Repeat to unlock 
the controls when you are ready to operate the washer. 
Use this feature to reduce the likelihood of accidental 
operation by children.

IMPORTANT
• If steam is selected, rinse temperatures will be 

elevated.
• If washer is paused during a steam wash cycle, the 

door will remain locked due to higher temperature in 
drum. DO NOT force open - it will unlock upon cooling.

• During a steam cycle you may notice steam exiting 
from the rear vent of the washer - this is normal and 
not cause for alarm.

NOTE
To change the options after the cycle starts, press pause, 
adjust the setting and press START to resume the cycle.

NOTE
• Steam may not necessarily be visible inside drum 

during a steam wash cycle.
• Steam may not be present during entire steam wash 

cycle.

NOTE
The washer will automatically prompt you to run the 
clean washer cycle every 50 cycles. You may press 
the cancel button to manually perform the cycle at 
another time.

Turn cycle selector 
to this position.

energy saver
The energy saver option defaults to a cold temperature 
setting (in most cycles) and also extracts more water to 
reduce drying time.

Press clean washer 
button to enter clean 
washer cycle.

Javo
Resaltar
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

Other Features
Status Display/Status Lights
The estimated total cycle time will be displayed when 
the cycle is selected. The time may increase if water 
pressure is low, oversudsing occurs or the load becomes 
unbalanced. The approximate time remaining will be 
displayed during the cycle.

Oversuds Detection
A situation where oversudsing has been detected by the 
washer will result in the washer automatically adding 
extra rinses to attempt to clear the suds. Each extra 
rinse the washer performs to clear the suds will add 5 
minutes to the cycle display time. If an excessive amount 
of detergent has been added and additional rinsing has 
not corrected the issue, “TOO MUCH DETERGENT” will 
be displayed.

Vent Latch
Help prevent odor buildup and mildew between washes 
by utilizing your washer’s vent latch feature. To apply the 
vent lock, (1) open the door slightly, (2) lift the latch arm 
and then (3) press the arm down onto the plastic door 
strike, snapping it in place.
The vent latch can be released either of two ways - by 
pulling door out and manually returning latch arm to 
lower position or by pushing door shut and allowing latch 
arm to continue its pivot upward.

DOOR LOCK
PREWASHING
WASHING
ADDING STEAM

RINSING
DRAINING
SPINNING
CYCLE COMPLETE

STATUS DISPLAY

The following will also be displayed at the 
appropriate times during the cycle:

1

2

3

Snap 
Hinge

IMPORTANT
Do not attempt to close door if vent latch arm is 
disengaged and arm is in an outward position. Return 
latch arm to lower position before closing and latching 
the door.

NOTE
The vent latch may become dislodged from hinge point 
if door closure is attempted while latch arm is not in 
an acceptable closing position. The latch arm can be 
snapped back in at the hinge location. Washer will still 
operate without latch arm installed.
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These Temperature, Spin Speeds, Soil Levels and Options are available with the following cycles:
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temp

  sanitize

  hot

  warm

  cold

  cold water clean

spin speed

  max

  high

  medium

  low

  no spin

soil level

  max

  heavy

  normal

  light

  extra light

options

  energy saver

  add steam

  stain clean

  delay start

  fresh rinse

  clean washer

  control lock

  press & hold chime

  press & hold max fi ll

 = Available selections.      = Cycle defaults.      = Non-modifi able presets.

Washer Settings Chart

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
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Follow the fabric care label instructions 
on items to be washed.

For best results

Safe Stain Removal Procedures
To reduce the risk of fi re or serious injury to persons or 
property, comply with the basic warnings listed below: 

• Read and comply with all instructions on stain 
removal products. 

• Keep stain removal products in their original labeled 
containers and out of children’s reach.

• Thoroughly wash any utensils used.

• Do not combine stain removal products, especially 
ammonia and chlorine bleach. Dangerous fumes can 
result.

• Never wash items which have been previously 
cleaned in, washed in, soaked in or spotted with 
gasoline, dry cleaning solvents or other fl ammable 
or explosive substances because they give off vapors 
that could ignite or explode.

• Never use highly fl ammable solvents, such as gaso-
line, inside the home. Vapors can explode on contact 
with fl ames or sparks.

For Successful Stain Removal:
• Remove stains promptly.

• Determine the kind of stain, then follow the recom-
mended treatment in the stain removal chart on the 
next page.

• To pretreat stains, use a prewash product, liquid 
detergent, or a paste made from powder detergent 
and water.

• Use cold water on unknown stains as hot water can 
set stains.

• Consult care label instructions for treatments to avoid 
on specifi c fabrics.

• Check for colorfastness by testing stain remover 
products on an inside seam.

• Rinse and wash items after stain removal.

STAIN REMOVAL GUIDE

WARNING
HARMFUL VAPOR HAZARD

Do not use or mix liquid chlorine bleach with other 
household chemicals such as toilet cleaners, rust 
removers, acid or products containing ammonia. These 
mixtures can produce dangerous fumes which can 
cause serious injury or death.
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STAIN    TREATMENT
Adhesive tape, chewing 
gum, rubber cement

Apply ice. Scrape off excess. Place stain face down on paper towels. Saturate with 
prewash stain remover or nonfl ammable dry cleaning fl uid.

Baby formula, dairy 
products, egg

Use product containing enzymes to pretreat or soak stains. Soak for 30 minutes or more. 
Wash.

Beverages (coffee, tea,
soda, juice, alcoholic 
beverages)

Pretreat stain. Wash using cold water and bleach safe for fabric.

Blood Rinse with cold water. Rub with bar soap. Or, pretreat or soak with product containing 
enzymes. Wash using bleach safe for fabric.

Candle wax, crayon Scrape off surface wax. Place stain face down between paper towels. Press with warm 
iron until wax is absorbed. Replace paper towels frequently. Treat remaining stain 
with prewash stain remover or nonfl ammable dry cleaning fl uid. Hand wash to remove 
solvent. Wash using bleach safe for fabric. 

Chocolate Pretreat or soak in warm water using product containing enzymes. Wash using bleach 
safe for fabric.

Collar or cuff soil, 
cosmetics

Pretreat with prewash stain remover or rub with bar soap.

Dye transfer on white 
fabric

Use packaged color remover. Wash using bleach safe for fabric.

Grass Pretreat or soak in warm water using product containing enzymes. Wash using bleach 
safe for fabric.

Grease, oil, tar (butter, 
fats, salad dressing, 
cooking oils, car grease, 
motor oils)

Scrape residue from fabric. Pretreat. Wash using hottest water safe for fabric. For heavy 
stains and tar, apply nonfl ammable dry cleaning fl uid to back of stain. Replace towels 
under stain frequently. Rinse thoroughly. Wash using hottest water safe for fabric.

Ink Some inks may be impossible to remove. Washing may set some inks. Use prewash stain 
remover, denatured alcohol or nonfl ammable dry cleaning fl uid.

Mildew, scorch Wash with chlorine bleach if safe for fabric. Or, soak in oxygen bleach and hot water 
before washing. Badly mildewed fabrics may be permanently damaged.

Mud Brush off dry mud. Pretreat or soak with product containing enzymes.

Mustard, tomato Pretreat with prewash stain remover. Wash using bleach safe for fabric.

Nail polish May be impossible to remove. Place stain face down on paper towels. Apply nail pol-
ish remover to back of stain. Repeat, replacing paper towels frequently. Do not use on 
acetate fabrics.

Paint, varnish WATER BASED: Rinse fabric in cool water while stain is wet. Wash. Once paint is dry, it 
cannot be removed. OIL BASED AND VARNISH: Use solvent recommended on can label. 
Rinse thoroughly before washing.

Perspiration Use prewash stain remover or rub with bar soap. Rinse. Wash using nonchlorine bleach 
in hottest water safe for fabric.

Rust, brown or yellow 
discoloration

Use rust remover safe for fabric. Do not use chlorine bleach because it may intensify 
discoloration.

Shoe polish LIQUID: Pretreat with a paste of powder detergent and water. PASTE: Scrape residue 
from fabric. Pretreat with prewash stain remover or nonfl ammable dry cleaning fl uid. 
Rinse. Rub detergent into dampened area. Wash using bleach safe for fabric.

Tomato Pretreat with prewash stain remover. Wash using bleach safe for fabric.

Urine, vomit, mucus, 
feces

Pretreat or soak in product containing enzymes. Wash using bleach safe for fabric.

Wine Pretreat or soak in cold water. Wash in hottest water and bleach safe for fabric

Stain Removal Suggestions

STAIN REMOVAL GUIDE
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TO REFRESH OR CLEAN INSIDE OF WASHER

To clean and freshen the washer, perform the clean 
washer cycle. For best results use the clean washer 
cycle once a month. To begin the cycle, press clean 
washer and then START when prompted during 
automated reminder mode or manually select the cycle 
by following these directions:

Rotate cycle knob to the cycle position indicated to the 
right. Then press the clean washer option button. The 
LCD screen will display “SYSTEM CLEAN”.

REMOVE ALL ITEMS FROM WASH DRUM before 
fi lling the detergent chamber with one (1) cup of liquid 
chlorine bleach OR one (1) pouch of TIDE® WASHING 
MACHINE CLEANER. DO NOT use both. Press START 
to begin.

Immediately follow up with a spin only cycle. 
Select fresh rinse on max spin speed with no 
detergent or bleach to help clear any residual 
bleach left after the clean washer cycle.

For best results

Inside Routine Cleaning (Preventive)

To help prevent odors, mold or mildew, leave the door 
open for a few hours after use or whenever the washer 
is not in use.

CARE AND CLEANING

Press clean washer button to 
enter clean washer cycle.

Turn cycle selector 
to this position.

WARNING
HARMFUL VAPOR HAZARD

Do not use or mix liquid chlorine bleach with other 
household chemicals such as toilet cleaners, rust 
removers, acid or products containing ammonia. These 
mixtures can produce dangerous fumes which can 
cause serious injury or death.

CAUTION
ENTRAPMENT and TIP-OVER HAZARD

Do not leave the door open if there are small children 
or pets present. An open door could entice children to 
hang on the door or crawl inside the washer. If there 
are no small children present, you may leave the door 
ajar to prevent odor build up.

IMPORTANT
Items left in washer while performing the clean 
washer cycle will cause a severe out-of-balance 
situation that could damage the washing machine.

NOTE
If the clean washer cycle is cancelled or paused 
during the cycle, the washer will go through 2 rinse 
cycles to clean the drum of any residual bleach before 
unlocking the door.
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• Remove the drawer by pulling the drawer out until it 
stops.

• Reach back into the left rear corner of the drawer 
cavity and press down fi rmly on the lock tab. Pull out 
the drawer.

• Remove the insert from the bleach and fabric softener 
compartments.

• Rinse the drawer and inserts with a combination of ¾ 
cup liquid chlorine bleach and 1 gallon hot tap water 
to remove traces of accumulated powders and liquids. 
Large amounts of fabric softener residue may indicate 
improper dilution or more frequent cleaning is required. 
Rinse well with tap water.

• To clean the drawer opening, use a small brush to 
clean the recess. Remove all residue from the upper 
and lower parts of the recess.

• Replace the insert by pressing it in place until you hear 
a slight click. Return the dispenser drawer.

Cleaning Dispenser Drawer Area

 Daily Preventive Maintenance

Other Inside Routine Cleaning (Preventive)

• Remove items from the washer as soon as the cycle 
ends. Excess wrinkling, color transfer, and odors may 
develop in items left in the washer.

• If there are no small children or pets present, you may 
leave the door ajar when the washer is not in use.

• Leave the dispenser drawer open slightly at the end of 
the wash day.

• Dry around the washer door opening, fl exible gasket, 
and door glass. These areas should always be clean to 
ensure a water tight seal. 

• When extremely soiled items have been washed, a dirty 
residue may remain on the drum. Remove this by wip-
ing the drum with a nonabrasive household cleanser. 
Rinse thoroughly with water.

• Periodically, wipe dry the folds in the bottom of the 
fl exible gasket to remove lint and other debris.

CARE AND CLEANING

NOTE
Detergent and fabric softener may build up in the 
dispenser drawer. Residue should be removed once or 
twice a month.
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Inside Cleaning (Aggressive)

In cases where the clean washer cycle along with care 
and cleaning of rubber gasket folds isn’t done, and severe 
odor, mold, mildew, or residue buildup have developed, 
follow the below cleaning procedure to help alleviate the 
problem.

CLEANING PROCEDURE - Washer Drum
Ensure the wash tub is empty (or no clothes load). 
Open the detergent drawer and pour eight (8) cups of 
bleach into the detergent compartment. Select clean 
washer cycle as described previously in Inside Routine 
Cleaning (Preventive).

Upon cycle completion inspect the interior of the 
washer to see if the odor/residue has been eliminated. 
If any additional cleaning is required, repeat the above 
procedure. This may take several cycles depending on 
the severity of the odor/residue. You may observe some 
remaining discoloration due to the long term effects of 
this residue.

For especially contaminated areas visible inside the drum 
(including the front rubber seal), these areas might be 
more effectively cleaned by spraying a Bleach Cleaner on 
a scrub brush, soft sponge, or towel and scrubbing.

If odor is still left after bleach cycle(s) and bleach cleaner, 
open the detergent drawer and pour one (1) pouch 
of TIDE® WASHING MACHINE CLEANER in detergent 
drawer. Select clean washer cycle as above and start 
the washer.

CARE AND CLEANING

Immediately follow up with a spin only cycle. 
Select fresh rinse on max spin speed with no 
detergent or bleach to help clear any residual 
bleach left after the clean washer cycle.

For best results

Press clean washer button to 
enter clean washer cycle.

Turn cycle selector 
to this position.

IMPORTANT
Always wear rubber or latex gloves and protect fl oor 
and clothing from damage.

IMPORTANT
See Inside Routine Cleaning (Preventive) for 
future cleaning maintenance which is necessary to 
avoid repeating issues.

NOTE
If the clean washer cycle is cancelled or paused 
during the cycle, the washer will go through 2 rinse 
cycles to clean the drum of any residual bleach before 
unlocking the door.

WARNING
HARMFUL VAPOR HAZARD

Do not use or mix liquid chlorine bleach with other 
household chemicals such as toilet cleaners, rust 
removers, acid or products containing ammonia. These 
mixtures can produce dangerous fumes which can 
cause serious injury or death.
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RV
ANTIFREEZE

Follow WINTERIZING 
INSTRUCTIONS for 
cold weather storage 
and care.

• When washing is completed, wipe top and sides of 
washer with a damp cloth. Turn water faucets off to 
prevent pressure build-up in the hoses. 

• Clean the cabinet with mild soap and water. Never use 
harsh, gritty or abrasive cleansers

• If the cabinet becomes stained, clean with diluted 
chlorine bleach (1 part bleach to 8 parts water). Rinse 
several times with clear water. 

• Remove glue residue from tape or labels with a 
mixture of warm water and mild detergent. Or, touch 
residue with the sticky side of tape.

• When cleaning chrome parts use a window cleaner 
with ammonia or mild soap and water.

• Before moving the washer, place a strip of cardboard 
or thin fi berboard under the front leveling legs to 
prevent damage to the fl oor.

Outside Routine Cleaning

 1 Turn off water supply faucets.
 2 Disconnect hoses from water supply and drain 

water from hoses.
 3 Plug electrical cord into a properly grounded 

electrical outlet.
 4 Add 1 gallon (3.8 L) nontoxic recreational vehicle 

(RV) antifreeze to empty wash drum. Close door.
 5 Select a spin only cycle. Press START and let the 

washer drain for 1 minute to drain out all the water. 
Not all of the RV antifreeze will be expelled.

 6 Press cancel, unplug electrical power cord, dry off 
drum interior and close door.

 7 Remove dispenser drawer. Drain any water in 
compartments and dry compartments. Replace 
drawer.

 8 Store washer in an upright position.
 9 To remove antifreeze from washer after storage, 

perform clean washer cycle as described earlier.

Winterizing Instructions

CARE AND CLEANING

IMPORTANT
Do not store or place laundry products on top of washer 
at any time. They can damage the fi nish or controls.

IMPORTANT
If the washer is stored in an area where freezing can 
occur or moved in freezing temperatures, follow these 
winterizing instructions to prevent damage to the washer:
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Many washing problems involve poor soil and stain removal, residues of lint and scum, and fabric damage. For satisfac-
tory washing results, follow these suggestions provided by The Soap and Detergent Association.

PROBLEM POSSIBLE CAUSES SOLUTIONS PREVENTIVE MEASURES
Blue stains • Undiluted liquid detergent 

or fabric softener dispensed 
directly onto fabric.

• If caused by detergent, mix 1 
cup (240 ml) white vinegar with 
1 quart (.95 L) water in a plastic 
container. Soak item 1 hour. 
Rinse.

• If caused by fabric softener, rub 
stains with bar soap. Wash.

• Avoid overfi lling detergent and fabric 
softener compartments of dispenser.

Discoloration, 
graying

• Not enough detergent. 
• Wash water temperature 

too low.
• Incorrect sorting.

• Rewash with correct amount of 
detergent and hottest water safe 
for fabric.

• Add bleach safe for fabric.

• Sort items by soil level and color. 
• Use correct amount of detergent, hot-

test water and bleach safe for fabric.

Greasy, oily 
stains

• Not enough detergent.
• Undiluted liquid fabric 

softener poured directly 
on fabric.

• Treat with prewash stain remover 
or liquid detergent.

• Increase detergent and water 
temperature. Rewash.

• Rub fabric softener stains with 
bar soap.

• Use correct amount of detergent and 
hottest water safe for fabric.

• Do not pour liquid fabric softener 
directly on fabric. See Operating Your, 
step 5.

Holes, tears, or 
snags

• Incorrect use of chlorine 
bleach.

• Unfastened zippers, hooks, 
buckles.

• Rips, tears and broken 
threads.

• Overloading the washer.
• Degradation of fabric.

• May be irreversible if rips, tears 
and seams cannot be mended.

• Never pour chlorine bleach directly 
on fabric.

• Check condition of items before 
washing. See Operating Your, steps 
2 and 5.

Lint • Incorrect sorting.
• Tissues left in pocket.
• Overloading the washer.
• Not enough detergent.
• Undissolved detergent has 

left a residue resembling 
lint.

• Static cling is attracting lint.
• Load washed too long.

• Reduce load size. Rewash using 
correct water temperature, water 
level, and amount of detergent.

• Add nonprecipitating water con-
ditioner to wash water to remove 
detergent residue.

• Add liquid fabric softener to 
fi nal rinse.

• Dry load in dryer.
• Remove lint with lint brush or 

roller.

• See Operating Your, steps 1 and 2.
• Do not overload washer.
• Use correct temperature and amount 

of detergent, water and wash time.

Pilling
(Fibers ball up 
and cling to 
fabric.)

• Pilling is normal with syn-
thetic and permanent press 
fabrics. This is due to abra-
sion from normal wear.

• Use a lint brush or shaver to 
remove pills.

• Use fabric softener in the washer to 
lubricate fi bers. 

• When ironing, use spray starch or 
fabric fi nish on collars and cuffs.

• Turn items inside out to reduce 
abrasion.

Residue or 
powder on dark 
items;
Stiff, harsh 
fabrics.

• Undissolved detergent.
• Some granular detergents 

can combine with hard 
water minerals to form a 
residue.

• Overloading the washer.

• Rewash load. • Increase water temperature using 
hottest water safe for fabric.

• Do not overload washer.
• Use liquid detergent or use non-

precipitating water conditioner with 
powder detergent.

Common Washing Problems

SOLUTIONS TO COMMON PROBLEMS
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Common Washing Problems, continued

SOLUTIONS TO COMMON PROBLEMS

PROBLEM POSSIBLE CAUSES SOLUTIONS PREVENTIVE MEASURES
Wrinkling • Overloading the washer.

• Incorrect wash cycle for 
wash load.

• Reduce load size.
• Rinse in cold water with liquid 

fabric softener using the casual 
or delicate cycle.

• Do not overload washer.
• Remove items from washer as soon 

as cycle is completed.
• Use liquid fabric softener.

Yellow buildup 
of body soil on 
synthetic fabrics

• Agitation time too short.
• Wash water temperature 

too low.
• Not enough detergent.

• Soak in detergent booster or 
product containing enzymes.

• Wash in hottest water safe for 
fabric using casual cycle.

• Increase detergent.
• Add bleach safe for fabric or treat 

with color remover.

• Select correct wash cycle.
• Use correct amount of detergent.
• Wash synthetics frequently using hot 

or warm water.

Yellow or brown 
rust stains

• Iron or manganese in water 
supply, water pipes, or 
water heater.

• To restore discolored load of 
whites, use rust remover safe 
for fabric.

• Do not use chlorine bleach to re-
move rust stains. It may intensify 
discoloration.

• Use nonprecipitating water softener.
• Before washing, run hot water for a 

few minutes to clear lines.
• Drain water heater occasionally.
• For an ongoing problem, install 

an iron fi lter in your water supply 
system.

Residue stains / 
buildup, mold or 
mildew stains in 
gasket

• Moisture in the washer.
• Use of non-HE detergent.
• Overdosing detergent.
• Overloading wash drum.
• Leaving a wet load set in 

washer.
• Cold water washes which 

may not completely dissolve 
and remove detergents.

• Perform SYSTEM CLEAN cycle
• Scrub gasket with Comet™ Spray 

Gel Mildew Stain Remover using 
brush to remove stains.

• Use only HE (high effi ciency 
detergent) along with recom-
mended dosage.

• Remove wash load immediately 
upon cycle completion.

• Run dehumidifi er in laundry room.
• Avoid overfi lling detergent and fabric 

softener compartments of dispenser.
• Dry the inside of washer and gasket 

after every run.

Residue stains 
/ buildup, mold 
or mildew stains 
in dispenser 
drawer

• Moisture in the washer.
• Use of non-HE detergent.
• Overdosing detergent.

• Remove dispenser drawer and 
wipe dispenser and inserts with 
combination of ¾ cup liquid 
chlorine bleach and one gallon 
hot water. Rinse well, and repeat 
if necessary. Return drawer to 
location. NOTE: Wear rubber of 
latex gloves. Protect fl oor and 
clothing from bleach damage.

• Use only HE (high effi ciency 
detergent) along with recom-
mended dosage.

• Avoid overfi lling detergent and fabric 
softener compartments of dispenser.

Water in fold of 
fl exible gasket

• Result of washing and part 
of normal operation.

• At the end of each wash, dry 
inside of gasket fold with clean 
dry towel all around gasket.

Odor • Moisture in the washer.
• Use of non-HE detergent.
• Overdosing detergent.
• Leaving a wet load remain 

in washer.
• Cold water washes which 

may not completely dissolve 
and remove detergents.

• Perform SYSTEM CLEAN cycle.
• At the end of each wash, dry 

inside of gasket fold with clean, 
dry towel all around gasket. 

• Use only HE (high effi ciency 
detergent) along with recom-
mended dosage.

• Remove wash load immediately 
upon cycle completion.

• Pour one cup liquid chlorine 
bleach in standpipe; let remain a 
day and fl ush with water.

• Leave door and dispenser drawer 
open for a few hours after use or 
whenever washer is not in use.
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Before calling for service, review this list. It may save both time and expense. The list includes common occurrences 
that are not the result of defective workmanship or materials in this washer.

OCCURRENCE POSSIBLE CAUSE SOLUTION
NOISE

High pitch “jet engine” 
noise.

A certain amount of motor whine is normal 
during the spin cycle.

Rattling and clanking 
noise.

Foreign objects such as coins or safety pins 
may be in drum or pump. 

Stop washer and check drum. If noise continues after washer is 
restarted, objects may be in pump. Call your authorized servicer.

Belt buckles and metal fasteners are hitting 
wash drum.

To prevent unnecessary noise and damage to drum, fasten fasteners 
and turn items inside out.

Thumping sound. Heavy wash loads may produce a thumping 
sound. This is usually normal. If sound con-
tinues, washer is probably out of balance.

Stop washer and redistribute wash load.

Vibrating noise. Washer is not resting fi rmly on fl oor. Move washer so it rests fi rmly on fl oor. Adjust leveling legs. See 
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS for details.

Shipping bolts and foam block have not been 
removed during installation.

See INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS for removing shipping bolts and 
foam block.

Wash load unevenly distributed in drum. Stop washer and rearrange wash load.

OPERATING

Washer does not start. Electrical power cord may not be plugged in or 
connection may be loose. 

Make sure plug fi ts tightly in wall outlet.

House fuse blown, circuit breaker tripped, or 
a power outage has occurred. 

Reset circuit breaker or replace fuse. Do not increase fuse capacity. 
If problem is a circuit overload, have it corrected by a qualifi ed elec-
trician. If problem is a power outage, call local electric company.

Water supply faucets are not turned on. Turn on water supply faucets.

Motor is overheated. Washer motor will stop 
if it becomes overheated. 

It will automatically restart after a cool down period of up to 30 
minutes (if washer has not been manually turned off).

Washer door is not completely closed. Close door completely.

Washer won’t spin. Load is too small. Add 1 or 2 similar items to help balance the load.

Residue left in drum. Heavily soiled items. Wipe drum with a nonabrasive household cleanser, then rinse. Shake 
or brush excess dirt and sand from items before washing

Service Prevention Checklist

SOLUTIONS TO COMMON PROBLEMS
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Service Prevention Checklist, continued

OCCURRENCE POSSIBLE CAUSE SOLUTION
WATER

Water collects in folds of 
the bellows at the end of 
the cycle.

This is a result of the washing action and is 
part of the normal operation of the washer.

Water collects in bleach 
and fabric softener com-
partments.

This is a result of the siphoning action and is 
part of the normal operation of the washer.

Water may be removed by removing the dispenser drawer (see Care 
and Cleaning in this guide) and draining water into the empty drum 
or sink.

Wash load too wet after 
spin.

Washer is overloaded. Do not overload washer. See Operating Your Washer, step 4.

Load is too small. Add 1 or 2 similar items to help balance the load.

Load is out of balance. Rearrange load to allow proper spinning.

Drain hose is kinked. Straighten drain hose.

Water does not enter 
washer or it enters slowly.

Water supply is not adequate in area. Check another faucet in the house. Wait until water supply and pressure 
increase.

Water supply faucets are not completely 
open. 

Fully open hot and cold faucets.

Water is being used elsewhere in the house. 
Water pressure must be at least 30 psi 
(260 kPa). 

Avoid running water elsewhere while washer is fi lling.

Water inlet hoses are kinked. Straighten hoses.

Warm or hot water is not 
hot enough.

Hot water heater is set too low or is a 
distance from washer. 

Measure hot water temperature at nearby faucet with candy or meat 
thermometer. Water temperature should be at least 120°F (49°C). 
Adjust water heater as necessary.

Hot water is being used elsewhere in the 
house. 

Avoid using hot water elsewhere before or during washer use. 
There may not be enough hot water available for proper cleaning. If 
problem persists, your hot water system may be unable to support 
more than 1 use at a time. 

Water in washer does not 
drain or drains slowly.

Drain hose is kinked or clogged. Clean and straighten the drain hose.

Drain hose standpipe is too tall. Maximum 
standpipe height is 8’ (2.4 m).

Reduce standpipe height to less than 8’ (2.4 m). See INSTALLATION 
INSTRUCTIONS.

House drain pipes are clogged. Unclog drain pipes. Contact plumber if necessary.

Water leaks. Fill hose connection is loose at faucet or 
washer. 

Check and tighten hose connections. Ensure rubber sealing washers 
are installed.

Oversudsing. Wrong detergent. Run rinse cycle. Use a low-sudsing, high effi ciency detergent. 

Too much detergent. Run rinse cycle. Use less detergent in future loads.

Incorrect wash and rinse 
temperatures.

Hot and cold water hoses are connected to 
wrong supply faucets. 

Connect hot water hose to hot water faucet and cold water hose to 
cold water faucet.

Water is entering washer 
but tub does not fi ll.

Drain hose standpipe is too low. Standpipe 
must be a minimum of 23.6” (60 cm) high to 
prevent siphoning.

Increase standpipe height to at least 23.6” (60 cm). See INSTALLA-
TION INSTRUCTIONS.

SOLUTIONS TO COMMON PROBLEMS
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MAJOR APPLIANCE WARRANTY INFORMATION

For the applicable warranty period as set forth below, as measured from your original date of purchase, Electrolux will repair or 
replace any parts of this appliance that prove to be defective in materials or workmanship when such appliance is installed, used 
and maintained in accordance with the provided instructions.

Warranty Periods:
 • All parts — One year including labor
 • Wash tub — Functional life of the product (excluding labor) 
 • Wash tub drive motor, non-cosmetic defects — Ten years (excluding labor) 

Exclusions
This warranty does not cover the following:
 1. Products with original serial numbers that have been removed, altered or cannot be readily determined.
 2.  Product that has been transferred from its original owner to another party or removed outside the USA or Canada.
 3.  Rust on the interior or exterior of the unit.
 4.  Products purchased “as-is” are not covered by this warranty. 
 5.  Food loss due to any refrigerator or freezer failures.
 6. Products used in a commercial setting.  
 7.  Service calls which do not involve malfunction or defects in materials or workmanship, or for appliances not in ordinary 

household use or used other than in accordance with the provided instructions.
 8.  Service calls to correct the installation of your appliance or to instruct you how to use your appliance.
 9.  Expenses for making the appliance accessible for servicing, such as removal of trim, cupboards, shelves, etc., which are not a 

part of the appliance when it is shipped from the factory. 
 10. Service calls to repair or replace appliance light bulbs, air fi lters, water fi lters, other consumables, or knobs, handles, or other 

cosmetic parts.
 11. Surcharges including, but not limited to, any after hour, weekend, or holiday service calls, tolls, ferry trip charges, or mileage 

expense for service calls to remote areas, including the state of Alaska.
 12.  Damages to the fi nish of appliance or home incurred during installation, including but not limited to fl oors, cabinets, walls, etc.
 13. Damages caused by: services performed by unauthorized service companies; use of parts other than genuine Electrolux 

parts or parts obtained from persons other than authorized service companies; or external causes such as abuse, misuse, 
inadequate power supply, accidents, fi res, or acts of God.

DISCLAIMER OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES; LIMITATION OF REMEDIES
CUSTOMER’S SOLE AND EXCLUSIVE REMEDY UNDER THIS LIMITED WARRANTY SHALL BE PRODUCT REPAIR OR REPLACEMENT 
AS PROVIDED HEREIN. CLAIMS BASED ON IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR 
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ARE LIMITED TO ONE YEAR OR THE SHORTEST PERIOD ALLOWED BY LAW, BUT 
NOT LESS THAN ONE YEAR. ELECTROLUX SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES SUCH AS 
PROPERTY DAMAGE AND INCIDENTAL EXPENSES RESULTING FROM ANY BREACH OF THIS WRITTEN LIMITED WARRANTY OR 
ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY. SOME STATES AND PROVINCES DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL 
OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR LIMITATIONS ON THE DURATION OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES, SO THESE LIMITATIONS OR 
EXCLUSIONS MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. THIS WRITTEN WARRANTY GIVES YOU SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS. YOU MAY ALSO HAVE 
OTHER RIGHTS THAT VARY FROM STATE TO STATE.

IF YOU NEED SERVICE
Keep your receipt, delivery slip, or some other appropriate payment record to establish the warranty period should service be 
required. If service is performed, it is in your best interest to obtain and keep all receipts. Service under this warranty must be 
obtained by contacting Electrolux at the addresses or phone numbers below.

This warranty only applies in the USA and Canada. In the USA, your appliance is warranted by Electrolux Major Appliances North 
America, a division of Electrolux Home Products, Inc. In Canada, your appliance is warranted by Electrolux Canada Corp. Electrolux 
authorizes no person to change or add to any obligations under this warranty. Obligations for service and parts under this warranty 
must be performed by Electrolux or an authorized service company. Product features or specifi cations as described or illustrated are 
subject to change without notice.

USA
1.800.944.9044
Electrolux Major Appliances
10200 David Taylor Drive
Charlotte, NC  28262

Canada
1.800.265.8352

Electrolux Canada Corp.
5855 Terry Fox Way

Mississauga, Ontario, Canada
L5V 3E4
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NOTES



Id Modo de 
tarea

Nombre de tarea DuraciónComienzo 
programado

Fin PredecesorasWorkers Machinary

1 Site preparation 10,82 horaslun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14
2 Start Day 1 Shift 1 0 horas lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14
3 Arrival of the first container 10,82 horaslun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 2
4 First container arrival 22 mins lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 2
5 Preliminary demarcation 30 mins lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 2
6 Download the materials to site 

accomodation (awnings, boards, 
tables, safety harness)

45 mins lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 4;5 12

7 Download and placement of the 
tools, screws, nail, etc.

30 mins lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 6 9 Telehandler

8 Download the footings elements 
(bases, dummies, etc)

1 hora lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 7 9 telehandler

9 Download the fall protection system 
structure from the container

30 mins lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 8 9

10 Download the roof battens from the 
container

1 hora lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 9 9 Telehandler

11 Start Day 1 Shift 2 0 horas lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 Telehandler
12 Download the rafters from the 

container
1,5 
horas

lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 10 8 Telehandler

13 Download the columns from the 
container

1 hora lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 12 8 Telehandler

14 Download the floor structural 
insulation panels from the container

1 hora lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 13 8 Telehandler

15 Download the Wall 7 Panel 3 from 
the container

1 hora lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 14 8 Telehandler

16 Download the Wall 7 Panel 2 from 
the container

1 hora lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 15 8 Telehandler

17 Download Wall 7 Panel 1 from the 
container

1 hora lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 16 8 Telehandler

18 Download 100% of the 1st container 0 horas lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 17 8

19 Assembly of the rest and office area 
awning

30 mins lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 6 3

20 Assembly of the workshop area 
awning

15 mins lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 19 3

21 Install of the working areas, tools and 
joining elements

2 horas lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 20;7 3

22 Place the safety fences and the 
signposting

2 horas lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 21 3

23 Tropikas assembly 203,32 horaslun 16/06/14 jue 26/06/14
24 Finish Day 1 Shift 1 0 horas lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 2
25 Main structure 51,85 horaslun 16/06/14 mié 18/06/14
26 Determinate the location of the 

module elements
3,5 
horas

lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 22 3

27 "Trazado" Inspection 0 horas lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 26
28 Footings placement 4,5 horaslun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14
29 Transport the plaques to the site 30 mins lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 8;26 3 Telehandler

30 Place the plaques on its site 2 horas lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 29;26;176
31 Place the dummies and adjust the

levels
2 horas lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 30 6

32 Plaques alignment and levels 
inspection

0 horas lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 31 8

33 Assembly of the main structural 
frameworks

14,6 
horas

lun 16/06/14 mar 
17/06/14

34 Prepare the materials for the 
Structural frameworks assembly 
and placement on the structural 
fameworks assembly area

1 hora lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 17 6

35 Scaffoldings placement next to 
Axis A structural framework. 
Check everything is ok

1,5 
horas

lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 17;34CC4

36 Scaffoldings placement next to 
Axis B and C. Check everything is 
ok.

1 hora lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 35 4

37 Scaffoldings placement next to 
Axis D. Check everything is ok.

1 hora lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 36 2

38 Finish Day 1 Shift 2 0 horas lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14 11
39 Start Day 1 Shift 3 0 horas lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14
40 Structural frameworks individual 

assembly
4,05 
horas

lun 16/06/14 mar 
17/06/14

41 Assembly Axis A Structural 
framework and the anchor 
points system

1 hora lun 16/06/14 mar 
17/06/14

34;39 4

42 Assembly Axis B Structural 
framework and the anchor 
points system

1 hora lun 16/06/14 mar 
17/06/14

41CC 4

43 Arrival of the crane 0 horas lun 16/06/14 lun 16/06/14
44 Placement of Axis A structural 

framework
30 mins mar 17/06/14 mar 

17/06/14
43;31;35;428 Crane

45 Placement of Axis B structural 
framework

30 mins mar 17/06/14 mar 
17/06/14

44 8 Crane

46 Boom Lift placement between 
Axis A and B, next to Axis 5

0 horas mar 17/06/14 mar 
17/06/14

47 Attach Axis A and Axis B 
structural frameworks on the 
capping and roof rafters, 
including the rafters on Axis 3 
and 4 (bathroom's roof)

2 horas mar 17/06/14 mar 
17/06/14

45;35;36;464 Crane, 
Boom lift

48 Assembly Axis C Structural 
framework

1 hora mar 17/06/14 mar 
17/06/14

45 4

49 Assembly Axis D Structural 
framework

1 hora mar 17/06/14 mar 
17/06/14

48 4

50 Placement of Axis A' floor rafter 30 mins mar 17/06/14 mar 
17/06/14

48;47;498

51 Placement of the floor tie rafters 
between Axis A and B

1 hora mar 17/06/14 mar 
17/06/14

50 6

52 Finish Day 1 Shift 3 0 horas mar 17/06/14 mar 17/06/1439
53 Start Day 2 Shift 1 0 horas mar 17/06/14 mar 17/06/14
54 Placement of Axis C structural 

framework
1 hora mar 17/06/14 mar 

17/06/14
47;49;508 Crane

55 Prepare and placement all the 
rafters

1 hora mar 17/06/14 mar 
17/06/14

54CC 4

56 Placement of Axis D structural 
framework

1 hora mar 17/06/14 mar 
17/06/14

54 6 Crane

57 Placement of the floor tie rafters 
between Axis B and C

1 hora mar 17/06/14 mar 
17/06/14

51;54 6

58 Placement of Axis C' floor rafter 0,5 
horas

mar 17/06/14 mar 
17/06/14

57;56 12

59 Attach Axis C and Axis D structural
frameworks on the capping and 
roof rafters

2 horas mar 17/06/14 mar 
17/06/14

56;58 6

60 Placement of the floor tie rafters 
between Axis C and D

2 horas mar 17/06/14 mar 
17/06/14

58 6

61 Bathroom's roof 3,13 horasmar 17/06/14 mar 17/06/14
62 Hoist the bathroom's roof with 

the crane
30 mins mar 17/06/14 mar 

17/06/14
57;59 6 Crane

63 Place the roof panel's on its site 30 mins mar 17/06/14 mar 
17/06/14

62 6

64 Attach the roof panel's to the 
capping rafters

1 hora mar 17/06/14 mar 
17/06/14

63 6

65 Placement of the capping and 
roof rafters between Axis B and C 
on Axis 2

1 hora mar 17/06/14 mar 
17/06/14

64 6

66 Place the roof battens in groups 
to hoist them

1 hora mar 17/06/14 mar 
17/06/14

60 6

67 Hoist and Place the roof battens 2 horas mar 17/06/14 mar 
17/06/14

63;66 5 Crane and 
Boom Lift

68 Placement of the Capping rafter 
and roof rafters between Axis B 
and C on Axis 4 and 5

1 hora mar 17/06/14 mar 
17/06/14

67FF 5

69 Check structure levels 12 horasmar 17/06/14 mar 17/06/1445CC All
70 Finish Day 2 Shift 1 0 horas mar 17/06/14 mar 17/06/1453
71 Start Day 2 Shift 2 0 horas mar 17/06/14 mar 17/06/14
72 Placement of the Boom Lift between

Axis B and C, next to Axis 5
15 mins mar 17/06/14 mar 

17/06/14
46;60;715

73 Second container arrival 15 mins mar 17/06/14 mar 17/06/14 2
74 Download the water collectors 15 mins mar 17/06/14 mar 

17/06/14
73 9

75 Download the roof deck and 
accesories

2 horas mar 17/06/14 mar 
17/06/14

74 9

76 Download the chimney superior 
structure

30 mins mar 17/06/14 mar 
17/06/14

75 9

77 Download the rockwool 1 hora mar 17/06/14 mar 17/06/1476 7
78 Download the chimney inferior 

structure (internal and external)
1 hora mar 17/06/14 mar 

17/06/14
77 7

79 Download the "rodapie" 30 mins mar 17/06/14 mar 17/06/1478 7
80 Download the teak interior finish for

the bathroom and chimney
30 mins mar 17/06/14 mar 

17/06/14
79 7

81 Download teak wood 30 mins mar 17/06/14 mar 17/06/1480 7
82 Download teak floor finish 30 mins mar 17/06/14 mar 17/06/1481 7
83 Download Wall 9 30 mins mar 17/06/14 mar 

17/06/14
82 7

84 Download Wall 10 30 mins mar 17/06/14 mar 17/06/1483 7
85 Roof 7 horas mar 17/06/14 mar 17/06/14
86 Prepare the materials and tools 30 mins mar 17/06/14 mar 17/06/1471 2
87 Place the lifelines 1 hora mar 17/06/14 mar 17/06/1468;64;862
88 Attach the inferior sheets to the 

crane
30 mins mar 17/06/14 mar 

17/06/14
67;68;75;874 Crane

89 Hoist the inferior sheets to the 
top of the battens and the Z's to 
attach the roof

1 hora mar 17/06/14 mar 
17/06/14

88 4 Crane

16/06

16/06

16/06
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Id Modo de 
tarea

Nombre de tarea DuraciónComienzo 
programado

Fin PredecesorasWorkers Machinary

90 Crane leaving 0 horas mar 17/06/14 mar 17/06/1489
91 Attach the inferior  sheets to the 

battens
3 horas mar 17/06/14 mar 

17/06/14
89 4

92 Finish Day 2 Shift 2 0 horas mar 17/06/14 mar 17/06/1471
93 Start Day 2 Shift 3 0 horas mar 17/06/14 mar 17/06/14
94 Download lateral grid 1 hora mar 17/06/14 mié 18/06/1484 8
95 Download frontal grid 1 hora mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/1494 8
96 Download ramp 1,5 horasmié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/1495 8
97 Roof 11,9 horasmié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14
98 Attach the rockwool to the forklift 2 horas mié 18/06/14 mié 

18/06/14
91;77;964 Forklift

99 Hoist the rockwool to the top of 
the battens

2 horas mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

98CC 4 Forklift

100 Place the rockwool above the 
inferior sheets

2 horas mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

99CC 4

101 Floor 2 horas mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14
102 Placement of the structural 

insulation panels
2 horas mié 18/06/14 mié 

18/06/14
68;14;89;964

103 Finish Day 2 Shift 3 0 horas mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/1493
104 Start Day 3 Shift 1 0 horas mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14
105 Floor 2,5 horasmié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14
106 Placement of the structural 

insulation panels
2,5 
horas

mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

102 4

107 Attach the superior sheets to the 
forklift

1 hora mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

100 4 Forklift

108 Supplying materials for the works 
on the roof

4 horas mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

107;127FF4

109 Hoist the superior sheets to the 
top of the battens

30 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

100 4 Forklift

110 Attach the superior sheets to the 
inferior sheets

3 horas mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

107CC4

111 Chimney superior structure 6,95 horasmié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/1492
112 Hoist the main structure to the 

top of the roof
30 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 

18/06/14
110;764

113 Attach the main structure to 
the roof

30 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

112 4

114 Place the chimney accesories 
(botaguas)

30 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

113 2

115 Hoist the chimney enclosures 30 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

114 2

116 Place the chimney enclousures 30 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

115CC2

117 Roof accesories 2,52 horasmié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14
118 Hoist the roof accesories 30 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/1475;1062 Boom Lift
119 Place the gutter 30 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14110;1182 Boom Lift
120 Place the drains 1,5 horasmié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14119 2 Boom Lift
121 Roof components assembly 5 horas mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14
122 Solar panels 5 horas mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14
123 Solar panels structure 

assembly
2 horas mié 18/06/14 mié 

18/06/14
114 2

124 Hoist the solar panels with
the forklift

45 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

123 2

125 Attach the solar panels to 
the structure

3 horas mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

123;124CC2

126 Water collectors 4,25 horasmié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14
127 Hoist the water collectors 

to the top of the roof
15 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 

18/06/14
116 2 Forklift

128 Water collectors structure 
assembly

1 hora mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

127 2

129 Attach the water 
collectors to the structure

1 hora mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

128 2

130 Install the pipes to 
connect the water 
collectors to the hot water

2 horas mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

129 2

131 Finish Day 3 Shift 1 0 horas mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14104
132 Start Day 3 Shift 2 0 horas mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14
133 Third container arrival 15 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14106 2
134 Download the PVC pipes 30 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14133 8
135 Download the rain water pipe 15 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 

18/06/14
134 8

136 Dowload the ceiling components 30 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

135 8

137 Dowload the TV, Home theater and 
the microwave

15 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

136;1128

138 Download the biogardener 
components

30 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

137 8 Telehandler

139 Download the artifitial wetland 
recipients

30 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

138 8 Telehandler

140 Download the stones from the 
container

30 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

139 8 Telehandler

141 Download the fishbowl bombs 15 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14140 8
142 Download the grase traps 30 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14141 8
143 Download the compost bin 30 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14142 8
144 Download the cupper pipes 30 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14143 8
145 Download the electrical pipes 1,5 horasmié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14144 8
146 Download electrical components 30 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14145 8 Telehandler
147 Download hvac and mechanical 

components
30 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 

18/06/14
146 7 Telehandler

148 Download the Oasys 30 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14147 7 Telehandler
149 Dowload Wall 11 from the container 30 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 

18/06/14
148 7 Telehandler

150 Dowload Wall 8 from the container 30 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

149 7 Telehandler

151 Download Panel 3 Wall 8 from the 
container

15 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

150 7 Telehandler

152 Download Panel 3 Wall 10 from the 
container

15 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

151 7 Telehandler

153 Download Wall 6 from the container 15 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

152 7 Telehandler

154 Download the Wall 3 from the 
container

30 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

153 7 Telehandler

155 Download the Wall 1 from the 
container

30 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

154 7 Telehandler

156 Download the Wall 2 from the 
container

15 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

155 7 Telehandler

157 Download Wall 4 from the container 15 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

156 7 Telehandler

158 Download the chimney duct from 
the container

15 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

157 7 Telehandler

159 Download the dehumifier from the 
container

30 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

158 7 Telehandler

160 Download the ducts 30 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

159;1247 Telehandler

161 Download the glass, doors and 
windows 

1 hora mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

160 7 Telehandler

162 Electrical installations 6,4 horasmié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14
163 Place plastic sheets under the 

floor to work properly
30 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 

18/06/14
125;130;1464

164 Placement of the electrical pipes 
under the floor

1 hora mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

163 4

165 Connect the electrical pipes and 
cables under the floor

3 horas mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

164 4

166 Attach the electrical pipes to the 
floor and floor tie rafters

1 hora mié 18/06/14 mié 
18/06/14

165 4

167 Finish Day 3 Shift 2 0 horas mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14132
168 Start Day 3 Shift 3 0 horas mié 18/06/14 mié 18/06/14
169 Walls 14,02 horasmié 18/06/14 jue 19/06/14
170 Wall 7 3,25 horasmié 18/06/14 jue 19/06/14
171 Attach the Panel 1 to the 

telehandler
15 mins mié 18/06/14 mié 

18/06/14
17;1616 Forklift

172 Place Panel 1 on its site 45 mins mié 18/06/14 jue 19/06/14 171 6 Forklift
173 Attach the Panel 1 to the floor and

columns
30 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 172 6

174 Attach the Panel 2 to the 
telehandler trough the window 
space

15 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 173 6 Forklift

175 Place Panel 2 on its site 1 hora jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 174 6 Forklift
176 Attach Panel 2 to the Panel 1, 

Capping rafter and Columns
30 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 175 6

177 Wall 11 1 hora jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14
178 Place Panel 1 on its site 15 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 176 4
179 Attach Panel 1 to the floor and 

Wall 7 Panel 1
15 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 178 4

180 Place Panel 2 on its site 15 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 179 4
181 Attach Panel 2 to the Panel 1, 

Capping rafter and Wall 7 Panel 2
15 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 180 4

182 Wall 8 13,5 horasmié 18/06/14 jue 19/06/14
183 Place Panel 1 on its site 15 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 181 4
184 Attach Panel 1 to the floor and 

Wall 7 Panel 1
15 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 183 4

185 Place Panel 2 on its site 15 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 184 4
186 Attach Panel 2 to the Panel 1, 

Capping rafter and Wall 7 Panel 2
15 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 185 4

187 Place Panel 3 on its site 15 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 186 4
188 Attach Panel 3 to the Capping 

rafter, roof rafter and Wall 7 Panel
3

15 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 187 4

189 Electrical installations 13,5 horasmié 18/06/14 jue 19/06/14
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Id Modo de 
tarea

Nombre de tarea DuraciónComienzo 
programado

Fin PredecesorasWorkers Machinary

190 Protection boxes piping and 
wiring in the machine room

8 horas mié 18/06/14 jue 19/06/14 168;1662

191 Finish Day 3 Shift 3 0 horas jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 168
192 Start Day 4 Shift 1 0 horas jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 191
193 Place the electrical pipes and 

cables on the walls between 
Axis A and B

2 horas jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 188 3

194 Wiring between walls and floor
between axis A and B

2 horas jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 193 3

195 Electric installations 5,5 horasjue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14
196 Place the lighting piping 

between Axis A and B
1 hora jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 190 4

197 Lightning wiring between 
Axis A and B

1 hora jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 196 4

198 Ceiling's panels placement 
between Axis A and B

30 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 197 4

199 Place the electrical pipes and
cables on the walls between 
Axis C and D

1 hora jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 198 4

200 Wiring between walls and 
floor between axis C and D

1 hora jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 199 4

201 Lightning wiring between 
Axis C and D

1 hora jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 200 4

202 Wall 10 1,5 horasjue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14
203 Place Panel 1 on its site 15 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 188 4
204 Attach Panel 1 to the floor, 

column and Wall 11 Panel 1
15 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 203 4

205 Place Panel 2 on its site 15 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 204 4
206 Attach Panel 2 to the Panel 1, 

Capping rafter and Wall 11 Panel 
2

15 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 205 4

207 Place Panel 3 on its site 15 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 206 4
208 Attach Panel 3 to the Capping 

rafter and Roof rafter
15 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 207 4

209 Wall 6 0,5 horasjue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14
210 Place Wall 6 on its site 15 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 208 4
211 Attach Wall 6 to the Floor, 

Capping rafter and Columns
15 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 210 4

212 Wall 9 0,5 horasjue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14
213 Place Wall 9 on its site 15 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 211 4
214 Attach Wall 9 to the Floor, 

Capping rafter and Columns
15 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 213 4

215 Wall 3 1,75 horasjue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14
216 Attach the Panel 1 to the forklift 15 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 214 7 Forklift

217 Place Panel 1 on its site 15 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 216 7 Forklift
218 Attach the Panel 1 to the floor and

columns
15 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 217 7

219 Attach the Panel 2 to the forklift 
in the top of the panel

15 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 218 7 Forklift

220 Place Panel 2 on its site 15 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 219 7 Forklift
221 Attach Panel 2 to the Panel 1 and 

Columns
30 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 220 7

222 Wall 1 2 horas jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14
223 Attach the Panel 1 to the forklift 15 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 221 7 Forklift

224 Place Panel 1 on its site 15 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 223 7 Forklift
225 Attach the Panel 1 to the floor and

columns
15 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 224 7

226 Attach the Panel 2 to the forklift 15 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 225 7 Forklift

227 Place Panel 2 on its site 30 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 226 7 Forklift
228 Attach Panel 2 to the Panel 1, 

Capping rafter and Columns
30 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 227 7

229 Wall 2 1,25 horasjue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14
230 Place Panel 1 on its site 15 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 228 7
231 Attach the Panel 1 to the Floor 

and Column
15 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 230 7

232 Place Panel 2 on its site 15 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 231 7
233 Attach Panel 2 to the Panel 1, 

Capping rafter and Column
30 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 232 7

234 Wall 4 0,5 horasjue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14
235 Place Wall 4 on its site 15 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 233 5
236 Attach Wall 4 to the Floor, 

Capping rafter and Columns
15 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 235 5

237 Finish Day 4 Shift 1 0 horas jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 192
238 Start Day 4 Shift 2 0 horas jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14
239 Chimney inferior structure 1,75 horasjue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14
240 Placement of the chimney duct 15 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 236 11
241 Attach the inferior duct with the 

superior one
30 mins jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 240 11

242 Placement of the inferior enclosure 1 hora jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 240;24111

243 Lobby, hall and ramp 12,27 horasjue 19/06/14 vie 20/06/14
244 Footings, dummies and bases 

placement
1 hora jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 242 7

245 Columns placement 0,5 horasjue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 244 7
246 Floor rafters placement 1 hora jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 245 7
247 Capping rafters placement 1 hora jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 246 7 Forklift
248 Floor panels placement 3 horas jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 247 7
249 Electric installations 8 horas jue 19/06/14 vie 20/06/14
250 Ceiling's panels placement 

between Axis C and D
1 hora jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 247 4

251 Outleds placement 1 hora jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 250 4
252 Luminers placement 1 hora jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 251 4
253 Finish Day 4 Shift 2 0 horas jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14 238
254 Start Day 4 Shift 3 0 horas jue 19/06/14 jue 19/06/14
255 Electrical installations 5 horas jue 19/06/14 vie 20/06/14
256 Install the solar panels 1 hora jue 19/06/14 vie 20/06/14 252;1254
257 Solar panels wiring 2 horas vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 256 4
258 Service conductors 2 horas vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 257 4
259 Lobby, hall and ramp 1 hora jue 19/06/14 vie 20/06/14
260 Ramp placement 1 hora jue 19/06/14 vie 20/06/14 248 7
261 Biogardener 4,63 

horas
vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14

262 Place the biogardener recipient 15 mins vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 260 6 Forklift
263 Introduce the soils into the 

biogardener recipient
1 hora vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 262 6

264 Introduce the plant into the 
biogardener recipient

30 mins vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 263 6

265 Place the grase tramp 15 mins vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 264 6
266 Place the sedimenter 15 mins vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 265 6
267 Place the HOG tank 1 hora vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 266 6
268 Connect the biogardener 

recipient to the mechanical 
installations

30 mins vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 267 6

269 Finish Day 4 Shift 3 0 horas vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 254
270 Start Day 5 Shift 1 0 horas vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 269
271 Install the HVAC equipments 7 horas vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14
272 Install the HOG tanks on machine 

room
1 hora vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 136;2584

273 Install the Oasys 2 horas vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 272 4
274 Install the dehumifier 2 horas vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 273 4
275 Install the booster 1 hora vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 274 4
276 Install the Head exchanger 1 hora vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 275 4
277 Arrival of the fourth container 12 

horas
vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14

278 Arrival of the fourth container 15 mins vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 268 6
279 Download the transformer 15 mins vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 278
280 Download the pergola components 

(caña brava)
1 hora vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 279

281 Download the railings 1 hora vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 280
282 Download the teak floor finishes 15 mins vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 281 6
283 Download the closet 30 mins vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 282 6 Telehandler
284 Download the kitchen furniture 15 mins vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 283 6
285 Download the bed 15 mins vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 284 6
286 Download the flexible area furniture 15 mins vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 285 6

287 Download the refrigerator 15 mins vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 286 6
288 Download the washing machine 15 mins vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 287 6
289 Download the drying machine 15 mins vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 288 6
290 Download the oven, dishwasher, 

and all the kitchen components
30 mins vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 289 6

291 Downoload the flower pots 15 mins vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 290 6 Telehandler
292 Download the toilet 15 mins vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 291
293 Download the components 2 horas vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 292
294 Finishes 12 horasvie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14
295 Walls internal enclosures 

placement
6 horas vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 260 2

296 Insternal enclosures between 
columns, roof rafter-roof; 
windows-columns, etc.

2 horas vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 295FF2

297 Finish Day 5 Shift 1 0 horas vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 270
298 Start Day 5 Shift 2 0 horas vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 297
299 Grid placement 4 horas vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 296 4
300 Hydrophonic system installation 7 horas vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14
301 Flower pots placement 2 horas vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 268 3
302 Place the terrace flowerpot 1 hora vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 301 3
303 Place the canoe 30 mins vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 302 3
304 Place the substratums 1 hora vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 303 3
305 Place the plants 1 hora vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 304 3
306 Install the pipeline 1 hora vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 305 3
307 Connect it 30 mins vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 306 3
308 Install the HVAC equipments 4 horas vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14
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Id Modo de 
tarea

Nombre de tarea DuraciónComienzo 
programado

Fin PredecesorasWorkers Machinary

309 Install the circuit board 2 horas vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 276 4
310 Make electrical connections 1 hora vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 309 4
311 Hot water tank installation 1 hora vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 310 4
312 Cut and install the Pex piping 9,8 horasvie 20/06/14 sáb 21/06/14
313 Install the blue pipes for potable 

water
3 horas vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 311 4

314 Finish Day 5 Shift 2 0 horas vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14 298
315 Start Day 5 Shift 3 0 horas vie 20/06/14 vie 20/06/14
316 Install the red pipes for potable hot 

water
1,5 
horas

vie 20/06/14 sáb 21/06/14 313 4

317 Install the purp pipes for gey water 1,4 
horas

sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14 316 4

318 Install mechanical accesories 3 horas sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14
319 Install different accesories such as

no returning, thermosthatic and 
ball valves

1 hora sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14 317 4

320 Install the reductions and make 
the connections

1 hora sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14 319 4

321 Install all the required 
connections

1 hora sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14 320 4

322 Railings placement 5,97 horasvie 20/06/14 sáb 21/06/14 307 2
323 Windows installation 5,98 

horas
vie 20/06/14 sáb 21/06/14 307 2

324 Finish Day 5 Shift 3 0 horas sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14 315
325 Start Day 6 Shift 1 0 horas sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14
326 Windows installation 8 horas sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14 323 2
327 Pergola structure placement 4 horas sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14 322 6 Telehandler
328 Artificial wetland 2 horas sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14
329 Place the wetland recipients on its 

place
2 horas sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14 327 2

330 Place the stairs and other details 1 hora sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14 327 2

331 Finishes 4 horas sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14
332  Internal floor finish 4 horas sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14 327 4
333 Install tanks and mechanical 

equipments
8,63 
horas

sáb 21/06/14 sáb 
21/06/14

334 Install the HOG tanks 30 mins sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14 321 4
335 Install the required pumps for the 

bio-gardener and the artifitial 
wetland

1 hora sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14 334 4

336 Install the Water delivery and Water 
Removal Bags

30 mins sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14 335 4

337 Install the hot water recirculation 
pump

1 hora sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14 336 4

338 Install the heating NC and NO 
electrovalves for the heating system

30 mins sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14 337 4

339 Install de heating recirculation pump 1 hora sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14 338 4

340 Install de Sensors of the heating 
systems

1 hora sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14 339 4

341 Install the hot water piping 
insulations

3 horas sáb 21/06/14 sáb 
21/06/14

342 Cover the Hot water piping with 
the insulation

1 hora sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14 340 4

343 Ajust the bolts and the supports 
of the insulation cover

1 hora sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14 342 4

344 Leave the previews for the 
different appliances

1 hora sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14 343 4

345 Finish Day 6 Shift 1 0 horas sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14 325
346 Start Day 6 Shift 2 0 horas sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14
347 Windows installation 8 horas sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14 326 2
348 Finishes 8 horas sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14
349 Internal floor finish 8 horas sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14 332 4
350 Duct installation 4,5 horassáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14
351 Install Under Floor Ducts 2 horas sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14 344 5
352 Install Machine Room Ducts 30 mins sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14 351 5
353 Install Diffusers (Kitchen, Flexible 

Area, Outside and room closet)
1 hora sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14 352 5

354 Install Ducts in the Bathroom celing 1 hora sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14 353 5

355 Termosolar System tank and copper 
piping

7,5 
horas

sáb 21/06/14 dom 
22/06/14

356 Install the copper piping 30 mins sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14 354 6
357 Install the copper piping insulation 46 mins sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14 356 6

358 Install the heating copper piping 30 mins sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14 357 6
359 Install Sensors 30 mins sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14 358 6
360 Finish Day 6 Shift 2 0 horas sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14 346
361 Start Day 6 Shift 3 0 horas sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14
362 Install Termosolar tank 30 mins sáb 21/06/14 sáb 21/06/14 359 4
363 Presurize the system with the 

hydroneumatic tank
1 hora sáb 21/06/14 dom 

22/06/14
362 4

364 Presurize the heating circuit 30 mins dom 22/06/14 dom 22/06/14363 4
365 Connect the machinary, the ducts 

and the pipes
3 horas dom 22/06/14 dom 

22/06/14
364CC4

366 Connect the Termosolar System and 
copper piping

3 horas dom 22/06/14 dom 
22/06/14

364 4

367 Doors 2 horas sáb 21/06/14 dom 
22/06/14

368 Install the door's framing 1 hora sáb 21/06/14 dom 22/06/14349 4
369 Place the door's on its site 1 hora dom 22/06/14 dom 22/06/14368 4
370 Finishes 30,88 

horas
sáb 21/06/14 mar 

24/06/14
371 Bathroom finishes including sanitary

slab
5,5 
horas

sáb 21/06/14 dom 
22/06/14

349 4

372 Finish Day 6 Dhift 3 0 horas dom 22/06/14 dom 
22/06/14

361

373 Start Day 7 (Resting) 0 horas dom 22/06/14 dom 22/06/14
374 Finish Day 7 (Resting) 0 horas lun 23/06/14 lun 23/06/14 373
375 Start Day 8 Shift 1 0 horas lun 23/06/14 lun 23/06/14
376 Taps 1 hora lun 23/06/14 lun 23/06/14 371 7
377 Furniture placement 2 horas lun 23/06/14 lun 23/06/14 371 7
378 Decoration placement 2 horas lun 23/06/14 lun 23/06/14 377 7
379 Appliances placement 3 horas lun 23/06/14 lun 23/06/14 378 7
380 Finishes and module's conditioning 10 

horas
lun 23/06/14 lun 23/06/14 376CC7

381 Installations datails 10 horaslun 23/06/14 lun 23/06/14 376CC6
382 Water delivery 8 horas lun 23/06/14 lun 23/06/14 336 2
383 Transformer installation 0,93 horaslun 23/06/14 lun 23/06/14 375 4
384 Electrical installations from the SDE 

organization to monitoring
8 horas lun 23/06/14 lun 23/06/14 383 2

385 Finish Day 8 Shift 1 0 horas lun 23/06/14 lun 23/06/14 375
386 Start Day 8 Shift 2 0 horas lun 23/06/14 lun 23/06/14 385
387 Solving details 8 horas lun 23/06/14 mar 24/06/14386
388 Finish Day 8 Shift 2 0 horas mar 24/06/14 mar 24/06/14
389 Test 48,8 

horas
mar 24/06/14 jue 26/06/14

390 Test Water Systems 3 horas mar 24/06/14 mar 24/06/14366;395
391 Test Termosolar Systems 3 horas mar 24/06/14 mar 24/06/14390
392 Test HVAC Systems 3 horas mar 24/06/14 mar 24/06/14391
393 Test Electric system 3 horas mar 24/06/14 mar 24/06/14392
394 Teste Domotic System 3 horas mar 24/06/14 mar 24/06/14393
395 Connection to the electricity system 30 mins mar 24/06/14 mar 

24/06/14
384 4

396 Water delivery 5 horas mié 25/06/14 mié 25/06/14382
397 Inspections 8 horas jue 26/06/14 jue 26/06/14 396
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Id Modo 

de tarea

Nombre de tarea

1 Disassembly

2 Site preparation

7 Arrival and load of truck 4

8 Finishes & Furniture

9 Remove and pack appliances

10 Remove and pack decoration

11 Remove and pack flexible area and bedroom 

furnitures

12 Remove and pack kitchen furniture

13 Remove and pack bathroom furniture

14 Remove and pack internal floor finishes

15 Exterior Details

16 Remove plants

17 Remove lobby flower pots

18 Remove ramp skirting

19 Remove lobby, ramp and terrace ralings

20 Remove reticula

21 Remove pergola

22 Lobby, Hall and Ramp

23 Remove ramp  

24 Remove lobby floor panels 

25 Remove capping rafters 

26 Remove lobby and ramp crown rafters

27 Remove lobby floor rafters

28 Remove columns 

29 Remove footings, dummies and bases 

30 Hydrophonic system installation

31 Remove plants and  subtratums

32 Remove the canoe

33 Remove terrace flowerpots

34 Remove terrace floor panels

35 Remove terrace floor rafters

36 Arrival and load of truck 3

37 Thermosolar system

38 Disconect the termosolar system

39 Disconect the machinery, the ducts and the pipes

40 Uninsinstall sensor and copper pipping

41 Uninsinstall termosolar tank

42 Mechanicall Installations

43 Uninstall mechanical accesories, reductions and conections

44 Uninstall the purp pipes for grey waters

45 Uninstall red pipes for potable hot water

46 Uninstal blue pipes for cold potable water

47 Duct installation

48 Uninstall difusers

49 Uninstall bathroom ceiling ducts

50 Uninstall under floor ducts

51 Enclosures

52 Take off internal wall enclosures

53 Remove chimney structure

4 6 8 10 12 2 4 6 8 10 12 2 4 6 8 10 12 2 4 6 8 10 12 2 4 6 8 10 12 2 4 6 8 10 12 2 4 6 8 10

mar 15 jul mié 16 jul jue 17 jul vie 18 jul
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Id Modo 

de tarea

Nombre de tarea

54 Machine Room

55 Unistall Electric and KNX equipment

56 Uninstal electric box interrupters

57 Unistall KNX

58 Uninstall the HVAC equipments

59 Uninstall oasys

60 Uninstall the head exchanger

61 Uninstal the booster

62 Uninstall the dehumifier

63 Uninstall HOG tanks

64 Water treatment system

65 Biogardener

66 Take away HOG tank, the sedimenter, grease tramp

67 Take away plants and soils

68 Take away the biogardener recipient

69 Artificial wetland

70  Remove the wetland recipients

71 Windows

72 Remove windows

73 Remove windows frame 

74 Arrival and load of the truck 2

75 Electrical Installations

76 Remove ceiling

77 Place plastic sheets under the floor to work properly

78 Detach the electrical pipes from the floor and floor tie rafters

79 Desconect electrical pipes under the floor

80 Floor

81 Remove structural insulation panels

82 Roof

83 Place lifelines

84 Download water collectors

85 Download solar panels

86 Download solar chimney

87 Remove superior roof sheet

88 Download superior rooft sheet

89 Remove rockwool

90 Download and pack rockwool

91 Remove inferior roof sheet

92 Download inferior roof sheet

93 Remove bathroom ceilin

94 Arrival and load of the truck 1

95 Walls

96 Detach and download wall 4

97 Detach and download wall 2

98 Detach and download wall 1

99 Detach and download wall 3

100 Detach and download wall 9

101 Detach and download wall 6

102 Detach and download wall 10

103 Detach and download wall 8

4 6 8 10 12 2 4 6 8 10 12 2 4 6 8 10 12 2 4 6 8 10 12 2 4 6 8 10 12 2 4 6 8 10 12 2 4 6 8 10

mar 15 jul mié 16 jul jue 17 jul vie 18 jul
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Id Modo 

de tarea

Nombre de tarea

104 Detach and download wall 11

105 Detach and download wall 7

106 Main Structure

107 Scaffoldings placement next to Axis A structural 

framework. Check everything is ok

108 Scaffoldings placement next to Axis B and C. Check everything is ok.

109 Scaffoldings placement next to Axis D. Check everything is ok.

110 Take away floor tie rafter between axis D-C '

111 Take away floor tie rafter between axis C'-C

112 Take away floor tie rafter between axis C-B

113 Take away floor tie rafter between axis B-A'

114 Take away floor tie rafter between axis A'-A

115 Take away transversal roof rafters between axis D-C

116 Take away transversal crown rafters between axis D-C

117 Take away axis D structural frame 

118 Take away axis C' floor rafter

119  Take away transversal roof rafters between axis C-B

120 Take away transversal crown rafters between axis C-B

121 Take away axis C structural frame 

122 Take away transversal roof rafters between axis B-A

123 Take away transversal crown rafters between axis B-A

124 Take away axis B structural frame 

125 Take away axis A' floor rafter

126 Take away axis A structural frame 

127 Disassemble axis D structural frame

128 Disassemble axis C structural frame

129 Disassemble axis B structural frame

130 Disassemble axis A structural frame

131 Footings

132 Disassemble the dummies from the plaques

133 Take away all the bolts from the plaques

134 Finishes  

135 Disassembly the packing area awning

136 Disassembly the rest and the office area 

137 Take away the fences and the signposting

4 6 8 10 12 2 4 6 8 10 12 2 4 6 8 10 12 2 4 6 8 10 12 2 4 6 8 10 12 2 4 6 8 10 12 2 4 6 8 10
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